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Dedication 
Imagenan, møtþihan o møtþemun o natideh møtþigole, len natit ýisi 

møtþigole, mitigole høn nøvanuan gail løþisal suh nøyalyalan siGot.  

Thus whether you eat or whether you drink, or anything you might do, in everything 

you do, do it in order that people will praise the greatness of God.  

1 Cor 10:31 
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Abstract 
This is a grammatical description of Maskelynes, a language whose homeland is 

Uluveu Island, the most densly inhabited of the Maskelyne Islands, which are located 

off southeast Malakula, Vanuatu. An Oceanic language, Maskelynes is spoken by 

1300-1400 people as their first language. This is the first substantial description of 

Maskelynes, and is based on data collected during work with the language for over 

ten years.  

 

After an introduction to the people and their language, the language is described 

from phonetics and phonology to complex sentences in roughly three parts. The first 

part of the description discusses nominals and nominal phrases as well as 

interrogatives, demonstratives, relators, prepositions and verbal prepositions. The 

second part of the description discusses verbs in some detail as well as verb phrases 

and the remaining small word classes such as adverbs, quantifiers, tense aspect mode 

particles, focus particles, the plural particle, conjunctions and interjections. The third 

part discusses clauses and verb combining within clauses. The verb combining 

strategies include compounding, nuclear and core serial verb constructions, 

subordination and coordination. 

 

Maskelynes has features in common with many other Vanuatu languages. It has 

SV/AVO clause constituent order, a nominative-accusative marking pattern, exhibits 

head-marking, and wide-spread use of reduplication and serial verb constructions. 

Pronouns mark dual and plural distinctions as well as inclusive and exclusive for first 

person. There is also a distinction between nouns that are unable to be possessed, 

those that are directly possessed and those that are indirectly possessed. Nevertheless 

a number of features are unusual. Two forms of dissimilation are used extensively; 

stress appears to be assigned by vowel quality; part-whole nouns allow for a wide 

variety of noun-noun compounds; and relativisation is by prefixation on the verb.   
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Abbreviations 
The following abbreviations were used in glossing Maskelynes morphemes: 

1, 2, 3  first, second, third person 
Ø  zero morpheme 
A  transitive subject  
ACMP accompaniment 
AUG augmentative 
BEN benefactive 
C  consonant (phonology) 
CAUS causative 
CMPZ complementiser 
COMP completive 
COND conditional 
CONJ conjunction 
CONT continuous 
COP copula 
CSV core serial verb 
d  dual 
DAT dative 
DIM diminutive 
DIR  direction 
DST distributive 
DTZ detransitiviser/valency decrease 
DUB dubitative 
DUR durative 
e  exclusive 
f  feminine 
FOC focus 
FUT future 
GEN genitive 
GL  goal 
HYP hypothetical 
i  inclusive 
IMM immediate 
INCMP incompletive 
INST instrument 
INTNS intensifier 
IR  irrealis 
LOC locative 
m  masculine 
MB  mother’s brother 
MLT multiplicative 
MNS means 
MOD modifier 
MT  material 
NEG negative 
NP  nominal phrase 
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NSV nuclear serial verb 
NZ  nominaliser, common noun marker 
O  object1 
OBG obligatory 
p  plural 
PAST past 
PHB prohibitive 
POSP possessive phrase 
POSR possessor 
POT potential 
PP  prepositional phrase 
PRD product 
PRED predicate, predicate marker 
PRES present 
PURP purpose 
PW  part-whole 
PZ  personaliser, person noun marker 
QNT quantity 
R  realis 
REAS reason 
RED reduplication 
REL relator 
REP repetitive 
RP  relator phrase 
RST result 
RZ  relativiser 
s  singular 
S  subject; semivowel (phonology) 
ST  stimulus 
SEEN seen/first person witnessed 
SVC serial verb construction 
T  time 
TAM tense/aspect/mode 
TZ  transitiviser/valency increase 
V  verb; vowel (phonology) 
VP  verb phrase 
Y/N  yes or no 
 

Other abbreviations are: 

 cf.  compare with/contrast with 
 k.o.  kind of 
 p.c.  personal communication 
 POc  Proto Oceanic 
 PMP  Proto Malayo-Polynesian 
 PNCV Proto North Central Vanuatu 
 s.o.  someone (person or personification) 
 s.t.  something or someone 

                                                           
1 3sO refers to both the third person singular object, and more generally a third person singular non-subject 
argument. 
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 w/  with 
 
Symbols used in examples and glosses: 

 ( )  brackets optional items or explanatory material 
 [ ]  brackets a particular process or structure under discussion  
 .  separates words of a multi-word gloss and also signals continuation 
   of a gloss of a single morpheme2 
 *  marks examples as unallowable, also marks protoforms 
 bold  is used in examples to draw attention to items under discussion 
 

Symbols for the phonology section: 

[ ] encloses the surface pronunciations transcribed in IPA symbols and also  
encloses distinctive features 

 { } encloses alternatives 
// encloses the phonemic representation 
/ in the environment of what follows 
# marks a word boundary 
+ marks a morpheme boundary; indicates presence of a feature 
√ indicates presence of a feature 
– indicates absence of a feature 
~ between sounds or forms of a word, indicates free variation 
. separates syllables 

                                                           
2 The subject person number morpheme is always glossed as one series of numbers and letters without being 
separated by periods, thus: first person dual exclusive subject is 1deS rather than 1.d.e.S.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 History, geography and demography of the Maskelynes 
The Maskelynes language is spoken on the 4.2 km2 island of Uluveu, off the 

southeast coast of Malakula, the second largest island in the Republic of Vanuatu.3 It 

is primarily spoken in three villages around the coast of Uluveu4: Pelog, Lohvari, and 

Lutes5 (see Map 1).6  
 
According to the National Statistics Office (NSO) main report of the 1999 census, 

Maskelynes had a total population of 944 (NSO 2000:52) living in 195 households 

(NSO 2000:130). The Vanuatu National Stastics Office (VNSO) reported that by 

2009 this had risen to 1022 (VNSO 2010:3) in 217 households (VNSO 2010:6). Of 

the 195 households in 1999, 178 used Maskelynes at home as the major language of 

communication.7 The majority of speakers reside on Uluveu Island although there 

are small but significant populations in both the main towns of Luganville (on 

Espiritu Santo) and Port Vila (on Efate). I estimate that the present number of 

speakers is between 1300 and 1400. Most middle-aged people from Avokh and 

Hohai (see Map 2) also speak Maskelynes because they lived on Uluveu for six years 

while they attended primary school at Sangalai. The traditional marriage rules (man 

marries paternal aunt’s granddaughter) have broken down with the result that 

bloodlines have become confused and many families are unhappy to agree to intra-

                                                           
3 The Republic of Vanuatu was, prior to independence in 1980, a territory dually administered by the British and 
French. It was then known as the New Hebrides. 
4 It is unfortunately a fact of  history in Vanuatu that places are often referred to using multiple names and/or 
multiple spellings, sometimes within the same published volume, thus Tryon 1976 has Lopaxsivir and Lepaxsivir, 
Vartavo and Vartabo. In various publications Axamb is spelt Ahamb or Akhamb, Avokh may also be Avok or 
Avock, Uluveu has also been called Kuliviu and Koliviu, but the official map of 1979 had it as Uliveo. Wulei is 
also Vulai, Lynch and Crowley (2001:75) equate Maxbaxo (Tryon 1976) with Marpagho (Charpentier 1982a:47) 
and present day Hokai (Hohai or Okai). While Maxbaxo may be the same as Marpagho, the official map of 1979 
has Marpagho as a village about a kilometre north of Hokai. Maskelynes people say that it is indeed one village 
with one end called Marbaho and the other Hokai. The nearest population centre to Port Sandwich is Lamap 
(locally called Navsah). See Map 2 for Southeast Malakula.  
5 Pelog is also given as Pellonk; Lohvari is also called Peskarus with an alternate spelling, Pescarus; and Lutes is 
also called Lohlenuen with an alternate spelling Lohlenuwen. 
6The language is called Uluveu by some speakers, but this is named after the largest island, Uluveu Island, where 
most speakers live. It should, however, be noted that while the language name is Maskelynes, the Maskelynes or 
Maskelyne Islands form a group of islands off southeast Malakula. One of the Maskelyne Islands is Avokh 
Island, whose residents speak Avokh, as do those of Naraniem village on Malakula opposite Avokh Island. 
Uluveu Island was referred to as Kuliviu by T.W. Leggatt in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and 
by Ray (1926:266), while Charpentier (1979:10) called it Koliveu despite the 1979 official map giving the name 
Uliveo.  
7 While the main report of the 1999 census contained information on what language was spoken in each 
household, the summary release of the 2009 census does not contain this information. 
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Uluveu marriages. This is causing the loss to the Maskelynes of many local young 

women, and the arrival of many young women from elsewhere in Vanuatu. In Pelog 

the women married in are from Avokh, Lamap, eastern Malakula (Uripiv and Aulua), 

NW Malakula, Ambrym, Paama, Epi and the southern island of Tanna. The people 

say that traditionally Pelog had strong marriage ties with Lamap and Ambrym, while 

Lutes had strong marriage ties with Epi, and Lohvari had strong marriage ties with 

Malakula and Avokh. This is consistent with Charpentier (1982a:48).  
 

Map 1. Uluveu Island and surrounding reef 

 
 
Captain Cook named the Maskelyne Islands during his voyage of 1774 at which time 

he also anchored in and named Port Sandwich in South Malakula (Miller 1981:168). 

While a military, trading and Catholic mission centre was established at Port 

Sandwich in 1886-1887 (Thompson 1980:123; Monnier 1987), and a Presbyterian 

one by T. Watt Leggatt at Aulua on the east coast of Malakula in 1887 (Miller 

1989:236-272), it wasn’t until 1897 that Fred Paton visited Uluveu and bought land 
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for a mission station at Sangalai.8 The first missionaries to the Maskelynes were Paul 

(previously Muluntampos) and his wife Letok of Aulua. They went to Uluveu in 

1899 as teachers where Paul soon had the entire population of 189 attending school. 

A school was also started on Hoti (also known as Sakao Island) in 1900. In 1900 the 

first European missionary, Houlton Forlong, settled on Uluveu. T. Watt Leggatt as 

the Presbyterian missionary responsible for southeast Malakula ran communicant 

classes and baptised new believers. With the help of an Uluveu speaker he translated 

the catechism and began printing it on March 6, 1902. In May of the same year he 

began to translate the gospel of Mark with the help of teacher Moses and another 

man. The catechism was finally published in 1904 and the gospel of Mark in 1906. 

 
Map 2. Southeast Malakula 

 

1.2 History of the Maskelynes language 
According to Lewis (2009), Maskelynes belongs to the following family and sub-

groups: Austronesian, Malayo-Polynesian, Central-Eastern, Eastern Malayo-

                                                           
8 Excavation of sites at Port Sandwich in 2006 by Stuart Bedford and Marcelin Abong revealed a fortification 
built in May 1886, and land markers marked as belonging to the Compagnie Nouvelle-Hébrides in August 1887 
(note retrieved on 21 October 2010 from http://www.vanuatuculture.org/site-bm2/20061227_south_malakula 
_archeology.shtml). 
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Polynesian, Oceanic, Central-Eastern Oceanic, Remote Oceanic, North and Central 

Vanuatu, Northeast Vanuatu-Banks Islands, Malekula Coastal, Maskelynes. Its 

language code is klv. In Ross et al. (1998:6) it is shown as Austronesian, Malayo-

Polynesian, Central-Eastern Malayo-Polynesian, Eastern Malayo-Polynesian, 

Oceanic, Eastern Oceanic, Remote Oceanic, North and Central Vanuatu, with the 

Eastern Oceanic subgroup being in some doubt (Ross et al. 1998:7). More recently 

Lynch and Crowley (2001:20) classify it as belonging to the Oceanic, Central-

Eastern Oceanic, Southern Oceanic, Central Vanuatu subgroup (see Map 3). Lynch 

et al. further group Central Vanuatu languages with those of Southern Vanuatu and 

New Caledonia in a Nuclear Southern Oceanic linkage (2002:112-113). In simple 

terms, Maskelynes is a member of the Central Vanuatu subgroup within the Oceanic 

sub-group of the Austronesian language family.  
 
The most significant survey done to categorise the languages of  Vanuatu was Tryon 

(1973, 1976) whose lexicostatistical evidence found that the languages most closely 

related to Maskelynes were Axamb (including wordlists from Axamb, Maxbaxo and 

Avokh), Burmbar (including wordlists from Burmbar, Lopaxsivir and Vartavo), and 

Port Sandwich (spoken in Lamap and surrounds), in that order. He records 

Maskelynes as having some dialect differences. The people themselves view the 

neighbouring language of Avokh as being a language separate from Axamb, but with 

a dialect spoken in Hokai. They say that although they are the same language, Avokh 

borrows lexically from Maskelynes, while Hokai borrows from Axamb. They view 

Maskelynes as being more closely related to Avokh and Port Sandwich than any 

other languages, with Port Sandwich being the most like Maskelynes. They view the 

language spoken in the three villages on Uluveu Island as being one language with 

minor variations. They claim that the residents of Hoti used to speak a separate 

language, as did those of Vulai Island, but they were integrated into Maskelynes 

some generations ago.9 In recent years their descendants (14 in 2009) have 

established a transient but tenacious hamlet at Bongnan on the north coast of Hoti, 

but they are all now mother tongue speakers of Maskelynes. Map 2 shows Southeast 

Malakula. The place names for the most part follow the official map of 1979, but 

                                                           
9 One source in his fifties, born on Hoti (also called Sakao Island), asserts that the language spoken on Hoti and 
Vulai were the same language. A second source, of similar age, part of whose clan land is on Vulai Island, claims 
that the language spoken on the island of Vulai was different from that spoken on Hoti. This view is consistent 
with Charpentier (1982a:47) who says that a population living in Marpagho village had the same dialect as the 
population of the island  of Vulai, but were decimated and moved to Lohvari village  on Uluveu. 
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spellings for Vartabo, Lopaxsivir and Burmbar are as shown on the Malakula map in 

Tryon (1976). 

Map 3. Islands of Central Vanuatu 

 

1.3 Previous research and publications 
Very little has been published on the Maskelynes language. In the early part of last 

century Reverend T.W. Leggatt produced some Scripture portions and catechisms 

(Leggatt 1904, 1906), and Ray (1926) analysed these, producing a grammar sketch 
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including over 200 lexical items. Tryon (1976) published a survey of New Hebrides 

languages including some 200 Maskelynes lexical items. The most extensive record 

of Maskelynes was done by Jean-Michel Charpentier. Based in Lamap, Charpentier 

(1982a, 1982b) carried out fieldwork throughout southeast Malakula and published a 

comparison of nineteen languages using over 1700 words.  
 
My wife and I continue to compile a Maskelynes dictionary and help the Maskelyne 

people develop published material including Scripture. 

1.4 Present study 
The data upon which this study is based was collected largely in Pelog (Pellonk) 

village on the northeast coast of Uluveu between 1998 and 2010. It also includes data 

from Lutes (Lohlenuen) and Lohvari (Peskarus) villages. 

1.4.1 Overview of Maskelynes grammar 
The aim of this study is to produce an example-rich description of the grammar of 

Maskelynes that is both readable and intelligible, making it easily accessible to 

anybody with linguistic training—regardless of any theoretical linguistic model to 

which they might subscribe. It is also to put on record a description of a language 

whose speakers fear it is disappearing, mostly due to the influence of Bislama, but 

also because the old people, who are the repository of the language, are dying. 

Further, many of the young people live in Port Vila or Luganville away from their 

language homeland. The following is a very brief overview of the Maskelynes 

language. 
 
This description is arranged in a loosely bottom-up approach starting with 

phonology, then morphology and words, then phrases, clauses and sentences. Due to 

space restriction, I have not included a separate chapter on discourse, but sprinkled 

throughout the rest of the description I have included comments on various features 

of discourse. Thus there are sections discussing definiteness and specificity (§4.7 and 

§6.1.4), anaphoric and cataphoric use of demonstratives (§6.1.3), use of focus 

particles (§4.2.14 and §6.2.3), dislocation to indicate prominence (§11.1.8.1 and 

§11.1.8.2), and interpropositional relations in the sections on core serial verb 

constructions (§12.4), subordination (§13) and coordination (§14.1). The longer I 

have spent working in the language the more difficult it has been to fit data into nice 
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neat categories—there always seem to be exceptions. Perhaps that is a major 

drawback to this description or perhaps it is a strength. Either way, as much as 

possible it reflects a real language as it is. While this is a synchronic description, 

there have been changes over the length of time I have spent observing the language, 

and where applicable I have noted them. And since language reflects culture, 

occasionally I have included cultural information which may add “flesh to the 

bones”. 

1.4.1.1 Typology 
Maskelynes is fairly close to being what Ross (2004a:492ff) calls a canonic Oceanic 

language. It has a nominative-accusative marking pattern and SV/AVO clause 

constituent order. It has prepositions, and the possessor follows the possessed in 

possessive nominal phrases (NPs). Nouns are normally marked by a nominalising 

prefix na-/nø- for common nouns or a personalising prefix a- for personal names 

and most kin terms. The head of a NP is postmodified. Maskelynes exhibits head-

marking, with subject and object markers appearing on the verb, thus the verb phrase 

(VP) is meaningful without either a subject or object NP. There is a distinction 

between realis and irrealis mode, and various mode and tense markers appear before 

the verb. Negation is by a single prefix on the verb. There is no passive voice. 

Valency is raised by means of post-verbal relators, enclitics or suffixes. Valency is 

characteristically lowered by means of the detransitivising prefix ma-/mø-.  

1.4.1.2 Phonology and orthography 
Maskelynes has twenty consonants and six vowel phonemes. Any vowel length is 

due to vowel clusters across morpheme breaks, and is not phonemic. The phonemes 

are listed below on the left with consonants above and vowels below. The 

orthography presently in use (and used in this description) is given in the centre. The 

orthography used by the early missionaries is on the right. 
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     p ý t k  p ý t k 
     b þ d g  b b d c 
     v ¹ s h  v v s h 
     m æ n ð  m m n g 
       l     l  
       r     r  
      w y    u i  

              
     i ø u   i  u  
     e a o   e a o  

 
While this early orthography may not have been confusing at the time, education and 

widespread literacy in English generated confusion since Maskelynes c and g did not 

have any correlation with their English (or Bislama) equivalents. In addition, the 

early orthography didn’t distinguish , , or , rarely distinguished  

and didn’t recognise the sixth vowel  at all. The semivowels were also not 

recognised as phonemes, but because of their nature, writing them as vowels  and  

didn’t cause much confusion. The bilabial trill found elsewhere in Malakula is 

present inMaskelynes but is not phonemic.10 
 

Consonant clusters rarely occur within syllable boundaries with the exception of  

and  which occur with the person number prefixes namr- ‘we (dual exclusive)’ 

and namt- ‘we (plural exclusive)’ when they are followed by a verbal prefix starting 

with a consonant. Two different forms of productive dissimilation are found. And 

unusually, vowel quality appears to determine syllable weight and be the main factor 

for assigning stress.  

1.4.1.3 Word classes 
Maskelynes, like many Vanuatu languages, only has two major word classes: nouns 

and verbs. Minor word classes include pronouns, demonstratives, relators, 

prepositions, adverbs, quantifiers, tense/aspect/mode (TAM) particles, focus 

particles, a plural particle, conjunctions and interjections. Some nouns and verbs 

have the same roots, but affixation makes their word class unambiguous. 
 

                                                           
10 This was also found to be the case in Uripiv (McKerras 2001:1). 
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Pronouns and nouns may both occur as the head of a nominal phrase (NP), but there 

are significant differences between them. While pronouns usually occur alone as 

head of a NP, nouns often have one or more post-modifiers. Nouns may also act as 

post-modifiers to the head of a NP. Personal and possessive pronouns are marked for 

person and number (singular, dual and plural) with an inclusive and exclusive 

distinction for first person. In addition, there is an unusual ‘all inclusive’ pronoun. 

Some nouns may be marked for singular, dual and plural as well as gender, 

relationship and demonstrative, but most are unmarked as singular, with a postposed 

particle expressing plural. Most human nouns are marked by a personalising prefix 

a-, while non-human and inanimate nouns are marked by the nominalising prefix 

na-/nø-. Temporal and locative nouns take neither. Nouns may be directly 

possessed, indirectly possessed or allowed no possession. There is extensive 

compounding of nouns especially with part-whole nouns, a subclass of alienable 

nouns. The other alienable nouns are divided into a general subclass and a food and 

drink associated subclass. 
 
Verbs typically encode states, processes or actions and function as the head of a verb 

phrase (VP). Only verbs can take subject person number and mode prefixes. Verbs 

are either intransitive, ambitransitive or transitive. Intransitive verbs are either active 

or state-process verbs. The state-process verbs function in ways similar to traditional 

concepts of adjectives and adverbs. There are a small number of typically invariant 

adverbs, but only one possible adjective. Most modifiers of the head noun in a NP 

are either themselves structurally nouns, or structurally verbs.11 Relativisation is 

achieved by means of two verbal prefixes, one indicating realis mode and one 

irrealis. This appears to be unusual among Oceanic languages.12 Reduplication is 

used extensively with a range of meanings including aspectual ones.   

1.4.1.4 Phrase types 
A minimal NP consists of only a noun or pronoun head or of a contextually 

reconstructable head represented by a non-head modifying constituent. Personal 

                                                           
11 While there may be similarities in function for what Jauncey (1997:269) calls adjectives, in Maskelynes these 
would structurally be nouns or verbs. Ross (1998b), looking at large classes of modifiers and predicate lexemes, 
places Oceanic languages along a continuum from those that have ‘adjectival nouns’ to those with true adjectives 
to those with ‘adjectival verbs’ to those with ‘stative verbs’. This continuum is based on morpho-syntax rather 
than function. He does also, however, identify a small class of modifiers with a higher tendency across various 
languages to be adjectives or adjectival nouns. 
12 Rather than inflection on the verb, Nahavaq relativisation can occur with or without the relative marker 
(Dimock 2009:103), which is considered to be a ‘prefix attached to the clause’ (Dimock p.c.). 
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pronouns are the same for subject and object. Any NP whose head is a noun may also 

contain one or more modifiers, while a NP with a pronoun head may have only a 

very limited number of modifiers. NPs in peripheral adjuncts are usually preceded by 

either relators or forms such as prepositions that function like relators. 
 
A minimal VP consists of a verb stem in an imperative clause, but for a declarative 

or interrogative clause the minimal VP consists of a verb stem with its subject and 

mode prefixes. These prefixes may be dropped in a multi-clause sentence or at the 

peak of action in a narrative discourse. If the verb is transitive it usually has the 

object enclitic in the absence of a syntactic object.  
 
Relator phrases (RPs) consist of a relator, a preposition or a verbal preposition 

followed by a nominal constituent (a NP). They usually fill peripheral clause 

elements such as time or location adjuncts.  

1.4.1.5 Clause and sentence structure 
The basic verbal clause structure for Maskelynes is (SUBJECT) + PREDICATE + 

(OBJECT). The clause nucleus consists of the predicate, the clause core consists of 

the nucleus and core arguments (subject and object). The clause periphery consists 

od adjuncts before and after the core. As in most Central Vanuatu languages, verb 

serialisation is a highly productive process, and provides many of the nuances of 

meaning that would otherwise require an extensive lexicon. Like simple verbs, these 

serial verb constructions can function as predicate within the clause.  

1.4.2 Conventions and abbreviations 
Maskelynes examples cited here conform to the following conventions: Vernacular 

examples are given in italics, with grammatical tags in capitals except in a few cases 

indicated in the Abbreviations section. The free translations are enclosed in single 

quotes. Proto forms are preceded by an asterisk (*) and are given in the regular font 

without italics. Unallowable vernacular forms are also preceded by an asterisk, but 

are given in italics. For phrase and sentence examples the gloss of a Maskelynes 

word comes immediately underneath that word. If the word has multiple morphemes, 

the word itself is hyphenated at the morpheme breaks as is the gloss. When a word is 

inherently reduplicated and never occurs in an unreduplicated form, the reduplication 

is not glossed. But when an unreduplicated form does exist, any reduplication is 
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glossed. When a word has multiple senses, the gloss reflects the sense consistent with 

the context. Whenever the gloss of a morpheme involves more than one word or 

abbreviation, a full stop separates them, with the exception of subject person/number 

prefixes and the object enclitic on verbs. This means 1diS is the gloss for first person 

dual inclusive subject prefix, but 1diS.IR is the gloss for first person dual inclusive 

subject irrealis prefix. It should be noted here that while it is possible to separately 

identify morphemes for subject person number, realis and irrealis, I have glossed the 

realis and irrealis as portmanteau morphemes with the subject person and number 

morphemes because there are confusing suppletive forms for third person realis and 

third person irrealis. In addition, when there are morphophonemes, normally they are 

referred to by both forms. The only exceptions to these two statements are in the 

sections on phonological rules (§2.13) and verb inflection (§8.1.1) where the realis 

and irrealis morphemes are referred to as separate from the subject prefixes, and 

morphophonemes are used.  
 
Following Lynch (2000a:11), free pronouns are glossed in ‘normal English’ except 

where it is necessary to indicate case, person or number because of ambiguity (thus 

‘I’, ‘me’, ‘my’, but ‘we.de’ rather than ‘we dual exclusive’ or ‘we two but not you’). 

By contrast, verbal affixes will be glossed with person, number, mood etc. (thus 

1piS.R, or 3sO). Third person singular is translated as ‘he’, ‘she’ or ‘it’ according to 

the original context in which the example was given. People’s names have 

occasionally been changed when the circumstances within the text may have caused 

shame. Examples are numbered sequentially within each main section. Tables and 

figures are numbered sequentially from the beginning of the description. 
 
The phonetic symbols used throughout are those agreed upon by the International 

Phonetic Association (IPA) in 1993 and revised in 1996 (IPA 1999). 
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2 Phonology 

2.1 Overview 
The Maskelynes language has twenty consonant phonemes (Table 1) and six vowel 

phonemes (Table 2). This pattern of six vowels, while not following the classical 

Oceanic pattern of five vowels, is consistent with other languages of Malakula such 

as Naman (Crowley 2006a:29) and Tape (Crowley 2006b:88).   

Table 1. Consonant phonemes    

Front Consonant + – + – 
 Labial Labio-velar Dental/Alveolar/Palatal Velar/Uvular 
Voiceless plosives    
Voiced plosives    
Nasals    
Trills/Taps    
Fricatives    
Lateral    
Semivowels    
 

Table 2. Vowel phonemes 

 Front + – – 
 Rounded – – + 

High 
+   
–   

2.2 Consonants 
All consonants can occur word (and syllable) initially, intervocalically and word 

finally, although ,  and  are rare word finally. The labio-velar consonants in 

this description have been named as such for cross-linguistic purposes. Strictly 

speaking they are labiovelarised bilabials. This labiovelarisation is lip rounding with 

raising of the back of the tongue. It is effectively labialisation with “a velarisation 

gesture” (Ladefoged and Maddieson 1996:356). Many languages in Vanuatu display 

consonants with these characteristics, including Tamambo (Jauncey 1997:24), Avava 

(Crowley 2006c:26), Tape (Crowley 2006b:100-102), Nefe‘ei (Neve‘ei) (Musgrave 

2001:7) and Nahavaq (Dimock 2009:23-25).  The term labiovelar can also be used to 

indicate simultaneous bilabial and velar articulation as for Lewo (Early 1994:48-49), 

NE Ambae (Hyslop 2001:32) and South Efate (Nicholls and Nicholls 1998:1-2) a 

point also made for Proto Oceanic (Ross 1998a:15-16). 
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2.2.1 Plosives 

2.2.1.1 Voiceless plosives 

 is realised primarily as a voiceless unaspirated bilabial plosive , but occurs as a 

rare unreleased variant  word finally.  

 
   ‘sleep’ 
   ‘dog’ 
   ‘kerosene wood’ 
 

 is realised primarily as the labiovelarised voiceless bilabial plosive  but 

occurs as the unlabiovelarised variant  before rounded vowels  and (see also  

§2.13.1.1) and an unreleased unlabiovelarised variant word finally if not 

followed by a vowel. It has never been recorded before a consonant. 
 
   ‘disperse (arranged leaves)’ 
   ‘k.o. vine’ 
   ‘split’ 
   ‘coconut cream’ 
   ‘he counts’ 
   ‘wide’ 
 

 is realised primarily as a voiceless unaspirated dental-alveolar plosive , but 

occurs as an unreleased variant  word finally and before a consonant.  


   ‘cry’ 
   ‘look’ 
   ‘bite’ 
   ‘overcast’ 
 

 is realised as a voiceless unaspirated velar plosive , which is rare both word 

finally and syllable finally. 
 
   ‘sharp’ 
   ‘look’ 
   ‘squishy’ 
   ‘flag’ 
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2.2.1.2 Voiced plosives 
All of the voiced plosives exhibit homorganic prenasalisation. For some speakers 

word final prenasalised voiced plosives tend to be reduced to just their 

prenasalisation during rapid speech.  
 

is realised primarily as the prenasalised voiced bilabial plosive . An 

unreleased variant , and a voiceless variant  occur in free variation with 

 word finally and before a voiceless consonant. A prenasalised voiced bilabial 

trill variant  occurs before  (see §2.13.1.2) and increasingly before . This 

trill occurs as a tap in Peskarus (Lohvari). 
 
   ‘banyan’ 
   ‘banded rail’ 
   ‘breadfruit’ 
   ‘old woman’ 
   ‘push it’ 
   ‘swing’ 
   ‘it’s finished’ 
   ‘my grandchild’ 
   ‘revenge’ 
 

 is realised as the prenasalised labiovelarised voiced bilabial plosive  

before , ,  and  An unlabiovelarised variant  occurs before  and in 

free variation with a bilabial trill variant  before (see §2.13.1.2) The variant 

 also occurs after  and if there is no following unrounded vowel (see also  

§2.13.1.1). The phoneme  occurs word finally ( ‘he found his 

father’), and before a consonant.  
 
   ‘pour’ 
   ‘mud’ 
   ‘dream’ 
   ‘alone’ 
   ‘hole’ 
   ‘tasteless’ 
   ‘necklace’ 
   ‘noon’ 
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 is realised primarily as the prenasalised voiced dental-alveolar plosive . An 

unreleased variant  and a voiceless variant  are in free variation with  

word finally and before a voiceless consonant (or vowel).
 
   ‘yam’ 
   ‘any’ 
   ‘he just went’ 
   ‘coals’ 
   ‘empty’ 
   ‘hot’ 
   ‘head’ 
 

 is realised primarily as the prenasalised voiced velar plosive . An unreleased 

variant  and a voiceless variant  are in free variation with  word finally 

and before a voiceless consonant (or vowel). There is a tendency among some 

speakers (especially young people) to replace  with  or elide the stop leaving 

 word finally. Thus   ‘this’ can be  or  and  ‘laplap’ 

can be , or  

 
   ‘here’ 
   ‘k.o. plant’ 
   ‘canoe’ 
   ‘cook (wrapped in leaf)’ 
   ‘midden’ 
   ‘my’ 

2.2.2 Nasals 
The nasals have no distributional restrictions. 

 occurs as the voiced bilabial nasal . 

 
   ‘fowl’ 
   ‘rounded’ 
   ‘Melanesian cuckoo-shrike’ 
   ‘upper limb of s.t. animate’ 
   ‘k.o. tree’ 
 

 is realised as the labiovelarised voiced bilabial nasal before , ,  and 

 It exists as an unlabiovelarised variant  word finally unless followed by a 

word starting with an unrounded vowel ( ‘he kissed his mother’). It 
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occurs as the unlabiovelarised variant  before rounded vowels  and  (see 

also  §2.13.1.1.) and after rounded vowels if there is no following unrounded vowel. 

It also occurs as  before a consonant. 

 
   ‘shine’ 
   ‘hobgoblin’ 
   ‘peace’ 
   ‘he pounds’ 
   ‘track (by smell)’ 
   ‘shade’ 
   ‘your inner being’ 
 

 occurs as the voiced alveolar nasal . 

 
  13 ‘yesterday’ 
   ‘that’ 
   ‘maiden’ 
   ‘k.o. wrasse’ 
 

 occurs as the voiced velar nasal . 

 
   ‘just, only’ 
   ‘ear’ 
   ‘kneel’ 
   ‘hermit crab’ 
   ‘tough’ 

2.2.3 Trills and taps 

 is realised primarily as the voiced alveolar tap , but occurs in free variation with 

the voiced alveolar trill although this is more likely in slow emphasised speech.

 
   ‘middle’ 
   ‘two’ 
   ‘plover’ 
   ‘twitch’ 
   ‘three’ 

                                                           
13 This is the only occurrence of vowel nasalisation recorded. 
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2.2.4 Fricatives 

 is realised primarily as the voiced bilabial fricative  with a voiceless 

variant which tends to occur before a voiceless consonant, in borrowings 

containing , and in free variation with  for some speakers. 

  
   ‘pumice’ 
   ‘but’ 
   ‘sugarcane’ 
   ‘six’ 
   ‘seven’ 
   ‘flour’ (from English) 
   ‘his palm’ 
 

 is realised primarily as the labiovelarised voiced bilabial fricative  before , 

,  and It occurs as an unvelarised variant before rounded vowels  and 

(see also  §2.13.1.1.) and after rounded vowels if there is no following unrounded 

vowel. It also occurs as  before a voiced consonant. It exists word finally 

( ‘he stoned his brother’), but tends to become an unlabiovelarised 

voiceless variant  before a voiceless consonant or word finally when not followed 

by a vowel.   
 
   ‘honeyeater’ 
   ‘paddle’ 
   ‘wind’ 
   ‘he throws stones at it’ 
   ‘leaf shoot of s.t.’ 
   ‘centipede’ 
   ‘hurry’ 
   ‘very’ 
   ‘k.o. garfish’ 
 

 is realised as the voiceless alveolar grooved fricative . Occasional idiolects 

have this in free variation with the post-alveolar grooved fricative .  

 
   ‘thank you’ 
   ‘grass skirt’ 
   ‘maiden’ 
   ‘wet’ 
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 is realised primarily as the voiceless velar fricative  It has two variants in free 

variation, the voiced velar fricative , and the uvular trill . 

 
   ‘k.o. clam’ 
   ‘damselfish’ 
   ‘half/part of s.t.’ 
   ‘girl’ 
   ‘inside (a house)’ 
   ‘eat it!’ 

2.2.5 Lateral approximant 

 occurs as the voiced alveolar lateral approximant . 

 
   ‘fat’ 
   ‘bathe’ 
   ‘awake’ 
   ‘return’
   ‘noon’ 

2.2.6 Semivowels 
There are two semivowels with both consonant and vowel characteristics. 
 

 is realised as the voiced labio-velar approximant  in syllable onset, but is not 

recorded before . It is realised as the close back rounded vowel  in syllable 

nucleus following a low vowel , , or . While classified as a labio-velar, unlike 

the other labio-velars, it is readily detected before a non-front rounded vowel, thus: 

 ‘he steers’. 

 
   ‘show-off’ 
   ‘sibling (same sex)’ 
   ‘river’ 
   ‘cone shell’ 
   ‘reef’ 
   ‘island’ 
   ‘Vanuatu fruit dove’ 
   ‘k.o. tiny crab’ 

The sequence  is realised as  thus   ‘canoe’. 
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 is realised as the voiced palatal approximant  in syllable onset, but is not 

recorded before ,  or . It is realised as the close front unrounded vowel  in 

syllable nucleus following a low vowel , , or 

 
   ‘restless’ 
   ‘k.o. crab’ 
   ‘they stroll’ 
   ‘k.o. shark’ 
   ‘now’ 
   ‘know’ 
   ‘green snail’ 
   ‘Job’s tears’ 

The sequence  is realised as  thus   ‘Tahitian chestnut’. 

2.2.7 Labio-velar consonants 

The labio-velar consonants  (§2.2.1.1),  (§2.2.1.2),  (§2.2.2) and  

(§2.2.4)all act in a similar fashion. They all occur before , ,  and . They are 

all realised as unlabiovelarised variants before  and , but reveal themselves by 

blocking the normal fronting of these vowels when surrounded by front consonants. 

(Fronting of rounded vowels will be discussed further in §2.13.1.1). This implies that 

their velar quality is affecting the vowel, rather than any other bilabial characteristic. 

This is supported by Maskelynes speakers who characterise labio-velars as “heavy” 

compared to “light” bilabial consonants. For this reason they have been classified as 

non-front consonants. It would appear that the phonetic similarity between the 

labiovelarisation and a following non-front rounded vowel neutralises the contrast 

between bilabial and labio-velar consonants, so that, for instance,  is realised 

as  and  is realised as . Other examples are as follows:  

 
   ‘harrier’    ‘snake’ 
   ‘mushroom’    ‘check out/visit’ 
   ‘odour’    ‘for’ 
   ‘hypertrophied’    ‘rush’ 
   ‘marvel’    ‘bear fruit’ 
   ‘cone shell’    ‘jellyfish’ 
   ‘surface (of)’    ‘slap’ 
   ‘spit’    ‘treefern’ 
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2.3 Vowels 
As shown in Table 2, vowel phonemes are either front or non-front, rounded or 

unrounded and high or non-high.14 Nevertheless, in the following description, vowel 

phones are described in standard IPA terms. 
 

 is primarily realised as the close front unrounded vowel . It tends to occur as a 

near-close near-front variant  between front consonants. 

 
   ‘mother’ 
   ‘octopus’ 
   ‘restless’ 
   ‘his leg’ 
   ‘manner’ 
   ‘five’ 

 is primarily realised as a vowel between the close-mid and open-mid front 

unrounded vowels. It tends to be closer to  word finally and before unrounded 

vowels and closer to  elsewhere.  

 
   ‘this’ 
   ‘awake’ 
   ‘small’ 
   ‘coconut crab’ 
   ‘old woman’ 
   ‘black-naped tern’ 
   ‘k.o. rank’ 

 is realised as the mid central unrounded vowel , and as a close-mid central 

rounded variant  following a labio-velar consonant or before a  sequence 

word finally. It occurs in unstressed syllables and very rarely in stressed syllables, 

but has not been observed word initially or finally and only once before another 

vowel. All other vowel phonemes tend towards  in unstressed syllables during 

casual speech. 
 

                                                           
14 Lynch (2003:366) considers the description of /ø/ as high and /a/ as non-high to be a “slight analytical fiction”. 
Phonetically this may be true, but there is little doubt that phonemically all of the vowels are divided into 
high/non-high pairs. This is supported by the morphophonemic pattern of dissimilation which requires certain 
prefix or proclitic vowels to be opposite in height to the first vowel of the stem. Dissimilation is discussed further 
in §2.13.2.6 and §2.13.2.7. 
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   ‘hermaphrodite’ 
   ‘happy’ 
   ‘hemmed’ 
   ‘white’ 
   ‘swamp taro’ 

 is realised as the open back unrounded vowel  and occurs in all possible 

environments.
 
   ‘always’ 
   ‘father’ 
   ‘sick’ 
   ‘over there’ 
   ‘no’ 

 is realised primarily as the close back rounded vowel  It occurs as a close 

front alternate  between front consonants and tends to occur as a near-close near-

back alternate  when preceded or followed by a non-front consonant. There is 

some evidence that where  is in the process of being lost word finally, it is realised 

as , but the evidence is insufficient to call it an allophone (see §2.4.3 for further 

discussion of the voiceless vowel). 
 
   ‘load’ 
   ‘seven’ 
   ‘cuckoo’ 
   ‘be not’ 
   ‘horizon’ 
   ‘hiccup’ 
   ‘cormorant’ 
   ‘kingfisher’ 

 is realised primarily as the close-mid back rounded vowel  with a close-mid 

front rounded alternate  between front consonants. This process reveals itself in 

borrowed names such as Nora, which becomes , and Tony, which becomes 

. The only evidence of  word initially is from interjections and borrowings. 
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   ‘oven’ 
   ‘spring (water)’ 
   ‘empty’ 
   ‘end wall’ 
   ‘his/her spouse’ 
   ‘threadfin breams’ 

2.4 Phoneme contrasts 

2.4.1 Consonant contrasts 

� 
 
   ‘lash it’    ‘all of it’ 
   ‘lack’    ‘bald’ 
   ‘break (wave)’    ‘ask’ 
 
   ‘red’    ‘enter’ 
   ‘harrier’    ‘mud’ 
   ‘spittle’    ‘k.o. tree’ 


  ‘swell’    ‘sleep w/ arm around 

s.o.’ 
 
   ‘appear’    ‘prune it’ 
   ‘go’    ‘bear fruit’ 
   ‘bow (stringed)’    ‘add coconut cream’ 
   ‘grow’    ‘copy’ 
 

� 
 
   ‘placenta’    ‘snot’ 
   ‘mangrove’    ‘seek’ 
   ‘scoop s.t. out’    ‘termite’ 
   ‘overbalanced’    ‘hot’ 
 
   ‘dance’    ‘go slack’ 
   ‘hepatitis’    ‘be excessive’ 
   ‘appear’    ‘plait s.t.’ 
   ‘bleached’    ‘cough’ 
 
   ‘transfer’     
   ‘be erect’     
   ‘village’     
   ‘full’     
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� 
 
   ‘hunt’    ‘lame’ 
   ‘call’    ‘thread (a way)’ 
   ‘say’    ‘change’ 
   ‘that is trapped’    ‘next’ 
  ‘mushy’   ‘destroyed’ 
 
   ‘enough’    
   ‘strive’    
   ‘sweet’    
   ‘that is bitter’    
   ‘malleable’     
 

� 
 
   ‘cock’s comb’    ‘think (about)’ 
   ‘food storage 

hole’ 
   ‘I shifted (house)’ 

   ‘outrigger’    ‘his, her, its’ 
   ‘like, be fond of’    ‘glory’ 
   ‘devil’     
 
   ‘mew’    ‘yes?/no?’ 
   ‘lick’    ‘shade’ 
   ‘hurt’    ‘your (s)’ 
   ‘roast (meat)’    ‘peace’ 
 

� 
 
   ‘bed’    ‘skewed’ 
   ‘drink’    ‘totally’ 


  ‘heat stones’    ‘roll (self on 

ground)’ 
   ‘outrigger’    ‘one hundred’ 
 

� 
 
   ‘mosquito’    ‘yam’ 
   ‘sleepy’    ‘produce leaves’ 
   ‘glory’    ‘spoil’ 
   ‘elevate’    ‘join’ 
 

� 
 
   ‘grimace’    ‘wipe and hold’ 
   ‘think (about)’    ‘lame’ 
   ‘rendezvous with’    ‘gather armful’ 
   ‘husk’    ‘sedentary’ 
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� 
 
   ‘go’    ‘bear fruit’ 
   ‘rub until hot’    ‘rock pile/wall’ 
   ‘derisively’    ‘branching coral’ 
   ‘operculum’     
   ‘placate’    ‘copy’ 
 
   ‘wear (necklace)’    
   ‘steer’    
   ‘tidal current’    
  ‘k.o. crab’    
        

2.4.2 Vowel contrasts 
 
   ‘hang’    ‘shut eyes’ 
   ‘year’    ‘reef’ 
   ‘call’    ‘rub out’ 
   ‘blow nose’    ‘nose’ 
   ‘because of’    ‘pare’ 
   ‘high’    ‘in mourning’ 
   ‘flow’    ‘float’ 
   ‘skewed’    ‘turn’ 
   ‘change it’    ‘do it’ 
   ‘cicada’    ‘banyan’ 
   ‘crawl’    ‘twitch’ 
   transitiviser    ‘his/her face’ 
   ‘laugh’    ‘drink’ 
   ‘white fat’    ‘eel’ 
   ‘punch it’    ‘demolish it’ 
 

2.4.3 Voiceless vowel 

The voiceless vowel  occurs word finally as the close back round voiceless vowel. 

It is characterised by lip rounding with egressive mouth air and only occurs word 

finally following a consonant. The status of the voiceless vowel is uncertain. It is 

possibly a vestigial  in words that are gradually losing their final vowel. It is also 

possibly a phoneme.  
 
Supporting it being a phoneme are:  
 

� The following subminimal contrasts with the vowel phoneme /u/. 
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   ‘rippled’    ‘fidgety’ 
   ‘grindstone’    ‘smash’ 
   ‘club’    ‘ready to eat’ 
   ‘break wind’    ‘rat’ 
  

� Maskelynes people do not speak about it as /u/, whereas they do speak of  and 

 as /u/. 

 
Against it being a phoneme are: 

� Reduplication of C1V1C2 gives C1V1C2uC1V1C2 indicating an underlying /u/.  

 
   ‘crisp’ 
   ‘crop/rumen’ 
   ‘unclear’ 
 

� This is borne out by the POc possessor suffix *-gu (Ross 1988:112) which is 

realised as ,  and POc *matakut ‘fear, be afraid’ (Evans and Ross 2001:278) 

which is realised as . It is also supported by the noun  ‘head’ 

and its directly possessed counterpart   ‘her/his/its head’. 

� The voiceless vowel only has limited distribution (following alveolar and velar 

consonants , , , , , , , , and word finally). 

� The vowel  has much wider distribution. It occurs word initially, between 

consonants and word finally. It has been recorded word finally following a 

greater range of consonants than  (, , , , , , , , , , , ,  

and ).  

2.5 Syllable structure 
Maskelynes syllables have the following structure: 
 
 Onset Nucleus Coda 

 (C/S) V(S) (C) 
 
There is a consonant or semivowel in the optional onset, a vowel or a vowel-

semivowel sequence in the nucleus, and a consonant in the optional syllable coda. 

The only obligatory element is the vowel. This formula allows for the following 

syllable patterns: V, VC, VS, VSC, CV, CVS, CVC, CVSC, SV, SVC, SVS and 

SVSC. Of these, VSC and SVSC have never been recorded. This is not surprising 
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since the syllable final SC sequence is uncommon, as is syllable initial V or S, so the 

combination of these elements would be rare. The word final voiceless u,  is 

realised as lip rounding following the previous consonant. If this lip rounding is 

considered to be a semivowel, then the range of syllable patterns would also have to 

include CVCS. Aside from this there are two recorded CVCC syllables,  ‘we 

two exclusive’ and  ‘we plural exclusive’ that only exist when the following 

prefix on the verb begins with a consonant.  

There is a decreasing prominence of elements in the order V>S>C, with V most 

likely to be the nucleus of a syllable, and C the least likely. While a C nucleus 

appears unlikely, the pre-nasalisation sometimes appears to be almost syllabic 

especially during reduplication. In randomly chosen texts, the most frequent syllable 

pattern is CV (50%) followed by CVC (29%). Verb stems have a maximum of four 

syllables, with no recorded example of a fully inflected verb exceeding eight 

syllables. Nouns do not exceed ten syllables.  

Table 3. Examples of each syllable pattern 

 Word initially Word medially Word finally 
V  ‘prepare’  ‘you asked him’  ‘one’ 
VC 15 ‘stand’  ‘k.o. tree’  ‘he didn’t work’ 
VS  ‘there’    ‘pig’ 
VSC       
CV  ‘shark’  ‘deceive him’  ‘k.o. herring’ 
CVC  ‘exist’  ‘six’  ‘green’ 
CVS  ‘only’  ‘crow’  ‘expertise’ 
CVSC  ‘k.o. dove’    ‘bang’ 
SV  ‘rub’  ‘k.o. crab’  ‘brother’16 
SVC  ‘walk’  ‘malleable’  ‘canoe stern’ 
SVS  ‘k.o. yam’  ‘silky’  ‘arrowhead’ 
SVSC       

2.6 Reduplication 
Maskelynes uses extensive reduplication, and it occurs in many configurations. For 

the most part the reduplication consists of repetition of the initial part of the word. 

Each pattern is given below with at least one example. The reduplication is bold. 
 

                                                           
15 Word initial VC syllables are limited to monosyllabic words. 
16 Vocative form. 
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� C1ø–C1VX 

 gel-e ‘change’  gø-gel ‘change (more than once)’ 
 pair ‘turn’  pø-pair ‘turn repeatedly’ 
 darðaþu ‘confused’  dø-darðaþu ‘very confused’ 
 

� C1V1–C1V1X 
 le ‘rise’  le-le ‘awake’ 
 gum-i ‘squeeze’  gu-gum-i ‘squeeze continuously’ 
 rihit-i ‘squash against’  ri-rihit ‘squeezed together’ 
 

� C1V1–C2V2–C2V2C 
 husur-i ‘follow’  hu-su-sur-i ‘(many) keep following’ 
 

� C1V1V2–C1V1 
 du ‘quake’  due-du ‘shake/loosen’ 
 
� C1S1–C1V1S1

17 
 kau ‘hunt’  ku-kau ‘hunt’ 
 

� V1C1–V1C1 
 il ‘stand’  il-il ‘keep standing’ 
 um ‘work’  um-um ‘keep working’ 
 

� C1V1S/C2–C1V1S/C2X 
 toh-i ‘demolish’  toh-toh-i ‘keep demolishing’ 
 kau ‘break gently (wave)’  kau-kau ‘keep breaking gently (wave)’ 
 køta ‘look’  køt-køta ‘watch’ 
 gaur ‘ululate’  gau-gaur ‘yodel’ 
 ýito¹ ‘same’  ýit-ýito¹ ‘identical’ 
 søho¹ut ‘startled’  søh-søho¹ut ‘very startled’ 
 

� C1V1C2ø–C1V1C2 

 ðav ‘breathless’  ðavø-ðav ‘rest’ 
 rib ‘roll’  ribø-rib ‘keep rolling’ 
 rus ‘move’  rusø-rus ‘keep moving’ 
 

� C1V1C2V2–C1V1C2 

 kir ‘dig’  kiri-kir ‘convulse’ 
 sib ‘stop/finished’  siba-sib ‘repay (debt)’ 
 rer ‘treated’  rere-rer ‘keep treating’ 
 

� C1V1C2u–C1V1C2w 

 þesw ‘empty’  þesu-þesw ‘totally empty’18 
 

                                                           
17 This example is problematic since the vowel is obligatory in the nucleus of the syllable. This means that either 
the syllable can have a semivowel nucleus or that the semivowel becomes a vowel bwtween two consonants. This 
means that the pattern would then be C1V2-C1V1S1 where V2 is the vowel equivalent of S1. 
18 The word final w here represents the voiceless vowel  described in §2.4.3.  
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There are other words of this form for which no unreduplicated form is recorded: 

þanuþanw ‘hazy’, dadudadw ‘wary’, katukatw ‘crisp’, and ðaluðalw ‘rippled’. 
 
Many of these patterns can also be found in derived verbs such as: la-vur-vur 

‘flare’, ma-bini-bin ‘dented’, ma-du-duð ‘sunken’, ma-due-du ‘loose’,  and nouns 

such as: na-hu-matø-mat ‘epilepsy’, and na-vi-hab-hab ‘swiftlet’. 

2.7 Phonological word 
In Maskelynes the phonological word is formed from allowable syllables. Its 

boundaries are distinguished by the interplay between disjunction (that is change in 

the pitch contour) and pause. Detection of these boundaries is significantly 

complicated by concatenation during rapid speech, and a tendency for words ending 

in continuants to run into words starting with continuants. It is also complicated by 

relators and prepositions both of which tend to bind closely to other words, and by 

nuclear serial verbs which have the characteristics of a single phonological word. 

Speakers do not normally break a word at morpheme boundaries, but they will, for 

instance, write a verb with its subject prefix as a separate word. (This has also been 

recorded by Dimock (2009:57), and like her I suspect that it is due to the influence of 

being taught English which has no subject marking on the verb.) By contrast, 

grammatically the word consists of a root or stem with or without clitics and affixes. 

Such a word cannot have another word placed within it. Grammatically, words have 

specific functions and appear in particular positions within higher grammatical units 

within which they can only be replaced by members of the same word class.  

2.8 Vowel sequences 

While sequences of two vowels are common, sequences of three such as  ‘k.o. 

vine’ are rare and more than three is not permitted. Observed vowel pairs are shown. 

Pairs of the same vowel are usually realised as length, but a few speakers insert a 

glottal stop between them. They only ever occur across morpheme boundaries. 
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Table 4. Observed two vowel sequences 

 V2      
V1       
  















  ‘string it’ ‘his leg’  ‘brown’ ‘cormorant’ ‘grass’ 
  


 









  ‘he stands’   ‘k.o. vine’ ‘it rains’  
 

  



 

     ‘swamp taro’19   
  







 







  ‘(NZ) house’ ‘castor oil’  ‘sight’ ‘(NZ) place’ ‘no’ 
  












 

  ‘roe of s.t.’ ‘dugong’  ‘vomit s.t.’ ‘inlet’  
  


 









  ‘they wade’   ‘k.o. vine’ ‘island’  
 

2.8.1 Unit vowel sequences 

There are six vowel sequences that can act like single units: , , , ,  

and  In each case the first is a non-high vowel and the second a high vowel. 

These vowel sequences occur across morpheme boundaries, and normally occur as 

the nuclei of two syllables. In rapid speech, however, they can become more like the 

vowel-semivowel sequences , , , ,  and. Thus you get words 

like  ‘house’ which can become more like , or  ‘he, she, it works’ 

which can become more like .20 

2.9 Consonant sequences 
Consonant sequences in Maskelynes normally only occur across syllable boundaries. 

Table 5 below shows those consonant clusters observed, where √ indicates adjacent 

consonants, and √* indicates adjacent consonants requiring an explanatory note. The 

                                                           
19 This is the only example of a vowel sequence containing . While people assure me that this is , it is 
possible that it is  in its  alternate form, although the reason for  existing in such an environment is 
unclear. 
20 These unit vowel sequences could be analysed as diphthongs. I have not done so because they only occur 
across morpheme boundaries, and if they were to be considered the nucleus of a syllable they would be analysed 
as a vowel-semivowel sequence rather than a vowel-vowel diphthong. 
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explanatory notes follow Table 5. With the two exceptions mentioned in §2.5, there 

are no consonant clusters consistently found within a syllable. The semivowels have 

been included here even though they function as part of the nucleus of a syllable 

(following a vowel).  
 

Table 5. Observed consonant sequences 

  Front Consonants Non-front Consonants 
  C2                  
 C1                     

Fr
on

t C
on

so
na

nt
s 

                      
      √   √ √ √      √   √  
      √   √ √ √ √     √ √  √  
   √   √ √ √ √ √ √   √   √ √ √ √  
  √ √ √ √ √* √  √ √ √  √ √ √ √ √ √  √  
  √  √ √      √      √  √ √  
  √ √ √ √ √  √* √     √ √ √ √ √  √ √ 
  √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √* √ √ √ √ √* √ √ √ √* √* √ √ 
  √ √ √ √ √ √  √ √  √ √ √ √* √ √ √ √ √ √ 
  √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √  √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 
  √ √ √ √ √  √* √* √* √*      √ √ √* √  

N
on

-f
ro

nt
 C

on
so

na
nt

s 

                      
      √    √ √      √   √  
       √  √ √ √           
      √   √ √ √         √  
    √      √ √           
    √  √   √  √ √    √      
  √ √ √ √ √ √  √ √ √ √  √      √ √ 
  √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √* √* √* √ √* √* √* √* √ 
    √*  √*  √ √ √* √* √     √ √    

 
� The sequence  is realised as . It occurs when the hypothetical ,  or 

the relativiser  follow a subject person number prefix. For example, the 1peS 

prefix  followed by the relativiserproduces , and this 

contrasts with the 1peS prefix followed by the realis prefix // which produces 

.21  

� The sequence  is realised as . It only occurs when the obligatory prefix 

 precedes a stem starting with . Thus  ‘he must dance’ is 

                                                           
21 The realis mode prefix can occur as  or , see § 8.1.1.3.1.  
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realised as  A number of other consonants only follow /s/ in the 

presence of the obligatory prefix. 

� The sequence  is realised as , it only occurs across the morpheme break in 

the compound noun  ‘daytime’ which is realised as . 

� The , , ,  and  sequences have only been recorded within syllables 

rather than across syllable boundaries. 

� The , , , , , ,  and  sequences have only 

been recorded following the diminutive prefix . 

� The , ,  and  sequences have only been recorded within syllables 

rather than across syllable boundaries. 

� A number of recorded words provide anecdotal evidence of vowel deletion and 

merging of syllables, producing what would normally be unacceptable consonant 

clusters. Thus on one occasion the initial  was deleted from  ‘we 

(exclusive)’ which became , and  was deleted from  ‘I 

want’ which became .  

2.10 Stress 
Traditionally stress in Proto Oceanic has been described as occurring on the 

penultimate syllable of the word with secondary stress on every second preceding 

syllable (Lynch et al. 2002:67, Ross 1998a:18).  Lynch has cast some doubt on this 

analysis (2000b:53, 67), postulating that Proto Oceanic stress was “assigned on the 

basis of moraic rather than syllabic trochees.” Thus primary stress would fall on a 

final closed syllable, otherwise the penultimate syllable. Stress in many Vanuatu 

languages is described as being on the penultimate syllable and every second 

preceding syllable.22 Other descriptions of Vanuatu languages have maintained that 

stress is penultimate, but included fairly complicated exceptions. These include 

Lewo (Early 1994:66-69), Tamambo (Jauncey 1997:33-34), Uripiv (McKerras 

2001:2) and Araki (François 2002:21-26). Initially I would have classed Maskelynes 

with these languages, as having stress assigned to the penultimate syllable and every 

                                                           
22 For example: NE Ambae (Hyslop 2003:37), Raga (Crowley 2002f:627), South Efate (Nicholls and Nicholls 
1997:10) (although Thieberger (2006:65-66) limits this  pattern to plant names) and Sye (Crowley 2002g:696). 
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preceding syllable but with closed syllables attracting stress word finally. This would 

have been a mistake. 
 
While syllable weight has been recognised as having significance for stress 

assignment for some time, it is only in recent years that syllable weight has been 

characterised (De Lacy 1997, Gordon 2002, 2006). Stress has not been described in 

terms of syllable weight in many Oceanic languages, but the role of syllable weight 

is evident in a few languages. Kokota (Northwest Solomons) distinguishes light and 

heavy syllables (Palmer 2003:2); Nμn-naka (North Tanna) has three weightings, 

light, heavy and superheavy (Carlson and Carlson 1997:5); and in Kara (PNG) vowel 

quality is the principal factor in stress assignment and there is an ordered system of 

stress assignment with five distinctions (Schlie and Schlie 1993:108-112, De Lacy 

1997:84). Vowel quality also seems to be the main factor for assigning stress in 

Maskelynes. 
  
In Maskelynes stress is difficult to detect and differences are not particularly 

pronounced.23  A group of 174 nouns with roots of from one to four syllables was 

selected. Each was recorded within a frame clause. On examination of these nouns, 

stress was primarily marked by an acoustic increase in intensity. There was also 

some effect of duration whereby an identical syllable of greater duration but 

equivalent or even somewhat lower intensity could be perceived as stressed. All 

things being equal, Maskelynes still gives the appearance of having an underlying 

system of penultimate stress with alternate preceding syllables also being stressed. 

However, things are very rarely equal. In a survey of the lexicon there are only 29 

recorded forms containing the same vowel in the final three CV syllables. In 

addition, for forms ending with CVCV(C)# with identical vowels in the last two 

syllables, impressionistically 44/45 CVCV# forms and 91/98 CVCVC# forms are 

stressed on the penultimate syllable. But this is not the case when vowels are 

different. In the lexicon, for stems of two or more syllables, those syllables with non-

high vowels as nucleus are stressed in 97% of cases (n=561) regardless of syllable 

shape or whether the syllable is penultimate or ultimate.24 In terms of weight this 

                                                           
23 This is true to some degree even for speakers of the language who unconsciously assign it (especially when 
writing songs), but when asked, they cannot reliably identify it. See Dimock (2009:46-48) for her somewhat 
similar experience with Nahavaq.  
24 Reduplication of CVC syllables was excluded. 
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means that syllables containing non-high vowels are ranked as heavier than those 

containing high vowels.   
 
When combinations of non-high vowels in the last two syllables are examined (Table 

6),  tends to carry stress regardless of its position (46/54), while  and  are 

more equal (6/33 and 11/39 respectively). 
  

Table 6. Stress assignment for different non-high vowel combinations 

  Stressed Vowel  
 Syllable shape e a o  
 XCeCa(C)# 5/8 3/8   is stressed in 23/30 forms and  in 7/30 
 XCaCe(C)# 2/22 20/22  
 XCeCo(C)# 0/4  4/4   is stressed in 5/9  forms and  in 4/9 
 XCoCe(C)# 4/5  1/5 
 XCaCo(C)#  20/20 0/20   is stressed in 23/24 forms and  in 1/24 
 XCoCa(C)#  3/4 1/4 
  11/39 46/54 6/33  
 
When combinations of high vowels in the last two syllables are examined (Table 7), 

 does not carry stress regardless of position (0/11), while  and  are more equal 

(19/32 and 22/39 respectively).  
 

Table 7. Stress assignment for different high vowel combinations 

  Stressed Vowel  
 Syllable shape i ø u  
 XCiCø(C)# - -   is stressed in 2/2 forms and  in 0/2  XCøCi(C)# 2/2 0/2  
 XCiCu(C)# 13/22  9/22  is stressed in 17/30 forms and  in 13/30  XCuCi(C)# 4/8  4/8 
 XCøCu(C)#  0/9 9/9  is stressed in 9/9 forms and  in 0/9  XCuCø(C)#  - - 
  19/32 0/11 22/39  
 
As a result of these figures it is possible to give a finer ranking of syllable weight, as 

follows:  
 

 non-high  
> 

 high  
 (a>e, o)   (i, u>ø)  

 
This is surprisingly like the weight distinctions of Kobon (PNG) which has a ranking 

of Ca>Ce, Co>Ci, Cu>Cø>Cμ (de Lacy 1997:81 citing Davies 1981).25 It is also 

                                                           
25 It is interesting to note that de Lacy (1999:81) quotes Davies (1981), but in de Lacy (2007:291), he says that 
the data from Davies only provides evidence for a>o>i,ø>μ. Hyde (2006:177) provides the data from Davies 
(1981) to indicate that a>o>i,u>ø>μ. 
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entirely consistent with the vowel sonority hierarchy proposed by de Lacy 

(2007:284) and reproduced below with representative vowels. 
 

 low peripheral 
vowels > 

mid peripheral 
vowels > 

high peripheral 
vowels > 

mid central 
vowels > 

high central 
vowels 

 ‘a’ ‘e, o’ ‘i, u’ ‘ø’ ‘μ’ 
   
Evidence for this ranking in Maskelynes is as follows: 
 

/a/ > /e, o, i, u, ø/   ‘deep’  ‘tomorrow’ 
  ‘k.o. unicornfish’  ‘his/her spouse’ 
  ‘always’  ‘thanks’ 
  ‘very (intensifier)’  ‘one’ 
  ‘his/her grandparent’  ‘up’ 
 

/e, o/ > /i, u, ø/  ‘shark’  ‘fruit of it’ 
  ‘hill’  ‘grass skirt’ 
  ‘he/she/it came’  ‘small one’ 
  ‘round’  ‘yesterday’ 
  ‘worship’  ‘crowd (noun)’ 
  ‘they came’  ‘steal’ 
 

/i, u/ > /ø/  ‘small piece of s.t.’26 transitiviser27 
  ‘hairs of s.t.’28  ‘coconut’29 
    ‘pick (fruit)’ 
 
For these and subsequent examples the first stressed syllable from the right is marked 

as having primary stress () with any other stressed syllable having secondary stress 

(). It is noteworthy that acoustically primary stress does not consistently have greater 

‘energy’ than secondary stress, where ‘energy’ is defined as “the summation of 

loudness over time” (Gordon 2005:11).  
 
Based on the results from the somewhat restricted evidence above, two recorded 

texts were examined to see if this ranking held up in natural speech. Comparisons 

were made of estimated intensity over time for each syllable. These estimates could 

roughly indicate comparative ‘energy’. While not measured to the accuracy 

                                                           
26 Because of the presence of , stress was placed on that syllable, nevertheless, acoustically,  had less 
intensity and duration than . 
27 Words with  in the syllable before  are rare, and for those that exist, another vowel in the word usually 
carries the primary stress. The transitiviser høn-i has been recorded with stress on either syllable. For a place 
name, , the  was stressed, and while  had slightly lower intensity than it had nearly double the 
duration and therefore greater ‘energy’. 
28 There was no recording for this word, so its stress was assigned impressionistically. 
29 Many middle-aged and younger people now say  and I have recorded both  and . 
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described by Gordon (2002:14-15, 2005 §4.1), these estimates closely aligned with 

perceived stress. This agrees with Gordon’s statement that: “phonological weight 

distinctions for stress…match closely with the phonetic property of total energy” 

(2002:31). In one text a total of 150 separate words were analysed, and in the other, 

118. Of these, 258/268 (96%) were consistent with the observed ranking of syllable 

weights in Maskelynes. 
 
In these analysed words stress assignment appears to be affected by a complex 

interplay of features. The following observations were made: 
 

� Stress seems to be assigned from the right margin of the word following the non-

high vowel > high vowel weighting, and then the finer gradations of weighting. 

Apparently the finer gradations of weight can be overruled by sentence initial and 

sentence final intonation. Thus sentence internally  ‘that’ was recorded, 

but sentence initially it was . In a similar way, sentence internally 

 ‘today’ was recorded, but sentence finally it was . In 

words with the final two syllables having similar weights, a single speaker within 

one discourse may assign stress to either, thus: 
 
     ‘very (intensifier)’ 
     ‘OK (also sequence marker)’ 
     ‘Sarah (name)’ 
     ‘next, other’ 
 

� Because  and  are high vowels and have a lower weight than the non-high 

vowels, when a non-high vowel is followed across a morpheme boundary by  

or  the second vowel can be treated as a semivowel and the separate syllables 

merge. Thus  ‘(NZ) house’ can become  and  ‘we 

(exclusive) work’ can become . 

� When CVC syllables are reduplicated they tend to have very similar ‘energy’ and 

often both seem to be stressed. Perhaps for this reason there is a tendency to 

insert a vowel (often ) between them to allow both to be stressed, thus 

 ‘keep burning’ sometimes becomes .  
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� Sometimes the root does not appear to be considered when assigning stress, while 

at other times it is. There appears to be a pragmatic choice: to stress the root even 

when it has relatively little weight, or to stress the word. Consider the following: 

(1) na-sor husur-i-an 
NZ-talk follow-3sO-NZ 
‘paying attention’ 

(2) na-bunus-i-an 
NZ-notice-3sO-NZ 
‘viewpoint’ 

 
Both words are nominalisations: (1) is a nominalised nuclear serial verb while (2) is 

a nominalised verb. For (1) the stress is found on each of the non-high vowels 

() while for (2), the root is stressed as it would normally be as a 

verb (). In (2) the stress seems to be assigned to the first weighted 

syllable then every second preceding syllable.  
 
In summary, stress is usually assigned according to the weight of the syllable. It is 

conceivable that there are other explanations for stress assignment and that a change 

may well be underway. I note two possibilities in particular. For Kokota, Palmer says 

that stress assignment may reflect “the prosodic shadow of the lost morphological 

complexity” (2003:3). And for Nahavaq, Dimock could “find no convincing 

evidence of fixed word-stress” but explains that “any prominence that exists can be 

explained by segmental phonology and/or prosody at a level higher than the word” 

(2009:46). Unfortunately due to time and space constraints this issue must await 

future study. 

2.11 Loan words and phonemes 
As found for NE Ambae (Hyslop 2003:47), the phonological form of loan words 

depends on the speaker’s ability in the donor language. Maskelynes borrows words 

from all of its contact languages. These include Bislama, English and French. For the 

most part words are fitted to the Maskelynes phonology, but a few new phonemes 

have been introduced. The complex phonemes , , ,  and the phoneme 

 have all been introduced. Thus there are:  ‘hinges’,  

‘Jimmy’,  ‘church’,  ‘Joseph’,  ‘Henry’ and  

‘stonefish’. While the name  ‘Henry’ was taken from English, because the  
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sequence is not found in Maskelynes, the homorganic sequence  was used.30 

Some other borrowed words are listed below.  
 
 Word Gloss of Maskelynes word Original Gloss  Language 
  ‘angel’ angel ‘angel’ English?31 
  ‘brush’ brush ‘brush’ English 
  ‘joyful’ kemøkem ‘happy’ Avokh 
  ‘medicine’ quinine ‘quinine’ English 
  ‘spider/goblin’ lisevsev ‘spider’ Avokh 
  ‘lolly’ lolly ‘lolly’ English 
  ‘diamond fish’ papillon ‘butterfly’ French32 
  ‘fund-raising sale’ bazaar ‘bazaar’ English 
  ‘hospital’ hôpital ‘hospital’ French 
  ‘innumerable’ sa-play ‘not play’ (English)33 
  ‘catch (fish)’ sau ‘slice’ Avokh 
  ‘Chinese’ chinois ‘Chinese’ French 
  ‘chewing gum’ chewing gum ‘chewing gum’ English 
  ‘pot’ saucepan ‘saucepan’ English 
  ‘table’ teb; tebol ‘table’ Bislama 
  ‘drunk’ drong ‘drunk’ Bislama34 
  ‘swamp taro (planted dry)’ vøraur ‘swamp taro’ Avokh 

2.12 Orthography 
The Maskelynes language was first written by missionaries early last century, with a 

translation of the gospel of Mark published by the Bible Society in 1906. In 1998 

there was no extant copy on Uluveu Island, and the only document published in 

Maskelynes was a hymnbook consisting of Aulua, Maskelynes, and Akhamb songs. 

The spelling system used in both of these publications was inconsistent with high 

school graduates saying they could not read it. Older speakers (>50) who were taught 

to read using this orthography did not read it well nor did they teach the younger 

generation, so the majority of speakers were not literate in the vernacular. 
 

In the original orthography the sixth vowel, , was written using any of the other 

vowels. The velar nasal  was written as g and  was written as c. Finally, none 

of the velarised bilabial phonemes were distinguished from their bilabial 

                                                           
30  See Crowley 2002d:651 for a discussion of such homorganic sequences in nearby Port Sandwich. 
31 This is hard to explain since angel is enjel in Bislama and ange in French. It is possible that it came from 
written English and the ng sequence was taken as . 
32 A type of batfish not a butterflyfish. 
33 The word sa-ple is a combination of the Maskelynes negative prefix and the Bislama word ple ‘play’. It has 
replaced the Maskelynes sø-raæraæe ‘not play’ which has an idiomatic meaning of ‘innumerable’. 
34 This is interesting since the vowel seems to be from Bislama but the final  sequence from English. 
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counterparts, nor were the semivowels  and  distinguished from their vowel 

equivalents  and . 

 
In a 1999 workshop called by the headmaster of Sangalai school to translate the 

Class 1 curriculum into the vernacular, a cross section of old, middle-aged and young 

speakers met with me to agree on a new orthography. While some wanted the 

prenasalisation spelled out, all recognised that to do so would make already long 

words even longer. The same was true of writing  as ng, so after discussion of the 

alternatives (ng, g, ñ and ŋ) we agreed on the shorter ‘ŋ’. All participants agreed that 

a sixth vowel  was necessary. 

 
During a literacy teacher training workshop in 200035 we changed the velarised 

bilabials initially written as pw, bw, mw, and vw, to ý, þ, æ, and ¹. As participants 

developed written material we realised that some velarised bilabials are gradually 

disappearing from the language, and omitting a tilde changes the shape of a word less 

than omitting a w does. The semivowels  and  are written as y and w 

respectively in the onset of a syllable, but as i and u respectively in the nucleus. 

People could not agree on the need to introduce these characters, and since they are 

infrequent in syllable onset, but common in the nucleus, introduction in the syllable 

onset was a compromise with which people were happy. Time has proved reading 

and writing the semivowels not to be a problem. 
 

The somewhat problematic voiceless vowel [ (see §2.4.3) is represented by w in 

the orthography. This is consistent with its word final lip rounding but voiceless 

characteristics. Maskelynes speakers do not generally consider the  to be , so 

writing it as u confuses them. This is because words with  word finally occur with  

similar frequency to those with .  

 
The orthography presently being used is as follows: 
 
Phonemes                          
Orthography a b þ d e ø g h i k l m æ n ð o p ý r s t u w v ¹ w/u y/i 

                                                           
35 Many of the participants in this workshop were also present in the 1999 workshop. 
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2.13 Rules 
The following rules include those that have a significant bearing on the description of 

the language. They are written assuming that consonants are divided into front and 

non-front as shown in Table 1, and vowels are described by their front, high and 

round characteristics as shown in Table 2. 

2.13.1 Phonetic rules 

2.13.1.1 Rounded vowel fronting 

As was stated in §2.3, when the rounded vowels  and  occur between front 

consonants, they are fronted to  and  respectively. The motivation appears to be 

assimilation.  
 

  V  � [+front] / C  C 
  –front 

+round     
[+front]  [+front] 

 
   ‘k.o. tree’   ‘stain/defile’ 
   ‘brain’   ‘eel’ 
   ‘drink’   ‘scorched’ 
   ‘hot’   ‘talk’ 
   ‘owl’   ‘k.o. tree’ 
   ‘milk’   ‘place name’ 
 
This rule helps to differentiate labio-velar consonants from their labial counterparts. 

The labials, being front consonants, cause  and  to be fronted, while the labio-

velars do not.  
 
   ‘cowrie’   ‘filariasis’ 
   ‘food storage hole’   ‘shade’ 
   ‘cough’   ‘pay for’ 
   ‘k.o. cane’   ‘paddle’ 

2.13.1.2 Bilabial vibrant 

Both the prenasalised voiced bilabial plosive  and the prenasalised labiovelarised 

voiced bilabial plosive  become the prenasalised bilabial trill  before . 

The motivation is unclear, but the occurrence of the bilabial trill overwhelmingly 

before  is consistent with Uripiv (McKerras 2001:1) and Avava (Crowley 

2006c:30). To a much lesser extent  can also become  before .  
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 �  /   V 
    

 

  –front 
+high 

+round 

 

 
   ‘k.o. tree’   ‘hole’ 
   ‘knife’   ‘k.o. cane’ 
   ‘revenge’   ‘mackerel’ 
   ‘pig’   ‘cicada’ 
      ‘sit’ 

2.13.1.3 W deletion 

The semivowel  is deleted contiguous to . This is most evident in a small 

number of reduplicated roots which would be expected to demonstrate rounded 

vowel fronting, but don’t, thus indicating that in underlying form, they are not VC 

syllables, but SVC syllables. 
 

 S � Ø /  V  
 [–front] 

   

 –front 
+high 

+round 

 

 
   ‘stern (canoe)’ 
   ‘immediate family’ 
   ‘thunder’ 
   ‘booby’ 
   ‘skirt (of dress)’ 
   ‘join’ 
   ‘lily; hang’36 
 

For the second example , an additional degemination rule is 

needed to reduce the resulting  sequence in  to . 

While degemination of vowel sequences across morpheme boundaries does occur, 

such sequences of the same vowel also occur as vowel length for /i/, /a/ and /u/ as 

noted in  §2.8. 

2.13.2 Morphophonemic rules 

2.13.2.1 A deletion  

In §3.2.3 the personalising prefix a- and the genitive proclitics sI- and hI- are 

described as mutually exclusive, so the proclitics attach directly to the noun stem. 

When a genitive proclitic attaches to a noun stem (usually a personal name) that 

                                                           
36 There are two roots with the same form, the first is a noun, the second a verb. 
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begins with , the  is deleted. This could be written as a morphophonemic rule 

where the morphophoneme I is a front vowel which can occur as either  or . Its 

shape is determined by the High non-high dissimilation rule (§2.13.2.7). The A 

deletion rule could be written informally as: a > Ø/{s, h}I+_ , or more formally: 
  

  V  � Ø / 
��
�

��
	
h
s  

 
 

  
V 

 
+  

 

 –front 
–high 

–round 

 

   

 +front 
–round 

 

     
 
That is, a stem initial  is deleted when either of the genitive proclitics, sI- and hI-, 

attaches to the stem. In addition, the vowel of the genitive proclitics dissimilates 

according to the height of the first undeleted vowel of the following stem (3) as 

described in the High non-high dissimilation rule. When the genitive proclitics are 

marked on non-personal nouns, the nA- nominalising prefix is retained (5)-(6), 

where A is a non-front, non-round vowel which can occur as either  or  as 

described in the A dissimilation rule (§2.13.2.6). In these cases dissimilation of the 

genitive proclitics does not occur.  

(3) sI-Adru > se-dru 
GEN-Andrew  GEN-Andrew 
‘Andrew’s’ ‘Andrew’s’ 

(4) sI-aðel > si-ðel 
GEN-angel  GEN-angel 
‘of the angel/angel’s’ ‘of the angel/angel’s’ 

(5) si-na-tøtai hi-na-buai 
GEN-NZ-child GEN-NZ-pig 
‘of the child/the child’s’ ‘of the pig/the pig’s’ 

(6) si-nø-æat hi-nø-vanuan 
GEN-NZ-snake GEN-NZ-person 
‘of the snake/the snake’s’ ‘of the person/the person’s’ 

2.13.2.2 Schwa deletion 

Schwa is deleted from the second person dual (mør-) and plural (møt-) subject 

prefixes following the prohibitive mode prefix sa- (see §8.1.1.1.1 and 8.1.1.2). This 

results in sa-mr-I- and sa-mt-I- respectively. The motivation for this change 

appears to be syllable reduction. This rule could also be written as “i deletion” if it 

always followed the schwa fronting rule. Informally written as ø>Ø/sa+m_{r, t}+I, 

the schwa deletion rule could be written more formally as follows: 
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V  � Ø / sa+m  

��
�

��
	

t
r  

 
 

 
+  V  

  
–front 
+high 
–round 

      
  +front 

–round  

    

 
Thus: 

(7) sa-mør-I-gømai becomes sa-mr-e-gømai 
PHB-2dS-IR-come 
‘Don’t you two come!’ 

(8) sa-møt-I-van becomes sa-mt-i-van 
PHB-2pS-IR-go 
‘Don’t you (all) go!’  

2.13.2.3 Schwa fronting  

Schwa becomes  for the second person dual (mør-) and plural (møt-) subject 

prefixes when followed by the irrealis prefix I- in its high i- form (see §8.1.1.2). This 

results in mir-i- and mit-i- respectively (9)-(10). The motivation for this appears to 

be assimilation. This rule could be written informally as ø>i/m_{r, t}+i, or more 

formally: 
 

  
 

V  � 
 

V / m  
��
�

��
	

t
r  

 
 

 
+  V  

  
–front 
+high 
–round 

  
[+front] 

   
 

 
+front 
+high 
–round 

 

(9) mør-e-gømai but mir-i-van   
2dS-IR-come  2dS-IR-go 
‘You two come (here)!’  ‘You two go!’ 

(10) møt-e-mun but mit-i-le-le   
2pS-IR-drink  2pS-IR-RED-rise 
‘You (all) drink!’  ‘You (all) wake up!’ 

2.13.2.4 Schwa insertion  

Schwa is inserted after the first person singular (n-), second person singular (g-), and 

third person plural (l-) subject prefixes when the negative prefix (sA-), hypothetical 

prefix (tA-), or potential prefix (þI-) follow (see §8.1.1.2). The motivation appears to 

be to avoid word-initial consonant clusters. Informally this would be 

Ø>ø/{n, g, l}_+C{I, A}, and more formally:  
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 Ø � 

  
 

V 

 

/ 

�



�
�


�



�
	

l
g
n

 

 
 

+ C V 

 
 

 
 –front 

+high 
–round 

 
 

  
 

[–round] 

(11) Nø-sa-løboi. 
1sS-NEG-know 
‘I don’t/didn’t know.’ 

(12) Gø-ta-løboi gø-tø-van. 
2sS-HYP-know 2sS-HYP-go 
‘If you had known you would have gone.’ 

(13) Lø-þe-ris-i dereh l-e-gømai. 
3pS-POT-see-3sO FUT 3pS-IR-come 
‘If they see it they will come.’ 

2.13.2.5 O insertion   

O is inserted after the first person singular (n-), second person singular (g-), and 

third person plural (l-) subject prefixes when the relativiser (to-) follows, regardless 

of the form of the stem (see §8.1.1.2). The motivation appears to be to avoid word-

initial consonant clusters. Informally this would be Ø>o/{n, g, l}_+to+ and more 

formally: 
  

 Ø � 

  
 

V 

 

/ 

�



�
�


�



�
	

l
g
n

 

 
 

+ to+ 

 
 

 
 –front 

–high 
+round 

 
 

  
 

(14) nø-hau no-to-liv-i 
NZ-rope 1sS-RZ-pull-3sO 
‘the rope that you pulled’ 

(15) na-tit go-to-kel-e 
NZ-thing 2sS-RZ-say-3sO 
‘the thing that you said’ 

(16) nø-wai lo-to-mun-i 
NZ-water 3pS-RZ-drink-3sO 
‘the water that they drank’ 

2.13.2.6 A dissimilation  

For a number of prefixes of form CA-, if the morphophoneme A is taken to be  in 

underlying form, then  dissimilates to  before a verb stem whose first vowel is 

. This rule applies to the nominaliser prefix nA- on noun roots of more than one 

syllable (§3.3), as well as to the verbal negative prefix sA- (§8.1.1.4), the 

hypothetical prefix tA- (§8.1.1.3.4), and the purpose prefix vA- (§8.1.1.6). The 
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motivation appears to be to retain the distinction between the prefixes and the 

stem/root.37 Informally this could be expressed as a>ø/_Ca, and more formally: 
 

  V  � V /  + C  V  

  
–front 
–high 

–round 
  

[+high] 
  

 
 
–front 
–high 

–round 
 

 
 na-lilai ‘k.o. bivalve’ nø-baribe ‘slug’ 
 na-meløhes ‘k.o. parrotfish’ nø-damølo ‘k.o. sea cucumber’ 
 na-døðav ‘k.o wrasse’ nø-hadu ‘west wind’ 
 na-honon ‘gnat’ nø-manus ‘impetigo’ 
 na-mukav ‘landslide’ nø-pahsago ‘rubbish’ 
 sa-dødað ‘not unloaded’ sø-dað ‘not strong’ 
 va-dødað ‘in order to unload’ vø-dað ‘in order to be strong’ 

2.13.2.7 High non-high dissimilation  
For a number of prefixes and clitics, the vowel of each dissimilates according to the 

height of the following vowel (usually of the stem, but for verbs it also can be of the 

tense prefix madha- and the mode prefix mas-). The motivation appears to be to 

retain the contrast between the prefixes and the stem. This rule applies to the 

nominaliser prefix nA- on noun roots of only one syllable (§3.3); the realis prefix U-, 

the third person realis prefix I-, the irrealis prefix I- and the third person irrealis tI- 

(§8.1.1.3.1); the potential prefix (þI-) (§8.1.1.3.3); the verb derivational prefix mA- 

(with possible exceptions) (§8.3.2.2) and the genitive proclitics sI- and hI- (§3.2.3). 

This rule can be written as: 
 

 V � [-α high] /  + (C) V 
       [α high] 

 
Thus for stems with high initial vowels i, ø or u, the prefix I- would be realised as e-, 

the prefix mA- would be realised as ma- and the prefix U- would be realised as o-. 

For stems with high initial vowels e, a or o, the prefix I- would be realised as i-, the 

prefix mA- would be realised as mø- and the prefix U- would be realised as u-. 

 
Examples with stems containing each vowel are given in (17)-(22). 

(17) l-e-rið-i l-e-kødo¹-i l-e-put-i 
3pS-IR-leave-3sO 3pS-IR-snap.off-3sO 3pS-IR-pluck-3sO 
‘Let them leave it!’ ‘Let them snap it off!’ ‘Let them pluck it!’ 

                                                           
37 Lynch (2003) has demonstrated that low-vowel dissimilation occurred historically in Oceanic, but the two 
productive patterns of synchronic dissimilation described here and in §2.13.2.7 seem to be unusual for Vanuatu 
languages. 
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(18) l-i-sev-sev l-i-ðas-i l-i-yoh 
3pS-IR-RED-shave 3pS-IR-masticate-3sO 3pS-IR-paunchy 
‘Let them shave!’ ‘Let them masticate it!’ ‘Let them be paunchy!’ 

(19) mø-sev mø-ðas-ðas mø-yoh-yoh 
DTZ-take DTZ-RED-masticate DTZ-RED-paunchy 
‘absent’ ‘chewed up/shredded’ ‘malleable’ 

(20) ma-rið ma-kødo¹ ma-put 
DTZ-leave DTZ-snap.off DTZ-pluck 
‘disembark’ ‘snapped off’ ‘plucked’ 

(21) l-u-sev-sev l-u-ðas-i l-u-yoh 
3pS-R-RED-shave 3pS-R-masticate-3sO 3pS-R-paunchy 
‘They shaved.’ ‘They masticated it.’ ‘They were paunchy.’ 

(22) l-o-rið-i l-o-kødo¹-i l-o-put-i 
3pS-R-leave-3sO 3pS-R-snap.off-3sO 3pS-R-pluck-3sO 
‘They left it.’ ‘They snapped it off.’ ‘They plucked it.’ 

2.13.2.8 Velar fricative (h) deletion  

The velar fricative (written h) is deleted from verbs ending in ah following addition 

of the transitivising suffix -n-i. This results in transitive verbs ending in an-i (see 

§8.3.1.3). The motivation appears to be to avoid word final consonant clusters, since 

with the presence of a syntactic object, the word would otherwise end in ahn. 
  
 h � Ø /  V   + n 
      –front 

–high 
–round 

    

 
 bulah ‘throw’ bula-n-i ‘throw s.t.’ 
 susuah ‘hidden’ susua-n-i ‘hide s.t.’ 
 tuah ‘arranged’ tua-n-i ‘arrange s.t.’ 

2.13.2.9 Silent u (w) coalescence 

When verbs ending in a consonant followed by  (written as w) are followed by the 

relator høn-i functioning as transitiviser, there is coalescence of the voiceless vowel 

of the root and the vowel of the relator resulting in a transitive verb ending in hun-i 

(see examples in Table 40 of §8.3.1.5). 
 
 w# h  V  n � h V n / C  
    –front 

+high 
    [+round]     

 
 basw ‘smoke’ +høn-i > bashun-i ‘smoke s.t.’ 
 pøpehw ‘separate/divide’ +høn-i > pøpehun-i ‘separate/divide s.t./s.o’ 
 møtahw ‘afraid’ +høn-i > møtahun-i ‘reject s.t./s.o’ 
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3 Nominal morphology 
Following Early (1994:87) and Lynch (2000a:36), the term ‘nominal’ is used as a 

general term to cover pronouns and nouns. Here I describe the subclasses of both 

word classes, as well as their morphology. 

3.1 Pronouns 
While nouns and verbs are both large open word classes, pronouns form a closed 

word class, albeit a relatively large one. Typically they take no inflection although 

singular possessive pronouns can occur with the third person realis prefix. There are 

two major subclasses of Maskelynes pronouns: personal and possessive and two 

minor subclasses: reflexive and locative. Personal pronouns are independent 

pronouns able to stand alone in place of a NP, while possessive pronouns can stand 

alone in place of a possessive phrase. All Maskelynes personal and possessive 

pronouns (and the pronominal affix paradigms) distinguish three persons and three 

numbers. There is a further distinction between inclusive (combining first and second 

person) and exclusive (combining first and third person) for non-singular. Thus the 

person distinctions are first person inclusive, first person exclusive, second person 

and third person; and the numbers are singular, dual and plural. Maskelynes 

pronouns have one further distinction. There is an all-inclusive first person pronoun 

which goes beyond being a combination of first and second person. It combines first, 

second and third person, where the third person includes all of the extended group to 

which the first and second persons belong. Grammatically the category of dual refers 

to two referents and the category of plural to three or more, but culturally in 

Maskelynes this is not always the case. The category of dual is obligatorily used in 

second person and sometimes in third person for a single referent if that referent is in 

a restricted relationship with the speaker (their in-law in particular).38 Nevertheless, 

for simplicity, only the traditional two referents will be reflected in glossing. For first 

person, culturally for politeness plural inclusive is used even when the person being 

spoken to is not involved. This is even more prevalent in hortatory speech.  

                                                           
38 Plural may also be used, but this is dependent on the level of ‘respect’ required. I have rarely heard plural being 
used in this manner, but this may be because the highest levels of respect have been largely eroded: namely those 
between a woman and her male in-laws, and those to be used for men in the highest ranks of the grade-taking 
hierarchy. Grade-taking largely died out early last century. 
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3.1.1 Personal pronouns 
All personal pronouns can function in a clause as subject or object arguments. A full 

list of personal pronouns is given below. 

Table 8. Personal pronouns 

  Singular Dual Plural 
Person     

1 Inclusive 
ginau 

gidaru gidato 
   gadito39 
 Exclusive  ginamøru ginamito 

2  gaiug gamøru gamito 
3  gai gølaru galito 

 
When pronouns follow semantic role markers, they may also function as peripheral 

adjuncts.  

Subject, object: 

(23) Ginamøru namro-ris gølaru. 
We.de 1deS.R-see them.d 
‘Us (two) we saw them (two).’ 

 
Benefactive: 

(24) Nø-sa-gut nø-wag høn gølaru. 
1sS-NEG-hollow NZ-canoe BEN them.d 
‘I didn’t hollow the canoe for them (two).’ 

 
Location: 

(25) E na-møhob sua e-kølah len gaiug. 
hey NZ-lizard one 3sS.R-crawl on you.s 
‘Hey a lizard is crawling on you!’ 

 
The two first personal plural pronouns differ in scope. While gidato includes the 

speaker and all of those being addressed, the all-inclusive gadito includes the 

speaker, those being addressed, and all of the rest of their particular group. Thus in 

(26), the context is a family unit immediately after a destructive earthquake, and 

gidato refers to those present in the house. By contrast, in (27) the context was a 

chief speaking into a tape recorder with only one other person present, and the 

gadito refers to all of those who will hear the recording, but who are not present. 

The same distinction exists for possessive pronouns (see §3.1.2). 

(26) Nana, gidato dati-lotu! 
mum us.pi 1piS.IR-worship 
‘Mum, let’s pray!’ 

                                                           
39 This is an all inclusive pronoun effectively meaning ‘all of us (Maskelynes)’. 
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(27) Enan e-vi na-gilen na-soru-an sagw no-to-kel-e mai gadito damøðai. 
that 3sS.R-COP NZ-end NZ-talk-NZ my 1sS-RZ-tell-3sO DAT us.all today 
‘That’s the end of my talk that I told to us all today.’ 

3.1.2 Possessive pronouns 
All of the Maskelynes possessive pronouns mark possession of alienable nouns (see 

§3.2.4) and are able to stand in place of a possessive phrase.40 There are two 

subclasses of possessive pronouns: those that mark food, drink and items associated 

with food and drink (Table 9), and those that mark general items (Table 10). 

Table 9. Possessive pronouns for ingestables and associated items  

  Singular Dual Plural 
Person     

1 Inclusive 
hagw 

hidaru hidato 
   hadito 
 Exclusive  hinamøru hinamito 

2  haæ hamøru hamito 
3  han hølaru halito 

 

Table 10. Possessive pronouns for general items 

  Singular Dual Plural 
Person     

1 Inclusive 
sagw sidaru sidato 

   sadito 
 Exclusive  sinamøru sinamito 

2  saæ samøru samito 
3  san sølaru salito 

 
Comparing the possessive pronouns with the possessive suffixes for directly 

possessed nouns (Table 11) shows that the two types of possessive pronouns may be 

reduced to two sets of roots to which the possessive suffixes are attached (Table 12). 

The putative pronoun roots (hV and sV) bear a resemblance to the genitive proclitics 

(described in §3.2.3) for the same noun classes, namely hi- and si-.41 Jauncey 

(1997:117), following long standing practice, calls these classifiers, which is 

consistent with their function: they identify noun classes.42 In Maskelynes, while 

they identify some noun classes, other noun classes do not require them (inalienable 

                                                           
40 Ross (1998a:32) says that the semantic labels ‘inalienable and alienable nouns’ have since Lichtenberk (1985) 
(and in fact since Geraghty 1983.242) also been known by the syntactic labels ‘indirectly and directly possessed 
nouns’.  As I read the literature, ‘alienable/inalienable’ are labels given to noun classes while ‘direct/indirect’ are 
labels given to the structural way in which possession occurs, and by association refer to the classes of nouns 
which are possessed in that way.  
41 At least the hV root also shows similarity to POc *ka- ‘possessive classifier: edibles’ (Blust 2003:474). 
42 Paul Geraghty (p.c.) says that rather than being classifiers marking that the possessed is food or drink, the 
possessive pronouns for ingestables and associated items mark that the possessed is/was or will be eaten/drunk by 
the possessor, thus marking an underlying subject-verb-object relationship in which the subject is the possessor, 
the verb eat or drink and the possessed the object. Unfortunately this does not explain why items such as plates, 
cups, and spoons are marked with this subclass of pronouns. 
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and part-whole directly possessed nouns). They also have extended function, namely 

use in restricted relationships and use for possession by inanimate objects. While 

these putative possessive pronoun roots may consist of two roots with phonological 

alternation, for the rest of this description they are glossed as if they are 

monomorphemic.  

Table 11. Possessive suffixes for directly possessed inalienable nouns 

  Singular Dual Plural 
Person     

1 Inclusive 
-gw -daru -dato 

   -dito 
 Exclusive  -namøru -namito 

2  -æ -møru -mito 
3  -n -laru -lito 

 

Table 12. Putative pronoun roots and possessive suffixes 

  Singular Dual Plural 
Person        

1 Inclusive 
ha, sa  -gw 

hi, si  -daru hi, si  -dato 
    ha, sa  -dito 
 Exclusive   hi, si  -namøru hi, si  -namito 

2  ha, sa  -æ ha, sa  -møru ha, sa  -mito 
3  ha, sa  -n hø, sø  -laru ha, sa  -lito 

 
Possessive pronouns are typically used to indicate the possessor in a NP, where they 

postmodify the head of the NP. 

(28) na-bøað hamøru 
NZ-swamp.taro your.d 
‘your (two) swamp taro’ 

(29) na-siloh han 
NZ-plate 3s.POSR 
‘her plate’ 

(30) nø-wag sinamito 
NZ-canoe our.pe 
‘our (not your) canoe’ 

(31) na-þut saæ 
NZ-footwear your.s 
‘your shoe’ 

 
All singular possessive pronouns can take the third person singular realis prefix e- 

when they function as the predicate in a stative clause, but cannot take any other 

verbal affixes, thus: 

(32) Na-hurabat egai e-saæ, go-sun-i. 
NZ-clothing this 3sS.R-your.s 2sS.R-don-3sO 
‘This clothing is yours, you wore it.’ 
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For plural possessive pronouns to function as predicate in a stative clause, the copula 

is required, thus: 

(33) Na-im egai e-vi samito. 
NZ-house this 3sS.R-COP your.p 
‘This house is yours.’ 

 
There is a trend among younger speakers to only mark the singular pronouns with the 

third person singular verbal subject prefix e- when they are used as stative predicate, 

with the e- replacing the copula, (as in example (32)). There is also some evidence 

that this was not always so, and in fact that the marked singular form may have been 

the default. The following two examples were said by an old man in a public prayer. 

Notice that for both the positive and negative forms of the copula, the e- prefix is 

still present on the possessive pronoun, even though according to present usage it is 

redundant because subject person is marked on the copula. 

(34) Na-tit ýisi len na-vile a pan e-vi e-saæ. 
NZ-thing all on NZ-village LOC down 3sS.R-COP 3sS.R-your.s 
‘Everything in the world is yours.’ 

(35) Asike namto-dø-darðaþu høn-i ke Ø-sa-vi e-saæ. 
IR.NEG 1peS.R-RED-confused TZ-3sO CMPZ 3sS-NEG-COP 3sS.R-your.s 
‘We will not be confused about it that it’s not yours.’ 

 
When the copula is present the singular pronouns always have the e- prefix, but 

when used to post-modify nouns the e- prefix is present only in the speech of older 

people. Thus compare (36) spoken by an older person with (37) spoken by a younger 

speaker and other examples in §3.2.4.2. 

(36) I-pat na-vus e-san ale i-van. 
3sS.R-carry NZ-bow 3sS.R-his and 3sS.R-go 
‘He took his bow and he went.’ 

(37) I-van,  tariv na-vus san. 
3sS.R-go carry NZ-bow 3s.POSR 
‘He went and carried his bow.’ 

3.1.3 Reflexives and reciprocals 
The default construction for reflexive or reciprocal is to have the object coreferential 

with the subject, thus: 

(38) Nu-¹as ginau. 
1sS.R-hit me 
‘I hit myself.’ 

(39) Lu-¹as galito. 
3pS.R-hit them.p 
‘They hit themselves/each other.’ 
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The difficulty with this is that it is ambiguous at two levels. Firstly, it is not possible 

to tell whether the non-singular is reflexive or reciprocal. Secondly, depending on the 

context, it may not be either reflexive or reciprocal, but refer to different participants 

altogether. 
 
Maskelynes has a reflexive/reciprocal pronoun gabag ‘self’, and postposing this to a 

personal pronoun, achieves the meaning of reflexivity, thus: ginau ‘I/me’+gabag 

‘self’ > ginau gabag ‘myself’. 

(40) Nu-¹os ginau gabag. 
1sS.R-slap me self 
‘I slapped myself.’ 

(41) I-sor mai gai gabag. 
3sS.R-talk DAT him self 
‘He talked to himself.’ 

 
While (40) and (41) are clearly reflexive, they also have singular subjects. That is not 

the case in the following two examples. 

(42) Gølaru aru-¹os-¹os gølar gabag. 
they.d 3dS.R-RED-slap them.d self 
‘The two of them kept slapping each other.’43 

(43) Lu-sor len na-soru-an salit gabag. 
3pS.R-talk in NZ-talk-NZ their.p self 
‘They talked in each other’s languages.’ 

 
Although reflexive in meaning for a singular subject, it is clear that with a non-

singular subject, gabag expresses reciprocal meaning. That is, the action by one of 

the entities marked as subject is done to one of the entities functioning as object, but 

not necessarily self. This is not the case when the directly possessed noun søþo- 

‘self’ is used instead of gabag. The example below shows that each entitiy 

functioning as subject clearly only acted on himself. For more on directly possessed 

nouns see §3.2.5.1. 

(44) Gølaru aru-¹os søþo-lar høn gølaru. 
they.d 3dS.R-slap self-3d.POSR GEN them.d 
‘The two of them slapped themselves.’ (each slapped himself) 

(45) Galit ¹i-su-sua lu-sor len na-soru-an salit søþo-lito. 
they DST-RED-one 3pS.R-talk in NZ-talk-NZ their self-3p 
‘They each spoke in their own languages.’ (each spoke in his/her own language) 

 
While this would appear to clear up the ambiguity and provide a clear reflexive, 

søþo- does not necessarily have a reflexive or reciprocal meaning, instead its 

                                                           
43 All of the non-singular person and possessive pronouns can occur in flowing speech without their final vowels. 
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inherent meaning is probably ‘on one’s own’. 

(46) Ginau nu-sor søþo-gw. 
I 1sS.R-talk self-1s.POSR 
‘I talked by myself.’ 

(47) Lu-roðo søþo-lito. 
3pS.R-sing.circled self-3p.POSR 
‘They alone sang holding hands in a circle.’ 

 
Example (46) doesn’t mean ‘I talked to myself’ but ‘I talked by myself’; the 

distinction may be fine but it exists. Similarly, while example (47) implies reciprocal 

holding of hands, that is part of the meaning of the verb, not søþo- which gives the 

meaning ‘they alone (of a bigger group)’. Thus while Maskelynes can use søþo- 

‘self’ as a device to express reflexive, it is not necessarily reflexive, but can describe 

the manner in which an action was performed. 
 
From the construction in (42) and (43), it would appear that gabag ‘self’ is merely a 

modifier, but consider the following where gabag is used in a construction more like 

that of example (44).  

(48) Gaiug gu-paru gabag høn gaiug. 
You 2sS.R-club self GEN you 
‘You bashed yourself.’ 

(49) Nø-lo-gw i-sa gabag høn ginau. 
NZ-inner.being-1s.POSR 3sS-bad self GEN me 
‘I'm cross with myself.’44 

 
While gabag is different from all other pronouns in that they can’t follow another 

pronoun nor occur before høn followed by another pronoun, it most commonly 

occurs in those two constructions. It is always co-referential with the understood 

causer of the action as well as the experiencer. Usually this means that gabag is co-

referential with the subject for intransitive clauses and with both the subject and 

object in transitive clauses. The construction gabag before høn followed by another 

pronoun can occur syntactically as object, but it cannot occur as subject.   
 
It is possible for the syntactic subject to not be strictly co-referential with gabag as 

in (50), but when this occurs, the person co-referential with gabag is always the 

causer of the existence of the entity functioning as subject as well as causing the 

                                                           
44 This particular example starts with a third person subject and ends with gabag høn ginau ‘self of me’. It is 
capable of doing this because the third person subject is part of an idiom nølogw isa ‘I feel bad’ , which is 
literally ‘my inner being is bad’. Thus while structurally a third person subject, the semantic undergoer remains 
‘me’ as marked by the possessive suffix. This is quite a common idiomatic structure with the possessive suffix on 
an inalienable noun indicating the semantic undergoer.  
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event encoded by the verb. Thus in (50), I both caused the rain to exist and to soak 

me.     

(50) Na-us i-han gabag høn ginau. 
NZ-rain 3sS.R-soak self GEN me 
‘My own rain (that I caused to occur) soaked me.’ 

 
When gabag occurs before høn followed by a noun instead of the more usual 

pronoun (51), gabag is co-referential with the subject, who caused the noun 

following høn to exist as well as initiating the event encoded by the verb.   

(51) Ginau nu-tai gabag høn nø-mago. 
me 1sS.R-cut self GEN NZ-mango 
‘I cut my own mango (that I planted).’ 

 
In the same structure, but with only the object enclitic following høn (52), the 

enclitic -i is always understood to refer to something which the subject caused to 

exist and then acted upon. For this structure to convey the meaning that the subject 

was acting upon self, høn would always have to be followed by the appropriate 

personal pronoun (53). 

(52) Gai i-tai gabag høn-i. 
he 3sS.R-cut self GEN-3sO 
‘He cut his own (thing that he caused to be).’ 

(53) Gai i-tai gabag høn gai. 
he 3sS.R-cut self GEN him 
‘He cut himself.’  

 
On the basis of all this evidence, I would consider gabag to be a pronoun, and when 

it postposes another pronoun, as in (42) and (43), it forms a two word reflexive 

pronoun.  

3.1.4 Locative pronouns 
A locative pronoun takes the place of a RP functioning as a location adjunct at clause 

level. In Maskelynes there are two locative pronouns, tøban and lan. The locative 

pronoun tøban ‘by/next to’ has a locative component of meaning and a third person 

singular pronominal component in the absence of a following non-third person 

singular argument. It usually functions as location at clause level as follows: 

(54) Soð e-bøtah ei, a-natu-n e-il tøban. 
Jean 3sS.R-sit there PZ-child-3s.POSR 3sS.R-stand next.to.3s 
‘Jean (John) sat there (and) his child stood beside him.’ 
 

But consider the following where tøban is much less clearly location: 
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(55) Nø-ha¹ut enan i-toh a Pelog høn lø-þe-køt-køta tøban.  
NZ-old.man that 3sS.R-stay LOC Pelog PURP 3pS-POT-RED-look next.to.3s 
‘That old man stayed in Pelog for them to look after him.’ 

(56) A-Resa e-møsah ale a-lat-pøha¹ut lo-æødoð tøban. 
PZ-Resa 3sS.R-sick SEQ PZ-p-woman 3pS.R-check.out next.to.3s 
‘Resa was sick and (so) the women visited her.’ 

 
When the entity functioning as location is non-third person singular, it is obligatorily 

present following tøban.  

(57) Nø-boð ar-to-van a-elta gail lu-sor tu¹ tøban gølaru. 
NZ-day 2dS-RZ-go PZ-elder p 3pS-talk throw next.to them.d 
‘When the two of them went, the elders prayed over them.’  
 

When the speaker wishes to amplify on the third person singular, or to identify it, a 

following NP can do so.45 

(58) E-tølmam va-bøtah tøban a-natu-n. 
3sS.R-return PURP-sit next.to.3s PZ-child-3s.POSR 
‘He returned to sit next to his child.’ 

 
The locative pronoun lan ‘on/at/in him/her/it’ is pronominal with both a locative 

component of meaning and a third person singular pronominal component. It most 

often functions as location at clause level, as follows: 

(59) Ge-bøtah lan! 
2sS.IR-sit LOC.3s 
‘Sit on it!’ 

(60) Møte-bu-bula-n nø-tar-hai len tas ale miti-sal lan! 
2pS.IR-RED-throw-TZ NZ-side-wood in sea and 2pS.IR-float LOC.3s 
‘You throw the planks into the sea and float on them!’46 

 
When the location is plural, the locative pronoun is replaced by a relator phrase (RP): 

(61) Lo-bu-bula-n nø-tar-hai i-soþur len tas ale lu-sal len gail. 
3pS.R-RED-throw-TZ NZ-side-wood 3sS.R-many in sea and 3pS.R-float LOC p 
‘They threw many planks into the sea and floated on them.’ 

 
The locative pronoun lan has a number of functions at clause level that are much less 

clearly location: 

(62) Datu-pað lan. 
1piS.R-marvel LOC.3s 
‘We wondered at it.’ 

(63) Lo-tømadehw vi pan lan. 
3pS.R-bow DIR down LOC.3s 
‘They bowed down to him.’ 

                                                           
45 One could also hypothesise that tøban and lan are in the process of grammaticalising to become prepositions, 
and this may well be the case. 
46 In this example the repetitive throwing implies plural planks, but lan being third person singular is consistent 
with the stated non-plural marking for the planks. 
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(64) No-løðon na-pisbile viþu husur nø-lan e-¹uv tur lan. 
1sS.R-want NZ-wall bamboo REAS NZ-wind 3sS.R-blow through LOC.3s 
‘I want a bamboo wall because the wind blows through it.’ 

(65) Gol te-sua høn dat-þe-um lan. 
do 3sS.IR-one PURP 1piS-POT-work LOC.3s 
‘Do one for us to work on.’ 

 
Compare this with the following where the object is clearly marked. 

(66) Gol te-sua høn dat-þe-um høn-i. 
do 3sS.IR-one PURP 1piS-POT-work TZ-3sO 
‘Do one for us to build (it).’ 

 
But consider:  

(67) Gai e-møtahw lan. Gai e-møtahw len galito. 
he 3sS.R-fear LOC.3s he 3sS.R-fear LOC them.p 
‘He’s afraid of it./He fears it.’ ‘He’s afraid of them./He fears them.’ 

 
From this and (62) above, it would appear that Maskelynes has a subclass of 

intransitive verbs that require a location in order to supply an additional participant. 

This will be addressed in §8.3.1.8. 
 
Both locative pronouns can also follow the directional verbal preposition vi but not 

the prepositions a or ta. This distinguishes them from the locative nouns (§3.2.2). 

(68) Namtu-sipa vi tøban gaiug. 
1peS.R-thank DIR next.to you.s 
‘We thank you.’/ ‘We give thanks to you.’ 

(69) Namtu-yar vi lan na-im na-lotu-an. 
1peS.R-walk DIR LOC.3s NZ-house NZ-worship-NZ 
‘We walked to the church.’ 

3.2 Noun subclasses 
Nouns belong to an open word class. They typically function as heads of NPs where 

they are found phrase initially, and they can occur with a large range of modifiers. 

They can function on their own as arguments in a clause. Traditionally in 

descriptions of Oceanic languages, nouns have been divided into two classes: 

alienable and inalienable, or more recently into directly possessed and indirectly 

possessed, following Geraghty (1983:242) and Lichtenberk (1985). A number of 

more recent descriptions have shown that noun classes are considerably more 

complicated than this (Crowley 1982, Early 1994, Jauncey 1997 and Lynch 2000). 

Maskelynes nouns may be divided into temporal, locative, personal, alienable and 

inalienable subclasses (see Table 13). Alienable nouns can be further subdivided into 

food and drink associated items, general items and part-whole constructions. These 
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divisions are then cross-cut by whether the nouns are directly possessed, indirectly 

possessed or not possessed. The nominaliser normally associated with the various 

noun subclasses is also indicated (see §3.3 for further discussion of the 

nominalisers).  

Table 13. Maskelynes noun classification 

   Nominaliser Possession 
    None Indirect Direct 

 Temporal   √ (√ s)  
 Locative   √ (√ s)  
 Personal  a- √ (√ s)  
 

Alienable 
Food/drink nø-/na-  √ h  

 General nø-/na-  √ s  
 Part-whole nø-/na- √ -t-e (√) (√) 
 Inalienable  a-, nø-/na-  √ h √ -n 
 
In Table 13, -n indicates noun subclasses that are marked for possession by 

possessive suffixes (see Table 11); h indicates subclasses that take the food and drink 

associated possessive pronouns and the hi-/he- genitive proclitic; s indicates 

subclasses that take the general possessive pronouns and the si-/se- genitive 

proclitic; and -t-e indicates subclasses that combine with other nouns in a part-whole 

construction. The symbol √ indicates that the indicated form of possession occurs for 

a noun subclass. Brackets indicate recorded occurrence but that it is not the typical 

way in which possession is marked for that noun subclass (examples to illustrate this 

are usually included in the appropriate sections). There is no morphological 

distinction between what would be common and proper nouns in English. However, 

the semantic categories do exist and are occasionally used in this description. 

Generally speaking proper nouns are personal nouns and take the personaliser prefix 

a-. Common nouns by contrast consist of all the nouns within the alienable and 

inalienable noun classes. They mostly take the nominaliser na-/nø-, although the 

inalienable kin terms take the personaliser a-. 

3.2.1 Temporal nouns 
Temporal nouns take no inflection and except when used in a temporal greeting 

(§11.1.7.5) they are not possessed; thus they are neither alienable nor inalienable. 

Temporal nouns may stand alone as the head of a temporal phrase, whereas for any 

other noun to do so requires the preposition len ‘in/on/from’. Those temporal nouns 

that are inherently in the past may also take the deictic preposition ta ‘from/of’. 
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(70) Nino ginau no-gømai nu-ke ne-vøvaut nø-wai. 
yesterday I 1sS.R-come 1sS.R-CMPZ 1sS.IR-draw.liquid NZ-water 
‘Yesterday I came wanting to get water.’ 

(71) Len mariug dereh ti-kad nø-raæ-raæe-an. 
in night FUT 3sS.IR-have NZ-RED-play-NZ 
‘At night presently there will be playing.’ 

(72) Nø-taðtað e-rið na-þili-t-e ta sutuai i-pat len tas. 
NZ-hermit.crab 3sS.R-put NZ-empty.hollow-PW-3s from long.time 3sS.R-lie in sea 
‘The hermit crab left the old shell from before lying in the sea.’ 

 
These temporal nouns are nouns rather than adverbs because like other nouns, they 

can be post-modified by demonstratives: 

(73) Be damøðai egai etukesen i-gol nø-vanuan ýisi lu-kad na-løboi-an. 
but today this education 3sS.R-do NZ-person all 3pS.R-have NZ-know-NZ 
‘But today education has made everyone have knowledge.’ 

 
Temporal nouns are a small subclass including the following: 

Table 14. Temporal nouns 

 damøðai ‘today’ 
 nino ‘yesterday’ 
 ninois ‘day before yesterday’ 
 pelan ‘tomorrow’ 
 hois ‘day after tomorrow’ 
 sutuai ‘long ago’47 
 
One of these words, pelan ‘tomorrow’ is also a leave-taking, meaning ‘goodbye’. 

Although pelan is a temporal noun, when used as a leave-taking, it has the 

characteristics of other temporal greetings in that it may occur in a possession 

construction (see §11.1.7.5). 

3.2.2 Locative nouns 
Locative nouns, like their temporal counterparts, characteristically take no inflection, 

are normally not possessed and are neither alienable nor inalienable.48 They include 

proper names of places, and most of them follow the locative verbal preposition a 

‘at/from’, the directional verbal preposition vi ‘to/towards’ and the preposition ta 

‘from/of’ which incorporates the meaning of ‘origin’.  

(74) A-Linet mai a-Setrik aru-yar a Sagalai gømai. 
PZ-Linet ACMP PZ-Sethric 3dS.R-walk LOC Sangalai come 
‘Linet and Sethric walked from Sangalai.’ 

                                                           
47 Sutuai ‘long ago’ can also be preceded by the directional verbal preposition vi resulting in vi sutuai 
‘eternal/forever’. 
48 At least one, im, can be possessed thus a im san ‘at her home’ 
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(75) Lu-van va-sisir van van sib a Lamap. 
3pS.R-go PURP-sweep go go finish LOC Lamap 
‘They went to sweep along finishing at Lamap.’ 

(76) A tut no-ris a-la-hutai lo-to-raæ-raæe høn na-¹uv. 
LOC distant 1sS.R-see PZ-p-child 3pS.R-RZ-RED-play INST NZ-ball 
‘In the distance I saw children who were playing with a ball.’ 

(77) Namte-ti husur høn na-pipi-toð van vi Haur. 
1peS.IR-pole along GEN NZ-under-mangrove go DIR Haur  
‘We’ll pole along under the mangrove towards Haur.’ 

(78) Nø-boð na-tøboi Ø-to-matu lo-rus vi pan. 
NZ-day NZ-navele.nut 3sS-RZ-ready.to.eat 3pS.R-move DIR down 
‘When navele nuts are ripe, they fall down.’ 

(79) Gi-sor len na-soru-an ta Uluveu. 
2sS.IR-talk in NZ-talk-NZ from Uluveu 
‘Talk in the language of Uluveu!’ 

 
Any non-locative noun requires one of the prepositions len ‘in/on/from’ or ben 

‘by/beside), or the locative pronouns lan ‘LOC.3s’ or tøban ‘next.to.3s’ to function 

as a location at clause level. A non-locative noun cannot take the locative verbal 

preposition a, or the directional verbal preposition vi.  

(80) Na-sehw i-tav len nø-hai. 
NZ-kingfisher 3sS.R-perch on NZ-tree 
‘The kingfisher perched in the tree.’ 

(81) I-yar vi lan na-im ýur-ýur. 
3sS.R-walk DIR LOC.3s NZ-house RED-sell 
‘He walked towards the store.’49 

 
Locative nouns include all proper place names and the location and position words 

that take a or vi. Some of these words that take ta are actually temporal in their 

sense, thus ta æo ‘from before’, ta tahw ‘from after/later’. Table 15 below shows 

some of these nouns. None can take the prepositions len ‘in/on’ or ben ‘by/beside’, 

nor the locative pronouns. 

                                                           
49 In examples (81) and (85), vi is followed by the required locative pronoun lan, and the NP that the verbal 
preposition is relating to is juxtaposed to lan, thus literal translations would be ‘He walked towards it the store’ 
and ‘They will carry the food to it the field.’ 
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Table 15. Example locative nouns 

   
 Lohonæor ‘place name’ 
 Þurhus ‘suburb name’ 
 Navsah ‘village name’ 
 Hoti ‘island name’ 
 Estimo ‘country name’50 
 møhat ‘up’ 
 pan ‘down’ 
 lau ‘sea’ 
 tut ‘distant’ 
 æo ‘in front/first’ 
 rivuh ‘in middle’51 
 be ‘where?’ 
 tahw ‘behind/after’ 
 
There is a tendency for locative nouns marked by a to require a preceding naut 

‘place’ when the locative phrase follows a non-verb clause constituent such as object 

(82), when it modifies a noun (83), or when it follows a motion verb that doesn’t 

collocate with a (those that do collocate are static verbs such as bøtah ‘sit’, pat ‘lie’ 

or toh ‘exist’, and the verb gømai ‘come’) (84).  

(82) Namto-tuan tas nø-wag høn na-ut a Lemisis. 
1peS.R-arrange again NZ-canoe GL NZ-place LOC Lemisis 
‘We again arranged the canoes at Lemisis.’ 

(83) Lu-lav tas nø-lanis sua tile, nø-lanis na-ut a Santo. 
3pS.R-transfer again NZ-ship one different NZ-ship NZ-place LOC Santo 
‘They again took a different ship, a Santo ship.’ 

(84) I-yar van vø-bar na-ut a lau. 
3sS.R-walk go DUR-reach NZ-place LOC sea 
‘He walked until he reached the coast.’/ ‘He walked on to reach the coast.’52 

 
There are a number of nouns which take the na-/nø- nominaliser (§3.3), have certain 

locative noun characteristics and are able to function as locative nouns in certain 

circumstances. They appear to be inherently locational when they occur alone as 

stems following a verb. Thus when the word marireu ‘field’ appears without the 

prepositions len, a, or vi, and stands without its nominalising prefix nø-, it can 

function as location at clause level. Example (85) shows it appearing like a non-

locative noun with the required preceding vi lan, and (86) shows it appearing like an 

inherently locative noun. Such nouns can follow the directional verbal preposition vi, 

                                                           
50 East Timor. 
51 Unlike the other locative nouns, rivuh can be nominalised thus forming both narivuh and narivuhan ‘the 
middle’ implying that nominalisation is required to convert this locative noun into a common noun. 
52 This is ambiguous since vøbar can be vø-bar ‘PURP-reach’ or the adverbial vøbar ‘until’ 
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some can follow the preposition ta and two can also follow the locative verbal 

preposition a (see Table 16).  

(85) Li-tariv nø-han-i-an vi lan nø-marireu. 
3pS.IR-carry NZ-eat-3sO-NZ DIR LOC.3s NZ-field 
‘They’ll carry food to the field.’  

(86) Len na-idipedens len dudulan dereh dati-van lotu marireu. 
on NZ-independence on morning FUT 1piS.IR-go worship field 
‘On independence day in the morning presently we’ll go worship in the field.’ 

Table 16. Nouns with some locative characteristics 

   a vi ta 
 im ‘house’ √ (√)53 √ 
 ut ‘land’ √ (√) √ 
 lohoim ‘inside house’  √ √ 
 vivile ‘outside’  √54 √ 
 marireu ‘field’  √ √ 
 pisbile ‘wall’  √55 √ 
 lilihai ‘forest’  √  
 tarhø-t-e ‘other side’  √56  
 bitas ‘shore’  √  
 (met)ýisal ‘road’  √  
 madu-n ‘behind him/her/it’  √57  

3.2.3 Personal nouns 
Personal nouns include personal names and vocatives. Normally personal names 

cannot be modified, but vocatives can be both modified and possessed when they are 

spoken of in the third person.58 Possession is marked indirectly with the possessive 

pronouns used for general alienable nouns (see Table 10). Personal nouns are usually 

prefixed with the personalising prefix a- except when they are used vocatively, thus 

Gikele mai ava¹u saæ. ‘Tell it to your grandpa.’ versus Va¹u, gegømai! 

‘Grandpa, come here!’ (see §3.3). All of the vocatives that are not personal names 

                                                           
53 The two words im ‘house’ and ut ‘land’ have different forms for the vi ‘towards’, they both take a vah- instead 
(possibly from van høn ‘go to’) resulting in vahim ‘homeward’ and vahut ‘landward’. 
54 The locative vivile ‘outside’ appears to have the directional verbal preposition vi fused to the root vile 
‘village’, this is only obvious when it occurs with static verbs such as bøtah ‘sit’, pat ‘lie’ and toh ‘exist’, thus 
compare Ebøtah vivile. ‘He’s sitting outside.’ and Igam vivile. ‘He ran outside.’ with Ebøtah lohoim. ‘He’s 
sitting inside.’ and Igam vi lohoim. ‘He ran inside.’ It should be noted that ‘He ran to the village.’ must take the 
form Igam vi lan navile. 
55 The words pisbile ‘wall’ and the following word lilihai ‘forest’ are representatives for all of the words which 
derive from the same roots, words such as pisbihol ‘path beside garden’, lili¹ol ‘deep place’ and  lilisuþ hai 
‘shrine’. 
56 The word tarhøte ‘other.side’ is a representative for all of the part-whole nouns which can indicate a position 
relative to something else (see 3.2.4.3). 
57 This is actually an inalienable noun back-3s.POSR, that when used without the nominaliser, takes on a locative 
meaning. 
58 While personal names cannot be modified per se, personal nouns and vocatives can take the þilti- 
augmentative and tuh- diminutive prefixes. 
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are kin terms and have equivalents that are inalienable nouns. Some examples of 

personal nouns are:59 
  
 Manso¹ ‘Mansov’ 
 Krem ‘Graham’ 
 tuhKilia ‘wee Kilia’ 
 nana, ina ‘Mum/Mummy, Mother’ 
 papa ‘maternal uncle’ 
 tata, ita ‘Dad/Daddy, Father’ 
 tegai ‘husband’s sister’ 
 vavai ‘paternal aunt, mother-in-law’ 
 va¹u ‘grandparent’ 
 wawa ‘sibling’ 
 

(87) Na-ieh e-kønot a-Ron. 
NZ-fish 3sS.R-poison PZ-Ron 
‘(A) fish poisoned Ron.’ 

(88) A-Tsals i-pat. Tsil, Ivet, Nipin, ale ginamito ýisi namtu-pat. 
PZ-Charles 3sS.R-sleep Jill Yvette Nipin then we.pe all 1peS.R-sleep 
‘Charles slept. Then Jill, Yvette, Nipin, we all slept.’ 

(89) Tsals i-ke, “Nana, gidato dati-lotu!” 
Charles 3sS.R-CMPZ   Mum we.pi 1piS.IR-worship 
‘Charles said, “Mum let’s pray!”’ 

(90) A-tata sagw e-søho¹ut, e-søvar galito. 
PZ-dad my 3sS.R-startle 3sS.R-swear.at them.p 
‘My dad was startled, he swore at them.’ 

(91) Enan no-rið-i len gaiug a-wawa sinamito. 
  that 1sS.R-put-3sO on you.s PZ-brother our.pe 
‘I’ll leave that to you, our brother.’  

 
It should be noted that any common noun can be marked with the personaliser a- if 

that noun is an actor given the characteristics of a person. Thus in a story about 

various fish where they speak to each other, they are prefixed with a-. 

(92) Ale a-ieh mial i-ke, “Ei a-mavølesus, dar-þe-his-hisi…” 
then PZ-fish brown 3sS.R-CMPZ    hey PZ-emperor.fish 1diS-COND-RED-strive 
‘Then Redfish said, “Hey Emperor fish, if we strive…” 

 
Capell and Layard (1980:45) describe a personal article in Atchin of the form i, that 

is bound to nominative forms of pronouns, thus i-na ‘I’ and i-nik ‘thou’. While 

Maskelynes has no equivalent morpheme on pronouns, it is interesting to note that 

the respectful forms of the vocative for mother and father do appear to reflect a 

personal morpheme of the same form as that in Atchin. Thus for father the vocative 

                                                           
59 The given glosses are the prototypical meanings of the kin terms, so for instance, while tata is what you call 
your father, it is also what you call your paternal uncles, your paternal male cousins, and unless otherwise 
specified, all of those that your father calls brother.  
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and respectful vocative forms respectively are a-tata ‘Dad(dy)’ and i-ta ‘Father’ 

while for mother they are a-nana ‘Mum(my)’ and i-na ‘Mother’. 
 
The personalising prefix and the genitive proclitics are mutually exclusive. When 

personal nouns are marked by the genitive proclitics si-/se- and hi-/he-, the 

personalising prefix is dropped. In the case of stems that begin with a, the first vowel 

of the stem is also dropped, thus: 
 
 a-tata ‘Daddy’ > si-tata ‘Daddy’s’ 
 a-Etli ‘Edly’ > hi-Etli ‘Edly’s (food/drink)’ 
 a-huh ‘Crab’ > se-huh ‘Crab’s’ 
 a-Pili ‘Billy’ > he-Pili ‘Billy’s (pig = food)’ 
 a-Alvet ‘Alvet’ > si-lvet ‘Alvet’s’ 
 
This could be written as two ordered morphophonemic rules where the A deletion 

rule (§2.13.2.6) precedes the High non-high dissimilation rule (§2.13.2.7). That is, a 

stem initial a is deleted when the genitive proclitics si-/se- and hi-/he- attach to the 

stem. In addition, the vowel of the genitive proclitics dissimilates according to the 

height of the first undeleted vowel of the following stem. When the genitive 

proclitics are marked on non-personal nouns, the na-/nø- nominalising prefix is 

retained (93)-(94). In these cases dissimilation of the genitive proclitics does not 

occur.  

(93) si-na-tøtai hi-na-buai 
GEN-NZ-child GEN-NZ-pig 
‘of the child/the child’s’ ‘of the pig/the pig’s’ 

(94) si-nø-æat hi-nø-vanuan 
GEN-NZ-snake GEN-NZ-person 
‘of the snake/the snake’s’ ‘of the person/the person’s’ 

3.2.4 Alienable nouns 
The vast majority of nouns are alienable, neither being inherently possessed nor 

requiring possession. When possessed, such nouns are indirectly possessed, with 

possession normally shown by means of a post-head possessive pronoun. These are 

divided into those that take the h food/drink associated possessive pronouns and 

those that take the s general possessive pronouns. A further category of alienable 

nouns is those that are not able to be possessed in their base form, but which 

normally exist in a part-whole relationship with other alienable or inalienable nouns. 

In this relationship they may be possessed. In their base form all of these nouns have 
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a -t-e ending. All alienable nouns are usually prefixed with the na-/nø- nominaliser 

(§3.3). 

3.2.4.1 Food, drink associated 
These are indirectly possessed nouns in the class of food, drink and associated items 

that show possession by a following h food/drink associated possessive pronoun or 

genitive proclitic.  

(95) Tariv na-ieh haæ gømai! 
carry NZ-fish your.s come 
‘Bring your fish!’ 

(96) Lu-par høn na-buai halito, han-i. 
3pS.R-cook.as.laplap TZ NZ-pig their eat-3sO 
‘They cooked their pig in laplap and ate it.’60 

(97) A-na-æ e-tutuh ðulai han 
PZ-mother-2s.POSR 3sS.R-smash spider.conch 3s.POSR 
‘Your mother smashed her spider conch(es).’ 

(98) No-rið nø-wai susus hamito lohoim. 
1sS.R-put NZ-water cold your.p inside.house 
‘I put your cold drink inside.’ 

(99) Go-køkas na-siloh hamito høn nø-wai Ø-to-pud? 
2sS.R-wash NZ-plate your.p INST NZ-water 3sS-TZ-hot 
‘Did you wash your plate with hot water?’ 

3.2.4.2 General 
Of the large alienable class of nouns, the general subclass is the most extensive, 

consisting of most common nouns. These are indirectly possessed nouns that show 

possession by a following s possessive pronoun or genitive proclitic.  

(100) E-søhar na-kuvkuv sagw. 
3sS.R-borrow NZ-axe my 
‘He borrowed my axe.’ 

(101) Aru-lav nø-wag samito  vi Hoti. 
3dS.R-transfer NZ-canoe your.p DIR Hoti 
‘They took your canoe to Hoti.’ 

(102) Na-waia i-tar hai su-sun san. 
NZ-wire 3sS.R-tear wood RED-don 3s.POSR 
‘The wire tore her dress.’ 

(103) Na-sivir salito i-wal-wal masu¹. 
NZ-lorikeet their.p 3sS.R-RED-noisy INTNS 
‘Their lorikeet is incredibly noisy.’ 

(104) Na-mitihab panun salit høn na-þilikoro i-pat lohoim. 
NZ-fireplace cook their GEN NZ-pot 3sS.R-lie inside.house 
‘Their pot fireplace is inside.’61 

                                                           
60 The verb par is pareh in its intransitive form, but is transitivised as follows: pareh + høn-i > par høn-i. 
61 This example shows embedding of possessives: [[namitihab panun salit] høn naþilikoro], literally ‘their 
cooking fireplace of pot’ While a plate used for eating food is marked by the h possessive pronouns and genitive 
proclitic, the fireplace where it is cooked is not. 
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(105) Sipa habat len na-løðon-i-an samito. 
thank.you INTNS on NZ-want-3sO-NZ your.p 
‘Thank you very much for your invitation.’ 

(106) No-vøvaut nø-wai na-lilos-an samit tia. 
1sS.R-draw NZ-water NZ-bathe-NZ your.p COMP 
‘I’ve already drawn your bath water.’ 

 
Examples (98) and (106) illustrate that a noun normally considered to belong to one 

subclass can be marked as belonging to a different subclass when it is used 

differently. Thus water for drinking belongs to the alienable food/drink subclass 

(whether it has been drunk yet or not), but when the same water is used for bathing, it 

is marked as being in the alienable general subclass.  

3.2.4.3 Part-whole 
These nouns can form a part-whole construction with most common nouns. They 

take their noun class character from the noun to which they attach.62 As the head of a 

NP they may form a loose construction where the following noun modifies the head. 

Alternatively they may form a close compound noun construction.63 Thus: 
 
 nø-bathu-t-e ‘trunk/origin’ +   nø-bað  ‘banyan’ 
 NZ-trunk-PW-3sO64     
  >  nø-bathu-t  nø-bað ‘trunk of the banyan’ 
   NZ-trunk-PW NZ-banyan  
  > nø-bathu-bað  ‘banyan trunk’ 
   NZ-trunk-banyan  
 
Part-whole nouns can be divided into the following semantic groups:65 

� parts of plants or animals 

� products produced from plants 

� positions relative to something else 
 

                                                           
62 There is only one recorded instance of a part-whole noun being possessed in its base (unlinked) form, and it 
took the general possessive pronoun thus: nøtaðtað…naþilite san… ‘hermit crab…his shell…’. 
63 In the base form ending in -t-e, the meaning is ‘part of him/her/it’, but the -e is absent in the presence of a 
following noun, and the -t (sometimes with the entire -hVt ending) is dropped when the full compound is formed, 
thus nøtarhøte ‘other side’ + nøhai ‘wood’ > nøtarhøt nøhai, and the compound becomes nøtarhøhai in 
careful speech, but more commonly nøtarhai. 
64 For want of a better name I have called this enclitic -e the object enclitic and glossed it as 3sO. More accurately 
it is a third person singular pronominal enclitic able to stand in place of a NP. Its distribution is further described 
in §8.1.1.8.1. In this case the enclitic is attached to a part-whole noun (‘trunk’) in place of an absent following 
noun (‘banyan’) which would indicate the ‘whole’ of which the ‘trunk’ is part.    
65 Crowley (1991) describes a significantly larger number of categories for Paamese including parts of: plants and 
trees, artifacts (especially canoes and houses), positions, broken pieces and by-products, imprints and 
impressions, environmental features and results of natural processes, collections, containers, body parts and 
products especially out of body extensions. 
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The following (Table 17) are some representative part-whole nouns and an example 

compound of each. 

Table 17. Part-whole nouns and their compounds 

Part-whole noun   Compound  
parts      
þili-t-e ‘empty.hollow ’ +baið ‘green snail’ >þili-baið ‘empty green snail shell’ 
da¹urhø-t-e ‘egg/testicle’ +has ‘ant’ >da¹urhø-has ‘ant egg/rice’ 
gavhi-t-e ‘scale’ +ieh ‘fish’ >gavh-ieh ‘fish scale’ 
harhø-t-e ‘root’ +bað ‘banyan’ >harhø-bað ‘banyan root 
hudhu-t-e ‘part’ +dam ‘yam’ >hudhu-dam ‘yam portion’ 
hurhu-t-e ‘skin’ +abat ‘white man’ >hur-abat ‘white man skin/clothes’ 
kobhu-t-e ‘lump’ +hai ‘tree/wood’ >kobhu-hai ‘knot/swelling on tree’ 
pusi-t-e ‘flower’ +tas ‘sea’ >pusi-tas ‘sea grass flower’ 
rui-t-e ‘roe’ +ieh ‘fish’ >ru-ieh ‘fish roe’ 
products      
kumashø-t-e ‘gratings/waste’ +hai ‘tree/wood’ >kumashø-hai ‘wood dust/sawdust’ 
sugu-t-e ‘piece’ +hai ‘tree/wood’ >sugu-hai ‘wood chip’ 
positions      
buthø-t-e ‘deep within’ +lili¹ol ‘deep place’ >buthø-lili¹ol ‘middle of the ocean’ 
buti-t-e ‘under.hollow’ +wag ‘canoe >buti-wag ‘under the canoe’ 
þurhu-t-e ‘hole in/inside’ +baket ‘bucket’ >þurhu-baket ‘inside the bucket’ 
pipi-t-e ‘underneath’ +toð ‘mangrove’ >pipi-toð ‘under the mangrove’ 
tarhø-t-e ‘other.side’ +hai ‘tree/wood’ >tar(hø)-hai ‘other side of wood/plank’ 
 
Part-whole nouns may be modified or compounded with any of the classes of 

alienable or inalienable nouns, and thus take the form of possession appropriate to 

that class: 
 
Part-whole noun + alienable food/drink noun indirectly possessed 

(107) na-hudhu-han-i-an hidar gail e-suh66 
NZ-part-eat-3sO-NZ our.di p 3sS.R-stay 
‘our bits of food stayed’ 

 
Part-whole noun + alienable general noun indirectly possessed 

(108) nø-tar-hai sagw 
NZ-other.side-wood my 
‘my plank’ 

 
Part-whole noun + inalienable noun directly possessed 

(109) nø-bathu-vøla-n 
NZ-origin-arm-3s.POSR 
‘his shoulder’ 

 
There may also be a part-whole + part-whole + other noun construction such as  

                                                           
66 This existential verb is used in situations where the subject is a mass or multiple, but nevertheless it often 
retains a singular subject marking. So in this case it indicates that there were many bits of food remaining. 
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(110) gelhø-ðarhu-vøla-n  
tip-digit-arm-3s.POSR 
‘his fingertip’ 

3.2.5 Inalienable nouns 
Inalienable nouns are those which are inherently possessed. The possession is 

incapable of being transferred to another possessor.67 Hence one’s father cannot be 

given away and stop being one’s father; an ear cannot be transferred to another body; 

a shadow of something cannot be transferred to a different possessor. Maskelynes 

has inalienable nouns that are directly possessed, and those that are indirectly 

possessed. Those that are directly possessed generally include ‘close’ kin, and body 

parts able to be identified externally. They may not be expressed without inclusion of 

a possessor suffix. The remainder of body parts tend to be indirectly possessed along 

with inanimate inalienable possession such as the wall of a house. The exceptions to 

this are those directly possessed nouns that are used in idioms and extended 

meanings, where the original directly possessed character is carried over to the 

extended meaning such as the ‘hair’ of a house = roof.  

3.2.5.1 Directly possessed 
These nouns are generally ‘close’ kin and body parts identified externally.68 Kin 

terms take the personalising prefix a- in the same way as personal nouns while the 

body parts take the nominaliser na-/nø- (see §3.3). They all obligatorily take a 

person number possessor suffix from those given in Table 11, §3.1.2. 

                                                           
67 In this description I have used the term inalienable in a wider sense than that traditionally used in linguistics, to 
describe a subclass of nouns, all the members of which are incapable of being transferred to another possessor. 
The semantic category of inalienable has often been confused with the structural category of direct possession. 
68 Both nø-lo-n ‘his inner being’ and na-nunu-n ‘his spirit’ are directly possessed. Nølon is used to express 
most emotions, but can also be used to mean the  physical ‘inside of something’, thus nølon naut ‘inlet, bay’ 
(literally ‘its inner being place’). Nanunun has the extended meaning of ‘reflection’, but also sometimes 
‘shadow’ or ‘picture’, all of which are identifiable externally. 
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Table 18. Examples of some kin terms and body parts 

 Kin terms  Body parts  
 a-iva-n ‘his spouse’s brother’ na-bøha¹u-n ‘his belly’ 
 a-mahea-n ‘his family, relative’ na-bølasu-n ‘his bone’ 
 a-matua-n ‘his maternal uncle’ na-buðo-n ‘his mouth’ 
 a-møhaibø-n ‘his grandchild’ na-buru-n ‘his buttock(s)’ 
 a-na-n ‘his mother’ na-busu-n ‘his spittle’ 
 a-natvavi-n ‘his daughter’ nø-dariða-n ‘his ear’ 
 a-natu-n ‘his child’ na-dølo-n ‘his voice’ 
 a-soa-n ‘his spouse’ nø-ho-n ‘his face’ 
 a-tabø-n ‘his grandparent’ na-huæe-n ‘his beard’ 
 a-tøma-n ‘his father’ na-hunusu-n ‘his nose’ 
 a-¹a-n ‘his sibling (same sex)’ nø-lo-n ‘his inner being’ 
 a-vuðo-n ‘his father-in-law’ na-nunu-n ‘his spirit’ 
   na-rie-n ‘his leg’ 
 
Directly possessed nouns may be also indirectly possessed, thus: 

(111) na-rie-n na-buai haæ 
NZ-leg-3s.POSR NZ-pig your.s 
‘your leg of pork’ 

 
where the leg has been removed from the pig and become food therefore taking the h 

possessive pronoun like other alienable food and drink associated nouns. Or a second 

example: 

(112) a-¹a-gw sagw 
PZ-sibling.same.sex my 
‘my brother’ 

 
which implies the closest possible relationship with someone (usually a blood line 

same-sex sibling), the closeness and affection of which cannot be affected by 

anything except death.69 

3.2.5.2 Indirectly possessed 
Body parts less visibly associated with the body’s integrity are indirectly possessed, 

and take the h food/drink possessive pronouns and genitive proclitic.70 These nouns 

include: 
 

                                                           
69 ‘Same sex sibling’ for a boy refers to any of his brothers as well as any male cousins who are children of his 
father’s brothers, and in fact any male whom his father calls ‘my child’ (usually more distant male cousins in the 
paternal line).  
70 One of the features of these types of noun is that they are often only seen when butchering animals or gutting 
fish, and during the process they are usually removed. They are thus indirectly possessed despite being 
inalienable. 
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 nø-mab ‘liver’ nø-tahoh ‘lung’ 
 na-dul ‘brain/ear wax’ na-tøbað ‘stomach’ 
 nø-da ‘blood’ nø-vatw ‘kidney’ 
 nø-malmal ‘wart’ na-vuvus ‘chest cavity’ 
 na-visoh ‘meat/muscle’ nø-dan ‘spleen’71 
 
Possession of inanimate nouns that are inherently possessed is also marked by the h 

possessive pronouns and genitive proclitic. 

(113) Nø-þol enan i-kad nø-þe han. 
NZ-story that 3sS.R-have NZ-song 3s.POSR 
‘That story has its song.’ 

(114) I-ta sol na-møt(u) na-bølav-an han. 
3sS.R-cut peel NZ-coconut NZ-long-NZ 3s.POSR 
‘He cut off a piece along the coconut's length.’ 

(115) E-um høn nø-salsal san, e-bøtah len nø-æol han. 
3sS.R-work TZ NZ-shelter 3s.POSR 3sS.R-sit in NZ-shade 3s.POSR 
‘He built his shelter, and sat in its shade.’ 

(116) Lu-sor husur nø-log na-um-an han. 
3pS.R-talk follow NZ-laplap NZ-work-NZ 3s.POSR 
‘They talked about the making of laplap.’ 

 
While both indirectly possessed alienable food/drink nouns and indirectly possessed 

inalienable nouns take the h possessive pronouns and genitive proclitic, the alienable 

nouns are either food or drink or items closely associated with food or drink. The 

possessor is always animate and usually human. By contrast, for the inalienable 

nouns, while they take the h pronouns and proclitic, they are neither food nor drink 

nor associated with either, and the possessor is always inanimate. 

3.2.6 Noun roots in multiple noun subclasses 
Crowley (1982:67) describes a group of nouns that are both alienable part-whole 

nouns and inalienable directly possessed nouns. For Paamese this includes nouns 

such as sleeping place, buttocks, head, nose, eye, dorsum, lip, and head resting place. 

Maskelynes has the equivalent of these forms. Unlike the two noun subclasses seen 

in Paamese, in Maskelynes, up to three different stems may be derived from each 

root, with each of the stems belonging to a different noun subclass and having fairly 

extended meaning. Thus there is na-vuru-n ‘his hair’ and na-vuru-n na-im ‘his 

hair house (house roof)’, but also na-vur libliboð ‘hair lie (wig)’ and 

na-vurhu-man ‘hair-bird (feather)’.  
 

                                                           
71 This word is little known by middle aged and younger speakers. 
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 Inalienable  Alienable  Alienable  
  General Part-whole  
 Directly possessed Indirectly possessed Indirectly possessed 
 na-bølasu-n ‘his bone’ na-bølasehw ‘bone’ na-bølashø-t-e ‘bone of’ 
 na-busu-n ‘his spittle’ na-bus ‘spittle/taste’  
 na-høsa-n ‘his name’ nø-hes ‘name’  
 na-hunusu-n ‘his nose’ na-kunus ‘nose’  
 na-huru-n ‘his face/status’ na-hur ‘face/status’  
 nø-madu-n ‘his back’   nø-madhu-t-e ‘back of’ 
 na-møta-n ‘his eye’ na-met72 ‘eye’  
 na-mile-n ‘his track/bed’ nø-mel ‘bed’  
 na-rie-n ‘his leg/foot’ na-ri ‘leg/foot’  
 na-rivo-n ‘his tooth’ na-riv ‘tooth’  
 na-vøla-n ‘his arm/hand’ nø-vel73 ‘arm/hand’  
 na-vuru-n ‘his hair’ na-vur ‘hair’ na-vurhu-t-e ‘hair of ’ 
 nø-dariða-n ‘his ear’ nø-darið ‘ear’  
 nø-kadu-n ‘his head’ nø-kadw ‘head’ nø-kadhu-t-e ‘head of’ 
      

3.3 Noun derivation  
Nouns can be formed from other word classes, especially verbs, but also from other 

noun classes, and from phrases and even clauses. The affixes that derive nouns and 

their use are shown below: 
 
 Affix Stem Noun produced 
 a- V, N person 
 na-/nø- V, N (borrowed), RP, clause general 
 na-/nø-…-an V, VP, clause general, abstract 
 ule- /toþta- LOC N person from a place 
 
Attaching the personaliser prefix a- to a verb results in a personal noun where the 

person has all the qualities of the original verb.  

(117) pisul a-pisul 
send PZ-send 
‘send (message)’ ‘message (personified)’ 

(118) ma-put a-ma-put 
DTZ-pluck PZ-DTZ-pluck 
‘plucked’ ‘plucked one’ 

(119) melmel a-melmel 
stupid PZ-stupid 
‘stupid’ ‘stupid one’ 
 

This type of derivation is uncommon now and while still acceptable to some old 

speakers, it is unacceptable to those who are middle-aged and younger. They replace 

this construction with a NP where the head is modified by a relative clause or a 

derived abstract noun, thus from pisul: 

                                                           
72 This has usually been recorded as part of a compound. Semantically ‘eye’ is highly productive and occurs in 
many compounds. 
73 Also occurs as val in some compounds, thus ýos-ýos-i-val ‘clap’ (literally: ‘RED-slap-3sO-hand’) 
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(120) nø-vanuan Ø-to-vi na-pisul-an 
NZ-person 3sS-RZ-COP NZ-send-NZ 
‘person who is a message’ 

(121) nø-vanuan na-pisul-an 
NZ-person NZ-send-NZ 
‘message person / messenger’ 

 
The most common form of derivation by the personaliser a- occurs in folktales when 

an animal (marked with na-/nø-) is personified, given human characteristics of 

speech and cognition (§3.2.3). Such an animal actor in the tale essentially becomes a 

person. While usually used for animals, I have also observed this form of derivation 

for inanimate common nouns.  
 
Attaching the prefix na-/nø- to nouns from other languages assimilates them into 

Maskelynes. The nominaliser na-/nø- dissimilates according to the High non-high 

dissimilation rule (§2.13.2.7) for single syllable stems, and according to the A 

dissimilation rule (§2.13.2.6) for stems of more than one syllable.  
 
 na-kørasin ‘kerosene’ 
 na-þot ‘boat’ 
 na-tørak ‘car/truck’ 
 na-þuluk ‘cow/bull’ 
 na-sugam ‘chewing gum’ 
 
Nouns can be derived from verbs by addition of the prefix na-/nø-. When there are 

pairs of nouns and verbs with the same root and the same semantic range, it is 

difficult to tell whether derivation of this type has occurred or whether the verb has 

been derived from the noun.  
 
 e-us ‘it rained’ na-us ‘rain’ 
 i-basw ‘it/he smoked’ nø-basw ‘smoke’ 
 e-þut ‘he was mute’ na-þutþut ‘mute (person)’ 
 i-gau ‘she played string games’ nø-gau ‘string figure’ 
 i-kabil ‘it flashed’ nø-kabil ‘lightning’ 
 e-æial ‘it shone’ na-æial ‘light’ 
 i-æol ‘it was shaded’ nø-æol ‘shade’ 
 e-ru ‘he vomited’ na-ru ‘vomitus’ 
 e-tøæat ‘it was peaceful/calm’ na-tøæat ‘peace/calm’ 
 
There are also pairs where the noun counterpart has a much more restricted semantic 

range than the verb.  
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 e-bu-bur ‘he met/came close (to s.o.)’ na-bu-bur ‘friend (usually opposite sex)’ 
 e-bul ‘it turns on long axis’ na-bul ‘cowrie’ 
 i-þer ‘he shut eyes’ na-þø-þer ‘dream’ 
 e-þit-i ‘he bent it (back on itself)’ na-þit-þit ‘edge of a mat’ 
 i-mas ‘it’s dry’ nø-masø-mas ‘dry frond mat’ 
 i-æom ‘it’s rotten’ nø-æom ‘cockroach’ 
 e-vølas-i ‘it stung him’ na-vø-vølas ‘hornet/wasp’ 
  
There are some of these pairs where the original derivation is no longer very well 

accepted, and a further derivation has occurred, thus: the original noun counterpart 

(or nominalisation) of þol ‘tell story’ is nø-þol ‘story’. This noun is now being 

replaced by a na-/nø-…-an nominalisation of the verb, na-þol-an ‘story’. However, 

there are also clear derivations that have occurred with the nominaliser na-/nø-. 

Thus in one village, na-lev-lev ‘fishing net’ has been derived from lev ‘pull’, while 

the other villages still use nø-hau ‘rope/vine’. 
 
Nouns may also be derived from prepositional phrases by addition of na-/nø- thus: 
 
 len mariug ‘at night’ na-len-mariug ‘nighttime’ 
 len nø-yal ‘in sunshine’ na-len-nø-yal ‘daytime’ 
 
Finally, there is some evidence that in the past, nouns were derived by na-/nø- from 

verbs and even clauses. This is especially apparent in derived nouns used as the 

names for natural things, where the characteristics of the item are given in the name. 

These are exemplified below and in §3.6.11.  
 
 na-toh-toh-lo-møtu na-liboð-bølav 
 NZ-RED-live-leaf-coconut NZ-lie-long 
 ‘large grasshopper’ ‘k.o. garfish’ 
 (lives on coconut and sago leaves) (not long but short squared off tail) 
 
 nø-hai-gut-gut-bøta na-met-pað 
 NZ-wood-RED-pick-breadfruit NZ-eye-burn 
 ‘stick insect’ ‘conjunctivitis’ 
 (looks like the stick used to pick breadfruit) (eye is red as if on fire) 
 
The discontinuous affix na-/nø-…-an is the primary and most widely used 

nominaliser in the language, capable of nominalising verbs, serial verb constructions, 

VPs, and even clauses. When the nominalisation is of higher level units such as serial 

verb constructions, VPs and clauses, the orthographic representation used in this 

description has the na-/nø- marked on the first part of the construction and the -an 

marked on the last, but the parts of the construction are not hyphenated or marked in 

any other way.   
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(122) baðis na-im na-bø-baðis-an 
bind NZ-house NZ-RED-bind-NZ 
‘bind’ ‘prison’ 

(123) kir sur-i na-kir su-sur-an 
dig shift-3sO NZ-dig RED-shift-NZ 
‘excavate’ ‘the (yam) harvest’ 

(124) sipa habat na-sipa habat-an sagw 
thank INTNS NZ-thank INTNS-NZ my 
‘thanks very much’ ‘my great thanks’ 

(125) Lu-kel ke, “Tata.” na-ke Tata-an 
3pS.R-say CMPZ   Dad NZ-CMPZ Dad-NZ 
‘They said, “Dad.”’ ‘those called Dad’ 

(126) Lu-kel møtahun ginau na-kel møtahun ginau-an 
3pS.R-say not.want me NZ-say not.want me-NZ 
‘They repudiated me.’ ‘the repudiating of me’ 

 
There are some nominalisations that appear to have occurred in two stages: 

(127) han na-han-an 
eat NZ-eat-NZ 
‘eat’ ‘eating/feast’ 

 
but also: 

(128) han-i nø-han-i-an 
eat-3sO NZ-eat-3sO-NZ 
‘eat it’ ‘food’ 

 
Since the dissimilation of na- to nø- has occurred on nøhanian, but not on 

nahanan, one can postulate that nøhanian was derived earlier in time, and has 

become one of the lexicalised nouns whereas nahanan is still ‘being derived’ as it is 

needed. The same can be said of the following, where soru is no longer identifiable 

in the language, but may possibly reflect an earlier form.74 

(129) sor na-sor-an 
talk NZ-talk-NZ 
‘talk’ ‘talking’ 

(130) sor na-soru-an 
talk NZ-talk-NZ 
‘talk’ ‘language/word’ 

 
This kind of nominalisation can also be nested, although it is rare. In the example 

following, the nesting is shown by square brackets: 

                                                           
74 Charpentier (1982b) records three other languages in Southeast Malakula as having a word for ‘language’ 
which reflects the last syllable as found in Maskelynes: Banam Bay söru ‘language’, Mbwenelaŋ suru 
‘language’ and Aulua surua ‘language’, but none of these have the final vowel in their verbs ‘speak/talk’ or 
‘tell’.  Four other South Malakula languages do reflect the final syllable in their verbs for ‘tell’: Na-sar-iána søra 
‘tell’, A-jiaule-iána søra ‘tell’, Mbotkóte sørø ‘tell’, N-iole-ien søre ‘tell’. On the basis of these it is not too far 
fetched to postulate that in Maskelynes an earlier form soru ‘speak/talk’ was nominalised to become nasoruan 
‘talking/language’, after which the final vowel was dropped leaving the sor ‘talk’ of today and its nominalised 
form nasoran ‘talking’ while retaining the meaning ‘language’ for nasoruan. 
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(131) No-um høn-i. 
1sS.R-work TZ-3sO 
‘I built/worked on it.’  

(132) Namtu-kad na-høha¹ur-an høn namtu-kad [[na-um-an] høn-i-an] lan. 
1peS.R-have NZ-happy-NZ REAS 1peS.R-have NZ-work-NZ TZ-3sO-NZ LOC.3s 
‘We are happy we’ve worked on it.’ 

 
Literally this is ‘We have happiness that we have the work of it on it.’ Two things 

should be noted here. Firstly, this was in a prayer by a very old man, which wasn’t 

widely understood by young people. Secondly, when nesting occurs, no part of the 

nominaliser can occur adjacent to a second occurrence, thus na-nø- , na-na-, nø-na- 

and -an-an are unallowable. While this nominaliser is still highly productive, some 

of its most extended uses are disappearing as older speakers die.  
 
Attaching one of the prefixes ule- or toþta- to a locative noun (usually a place 

name) results in a personal origin noun meaning ‘man from that place’ or ‘woman 

from that place’ respectively.75  

(133) Bu ule-Bu 
Ambrym man.from-Ambrym 
‘Ambrym’ ‘Ambrym man’ 

(134) Vatu mot ule-Vatu mot 
stone black man.from-stone black 
‘Paama’ ‘Paamese (man)’ 

(135) Bøgol toþta-Bøgol 
Epi woman.from-Epi 
‘Epi’ ‘Epi woman’ 

(136) Ostrelia toþta-Ostrelia 
Australia woman.from-Australia 
‘Australia’ ‘Australian woman’ 

 
In this section four different nominalising affixes have been described, with 

examples of each. While they are all still productive as nominalisers, they can be 

rated for productivity from a- which is rarely used to create new personal nouns, to 

ule- and toþta- which are limited to use with location nouns, to na-/nø- which is 

largely used to integrate borrowed nouns into the language and to create names for 

naturally occurring items, and then to na-/nø-…-an which is extremely productive, 

especially for deriving abstract nouns. Crowley (1985:161) proposes four eastern 

Oceanic language types based on productivity of the article (thus termed because of 

its supposed function in POc). Maskelynes would appear to fit his Type III with 

“productive marking on many or most (but not all) common nouns, with a reflex of 

                                                           
75 These personal origin nouns can take the personaliser a- when not used vocatively or following the copula vi. 
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*na or *a …[being] regularly separable from the noun in a fairly wide range of 

clearly definable grammatical contexts.” Article accretion as discussed by Lynch 

(2001) has not occurred in Maskelynes. All of the nominalisers can be removed in 

appropriate grammatical circumstances. In tight compounds the second noun has no 

nominaliser, thus na-møt-møtu ‘coconut calyx’ from na-møta-n ‘his eye’ and 

na-møtu ‘coconut’. The same is true of some looser compounds, thus nø-man tas 

‘sea bird’ from nø-man ‘bird’ and nø-tas ‘sea’, but nø-man nø-tas is also possible. 

Some verbs (see §8.2.2) obligatorily remove na-/nø- (137) and this is also true of a 

na-/nø-…-an nominalisation (138). Part-whole constructions may either have it or 

not, but there are different forms, thus na-pusi-t-e ‘flower (of it)’ > na-pusi-t 

nø-hai ‘flower of a tree/bush’ > na-pusi-hai ‘tree/bush flower’ with the last one 

preferred. When the na-/nø-…-an nominalisations are placed in the constructions 

above, the first part of the nominalisation is removed, but not the -an portion (139).  

(137) i-par vat 
3sS.R-lack money 
‘He lacks money.’ 

(138) nø-han-i-an i-par han-i-an 
NZ-eat-3sO-NZ 3sS.R-lack eat-3sO-NZ 
‘food’ ‘he lacks food’ 

(139) nø-han-i-an na-hudhut nø-han-i-an na-hudhu-han-i-an 
NZ-eat-3sO-NZ NZ-part NZ-eat-3sO-NZ NZ-part-eat-3sO-NZ 
‘food’ ‘part of the food’ ‘food portion’ 

 
The personaliser is also removed in various grammatical contexts, as outlined in 

§3.2.3. 
 
The prefixes a- and na-/nø- both also have noun marking functions.76 The prefix a- 

marks nouns in the personal subclass and kinship terms in the inalienable subclass, 

indicating that they are people. The prefix na-/nø- marks common nouns, marking 

nouns in the alienable subclass and non-kinship terms in the inalienable subclass. For 

                                                           
76 Crowley (1985) reconstructs the POc common noun article *na/*a saying that in Paamese this occurs as an 
accreted article *a. Lynch (2001:227) claims that this is the only language of Vanuatu to inherit the article in the 
form *a instead of *na, noting that Northeast Ambae (Hyslop 2001) has inherited both articles (marking 
nominative and accusative respectively) and Umbrul of Malakula is like Paamese. His later description of Avava 
of Malakula describes a few nouns and nominalisations reflecting *a but with the vowel assimilating to the first 
vowel of the root (Crowley 2006c:42-43). In his atlas of languages in south Malakula, Charpentier (1982b) 
records the southern Malekula language of A-jiaule-iána as also having a- marking common nouns. Ross 
(1988:99-100) on the other hand reconstructs a personal article *e which may be reflected by a- in Maskelynes. 
Charpentier (1982b) lists personalising prefixes for 17/19 languages in southern Malekula. In four this is ka-, and 
in eleven a-, while two have both ka- and a-. In the same languages, 18/19 have common nouns marked by the 
prefix nV-. Lynch (2001:224) lists *qa as a personal article, one of the POc articles. Presumably ka- is a reflex of  
*qa, although interestingly Lynch doesn’t include it among the articles reflected in North-Central Vanuatu 
(Lynch 2001:229). 
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simplicity, throughout this description I have consistently glossed a- as PZ and 

referred to it as the personaliser a-, and glossed na-/nø- as NZ and referred to it as 

the nominaliser na-/nø-. 

3.4 Formatives 
It is not unusual to find at least some fossilised semantic classifiers or formatives in 

Vanuatu languages, and Maskelynes is no exception to this. In a postscript to his 

article on the *qali/kali- prefixes in Austronesian languages, Blust (2001:59-60) 

mentions Byron W. Bender’s noticing fossilised Marshallese prefixes li- and la- that 

were found in many plant, insect and other animal names, as well as being associated 

with feminine and masculine markers respectively. Blust found these observations to 

be equally true of some other Micronesian languages. Jauncey (1997:129-130) lists a 

number of Tamambo prefixes used to classify semantic sets such as vo- female, vu- 

‘tree’ and ta- ‘person belonging to’. Batcock (p.c.) records South Santo (Tangoa) as 

having some classifiers, one of which vi- ‘tree’ seems to be still productive, as the 

borrowing vi-mango ‘mango’ would support.77 Early (1994:107-110) discusses 

formatives or pre-classifiers in Lewo, three of which are shape based: kla- ‘round 

object’, kra- ‘flat object’, pla- ‘long object’ and -ki ‘tree part’. Lynch (2001:229) 

discusses a POc feminine article *dri which has reflexes in North-Central Vanuatu of 

the shape rV- or lV-. In addition, women’s names tend to begin with reflexes of this 

same article.  

3.4.1 Formative hu-  

The prefix hu- is present on all but four of the nouns referring to vines, and three 

have a possible ho- variant leaving only one vine name without this formative. 

Possible etymology is given in the right-hand column. There is no noun of the shape 

na-hu, and these all have single word intonation. 
 
 hu-dam ‘k.o. vine’ dam ‘yam’ 
 hu-dubað ‘thatch tie vine’ dubað ‘k.o. yam’ 
 hu-ieh ‘smooth vine’ ieh ‘fish’ 
 hu-magmag ‘wild kava vine’ magmag ‘wild kava’ 
 hu-æat ‘k.o. vine’ æat ‘snake’ 
 hu-mean ‘thick vine’ mea-n ‘tongue.3s.POSR’ 
 hu-suæis ‘thick bush vine’ suæis ‘k.o. fish’ 
 hu-yarw ‘inedible vine’ yarw ‘casuarina’ 
 

                                                           
77 François (2002:50, 311-314) records the same form with the same function for Araki. 
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As with many names of natural items, the name often reflects some characteristic 

that the two items have in common; thus for instance, the bark of the hu-yarw vine 

is similar to the bark of the casuarina. 

3.4.2 Formative li- 

A number of fossilised prefixes classify semantic categories of nouns. The first is li-. 

Possible etymologies are given in the right-hand column. 
 
 li-þuer ‘tern’ þuer ‘be.not’ 
 li-þir tiað ‘mangrove heron’ þir, þir-i ‘hang, pour-it’ 
 li-duæduæ ‘whale’ duæ ?‘shoot/sprout/tip’ 
 li-hanhantan ‘mud wasp’ han tan ‘eat dirt’ (builds mud nests) 
 li-kopik ‘dolphin’ kopik ?78 
 li-mu ‘reef heron’ æuæu ?‘unafraid’ 
 li-ðesðes ‘spider’ ðes ? 
 li-pah ‘dog’ pah, pahusur ?‘tuck, tame’ 
 li-tavtav ‘toilet’ tav ‘perch’ 
 li-udor ‘cormorant’ udor ‘without break’ (webbed foot) 
 li-ududor ‘booby’ udor ‘without break’ (webbed foot) 
 li-varvaro ‘plover’ varo ? 
 li-¹ul¹ulbað ‘banyan spirit’ ¹ul bað ‘split banyan’ 
 
It would be true to say that these generally fit the various categories noted by Bender 

for Marshallese (Blust 2001:59-60), that is: people, birds, insects, plants, shells, fish 

and sea creatures. However when asked what li- meant, some middle aged men 

immediately responded that it was feminine. This observation was strengthened 

when I heard a girl talking about my daughter as: 

(140) a-li-pøha-pøhw 
PZ-f-RED-white 
‘white girl’ 

 
and confirmed with: 

(141) nø-bar na-li-bar 
NZ-swamphen (male) NZ-f-swamphen 
‘male swamphen’ ‘female swamphen’ 

 
One can only wonder about the other words. Are they all emically deemed feminine 

in some way or is li- as complicated as Bender’s notes might suggest? 

3.4.3 Formative mel- 

The prefix mel- is present on about half of the nouns referring to crabs. Thus: 
 

                                                           
78 This is likely to be a borrowing since word final /k/ is very unusual in Maskelynes. 
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 mel-havhav ‘k.o. crab’ 
 mel-kab ‘mangrove/freshwater crab’ 
 mel-wawu ‘tiny colourful crab’ 
 mel-al ‘underside of crab’ 
 
The only other word recorded that begins with mel- is melþol ‘scar’.   

3.4.4 Formative to- 

The prefix to- is present on any noun referring to domestic fowl.79 There is no noun 

of the shape na-to, and these all have single word intonation. 

(142) na-to-uluman na-to-pøha¹ut na-to-haveh 
NZ-fowl-man NZ-fowl-woman NZ-fowl-?Malay.apple 
‘rooster/cockerel’ ‘hen’  ‘chick’ 
 

This formative may still be productive, even if restricted, so when crossbreeding 

produces some fowls with feathers that stand on end instead of lying flat, or some 

with the colouring of scrubfowl they are termed: 

(143) na-to-¹ur¹ur and na-to-mølau 
NZ-fowl-hair.raising NZ-fowl-scrubfowl 
‘fowl with feathers on end’ ‘fowl with colouring of a scrubfowl’ 

 

3.4.5 Other possible formatives 

3.4.5.1 Possible formative tø- 

A number of nouns begin with tø-, all of them living things, raising the question 

whether tø- is a fossilised formative. 
 
 tø-bað ‘stomach’ 
 tø-barehreh ‘girl’ 
 tø-boi ‘navele nut’ 
 tø-lat ‘hermaphrodite’ 
 tø-maduh ‘k.o. grub’ 
 tø-masveu ‘frigatebird’ 
 tø-mat ‘devil, evil spirit’ 
 tø-rosiv ‘tropicbird’ 
 tø-tai ‘child’ 
 tø-tavil ‘pearl oyster’ 

3.5 Noun inflection  
Nouns may be inflected for size, goodness and collectivity, and some human nouns 

may be inflected for number. I have chosen to call these inflectional prefixes because 

they do not form a noun from another word class nor do they change the subclass of 

the noun to which they attach. They also retain their base meanings.  

                                                           
79 Possibly from POc *toqa ‘fowl’ (Lynch 2000c:323). 
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3.5.1 Size: augmentative þilti- and diminutive tuh- 

Personal nouns, alienable nouns and a very few inalienable nouns may be inflected 

by the augmentative and diminutive prefixes: 

(144) a-Stiven a-tuh-Stiven a-þilti-Stiven 
PZ-Steven PZ-DIM-Steven PZ-AUG-Steven 
‘Steven’ ‘wee Steven’ ‘big Steven’ 

(145) nø-han-i-an na-tuh-han-i-an na-þilti-han-i-an 
NZ-eat-3sO-NZ NZ-DIM-eat-3sO-NZ NZ-AUG-eat-3sO-NZ 
‘food’ ‘snack’ ‘feast’ 

(146) nø-bopita na-tuh-bopita na-þilti-bopita 
NZ-door NZ-DIM-door NZ-AUG-door 
‘door’ ‘window/shutter’ ‘big door’ 

(147) na-pusi-hai na-tuh-pusi-hai na-þilti-pusi-hai 
NZ-flower-tree NZ-DIM-flower-tree NZ-AUG-flower-tree 
‘tree flower’ ‘wee tree flower’ ‘big tree flower’ 

(148) a-matua-n a-tuh-matua-n a-þilti-matua-n 
PZ-MB-3s.POSR PZ-DIM-MB-3s.POSR PZ-AUG-MB-3s.POSR 
‘his maternal uncle’ ‘his maternal uncle’s son’ ‘his maternal uncle’ (not son) 

 
There are no attested examples of inalienable directly possessed nouns inflected with 

these two prefixes except (148). While natuhrien ‘his small leg’ and naþiltirien 

‘his big leg’ would be perfectly feasible, no such examples have been recorded. 

3.5.2 Goodness prefix kon-  
The only documented nouns inflected with this prefix are alienable nouns. 

(149) na-kon-vanuan na-kon-ti-t-e na-kon-soru-an 
NZ-good-person NZ-good-thing-PW-3sO NZ-good-talk-NZ 
‘good person’ ‘good thing’ ‘good word’    

3.5.3 Collectivity prefix lili- 

A restricted set of nouns can be inflected with the collectivity prefix resulting in a 

group or mass of that noun.80 

(150) na-møtu na-lili-møtu 
NZ-coconut NZ-mass-coconut 
‘coconut’ ‘coconut plantation’ 

(151) nø-hai na-lili-hai 
NZ-tree NZ-mass-tree 
‘tree’ ‘forest’ 

(152) na-um-an na-lili-um-an 
NZ-work-NZ NZ-mass-work-NZ 
‘work’ ‘copious work’ 

                                                           
80 There are a number of recorded examples of this prefix, but not all have recorded examples for the unaffixed 
forms: lili¹ol ‘deep place’, liliþulgøgau ‘thorn bush’, lilihol ‘gardens’, lilisuþ hai ‘shrine’. We have also been 
given liliman ‘many birds (usually of different kinds)’ versus the part-whole construction navøshøt nøman 
which indictes a flock of one type. 
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By reduplication, lili-hai becomes lili-lili-hai and the meaning is changed to ‘deep 

in the forest’. When these collective nouns are not marked with the nominaliser 

na-/nø-, they may function as locative nouns and take the directional verbal 

preposition vi in both its verbal and prepositional forms. 

(153) Lo-vi lili-hai. Lu-yar vi lili-hai. 
3pS.R-go.to mass-tree 3pS.R-walk DIR mass-tree 
‘They went to the forest.’ ‘They walked to the forest.’ 

3.5.4 Number: dual lar(u)- and plural lat- 

These two prefixes always refer to people (or entities treated like people in narrative) 

and so are often preceded by the personaliser a-. While both the dual and plural 

prefixes are often bound to demonstrative stems, the plural prefix can also be bound 

to human nouns (either alienable or inalienable).81 In the examples below, brackets 

indicate constituents that are not obligatory.  

(154) na-tøbarehreh (a-)lat-tøbarehreh 
NZ-girl PZ-p-girl 
‘girl’ ‘girls’ 

(155) na-pøha¹ut (a-)lat-pøha¹ut 
NZ-woman PZ-p-woman 
‘woman’ ‘women’ 

(156) na-tøtai (a-)lat-hutai82 
NZ-child PZ-p-child 
‘child (boy)’ ‘children (boys)’ 

(157) na-uluman (a-)la-luman83 
NZ-man PZ-p-man 
‘man’ ‘men’ 

 
For both tøbarehreh and tøtai, lat- may co-occur with the size prefixes thus: 

(158) na-tuh-tøtai na-tuh-lat-hutai 
NZ-DIM-child NZ-DIM-p-child 
‘young child (boy)’ ‘young children (boys)’ 

(159) na-þilti-tøtai na-þilti-lat-hutai 
NZ-AUG-child NZ-AUG-p-child 
‘teenager (boy)’ ‘teenagers (boys)’ 

 
Note that when one of the size prefixes was added, the personaliser a- was replaced 

by the nominaliser na-/nø-. 
 

                                                           
81 They, like the gender prefixes, may also be bound to demonstratives but this is discussed in §6. 
82 This and the next example both have irregular plural forms of the root, with the next example even dropping 
the final t of the prefix lat-. The default meaning of tøtai is ‘boy’ unless there are both genders present when it 
becomes ‘child’. 
83 When the plural prefix is bound to uluman ‘man’, instead of lat-uluman, the result is unexpectedly la-luman.  
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With the personalising prefix and with the genitive proclitics the plural prefix may 

stand alone as a stem, but this only happens when it is immediately followed by a 

modifier; usually a relative clause (160), a RP containing a location noun (161), or a 

possessor (162). 

(160) a-lat lo-to-gøm nino si-lat lo-to-gøm nino 
PZ-p 3pS.R-RZ-come yesterday GEN-p 3pS.R-RZ-come yesterday 
‘the ones/those who came yesterday’ ‘of the ones/those who came yesterday’ 

(161) a-lat a Navsah hi-lat a Navsah 
PZ-p LOC Lamap GEN-p LOC Lamap 
‘the ones/those from Lamap’ ‘of the ones/those from Lamap’ 

(162) a-lat sidato si-lat sidato 
PZ-p our.pi GEN-p our.pi 
‘those belonging to us/our group’ ‘of those belonging to us/our group’ 

 
Both the dual and plural prefixes may be bound to the quantifier evis ‘few’ to 

produce indefinite people references (163) and to demonstratives to form nominal 

demonstrative compounds (164) (also see §6.2.2). 

(163) a-laru-evis a-lat-evis 
PZ-d-few PZ-p-few 
‘a couple of people’ ‘some people’ 

(164) a-laru-enan a-lat-enan 
PZ-d-that PZ-p-that 
‘those two people’ ‘those people’ 

3.5.4.1 Number with relationship prefix mi- 

The personaliser a- and number prefixes lar(u)- and lat- may occur with the 

relationship prefix mi- on a number of inalienable directly possessed kin nouns. This 

has been termed a relationship prefix (or counterpart prefix) because it acts to specify 

who is involved in a-lar- ‘the two/couple’ or a-lat- ‘the ones/those’. What follows 

the prefix mi- then introduces the most important relationship between them. I have 

been told that it is derived from mai ‘with’. In each example below, a possessive 

relationship is implied in the natural English free translation rather than being made 

explicit. 

(165) a-soa-n a-lar-mi-soa-n 
PZ-spouse-3s.POSR PZ-d-with-spouse-3s.POSR 
‘his spouse’ ‘married couple’ (Literally: ‘two of them with his spouse’) 

(166) a-tøma-n a-lar-mi-tøma-n 
PZ-father-3s.POSR PZ-d-with-father-3s.POSR 
‘his father’ ‘father and his child’ (Literally: ‘two of them with her father’) 

(167) a-tøma-n a-lat-mi-tøma-n 
PZ-father-3s.POSR PZ-p-with-father-3s.POSR 
‘his father’ ‘father and his children’ (Literally: ‘those with his father’) 
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(168) a-na-n a-lat-mi-na-n 
PZ-mother-3s.POSR PZ-p-with-mother-3s.POSR 
‘his mother’ ‘mother and her children’ (Literally: ‘those with his mother’) 

(169) a-¹a-n a-lar-mi-¹a-n 
PZ-brother-3s.POSR PZ-d-with-brother-3s.POSR 
‘his brother’ ‘two younger brothers’84 (Literally: ‘two of them with his brother’) 

 
While the examples (165)-(166) make sense with a third person singular possessor 

suffix, it is much harder to see how the other examples make sense with a third 

person singular possessor. In fact the number and person of the possessive suffix 

never changes, leading to the possible conclusion that it is fossilised in this kind of 

construction. 
 
No co-occurence of the size prefixes and mi- has been recorded. 

3.6 Noun compounding 
In Maskelynes, compounding is highly productive. Compounds can be considered 

words because they have a single word intonation and stress (or accent), often with 

one or both components being modified or reduced even to the point of syllable 

deletion. They cannot be separated by any other word or morpheme, they have a 

fixed order, function as a unit in possessive constructions and they may be 

recognised as names for particular things or concepts. Maskelynes has a number of 

compounding strategies. The examples given below use + to indicate the junction 

between the parts of the compound although they would typically be written as one 

word. Hyphens mark morpheme boundaries as usual. 

3.6.1 Part-whole noun + directly possessed noun  
nø-bathu+vøla-n NZ-origin + arm-3s.POSR ‘his shoulder’ 
nø-bathu+vøso-n NZ-origin + upper.back-3s.POSR ‘his shoulders’ 
na-but+kadu-n NZ-middle + head-3s.POSR ‘crown of his head’ 
nø-gel+møta-n NZ-end + eye-3s.POSR ‘corner of his eye’ 
na-kon+møta-n NZ-flesh + eye-3s.POSR ‘his pupil’ 
nø-tarhø+ho-n NZ-other.side + face-3s.POSR ‘his other cheek’ 

3.6.2 Part-whole noun + indirectly possessed noun  
nø-bathu+bað NZ-trunk + banyan ‘banyan trunk’ 
nø-bathu+dol-dol NZ-origin + RED-voice ‘larynx’ 
nø-bathu+yah NZ-origin + wild.tuber.vine ‘family line/tree’ 
na-hur+abat NZ-skin + white.man ‘cloth/clothes’ 
nø-kadhu+wei NZ-head + arrow ‘arrowhead’ 
na-lo+þulat NZ-leaf + dry.banana.leaf ‘paper/letter/book’ 

                                                           
84 While prototypically ¹a- means ‘brother’, its actual meaning is ‘same sex sibling’. In the Maskelynes system of 
respect, where one shows respect by speaking to or of that person in the dual form, it could also mean older 
brother.  
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3.6.3 Directly possessed noun + indirectly possessed noun 
na-met+va¹u NZ-eye + grandparent ‘operculum’ (shell’s closure) 
na-met+soru-an NZ-eye + talk-NZ ‘challenge’ 
na-mit+yal NZ-eye + sunshine ‘sun/time/watch’ 
na-riv+buai NZ-tooth + pig ‘spider conch’ 
na-riv+nimas NZ-tooth + eating.utensil ‘fork’ 
 
It is possible that none of these is actually directly possessed since na-met/na-mit(i) 

‘eye’ and na-riv ‘tooth’ are both indirectly possessed equivalents of the directly 

possessed na-møta-n ‘his eye’ and na-rivo-n ‘his tooth’. 

3.6.4 Directly possessed noun + directly possessed noun 
a-¹a-n+a-hai-a-ta-n PZ-brother-3s.POSR + PZ-person-PZ-?-3s.POSR ‘second born brother’ 
na-miti+sus NZ-eye + breast85 ‘nipple’ 

3.6.5 Directly possessed noun + verb modifier 
kadu+ýar head + bald ‘baldy’ 
na-meta+no¹ NZ-eye + sleepy ‘sleep/nap’ 

3.6.6 Part-whole noun + nominalised verb 
nø-tarhø+þal-an NZ-other.side + fight-NZ ‘enemy/opponent’ 

3.6.7 Part-whole noun + part-whole noun 
na-bølashu+kadhu-tømat NZ-bone + head-devil ‘skull’ 

3.6.8 Indirectly possessed noun + directly possessed noun 
na-met+susu-n NZ-eye + breast-3s.POSR ‘her nipple’ 
na-hel+madu-n NZ-?spine + back-3s.POSR ‘his backbone’ 
na-loh+rie-n NZ-?place + leg-3s.POSR ‘his foot’ 
na-loh+vøla-n NZ-?place + arm-3s.POSR ‘his hand/palm’ 

3.6.9 Indirectly possessed noun + indirectly possessed noun 
na-hota+beb NZ-?shellfish + butterfly ‘cock’s comb oyster’ 
nø-bal+buai NZ-harrier + pig ‘Peregrine falcon’ 
na-bøð+lili NZ-cricket + mass (tree) = (forest) ‘cicada’ 
na-bue+das NZ-pig + sea ‘dugong’ 
nø-hai+hab NZ-tree + fire ‘Gorgonian fan coral’ 

3.6.10 Indirectly possessed noun + verb modifier 
nø-hes+bu-bur NZ-name + RED-meet ‘namesake’ 
na-bu+maur NZ-pig + live ‘animal’ 
na-ieh+mot NZ-fish + black ‘surgeon fish’ 
na-huhu+mot NZ-crab + black ‘black crab’ 
na-ri+tø-tai NZ-leg + RED-cut ‘cockerel’s spur’ 

3.6.11 Verb + object 
na-min-min+wai NZ-RED-drink + water ‘dragonfly’ 
na-hut+þueþu NZ-chase + toadfish ‘waterspout’ 
                                                           
85 It is possible that rather than being na-susu-n ‘her breast’ the second part of this compound is na-sus ‘milk’. 
That would give it a compound structure of directly possessed noun + indirectly possessed noun. 
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na-li-¹ul¹ul+bað NZ-f-RED-split + banyan ‘(tree splitting) banyan spirit’ 

3.6.12 Idiosyncratic compounds 
nø-ha+s-uai NZ-device + GEN-water ‘cup’ 
The compound nøhasuai has developed from nø-hai si-wai ‘cup’ (Literally: ‘the wood of water’). 

3.6.13 Profession and device compounds 
Maskelynes has two homophonous noun forms that are particularly productive. They 

form many noun compounds where the second part of the compound consists of a 

verb (either roots or reduplicated forms), a locative noun, a verb and object, a noun 

or even a verb then a noun modifier. 

3.6.13.1 Profession compounds: a-hai  

3.6.13.1.1 Compound formed from verb 

The personaliser a- and hai ‘person’ combine to derive personal noun compounds of 

profession from verbs: 
 
a-hai+kai-kai PZ-person + RED-call.out ‘town crier/announcer’ 
a-hai+pis-pisul PZ-person + RED-send (message) ‘messenger’ 
a-hai+ýusan PZ-person + teach ‘teacher’ 
a-hai+vøn-vønah PZ-person + RED-thieve ‘thief’ 
a-hai+wol-wol PZ-person + RED-steer ‘driver/captain/pilot’ 

3.6.13.1.2 Compound formed from locative noun 
This same form of deriving a person noun compound is used in at least two cases 

with the verb being replaced by a prepositional phrase containing the locative verbal 

preposition a ‘at’ and a locative noun: 
 
a-hai+a-æo PZ-person + LOC-front ‘first born’ 
a-hai+a-tahw PZ-person + LOC-back ‘last born’ 

3.6.13.2 Device compounds: nø-hai  

3.6.13.2.1 Compound formed from verb 

The nominaliser nø-/na- and hai ‘device’ combine to derive general noun 

compounds from verbs: 
 
nø-hai+bøt-bøtah NZ-device + RED-sit ‘chair’ 
nø-hai+kir NZ-device + dig ‘marker stake’ 
nø-hai+pøl-pølau NZ-device + RED-climb ‘ladder’ 
nø-hai+ri-rið NZ-device + RED-put ‘shelf’ 
nø-hai+si-si NZ-device + RED-string ‘string (of fish)’ 
nø-hai+si-sir NZ-device + RED-sweep ‘broom’ 
nø-hai+tah-tah NZ-device + RED-hold ‘canoe stern post’ 
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These noun compounds can be modified in the same way as single root nouns. The 

example below is a compound modified by a noun, thus modifying a ‘twisting 

device’ (which is often by default a copra shelling knife) to become a ‘water twisting 

device’ or ‘tap/faucet’. 
  
nø-hai+ti-ti nø-wai NZ-device + RED-twist NZ-water ‘tap/faucet’ 

3.6.13.2.2 Compound formed from verb + object 
This same form of deriving a device noun compound may be used with a verb and 

object: 
 
nø-hai+lø-leð møtu NZ-device + RED-husk coconut ‘coconut husking stake’ 
nø-hai+kir hai NZ-device + dig wood ‘yam support stake’ 
nø-hai+su-suh lai NZ-device + RED-stay sail ‘boom’ 

3.6.13.2.3 Compound formed from noun 
This same form of deriving a device noun compound may be used with a noun, even 

with a noun compound such as nari¹ri¹ hai ‘forked stick’. 
 
nø-hai+susu-n  NZ-device + breast-3s.POSR ‘umbrella’ 
nø-hai+kuvkuv NZ-device + axe ‘axe handle’ 
nø-hai+ri¹-ri¹ hai NZ-device + RED-tooth wood ‘pitch fork’ 

3.7 Reduplication 
While many nouns contain reduplicated portions, most if not all of these are derived 

from reduplicated verbs, which will be handled in the section on verb reduplication. 
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4 Nominal phrases 
The following section explores the nominal phrase (NP). As a construction, the NP 

prototypically functions as the subject or object argument in a verbal clause. It may 

also function as the subject or predicate-complement of a non-verbal clause, or in a 

relator phrase (RP) in which the relator functions as head, the NP may function as the 

nominal constituent element. The basic NP is described (§4.1), then the NP 

constituent order is described and exemplified (§4.2). The NP head is defined, then 

all of the NP constituents are described individually. Because various different 

possessive phrase structures can function as possessor in the NP, the section on 

possession is expanded to all forms of possessive phrases. On completion of the NP 

constituents, the various types of restricted NP are distinguished (§4.3). Then finally 

the ways in which the NP head can be expanded are explored (§4.4). In this chapter 

all NP elements are given in small capitals. For the examples in this chapter, unless 

otherwise stated, the feature under discussion is bold and the NP is enclosed in 

square brackets. 

4.1 Basic nominal phrases 
The basic NP consists of a head (either a noun or pronoun) followed by 

postmodifiers. Thus the NP in its most basic form has the following structure: HEAD 

MOD1…MODn. Typologically this word order is consistent with Maskelynes having 

SV/AVO clause constituent order.86 In normal speech it is unusual for a NP to have 

more than four elements, although coordination and/or embedding can make for 

fairly long and complex NPs.  

4.2 Nominal phrase constituent order 
The following section describes and exemplifies the constituents of the NP, with a 

section on each. The section on the POSSESSOR constituent (§4.2.9) is expanded to 

include possession as a whole, describing possessive pronouns as POSSESSOR 

(§4.2.9.1), personal nouns as POSSESSOR (§4.2.9.2), the construction marked by the 

genitive proclitic (§4.2.9.3), the construction marked by the genitive marker 

(§4.2.9.4), part-whole as implied possession of the part by the whole (§4.2.9.5), and 

embedded possessive constructions (§4.2.9.6). 

                                                           
86 According to Greensberg’s universals (1966:73-113) detailed in Comrie 1989:95ff.   
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The sixteen NP constituents occur in the following order: 
 
 
HEAD  MODIFIER1  MODIFIER2  DETERMINER  QUANTITY  ALTERNATIVE  DISTRIBUTIVE  ENTIRE… 
 
                             …POSSESSOR  PLURAL  COLLECTIVE  ALONE  EMPHASIS  FOCUS  MODIFIER3  MODIFIER4 
 

 
None of the NP elements is obligatory, and this includes the HEAD. When the HEAD is 

not specified, it can always be contextually reconstructed. The following elements 

can occur alone as the sole element of a NP: nominal HEAD (1), DETERMINER (2), 

QUANTITY (3)-(4), ALTERNATIVE (5), POSSESSOR (6), PLURAL (7), a RP as either 

MODIFIER1 or MODIFIER3 (8), and a relative clause as MODIFIER4 (9). 

(1) Lav [nø-mago]  gømai. 
transfer NZ-mango come  
‘Bring the mango.’ 

(2) Ao, no-møtahun [enan]. 
No, 1sS.R-not.want that 
‘No, I don’t want that.’ 

(3) [E-rim] lu-pat ei. 
3sS.R-five 3pS.R-lie there 
‘Five are lying there.’ 

(4) [Ideh] Ø-þe-suh, lav-i mai ginau. 
any 3sS-POT-stay transfer-3sO DAT me 
‘If any remain, hand it to me.’ 

(5) Egai i-men be [togon] i-veu sal. 
this 3sS.R-ripe but other 3sS.R-unripe INCMP 
‘This is ripe but the other is still green.’ 

(6) [E-haæ] i-men, gi-han-i. 
3sS-your.s 3sS.R-ripe 2sS.IR-eat-3sO 
‘Yours is ripe, eat it.’ 

(7) Rið [gail] li-pat. 
leave p 3pS.IR-lie 
‘Leave them lie (there).’ 

(8) [Nø-wag ta Bu] e-mølas, be [ta Uluveu] e-mølala ðai. 
NZ-canoe from Ambrym 3sS.R-heavy but from Uluveu 3sS.R-light only 
‘The canoe from Ambrym is heavy, but (the one) from Uluveu is only light.’ 

(9) No-løðon [Ø-to-matu]. 
1sS.R-want 3sS-RZ-unripe 
‘I want (one) that’s unripe.’/ ‘I want the unripe one.’ 

 
In the case of (8), since the RP occurs as the sole element of the NP, it is not clear 

whether it is functioning as MODIFIER1 or MODIFIER3. 
 
The following examples demonstrate various combinations of NP constituents and 

their order of occurrence. 
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HEAD 

(10) na-bih 
NZ-breadfruit.type 
‘sweet breadfruit’ 

 
HEAD  MODIFIER1  DETERMINER  MODIFIER3 
(11) nø-vanuan na-um-an gal-enan a Hoti 

NZ-person NZ-work-NZ p-that LOC Hoti 
‘those workmen on Hoti’ 

 
HEAD  MODIFIER1  POSSESSOR  PLURAL 
(12) na-im patø-pat salit gail 

NZ-house RED-sleep their.p p 
‘their sleeping houses’ 

 
HEAD  MODIFIER2  POSSESSOR  PLURAL 
(13) nø-vanuan Ø-to-tibau salit gail 

NZ-person 3sS-RZ-big their.p p 
‘their big men’ 

 
HEAD  MODIFIER1  MODIFIER2  MODIFIER3 
(14) na-im na-rer-an Ø-to-tibau a Norsuý 

NZ-house NZ-treat-NZ 3sS-RZ-big LOC Norsup 
‘the big hospital in Norsup’ 

 
HEAD  DETERMINER  QUANTITY 
(15) na-þilti-ivu enan sua 

NZ-AUG-turtle that one 
‘that one big turtle’ 

 
HEAD  DETERMINER  ALTERNATIVE  MODIFIER4 
(16) na-vile enan togon a-hamat Ø-to-pisul høn gølaru ke 

NZ-village that other PZ-high.rank 3sS-RZ-send.message GL them.d CMPZ 
 
ar-þi-van høn na-ut enan 
3dS-POT-go GL NZ-place that 
‘that other village that God sent a message to the two of them that they go to that place’ 

 
HEAD  ALTERNATIVE  POSSESSOR 
(17) nø-mariboð togon han 

NZ-day other 3s.POSR 
‘the next day’ 

 
HEAD  DISTRIBUTIVE  ENTIRE 
(18) na-þuluk ¹i-su-sua kavkav 

NZ-cow DST-RED-one whole 
‘one whole cow each/each whole cow’ 
 

HEAD  ENTIRE  POSSESSOR  MODIFIER3 
(19) na-im kavkav san ta sutuai 

NZ-house whole 3s.POSR from long.time 
‘his whole house from long ago’ 
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HEAD  PLURAL  COLLECTIVE  MODIFIER4 
(20) nø-vanuan gail ýisi lo-to-sav nino 

NZ-person p all 3pS-RZ-dance yesterday 
‘all the people who danced yesterday’ 

 
HEAD  COLLECTIVE  EMPHASIS  MODIFIER4 
(21) galit ýisi am lo-to-søsøloð 

them.p all more 3pS-RZ-hear 
‘everyone else who heard’ 

 
HEAD  POSSESSOR  MODIFIER3  MODIFIER4 
(22) nø-maur-an san ta sutuai Ø-to-toh-toh lan. 

NZ-live-NZ 3s.POSR from long.time 3sS-RZ-RED-exist LOC.3s 
‘his former life that he was living’ (Literally: ‘life of him from long ago that he was 
existing/living in’) 

 
The following NP, while elicited deliberately to exceed the observed maximum 

number of constituents, is nevertheless considered ‘good’ although people would not 

normally use more than three or four constituents in any one NP. 
 
HEAD  MODIFIER1  DETERMINER  POSSESSOR  MODIFIER3 
(23) na-hur-abat bis-bis egai saæ Ø-to-mø-tar-tar 

NZ-skin-white.man RED-red this your.s 3sS-RZ-DTZ-RED-tear 
‘this red shirt of yours that’s torn’ 

4.2.1 Head 
The NP HEAD constituent is equivalent in distribution to the NP as a whole. That is, it 

can stand alone in a verbal clause as subject or object, as subject or predicate-

complement of a non-verbal clause or the nominal constituent of a RP. The chapter 

on nominals (§3) described pronouns and nouns. Any of those pronouns or nouns 

may function as the HEAD in a NP.87 A number of other possibilities exist for a more 

complex head, including nouns coordinated by juxtaposition, conjoining or 

alternation. 

4.2.1.1 Nouns 
The following examples show various nominals occurring as NP HEAD, although 

many have been exemplified in (10)-(23) above and in §3.  
 

                                                           
87 Possessive pronouns are pronouns as described in §3.1.2 because they can stand in place of a possessive 
phrase. But here they are described as functioning as the possessor constituent modifying the NP head. This is 
possible because they are the forms that relate a possessed item to the possessor person and at the same time they 
function as that possessor. And as the possessor constituent of a NP, when the NP head is absent, the possessor 
can stand alone although the NP head is contextually reconstructable. 
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Temporal and locative nouns: 

(24) [Hois] namte-vi [Vila]. 
day.after.tomorrow 1peS.IR-go.to Vila 
‘The day after tomorrow we will go to (Port) Vila.’ 

 
Directly and indirectly possessed nouns: 

(25) [Nø-lo-n a-natu-gw] i-sa husur [nø-da han]  
NZ-inner.being-3s.POSR PZ-child-1s.POSR 3sS.R-bad because NZ-blood 3s.POSR  
 
i-gam. 
3sS.R-run  
‘My kid feels bad because he’s bleeding.’88 
 

Impersonal people reference: 

(26) [A-lat a Tisman] lo-gøm æos [nø-vat]. 
PZ-p LOC Tisman 3pS.R-come BEN NZ-money 
‘The ones from Tisman came for money/to earn money.’ 

 
Vocatives and personal nouns: 

(27) Ei [Worwor] gi-marið! 
Hey showoff 2sS.IR-get.down 
‘Hey Showoff, get down!’ 

(28) [Tegai], [a-Tevit] i-pat. 
sister-in-law PZ-David 3sS.R-sleep 
‘Sister-in-law, David is sleeping.’89 

 
Nominalisations and compound nouns: 

(29) Len [nø-gam-an sølaru], lo-ýiasw høn [nø-wai] dan [na-þurhu-wag]  
in NZ-run-NZ their.d 3pS.R-bail TZ NZ-water ABL NZ-inside-canoe  
 
vøha-soþur. 
MLT-many 
‘In their travelling, they bailed water out of the hold of the canoe many times.’ 

 
Nominal demonstratives: 

(30) Ale lu-tah [lan] [a-t-egaii [a-ha¹ut Ø-to-vin-i]]… 
SEQ 3pS.R-hold LOC.3s PZ-m-the PZ-old.man 3sS-RZ-shoot-3sO 
‘Then they grabbed the man that the old man (had) shot…’ 

(31) Bathut [na-t-gal-enan ýisi] e-vi e-saæ. 
because NZ-thing-p-that all 3sS.R-COP 3sS.R-your.s 
‘Because all those things are yours.’ 

4.2.1.2 Pronouns 
Pronouns are traditionally considered to be words that stand in place of a noun 

phrase, and pronouns in Maskelynes can stand alone in place of either a NP or a 
                                                           
88 While natu is glossed as ‘child’, in the singular it is by default male, and could also be ‘son’. 
89 This example is interesting in that while it is a statement with declarative intonation, its conversational function 
is that of a question: ‘Sister-in-law, what’s David doing? Is he busy?’ 
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possessive phrase. Maskelynes pronouns can also function as NP HEAD and be 

modified, albeit in a restricted way. These and other restricted NPs will be discussed 

further in §4.3. The following examples illustrate the types of pronoun that can occur 

as HEAD in NPs. 
 
Personal pronouns (see §3.1.1) as HEAD in NPs: 

(32) Ale, [gamit ideh] te-pit [ginau]. 
SEQ you.p any 3sS.IR-paint me 
‘OK, any/one of you paint me!’ 

(33) [Gidat ýisi] date-il gø-gat. 
we.pi all 1pi.IR-stand RED-tight 
‘Let us all stand firm.’ 

(34) Nu-ke ni-sor mai [gai Ø-to-ke te-¹ur [na-t-egai]]. 
1sS.R-CMPZ 1sS.IR-talk DAT him 3sS-RZ-CMPZ 3sS.IR-buy NZ-thing-this 
‘I want to talk to the one who wants to buy this thing.’ 

 
Possessive pronouns (see §3.1.2) as HEAD in NPs: 

(35) Na-t-enan e-vi [e-san søþo-n]. 
NZ-thing-that 3sS.R-COP 3sS.R-hers self-3s.POSR 
‘That thing is hers alone.’ 

 
Note that in (35), while there is no spoken context from which any possible NP HEAD 

could be reconstructed, the action of pointing to indicate the person involved allows 

the possibility that the possessive pronoun is still functioning as a post-head modifier 

in a headless NP.  
 
Reflexive/reciprocal (see §3.1.3) as HEAD in NPs:  
 
Such a NP is always a restricted NP that contains or is followed by a RP or a POSP 

where the NP is marked by the genitive marker høn. In the case of (36), the 

reflexive/reciprocal pronoun as HEAD is modified by a POSP with the genitive 

marker høn introducing a following NP. In the case of (37), the reflexive/reciprocal 

gabag is the HEAD and sole element of the NP functioning as subject at clause level. 

It is followed by a RP functioning as dative object with the relator mai as the relator 

head and a NP as the nominal constituent. In both (36) and (37) gabag is co-

referential with the subject and object (or dative object).  

(36) Lo-ru-ruas [gabag høn [galito]]. 
3pS.R-RED-vomit.on self GEN them.p 
‘They vomited on themselves.’ (they vomited on each other) 
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(37) Nu-sor [gabag] mai [ginau]. 
1sS.R-talk self DAT me 
‘I talked to myself.’ 

4.2.2 Modifier1 
The first post-head modifier slot may be filled by a large number of modifiers 

including nouns, nominalised verbs or clauses, NPs, RPs, verbs with no inflection 

(usually reduplicated), or a colour term with no inflection (colour terms generally 

have the form of reduplicated verbs). 
 
NP with the HEAD modified by a noun: 

(38) [nø-wai na-æial] 
NZ-water NZ-light 
‘kerosene’ (Literally: ‘light water’) 

(39) [na-um-an na-vile] 
NZ-work-NZ NZ-village 
‘village work’ 

(40) [nø-vanuan tarhø-vile gail] 
NZ-person other.side-village p 
‘people from the village on the other side (of the island)’ 

 
NP with the HEAD modified by a nominalised verb or clause: 

(41) [na-im na-lotu-an] 
NZ-house NZ-worship-NZ 
‘church’ 

(42) [nø-vanuan nø-mabul-nø-dam-an] 
NZ-person NZ-plant-NZ-yam-NZ 
‘yam planter’ 

 
NP with the HEAD modified by a NP: 

(43) [nø-bathudud [na-ut egai]] 
NZ-family NZ-place this 
‘family of this place’ 

(44) [a-tsif [na-ut a Maskelin] gail] 
PZ-chief NZ-place LOC Maskelynes p 
‘chiefs of the Maskelynes’ 

(45) [na-kel ur-i-an [nø-sa a-tsif Ø-to-kel-e]] 
NZ-tell cast-3sO-NZ NZ-what PZ-chief 3sS-RZ-tell-3sO 
‘the announcing what the chief (had) said’ 

 
NP with the HEAD modified by a RP: 

(46) [nino len [mariug]] 
yesterday in night 
‘last night’ 

(47) [na-ut a [im] a [Lamap]] 
NZ-place LOC house LOC Lamap 
‘the habitation/the home place at Lamap’ 
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NP with the HEAD modified by an uninflected (often reduplicated) verb: 

(48) [na-im han-han sidato] 
NZ-house RED-eat our.pi 
‘our dining hall’ 

(49) [nø-log masø-mas] 
NZ-laplap RED-dry 
‘laplap without meat’ 

 
The reduplication of the verbs here can be seen as either indicating derivation of the 

verb to form a state-process verb, (see §8.2.1.1) or inflection to indicate habitual 

aspect. It is even possible that both have occurred.  
 
NP with the HEAD modified by an uninflected (often reduplicated) colour verb: 

(50) [na-sivir køs-køsan] 
NZ-lorikeet RED-green 
‘rainbow lorikeet’ 

(51) [na-siloh [nø-tau bisibis]] 
NZ-plate NZ-paint red 
‘plate of red paint’ 

(52) [na-ieh mial] 
NZ-fish brown 
‘spiny squirrelfish’ 

 
Some colours such as mial ‘brown’ never occur reduplicated, others such as bisibis 

‘red’ have no unreduplicated form. Still others such as køsan ‘green’ can occur with 

or without reduplication, but these are always reduplicated when modifying a NP 

HEAD.  

4.2.3 Modifier2  
The second post-head modifier slot may also be filled with a number of different 

modifiers including relative clauses, the adverb (general modifier) kømas 

‘useless(ly)/unimportant’, and the verbs tile ‘different’ and kitin ‘true/real’ as 

uninflected stems. 
 
NP with the HEAD modified by a relative clause (also see (13) and (14) above): 

(53) [na-vis Ø-to-men ideh] 
NZ-banana 3sS-RZ-ripe any 
‘any ripe banana(s)’ (Literally: ‘any banana that’s ripe’) 

 
The NP HEAD can be modified by a relative clause functioning as MODIFIER2 and 

another relative clause functioning as MODIFIER4 (see §4.2.16).  
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(54) [na-bøta Ø-to-nov hamit Ø-to-pat] 
NZ-bread 3sS-RZ-scorched your.p 3sS-RZ-lie 
‘your scorched bread that’s left’ 

 
NP with the HEAD modified by kømas ‘useless(ly)/unimportant’: 

(55) [nø-vanuan na-um-an kømas] 
NZ-person NZ-work-NZ useless 
‘unimportant workman’ 

(56) [nø-boð kømas sua ðai] 
NZ-day useless one just 
‘just an unimportant day’ 

 
NP with the HEAD modified by tile ‘different’: 

(57) [nø-bateh tile sua] 
NZ-mat different one 
‘a different mat (from somewhere else)’ 

(58) [na-im patø-pat tile gail] 
NZ-house RED-sleep different p  
‘different sleeping houses’ 

 
NP with head modified by kitin ‘true/real’ or its shortened form tin: 

(59) [na-ýisal kitin] 
NZ-road true 
‘true way’ 

(60) [na-im patø-pat tin] 
NZ-house RED-sleep true 
‘true/real sleeping house’ 

 
When plant or animal types are given, the various subtypes are often given as a HEAD 

+ MODIFIER1 combination but the prototype for that level of taxonomy is usually 

given as HEAD + tin, thus: 

(61) [nø-lol ha¹ilagw] [nø-lol ieh] [nø-lol milas] [nø-lol tin] 
NZ-eel outrigger.peg NZ-eel fish NZ-eel seagrass NZ-eel true 
‘Starry Eel’ ‘White ribbon Eel’ ‘Freckled Eel’ ‘Painted Moray’ 

(62) [na-ulav sivir] [na-ulav tasmarið] [na-ulav tin] 
NZ-parrotfish lorikeet NZ-parrotfish ? NZ-parrotfish true 
‘Red-speckled Parrotfish’ ‘Blue-barred Parrotfish’ ‘Long-nosed Parrotfish’ 

4.2.4 Determiner 

The fourth constituent of the NP is the DETERMINER. Any of the demonstratives egai, 

egaii, enan, galegai, galegaii or galenan may function as DETERMINER. A 

demonstrative phrase (see §6.3) may also function as DETERMINER. A full description 

of demonstratives and forms with demonstrative roots is given in §6. 

(63) [nø-log egai] 
NZ-laplap this 
‘this laplap’ 
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(64) [na-im ýur-ýur egai lo-to-madha-um høn-i] 
NZ-house RED-sell this 3pS-RZ-IMM.PAST-build TZ-3sO 
‘this store that they just built’ 

(65) [a-vanuan egaii Ø-to-gømai] 
PZ-person this.here 3sS-RZ-come 
‘that old man (that used to be) here that came’  

(66) [nø-wag nø-lai enan] 
NZ-canoe NZ-sail that 
‘that yacht/sail canoe’ 

(67) [na-viþu gal-egai lo-to-il-il lai] 
NZ-bamboo p-this 3pS-RZ-RED-stand that.there 
‘the(se) bamboo that are standing there’ 

(68) [a-ha¹ut gal-egaii sua] 
PZ-old.man p-this.PAST one 
‘one of those old men (that used to be here)’ 

(69) [na-soru-an gal-enan Ø-to-kel-e] 
NZ-talk-NZ p-that 3sS-RZ-tell-3sO 
‘those words that he spoke’ 

4.2.5 Quantity 

QUANTITY is the fifth constituent of the NP. The uninflected numeral sua ‘one’, third 

person realis inflected numerals less than or equal to ten and quantifiers can fill the 

QUANTITY slot. All numerals are verbs although with somewhat limited verb 

characteristics (for a description of numerals see §8.2.5). This means that numerals 

can also occur as MODIFIER4 in the form of relative clauses or inflected as the verb of 

a stative clause. The quantifiers include the invariant forms ideh ‘any’ and galevis 

‘some’. Both of these are indefinite quantifiers. 
 
NP with HEAD modified by numeral: 

(70) [na-þilti-ivu enan sua] 
NZ-AUG-turtle that one 
‘that one big turtle’ 

(71) [nø-boð gal-enan sua] 
NZ-day p-that one 
‘one of those days’ 

(72) [na-im e-ru kavkav] 
NZ-house 3sS.R-two whole 
‘two whole houses’ 

(73) [na-þot e-rim lo-to-kir a Boðnan] 
NZ-boat 3sS.R-five 3pS-RZ-anchor LOC Bongnan 
‘(the) five boats that anchored at Bongnan’ 

 
There is some indication that when a POSSESSOR element is present in the NP, the 

numeral can follow the POSSESSOR. Thus while (74) is acceptable, people also find 
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(75) perfectly acceptable. However in this position, the numeral is functioning as a 

verb at clause level.  

(74) [na-lipah i-tor san] 
 NZ-dog 3sS.R-three 3s.POSR 
‘her three dogs’ 

(75) [na-lipah san] i-tor 
NZ-dog 3s.POSR 3sS.R-three 
‘She has three dogs’ (Literally: ‘Her dogs are three.’) 

 
Normally a numeral of ten or below may function as QUANTITY, but a numeral phrase 

(all numerals over ten) cannot. Thus (76) and (77) are unallowable. Numeral phrases 

can only function as MODIFIER4 in the form of relative clauses (78).   

(76) * [na-bi søðavur pisan i-vat saæ] 
 NZ-marble ten collect 3sS.R-four your.s   
  ‘your fourteen marbles’ 

(77) * [na-bi saæ søðavur pisan i-vat] 
 NZ-marble your.s ten collect 3sS.R-four  
  ‘your fourteen marbles’ 

(78) [na-bi saæ Ø-to-søðavur pisan Ø-to-vat] 
NZ-marble your.s 3sS.RZ-ten collect 3sS-RZ-four 
‘your marbles that are fourteen’ 

 
NP HEAD modified by quantifier: 

(79) [na-buai ideh hamito] 
NZ-pig any your.p 
‘any pig of yours’ 

(80) [na-ut ideh Ø-to-voi] 
NZ-place any 3sS-RZ-good 
‘any place that’s good’ 

(81) [nø-vanuan gal-evis lo-to-sav] 
NZ-person p-few 3pS-RZ-dance 
‘some of the people who danced’ 

(82) [ginamit gal-evis a Pelog] 
us.pe p-few LOC Pelog 
‘some of us in Pelog’ 

 
At least two other words would normally be classified as quantifiers, evis ‘few’ and 

its interrogative homophone evis ‘how many?’ and isoþur ‘much/many’. Two of 

these are verbs, and this with homophony makes it sometimes difficult to determine 

whether they are functioning as the predicate of a stative clause or as quantity in a 

NP. In the text corpus, with one exception, evis only occurs as an interrogative (see 

§5.2.1), and isoþur only occurs three times, but in none of these instances is it clear 

whether these words function as quantity. Elicitation showed that they do indeed 

function as QUANTITY (83)-(84), fitting between the DETERMINER and the WHOLE 
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constituents, but never co-occurring with the ALTERNATIVE element, which is usually 

singular in number, nor with the DISTRIBUTIVE element.  

(83) [na-im gal-enan e-vis] [na-im gal-enan i-soþur] 
NZ-house p-that 3sS.R-few NZ-house p-that 3sS.R-many 
‘those few houses’/ ‘those houses are few’ ‘those many houses’/ ‘those houses are many’ 

(84) [na-im e-vis kavkav saæ] [na-im i-soþur kavkav saæ] 
NZ-house 3sS.R-few whole your.s NZ-house 3sS.R-few whole your.s 
‘your few whole houses’ ‘your many whole houses’ 

 
However occurrence of evis is further restricted. When it occurs before the PLURAL 

or COLLECTIVE elements, its interrogative meaning ‘how many?’ is understood (85)-

(86), but with isoþur in the same position it could be understood as a NP or as a 

stative clause. When evis follows the COLLECTIVE element it has an interrogative 

meaning, and in the same position isoþur is unallowable. But in the same position, 

with plural subject person marking, evis means ‘few’ and isoþur is allowable. When 

evis occurs before the POSSESSOR (89) it means ‘few’ but after the POSSESSOR it is 

interrogative (90).  

(85) [Na-lipah e-vis gail?] [na-lipah i-soþur gail] 
NZ-dog 3sS.R-few p NZ-dog 3sS.R-many p 
‘(They are) how many dogs?’ ‘many dogs’/ ‘(They are) many dogs.’ 

(86) [Na-lipah e-vis ýisi?] [Na-lipah i-soþur ýisi.] 
NZ-dog 3sS.R-few all NZ-dog 3sS.R-many all 
‘(They are) how many dogs all told?’ ‘all (the) many dogs’/ ‘(They are) many dogs  

 altogether.’ 

(87) [Na-lipah ýisi e-vis?] *[na-lipah ýisi i-soþur] 
NZ-dog all 3sS.R-few   NZ-dog all 3sS.R-many 
‘All the dogs are how many?’  ‘all the many dogs’/ ‘all the dogs are many’ 

(88) [Na-lipah ýisi lo-vis.] [Na-lipah ýisi lu-soþur.] 
NZ-dog all 3sS.R-few   NZ-dog all 3sS.R-many 
‘All the dogs are few.’ ‘All the dogs are many.’ 

(89) [na-lipah e-vis saæ] [na-lipah i-soþur saæ] 
NZ-dog 3sS.R-few your.s NZ-dog 3sS.R-many your.s 
‘your few dogs’ ‘your many dogs’ 

(90) [Na-lipah saæ e-vis.] [Na-lipah saæ i-soþur.] 
NZ-dog your.s 3sS.R-few NZ-dog your.s 3sS.R-many 
‘Your dogs are how many?’ ‘your many dogs’/ ‘Your dogs are many.’ 

 
When evis, isoþur and the numerals function as QUANTITY they would appear to be 

frozen forms including the third person subject realis prefix. But in fact they can all 

still take irrealis mode marking without change in their modifying function (91). This 

would appear to confirm that they are truly verbs. 
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(91) [Nø-vanuan te-rim] dereh le-gømai. 
NZ-person 3sS.IR-five FUT 3pS.IR-come 
‘Five people will be coming.’ 
   

It should be noted that there are apparent exceptions to the order of the QUANTITY 

constituent. In (92) the order of the DETERMINER and QUANTITY constituents are 

reversed. In (93), it appears that QUANTITY can occur twice in a single NP.  

(92) [a-tuh-tøtai e-ru egai] 
PZ-DIM-child 3sS.R-two this 
‘these two young children’ 

(93) I-kad [a-tøtai e-ru e-vis]. 
3sS.R-have PZ-child 3sS.R-two 3sS.R-few 
‘There were a couple of children.’ 

 
But for both of these examples, a plural compound equivalent exists: galegai and 

galevis respectively. The parts within both of these plural compounds also violate 

the NP constituent order which has plural occurring after both quantity and 

determiner. Because of this parallel, the most likely explanation is that there is a 

series of loose dual + demonstrative compounds as follows, and a similar set for evis 

as noted in §6.2.1 and §6.2.2: 
 
eru ‘two’ + egai ‘this’ >eruegai ‘these two’/ ‘this couple’ 
eru ‘two’ + egaii ‘this (in the past)’ >eruegaii ‘these two’/ ‘this couple (in the past)’ 
eru ‘two’ + enan ‘that’ >eruenan ‘those two’ 
eru ‘two’ + evis ‘few’ >eruevis ‘a couple of’ 

4.2.6 Alternative – togon 

ALTERNATIVE is the sixth constituent of the NP, and only one word, togon 

‘next/other/another’ ever functions as ALTERNATIVE. For examples, as well as those 

below, see (16) and (17) in §4.2. ALTERNATIVE does not normally co-occur with 

other modifiers that are inherently plural (such as numerals or quantifiers above one 

functioning as QUANTITY), nor with the PLURAL and COLLECTIVE constituents. 

(94) [nø-vanuan sua togon] 
NZ-person one other 
‘another person’ 

(95) [nø-tarhøt togon samito] 
NZ-other.side other your.p 
‘on the other hand (yours)’/ ‘from your point of view’ 

(96) [na-ut togon namt-to-rið-rið-i lan] 
NZ-place other 1peS-RZ-RED-put-3sO LOC.3s 
‘the other/another place where we (usually) put them (turtles)’ 
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4.2.7 Distributive – ¹isusua 

DISTRIBUTIVE is the seventh constituent of the NP, and only the distributive numeral, 

¹isusua ‘one by one/one each/each one/occasional one’ tends to function as 

DISTRIBUTIVE. The other distributive numerals tend to occur as modifiers only in the 

form of relative clauses. For more on distributive numerals, see Table 34 in §8.2.5.  

(97) [na-im ¹i-su-sua kavkav] 
NZ-house DST-RED-one whole 
‘one whole house each/each whole house’ 

(98) [na-im ¹i-su-sua salit gail] 
NZ-house DST-RED-one their.p p 
‘each of their houses/an occasional one of their houses’ 

(99) [na-im ¹i-su-sua ýisi] 
NZ-house DST-RED-one all 
‘all of the houses one by one’ 

 
The distributive numeral ¹isusua can also function as the ALONE element, but this 

will be discussed in §4.2.12. 

4.2.8 Entire – kavkav 

ENTIRE is the eighth constituent of the NP, and only one word, kavkav ‘whole’ ever 

functions as ENTIRE.  

(100) [na-im togon kavkav] 
NZ-house other whole 
‘the other/another whole house’ 

(101) [nø-maur-an kavkav sidato] 
NZ-live-NZ whole our.pi 
‘our whole life’ 

(102) [na-im patø-pat enan kavkav] 
NZ-house RED-sleep that whole 
‘that whole sleeping house’ 

(103) [nø-bathudud kavkav gail] 
NZ-family whole p 
‘entire families’ 

 
While the word kavkav functions as ENTIRE, when a POSSESSOR is present there can 

be unexpected restrictions, so for instance while (104) is acceptable, (105), which 

differs only by being second person singular, is unexpectedly unallowable. But by 

placing kavkav after the POSSESSOR both second person singular possessor (106) and 

first person plural (107) are acceptable. 

(104) [na-im kavkav sadito] 
NZ-house whole our.pi 
‘our whole house’/ ‘the whole house of ours’ 
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(105) *[na-im kavkav saæ] 
  NZ-house whole your.s 
  ‘your whole house’/ ‘the whole house of yours’ 

(106) [na-im saæ kavkav] 
NZ-house your.s whole 
‘your whole house’/ ‘the whole of your house’ 

(107) [na-im sadit kavkav] 
NZ-house our.pi whole 
‘our whole house’/ ‘the whole of our house’ 

4.2.9 Possessor – possessive phrase 
The ninth constituent of the NP is the POSSESSOR. In the NP, the possessive phrase 

(POSP) functions as POSSESSOR. This section describes not only those words and 

phrases that can function as POSSESSOR within the NP, but is extended to also 

describe possession as a whole in Maskelynes. Possessive pronouns have already 

been described in §3.1.2 and because Maskelynes noun subclasses are determined by 

the form of possessor which they take, §3.2 contained a description of forms of 

possession for each of those subclasses.  
 
Possession is inherently a way of relating one item to another. It relates, if you like, 

the possessed item to the possessor. Possession in Maskelynes employs possessive 

pronouns, NPs introduced by genitive proclitics, NPs introduced by a genitive 

marker, part-whole nouns or even by simple apposition, to achieve the relationship 

between the possessed item and the possessor. Structurally the simplest form of 

possession employs possessive pronouns.   

4.2.9.1 Possessive pronoun 
Possessive pronouns indicate the person and number of the possessor and relate that 

person to the possessed item. They also function as the head of the POSP. The 

possessive pronouns for food, drink and associated items are given in Table 9 in 

§3.1.2, and for general items in Table 10. For the NP in (108), nalipah ‘dog’ is the 

head of the NP, san is the third person singular possessive pronoun indicating the 

possessor person ‘him’. San relates nalipah ‘dog’ to the possessor ‘him’, and also 

functions as the head and only constituent of the POSP.  

(108) [na-lipah san gail] 
NZ-dog 3s.POSR p 
‘his dogs’ 

 
In the following NPs (as in (108) above), the NP HEAD is always the possessed item 

and the possessive pronoun relates the NP HEAD to the POSSESSOR.  
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(109) [na-hurabat egai saæ] 
NZ-clothing this your.s 
‘this shirt of yours’ (relates shirt to you) 

(110) [a-ha¹ut sinamit lo-to-suh a Hoti] 
PZ-old.man our.pe 3pS-RZ-stay LOC Hoti 
‘our old men that lived on Hoti’ (relates old men to us) 

(111) [na-hudhu-han-i-an hidar gail] 
NZ-part-eat-3sO-NZ our.pi p 
‘our portions of food’ (relates portions of food to us) 

(112) [na-vus san] mai [nø-wei han] 
NZ-bow 3s.POSR CONJ NZ-arrow 3s.POSR 
‘his bow and its arrow’ (relates bow to him and arrow to bow) 

 
Notice that in (112), the possessive pronoun han ‘its’ is relating the nøwei ‘arrow’ to 

the navus ‘bow’ in a form of inherent possession (see §3.2.5.2), and not to the actual 

person who owned the bow indicated by san ‘his’.90 
 
Possessive pronouns functioning as the head of a POSP can be modified by a number 

of forms which would otherwise function elsewhere as different elements of the NP. 

For examples (113)-(115), the POSPs are bracketed and the possessive pronoun is 

bold. 

(113) nø-dað-an [sinamør søþo-namøru] 
NZ-strong-NZ our.pe self-1pe.POSR 
‘power of our own/ours alone’ 

(114) nø-vanuan [saæ boh] gail 
NZ-person your.s FOC p 
‘your people (as opposed to anyone else’s)’  

(115) na-im [sidat æau] ta sutuai 
NZ-house our.pi FOC from long.time 
‘our house from long ago (as opposed to anyone else’s)’ 

4.2.9.2 Directly possessed noun as head and personal noun as possessor 
When the HEAD of the NP is a directly possessed noun, the form that functions to 

relate the possessed (HEAD) to the POSSESSOR is a suffix on the possessed item 

marking it as belonging to the POSSESSOR. The full list of possessive suffixes is given 

Table 11 in §3.1.2. The POSSESSOR is then indicated as a personal noun which is 

marked with the personalising prefix a-. 

(116) [na-vøla-n [a-Set]] 
NZ-hand-3s.POSR PZ-Set 
‘Set’s hand’ 

(117) [a-¹a-n [a-Masið] gail] 
PZ-brother-3s.POSR PZ-Masing p 
‘Masing’s brothers’ 

                                                           
90 This example can also have a beneficiary reading: ‘a bow for himself and its arrow(s)’ as discussed in §8.3.6.5. 
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(118) [na-rie-n [a-matua-n [a-Jek]]] 
NZ-leg-3s.POSR PZ-MB-3s.POSR PZ-Jack 
‘Jack’s maternal uncle’s leg’ 

(119) [a-tøma-n [a-þilti-vanuan enan len [na-vile enan]]] 
PZ-father-3s.POSR PZ-AUG-person that in NZ-village that 
‘the father of that important man in that village’ 

 
In (120) the -n possessive suffix refers to the topicalised atea, leaving nahøsan and 

aSet in juxtaposition in a non-verbal stative clause. By contrast, in (121), aSet is 

POSSESSOR in the NP with nahøsan as HEAD and the -n possessive suffix referring to 

the man Set. When this structure includes non-third person possessive suffixes, it is 

usually understood as being a non-verbal clause as shown by (122)-(123). Although 

(124) has the same form, the pause intonation makes it merely two NPs in 

apposition. 

(120) [A-t-ea], [na-høsa-n] [a-Set]. 
PZ-m-over.there NZ-name-3s.POSR PZ-Set 
‘The/that man over there, his name (is) Set.’ 

(121) [A-t-ea] i-gol [na-høsa-n [a-Set]] i-sa. 
PZ-m-over.there 3sS.R-make NZ-name-3s.POSR PZ-Set 3sS.R-bad 
‘The/that man over there, he ruined Set’s name/reputation.’ 

(122) [a-tøma-gw] [a-Taku] 
PZ-father-1s.POSR PZ-Taku 
‘My father (is) Taku.’ 

(123) [a-matua-æ] [a-Ropet] 
PZ-MB-2s.POSR PZ-Ropet 
‘Your maternal uncle (is) Robert.’ 

(124) [na-høsa-æ] [a-Yesu Kristo] 
NZ-name-2s.POSR PZ-Jesus Christ 
‘your name, Jesus Christ’ 

 
Occasionally this structure will include a non-personal noun after the possessive 

suffixed HEAD noun.  

(125) [a-natu-n [na-huh egai]] 
PZ-child-3s.POSR NZ-crab this 
‘this crab’s child’ 

 
Occasionally the structure described in §4.2.9.1 where the NP HEAD is indirectly 

possessed by a possessive pronoun takes the form described here. This usually 

happens when there is a directly possessed equivalent to the NP HEAD noun, thus in 

(127), atøman ‘his father’ has been replaced in (126) by tata san ‘his dad’. 

(126) [tata san] [a-Tsals] 
dad 3s.POSR PZ-Charles 
‘Charles’s dad’ 
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(127) [a-tøma-n [a-Tsals]] 
PZ-father-3s.POSR PZ-Charles 
‘Charles’s dad’ 

4.2.9.3 Possessive construction marked by genitive proclitic 
There are two prototypical possessive constructions. One (described in this section) 

is a possessive NP introduced by a genitive proclitic (si-/se- or hi-/he-). The other is 

a NP introduced by the genitive marker høn (§4.2.9.4).  
 
There are two genitive proclitics: hi-/he- which attaches to alienable directly 

possessed nouns of the food and drink subclass as well as inalienable indirectly 

possessed nouns, and si-/se- which attaches to alienable nouns of the general 

subclass. They can also be written as hI- and sI- where the morphophoneme I 

dissimilates according to the height of the following vowel of the noun stem (see 

§3.2.3). These proclitics attach to the left most edge of the NP (that is the HEAD 

noun) to form a POSP.  
 
When the NP HEAD is modified by a possessive NP introduced by a genitive 

proclitic, it takes the form HEAD ( ) POSP and the POSP has the form GEN-NP where 

the braces indicate an optional modifier consistent with the NP constituent order. The 

POSP occurs as the POSSESSOR element in a NP. In this section the POSPs are 

bracketed and the genitive proclitic is bold. 

(128) nø-hol [se-ivu] 
NZ-fence GEN-turtle 
‘turtle’s fence’ 

(129) Nø-þol enan [hi-na-ieh gail] 
NZ-story that GEN-NZ-fish p  
‘That story of (the) fishes’ 

(130) na-ut [si-bareab Osani] 
NZ-place GEN-old.woman Osani 
‘Old woman Osani’s place’ 

(131) na-plantesen a Hoti [si-Frents gavmen Ø-to-tøgau na-ut  
NZ-plantation LOC Hoti GEN-French government 3sS-RZ-hold NZ-place  

 
a Hoti a æo] 
LOC Hoti LOC first 
‘the plantation on Hoti of the French government who held the island of Hoti previously’ 
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4.2.9.4 Possessive construction marked by the genitive marker høn  

The second prototypical possessive construction is a NP introduced by the genitive 

marker høn91 which attaches to the left edge of a NP—namely the NP HEAD (134). 

Thus a NP containing this type of POSP takes the form HEAD ( ) POSP and the POSP 

has the form GEN NP where the braces indicate optional modifiers consistent with the 

NP constituent order. It should be noted here that the POSP formed by høn appears 

to have a looser conection with the NP HEAD than does the POSP formed by the 

possessive pronoun or one of the possessive proclitics. It does not function as 

POSSESSOR in the NP but as MODIFIER3, thus it is possible for a POSSESSOR element 

and a POSP as MODIFIER3 to co-occur as exemplified in (133), (135) and (136). In 

this section the POSPs are bracketed and the genitive marker is bold. 

(132) nø-hal [høn na-ieh] 
NZ-gills GEN NZ-fish 
‘gills of (the) fish’ 

(133) nø-han-i-an [hi-Meri] [høn na-ut mødau] 
NZ-eat-3sO-NZ GEN-Mary GEN NZ-place soft 
‘food for the afternoon’ 

(134) na-hol-an [høn n-ivu len nø-boð ta nino namt-to-ti] 
NZ-yarn-NZ GEN NZ-turtle in NZ-day from yesterday 1peS-RZ-pole 
‘yarn of turtle(s) on the day yesterday that we poled (looking for them)’ 

(135) nø-nau-an san [høn na-stetmen san] 
NZ-think-NZ 3s.POSR GEN NZ-statement 3s.POSR 
‘his thought of his statement’ 

(136) na-mitihab panun salit [høn na-þilikoro] 
NZ-fireplace cook their.p GEN NZ-pot 
‘their cooking fireplace for pots’ 

4.2.9.5 Part-whole: implied possession of the part by the whole 
Part-whole nouns can act like relators conveying relationship between one noun and 

another, or between a HEAD noun and a NP. This construction occurs with the part-

whole noun functioning as NP HEAD and the following noun or NP occurring as the 

first modifier element. While strictly speaking this is not a possessive construction, it 

has been included here because the part-whole relationship implies possession in 

many cases. 

(137) [na-koni-t [na-bøta]] 
NZ-flesh-PW NZ-breadfruit 
‘the flesh of the breadfruit’ 

                                                           
91 This genitive marker høn is homophonous with the relator høn-i, but has never been recorded with the -i 
object enclitic. Unlike relators and true prepositions it never occurs following a VP. The homophonous form that 
occurs following a VP can always carry the -i object enclitic in place of a following NP. 
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(138) Namto-vi lau [tarhø-t [na-ut a [Møtai]]] 
1peS.R-go.to sea other.side-PW NZ-place LOC Metai 
‘We went to the sea on the other side of Metai.’ 

(139) [nø-bathu-t [nø-þal-þal-an egai]] 
NZ-basis-PW NZ-RED-fight-NZ this 
‘the basis/reason for this fight’ 

(140) [nø-kadhu-t [nø-wai enan dat-to-madha-ris-i]] 
NZ-source-PW NZ-water that 1piS-RZ-IMM.PAST-see-3sO 
‘the source of that water that we just saw’ 

(141) [na-þili-t [nø-baið egai Ø-to-matu am]] 
NZ-empty.hollow-PW NZ-green.snail this 3sS-RZ-old more 
‘this older empty green snail shell’/ ‘empty shell of this older green snail’ 

4.2.9.6 Embedded possessive constructions 
Possessive constructions can be embedded within other possessive constructions in a 

single NP. In the following examples, the possessive constructions are bracketed 

with the possession marking in bold. 

(142) [nø-mabu-n [a-tata se-Tsil]] 
NZ-back-3s.POSR PZ-dad GEN-Jill 
‘Jill’s dad’s back’ 

(143) [nø-þol høn [a-tata sagw Ø-to-tah-tah lili-hai]] 
NZ-story GEN PZ-dad my 3sS-RZ-RED-hang mass-tree 
‘story of my dad who hung (and died) in the forest’ 

(144) [na-tit [na-im ýur-ýur [si-papa san] galito]] Ø-to-rus 
NZ-thing NZ-house RED-sell GEN-MB 3s.POSR them.p 3sS-RZ-fall 
‘thing(s) of his uncle and their store that fell’ (things that fell in the store of his uncle and 
associates)92 

(145) na-soru-an [tarhøt høn na-tsots [høn a-Yesu Ø-to-gømai len na-vile a 
NZ-talk-NZ other.side GEN NZ-church GEN PZ-Jesus 3sS-RZ-come on NZ-village LOC 
 
pan an Ø-to-mat an [nø-da han] Ø-to-sel len na-kros]] 
down and 3sS-RZ-die and NZ-blood 3s.POSR 3sS-RZ-flow on NZ-cross 
‘talk about (side of) the church of Jesus who came to the earth and who died and whose blood 
flowed on the cross.’ 

4.2.10 Plural 
PLURAL is the tenth constituent of the NP. Two forms can function as PLURAL, the 

most common is the plural particle gail, but the third person dual independent 

personal pronoun gølaru can also fill the PLURAL slot to modify the NP head with 

the meaning ‘both’.  

(146) [Taste gail ýisi] 
Thursday p all 
‘every Thursday’ 

(147) [nø-toð sinamit gail] 
NZ-pole our.pe p 
‘our poles’ 

                                                           
92 The juxtaposition of two NPs is a form of coordination, and is described in §14.1.1. 
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(148) [na-im kavkav gail] 
NZ-house whole p 
‘entire houses’ 

(149) [nø-vanuan gail ðai] 
NZ-person p just 
‘just the people’ 

(150) Lo-liv [nø-wag salit gølaru] vahut 
3pS.R-pull NZ-canoe their.p they.d go.ashore 
‘They pulled both of their canoes ashore.’ 

(151) Lo-usan [na-þot gølar ýisi]. 
3pS.R-load NZ-boat they.d all 
‘They loaded both boats.’ 

 
There is some evidence that the third person plural personal pronoun galito 

functions in a similar way to gølaru above. However, this use is limited to 

modifying directly possessed head nouns (152), and since no other modifiers have 

been observed between the HEAD and the plural pronoun, it is difficult to prove that 

the pronoun is functioning as PLURAL rather than occurring in the first or second 

MODIFIER slots. 

(152) [A-matua-gw galito], søsøloð høn [na-soru-an sagw]. 
PZ-MB-1s.POSR they.p listen TZ NZ-talk-NZ my 
‘My (maternal) uncles, listen to my talk.’ 

4.2.11 Collective – ýisi 

COLLECTIVE is the eleventh constituent of the NP, and only one word, ýisi ‘all’ ever 

functions as COLLECTIVE.  

(153) [gidat ýisi] 
us.pi all 
‘us all’ 

(154) [nø-vanuan gail ýisi lo-to-vi lan [na-sesin]] 
NZ-person p all 3pS-RZ-go.to LOC.3s NZ-session 
‘all the people who went to the session (meeting)’ 

(155) [nø-maur-an sinamit ýisi Ø-to-pat len [na-vøla-æ]] 
NZ-healthy-NZ our.pe all 3sS-RZ-lie in NZ-hand-2s.POSR 
‘all our lives that are in your hand’ 

(156) [a-lat a Pelog ýisi æau] 
PZ-p LOC Pelog all FOC 
‘all of the ones from Pelog’ 

4.2.12 Alone – søþo- 

ALONE is the twelfth constituent of the NP. The directly possessed noun søþo- 

‘alone/self’ and the distributive numeral ¹isusua can function as ALONE.  

(157) [a-Got søþo-n ðai] 
PZ-God self-3s.POSR just 
‘only God alone/by himself’ 
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(158) [nø-vanuan ýisi søþo-lito] 
NZ-person all self-3p.POSR 
‘all the people alone/by themselves’ 

(159) [na-limu togon søþo-n] 
NZ-heron other self-3s.POSR 
‘the other heron alone/by itself’ 

(160) [na-buðo-n [a-natu-lit søþo-lit] gail] 
NZ-mouth-3s.POSR PZ-child-3p.POSR self-3p.POSR p 
‘mouths of their children alone/by themselves’ 

 
The directly possessed noun søþo- ‘alone/self’ can also modify the possessive 

pronoun head of a POSP thus (where the POSP is enclosed in braces):  

(161) [nø-vanuan {san søþo-n} gail ðai] 
NZ-person his self-3s.POSR p only 
‘only his own people’ 

 
Note that in (161) the possessor marking on the possessed noun is third person 

singular, but the plural particle gail marks the head noun as being plural, so the 

possessed noun can only be modifying san ‘his’, the head of the POSP. 
 
While the distributive numeral ¹isusua functions as the DISTRIBUTIVE element, it can 

also function as the ALONE element. 

(162) [na-tit ýisi ¹i-su-sua lo-to-gol-e] 
NZ-thing all DST-RED-one 3pS-RZ-do-3sO 
‘each one of all the things that they did’/ ‘all the things one by one that they did’ 

4.2.13 Emphasis 
EMPHASIS is the thirteenth constituent of the NP. Three forms can function as 

EMPHASIS, the emphatic particle am ‘also/more’ with its borrowed equivalent tu 

‘also/as well’ and the limiter particle ðai ‘just/only’ which can also be an intensifier 

(169). Because all of these can function as adverbs (163)-(164), it is difficult to 

determine where they fit within the NP.  

(163) Nu-sor mai [a-Kalsakau] am. 
1sS.R-talk DAT PZ-Kalsakau more 
‘I also spoke to Kalsakau.’ 

(164) Nu-han [nø-log] ðai. 
1sS.R-eat NZ-laplap just 
‘I only ate laplap.’ 

 
In fact they do occur in NPs able to modify the HEAD and to modify other non-head 

constituents.93 Examples of am are given in (165)-(168). 

                                                           
93 Examples of tu are not given here because its distribution as a post-HEAD modifer is the same as am. 
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(165) [galit ýisi am] 
them.p all more 
 ‘them all too/everyone else’ 

(166) [na-im togon am] 
NZ-house other more 
‘yet another house’ 

(167) [nø-vanuan ideh gail am] 
NZ-person any p more 
‘any more people’ 

(168) [na-lipah samit gail am] 
NZ-dog your.p p more 
‘your dogs too/more of your dogs’ 

 
This last example (168) could be analysed in two ways. Firstly the emphatic particle 

could be modifying the NP HEAD thus ‘your dogs too’. Secondly the emphatic 

particle could be modifying the PLURAL, thus ‘more of your dogs’. 

Examples of ðai are given in (169)-(175). 

(169) len [na-mityal enan ðai] 
on NZ-time that INTNS 
‘at that very time’ 

(170) [na-im pan-panun gail ðai] 
NZ-house RED-cook p just 
‘just the kitchens’ 

(171) [nø-nau-an san ðai] 
NZ-think-NZ 3s.POSR just 
‘just her thoughts’ 

(172) [a-lat a Navsah ýisi ðai] 
PZ-p LOC Lamap all just 
‘only all the ones from Lamap’ 

 
There is no record of am and søþo- co-occurring, and because of their diametrically 

opposed meanings, such a co-occurrence would seem unlikely. This is not the case 

with ðai and søþo- (173). 

(173) [na-løðon-i-an saæ søþo-æ ðai] 
NZ-want-3sO-NZ your.s self-2s.POSR just 
‘desire of just you alone’ 

(174) [na-huh e-vis ðai] 
NZ-crab 3sS.R-few just 
‘only a few crabs’/ ‘a very few crabs’ 

 
Example (174) can be analysed in two ways. Firstly the limiter particle could be 

modifying the NP HEAD thus ‘only a few crabs’ with the implication that there were 

more of something else. Secondly the particle could be considered an intensifier 

modifying the QUANTITY, thus ‘a very few crabs’ implying there should have been 
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more. These two alternatives can be illustrated as [[crab few] just] and [[crab][few 

just]]. 

(175) [nø-man hi-tata ðai] 
NZ-chook GEN-dad just  
‘only the chook of dad’ / ‘the chook of only dad’ 

 
Example (175) can also be analysed in two ways. These two alternatives can be 

illustrated as [[chook of-dad] just] and [[chook] [of-dad just]]. 

4.2.14 Focus 
FOCUS is the fourteenth constituent of the NP. Two forms can function as FOCUS. The 

first, the particle bo(h) and its demonstrative compounds boholai/bolai/bol and 

bohogai/bogai/bog function to give prominence at discourse level. The second is 

the particle æau which has multiple functions, one of which is to give prominence at 

discourse level.94 When these particles mark the head of a NP, they function as the 

FOCUS element. Because of the length of some of the following examples, only the 

NPs of interest are bracketed. 

(176) O Va¹u ginau no-vin [na-sehw sua  bo], pen sulu¹-i bo,  
oh grandad I 1sS.R-shoot NZ-kingfisher one FOC shoot miss-3sO FOC  

  
vin na-im saæ. 
shoot NZ-house your.s 
‘Oh Grandad, I shot a kingfisher, missed it, and shot your house.’ 

(177) I-ke O egai e-vi [na-ýisal sua sinamit bo-gai] høn  
3sS.R-CMPZ Oh this 3sS.R-COP NZ-road one our.pe FOC-this PURP  
 
namt-þe-husur-i. 
1peS-POT-follow-3sO 
‘He said, “Oh this is our one road for us to follow.’  

(178) [A-t-ea boh] i-teh boh i-tað. 
PZ-m-over.there FOC 3sS.R-fall FOC 3sS.R-cry 
‘That fellow there, he fell and cried.’ 

(179) [Nø-þe sinamit bo-l], namt-sø-lav-i sal… 
NZ-song our.pe FOC-that.there 1peS-NEG-transfer-3sO INCMP 
‘(That’s) our song, we haven’t taken it yet…’ 

(180) O evoi [nø-þo-n na-t-sua bo Ø-to-maiegai] hum   
oh yes NZ-smell-3s.POSR NZ-thing-one FOC 3sS-RZ-like.this like   
 
[a-ha¹ut egaii bo-lai]. 
PZ-old.man the FOC-that.there 
‘Oh yes, the smell of something that’s like this, like the old man.’ 

 

                                                           
94 It is also possible that it marks a change in subject and/or marks topic. Unfortunately æau is under-represented 
in the text corpus. 
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The particle bo(h) can also function within a non-verbal stative clause. Thus (181) 

would be readily heard of someone answering the telephone. 

(181) Ginau bo-gai. 
me FOC-this 
‘It’s me (here).’ 

(182) Nø-vanuan ðai boh. 
NZ-person just FOC 
‘It’s only (a) person.’/ ‘It’s only human’ 

(183) Nø-vanuan am boh. 
NZ-person more FOC 
‘It’s/that’s (a) person too.’ 

 
Examples of æau follow: 

(184) Bathut na-t-gal-enan ýisi e-vi e-saæ, [gaiug æau] go-løboi  
because NZ-thing-p-that all 3sS.R-COP 3sS.R-your.s you.s FOC 2sS.R-able  

 
gø-þe-¹usan ginamito høn namt-þi-kad na-høha¹ur-an lan. 
2sS-POT-show us.pe PURP 1peS-POT-have NZ-happy-NZ LOC.3s 
‘Because all those things are yours, you now, you can teach us to have joy in it.’ 

(185) Go-køt-køta gol [gidato æau] len naut Uluveu kavkav… 
2sS.R-RED-look block us.pi FOC in NZ-place Uluveu whole 
‘You guard/protect us on the whole of Uluveu…’  

(186) Ø-ta-hu-hur-i a [Sagalai æau], nø-jas egai Ø-ta-tibau am. 
3sS-HYP-RED-settle-3sO LOC Sangalai FOC NZ-judgement this 3sS-HYP-big more 
‘Now if he’d have settled it at Sangalai, this judgement would have been harsher.’ 

4.2.15 Modifier3 
The fifteenth constituent is MODIFIER3. Most commonly a RP indicating a location in 

space or time or a genitive RP functions as MODIFIER3. Other forms capable of 

functioning as this element are the distance-based demonstratives gegai and ea but 

only rarely ei (see Table 20 in §6.1).                                                                                                      

(187) [na-tuh-vile sua len [na-ut a [Uluveu]]] 
NZ-DIM-village one on NZ-place LOC Uluveu 
‘a wee village on Uluveu’  

(188) [nø-þal-an sidato len [nø-boð damøðai]] 
NZ-fight-NZ our.pi on NZ-day today 
‘our fight today’ 

(189) [na-þilite san ta [sutuai am]] 
NZ-empty.hollow 3s.POSR from long.time more 
‘his older empty shell’ 

(190) Be [gidat a [im] gal-evis gegai], datu-van… 
But we.pi LOC house p-few here 1piS.R-go 
‘But some of us at home here, we went…’ 

(191) [na-tit ýisi len [na-vile a [pan]]] 
NZ-thing all in NZ-village LOC down 
‘everything in the world’ 
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(192) [na-ýisal høn [nø-bathu-vile egai a [pan]]] 
NZ-way GEN NZ-main.part-village this LOC down 
‘the way of this reality/world’ 

(193) [na-im han-han sinamit ea] 
NZ-house RED-eat our.pe over.there 
‘our dining hall over there’  

4.2.16 Modifier4 
The sixteenth and final constituent is MODIFIER4. Relative clauses function as 

MODIFIER4. That it is the final constituent is exemplified in example (22) of §4.2 

where MODIFIER3 and MODIFIER4 occur in the same NP, and in (197) and (198) 

below. A full description of relative clauses is given in §13.1. In the following 

examples the NPs are bracketed and the relative clauses are in bold. 

(194) [nø-vanuan gail ýisi lo-to-le-le len [mariug enan]] 
NZ-person p all 3pS-RZ-RED-rise in night that 
‘all the people who were awake that night’ 

(195) [hamat togon [ginau] no-to-lotu høn-i] 
high.rank other I 1sS-RZ-worship TZ-3sO 
‘another god whom I worship’ 

(196) [nø-nau-an enan ðai Ø-to-gol-e [ginau] [nø-lo-gw] 
NZ-think-NZ that only 3sS-RZ-do-3sO I/me NZ-inner.being-1s.POSR  
 
Ø-to-pað-pað] 
3sS-RZ-RED-burn 
‘only that thought that made me angry’ 

(197) [nø-ma-sul-sul-an høn [nø-han-i-an ideh dat-to-gol-e] Ø-to-van tia] 
NZ-DTZ-RED-send-NZ GEN NZ-eat-3sO-NZ any 1piS-RZ-do-3sO 3sS-RZ-go COMP 
‘the busyness of any food that we made that has gone’ 

(198) Sø-kad [nø-bareab ideh a [Lutes] Ø-to-møsah]. 
NEG-have NZ-old.woman any LOC Lutes 3sS-RZ-sick 
‘There’s no old woman in Lutes who’s sick.’  

(199) [[nø-æat sua Ø-to-sa] Ø-to-hat-i] 
NZ-snake one 3sS-RZ-bad 3sS-RZ-bite-3sO 
‘a snake that was bad that bit him’ 

 
While the last example (199) raises the possibility that the MODIFIER4 element may 

contain a string of relative clauses that all modify the NP HEAD, it is more likely that 

it demonstrates embedding where the second MODIFIER4 element is actually 

modifying a NP. Contrast this with the relative clauses in (197), where the first, 

dattogole ‘that we make’, modifies hanian ‘food’, which is the HEAD of a NP that 

functions as the nominal constituent part of the RP which in turn modifies the main 

NP HEAD, nømasulsulan ‘busyness’. The second relative clause, tovan tia ‘that has 

gone’ modifies the main NP HEAD, nømasulsulan ‘busyness’. In fact, due to the 
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practical constraints of participant tracking, strings of more than two relative clauses 

modifying the same NP HEAD are unlikely. 

4.2.17 Special cases – tile and kitin 

The uninflected verb tile ‘different’ has already been described in §4.2.3 functioning 

as MODIFIER2. It can also follow the POSSESSOR, but does not apparently modify it 

(201). It can also occur between the ALTERNATIVE and ENTIRE elements (202)-(203). 

It is unclear whether tile fits in the DISTRIBUTIVE slot or not. If not, then this would 

indicate the presence of another constituent within the Maskelynes NP. 

(200) [nø-bateh tile ideh saæ] 
NZ-mat different any your.s 
‘any different mat of yours’ 

(201) [nø-bateh ideh saæ tile] 
NZ-mat any your.s different 
‘any mat of your other ones (that come from somewhere else)’ 

(202) [nø-bateh togon tile] 
NZ-mat other different 
‘the other/another different mat’ 

(203) [na-im enan tile kavkav] 
NZ-house that different whole 
‘that whole different house’ 

(204) [nø-æat sua tile] 
NZ-snake one different 
‘a different snake’ 

 
The uninflected verb kitin ‘true/real’ was described in §4.2.3 as functioning as 

MODIFIER2. It has been recorded in three additional positions within the NP. It is not 

always clear whether it is modifying the HEAD or one of the other constituents, but 

examples are given here regardless.  
 
It can occur between the ENTIRE and the POSSESSOR constituents, but the conditions 

for it being allowable in this position are not entirely clear. For instance, absence of a 

following POSSESSOR is allowable in (205) and (208), but not in (206) and (207). In 

addition, in (206) when the HEAD was changed from nøvanuan ‘person’ to naim 

‘house’ neither was allowable. And while in (208), both are allowable, the 

construction described in §4.2.3 is not allowable, that is nøvanuan kitin kavkav 

(saæ) ‘(your) whole true person’. It is possible that kitin may be modifying a 

constituent of the NP but not the HEAD as may be the case in (208), but this also does 

not entirely explain the remaining data.   
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(205) [nø-vanuan enan kitin saæ] [nø-vanuan enan kitin] 
NZ-person that true your.s NZ-person that true 
‘truly that person of yours’ ‘truly that person’ 

(206) [nø-vanuan ideh kitin saæ] *[nø-vanuan ideh kitin] 
NZ-person any true your.s   NZ-person any true 
‘truly any person of yours’   ‘truly any person’ 

(207) [nø-vanuan togon kitin saæ] *[nø-vanuan togon kitin] 
NZ-person other true your.s   NZ-person other true 
‘truly another person of yours’   ‘truly another person’ 

(208) [nø-vanuan kavkav kitin saæ] [nø-vanuan kavkav kitin] 
NZ-person whole true your.s NZ-person whole true 
‘your truly whole person’ ‘truly whole person’ 

 
Kitin can also occur in a post-POSSESSOR slot between the POSSESSOR and the 

PLURAL constituents (209), and following the PLURAL element (210). 

(209) [na-im saæ kitin gail] 
NZ-house your.s true p 
‘your true houses’ 

(210) [na-im saæ gail kitin] 
NZ-house your.s p true 
‘truly your houses (not someone else’s)’ 

4.3 Restricted nominal phrases  

4.3.1 Pronoun heads 
In many languages, pronouns occur alone in place of a noun phrase. In Maskelynes 

both person and possessive pronouns can be modified. For the possessive pronouns, 

some of these were given in examples (113)-(115) of §4.2.9.1. Many of the same NP 

elements found modifying noun HEADs are also found modifying personal pronoun 

HEADs. MODIFIER1, QUANTITY, ALTERNATIVE, DISTRIBUTIVE, POSSESSOR, 

COLLECTIVE, ALONE, EMPHASIS, FOCUS, MODIFIER3 and MODIFIER4 have all been 

recorded modifying pronoun HEADs. But some of these modifiers have limited 

distribution/spread. QUANTITY is limited to modifying plural pronouns, as are 

ALTERNATIVE and COLLECTIVE. While the constituents MODIFIER1, POSSESSOR and 

MODIFIER3 are normally well represented as noun modifiers, they are rare as personal 

pronoun modifiers. And MODIFIER2, DETERMINER, ENTIRE and PLURAL have not been 

recorded modifying personal pronouns. Some example NPs with personal pronoun 

HEADs are given below, with the NP bracketed and the modifier(s) bold. 
 
HEAD  EMPHASIS 
(211) [ginau ðai] 

I just 
‘just me’ 
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HEAD  FOCUS 
(212) [gaiug boh] 

you.s FOC 
‘you now’ 

 
HEAD  MODIFIER4 
(213) [gidaru dar-to-bøtah þon-þon] 

we.di 1diS-RZ-sit RED-unite 
‘we two who sat together’ 
 

HEAD  ALONE 
(214) [gai søþo-n] 

she self-3s.POSR 
‘she alone’ 

 
HEAD  COLLECTIVE  FOCUS 
(215) [ginamøru ýisi æau] 

we.de all FOC  
‘both of us’ 

 
HEAD  ALTERNATIVE 
(216) [gølar togon] 

they.d other 
‘the other one of the two’ 

 
HEAD  QUANTITY 
(217) [ginamit gal-evis] 

us.pe p-few 
‘some of us’ 

 
HEAD  DISTRIBUTIVE 
(218) [galit ¹i-su-sua] 

they.p DST-RED-one 
‘each one of them’/ ‘an occasional one of them’ 

 
HEAD  ALTERNATIVE  MODIFIER4 
(219) [gamit togon møt-sa-løboi na-lilos-an] 

you.p other 2pS-NEG-able NZ-bathe-NZ 
‘you others who can’t swim’ 

 
HEAD  QUANTITY  FOCUS 
(220) [galit sua bo(h) gegai] 

they.p one FOC here 
‘one of them here’ 

 
NPs with pronoun heads are also capable of being embedded. 

(221) [[gidat a im] gal-evis gegai] 
us.pi LOC house p-few here 
‘some of us at home here’ 
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4.3.2 Personal name phrases 
The personal name phrase is a restricted subset of the NP. Normally when a person is 

referred to by name, then his/her single or double given name is used, and unless 

used vocatively, it is  prefixed by the personaliser a-. 

(222) [A-Nawaki] e-mølah i-tah gat-i. 
PZ-Nawaki 3sS.R-jump 3sS.R-hold tight-3sO 
‘Nawaki jumped and captured it.’ 

(223) [A-Kalpensin] i-tah gat tuh-tø-t-e sual am. 
PZ-Kalbensin 3sS.R-hold tight DIM-thing-PW-3sO one more 
‘Kalbensin captured one more small one/a smaller one.’ 

(224) [A-Masið Nalo] e-um høn-i. 
PZ-Masing Nalo 3sS.R-work TZ-3sO 
‘Masing Nalo built it.’ 

 
These names can be modified by the diminutive or augmentative prefixes to identify 

whether the person is speaking of a man or his nephew namesake (his sister’s son). 

This is only confusing when there are three generations by the same name in the 

same place at one time, at which point numbers are occasionally used. 

(225) Ao, Ø-sa-vi [a-þilti-Tomsin], [a-tuh-Tomsin] i-lav-i gømai. 
no 3sS-NEG-COP PZ-AUG-Thomson PZ-DIM-Thomson 3sS.R-transfer-3sO come 
‘No, it wasn’t big Thomson, wee Thomson brought it.’ 

  
In addition to the given name(s), for the sake of identifying someone, a second name 

is often used. Old men tell me that traditionally this was the given name of the father, 

but some are now the using the given name of the grandfather or even great-

grandfather. Thus Patrik the son of Tom and grandson of Simeon is Patrik Tom or 

Patrik Simeon. And his daughter Evlin is either Evlin Patrik or Evlin Simeon. When 

a woman is married, the given name of her husband becomes her second name, thus 

Maling Turan (father) or Maling Stevens (grandfather) becomes Maling Kalsakau 

(husband). In every case, the second of the two names acts as a modifier to specify 

further which person is being spoken of or identified. A physical characteristic or a 

habit is also used as a modifier.  

(226) [Tso na-þut] [Tson taþur] 
Joe NZ-mute John trochus 
‘Mute Joe’ ‘John the trochus buyer’ 

 
Given names can also be modified by a relative clause (227) or coordinated (see 

§4.4.2.1) with another given name (267) or with a pronoun (269)-(270) . 

(227) [a-Tomsin Ø-to-um  len nø-lanis] 
PZ-Thomson 3sS-RZ-work on NZ-ship 
‘Thomson who works on the ship’ 
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But in a culture where people are addressed by vocative kinship terms or titles alone, 

their given names function as modifiers to those kinship terms or titles. Presumably 

this is because the kinship terms of address are used far more widely than in many 

cultures. For instance in a village of 300 people any single person is likely to have 

20-50 people that they call ‘father/dad’, so some modification is only practical. 

(228) [tata Alik] [nana Inet] [vavai Su] [wawa Etli] 
daddy Alik mum Enid mother.in.law Sue brother Edly 
‘Dad Alik’ ‘Mum Enid’ ‘Mother-in-law Sue’ ‘Brother Edly’ 

(229) [ha¹ut Enrel] [bareab Osani] 
old.man Enrel old.woman Osani 
‘husband/old man Enrel’ ‘wife/old woman Osani’ 

(230) [Tsif Kalmet] [Etmasta Jek] [Elta Mak] [Dikon Kaia] [Empi Kelep] 
chief Kalmet Headmaster Jack Elder Mark Deacon Kaia M.P. Caleb 
‘Chief Kalmet’ ‘Headmaster Jack’ ‘Elder Mark’ ‘Deacon Kaia’ ‘M.P. Caleb’ 

 
The method of naming adults after their children that I observed in Telefol (PNG) is 

also used in a restricted way especially by in-laws who are prohibited from saying a 

person's name. 

(231) [nana si-Krem] [tata si-Sten] 
mum GEN-Krem daddy GEN-Sten 
‘Krem’s mum’ ‘Sten’s dad’ 

When the personal name (single or double) is the NP HEAD, phrases are often 

restricted to a further name, common noun or relative clause as modifier.95 When a 

vocative kinship term or title is HEAD, and modified by a personal name, no other 

modifiers occur. However, because titles are also common nouns, if they are not 

modified by a personal name, they can be modified by any of the other NP modifiers. 

4.3.3 Phrases with alat as head 

When the indefinite alat ‘those/the ones’ functions as HEAD of the NP, other NP 

constituents are restricted to  MODIFIER1, POSSESSOR and MODIFIER4. The most 

commonly occurring constituent is MODIFIER1, and it normally has the form of a 

preposition and a following location noun. The usual combination is the verbal 

preposition a ‘at’ + place name, but ta ‘from’ + æo ‘first’ has also been recorded as 

has naut ‘place’ + a ‘at’ + place name.  

(232) [a-lat a [Siov]] [a-lat a [Æolohai]] [a-lat a [Lohvari]] 
PZ-p LOC Siov PZ-p LOC Molohai PZ-p LOC Lohvari 
‘those of Siov’ ‘those of Molohai’ ‘those of Lohvari (Peskarus)’ 

                                                           
95 But a personal name as NP HEAD can, in fact, be modified by the DETERMINER, ALTERNATIVE, ALONE, 
EMPHASIS, FOCUS or MODIFIER4 constituents.   
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(233) [a-lat [na-ut a [Hoti]]] 
PZ-p NZ-place LOC Hoti 
‘those of the place Hoti’ 

(234) [a-lat a [æo]] 
PZ-p LOC first 
‘those from before’ 

 
The next most common modifier is a relative clause functioning as MODIFIER4. 

(235) [A-lat lo-to-bøtah len [na-sesin]] lu-þon-þon sal. 
PZ-p 3pS-RZ-sit in NZ-session 3pS.R-RED-unite INCMP 
‘Those who sat in the session are still meeting.’ 

(236) [A-lat   lo-to-varus], [na-us] i-han [galito]. 
PZ-p 3pS-RZ-paddle NZ-rain 3sS.R-soak them.p 
‘Those who paddled, the rain soaked them.’ 

 
It is also possible for a POSSESSOR to modify alat.  

(237) [a-lat [si-Hamat] lo-to-toh ei] 
PZ-p GEN-high.rank 3pS-RZ-live there  
‘those of the high man (God) that live there’ 

4.3.4 Time phrases 

There is a set of restricted time phrases which have as nominal HEAD either nøboð 

‘day/time’ (and its borrowed equivalent nøtaim ‘time’) or namityal ‘time’. If the 

nominal HEAD is nøboð or nøtaim, the form of the NP is HEAD + relative clause 

(238)-(240). If the nominal head is namityal, the form is most commonly HEAD + 

GEN + nominalised verb (241)-(242) or HEAD + numeral verb relative clause (243). 

Other common nouns that occur as HEAD in restricted time phrases are: nøhaua 

‘hour’, nømariboð ‘day’, nawik ‘week’, nahøbati ‘moon/month’ and nasihau 

‘year’.  

(238) [nø-boð a-la-hutai lo-to-ris-i] 
NZ-day PZ-p-child 3pS-RZ-see-3sO 
‘when the children saw it’ 

(239) [nø-boð no-to-le-le Ø-to-noð] 
NZ-day 1sS-RZ-RED-rise 3sS-RZ-finish 
‘when I’d woken up’ 

(240) [nø-taim namt-to-vi Lohonæor] 
NZ-time 1peS-RZ-go.to Lamap.Point 
‘when we went to Lamap Point’ 

(241) [na-mityal høn [na-lilos-an]] 
NZ-time GEN NZ-bathe-NZ 
‘bathing time’/ ‘time to bathe’ 

(242) [na-mityal høn [nø-raæ-raæe-an]] 
NZ-time GEN NZ-RED-play-NZ 
‘playing time/time to play’ 
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(243) [mityal Ø-to-tor [ut mødau]] 
time 3sS-RZ-three place soft 
‘three o’clock in the afternoon’  

4.3.5 Locative nominal phrases 
A locative NP is one in which a locative noun (described in §3.2.2) or a locative 

pronoun (described in §3.1.4) functions as HEAD. These locative NPs often occur as 

the nominal constituent element of prepositional phrases, which in Maskelynes are 

considered a subset of RPs.  

(244) E-il [rivuh høn [galit ýisi]] 
3sS.R-stand middle GEN them.p all 
‘He stood in the midst of them all.’ 

(245) E-gilgile a [møhat buni len  [nø-yarw]]. 
3sS.R-be.too.high LOC up totally-3sO in NZ-casuarina 
‘He’s unsteadily balanced at the very top in the casuarina.’ 

(246) Ge-ris, [na-ut dat-to-vi [lan]]. 
2sS.IR-see NZ-place 1pS.pi-RZ-go.to LOC.3s 
‘Look, the place to which we are going.’ 

 
A locative NP HEAD can be modified in limited circumstances by the constituents: 

MODIFIER1, DETERMINER, QUANTITY, POSSESSOR, EMPHASIS and MODIFIER3. Rarely 

does more than one of these occur at a time. In the examples in this section, each 

locative NP is bracketed and the modifier under consideration is bold. 
 
The locative NP HEAD can be modified by the MODIFIER1 constituent. The examples 

below  show RPs and a part-whole noun functioning as MODIFIER1. 

(247) Namtu-a bar na-buðo-n a [Haur vi [lau]], 
1peS.R-go reach NZ-mouth-3s.POSR LOC Haur DIR sea 
‘We went and reached the point at the seaward side of Haur,’ 

(248) Namtu-varus tukot gøm a [Hoti a [Boðnan [tarhø-t-e]]] 
1peS.R-paddle across come LOC Hoti LOC Bongnan other.side-PW-3sO 
‘We paddled across coming to/from Hoti on the other side of Bongnan’  

(249) ale varus kotov-i vi [Tasvønah len [Nøhovuh]] 
SEQ paddle across-3sO DIR Tasvanah on Nəhovuh 
‘OK paddle across it towards Tasvanah in/on Nəhovuh’  
 

The locative NP HEAD can be modified by the MODIFIER3 constituent, in these cases, 

the distance-based demonstratives (see §6.1). 

(250) Ø-Sa-vi gidato na-ut a [im gegai]. 
3sS-NEG-COP us.pi NZ-place LOC house here 
‘It’s not us at home here.’ 

(251) ale i-bar na-ut [møhat gegai] 
SEQ 3sS-reach NZ-place up here 
‘and it reached the place up here’ 
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(252) gavmen e-pisul gømai, a-lat a [Pelog ea] lu-van 
government 3sS.R-send.message come PZ-p LOC Pelog over.there 3pS.R-go 
‘the government sent a message here and those of Pelog over there went…’ 

(253) ti gømai gøm a [Sob Søhau a [Lemisis ei]] a [Sob Søhau] 
pole come come LOC Somb Reef LOC Lemisis there LOC Somb Reef 
‘pole coming this way until Somb Reef at Lemisis there, at Somb Reef’ 

 
The locative NP HEAD can be modified by the POSSESSOR constituent. This is rare for 

locative nouns other than im ‘house’. 

(254) Nø-vanuan sua mai a-mahea-n gail lo-suh a [im salito]. 
NZ-person one and PZ-relative-3s.POSR p 3pS.R-stay LOC house their.p 
‘a man and his relatives lived at their home’ 

(255) nø-bavuhod høn na-møtu, na-ut [møhat han] 
NZ- sheath GEN NZ-coconut NZ-place up 3s.POSR 
‘sheath of the coconut, its top place’ 

 
The locative NP HEAD can be modified by the DETERMINER constituent although once 

again this is unusual. 

(256) Na-bion enan e-hum ke e-vi [møhat galen(an)] na-ut a  
NZ-sand that 3sS.R-like CMPZ 3sS.R-go.to up those NZ-place LOC  

 
bathu-søhau a lau sal, ale e-ýis vi møhat. 
main.part-reef LOC sea INCMP SEQ 3sS.R-rise DIR up 
‘That beach it was like it went to those tops/heights, at the main part of the reef at sea still, and 
it rose upwards.’ 

 
The locative NP HEAD can be modified by the EMPHASIS constituent. The emphatic 

am ‘more/also’ is the only example of this on record.  

(257) gaiug gi-yar a [tahw am] husur a-¹a-daru 
you.s 2sS.IR-walk LOC behind more follow PZ-brother-1pi.POSR 
‘as for you, walk further behind following our brother’ 

(258) I-yar van va-ris na-þur egai, pal masur lan, be  
3sS.R-walk go PURP-see NZ-hole this step sink LOC.3s but  
 
e-vi [pan am]. 
3sS.R-go.to down more 
‘He walked on to see the hole, tripped into it, but went further down.’ 

 
The locative NP HEAD can be modified by the QUANTITY constituent. The locative 

noun tut ‘distant’ modified by the numeral sua ‘one’ is the only instance of this that 

has been recorded.  

(259) e-vølav nø-baið egai Ø-to-ve-veu a [tut sua] 
3sS.R-take NZ-green.snail this 3sS-RZ-RED-new LOC distant one 
‘he took the/this green snail (shell) that was new from someplace’ 

(260) Tata i-toh a be? Eniðan, e-vi [tut sua]. 
Dad 3sS.R-exist LOC where unsure 3sS.R-go.to distant one 
‘Where’s Dad? I’m not sure, he went some place.’ 
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4.4 Expansion of the head 
The HEAD of the NP can be expanded from a single HEAD to multiple HEADs, and this 

expansion may include modification of one of the HEADs or both. This section is 

concerned with expansion of elements (especially the HEAD) within the NP. And 

although, for completeness, I describe the joining, by coordination, of two or more 

NPs (277)-(278), this is more fully described in §14.1. At least three structural 

strategies are available for expanding NP HEADs: apposition, coordination by 

juxtaposition, and coordination by conjunction. 

4.4.1 Apposition 
Apposition here is the juxtaposition of a NP HEAD and a NP, both of which refer to 

the same entity, with the NP being an amplification of the NP HEAD but not 

modifying it. Functionally either could replace the other at clause level. A pronoun is 

often the first of the two apposed elements. 

(261) Ale [ginau] [a-tsif Piwi] no-il møhat… 
SEQ I PZ-chief Piwi 1sS.R-stand up 
‘Then I, chief Piwi, I stood up…’ 

(262) I-maiegai van høn [gidato] [na-lu¹oh na-ut egai] ke… 
3sS.R-like.this go GL we.pi NZ-crowd NZ-place this CMPZ 
‘It’s like this to us the crowd/group of this place, that…’ 

(263) nø-tað-an enan a-Resa Ø-to-tað høn-i [a-Moki] [a-nana se-Lis]  
NZ-cry-NZ that PZ-Resa 3sS-RZ-cry TZ-3sO PZ-Moki PZ-mum GEN-Lis  
 
gai Ø-to-tað 
she 3sS-RZ-cry 
‘the crying that Resa cried, (and) that Moki, Lis’s mum, cried…’ 

(264) [Ita] [na-suþ sinamito len nø-mav,] søsødarið nø-kai-an sagw. 
Father NZ-high.man our.pe in NZ-sky listen.to NZ-call-NZ my 
‘Father, our Lord in heaven, listen to my cry.’ 

(265) Ale [ginamito] [a-tata san] i-lotu, [ginau] [a-nana si-Tsals] 
SEQ we.pe PZ-dad 3s.POSR 3sS.R-worship I PZ-mum GEN-Charles 
 
namtu-lotu. 
1peS.R-worship 
‘Then we, his dad worshipped, I, Charles’s mum we worshiped.’  

(266) [A-laru-egai] [a-elta] [a-soa-n [a-Lida]], [gølaru]  
PZ-d-this PZ-elder PZ-spouse-3s.POSR PZ-Linda they.d  
 
aro-sil nø-vat. 
3dS.R-dispute NZ-money 
‘This couple, the elder, the husband of Linda, they two fought over money.’ 

 
In example (266), the NP HEAD alaruegai ‘this couple’ is followed by an expansion 

aelta ‘the elder’ which is followed by a further expansion asoan aLida ‘husband of 

Linda’ then by a contraction gølaru ‘they two’. 
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4.4.2 Coordination 
Coordination is when two NP HEADs are linked in such a way that together they can 

function as HEAD in the NP. There are two structures that result in coordination. The 

first is by simply juxtaposing the two NP HEADs. The second is by linking the two 

HEADs with a coordinate conjunction. 

4.4.2.1 Juxtaposition 
There are two kinds of coordination of the NP HEAD by juxtaposition. In the first, 

two nouns are juxtaposed and function as a single argument.  

(267) [A-Nils a-Kalki] aro-vi Þurhus. 
PZ-Niels PZ-Kalki 3dS.R-go.to Burhus 
‘Niels and Kalki went to Burhus.’ 

(268) [A-elta Kal] [a-Lida] aru-kad nau-an sua… 
PZ-elder Kal Linda 3dS.R-have think-NZ one 
‘Elder Kal and (his wife) Linda had one thought (they agreed)…’ 

 
In the second, the noun is followed by a third person non-singular personal pronoun. 

Crowley (2004:71) describes the equivalent of this construction in Bislama as one in 

which the non-singular pronoun placed immediately after the first noun phrase 

“represents the sum of the coordinated noun phrases in question”. Thus (267) 

becomes (269) below. This is the major construction used in Maskelynes for 

indicating a known participant and their unspecified or ill-defined group of 

associates. 

(269) [A-Nils gølaru] aro-vi Þurhus. 
PZ-Niels they.d 3dS.R-go.to Burhus 
‘Niels and his crony went to Burhus.’ 

(270) [Tsals galito] lu-gam van va-ris… 
Charles them.p 3pS.R-run go PURP-see 
‘Charles and the others (his siblings) ran on to see…’ 

(271) miti-a bøtah ea-ð(ai) [a-Tsoti galito] [a-Emi]. 
2pS.IR-go sit over.there-just PZ-Jody them.p Amy 
‘…you (all) go sit over there (with) Jody and the others and Amy.’ 

(272) [a-ieh harur galito] [[a-lat] [gal-enan ýisi] lo-to-sav tia] 
PZ-fish trevally them.p PZ-p p-that all 3pS-RZ-dance COMP 
‘trevally and the others, those, all of those who had already danced’ 

4.4.2.2 Conjunction 
In  coordination of the NP HEAD by conjunction, two nominal HEADs are joined by a 

coordinate conjunction such as mai ‘and’ or the borrowed an ‘and’. The resultant NP 

contains two or more HEADs that are combined to form one unit capable of 

functioning as a single argument at clause level.  
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(273) ge-t-agømai ðai ris [ginau mai a-papa]… 
2sS-HYP-come just see me and PZ-MB 
‘if you had just come and seen me and uncle,…’ 

(274) [A-Tevit mai a-soa-n] aru-kad a-natu-n e-ru. 
PZ-David and PZ-spouse-3s.POSR 3dS.R-have PZ-child-3s.POSR 3sS.R-two 
‘David and his wife have two children.’ 

(275) [a-Lida mai a-elta Kal] mør-sa-bøtah þon-þon. 
PZ-Linda and PZ-elder Kal 2dS-NEG-sit RED-unite 
‘Linda and Elder Kal you two didn’t sit together.’ 

 
When two nominals are linked by a conjunction, they can then form a single 

coordinate NP head which can itself be modified as a single unit. In the case of (276) 

the coordinate head is bold. 

(276) [na-siloh mai nimas høn na-komuniti Ø-to-suh tøban  
NZ-plate and spoon GEN NZ-community 3sS-RZ-stay next.to.3s 
 
a-vanuan Ø-to-bunus-i] 
PZ-person 3sS-RZ-notice-3sO 
‘the plate(s) and spoon(s) of the community that is/are by the person who notices them…’ 

 
Two NPs can be linked by a conjoining conjunction to form a coordinate NP that can 

function as a single argument at clause level.  

(277) I-voi høn nø-þe-um utaut høn [nø-wei sagw] mai  
3sS.R-good PURP 1sS-POT-work prepare TZ NZ-arrow my and  

 
[na-vus nø-toð ideh e-sagw]. 
NZ-bow NZ-mangrove any 3sS.R-my 
‘I should produce an arrow and a mangrove bow for myself’ 

 
Two alternative NPs can also be linked by a conjunction, the borrowed o, to form a 

coordinate NP, which can function as a single argument at clause level.  

(278) ale i-vahut lav [na-þilit nø-taþur sua] o [nø-baið] 
SEQ 3sS.R-go.ashore take NZ-empty.hollow NZ-trochus one or NZ-green.snail 
‘OK he went ashore and took a trochus shell or green snail…’ 

4.5 Possible nominal phrase nucleus 
Constituent order in NPs shows some allowable variation but one order is preferred. 

Thus both (279) and (280) are allowable, but (280) is preferred, as is (281) over 

(282).  

(279) [ha¹ut gail [na-ut a [Lamap]]] 
old.man p NZ-place LOC Lamap 
‘old men from Lamap’ 

(280) [ha¹ut [na-ut a [Lamap]] gail]  
old.man NZ-place LOC Lamap p 
‘old men from Lamap’ 
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(281) [nø-boð enan Ø-to-tibau] 
NZ-day that 3sS-RZ-big 
‘that day that was important’/ ‘that important day’ 

(282) [nø-boð Ø-to-tibau enan]  
NZ-day 3sS-RZ-big that  
‘that day that was important’/ ‘that important day’ 

 
The constituents in (279) are HEAD, PLURAL and MODIFIER3 while those in (280) are 

HEAD, MODIFIER1 and PLURAL. Since (280) is preferred, this would seem to imply 

that the NP naut a Lamap ‘place Lamap’ is more closely knit to the HEAD ha¹ut 

‘old man’ than is the plural marker gail, hence the preference for its functioning as 

MODIFIER1 rather than MODIFIER3. In the same way, (281) and (282) are both 

allowable with only a slight preference for (282), implying in this instance that 

totibau ‘that is big/important’ is slightly more closely knit to the HEAD nøboð ‘day’ 

than is enan ‘that’. (The constituents in (281) are HEAD, DETERMINER and MODIFIER4 

while for (282) they are HEAD, MODIFIER2 and DETERMINER.) In addition to these two 

pairs of examples, example (276) indicates that Maskelynes has the ability to form a 

coordinate NP head which can then be modified as a unit. While not conclusive, all 

of this evidence points to the possibility that the NP in Maskelynes may have a 

nucleus, possibly consisting of the HEAD, MODIFIER1 and MODIFIER2 constituents.  

4.6 Complex nominal phrases 
For the purpose of this description, the term complex when applied to NPs indicates 

that embedding, with or without coordination, exists within a NP which functions as 

a single element at clause level. This means that any NP containing another NP, 

whether as part of a possessive construction or a relative clause, is a complex NP. In 

this description many examples of complex NPs have already been given, such as 

(144) and (145) in §4.2.9.6. Further complexity may be found by addition of verb 

and clause nominalisations.  

(283) Ale len [nø-boð sua] i-kad [a-lat-enan] lo-vønoh [nø-man ideh 
SEQ on NZ-day one 3sS.R-have PZ-p-that 3pS.R-steal NZ-chook any  

 
[[hi-tata sagw] [galito]] lo-to-suh-suh a [Hoti]]. 
GEN-dad my them.p 3pS-RZ-RED-stay LOC Hoti 
‘OK on a certain day there were those ones, they stole a chook belonging to my dad and the 
others who lived on Hoti.’ 

(284) Tuþat høn dat-þe-hur-hur [[[nø-lo-n pað-pað] høn [na-þal-an]  
start TZ 1piS-POT-RED-resolve NZ-inner.being RED-burn GEN NZ-fight-NZ 

 
høn [nø-boð damøðai]] [[se-Lida] mai [a-elta Kal]]]. 
GEN NZ-day today GEN-Linda and PZ-elder Kal 
‘Start in order that we resolve the anger of the fight of the day today of Linda and Elder Kal.’ 
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(285) [nø-hari høn [nø-hai sua Ø-to-lavutur len [na-þur egaii 
NZ-root GEN NZ-tree one 3sS-RZ-go.through in NZ-hole the 
  
a-lisevsev Ø-to-hir-i]]] 
PZ-goblin 3sS-RZ-dig-3sO 
‘root of a tree that went through into the hole that Goblin had dug’ 

(286) Enan ðai [na-storian hi-togon] [a-tata sagw Ø-to-pas ginau, Ø-to-mat 
that only NZ-story GEN-other PZ-dad my 3sS-RZ-bore me 3sS-RZ-die  
 
ale Ø-to-tah-tah a lili-hai]. 
SEQ 3sS-RZ-RED-hold LOC mass-tree 
‘That(’s) just the story of the other, my dad who bore me who died and who hung in the forest.’ 

4.7 Definiteness and Specificity 
Definite and specific (as well as indefinite and nonspecific) are categories that have 

proved difficult to define.96 For the purposes of this description I use the following 

definitions which are modified from Guérin (2007:539-540): 

� A definite NP refers to an entity able to be identified because it was 

previously mentioned by the speaker, or because it may be familiar to both 

speaker and hearer, or because the sentence may have sufficient description 

to make it known.  

� An indefinite NP refers to an entity not assumed to be identifiable due to 

prior mention, familiarity or description within the sentence. NPs 

introduced for the first time are often indefinite.  

� A specific NP refers to a particular entity and is linked to the speaker of the 

sentence or to an already introduced entity within that sentence.  

� A nonspecific NP refers to the type of an entity, not a particular entity but a 

typical representative of its class.  
 
Assuming that these categories are independent this gives four possibilities: 
   

� Definite + specific: a particular NP whose reference is uniquely identifiable 

by the hearer 

� Definite + nonspecific: a generic NP referring to a class/genus or its 

properties 

 

                                                           
96 Abbott (2004) outlines some of the difficulties of categorising definiteness and indefiniteness. In trying to 
contrast specificity and definiteness, von Heusinger (2001) outlines some of the difficulties of categorising 
specificity and nonspecificity. 
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� Indefinite + specific: a particular NP linked to the original speaker or an 

already introduced entity in the sentence but not assumed to be identifiable 

by the hearer 

� Indefinite + nonspecific: a NP which is a prototype representative of a 

notion/genus 
 
In English, definite and indefinite are prototypically expressed by the determiners 

the and a respectively. In Turkish, the accusative case suffix indicates that the noun 

is definite while the numeral bir ‘one’ expresses indefinite. Both together indicate 

indefinite and specific (von Heusinger 2001:173-174). In Russian destressed odin 

‘one’ expresses specific indefinite (Ionin 2007:28). In a study of Maea, a language 

of northern Vanuatu, Guérin (2007) describes the marking for definite, indefinite, 

specific and nonspecific on singular NPs. She finds that for Maea the category of 

definite versus indefinite cross-cuts that of specific versus nonspecific, and that the 

unmarked form is definite. This is consistent with how definite versus indefinite and 

specific versus nonspecific are marked in Maskelynes (see Table 19).  

Table 19. Definiteness and specificity marking of singular NPs  

  Specific Nonspecific 
 Definite (enan ‘that’, egaii ‘the’) Ø 
 Indefinite sua ‘one’ ideh ‘any/some’ 
 
A bare NP (that is without any definite/indefinite or specific/nonspecific marking) 

can be either specific or nonspecific, but is always definite. When a speaker 

introduces a new singular NP into a discourse, the uninflected numeral sua ‘one’ 

marks that NP as indefinite but specific.97  Thus in (287) sua marks the ‘canoe 

dance’ as a particular traditional dance, but does not assume that the hearer can 

identify the dance. In (288) the referent of sua is indefinite, unable to be identified 

by the hearer, but it is marked as specific and presumably linked to gam ‘run’ which 

is what a sail canoe does. It is only in the following sentence (289) that the identity 

of the ‘wee wind’ is made plain (and thus marked by enan as definite and specific). 

While the use of sua may hide the identity of the referent, it does not imply 

secretiveness on the speaker’s part (see Ionin 2007:17), merely that the speaker can 

identify the referent. 

                                                           
97 See §8.2.5 for more on numerals. 
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(287) Nileð e-vi nø-sav-an sua si-lat a Uluveu sutuai. 
canoe.dance 3sS.R-COP NZ-dance-NZ one GEN-p LOC Uluveu long.time 
‘The canoe dance was a dance of those of Uluveu long ago.’ 

(288) Nø-boð lo-to-gam van, i-kad na-tuh-lan sua. 
NZ-day 3pS-RZ-run go 3sS.R-have NZ-DIM-wind one 
‘When they sailed on, there was a (certain) wee wind.’ 

(289) Nø-lan enan e-¹uv len na-tohølau. 
NZ-wind that 3sS.R-blow in NZ-east.southeast.wind 
‘That wind blew from the east southeast.’ 

 
Once a NP has been introduced as indefinite and specific, further mention requires 

that the NP be marked as definite and specific, either by presence of a demonstrative, 

or by zero marking. Two demonstratives are most commonly involved, the anaphoric 

enan ‘that’ and the historical demonstrative egaii.98 Thus in one story about an old 

man whose yams were stolen, the old man was introduced as nøha¹ut sua ‘a 

(certain) old man’ (indefinite and specific). Thereafter he was anaphorically marked 

as (nø)ha¹ut enan ‘that old man’ then (nø)ha¹ut egaii ‘the old man’ or unmarked 

as ha¹ut ‘the old man’, all of which are definite and specific.99   
 
The quantifier ideh ‘any/some’ marks NPs as indefinite and nonspecific.100 Thus in 

(290) nøvanuan ideh ‘someone’ is a prototype representative of the genus ‘person’. 

In the same way, ‘some food’ represents the genus ‘food’ in (291). But in (292) the 

prototype representative is of a genus not present in the sentence. In this case the 

genus was ‘stick’, mentioned previously in the discourse. In each case the entity was 

not identifiable, but only a type or representative.  

(290) A-t-enan e-lib-liboð, Ø-sa-vi nø-vanuan ideh Ø-to-kitin. 
PZ-m-that 3sS.R-RED-lie 3sS-NEG-COP NZ-person any 3sS-RZ-true 
‘That man keeps lying, he’s not someone truthful.’ 

(291) I-voi høn miti-lav nø-han-i-an ideh dat-þi-han-i. 
3sS.R-good PURP 2pS.IR-take NZ-eat-3sO-NZ any 1piS-POT-eat-3sO. 
‘It’s good for you to take/you should take some food for us to eat.’ 

(292) Lav ideh Ø-to-æidol habat. 
take any 3sS-RZ-short INTNS 
‘Take one (any one) that’s really short.’ 

                                                           
98 For more on demonstratives see §6 and for a discussion of the use of egaii in discourse, see §6.1.4.. 
99 Without significant further discourse research, it is impossible to draw a conclusion about the order in which 
these markers appeared, but it may be significant that zero marking only occurred after the NP was marked by a 
demonstrative as both definite and specific. 
100 For more on quantifiers see §4.2.5 and §9.2. 
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5 Interrogatives 
Interrogatives are those sentences which are normally used as questions. In 

Maskelynes questions may be expressed by intonation alone, or by combining 

intonation and interrogative words. Interrogatives typically seek a polar (yes/no) 

response or a content answer. Polar interrogative words usually occur as tags at the 

end of a sentence. Content interrogative words occur within a clause or phrase 

consistent with their word class. They tend to occur in place of the clause or phrase 

constituent about which information is being sought. 
 
Rhetorically many questions are deemed to be accusations rather than purely 

information seeking devices. This is especially true of how/why questions, but also 

tends to be true of other content questions. Thus polar questions can become content 

questions, and content questions can require a yes/no answer. The description below 

is divided into polar and content questions, but some of the replies to such questions 

are included to demonstrate the culturally appropriate rather than linguistically 

expected answers. 

5.1 Polar questions 
Polar questions are formed using two devices. The first is intonation. Statements 

typically have slight to marked falling intonation on the last syllable (1). When the 

statement is a multi-clause sentence, each clause ends in a syllable final rising 

intonation, with the last clause showing syllable final falling intonation. The 

intonation of the entire final clause has a tendency to be gradually falling (2). This is 

also true of a clause with a fronted topic where the topic ends in a rising intonation 

followed by a sentence final falling intonation (3). 
 

��������� ������ ������� ������� ���������

(1) Na-ieh gail lu-ke li-han þon-þon. 
NZ-fish p 3pS.R-CMPZ 3pS.IR-eat RED-unite 
‘The fish wanted to eat together.’  

 
������� ���� ������� �����	��
���� ���������

(2) E-kur høn na-im, no-søho¹ut, nu-le-le. 
3sS.R-shake TZ NZ-house 1sS.R-surprised 1sS.R-RED-rise 
‘(the earthquake) shook the house, I was startled, I woke.’ 
 
���� ������� ������ ������ ������

(3) Be na-ut Ahab, i-dað habat. 
but NZ-place Akhamb 3sS.R-strong INTNS 
‘But Akhamb, it is very hard.’  
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A change of intonation from a final fall pattern to a final rise on the penultimate 

syllable followed by a fall  results in a polar question:   
 

�������� �������� �������� ���� �������
(4) No-ris gaiug gu-van tia tølmam? 

1sS.R-see you.s 2sS.R-go COMP return 
‘I see you’ve been (to the garden) and come back?’ 
 

While one would expect the answer to a polar question to be evoi ‘yes’, a‘a101 ‘yep’, 

ao/aoa ‘no’ or nøsaløboi ‘I don’t know’, much of the time such an answer will be 

followed by a content answer: 
 

(5) A‘a nu-mabul nø-dam Ø-to-soþur. 
yep 1sS.R-plant NZ-yam 3sS-RZ-many 
‘Yep, I planted heaps of yams.’ 

 
This is especially true if the answer is negative. To avoid making accusations, a 

common strategy for obtaining content answers is to make an untrue statement with 

question intonation. This requires a negative answer, which must then be explained 

by a following content answer. Thus: 
 

���������� ������ ���������
(6) A-soa-æ i-pat lohoim? 

PZ-spouse-2sPOSR 3sS.R-sleep inside.house 
‘Your husband’s asleep inside?’ 
 
Aoa, e-um len na-im na-lotu-an. 
No 3sS.R-work in NZ-house NZ-worship-NZ 
‘No. He’s working in the church.’ 

 
A content question with sharply rising and falling intonation will also very likely 

elicit a ‘no’ answer because it is deemed to be an accusation102: 
 

����������������
(7) Gu-gol nø-sa? 

2sS.R-do NZ-what 
‘What are you doing?’ 

 
Aoa, nu-yar-yar ðai. 
No 1sS.R-RED-walk just 
‘No, I’m just wandering around.’ 

 
People say that such a question implies that they shouldn’t be doing what has been 

asked about. 

                                                           
101 The two vowels in a‘a are separated by the only glottal stop in the language indicated here by a single opening 
quote mark. 
102 Paul Geraghty (p.c.) says that the same thing happens in Fijian, but there is no implied accusation, the ‘no’ just 
means ‘nothing in particular’. This would be the case in Maskelynes with slight rising and falling intonation. 
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The second way of forming polar questions is by adding one of three interrogatives 

to the end of a statement. They have the same final rise-fall intonation as other polar  

questions. The first of these interrogatives is a ‘eh?’. 
 

������� ���� ����������

(8) Ge-vi tut ideh a? 
2sS.IR-go.to distant any eh 
‘You’ll go away somewhere eh?’ 

 
The second is æau ‘or not?’ which has penultimate and final rising intonation. This 

interrogative word can be ambiguous. When used sentence finally with irrealis mood, 

æau marks the sentence as obligatory mood, thus: Gigole æau. ‘You must do it.’ 

The only thing that distinguishes this from ‘Will you do it or not?’ is intonation. 

Rising sentence final intonation marks æau as meaning ‘yes or no’, whereas a falling 

intonation marks it as meaning obligatory mood. 
 

��	��	���� ����� �

(9) Go-lilos æau? 
2sS.R-bathe Y/N 
‘Have you bathed or not?’ 
 

Compare this with the imperative of almost the same form: 
 

���������� �����

(10) Ge-lilos æau! 
2sS.IR-bathe OBG 
‘You bathe!’ 

 
The third is kala ‘OK/all right?’ which tends to have two forms, kala for women 

and kela for men. Note that in (11) the vocative a-Rut has rise-fall intonation, the 

penultimate and final syllable of the clause has final rise-fall intonation marking it as 

a question, but kala also has rise-fall intonation which marks it as a question in its 

own right: 
 

������� ��	��	� �	���	�� ��	��	����� ���� ����������

(11) A-Rut vavai ti-pat gaiug vi lau? Kala? 
PZ-Ruth aunt 3sS.IR-carry you.s DIR sea OK 
‘Ruth, may auntie carry you to the waterfront? OK?’ 

 
One further interrogative forms a polar question. The interrogative interjection æe 

‘really?’ usually stands alone as an interjection seeking the veracity of what someone 

has said, rather like ‘is that right?’ ‘really?’ or ‘no kidding?’. This interjection also 

acts to demonstrate the listener’s interest and encourage the speaker to continue. 
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5.2 Content questions 
Content questions  have a similar intonation pattern to polar questions, with sentence 

final rise-fall intonation. 
��������� ������

(12) Are-lah ðais? 
3dS.IR-marry when 
‘When will they marry? 

 
 In (13) the rising intonation is not on the penultimate syllable but on the previous 

word.103 
����������������� � ��!� ��"��#�

(13) Lo-kukum na-teð høn nø-sa? 
3pS.R-cook NZ-thing REAS NZ-what 
‘Why did they cook the whatsit? 

 
Note that when an interrogative word is placed other than finally in a sentence, the 

intonation rises on that word and either falls on the second syllable of the 

interrogative (14) continuing to drop then falling sentence finally, or it continues at a 

higher than normal pitch but drops on the final syllable of the sentence (15)-(16).  
����������� �$�� �%� ������ ���

(14) Nø-lanis ta be e-kir ei. 
NZ-ship from where 3sS.R-dig there 
‘Which ship is anchored there?’  

  
������ ����&� ��&��&�#�������������������

(15) A-s te-pit gidato? 
PZ-who 3sS.IR-paint us.pi 
‘Who will paint us?’ 

 
���������&��&���&� ��&���&��&��&� ������

(16) A-s Ø-to-vin na-þurhu-vat sagw? 
PZ-who 3sS.R-RZ-shoot NZ-hole.of-stone my 
‘Who (was it) that shot (into) my stone hole (home)?’ 

 
In examples (15) and (16), the interrogative ase ‘who’ loses its final vowel before a 

following consonant, compare these with (35) in §5.2.6.1. 
 
There are a number of interrogatives that are used in content questions. These can be 

shown to be: a state-process verb (see §8.2.1.1), evis ‘how much/many’, a 

manner/reason verb imabe ‘how/why’, a temporal noun ðais ‘what day/when’, a 

locative particle be ‘where’ and derivations of se ‘who’ and sa ‘what’. 

                                                           
103 This may help to explain the unity of the relator phrase described in §7.1. 
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5.2.1 Quantity interrogative 

The quantity interrogative e-vis ‘how much/many?’ seeks a quantity or numeral 

reply. It is a state-process verb that commonly functions as a quantity/numeral 

modifier to the head of a NP. It can also function as the sole element of a headless 

NP functioning as a core argument.  
 

������� ������ ��'���� �������

(17) Ha¹ut e-vis lo-vi Hoti? 
old.man 3sS.R-how.many 3pS.R-go.to Hoti 
‘How many old men went to Hoti (Island)?’ 

 
������������� ������ �������

(18) (Na)-mityal e-vis gagai? 
NZ-time 3sS.R-how.much now 
‘What’s the time now?’ 

 
������ ����������� ������

(19) I-kad nø-vanuan e-vis? 
3sS.R-have NZ-person 3sS.R-how.many 
‘How many people are there?’ 

 
�������� ������

(20) Ge-tur te-vis? 
2sS.R-pierce 3sS.IR-how.many 
‘How many (thatch panels) will you pin?’ 

5.2.2 Manner/reason interrogative 

The manner/reason verbal interrogative i-mabe ‘how/why?’ often seeks a manner or 

reason reply. It is an intransitive verb capable of being transitivised by the relator 

høn-i (§8.3.1.5). When this occurs, the final e (which is not an object enclitic) is 

dropped, thus i-mabe + høn-i > i-mab høn-i). Of all the interrogatives, this one 

has the most varied interpretation. When marked for third person singular subject and 

realis mode and used following a greeting it can mean ‘how are you?’ or ‘what’s 

wrong?’/ ‘what’s going on?’, but it can also be used as an accusation with the 

meaning of ‘what do you think you are doing?’. It can function without any subject 

marking following another verb. 

(21) Lu-mabe a Lohvari? 
3pS.R-why LOC Peskarus 
‘Why are they in Peskarus?/What are they doing in Peskarus?’ 

(22) Gu-yar mabe gømai? 
2sS.R-walk how come 
‘How/why did you come?’ 

(23) Go-løboi mab høn-i? 
2sS.R-know how TZ-3sO 
‘How do you know it?’ 
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Note that in example (21), mabe can have (and often has) the meaning of ‘what is X 

doing?’ where X is the participant referred to by the subject person marking. It is 

usually understood to be an implied accusation and is initially answered by ao(a) 

‘no’. 

5.2.3 What kind interrogative 

The manner interrogative i-mabe is used with third person relativised inflection to 

seek specific information from generic. (This excludes the possibility that a location 

of origin would provide sufficient identity.) Thus when a butchered cow is delivered 

in the village you would ask: 

(24) Na-þuluk ta be? 
NZ-cow from where 
‘A cow from where?’/ ‘Which cow?’ 

 
But if someone was boasting of the huge fish that they’d caught, you would ask, 

(25) Na-ieh Ø-to-mabe? 
NZ-fish 3sS-RZ-how 
‘What k.o. fish?’ 

 
And if you asked: 

(26) A-t-ea, nø-vanuan Ø-to-mabe? 
PZ-m-over-there NZ-person 3sS-RZ-how 
‘The man over there, he’s what k.o. person?’ 

 
then you are seeking a description of the man and his character, as well as his way of 

life and habits. 

5.2.4 Time interrogative 

The time interrogative ðais asks the question ‘when?’, but more specifically ‘what 

day?’ It fits into the clause periphery, but only clause finally. This interrogative is a 

temporal noun and may take the deictic preposition ta ‘from/of’. 
 

���������� ������� ������

(27) Nø-lanis te-gøm ðais? 
NZ-ship 3sS.IR-come when? 
‘When will the ship come?’ 

 
�������� ������ ������ �������� ���� ������

(28) Nø-þe enan e-vi nø-þe ta ðais? 
NZ-song that 3sS-COP NZ-song from when 
‘That song, it’s a song from when?’ 
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5.2.5 Locative interrogatives 

The locative interrogative be ‘where’ combines with personal pronouns as personal 

pronoun + be to give ‘where is X?’, thus gai be ‘where is he/she/it?’, gaiug be 

‘where are you?’, ginau be ‘where am I?’ and galit be ‘where are they?’. It also 

combines with the true prepositions to achieve a number of locative interrogatives. 
 
 a LOC + be ‘where’ > a be ‘at/from where’ 
 (e-)vi DIR/go to + be ‘where’ > (e-)vi be ‘DIR/go to where?’ 
 ta ‘from’ + be ‘where’ > ta be ‘which/from where’ 
 
The interrogative a be ‘LOC where’ has two meanings depending on the verb used, 

thus for pat ‘lie’, toh ‘exist/live’ and suh ‘stay (plural)’ a be means ‘at where’, but 

for gøm(ai) ‘come’ a be means ‘from where’. 

(29) Nø-vanuan na-rer-an i-toh a be? 
NZ-person NZ-treat-NZ 3sS.R-exist LOC where 
‘Where’s the dresser/nurse?’ 

(30) Nino gu-yar a be gømai? 
yesterday 2sS.R-walk LOC where come 
‘Yesterday where did you come from?’ 

 
The interrogative vi be ‘DIR/go to where’ is most often heard with vi in its verbal 

form: 

(31) Ge-vi be? 
2sS.IR-go.to where 
‘Where are you going?’ 

 
Nevertheless it is also found in its prepositional form: 

(32) No-ris ke a-Krem e-liv nø-wag be i-varus vi be? 
1sS.R-see CMPZ PZ-Graham 3sS.R-pull NZ-canoe but 3sS.R-paddle DIR where 
‘I saw Graham pull a canoe (seaward), but where’s he paddling?’ 

 
In this case i-varus vi be ‘he’s paddling where?’ can be replaced by i-varus vi 

Hoti ‘he’s paddling to Hoti (Island), to show the prepositional form of the vi more 

clearly before a location. The question vi be of this statement will generate the 

response vi Hoti, a RP.  
 
While the constituent morphemes of ta be literally mean ‘from where’, it is clear 

that ta be now also has the meaning ‘which’. Compare (33) which is actually 

seeking the name of the ship with (34) which is seeking its origin.  

(33) Nø-lanis ta be e-gømai? 
NZ-ship from where 3sS.R-come 
‘Which ship came?’ 
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(34) Nø-lanis e-gøm a be? 
NZ-ship 3sS.R-come LOC where 
‘Where did the ship come from?’ 

5.2.6 Derivations of se 

The interrogative root se never appears alone. When the personalising prefix is 

bound to it, a person interrogative is formed which seeks the identity of a person. 

When the genitive proclitics are bound to it,  possession interrogatives are formed 

which seek the identity of the owner of an item. 
 
 a- PZ- + se ‘who’ > a-se ‘who/whose’104 
 hi- GEN- + se ‘who’ > hi-se whose’105 
 si- GEN- + se ‘who’ > si-se ‘whose’ 

5.2.6.1 Person interrogative 

The person interrogative ase asks the question ‘who?’. It may occur as a core 

argument or as a peripheral adjunct. It also occurs as the possessor when asking the 

question ‘whose?’ of a directly possessed noun (39). The person interrogative occurs 

in the syntactic position consistent with its function, whether it be subject (35), object 

(36), indirect object (37), beneficiary (38), or possessor (39). 
 

������ ������ ��	� �����#�

(35) A-se i-kel ke ni-van? 
PZ-who 3sS.R-say CMPZ 1sS.IR-go 
‘Who said I’ll go?’ 

 
������� ��������� ������

(36) A-na-æ e-bilas a-se? 
PZ-mother-2sPOSR 3sS.R-hit PZ-who 
‘Who did your mother whip?’ 

 
��������� ���� ������

(37) I-lav-i mai a-se? 
3sS.R-transfer-3sO DAT PZ-who 
‘Who did he give it to?’ 

 
�������������� ���� ������

(38) A-Tsos e-um sil a-se? 
George 3sS.R-work BEN PZ-who 
‘Who is George working for (in place of)?’ 

 
���������� ������

(39) A-tøma-n a-se? 
NZ-father-3s.POSR PZ-who 
‘whose father?’ (Literally: ‘his father who’) 

                                                           
104 Ase ‘who’ before a  person pronoun gives ‘who is X?’, and ase is often shortened to as,  thus as gaiug? ‘who 
are you?’, as galito? ‘who are they?’ etc. Ase means ‘whose’ when following directly possessed nouns, thus 
na-møta-n ase? ‘whose eye?’. 
105 As with the possessive pronouns, there are h and s genitive proclitics hi-/he- and si-/se-, which attach to the 
‘food/drink’ and ‘general’ noun classes respectively. 
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5.2.6.2 Possession interrogative 
The possession interrogatives ask the question ‘whose?’ for indirectly possessed 

nouns (compare this with directly possessed nouns in (39) above). 
 

�������������� ��$��%� ������ ����

(40) Nø-han-i-an hi-se i-pat sal? 
NZ-eat-3sO-NZ GEN-who 3sS.R-lie INCMP 
‘Whose food is still there.’ 

 
�������� ������� ��!���� ��(��

(41) Nø-wag nø-lai si-se lai? 
NZ-canoe NZ-sail GEN-who that.there 
‘Whose sailing canoe (is) that over there?’ 

5.2.7 Derivations of sa 

The interrogative root sa may appear alone, in which case it means ‘what (kind)’ or 

it may be nominalised by na-/nø-, in which case it means ‘what’. Both forms are 

combined with a number of demonstratives, as follows: 
 
 sa ‘what (kind)’ + ga-gai ‘this is it’ > sa ga-gai ‘what kind’s this’ 
 sa ‘what (kind)’ + ga-nan ‘that is it’ > sa ga-nan ‘what kind’s that’ 
 sa ‘what (kind)’ + lai ‘that.there’  > sa lai ‘what kind’s that over there’ 
      
 nø-sa ‘what’ + egai ‘this’ > nø-sa gai ‘what’s this’ 
 nø-sa ‘what’ + ga-gai ‘this is it’ > nø-sa ga-gai ‘what’s this’ 
 nø-sa ‘what’ + ga-nan ‘that is it’ > nø-sa ga-nan ‘what’s that’ 
 nø-sa ‘what’ + lai ‘that.there’ > nø-sa lai ‘what’s that over there’ 

5.2.7.1 What kind interrogatives 

Without the nominaliser, sa elicits specific information from generic, that is, when 

sa is used alone it implies ‘what kind’. It occurs in the post-modifier position of the 

NP (42)-(45).   

(42) Miti-han nø-log sa? 
2pS.IR-eat NZ-laplap what 
‘What k.o. laplap will you eat? 

(43) Nø-hai sa ga-gai? 
NZ-tree what 3s-this 
‘What tree is this?’ 

(44) Na-ieh sa ga-nan? 
NZ-fish what 3s-that 
‘What fish is that?’ 

(45) Nø-wag sa lai? 
NZ-canoe what that.there 
‘What k.o. canoe is that over there?’ 
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5.2.7.2 What interrogatives 

With the nominaliser na-/nø-, sa means ‘what’, and with its demonstrative 

combinations, it functions in both core and periphery of the clause. For example, it 

functions as object in (46) and (47), non-verbal clause predicate in (48) and (49), 

beneficiary in (50), instrument in (51) and reason in (52). In each case the 

information they seek is the specific identity of what is in the immediate linguistic or 

situational context, that is, what someone is talking about, holding or pointing to. 

(46) I-kel nø-sa mai gaiug? 
3sS.R-say NZ-what DAT you.s 
‘What did she say to you?’ 

(47) Go-tøgau gat nø-sa ga-nan? 
2sS.R-hold tightly NZ-what 3s-that 
‘What are you holding tightly?’ 

(48) Na-t-egai nø-sa ga-gai? 
NZ-thing-this NZ-what 3s-this? 
‘What’s this thing?’ 

(49) I-kad na-t-sua Ø-to-il ea. Nø-sa lai? 
3sS.R-have NZ-thing-one 3sS-RZ-stand there NZ-what that.there 
‘There’s a thing standing over there. What is that over there?’ 

(50) Go-tur nø-yat æos nø-sa? Æos na-sebli. 
2sS.R-pierce NZ-sago BEN NZ-what BEN NZ-assembly 
‘Why (for what) did you pin thatch? For assembly.’ 

(51) I-sod-e høn nø-sa? Høn nø-hau a? 
3sS.R-sew-3sO INST NZ-what INST NZ-rope eh? 
‘With what is he sewing it? With rope eh?’ 

(52) Go-tur nø-yat husur nø-sa? Husur a-van sua i-kel  
2sS.R-pierce NZ-sago REAS NZ-what REAS PZ-person one 3sS.R-say  
 
ke, ge-tur-i! 
CMPZ 2sS.IR-pierce-3sO 
‘Why did you pin thatch?/What led to you pinning thatch? Because a (certain) person said, 
“Pin it!”’106 

5.3 Interrogatives in non-interrogative constructions  
Early (1994:171-184)107 following Durie and Mushin (1992) describes 

‘interrogatives’ in Lewo as epistememes largely because they also function as non-

interrogatives, categorising knowledge (or lack of knowledge). While there is no 

record of most interrogatives functioning as non-interrogatives, nøsa ‘what’ is 

recorded in non-interrogative constructions always followed by the relativiser to- or 

                                                           
106 Avan ‘person’ is commonly used as a shortened form of avanuan ‘person’ especially when collocated with 
sua ‘one’ or ideh ‘any’, giving avan sua ‘a (certain) person’ and avan ideh ‘someone’. 
107 Also Hyslop (2001:103). 
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the potential mode prefix þi-/þe- (which in this context acts as an irrealis mode 

relativiser). In this construction it functions as a subject or object argument. 

(53) Sipa len nø-sa go-to-dam høn-i mai ginamito. 
thanks for NZ-what 2sS.R-RZ-agree TZ-3sO DAT us.pe 
‘Thanks for what you lent to us.’ 

(54) Lo-bøtah høn lø-þe-ris nø-sa Ø-þe-visi lan. 
3pS.R-sit PUR 3pS-POT-see NZ-what 3sS-POT-appear LOC.3s 
‘They sat to see what would happen to him.’ 

(55) Nø-sa Ø-to-kel-e i-sarpoh. 
NZ-what 3sS-RZ-say-3sO 3sS.R-come.true 
‘What he said came true.’ 

(56) Bunus nø-sa nø-þi-gol-e! 
focus.on NZ-what 1sS-POT-do-3sO 
‘Watch what I do!’ 
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6 Demonstratives 
Deixis is how language encodes pointing or making reference to participants within a 

context of orientation in space and time, from the perspective of the participant who 

is pointing or making an utterance.108 With respect to deixis and demonstratives, 

Senft (2004:3) lists the range of linguistic forms used to express spatial deictic 

reference. These are: adpositions (including topological and projective adpositions), 

locatives (including local or place adverbs and local nouns), directionals, positional 

and motion verbs or verb roots, presentatives and demonstratives. Margetts 

(2004:37) describes Saliba demonstratives and place adverbs as occurring in the four 

syntactic contexts that Diessel (1999) outlines as being those in which spatially 

deictic forms are attested in the languages of the world.109 She notes that Diessel’s 

term ‘demonstrative’ includes ‘adverbial demonstrative’, for which she uses the term 

‘place adverb’. Ross (2004b:177) states that, “Demonstratives in Oceanic languages 

usually make a three-way distinction based either on person (near speaker, near 

addressee, near neither or near a third person) or on relative distance (proximal, 

intermediate, distal) or on a mixture of both (as in Saliba).”110 Clearly demonstratives 

form a word class which is somewhat flexible in scope but may include locatives of 

some kind. 
 
The following description of demonstratives does not describe the full system of 

spatial deixis in Maskelynes. Rather it describes those forms that assign a 

relationship between the speaker or speech event and a location in space or time.111 

These forms all undergo similar types of derivation, and the resulting forms all retain 

the ability to designate a location in space and/or time relative to the speaker or 

speech event. For this reason, the following description includes other word classes 

                                                           
108 Because this is a section on demonstratives rather than deixis, I have not included a full discussion of the 
definition of deixis, but rather have distilled a working definition for the purposes of this description. For more on 
defining deixis, see Fillmore (1982), Anderson and Keenan (1985), Bühler (1934, 1990), Green (1995) and 
Levinson (1997). 
109 These four syntactic contexts are: “(i) they can occur as independent pronouns in argument position, (ii) they 
may modify a noun, (iii) they may modify a verb, and (iv) they may occur in copular and non-verbal clauses.” 
110 It’s interesting that in the larger Austronesian context, there are Philippine languages with a four-way system 
of near speaker, near hearer, away from both and far from both (Elkins 1970:16, Forsberg 1992:30, Blakely 
2001:34), and at least Binukid (Post and Gardner 1992:xxi) has near speaker, near hearer, far away and out of 
sight. This category of ‘out of sight’ has similarities to egaii in Maskelynes. 
111 Crystal (2003:129) defines demonstratives as “a class of items whose function is to point to an entity in the 
situation or elsewhere in a sentence”. 
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derived from free form demonstratives. A short description of non-demonstrative 

spatial deixis is given in §6.4. 

6.1 Free forms 
Demonstratives form a small closed word class with only seven free form members 

consisting of person-based and relative distance-based forms. Of the person-based 

forms, two are near the speaker, one is away from the speaker and tends to be nearer 

the hearer, and one is away from both the speaker and hearer. Thus Maskelynes 

reflects a three-way speaker-based distinction. Of the relative distance-based forms, 

one is close to the speaker, one is away from the speaker (and may or may not be 

close to the hearer) and one is far away from both the speaker and hearer. This could 

be restated as being proximal to the speaker, at an intermediate distance from the 

speaker, and distal to the speaker. The person-based form, which indicates away 

from both the speaker and hearer, also functions as the distal relative distance form. 

In the examples in the following section, the demonstrative under discussion is bold. 

Table 20. Free form demonstratives 

 Person-based Relative distance-based 
near speaker egai  this gegai here 
near speaker (in the past) egaii this.PAST   
away from speaker (± nearer to hearer) enan that ei there 
away from speaker and hearer lai that.there ea over.there 

6.1.1 Person-based forms 
The person-based demonstratives occur adnominally (or attributively), modifying 

noun heads of NPs. They can occur as the sole word in a NP which can function as 

subject or object in verbal clauses and as subject in copular and non-verbal clauses 

(§6.1.1.1). Demonstratives are also found marking given information at discourse 

level (§6.1.3 and §6.1.4).  
 
Because Maskelynes NPs can be headless (§4.2), at least eight of the NP constituents 

can occur as the sole element of the NP. In this way a demonstrative as determiner 

can be found as the only word in a NP, but it has not been analysed as a 

demonstrative pronoun for two reasons. Firstly if demonstratives were deemed to be 

pronouns purely because they can exist as the only word in a NP, it would logically 

follow that other forms which can stand as the sole element of a NP would also have 

to be seen as pronouns. This would mean that numerals, quantifiers, plural markers, 

RPs and relative clauses would all have to be described as pronouns. Secondly, 
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whenever the NP head is absent, that head is readily able to be reconstructed from 

the linguistic or situational context, so it is not essential for any demonstrative to be 

considered a pronoun. The demonstrative is merely functioning as determiner, 

modifying the absent head.  

6.1.1.1 Usage at phrase level 
In the vast majority of recorded instances, person-based demonstratives act 

adnominally as attributive modifiers at NP (NP) level.112 Within the NP they function 

as determiner modifying the NP head as described in §4, especially in §4.2.4. They 

relate an item to the speaker and hearer within the context of the speech event and 

situation. In the following examples, (1) indicates an item in the immediate vicinity 

of the speaker, (2) indicates an item that was in the vicinity of the speaker in the past, 

but is no longer, usually being out of sight altogether, (3) indicates an item away 

from the speaker which may or may not be near the hearer, (4) indicates an item also 

away from the speaker, but a particular item in focus, and (5) indicates an item at 

some distance from both speaker and hearer. There is some evidence that ea is 

tending to replace lai as a demonstrative modifier at NP level. 

(1) nises egai 
shell this 
‘this shell’ 

(2) nises egaii 
shell this.PAST 
‘the shell that used to be here’ 

(3) nises enan 
shell that 
‘that shell’ 

(4) nises enan lai 
shell that that.there 
‘that shell there’ 

(5) nises ea 
shell over.there 
‘the/a shell over there’ 

6.1.1.2 Usage at clause level in verbal clauses 
Of the person-based demonstratives, only two are commonly found as the sole word 

in a NP functioning as subject or object in a verbal clause. The first, egai ‘this’, 

deals with items within the immediate vicinity of the speaker, usually within the 

speaker’s reach (although this is relative to the situation, thus navile egai ‘this 

                                                           
112 While egaii and lai are able to function as free forms, egaii is easily mistaken for egai and thus its recorded 
frequency of use is probably unrepresentative, and lai occurs more often as a bound form and in time orientation. 
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village’ means the village within which the speaker is located, naim ýurýur egai 

‘this store’ is the store near which the speaker may be sitting). The second, enan 

‘that’, deals with items outside of the immediate vicinity of the speaker, and usually 

out of the speaker’s reach. This provides a binary speaker-based system. As subject, 

the demonstrative is usually followed by a state-process verb (see §8.2.1.1) as in (6), 

but occasionally it is found preceding an active verb as in (7). As object, the 

demonstrative is only found left-shifted (8), (9). 

(6) Ge-ris, egai i-nor be enan i-hab. 
2sS.IR-look this 3sS.R-straight but that 3sS.R-bent 
‘(Choose only the wood that’s straight.) Look, this is straight but that’s bent.’ 

(7) …i-tah sulu¹-i, tah gat na-þilite, tah sulu¹-i. Enan i-van. 
…3sS.R-hold miss-3sO hold tight NZ-carapace hold miss-3sO that 3sS.R-go 
‘…he fumbled it, grabbed its carapace, missed it. That (one) went (free).’ 

(8) Egai, lo-pøðas kotov-i høn nø-hab. 
this 3pS.R-burn across-3sO INST NZ-fire 
‘This (one), they burn across it with fire.’ 

(9) Enan, no-rið-i len na-høsa-æ wawa sinamito Yesu Kristo. 
that 1sS.R-put-3sO in NZ-name-2s.POSR brother our.pe Jesus Christ 
That, I put it in your name our brother Jesus Christ.’ 

6.1.1.3 Usage at clause level in copular and non-verbal clauses 
Person-based demonstratives are found as the sole word in a NP functioning as 

subject in copular stative clauses (10), (11). They are also found in non-verbal 

clauses (12), (13). Only two demonstratives, egai ‘this’ and enan ‘that’, were 

described in §6.1.1.2 as able to be the sole word in a NP functioning as subject or 

object in a verbal clause. The same holds true when such a NP functions as subject in 

either a copular stative clause or a non-verbal clause whose main thrust is 

nevertheless stative.  

(10) Egai e-vi na-kel gat-i-an sinamøru. 
this 3sS.R-COP NZ-tell tight-3sO-NZ our.pe 
‘This is our promise.’  

(11) O enan ðai e-vi na-soru-an sagw. 
oh that only 3sS.R-COP NZ-talk-NZ my 
‘Oh that alone is my word.’ 

(12) Egai na-tøbarehreh na-ut egai. 
this NZ-girl NZ-place this 
‘This is a girl from here.’ 

(13) So enan na-tuh-soru-an no-to-bunus-i…  
so that NZ-DIM-talk-NZ 1sS-RZ-focus.on-3sO 
‘So that was the wee talk that I focussed on…’ 
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6.1.2 Relative distance-based forms 
The relative distance-based demonstratives function as prolocatives: they stand in 

place of what would fill a location adjunct slot at clause level, locating an event in 

space. Most of the free form demonstratives are also used to make reference to what 

has already occurred or been mentioned by a speaker (anaphoric reference) or what is 

yet to occur or has not yet been mentioned by a speaker (cataphoric reference). These 

uses locate events in time. 

6.1.2.1 Prolocative usage: orientation in space 
At clause level, the location adjunct slot can be filled by a location noun (14), a 

locative noun phrase (15), or a RP (16). The relative distance-based demonstratives 

stand in place of these forms. Functioning as prolocatives they indicate a relative 

distance close to the speaker (17), at an intermediate distance from the speaker (18) 

or far away from the speaker (19).  

(14) Rið-i ti-pat metýisal. 
put-3sO 3sS.IR-lie roadway 
‘Leave it on the (visible) roadway.’ 

(15) Rið-i ti-pat tarhøt na-ýisal. 
put-3sO 3sS.IR-lie other.side NZ-road 
‘Leave it on the side of the road.’ 

(16) Rið-i ti-pat len na-ýisal. 
put-3sO 3sS.IR-lie on NZ-road 
‘Leave it on the road.’ 

(17) Rið-i ti-pat gegai. 
put-3sO 3sS.IR-lie here 
‘Leave it here.’ 

(18) Rið-i ti-pat ei. 
put-3sO 3sS.IR-lie there 
‘Leave it there.’ 

(19) Rið-i ti-pat ea. 
put-3sO 3sS.IR-lie over.there 
‘Leave it over there.’ 

6.1.3 Anaphoric and cataphoric usage: orientation in time 
Both the person-based and the relative distance-based demonstratives are widely 

used for anaphoric and cataphoric reference. Sometimes the reference will be purely 

anaphoric or cataphoric, sometimes it will be both person-based and anaphoric or 

cataphoric, and sometimes it will be both relative distance-based and anaphoric or 

cataphoric.  
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The demonstratives in examples (20) and (21) are purely anaphoric or cataphoric. 

Example (20) was said at the beginning of a story, before it was told, and the 

demonstrative egai is cataphoric, pointing forward to a story that the speaker was 

about to tell. On the other hand, example (21) was said at the end of the story, after it 

had already been told. The first demonstrative enan is anaphoric referring to what 

has just been said that marks the ending to the story, and the second enan is 

anaphoric referring to the entire story that has just been told.  

(20) Egai e-vi nø-þol høn a-tata sagw Ø-to-mat. 
this 3sS.R-COP NZ-story GEN PZ-dad my 3sS-RZ-die 
‘This is the story of my dad who died/is dead.’ 

(21) Enan na-gilen na-þol-an enan. 
that NZ-end NZ-story-NZ that 
‘That (is) the end of that story.’  

 
In example (22), the prolocative demonstrative ei anaphorically refers back to the 

place Honeamb. Anaphoric and cataphoric reference within an utterance is one way 

in which demonstratives orient participants or places in time. Another is to actually 

mark an event as happening in the past, present or future. (This will also be discussed 

in §6.2.3.) Example (23) shows a prolocative demonstrative being used to indicate a 

past time relative to the time being spoken of in the utterance. In (24) the same 

demonstrative is being used to indicate a distant past time relative to the time of 

utterance. For a comparison, in (25) the same sentence marked for purely past time 

(by the relativised verb van ‘go’) and retaining the completive aspect particle tia, 

indicated a past time within the month before the utterance.  

(22) Namto-ti… gømai a Honeab, n-ivu e-þuer ei. 
1peS.R-pole… come LOC Honeamb NZ-turtle 3sS.R-be.not there 
We poled…from Honeamb, there were no turtles there.’  

(23) No-mømau habat husur ðai namtu-kot tia len nøboð ea. 
1sS.R-embarrassed INTNS because only 1peS.R-court COMP on NZ-day over.there 
‘I was very embarrassed only because we had been to court by that time (some time ago).’ 

(24) E-møsah len na-høbati ea tia. 
3sS.R-sick in NZ-month over.there COMP 
‘He had been sick months ago.’ 

(25) E-møsah len na-høbati Ø-to-van tia. 
3sS.R-sick in NZ-month 3sS-RZ-go COMP 
‘He was sick last month.’ 

 
Inherent in the meaning of egaii is the fact that what is being talked about was near 

the speaker at some time in the past recognised by both speaker and hearer. Thus 
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egaii is by its very nature an historic demonstrative and in the following example, 

also an anaphoric referent. 

(26) Evoi a-lat-enan lo-to-søhar a-ha¹ut enan, ale van namt-sa-løboi  
yes PZ-p-that 3pS-RZ-lead PZ-old.man that OK go 1peS-NEG-know  

 
ke l(u)-a mab hen-i. Ale taim na-pisul-an Ø-to-gøm a   
CMPZ 3pS.R-go how TZ-3sO and time NZ-send-NZ 3sS-RZ-come LOC   

 
Uluveu na-ut Ø-to-lan, na-pisul(-an) Ø-to-gøm na-ut Ø-to-lan  
Uluveu NZ-place 3sS-RZ-light NZ-send-NZ 3sS-RZ-come NZ-place 3sS-RZ-light  

 
maienan, lø-sø-saþ-i am, be lo-løboi ke, “O ha¹ut  
like.that 3pS-NEG-find-3sO more but 3pS.R-know CMPZ oh old.man   

 
egaii i-masig.” 
this.PAST 3sS.R-lost 
‘Yes, those who led that old man, well, we didn’t know what they did to him. And when the 
message came from Uluveu it was light, (when) the message came it was dawn like that, (and) 
they didn’t find him any more, but they knew, “Oh the old man that used to be here is lost.”’ 

 
The demonstrative lai is often found in conjunction with the completive aspect 

particle tia, and together they indicate completion of an event at some distance in 

time prior to the time being spoken of (27).  

(27) …i-ke, “I-voi høn ke miti-van vø-ta kotov  
…3sS.R-CMPZ 3sS.R-good PURP CMPZ 2pS.IR-go PURP-cut across  

  
nø-hau, nø-hau Ø-to-vat egai høn dat-þi-sal vahut.” Ale  
NZ-rope NZ-rope 3sS-RZ-four this PURP 1piS-POT-float go.ashore OK  

 
na-ut Ø-to-lan tia lai. 
NZ-place 3sS-RZ-light COMP that.there 
‘…he said, “It’s good that you go to cut the rope, these four rope(s) so that we float ashore.” 
And it had already become dawn.’  

6.1.4 Usage as a definite and specific marker 

Of the person-based demonstratives, at least egaii has a further function. In a 

number of instances when it is recorded following the noun head, it seems to be 

functioning attributively as a demonstrative but it does not refer in any way to where 

the speaker is in relation to the item being mentioned, nor does it relate in time to the 

speech event. Instead it seems to mark the item as specific and definite at discourse 

level.113 Example (28) is part of a retelling of the biblical shipwreck story from Acts 

27-28. At the first mention of the snake as a participant, it is referred to as nøæat 

sua tosa ‘a (certain) snake that’s bad’, being marked as indefinite and specific by 

sua ‘one’. But in the following two instances, it is referred to as nøæat egaii. While 

                                                           
113 See the description of definiteness and specificity in §4.7. 
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egaii can be viewed here as an anaphoric referent (thus ‘this.PAST snake’), it shows 

little evidence of functioning as an historical demonstrative. Rather egaii is marking 

the snake as definite (indicating a previously mentioned snake) and specific (being 

the particular one that bit Paul’s hand).  

(28) Nø-boð lo-to-titileh, a-Pol i-tariv nø-hab gail høn  
NZ-day 3pS-RZ-warm.self PZ-Paul 3sS.R-carry NZ-firewood p PURP  
 
Ø-þe-tuð tas nø-hab, nø-æat sua Ø-to-sa i-hat  
3sS-POT-ignite again NZ-fire NZ-snake one 3sS-RZ-bad 3sS.R-bite  
 
na-vøla-n a-Pol. Vanuan lo-to-ris mai-egai, lo-ris   
NZ-hand-3s.POSR PZ-Paul person 3pS-RZ-see like-this 3pS.R-see  
 
nø-æat egaii Ø-to-hat na-vøla-n a-Pol. A-Pol egaii   
NZ-snake the 3sS-RZ-bite NZ-hand-3s.POSR PZ-Paul PZ-Paul the  

 
e-kur høn na-vøla-n van nø-æat egaii i-teh. 
3sS.R-shake TZ NZ-hand-3s.POSR DUR NZ-snake the 3sS.Rfall 
‘While they warmed themselves, Paul carried firewood to keep the fire alight and a bad snake 
bit Paul’s hand. The people who saw thus, they saw the snake bite Paul’s hand. That Paul 
shook his hand until the snake fell (off).’ 

 
But what about aPol egaii? If egaii marks definite and specific, why is it used to 

mark a proper name which identifies a previously mentioned particular individual? 

The proper name is enough to mark a referent as both definite and specific so egaii 

appears somewhat redundant. Ionin (2007:14) indicates that in English, this in the 

example I found this blue apple on my plate! is used to signal a surprising (and 

noteworthy) property of a referent which is otherwise indefinite. But unlike this in 

English, egaii does not mark indefinite, but definite. It is more like that when 

marking English definites (and proper names), thus: That Fred, he always turns 

up late. The view that egaii signals a surprising or noteworthy property of the 

referent is supported by instances of people shaking their heads over a characteristic 

or behaviour of a particular person, then saying his or her name followed by egaii.  

(29) A-Riki egaii, i-haihai masu¹ be i-kad nø-kadu-n. 
PZ-Riki the 3sS.R-stubborn INTNS but 3sS.R-has NZ-head-3s.POSR 
‘That Riki, he’s stubborn but he’s smart!’ 

 
But in the case of (28), this doesn’t appear to be the case. The immediately 

preceeding sentence, Vanuan lotoris maiegai, loris nø-æat egaii tohat navølan 

aPol, is backgrounded explanatory material, taking the listener off the main 

storyline. It would appear that egaii brings Pol back to the foreground and onto the 

main stroyline. 
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The use of demonstratives to mark definite or given information in discourse is not 

unknown in Oceanic languages.114 In a passing reference Lithgow (1975:33, 

1978:44-5) notes that demonstratives mark definite in Dobu. Næss notes such a 

possibility for Pileni (2004:90) but rejects it in favour of the demonstrative in 

question being a demarcative demonstrative with topic marking and phrase 

delimiting function. Mosel describes a demonstrative in Samoan used for both 

anaphoric and cataphoric reference. It is also used in the context of giving 

background information about previously mentioned referents (2004:165), but has a 

recognitional use, where the referent is identified from shared knowledge 

(2004:166). Bugenhagen (1995:156-157) describes a “locative deictic form” (na) in 

Mangap-Mbula that references given or presupposed information. In all of these 

cases, the forms described have some anaphoric referencing function. In Maskelynes, 

while egai is cataphoric, and enan and egaii are anaphoric, what is interesting about 

egaii is that in discourse, it appears to be functioning less to refer to an item which 

was close to the speaker in the past, and more to mark an item as definite and 

specific. It is also interesting that egaii is phonologically very similar to egai, which 

has cataphoric referencing function. What is not clear is whether one was formed 

from the other or whether they have independent origins. 

6.2 Forms with demonstrative stems 
The demonstrative stems described to this point have occurred as free forms, but all 

of these forms can also accept affixation or be part of compounds. The affixation is 

usually derivational, changing demonstrative stems into nominal demonstratives, 

verbal demonstratives or interrogative demonstratives. The demonstratives can also 

form compounds with free forms such as a pronoun, a numeral or various particles. 

In this way the plural particle forms plural demonstratives. Not all demonstrative 

roots are involved in all of these processes. 

6.2.1 Plural demonstratives 

Three of the person-based demonstratives can be bound to the plural particle gail 

and the numeral eru to form plural and dual demonstratives respectively. Their 

meanings are equal to the sum of their parts, thus: 

                                                           
114 The word ‘given’ is used here to mean information which has already been mentioned or which the speaker 
assumes is understood by the hearer to be an integral part of the context. In this way, in a narrative involving a 
canoe, the words outrigger, paddle and pole require no particular introduction because they are already part of the 
context of canoe.  
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gail plural + egai ‘this’ >galegai ‘these’ 
gail plural + egaii ‘this (in the past)’ >galegaii ‘these (in the past)’ 
gail plural + enan ‘that’ >galenan ‘those’ 
e-ru ‘two’ + egai ‘this’ >eruegai ‘these two/this couple’ 
e-ru ‘two’ + egaii ‘this (in the past)’ >eruegaii ‘these two/this couple (in the past)’ 
e-ru ‘two’ + enan ‘that’ >eruenan ‘those two’ 
 

(30) Sipa vi tøban gaiug len gal-egai Ø-to-vi a-la-hutai sinamito. 
thank DIR next.to you.s in p-this 3sS-RZ-COP PZ-p-child our.pe 
‘Thank you for these who are our children.’ 

(31) Namtu-kad na-þut i-soþur, lav e-ru-enan. 
1peS.R-have NZ-shoe 3sS.R-many take 3sS.R-two-that 
‘We have many shoes, take those two.’  

6.2.2 Nominal demonstratives 
The same demonstratives that form plural demonstratives can be bound to the noun 

nat(it-e) ‘thing’, as can the plural demonstratives from §6.2.1 above. This results in 

a series of ‘thing’ nominals with demonstrative attributes. They can function in place 

of NPs but also be used for anaphoric or cataphoric reference.115  
 
na-t NZ-‘thing’ + egai ‘this’ >nategai ‘this thing’ 
na-t NZ-‘thing’ + egaii ‘this (in the past)’ >nategaii ‘this thing (in the past)’ 
na-t NZ-‘thing’ + enan ‘that’ >natenan ‘that thing’ 
 
na-t NZ-‘thing’ + galegai ‘these’ >natgalegai ‘these things’ 
na-t NZ-‘thing’ + galegaii ‘these (in the past)’ >natgalegaii ‘these things (in the past)’ 
na-t NZ-‘thing’ + galenan ‘those’ >natgalenan ‘those things’ 
 

(32) Baðis gat-i garu len na-t-enan. 
bind tight-3sO around on NZ-thing-that 
‘Bind it tightly around that thing.’ 

(33) Miti-nau na-t-egai, nø-lan i-dað be dereh ti-dað am. 
2pS.IR-think NZ-thing-this NZ-wind 3sS.R-strong but FUT 3sS.IR-strong more 
‘You think about this, the wind is strong, but soon it will be stronger.’ 

(34) Namto-um høn na-t-gal-egai høn møt-þe-ris-i. 
1peS.R-work TZ NZ-thing-p-this PURP 2pS-POT-see-3sO 
‘We made these things for you to see.’ 

 
The inalienable directly possessed noun nahøsan ‘his name’ is also attested bound to 

at least egai and enan, thus nahøsegai ‘this name’ and nahøsenan ‘that name’. 

This is interesting because there is an alienable noun nøhes ‘name’ but the 

compounds above were given rather than nøhes egai or nøhes enan. 
 

                                                           
115 In his description of Naman, Crowley (2006a:62) describes a series of what he calls demonstrative nouns 
which are like pronouns in that they do not accept the full range of NP modifiers, and have no fixed reference 
outside the context which enables their referents to be determined. There are three forms man-, den- and tan- 
which derive human, non-human and place demonstrative nouns respectively. These forms appear to be a 
somewhat restricted group equivalent to the nominal demonstratives described here. 
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There are two prefixes, the masculine t- and feminine lit-, which always refer to 

people (or at least animate entities treated like people in narrative).116 Like the dual 

prefix lar(u)- and the plural prefix lat- described in §3.5.4, the masculine and 

feminine prefixes are usually preceded by the personalising prefix a-. Unlike the 

dual and plural prefixes, these two gender prefixes are never bound to nouns nor to 

the quantifier evis ‘few’. They are, however, bound to demonstratives. 
 
a-t- PZ-m- + egai ‘this’ >ategai ‘this male’ 
a-t- PZ-m- + egaii ‘this (in the past)’ >ategaii ‘this male (in the past)’ 
a-t- PZ-m- + enan ‘that’ >atenan ‘that male’ 
a-t- PZ-m- + ea ‘over.there’ >atea ‘the/that male over there’ 
a-lit- PZ-f- + egai ‘this’ >alitegai ‘this female’ 
a-lit- PZ-f- + egaii ‘this (in the past)’ >alitegaii ‘this female (in the past)’ 
a-lit- PZ-f- + enan ‘that’ >alitenan ‘that female’ 
a-lit- PZ-f- + ea ‘over.there’ >alitea ‘the/that female over there’ 
a-laru- PZ-d- + egai ‘this’ >alaruegai ‘these two’117 
a-laru- PZ-d- + enan ‘that’ >alaruenan ‘those two’ 
a-lat- PZ-p- + egai ‘this’ >alategai ‘these people’ 
a-lat- PZ-p- + egaii ‘this (in the past)’ >alategaii ‘these people (in the past)’ 
a-lat- PZ-p- + enan ‘that’ >alatenan ‘those people’ 
a-lat- PZ-p- + ea ‘over.there’ >alatea ‘those people over there’  
 

(35) A-t-egaii Ø-to-gømai, e-tuþat høn Ø-þe-vit nø-dam. 
PZ-m-the 3sS-RZ-come 3sS.R-start PURP 3sS-POT-scoop.out NZ-yam 
‘(When) the man came, he/The man who came, he started to scoop out yams.’ 

(36) A-lit-enan e-tur na-hit a lau. 
PZ-f-that 3sS.R-pierce NZ-octopus LOC sea 
‘That woman speared an octopus out on the reef.’ 

(37) O laru, møte-ris a-laru-egai! 
Oh INTJ 2pS.IR-see PZ-d-this 
‘Oh boy, look at these two!’ 

(38) A-lat-ea lo-gøm tia: a-lat a Navsah, a-lat a Hohai… 
PZ-p-over.there 3pS.R-come COMP PZ-p LOC Lamap PZ-p LOC Hokai 
‘The ones over there have already come: those of Lamap, those of Hokai…’ 

 
There are non-demonstrative compounds of the same form as some of the 

compounds above, but they are compounded with the quantifier evis ‘few’: 
 
gail plural + evis ‘few’ >galevis ‘some’ 
e-ru ‘two’ + evis ‘few’ >eruevis ‘a couple of’ 
na-t NZ-‘thing’ + galevis ‘some’ >natgalevis ‘some things’ 
a-laru- PZ-d- + evis ‘few’ >alaruevis ‘a couple of people’ 
a-lat- PZ-p- + evis ‘few’ >alatevis ‘some people’ 
 

                                                           
116 It is possible that the masculine prefix t- marks human with a default value of masculine, and the feminine 
prefix is actually the feminine formative li- (§3.4.2) prefixed to the human prefix thus: li-t-. This would also 
necessitate reanalysing of the plural prefix lat- as the plural la- followed by the human prefix t-. This would be 
supported by la-uluman > la-luman ‘men’ and la-hutai ‘children (boys and girls)’.  
117 The forms alaruegaii and alaruea are not yet attested, but there appears to be no reason for them not to exist 
in light of the fact that alaruegai and alaruenan exist. 
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(39) I-kad na-t-gal-evis Ø-to-gol na-møta-n i-mot-mot. 
3sS.R-have NZ-m-p-few 3sS-RZ-make NZ-eye-3s.POSR 3sS.R-RED-dark. 
‘There were some things that made his eyes blind.’ 

(40) Lo-søvat a-laru-evis gøm høn ginau. 
3pS.R-send PZ-d-few come GL me 
‘They sent a couple of people to me.’ 

6.2.3 Demonstrative compounds with focus particle boh  

The focus particle boh forms compounds with the demonstratives egai and lai 

giving bohogai and boholai which are shortened to bogai and bolai, and in rapid 

speech further shortened to bog and bol respectively. In §6.1.1.2, the three-way 

speaker-based distinction of person-based forms egai, enan and lai becomes a 

binary speaker-based system of egai and enan when either is the only word in a NP 

functioning as subject or object. In the compounds with the focus particle, there is 

once again a binary speaker-based system of near speaker and away from speaker, 

but this time with egai and lai respectively. It is interesting that boh does not form a 

compound with the demonstrative enan. The focus particle occurs most often in 

natural dialogue, and thus is poorly represented in recorded texts. But if you were to 

ask a woman about a shell that she was cracking open, the most common form of 

your question and likely answer are given in (41). On the other hand, if you pointed 

to something in the distance that you couldn’t distinguish, the form of the question 

and likely answer are given in (42). You would give the same form of answer (bolai) 

if the hearer asked you about something he was holding. 

(41) Nø-sa ganan? Na-tuhot bo-gai. 
NZ-what that.is.it NZ-ark.shell FOC-this 
‘What’s that (you’re holding)? This is an ark shell.’ 

(42) Nø-sa lai? Nø-bar bo-lai. 
NZ-what that.there NZ-swamphen FOC-that.there 
‘What’s that (over there)? That’s a swamphen.’ 

 
Thus the focus-demonstrative compounds are clearly found in non-verbal clauses 

marking both focus and distance from the speaker. But they can also be found in 

more stative clauses that contain either the copula or a state-process verb. And of the 

two compounds, at least bolai can have extended meaning, being used for anaphoric 

reference. Thus in (46) a group of women are discussing a previously mentioned 

song they would be singing in a competition (marked with bolai); while in (47) an 

agreement or promise between a husband and wife that has been previously outlined 

in a court case is anaphorically referred to and marked with bolai.  
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(43) Egai e-vi na-ýisal sua sinamit bo-gai høn namt-þe-husur-i. 
this 3sS.R-COP NZ-road one our.pe FOC-this PURP 1peS-POT-follow-3sO 
‘This is one way of ours (for us) to follow.’ 

(44) Ale nu-tariv nø-vaiv tile, gagai nø-vaiv  
OK 1sS.R-carry NZ-pandanus.leaf different now NZ-pandanus.leaf  

 
tile bo-gai. 
different FOC-this 
‘OK I take different  pandanus leaf, now this is different pandanus leaf.’ 

(45) Nø-han-i-an e-haæ bo-lai. 
NZ-eat-3sO-NZ 3sS.R-your.s FOC-that.there 
‘That (there) is your food.’ 

(46) Nø-be sinamit bo-l(ai), namt-sa-lav-i sal… 
NZ-song our.pe FOC-that.there 1peS-NEG-transfer-3sO INCMP 
‘That’s our song, we haven’t taken it yet…’/ ‘That’s our song that we haven’t taken yet…’ 

(47) Husur enan e-vi na-kel gat-i-an sinamøru bo-lai,  
because that 3sS.R-COP NZ-tell tight-3sO-NZ our.de FOC-that.there  

 
ginau mai a-papa, na-kel gat-i-an sinamøru, ke… 
me ACMP PZ-uncle NZ-tell tight-3sO-NZ our.de CMPZ 
‘Because that was our promise, that was, me and uncle, our promise that…’ 

 
It is possible to get confused signals. In (48) the place is referred to by egai, 

indicating proximity to the speaker, then by bolai indicating distance away from the 

speaker. This difficulty can be resolved if bolai is seen to be referring anaphorically 

to the ‘this place up’.  

(48)  Ale na-ut møhat egai na-vurhu-man bo-lai. 
OK NZ-place up this NZ-hair-bird FOC-that.there 
‘OK this place up here, that’s bird feathers.’ 

 
One further extension of meaning for the two compounds is indicated when they are 

preceded by the completive aspect particle tia which can be shortened to ta. In the 

case of ta bogai following an irrealis verb, completive aspect in the immediate 

future is conveyed.118 By contrast ta bolai following a realis verb conveys a 

completive aspect with the event completed at some time in the past relative to the 

speech event. 

(49) Ginamito namtu-ke namti-van tia bo-gai. 
we.pe 1peS.R-CMPZ 1peS.IR-go COMP FOC-this 
‘We want to be just about gone.’ 

(50) Ale nu-vai tøtas høn-i. Vai tøtas høn-i gømai, gagai  
OK 1sS.R-weave again TZ-3sO weave again TZ-3sO come now  
 
i-hav, i-hav ta bo-gai. Ale gagai no-høs-høs  
3sS.R-complete 3sS.R-complete COMP FOC-this And now 1sS.R-RED-hem  

 

                                                           
118 An alternative analysis would be that incipient aspect is denoted. 
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høn-i ta bo-gai. 
TZ-3sO COMP FOC-this 
‘OK I weave it again. Weave it again until now it’s complete, it’s just about completed. And 
now I’ve nearly hemmed it.’   

(51) Namtu-sar kotov tas nø-wag gømai, namtu-varus gømai  
1peS.R-point across again NZ-canoe come 1peS.R-paddle come  

 
ta bo-lai namto-gømai gømai tøgau a Boðivat ale  
COMP FOC-that.there 1peS.R-come come hold LOC Bongivat and  

 
namto-tuan ginamito. 
1peS.R-arrange us.pe  
‘We pointed the canoe across this way again, we had paddled this way, we came, came, 
stopped at Bongivat and organised ourselves (our canoes).’ 

(52) I-mat ta bo-lai. 
3sS.R-die COMP FOC-that.there 
‘He has/had already died.’/ ‘He is/was already dead.’ 
  

There is also an interjection that uses bolai. This interjection carries the force of 

agreement by the speaker with what someone has just said or done. 

(53) Gai bo-lai! 
it FOC-that.there 
‘That’s it!’/ ‘That’s right!’/ ‘That’s the way it is!’ 

6.2.4 Demonstrative compounds with gai 

The three person-based demonstratives all form compounds with the third person 

pronoun gai ‘he/she/it’. Once again they form a three-way distinction as follows: 
  
gai 3s + egai ‘this’ >gagai ‘this is it (near speaker)’ 
gai 3s + enan ‘that’ >ganan ‘that is it (near hearer)’ 
gai 3s + lai ‘that.there’ >galai ‘that is it over there (away from speaker 

and hearer)’119 
  

(54) Lo-rið nø-hai lo-lot i-noð ale lo-rið egai lu-ke 
3pS.R-put NZ-wood RED-gird 3sS.R-finish SEQ 3pS.R-put this 3pS.R-CMPZ 
 
na-mømað ga-gai. 
NZ-caulk 3s-this 
‘They finish placing the gunwale and (then) they insert this (stuff), saying, “This is caulk.”  
 

(55) E-vølav na-þili-t nø-baið ale gø-gel høn-i ke 
3sS.R-take NZ-empty.shell-PW NZ-green.snail SEQ RED-exchange TZ-3sO CMPZ 
 
dato-ris-i o no, nø-taðtað sua tile Ø-to-veveu sua ga-gai. 
1piS.R-see-3sO Oh no NZ-hermit.crab one different 3sS-RZ-new one 3s-this 
‘He takes the empty green snail shell and exchanges it so that we see it (and conclude), “Oh no, 
this one is a different hermit crab that’s new.”’ 

                                                           
119 There is some variation in this word with some speakers giving it as galai and others as gølai. It is interesting 
that no such variation exists for gagai or ganan. 
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(56) A-Sten go-tøgau gat nø-sa? Gø-sa-løboi a? Na-bøð ga-nan. 
PZ-Sten 2sS.R-hold tight NZ-what 2sS-NEG-know eh NZ-cicada 3s-that 
‘Sten what are you holding onto? You don’t know eh? That’s a cicada.’ 

(57) Lav na-nil gømai. Aoa togon. Ga-nan, enan i-voi. 
transfer NZ-nail come No other 3s-that that 3sS.R-good 
‘Bring the nail! No, the other one. That’s it, that one’s good.’ 

(58) E-haæ ga-lai a? 
3sS.R-your.s 3s-that.there eh 
‘It’s yours, that (food) there eh?’ 

 
While the compound galai is attested, its free form equivalent is also attested (59). 

There is a tendency for the uncompounded form to be used when referring to people, 

and for the compound to be used for non-human entities or events. 

(59) a-t-enan gai lai 
PZ-m-that him that.there 
‘that one, him, that one there’ 

 
Two of these three compounds are also used to point to a place in time. The first, 

gagai, is used extensively as a time word denoting the time at which the speaker is 

speaking, that is ‘now’. The second, galai, is used in conjunction with the 

completive aspect marker tia to denote an event completed some time in the past 

relative to the speech event.120 This usage is very similar to tia bolai described in 

§6.2.3. 

(60) Mityal e-vis ga-gai? Mityal i-tor. 
time 3sS.R-how.many 3s-this time 3sS.R-three 
‘What’s the time now? Three o’clock.’ 

(61) Nø-lanis e-kir a Sagalai a? Evoi ga-gai ðai. 
NZ-ship 3sS.R-anchor LOC Sangalai eh yes 3s-this just 
‘The ship anchored at Sangalai eh? Yes, just now.’ 

(62) E-hum nø-mariboð Ø-to-gam gol galit tia ga-lai. 
3sS.R-like NZ-day 3sS-RZ-run block them.p COMP 3s-that.there 
‘It was as though the day had passed them by.’ 

(63) A-na-n i-sor i-dað, “E-hum go-to-sor møtahun  
PZ-mother-3s.POSR 3sS.R-talk 3sS.R-strong 3sS.R-like 2sS-RZ-talk not.want  
 
ginau tia ga-lai.” 
me COMP 3s-that.there 
‘Her mother spoke strongly, “It was as if you had already rejected me.”’ 

 
There is also a second use for ganan. It is used as an interjection much like gai 

bolai in §6.2.3 to signal agreement or solidarity with what someone has just said or 

done. In light of this, (57) above is ambiguous, able to have the meaning of ‘that one 

                                                           
120 This form was only found in one text which was the report by a Maskelynes chief of a court case involving a 
woman not from the Maskelynes. It is not absolutely clear when he makes direct quotes whether he gives the 
woman’s actual words or tells what she said in his own words. If the former, then the form tia galai may be in 
doubt, if the latter, then the present analysis stands.  
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near you is it, that one is good (I want it)’ as given in (57), or the meaning of ‘that’s 

right (I agree with the one you’ve chosen)’. The following two statements were heard 

by a chief and the person with whom he was talking after a court case. 

(64) Dato-løboi ke dat-þe-il høn na-t-esua, dat-ta-akseptem   
1piS.R-know CMPZ 1piS-POT-stand TZ NZ-thing-one 1piS-HYP-accept  
 
na-tit ýisi ðai ale Ø-ta-noð tia. Ga-nan! 
NZ-thing all just SEQ 3sS-HYP-finish COMP 3s-that 
‘ “We know that if we stand (for) one thing (and we do), if we were to accept just everything 
then it would be finished.” “That’s right!”’ 

6.2.5 Interrogative demonstratives 

Three of the person-based demonstratives form compounds with the interrogative sa 

‘what (kind)’. They form the same three-way distinction as the compounds formed 

with gai ‘he/she/it’. Thus sagagai ‘what kind is this’, saganan ‘what kind is that’ 

and salai ‘what kind is that there.’ These demonstrative compounds function as 

interrogative modifiers following a nominal. When they are prefixed by the 

nominaliser na-/nø-, they form nominal interrogative demonstratives able to 

function in place of a NP at clause level. Interrogative demonstratives were described 

in more detail in §5.2.7.  

6.2.6 Prolocative response demonstratives 
There are two demonstratives that are prolocative responses to questions. The first, 

saga ‘(it is/they are) there’ is said by speakers to be derived from ei ‘there’.121  It 

means that the person or item being asked about is located away from both the 

speaker and the hearer, but not at a great distance. It can also be used to answer a 

question in a person’s own thoughts that they have trouble grasping, but finally 

realise.  

(65) A-na-æ i-toh a-be? Saga! 
PZ-mother-2s.POSR 3sS.R-exist LOC-where there 
‘Where’s your mother? (She’s) there!’ 

 

                                                           
121 While some middle aged Maskelynes speakers assert that saga is derived from ei, and sage from ea, the 
derivation is not immediately apparent to me. Even though it is possible for the derivation to be sa-gai-ei and 
sa-gai-ea, with coalescence resulting in saga and sage respectively, I still have difficulty because the meaning 
of neither the sV of the putative possessive pronoun root in §3.1.2  nor the interrogative sa ‘what’ from §5.2.7 is 
apparent in saga and sage. Even if, on the other hand, speakers are merely stating that saga and ei refer to the 
same location, and that sage and ea refer to the same location, the origin of the two as demonstratives remains 
unclear. 
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The second, sage ‘there (it is/they are) over there’ is said by speakers to be derived 

from ea ‘over there’. It means that the person or item being asked about is located at 

some distance from both the speaker and the hearer. 

(66) Nø-lanis e-kir a Sagalai a? Aoa, sage. 
NZ-ship 3sS.R-anchor LOC Sangalai eh no over.there 
‘The ship is anchored at Sangalai eh? No, (it’s) over there.’ 

6.2.7 Verbal demonstratives 
There are two series of verbal demonstratives in Maskelynes. Both series consist of 

derivatives of the person-based derivatives, and include the changes from lai to ea 

that are tending to occur as noted in §6.1.1.1. In the first series, the person-based 

demonstratives are bound to the formative mag- which derives verbs meaning ‘be 

like’. This formative never stands alone as a verb, nor is it found in any other verb 

derivations.122 
 
mag- ‘be like’ + egai ‘this’ >magegai ‘be like this (near speaker)’ 
mag- ‘be like’ + egaii ‘this’ >magegaii ‘be like this (near speaker in the past)’ 
mag- ‘be like’ + enan ‘that’ >magenan ‘be like that (away from speaker)’ 
mag- ‘be like’ + ea ‘over.there’ >magea ‘be like that over there (away from 

speaker and hearer)’ 
 
All of the first series may be shortened to mai- and are presently being further 

shortened to me- as follows123: 
 
magegai > maiegai > meegai 
magegaii > maiegaii > meegaii 
magenan > maienan > meenan 
magea > maiea > meea124 
 
The group of verbal demonstratives containing the formative mag- all provide 

cohesion at discourse level. They can occur as the main verb in a clause (67), in a 

construction looking like a NSV construction (§12.3) functioning to modify an initial 

verb (68), in a construction like a CSV construction (69) (§12.4), clause finally to 

modify a predicate at clause level (70), or as a link between sentences (71). They are 

used extensively for anaphoric (71)-(72) and for cataphoric (67)-(70) reference. As a 

                                                           
122 There is one verb form magalegai which raises the possibility of a whole new series of verbs, those of the 
form ma- + plural demonstrative. If this is in fact the case, then the formative for the mai- + demonstrative series 
may in fact be the detransitiviser ma- and not mai- as a shortening of mag-. And mag- would need to be 
reanalysed as perhaps ma- + gai.  
123 Although there is some evidence that these may be different forms. One elder told me that magenan was used 
for actions and maienan for speech.  
124 The form magea was given as a valid form, but it is not attested in my recorded data. This means that while 
speakers respond to the forms maiea and meea as well formed derivations they are not able to produce example 
sentences containing them. 
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link between sentences or paragraphs, often they also encode the conclusion of a 

grounds-conclusion interpropositional relation. 

(67) Nø-þol enan i-magegai. Boð sua i-kad a-tøtai e-ru… 
NZ-story that 3sS.R-like.this Day one 3sS.R-have PZ-child 3sS.R-two 
‘That story is like this. One day there were two children…’  

(68) Gu-gol maieð, go-pis maiegai høn-i… 
2sS.R-do like.this 2sS.R-lash like.this TZ-3sO 
‘You do this, you lash it like this…’ 

(69) Nø-wag, no-løðon ke ni-sor husur-i ti-maiegai len 
NZ-canoe 1sS.R-want CMPZ 1sS.IR-talk about-3sO 3sS.IR-like.this on  

 
nø-boð ta æo sutuai. 
NZ-day from first long.time 
‘The canoe, I wanted to talk about it like this (as I am doing) for some considerable time.’ 

(70) Namto-tu¹an tas nøwag høn na-ut a Lemsis maiegai…  
1peS.R-line.up again NZ-canoe TZ NZ-place LOC Lemsis like.this 
‘We lined up the canoes at Lemsis like this (showing how)…’ 

(71) Boð enan i-kad na-nunu-n Ø-to-voi, i-toh ¹i-su-sua  
Day that 3sS.R-have NZ-spirit-3s.POSR 3sS-RZ-good 3sS.R-live DST-RED-one  
 
len galito. An i-magenan i-sor mai a-Sol ke… 
in them.p and 3sS.R-like.that 3sS.R-talk DAT PZ-Saul CMPZ 
‘That day there was (a) spirit that was good, it lived in each of them. And therefore it spoke to 
Sol saying,…’ 

(72) Gø-ta-gøm Ø-tø-mag-enan, e-hum ke ginau asike  
2sS-HYP-come 3sS-HYP-like-that 3sS.R-like CMPZ I IR.NEG  
 
nø-lo-gw Ø-tø-sa am. 
NZ-inner.being-1s.POSR 3sS-HYP-bad more 
‘If you would have come like that, it’s as if I wouldn’t feel bad anymore.’ 
 

The series is also used to point to the physical location of something relative to the 

speaker (73), or to point to an action performed by the speaker at the same time as 

the speech event (74). 

(73) Egai no-um ta¹-ta¹or høn mai-egai go-bunis-i, 
this 1sS.R-make RED-poorly TZ like-this 2sS.R-look.at-3sO 
‘This, I made (it) poorly like this, you are examining it,…’ 

(74) Lis-i vi lan na-tuh-þili-møtu sua Ø-to-mai-egai,  
grate-3sO DIR LOC.3s NZ-DIM-empty.hollow-coconut one 3sS-RZ-like-this  
 
ale i-pat. 
OK 3sS.R-lie 
‘Grate it into a wee empty coconut shell that’s like this, OK it stays (here).’ 

 
In the second series the person-based demonstratives bound to the formative mag- 

form compounds with the verb kele ‘say/tell it’. The resultant forms can all be 

shortened in the same way as the first series. 
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kel- ‘say’ + magegai >kømagegai ‘say like this (quote follows)’ 
kel- ‘say’ + magegaii >*kømagegaii ‘say like this’125 
kel- ‘say’ + magenan >kømagenan ‘say like that (follows quote)’ 
kel- ‘say’ + magea >kømagea ‘say like that over there (away from speaker 

and hearer)’ 
 
kømagegai > kømaiegai > kømeegai 
*kømagegaii > *kømaiegaii > *kømeegaii 
kømagenan > kømaienan > kømenan 
kømagea > kømaiea > kømeea 
 

(75) E-kø-mag-egai, “Sa-gi-van!” 
3sS.R-say-like-this PHB-2sS.IR-go 
‘He spoke thus, “Don’t go!”’ 

(76) A-elta sua i-le møhat e-kø-mai-egai ke, “Sipa habat høn 
PZ-elder one 3sS.R-rise up 3sS.R-say-like-this CMPZ thank INTNS REAS 
 
na-soru-an go-to-lav-i mai ginamito…” 
NZ-talk-NZ 1sS-RZ-transfer-3sO DAT us.pe 
‘An elder got up and spoke thus, saying, “Thanks very much for the word you gave to us…”’ 

(77) Sa-gi-van! No-kitin,  e-kø-mag-enan. 
PHB-2sS.IR-go 1sS.R-true 3sS.R-say-like-that 
‘“Don’t go!” I’m telling the truth, he spoke like that.’ 

(78) Nø-boð ar-to-kø-mai-enan Ø-to-noð, aro-rið na-ut enan. 
NZ-day 3dS-RZ-say-like-that 3sS-RZ-finish 3dS.R-leave NZ-place that 
‘When they had finished speaking thus, they left that place.’  

(79) Nø-boð Ø-to-kø-mai-enan sal na-us e-us. 
NZ-day 3sS-RZ-say-like-that yet NZ-rain 3sS.R-rain 
‘While he was still speaking like that, it rained.’ 

(80) A-lat a Bu, a-t-egai e-kø-mag-ea. 
PZ-p LOC Ambrym PZ-m-this 3sS.R-say-like-that.there 
‘Those from Ambrym, this man speaks like that/them over there.’ 

(81) No-søsøloð høn a-t-ea Ø-to-kø-mag-ea 
1sS.R-hear TZ PZ-m-over.there 3sS-RZ-say-like-over.there 
‘I heard that man over there speak like (that/them) over there’ 
 

The verbal demonstrative kømagegai is overwhelmingly cataphoric (75), (76), being 

followed by a quote of what the speaker said. In a similar way, kømagenan is 

overwhelmingly anaphoric (77)-(79)  following a quote of what the speaker has 

previously said (78), or is in the process of saying (79). Unlike kømagegai and 

kømagenan, kømagea refers to what is being said at some distance from both the 

speaker and hearer (80), (81), and does not appear to be used for anaphoric or 

cataphoric reference. 

                                                           
125 This form has not been attested. 
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6.3 Demonstrative phrases 
While not common, demonstrative phrases have been recorded. They consist of two 

demonstratives. The first is the head, and the second modifies the head as seen in 

example (4) in §6.1.1.1, reproduced here for convenience. 

(82) nises enan lai 
shell that that.there 
‘that shell there’ 

6.4 Non-demonstrative spatial deixis 
Non-demonstrative spatial deixis for Maskelynes is not unlike that of Mwotlap 

(François 2003:407-437) or NE Ambae (Hyslop 2001:199-229). For the seafaring 

people of the Maskelynes, the two fixed references in their lives are the island where 

they live with its surrounding reef and sea, and the direction of the prevailing wind, 

which is east southeast. A third fixed reference is that of the vertical axis. With these 

fixed references in mind, they refer to places and directions in terms of landward or 

seaward, upwind or downwind and up or down. The difficulty is that møhat ‘up’ is 

the same as ‘upwind’ and pan ‘down’ is the same as ‘downwind’. For this reason 

context is essential. If you are up a tree pan indicates lower branches or the ground. 

If you were talking about other islands of Vanuatu, møhat indicates places southeast 

of you. If you are on a hill, pan indicates the bottom of the hill or places towards the 

bottom of the hill. If you were talking about Norsup on northeast Malakula, pan 

indicates places northwest of you or northwestward movement. Space (and 

movement in space) is divided into two semicircular sectors on either side of a 

northeast to southwest axis, with one covering the southeastern semicircle (møhat 

‘up/upwind’) and one covering the northwestern semicircle (pan ‘down/downwind’). 

While this is consistent with the findings of Hyslop (2001) and François (2003), 

there is one movement not covered by either. In Maskelynes pan ‘down’ also 

indicates movement with the incoming tide through the eastern part of the Maskelyne 

archipelago, and møhat ‘up’ with the outgoing tide. When you are going around the 

west coast of Hoti from Uluveu you are going downwards since you are travelling in 

the direction of the incoming tide through the Maskelyne Islands. But if you are 

travelling around the eastern end of Hoti (despite the fact that you are headed north-

northeast), you are travelling upward in the direction of the outgoing tide. It is 

interesting that these terms are not usually used to locate islands which are within 

sight. For those, the specific island names are used.  
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Because Uluveu is a small island (4.2 km2), ambiguity also occurs with the landward 

and seaward directions. If you are on Uluveu, movement towards the centre of the 

island will be vahut ‘landwards’. But if you plan to go to Malakula, that is also 

vahut. If you have just left Hoti (Sakao) to go home to Uluveu, you are going vi lau 

‘seawards’ as you leave, but vahut ‘landwards’ as you come into the protection of 

the reef sheltering Uluveu. This also applies to cooking, where removal of food from 

cooking stones or an oven is to take it vahut.  
 
Positions can be encoded by any of the words in Table 15 and Table 16 (§3.2.2) that 

occur with the locative verbal preposition a. Directions can be encoded by any that 

occur with the directional verbal preposition vi. A number of part-whole words can 

also be used to encode positions or directions as shown in Table 17 (§3.2.4.3).  
 
For non-demonstrative people references, the clearest are the locative nouns, æo 

‘before’ and tahw ‘behind’. While the nouns nø-mair ‘left hand’ and nø-matu ‘right 

hand’ exist, they are not frequently used to locate things relative to a person. 
 
There are at least two terms used while sailing that have to do with the wind or the 

sea without reference to the prevailing wind direction or the land. The first is a part-

whole noun, nø-kadhu-lan ‘head of the wind’ which describes a course keeping the 

wind to starboard at right angles to the direction in which you are sailing. The 

second, sarmar is a verb meaning ‘run before the wind or a following sea’. 
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7 Relators and forms that function like them 
Relator here is defined in two ways. Firstly relators form a small word class, the six 

members of which take the object enclitic -i/-e in the absence of an overt following 

argument, but are otherwise not verbs or verb-like, taking no other inflection. 

Secondly, relators function to relate the nucleus (verb) of a clause to a NP. Some can 

also relate one NP to another. Typically they function like prepositions to introduce 

NPs within peripheral adjuncts.126 Unlike prepositions which can carry no inflection, 

relators can all carry the verbal object enclitic. A possible conclusion is that relators 

may have their origin as verbs, but now have only the verbal object enclitic to 

indicate that history.127 A transitive verb is usually inflected with a subject 

person/number prefix and an object enclitic. Since relators carry the same enclitic, 

structurally they can be confused with medial or final verbs in nuclear serial verb 

constructions, however they have the following characteristics that show them to be 

unlike nuclear serialised verbs: 

� They can act outside strict NSV constraints.128  

� Relators can occur following a syntactic object, whereas final verbs in NSV 

constructions cannot. 

� Meaning associated with them is always predictable. 

� They can be added to any NSV construction.129  

� They are not normally involved in verbal compounds.130 

Relators as a word class do not include true prepositions, in that true prepositions do 

not take any inflection. Both true prepositions and verbal prepositions are described 

in §7.3 as forms that function like relators. The six relators are as follows: 
 

                                                           
126 At least one, høn-i, can also function purely as a transitiviser to raise the valency of a verb and introduce an 
object argument. Two of them (høn-i and sil-e) also function as subordinators to introduce subordinate clauses 
which function as peripheral adjuncts. Another (æos-i) can occasionally function as subordinators. All of these 
functions are in fact relating one grammatical unit to another. 
127 At least one of them, høn-i does not appear to have a verbal origin, but to have come from the POc *-akini, 
reconstructed by Pawley (1973:145) as the ‘remote transitive suffix’, by Harrison (1982:193) as a free form 
*akin[i], but by Evans (2003:231) as both a suffix and a free form, with the POc antecedent probably being a free 
form.  
128 This is especially true of their use in interrogatives, so igam dani ‘he ran from it’ could have the clarifying 
question asked: dan nøsa? ‘from what?’ By comparison the NSV construction  ikel uri ‘he reported it’ cannot 
have a clarifying question ur nøsa? since this would mean ‘*cast what?’.  
129 This is subject to semantic and pragmatic constraints. 
130 In fact høn-i does appear as part of a number of verbs, however this is usually due to a phonological process 
whereby høn-i following a verb ending in silent u (written w) is fused to the verb (see §2.13.2.9). 
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 Relator Gloss/Function 
 dan-i ablative ‘from (a source)’ 
 høn-i131 valency raising device: patient, instrument, goal, beneficiary, material, product 
 mai-i comitative: accompaniment; dative: recipient 
 æos-i ‘for’: beneficiary; ‘for, with the aim of’: purpose 
 sil-e beneficiary ‘in place of’; reason (implied fault) 
 vir-i ‘await’ 

7.1 Relator phrases 
For the purpose of this description a relator phrase (RP) consists of two elements: a 

head, which is a relator (1)-(2), a true preposition (3) or a verbal preposition (4), and 

a nominal constituent which is a NP. (A prepositional phrase is thus a subset of RPs.) 

A minimal RP consists of only the relator head marked by the object enclitic -i/-e in 

place of the absent nominal constituent NP. Thus in (1), mai-i is a RP even though 

there is no NP present in the RP, contextually the NP is able to be reconstructed. In 

these examples the RP is enclosed in square brackets. 

(1) Nø-boð a-tata Ø-to-vi Lutes, nu-yar [mai-i]. 
NZ-day PZ-daddy 3sS-RZ-go.to Lutes 1sS.R-walk ACMP-3sO 
‘When dad went to Lutes, I walked with him.’ 

(2) Nu-tah [mai a-lat-hutai lo-to-um [a notwes]]. 
3sS.R-hold ACMP PZ-p-child 3pS.R-RZ-work LOC northwest 
‘I tagged along with the youth who worked in Northwest (Malakula).’ 

(3) E-bur [len nø-þal]. 
3sS.R-make.tracks in NZ-mud 
‘He made tracks in the mud.’ 

(4) Lat-pøha¹ut lo-vi møhat [vi Vila]. 
p-women 3pS.R-go.to up DIR Vila 
‘The women went up to Vila.’132 

7.2 Relators marking semantic roles 

7.2.1 Ablative relator dan-i 

This relator indicates that an action (often a motion verb) is directed away from a 

location or entity, that is a source. It is probably a reflex of the POc *tani ‘ablative’ 

(Lynch et al. 2002:87). 

(5) Nø-wai e-riv dan na-þilikoro. 
NZ-water 3sS.R-spill ABL NZ-pot 
‘The water spilled from the pot.’ 

(6) No-riv san nø-wai Ø-to-pud dan na-þilikoro. 
1sS.R-spill TZ NZ-water 3sS-RZ-hot ABL NZ-pot 
‘I spilled the hot water out of the pot.’ 

                                                           
131 Note that an homophonous form unable to take the -i object enclitic functions as a genitive marker. 
132 Note that møhat ‘up’ is a locative noun not a relator or a preposition. 
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(7) Lu-pat ku-kuv gail dan nø-wag. 
3pS.R-carry RED-out p ABL NZ-canoe 
‘They took them out of the canoe.’ 

(8) Lu-nau ke li-varus gam dan galito. 
3pS.R-think CMPZ 3pS.IR-paddle run ABL them.p 
‘They thought/think that they would/will paddle away from them.’ 

(9) Gu-noð dan na-søkul. 
2sS.R-finish ABL NZ-school 
‘You finished school (you won’t be going back).’ 

(10) I-pat dan-i. 
3sS.R-sleep ABL-3sO 
‘He slept away from it.’/ ‘He slept without it.’ 

7.2.2 Multiple functions of the relator høn-i 

The relator høn-i can function as a transitiviser within the verb phrase (VP), 

transitivising intransitive verbs so that they can carry a second argument—in many 

cases an object that has various semantic roles. Evans (2003:191) states that: “As 

well as the true applicative function of adding an O argument, these reflexes of 

*akin[i] often have a valency-rearranging usage, with which the *akin[i] form allows 

as O argument a participant with a different semantic role than would occur with 

another transitive form of the verb.” These participants include a “concomitant role 

with motion verbs; a cause or stimulus role with emotion verbs; a content role with 

speech and cognition verbs; a product role with bodily function verbs and an 

instrument role with process-action verbs.” (2003:193). However, it cannot be 

considered an accusative case marker, since it is not present for the many inherently 

transitive verbs. Evidence of its being a transitiviser functioning within the VP is 

given in §10.4.6 and more on its transitivising verbs is given in §8.3.1.5. 
 
Functioning as a relator it can introduce peripheral (non-core) NPs even when the 

verb is transitive. It can also be used more than once for a single verb (21). It would 

probably be most accurate to describe it as a valency raising device with the semantic 

role of the following NP being dependent on the pragmatics of the verb and the 

context within which it is used.133 The semantic roles of the NPs to which høn-i 

relates are listed below with examples. For completeness sake so that all the 

                                                           
133 I have avoided calling høn-i applicative due to its inconsistent usage elsewhere. Evans (2003:191) has the 
“true applicative” function being to add an O argument; Vari-Bogiri (2011:59, 61) has it introducing peripheral 
objects (but not an undergoer object); Barbour (2008:279-280) has it adding “a third argument” and “a core 
argument of lower agency than that of the subject argument”, and Hyslop (2001.84) has for one applicative 
suffix, the introduced argument in O function with the semantic role of patient, and for another the introduced 
object with a number of different semantic roles. 
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functions of høn-i can be found together, its function as a subordinator expressing 

purpose §7.2.2.8  and reason §7.2.2.9 are also described. 

7.2.2.1 Patient 

Often when høn-i transitivises an active intransitive verb it introduces a participant 

with the role of patient. 

(11) E-um. E-um høn na-þurhu-wai. 
3sS.R-work 3sS.R-work TZ NZ-inside-water 
‘He worked.’ ‘He worked on/built the tank.’ 

(12) E-viol. E-viol høn na-hurabat. 
3sS.R-give 3sS.R-give TZ NZ-clothing 
‘She gave.’ ‘She gave clothing.’ 

(13) E-sisir. E-sisir høn na-im pan-panun. 
3sS.R-sweep 3sS.R-sweep TZ NZ-house RED-cook 
‘She swept.’ ‘She swept the kitchen.’ 

(14) I-pair. I-pair høn nø-nau-an san. 
3sS.R-turn 3sS.R-turn TZ NZ-think-NZ 3s.POSR 
‘He turned.’ ‘He changed his mind.’  

7.2.2.2 Product 

When høn-i follows a verb of excretion or secretion, it introduces a participant with 

the role of product. 

(15) E-ru høn nø-da len na-bopita. 
3sS.R-vomit PRD NZ-blood in NZ-door 
‘It vomited blood in the doorway.’ 

(16) Pelan han na-tøtai i-ke-kev høn na-bi. 
tomorrow 3s.POSR NZ-child 3sS.R-RED-defecate PRD NZ-marble 
‘Next day the child defecated the marble.’ 

(17) A-Ropet e-møsah habat van i-mesmes høn nø-vat. 
PZ-Robert 3sS.R-sick INTNS go 3sS.R-urinate PRD NZ-stone 
‘Robert was really sick until he passed a (kidney) stone.’ 

7.2.2.3 Instrument 

When høn-i follows a process-action verb it often introduces a participant with the 

role of instrument. In (18) høn is functioning as a transitiviser introducing an object 

with the semantic role of instrument. In (21) the second høn is again introducing a 

participant with the role of instrument, but this time within a peripheral adjunct.  

(18) I-paru høn nø-hai. 
3sS.R-smash INST NZ-wood 
‘He smashes (s.t.) with a stick.’ 

(19) E-sø-sod høn na-vøla-n. 
3sS.R-RED-sew INST NZ-hand-3s.POSR 
‘She sewed by hand.’ 
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(20) Nø-boð no-to-yar høn-i e-pøðas. 
NZ-day 1sS-RZ-walk INST-3sO 3sS.R-hurt 
‘When I walk on it (my leg) it hurts.’ 

(21) E-um høn nø-wei høn na-þu. 
3sS.R-work TZ NZ-arrow INST NZ-knife 
‘He made the arrow with the knife.’ 

(22) Gu-sav nø-hai høn ni-ta. 
2sS.R-sharpen NZ-wood INST NZ-adze 
‘You trimmed the wood with the adze.’ 

(23) A-Sten i-raæ-raæe høn na-¹uv. 
PZ-Sten 3sS.R-RED-play INST NZ-ball 
‘Sten’s playing with the ball.’ 

7.2.2.4 Goal  

When høn-i is preceded by a motion verb of some kind it can introduce a following 

participant with the role of goal. A number of examples of this use are given in 

§12.4.3.2. For instance see examples (149), (150), (152) and (156) where the verbs 

are serialised at the core layer.  

(24) Lo-søhar galit gøm høn ginau. 
3pS.R-lead them.p come GL me 
‘They led them to me.’ 

(25) Lu-kat þu-þur na-rivo-lit van høn-i. 
3pS.R-bite RED-break NZ-tooth-3p.POSR go GL-3sO 
‘They ground their teeth at him.’ 

(26) mityal søðavur van høn søðavur 
time ten go GL ten 
‘(it’s) ten to ten’ 

(27) Namto-tuan tas nø-wag høn na-ut a Lemisis. 
1peS.R-arrange again NZ-canoe GL NZ-place LOC Lemisis 
‘We again lined up the canoe(s) towards Lemisis.’   

7.2.2.5 Beneficiary 

With a limited range of verbs, and in the context especially of animate NPs, høn-i 

introduces a beneficiary participant. Thus in (28) below, it relates to a beneficiary, 

but in (29) it relates to an instrument: 

(28) Lu-gol-e høn ginau. 
3pS.R-do-3sO BEN me 
‘They did it for me.’ 

(29) Lu-gol-e høn na-kuvkuv. 
3pS.R-do-3sO INST NZ-axe 
‘They did it with an axe.’ 

(30) Lo-søðon nø-wag høn na-bion høn na-im se-tøma-lito. 
3pS.R-fill NZ-canoe INST NZ-sand BEN NZ-house GEN-father-3p.POSR 
‘They filled the canoe with sand for their father’s house.’ 

(31) Be gadit gegai, na-ut i-voi høn gidato. 
but we.all here NZ-place 3sS.R-good BEN us.pi 
‘But all of us (Maskelyne people) here, the place is good for us.’ 
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(32) Date-utaut høn nø-han-i-an høn na-ut mødau. 
we.pi-prepare TZ NZ-eat-3sO-NZ BEN NZ-place soft 
‘Let’s  prepare the food for the afternoon.’ 

7.2.2.6 Stimulus 

Following an verb of emotion høn-i can introduce a participant with the role of 

stimulus. 

(33) Nu-lolosa høn-i husur e-møsah habat. 
1sS.R-sad ST-3sO because 3sS.R-sick INTNS 
‘I’m sorry for him because he’s very sick.’ 

(34) E-høha¹ur høn na-viol-an. 
3sS.R-happy ST NZ-give-NZ 
‘She’s happy with the gift.’ 

7.2.2.7 Material 

While høn-i is clearly used to introduce a participant with the role of material in the 

following example, this is the only recorded instance. 

(35) E-um høn nø-wei høn na-¹uru. 
3sS.R-work TZ NZ-arrow MT NZ-tree.fern 
‘He made the arrow(head) of tree fern.’ 

7.2.2.8 Purpose (høn-i as subordinator) 

Maskelynes has a number of strategies using høn to express purpose. In the most 

common, it introduces a subordinate purpose clause whose verb is marked by the 

potential mode prefix þi-/þe- (36)-(38) (also see §13.3.5.1.2). The potential mode 

may also be seen as an irrealis relativiser, which is consistent with the unrealised 

action that is inherent in purpose clauses. Less commonly høn may be followed by a 

NSV (39) with the irrealis marked verbal preposition a ‘go’ as the initial verb (see 

§7.3.3). Purpose may also be expressed using høn followed by a NP (40)-(41). 

(36) I-kad na-mityal høn Ø-þe-sø-sod. 
3sS.R-have NZ-time PURP 3sS-POT-RED-sew 
‘She has time to sew.’ 

(37) No-gømai høn nø-þi-gol na-huru-daru Ø-þi-voi. 
1sS.R-come PURP 1sS-POT-make NZ-face-1pi.POSR 3sS-POT-good 
‘I came to save our face (remove our shame).’ 

(38) Lo-tur nø-yat høn lø-þe-ýur høn-i. 
3pS.R-pierce NZ-sago PURP 3pS-POT-sell TZ-3sO 
‘They pinned thatch to sell it.’ 

(39) Lo-vi lau høn li-a batikau. 
3pS.R-go.to sea PURP 3sS.IR-go hunt.turtle 
‘They went to sea to hunt turtle.’ 
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(40) No-us a-Taniel høn nø-kat-fon sua. 
1sS.R-ask PZ-Daniel PURP NZ-card-phone one 
‘I asked Daniel for a phonecard.’ 

(41) Namto-gømai høn na-þon-þon-an. 
1peS.R-come PURP NZ-RED-unite-NZ 
‘We came for the meeting.’ 

7.2.2.9 Reason (høn-i as subordinator) 

While purpose most commonly requires a potential marked subordinate clause, 

expressing reason requires that the action be realised, hence it can be expressed using 

høn and the realis relativiser to- as in (42) below (also see §13.3.5.3.1 where it 

indicates a result). Reason can also be expressed using høn followed by a NP (43). 

(42) No-høha¹ur høn Ø-to-gømai. 
1sS.R-happy REAS 3sS-RZ-come 
‘I am/was happy that he came.’ 

(43) Sipa høn nø-han-i-an. 
thank REAS NZ-eat-3sO-NZ 
‘Thanks for the food.’ 

7.2.3 Relator mai-i 

The relator mai-i may be used to mark comitative elements, but is also used as a 

coordinator between words, phrases and clauses, linking two units of equivalent 

status. In addition to comitative (accompaniment), mai-i marks dative or recipient, 

introducing an indirect object. 

7.2.3.1 Comitative/accompaniment 

(44) A-Su mai a-soa-n aro-vi Sagalai. 
PZ-Sue ACMP PZ-spouse-3s.POSR 3dS.R-go.to Sangalai  
‘Sue and her husband went to Sangalai.’ 

(45) I-toh mai a-lat-hutai a im. 
3sS.R-stay ACMP PZ-p-child LOC house 
‘She stayed with the kids at home.’ 

(46) A-Reni Ø-sø-yar mai a-soa-n. 
PZ-Reni 3sS-NEG-walk ACMP PZ-spouse-3s.POSR 
‘Reni didn’t walk with her husband.’ 

(47) A-se ti-gol-e høn Ø-þi-nor mai ginau? 
PZ-who 3sS.IR-make-3sO PURP 3sS-POT-correct ACMP me 
‘Who will correct me?’ (Literally: ‘Who will make it that it may be correct with me.’) 

 
While in some of the following mai-i could still be interpreted as relating to an 

accompaniment, by examples (51) and (52) it is clearly a coordinate conjunction 

joining two independent clauses in narrative sequence. Its function as a conjunction 

will be discussed further in §14.1.2 for joining NPs and §14.2.2.1 for joining clauses 

and sentences. 
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(48) Ginau mai a-Tevit namri-van. 
I CONJ PZ-David 1deS.IR-go 
‘David and I will go.’ 

(49) A-tabø-n e-vøteh ýis na-vus mai  
PZ-grandparent-3s.POSR 3sS.R-make.bow all NZ-bow CONJ  
 
nø-wei egaii san. 
NZ-arrow the 3s.POSR 
‘His grandfather made all of his bow and arrows / all of the bow and arrows for him.’ 

(50) Gi-ta kotov nø-han-i-an mai na-møðod vi lan na-lu-kai.  
2sS.IR-cut across NZ-eat-3sO-NZ CONJ NZ-flesh DIR LOC.3s NZ-leaf-tree134 
 ‘You cut up tubers and meat onto the leaves.’ 

(51) Lu-van vø-tah gat-i mai lu-pat-i len nø-wag ale… 
3pS.R-go PURP-hold tightly-3sO CONJ 3pS.R-carry-3sO in NZ-canoe then 
‘They went to hold it tightly and they carried it in the canoe then…’ 

(52) ðaboh ni-te-n i-hav mai i-mat. 
just.that NZ-faeces-3s.POSR 3sS.R-finished CONJ 3sS.R-die 
‘…just that his faeces finished and he died.’ 

7.2.3.2 Dative/recipient 

Prototypically mai-i as dative marks the following participant as indirect object (53)-

(55). Indirect object is not marked on the verb, but within the clause it can occur 

closer to the verb than is the object (54). Away from the prototypical indirect object 

carrying verbs, viol ‘give’ or lav ‘transfer’, mai-i functions more to introduce an 

animate recipient.  

(53) Nø-sa-viol høn na-t-ideh mai gaiug. 
1sS-NEG-give TZ NZ-thing-any DAT you.s 
‘I didn’t give anything to you.’ 

(54) Nø-sa-viol mai gaiug høn na-t-ideh. 
1sS-NEG-give DAT you.s TZ NZ-thing-any 
‘I didn’t give you anything.’ 

(55) A-soa-æ i-lav nø-sa mai gaiug? 
PZ-spouse-2s.POSR 3sS.R-transfer NZ-what DAT you.s 
‘What did your husband hand/give you.’ 

(56) A-vanuan gal-egai lu-tariv na-tit gail mai-i… 
PZ-person p-this 3pS.R-carry NZ-thing p DAT-3sO 
‘These people brought things to him…’ 

(57) Nu-hol mai a-Patrik tarhøt høn na-soru-an. 
1sS.R-yarn DAT PZ-Patrick other.side GEN NZ-talk-NZ 
‘I yarned with/to Patrick about language.’ 

(58) Gu-kel nø-sa mai galito? 
2sS.R-say NZ-what DAT them.p 
‘What did you say to them?’ 

 

                                                           
134 The normal root for wood/tree is hai, kai ‘tree’ is a variant and lu-kai ‘leaf’ occurs only as a generic term for 
large leaves used in cooking and leaves used for medicine.  
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Finding clauses with the verb kel-e ‘say/tell’ where the object precedes the indirect 

object, as in (58), is less common than having the indirect object preceding the object 

which is expressed as an object complement.  

(59) Nu-kel mai a-bareab Leris ke go-ris a-lat-egai lo-to-sav… 
1sS.R-say DAT PZ-old.woman Leris CMPZ 2sS.R-see PZ-p-this 3pS-RZ-dance 
‘I said to/told old woman Leris that you saw these ones that danced…’ 

(60) I-kel mai ginau ke, “Sa-gi-teh!” 
3sS.R-say DAT me CMPZ PHB-2sS.IR-fall 
‘She said to me, “Don’t fall!”’ 

(61)  A-lipah i-kel mai na-lu¹oh ke… 
PZ-police 3sS.R-tell DAT NZ-crowd CMPZ 
‘The policeman told the crowd that…’ 

 
The following table lists the verbs that have been recorded collocated with mai-i as 

dative. There are two distinct groups, verbs involving utterance or speech, and those 

that don’t.135  

Table 21. Verbs recorded with the relator mai-i as dative/recipient. 

Verbs involving utterance or speech 
 

þol mai-i ‘tell story to him’ 
 hol mai-i ‘yarn to/with him’ 
 ke X mai-i ‘say s.t. to him’136 
 kel(-e) mai-i ‘say (it) to/tell him’ 
 pøhav mai-i ‘prophesy/snitch to him’ 
 pøhpøhalu mai-i ‘inform/snitch to him’ 
 salmatu mai-i ‘chat to/with him’ 
 sipa mai-i ‘thank her’ 
 sor mai-i ‘talk to him’ 
 ýusan høn-i mai-i ‘teach it to him’ 
   
Verbs not involving utterance or speech 
 bøbað mai-i ‘pay compensation to him’ 
 dam høn-i mai-i ‘lend it to/agree to it with him’ 
 lah mai-i ‘marry him’ 
 lav-i mai-i ‘transfer/give it to him’ 
 pat-i mai-i ‘carry it to him’ 
 susupah mai-i ‘help him’137 
 tariv-e mai-i ‘carry it to him’ 
 taur høn-i mai-i ‘distribute it to/with him’ 
 velvel høn-i mai-i ‘pass it (load) to him’ 
 viol høn-i mai-i ‘give it to him’ 
 visi mai-i ‘happen to him’ 

                                                           
135 This list does not include the many variations for these verbs available when they are the initial verb in a serial 
verb construction, but even when serialised, the verbs of utterance still take the dative/recipient mai-i. 
136 This is the complementiser functioning as a verb of utterance. 
137 When transitivised to susupah høn-i mai the verb susupah implies lifting, so the meaning becomes ‘help lift 
it with’ and gives a hint as to how accompaniment may have become dative. 
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7.2.4 Relator æos-i 

Unfortunately no examples of this relator appear in recorded texts, but it occurs 

frequently in speech. So when I asked the question: 

(62) Lo-tur nø-yat æos nø-sa? 
3pS.R-pierce NZ-sago for NZ-what 
‘What did they pin thatch for?’/ ‘Why did they pin the thatch?’ 

 
this elicited one of the following two answers: 

(63) Lo-tur nø-yat æos nø-vat. 
3pS.R-pierce NZ-sago for NZ-money 
‘They pinned thatch for the money.’ 

(64) Lo-tur nø-yat æos na-im. 
3pS.R-pierce NZ-sago BEN NZ-house 
‘They pinned thatch for the house.’ 

 
In both, the actors benefit, more directly in (63) from money than in (64) from the 

house, but in (64) the house also benefits directly from the thatch. In (63), money is 

the aim for which thatch is being pinned, and only upon realisation of that aim will 

the actors benefit. 

7.2.4.1 Beneficiary (for) 

Many elicited examples confirm that æos-i primarily relates to a beneficiary, and 

while in (63) it would appear that the actor benefited, in the following examples, the 

participant following æos is clearly the beneficiary.   

(65) I-sarpoh æos a-natu-lit, gidato. 
3sS.R-come.true BEN PZ-child-3p.POSR us.pi 
‘It came true for their children, us.’ 

(66) E-liv nø-vat i-soþur æos galito. 
3sS.R-pull NZ-money 3sS.R-much BEN them.p 
‘It attracted lots of money for them.’ 

(67) Dati-sor tu¹ æos a-lat lo-to-møsah. 
1piS.IR-talk throw BEN PZ-p 3pS-RZ-sick 
‘Let us pray for those who are sick.’ 

(68) Na-bopita e-søðav æos gamito. 
NZ-door 3sS.R-open BEN you.p 
‘The door is open for you.’ 

7.2.4.2 Purpose (for, with the aim of) 

Other examples are less clear, with æos expressing something more like purpose, 

and the one who benefits is unclear.   

(69) E-søvat ginau æos-i. 
3sS.R-send me for-3sO 
‘He sent me for it (to do that).’ 
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(70) bathut Ø-sa-vi æos na-t-ideh. 
REAS 3sS-NEG-COP for NZ-thing-any 
‘…because it wasn’t for anything.’ / ‘…because it was for no reason.’  

(71) E-sul ginau æos nø-þi-kel ur na-t-gal-egai mai gaiug. 
3sS.R-send me for 1sS-POT-tell cast NZ-thing-p-this DAT you.s 
‘He sent me to report these things to you.’ 

 
While the unrealised nature of purpose is clearly present in (71), this is because 

æos-i is functioning as a subordinator and the subordinate clause is marked by the 

potential mode prefix þi-/þe-.138 In (70) the purpose is less clear as a negative 

nominal, but is still unrealised. Example (69) is more difficult, since no sign of 

irrealis is given and we have to rely on the previous context to supply it. Thus if the 

village announcer was told by the chief to announce a meeting, then what he does is 

go from house to house with the purpose of announcing the meeting. This purpose 

can subsequently be indicated on æos by the third person object enclitic -i, thus 

æos-i as in (69).  

7.2.5 Relator sil-e 

The relator sil-e introduces a participant with the role of beneficiary or reason. 

Despite its clear use to mark a NP as beneficiary, sil-e is rarely used among younger 

speakers in this way. It is often misconstrued because of its second meaning of 

introducing a reason  and the very similar form sil-i (See Table 73 in §12.3.6.2). 

7.2.5.1 Beneficiary (in place of) 

The relator sil-e indicates that the following argument will benefit, but the essential 

component of meaning here is that the action is being done by someone in place of 

the beneficiary, as well as on their behalf or for their benefit. 

(72) I-sor sil-e. 
3sS.R-talk BEN-3sO 
‘It (the computer) talks for him (he has no voice).’ 

(73) Søsødarið nø-kai-an sagw vi tøban gaiug sil na-lu¹oh. 
listen.to NZ-call.out-NZ my DIR next.to you.s BEN NZ-crowd 
‘Listen to my calling to you for (on behalf of) the crowd.’ 

7.2.5.2 Reason 

In the following, sil-e introduces a reason element. In the first two examples, the 

reason element is a nominal modified by a relative clause, in the next two, just a 

nominal, but with implication of some action. It is interesting to note here that the 

                                                           
138 Normally høn-i would be used in this context, not æos-i.  
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relator also generally confers the implication of causation or fault on the following 

NP.  

(74) A-Yað e-um sil a-Setrik Ø-to-møsah. 
PZ-Young 3sS.R-work REAS PZ-Sethric 3sS-RZ-sick 
‘Young is working because of Sethric who is sick.’ 

(75) Nils i-tað sil a-Sustin Ø-to-lav na-loþulat san. 
Niels 3sS.R-cry REAS PZ-Justine 3sS-RZ-take NZ-book 3s.POSR 
‘Niels is crying because of Justine who took his book.’ 

(76) Go-løboi ke go-to-¹os-i sil nø-vat enan. 
2sS.R-know CMPZ 2sS-RZ-slap-3sO REAS NZ-money that 
‘You know that you slapped her because of that money.’ 

(77) Na-hudhu-be-n i-mat sil na-møsah-an Ø-to-kad-e. 
NZ-part-body-3s.POSR 3sS.R-dead REAS NZ-sick-NZ 3sS-RZ-have-3sO 
‘Part of his body is paralysed because of the sickness that he has.’ 

 
The combination of sil and a following subordinate clause can also result in the 

entire structure being understood as expressing a reason clause, as the following 

example demonstrates  (also see §13.3.5.2.1): 

(78) E-søvar galito sil lo-to-vønoh nø-man enan lo-to-han-i. 
3sS.R-swear.at them.p REAS 3pS-RZ-steal NZ-fowl that 3pS-RZ-eat-3sO 
‘He swore at them because they stole that chook that they ate.’ 

 
There is some evidence that this relator (at least in its second sense) had its origin as 

a verb: 

(79) Nø-lan egai e-sil ginau. 
NZ-wind this 3sS.R-because.of me 
‘This wind is because of me (I am the cause of it, it’s my fault).’ 

 
In all cases there is an implication that the reason argument introduced by sil carries 

a negative connotation of someone doing wrong and thus the result being deserved. 

7.2.6 Expectation relator vir-i 

The relator vir-i indicates that the action is done over a passage of time in 

anticipation of an entity or event. The event is then indicated in the following relative 

clause. Because the event is anticipated, it is marked with the potential mode prefix 

þi-/þe- (80)-(81). When an entity is anticipated, it is either in the form of a 

nominalised verb (82), or an anticipated event is implied, and reconstructable from 

the discourse context (83)-(86). Because the action is done over a passage of time, 

when the anticipated event is punctiliar, the relator can also take on the meaning of 

‘until’. 
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(80) Namtu-toh vir nø-tas Ø-þi-lo¹lo¹ Ø-þi-voi. 
1peS.R-exist await NZ-sea 3sS-POT-high 3sS-POT-good 
‘We’re waiting for the tide to come well in.’ 

(81) Lo-suh a ut vir na-mityal nø-þe-gømai. 
3pS.R-stay LOC place await NZ-time 1sS-POT-come. 
‘They stayed ashore awaiting the time I might come. 

(82) Na-hømar eru-enan aro-utaut vir nø-lah-an. 
NZ-clan two-that 3dS.R-prepare await NZ-marry-NZ 
‘Those two clans are preparing/ready for the wedding.’ 

(83) Rið-i ti-pat vir na-høbati te-sual am. 
leave-3sO 3sS.IR-lie await NZ-month 3sS.IR-one more 
‘Leave it be for one more month.’ 

(84) Dato-bøtah vir na-plen. 
1piS.R-sit await NZ-plane. 
‘We’re sitting awaiting the aeroplane.’ 

(85) Utaut høn nø-wag vir a-Tim. 
Prepare TZ NZ-canoe await PZ-Tim 
‘Prepare the canoe awaiting/for Tim.’ 

(86) Namto-um mai-egai vir ðais? 
1peS.R-work like-this await when 
‘How long are we going to work like this?’ 

7.3 Forms that function like relators 
In addition to the word class of relators, there are a number of other word classes and 

even affixes that function like relators. They relate the clause nucleus to an argument, 

introduce NPs within peripheral adjuncts and say something about the semantic role 

of those NPs. Forms that may function in this way include suffixes, true prepositions, 

verbal prepositions, verbs and positional nouns.  

7.3.1 Genitive proclitics and possessive pronouns 
When a genitive proclitic is placed before a NP but there is no previous noun being 

modified, the genitive is functioning clearly to introduce a beneficiary participant 

(87)-(88). It can even occur following a noun with this same function (89), but such a 

construction is then ambiguous, able to indicate possessive modification of a NP 

head or a beneficiary participant. This beneficiary marking function is also extended 

to all possessive pronouns (90), and is further explored in §8.3.6.5. 

(87) A-Þilti-lat-hutai lo-ruh si-(A)lvet. 
PZ-AUG-p-child 3pS.R-dive GEN-Alvet 
‘The teenage boys are snorkling for Alvet (to obtain trochus).’ 

(88) A-Tsif e-il, i-sor si-nø-vanuan ýisi lo-to-toh len na-vile. 
PZ-chief 3sS.R-stand 3sS.R-talk GEN-NZ-person all 3pS.R-RZ-live in NZ-village 
‘The chief stood and spoke for everyone who lived in the village.’  

(89) Tikon gail lu-taug si-pasta. 
deacon p 3pS.R-cut.canoe GEN-pastor 
‘The deacons carved a canoe for the pastor.’ 
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(90) Namto-tø-ta liol si-Tevit, namtu-tai-i san. 
1peS.R-RED-cut grass GEN-David 1peS.R-cut-3sO 3s.POSR 
‘We cut David’s grass, we cut it for him.’ 

7.3.2 True prepositions 
Prepositions are items that precede NPs to form a single constituent of clause 

structure. The resulting prepositional phrase can then be described in terms of 

distribution (i.e. following a noun) or semantically expressing possession, direction, 

or place (see Crystal 2003:368). Prepositions are normally considered to be particles 

and thus invariant. By this definition Maskelynes is restricted to only having three 

true prepositions, all of which typically introduce location or time arguments. In fact 

Maskelynes has a locative pronoun lan that is essentially equivalent to len and the 

object enclitic. 

7.3.2.1 Preposition len 

The most commonly occurring preposition is len ‘in/on’, and usually what follows 

this preposition is a NP with the resulting prepositional phrase (PP) indicating 

location in space (91)-(93) or time (95)-(96). Thus in (94) the first PP indicates 

location in space (and functions as a location adjunct), the second is location in time 

(and functions as a time adjunct). 

(91) E-rið na-koni-t na-bøta len na-siloh. 
3sS.R-put NZ-flesh-PW NZ-breadfruit on NZ-plate 
‘He put the breadfruit flesh on the plate.’ 

(92) E-pølau vi møhat len nø-¹od. 
3sS.R-climb DIR up on NZ-rock.pile 
‘He climbed up onto the rock pile.’ 

(93) Sa-gi-pat-i len nø-yal Ø-to-dað. 
NEG-2sS.IR-carry-3sO in NZ-sunshine 3sS-RZ-strong 
‘Don’t carry him in the strong sunlight (it will burn him).’ 

(94) I-pat len na-rosta lis høn nø-þe-rið-i mai gidato len 
3sS.R-lie on NZ-roster list PURP 1sS-POT-put-3sO DAT us.pe on 

 
nø-boð ta damøðai. 
NZ-day of today 
‘It is on the roster list for me to put it to us today.’ 

(95) Nu-kad nø-þol sual am høn nø-þi-hol høn-i mai  
1sS.R-have NZ-story one more PURP 1sS-POT-yarn TZ-3sO DAT 

 
gidato len na-ut mødau egai 
us.pe on NZ-place soft this 
‘I have one more story to tell us this afternoon.’ 

(96) Nø-taðtað len nø-boð Ø-to-ke Ø-þi-van…   
NZ-hermit.crab on NZ-day 3sS-RZ-CMPZ 3sS-POT-go   
‘The hermit crab, when he wanted to go…’ 
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There is a subclass of intransitive verbs in Maskelynes that are capable of carrying a 

participant, but it must be in the form of a location. When this participant is in the 

third person singular, it is expressed by the locative pronoun lan, but for any other 

person it must be in the form of a RP with the preposition len as head. 

(97) I-gol nø-yav len galito. 
3sS.R-do NZ-revenge on them.p 
‘He took revenge on them.’ 

(98) A-ha¹ut i-pað len lat-pøha¹ut lo-to-sav. 
PZ-old.man 3sS.R-marvel at p-woman 3pS-RZ-dance 
‘The old man marvelled at the women who danced.’ 

(99) Sipa len nø-sa go-to-dam høn-i mai ginamito. 
thank on NZ-what 2sS-RZ-lend TZ-3sO DAT us.pe 
‘Thanks for what you lent to us.’ 

7.3.2.2 Preposition ben 

The preposition ben ‘by/beside’ is rarely used, being replaced with the more 

commonly used adverbs pøpadað ‘near’, the pronoun tøban ‘next to 3s’ and the 

part-whole noun tarhøt ‘other side of/alongside’. Ben means being within physical 

proximity but not as close proximity as tøban. Some speakers think that ben 

shouldn’t be used with pronouns, but restricted to preceding nouns, and that ben 

indicates proximity for a limited duration. There also appears to be a high association 

with the semantic component of staying in a place. Thus it occurs with verbs such as 

toh ‘live/stay/exist’, pat ‘lie/sleep/stay’ and bøtah ‘sit’.  

(100) E-bøtah ben a-soa-n. 
3sS.R-sit by PZ-spouse-3s.POSR 
‘He sat by his wife.’ 

(101) Asike namto-us na-t-ideh ben gamør am. 
IR.NEG 1peS.R-ask NZ-thing-any by you.d more 
‘We won’t ask anything of you two again.’ 

(102) I-pat pøpadað, ben na-im. 
3sS.R-lie near by NZ-house 
‘It was lying near, by the house.’ 

(103) No-us ke ni-van vi lan na-ut. I-toh ben a Bin Toð. 
1sS.R-ask CMPZ 1sS.IR-go DIR LOC.3s NZ-place. 3sS.R-live by LOC Bin Tong 
‘I asked to go to (her) place. She lived by Bin Tong (store).’ 
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7.3.2.3 Preposition ta 

The preposition ta ‘from/of’ usually relates one NP to another, indicating that the 

second NP is a location or an origin in time (104)-(106) or space (107)-(108) for the 

first NP.139  

(104) Na-ur ta damøðai i-sa masu¹. 
NZ-generation of today 3sS.R-bad INTNS 
‘Today’s generation is really bad.’ 

(105) Enan na-hol-an høn n-ivu len nø-boð ta nino namt-to-ti. 
that NZ-yarn-NZ GEN NZ-turtle on NZ-day of yesterday 1peS-RZ-pole 
‘That(‘s) the tale of turtles from yesterday (when) we poled.’ 

(106) Nø-maur-an e-tibau, Ø-sa-suæan nøboð ta æo. 
NZ-alive-NZ 3sS.R-big 3sS-NEG-like NZ-day from first 
‘Life is big, it’s not like the early days.’ 

(107) Oke, nø-wag ta Uluveu tin ta æo tin ta sutuai. 
OK, NZ-canoe of Uluveu true from first true from long.time 
‘OK, (this is) a true canoe of Uluveu from way before, from long ago.’ 

(108) A-Tiosa i-mat. Tiosa ta be? Tiosa ta Pelog. 
PZ-Tiosa 3sS.R-die Tiosa from where Tiosa from Pelog 
‘Tiosa is dead.’ ‘Which Tiosa?’ ‘Tiosa from Pelog.’ 

7.3.3 Verbal prepositions 
There are two verbal prepositions. When they function as verbs they take all of the 

verbal inflection, whereas when they function as prepositions, they take no inflection 

of any kind. As verbs these two forms are a ‘go (with the purpose of)’, and vi ‘go to 

(in the direction of)’. The verb a ‘go’ always occurs as the initial verb in a NSV 

construction indicating purpose (see §12.3.4.4), thus: 

(109) A-Tevit i-ke ni-a pat-i. 
PZ-David 3sS.R-CMPZ 1sS.IR-go carry-3sO 
‘David wanted me to go carry it.’ 

(110) I-a pen sulu¹ na-sehw, na-sehw e-mølah. 
3sS.R-go shoot miss NZ-kingfisher NZ-kingfisher 3sS.R-fly 
‘He went and (shot and) missed the kingfisher, the kingfisher flew.’ 

 
The verb vi ‘go to’ is always followed by a locative pronoun (see §3.1.4) or locative 

noun (see §3.2.2), and implies motion towards that location but not necessarily 

arrival, that is, path. For a non-locative noun to be used as the location following the 

verb vi ‘go to’, it must be preceded by the locative pronoun lan. 

(111) Namto-vi lan nø-wag, namtu-varus. 
1peS.R-go.to LOC.3s NZ-canoe 1peS.R-paddle 
‘We went to the canoe, we paddled.’ 

                                                           
139 The origin of this preposition is unclear. On the one hand it could have come from a concatenation of naut a 
‘place LOC’ or from the POc *tani ‘ablative’ (Lynch et al. 2002:87). More plausibly perhaps it may also have 
come from POc *ta- ‘locative, possessive’ (Blust 2003:475).  
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(112) Gai e-vi Lohonæor dudulan soæilan. 
him 3sS.R-go.to Lamap.Point morning early 
‘Him, he went to Lamap Point early in the morning.’ 

 
When these two function as prepositions, they are also restricted in where they occur. 

The first, a ‘at/from’ only occurs before locative nouns (see §3.2.2 especially Table 

15). The locative verbal preposition a relates the verb to the location where an event 

takes place (113)-(114), or with certain locatives, to the relative time when it takes 

place (115). Following the verb gøm(ai) ‘come’ it has the meaning ‘from’ indicating 

that the following location is a point of origin (116) and see (30) in §5.2.5.  

(113) A-lit-ea i-toh mai la-hutai a im. 
PZ-f-over.there 3sS.R-stay ACMP p-child LOC house 
‘She there stayed with the children at home.’ 

(114) A-la-luman lo-il a æo len na-im egai. 
PZ-p-man 3pS.R-stand LOC in.front on NZ-house this 
‘The men were standing in front of this house.’ 

(115) Nø-wai i-sel a æo ale nø-hab i-sel. 
NZ-water 3sS.R-flow LOC first then NZ-fire 3sS.R-flow 
‘Water flows first then lava flows.’ 

(116) Namtu-varus tukot gøm a Hoti, a Boðnan… 
1peS.R-paddle across come LOC Hoti LOC Bongnan 
‘We paddled across coming from Hoti, from Bongnan.’ 

 
The directional verbal preposition vi ‘to/direction’ only occurs before locative nouns 

and the locative pronoun lan. It relates the verb to a path or an unrealised locational 

goal. 

(117) E-gum na-møtu vi lan na-suspen. 
3sS.R-squeeze NZ-coconut DIR LOC.3s NZ-saucepan 
‘She squeezed the coconut into the saucepan.’ 

(118) Aru-lav nø-wag samito vi Hoti vø-dasuhuh. 
3dS.R-take NZ-canoe your.p DIR Hoti PURP-look.for.crab 
‘They took your canoe to Hoti to look for crabs.’ 

(119) Tata si Tsil i-pat køta vi møhat maiegai. 
Dad GEN Jill 3sS.R-lie look DIR up like.this 
‘Jill’s dad lay looking upwards like this.’ 

 
Also see (77) in §3.2.2. 

7.3.4 Verbs 
A number of verbs and final forms in NSV-like structures function like relators. 

They relate a main verb (often the initial verb in a NSV or NSV-like construction) to 

a following argument. The roots of all of these forms are found in verbs that can act 

as main verbs in the clause nucleus, and all take the object enclitic -i/-e in the 

absence of an overt argument. 
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7.3.4.1 Transitive verbs 

The verb husur-i may be used like a relator with two meanings. The first, ‘along’, 

indicates that the motion of the subject is parallel with the following noun (usually a 

physical entity), thus husur-i marks the following noun as path. 

(120) Namto-ti husur na-ut enan be namt-sa-ris ideh ei. 
1peS.R-pole along NZ-place that but 1peS-NEG-see any there 
‘We poled along that place but didn’t see any there.’ 

 
Also see (77) in §3.2.2. 
 
The second meaning, ‘about’ occurs when husur-i follows a main verb of 

communication (even if it is nominalised), then husur indicates that the following 

NP is the point or issue conveyed during that communication. 

(121) Togon na-kel ur-i-an husur nø-vat høn na-kidi. 
next NZ-tell cast-3sO-NZ about NZ-money GEN NZ-kindy 
‘Next the announcement about the money of the kindy.’ 

(122) …ar-þi-sor husur na-soru-an si-hamat… 
3dS-POT-talk about NZ-talk-NZ GEN-high.rank 
‘…that they will talk about God’s word…’/ ‘…if they talked about God’s word…’ 

  
Also see (93)-(96) §12.3.6. 
 
From the verb tur-i ‘poke into’ the form tur-i relates the verb to a path, in this case 

the path is through the following place or entity. 

(123) Lo-rið-i vivile tur na-tuh-bopita. 
3pS.R-put-3sO outside through NZ-DIM-door 
‘They put it outside through the window.’ 

(124) I-yar tur na-vile enan. 
3sS.R-walk through NZ-village that 
‘He walked through that village.’ 

(125) I-sar tu-tur na-viþu. 
3sS.R-spear RED-through NZ-bamboo 
‘He punctured the (sections of) bamboo.’140 

 
Verbs that require a location to carry another argument will continue to require one 

when followed by tur-i; thus þir ‘pour’ inherently has as part of its meaning a 

location or entity for something to be poured into or out of, and þis ‘enter’ also 

requires a location. Preceding these locations/entities with tur-i changes them to the 

role of path. 

                                                           
140 The reduplication here indicates repeated action as the joint between each section of bamboo is pierced.  
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(126) E-þir nø-wai tur len na-viþu. 
3sS.R-pour NZ-water through in NZ-bamboo 
‘He poured water through the bamboo.’ 

(127) Lo-þis tur lan. 
3pS.R-enter through LOC.3s 
‘They entered through it.’ 

 
In addition see (64) in §3.1.4. 

7.3.4.2 Final forms in NSV-like constructions  
Many of the final forms in NSV-like constructions also function to relate the main 

verb to an argument. In such cases, characteristically they cannot occur after a 

syntactic object, whereas true relators can.  
 
The form kuv-i ‘out/off’ indicates that the motion of the following noun 

(experiencer) is away from a location or source. 

(128) A-Kalvin e-suh kuv na-nil. 
PZ-Calvin 3sS.R-pry out NZ-nail 
‘Calvin pried out the nail (from the wood).’ 

(129) Tariv ku-kuv na-hur-abat. 
carry RED-out NZ-skin-white.man 
‘Take the clothes off (the clothes line).’ 

(130) A-tøma-n Ø-sa-ýur kuv-i sal. 
PZ-father-3s.POSR 3sS-NEG-pay out-3sO INCMP 
‘Her father has not redeemed her yet (from her mother’s family).’141 

 
In addition see (120) in §12.4.1.1. 
 
The form kotov-i also relates the verb to a path and indicates that the motion of the 

experiencer is across a location or entity. 

(131) Namtu-varus kotov na-lili¹ol a La¹o¹ov… 
1peS.R-paddle across NZ-deep.place LOC Lavovov 
‘We paddled across the deep place at Lavovov…’ 

(132) I-gam kotov na-holoul enan vøbar… 
3sS.R-run across NZ-island that as.far.as 
‘He ran across that island as far as…’ 

 
Also consider (50) in §7.2.3.1 where kotov is part of the NSV-like construction ta 

‘cut’ + kotov ‘across’ resulting in the meaning ‘cut across the grain/length’ or ‘slice’.  

                                                           
141 This is the custom of paying compensation for an illegitimate child to the family of the mother when a 
marriage is prevented by either family, and the father wants to acknowledge and assert his paternity. 
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7.3.5 Nouns 
A number of part-whole nouns are able to function like relators, the majority 

expressing positional location relative to the noun to which they are bound. Other 

directly possessed nouns function like relators expressing positional location relative 

to the possessor. A few indirectly possessed nouns with locative characteristics act in 

a similar way referring to a location relative to an un understood entity, as a wall is 

apart of an understood  house (see (138) in §7.3.5.3 below). 

7.3.5.1 Part-whole nouns 
In the following examples the part-whole nouns act like relators, conveying a 

position to a noun reference location. By contrast, one part-whole noun, nøbathute, 

in its reduced form bathut, functions to indicate that what is encoded by the NP that 

follows is the reason for the existence of a particular situation or state (136). This is 

consistent with its use as a subordinator introducing a subordinate reason clause as 

described in §13.3.5.2.3.  

(133) Nu-doð-i tarhø-bopita, be nu-saþ-i pipi-wag. 
1sS.R-seek-3sO other.side-door but 1sS.R-find-3sO under-canoe. 
‘I looked for it behind the door, but I found it under the canoe.’ 

(134) Lu-van va-ris a-Vavai Ø-to-toh buti-t na-liþliþur nø-wai. 
3pS.R-go PURP-see PZ-aunt 3sS-RZ-live under-PW NZ-pool NZ-water 
‘They went to see Auntie who lived at the bottom of the water hole.’ 

(135) Nø-hasu i-teh þurhu-baket. 
NZ-rat 3sS.R-fall inside-bucket. 
‘The rat fell in the bucket.’ 

(136) E-dødas høn Ø-þe-løboi nø-sa Ø-to-visi bathut nø-wal-an. 
3sS.R-unable TZ 3sS-POT-know NZ-what 3sS-RZ-happen REAS NZ-noise-NZ 
‘He couldn't know what happened because of the noise’. 

7.3.5.2 Directly possessed nouns 

(137) Nø-hab i-pað madu-n. 
NZ-fire 3sS.R-burn back-3s.POSR  
‘The fire burned behind her.’ 

7.3.5.3 Indirectly possessed nouns 

(138) Lo-il pisbile tarhøt vahut. 
3pS.R-stand wall other.side go.ashore 
‘They stood behind (the house) on the landward side.’ 

 
In this case pisbile ‘wall’ indicates that the subjects are standing next to the long 

axis wall of the house, and the culturally assumed knowledge is that pisbile ‘wall’ 
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implies the outside of the wall since inside would have been specified as lohoim 

‘inside house’. In this instance, pisbile ‘wall’ does not take the nominaliser na-/nø-. 
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8 Verbs and verb morphology 
Verbs prototypically encode event concepts, such as actions, that are inherently 

unstable in time. Verbs in Maskelynes belong to an open word class. Of the word 

classes, verbs make up a majority of the lexicon of the language and have the most 

complex morphology. Verbs are defined for Maskelynes as those words that take 

subject person number prefixes. While it is true that in the imperative mood verb 

stems can stand alone without these prefixes, and that at peak of discourse verbs tend 

to be bare stems, nevertheless, verbs and only verbs may take subject person number 

prefixes. Verbs may function as heads of predicates in verbal clauses or as attributive 

modifiers within NPs. When verbs function as heads of predicates (or as heads of 

VPs) they can all take a NP functioning as subject. When they function within the 

NP as attributive modifiers the subject person number prefixes are usually absent.142 

In the examples below, in (1) the verb is functioning as predicate (where predicate is 

defined as the constituent in the nucleus of a verbal clause, and prototypically verbs 

function as predicate). By comparison, in (2) it is modifying the head noun of a NP 

as a relative clause, once again as the predicate of that relative clause.    

(1) Na-ieh enan Ø-e-tibau. 
NZ-fish that 3sS-R-big 
‘That fish is big.’ 

(2) na-ieh enan Ø-to-tibau 
NZ-fish that 3sS-RZ-big 
‘that fish that’s big’ 

 
However, consider (3) where the verb ýur ‘sell’ is functioning purely to modify the 

head noun of a NP. While this attributive use is common, it has tended to produce 

loose multi-word compounds that themselves often become fossilised as the names 

of various community items and natural species. 

(3) na-im ýur-ýur 
NZ-house RED-sell 
‘store’ (Literally: ‘selling house’) 

 
Some other examples are as follows: 

                                                           
142 This is also true of verbs in NE Ambae (Hyslop 2001:123), Neverver (Barbour 2008:180) and Nahavaq 
(Dimock 2009:108) where although she calls them adjectives, she states that “Nahavaq adjectives are a subset of 
verbs…without verbal morphology.” 
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na-im+bø-baðis NZ-house + RED-tie ‘prison’ (literally: ‘tying house’) 
na-im+patø-pat NZ-house + RED-sleep ‘residence’ (literally: ‘sleeping house’) 
nø-hai+ri-rið NZ-device + RED-put ‘shelf’ (literally: ‘putting device’) 
nø-hai+lø-leð NZ-device + RED-husk ‘husking stake’ 
na-ieh+mot NZ-fish + black ‘surgeonfish’ (literally: ‘blackfish’) 
na-lol+pareh NZ-eel + cook.laplap ‘Harlequin snake-eel’ 
nø-vanuan+vøn-vønah NZ-person + RED-thieve ‘thief’ (literally: ‘thieving person’) 
 
The verbs in such loose compounds have a higher than normal tendency to be 

reduplicated (indicating habitual aspect). They also occur with a limited number of 

nouns. For the purposes of the rest of this description of verbs, I will treat these as 

loose compounds rather than as verbs modifying a head noun. I have chosen to do 

this in light of the extensive use that Maskelynes makes of verbs as part of 

compounds derived to give names to what people observe around them. 
 
Verbs belong to different verb subclasses depending upon inherent valency (or the 

number of syntactic arguments able to be carried within the clause core). 

Traditionally verbs with an inherent valency of one are called intransitive, those with 

a valency of two are called transitive, and those with a valency of three are called 

ditransitive. Maskelynes has no inherently ditransitive verbs, so the subclasses are 

described in terms of being intransitive, ambitransitive (with a valency of one or two 

without a change in form) or transitive, and in terms of how they change valency and 

the resultant role of their arguments.   

8.1 Verb morphology 
Verb morphology  is agglutinative with a tendency to being primarily prefixal. Based 

on a typical transitive verb, its structure is as follows: 

Table 22. Maskelynes verb structure 

5 4 3 2 1   
Tense-

Aspect-Mode 
Subject Person 

Number Mode Tense-Mode Reduplication VERB STEM Object Person 
Number Purpose 

        
Independent and Valency change Reduplication VERB ROOT Valency + 

 
The nucleus of the verb is the stem, and only the stem is obligatory. Reduplication of 

the stem and root are mutually exclusive. Since the minimal stem is a root, one could 

also say that only the root is obligatory. Minimal and maximal examples are given 

below, with maximal examples restricted to six out of the seven constituent elements: 
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(4) mun 
drink 
‘Drink!’ 

(5) sa-g-e-mun-i 
PHB-2sS-IR-drink-3sO 
‘Don’t you drink it.’ 

(6)  go-to-madha- mun-mun-i 
 2sS-RZ-IMM.PAST-RED-drink-3sO 
‘you who just now kept drinking it’ 

 
One could argue that Maskelynes verbs are totally prefixal inflectionally because the 

apparent object person number suffix on transitive verbs is more correctly an enclitic 

(attaching to the right edge of the VP). Nevertheless, the object enclitic is seen by 

speakers as an inherent part of transitive verbs, so will be described under 

inflectional morphology. In the examples in this section the affix or clitic under 

discussion is bold.  
 
It should be noted here that while it is possible to separate morphemes for subject 

person number from realis and irrealis, because there are confusing suppletive forms 

for third person realis and third person irrealis, elsewhere in this description of 

Maskelynes I have glossed the realis and irrealis as portmanteau morphemes with the 

subject person number morphemes (thus 3sS.R). In addition, when there are 

allomorphs, I have referred to them by both forms (thus na-/nø- or þi-/þe-). The 

only exception to these two statements is in the section on phonological rules (§2.13) 

and the following section on verb inflection where the realis and irrealis morphemes 

are referred to as separate from the subject prefixes (thus 3sS-R), and are represented 

by morphophonemes (thus nA- or þI-). 

8.1.1 Verb inflections 
Inflection is the process of word formation by addition of affixes to a stem. 

Inflectional affixes tend to occur with most members of a class of stems, tend to 

occur outside the derivational affixes, and for verbs, give information such as subject 

or object person, number, tense, aspect and mode.  
 

8.1.1.1 Tense-aspect-mode – fifth order 
There are three tense-aspect-mode (TAM) prefixes or proclitics: the prohibitive 

mode proclitic sa-, the seen mode/completive aspect prefix ga-, and the seen 

mode/present tense prefix sa-, which is homophonous with the prohibitive proclitic.  
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 5 
 Tense-Aspect-Mode 
 sa- PHB 
 ga- COMP.SEEN 
 sa- PRES.SEEN 

8.1.1.1.1 Prohibitive mode 

The prohibitive proclitic sa- normally occurs on the verb before the subject person 

number prefix. It is obligatorily accompanied by the irrealis mode prefix, and has a 

negative imperative force. Normally this clitic is associated with the second person 

prefixes where it is applied as a command directly to the hearer. 

(7) Sa-g-i-teh! Sa-mr-i-kos Sa-mt-i-gam 
PHB-2sS-IR-fall PHB-2dS-IR-stuck PHB-2pS-IR-run 
‘Don’t (you) fall!’ ‘Don’t (you two) get stuck!’ ‘Don’t (you all) run!’ 

 
It can also be associated with all of the other person prefixes, but in the case of the 

first person, the command is more of a prohibition applied to oneself/oneselves, and 

in the third person the command is applied to a hearer who is responsible for 

enforcing the prohibition on the third person(s). 

(8) Sa-n-i-han! Sa-dat-i-van 
PHB-1sS-IR-eat PHB-1pS-IR-go 
‘Let me not eat!/I shouldn’t eat!’ ‘Let us not go!/We shouldn’t go!’ 

(9) Sa-Ø-ti-teh! Sa-l-i-pareh 
PHB-3sS-IR-fall PHB-3pS-IR-cook.laplap 
‘Let him not fall!’ ‘Let them not cook laplap!’ 

 
In the vast majority of instances the prohibitive proclitic is bound to the verb, but an 

interesting tension occurs when the prohibitive mode is used for an idiom whose 

meaning is verbal but whose form consists of a noun and a verb. This is in fact how 

most emotions are encoded. So for the idiom in example (10), there are two ways of 

encoding the prohibitive mode (11)-(12). 

(10) Nø-lo-n Ø-i-boðboð høn-i. 
NZ-inner.being-3s.POSR 3sS-R-purple TZ-3sO 
‘He forgot it.’ 

(11) Sa-nø-lo-n Ø-ti-boðboð høn-i. 
PHB-NZ-inner.being-3s.POSR 3sS-IR-purple TZ-3sO 
‘Let him not forget it!’/ ‘He shouldn’t forget it!’ 

(12) Nø-lo-n sa-Ø-ti-boðboð høn-i. 
NZ-inner.being-3s.POSR PHB-3sS-IR-purple TZ-3sO 
‘Let him not forget it!’/ ‘He shouldn’t forget it!’ 
 

In example (11), unexpectedly the prohibitive clitic is placed on the noun, before the 

entire construction, as if the entire construction was a verb (which it is in meaning 
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but not in form). The placement of the prohibitive ignores the pre-existing presence 

of the third person irrealis prefix on the idiom-internal verb. A further possibility is 

given in (12) where the prohibitive proclitic is placed before the third person irrealis 

on the idiom-internal verb. 
 
While rare, there are other recorded examples of the prohibitive proclitic being 

placed before a noun. This placement appears to be pragmatic—that is, it depends on 

how quickly you want someone to grasp that you are prohibiting something. So (13) 

was said at a time when the likelihood of the ball being split was imminent. By 

contrast, a general warning before playing with the ball would have resulted in the 

more commonly recorded structure seen in (14). 

(13) Sa-na-¹uv se-Nils ti-ma-ýul. 
PHB-NZ-ball GEN-Niels 3s.IR-DTZ-split 
‘Don’t let Niels’s ball be split.’ 

(14) Na-¹uv se-Nils sa-ti-ma-ýul 
NZ-ball GEN-Niels PHB-3s.IR-DTZ-split 
‘Don’t let Niels’s ball be split.’  

8.1.1.1.2 Completive aspect/seen mode 

The completive aspect/seen mode prefix ga- requires a subject person number prefix 

and either the relativiser to- or the potential mode prefix þI-. The combination of the 

completive aspect/seen mode and the relativiser results in a completive aspect that 

can only be used by a first person witness. By comparison, the combination with the 

potential prefix results in an unrealised completive aspect that can also only be used 

by a first person witness. This restriction to a first person witness means that the use 

of this prefix is very limited. The main context is when you are looking for a 

particular person, you ask someone where he is, and they answer: 

(15) Ga-Ø-to-van. 
COMP.SEEN-3sS-RZ-go 
‘He has gone (I saw him go).’ 

 
When speakers are questioned about this particular construction, many say that they 

never use it, preferring instead to use one of the construction in (16) or (17). 

(16) Gai Ø-i-van tia. 
him 3sS-R-go COMP 
‘Him, he has gone (already).’ 

(17) Gai tia Ø-to-van. 
him COMP 3sS-RZ-go 
‘Him, he has already gone.’ 
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Some middle-aged speakers don’t even know what the prefix ga- means. Because its 

use is generally restricted to conversation of the context mentioned above, I have no 

text containing this prefix. The completive aspect/seen mode prefix in its unrealised 

form is even harder to find, and I have no naturally occurring examples. Speakers 

confident with the use of the example above were able to come up with a context and 

example for the unrealised construction, but it was obviously not in common use.  
 
If someone was booked to fly out of Lamap on a particular day, on the day before the 

flight at a time of day after the time of the flight, you could say: 

(18) Pelan len na-mityal egai gai ga-Ø-þi-van. 
tomorrow on NZ-time this she COMP.SEEN-3sS-POT-go 
‘Tomorrow at this time she will have gone.’ 

 
This example obviously does not include the first person witness component of 

meaning, unless the witness had already seen the person leave the island for Lamap. 

8.1.1.1.3 Present tense/seen mode 

Like the completive aspect/seen mode prefix ga-, the present tense/seen mode prefix 

sa- also requires a subject person number prefix and either the relativiser to- or the 

potential mode prefix þI-. The combination of the present tense/seen mode and the 

relativiser results in a present tense which is only able to be used by a first person 

witness. The combination with the potential prefix results in an imminent aspect  

which is also only able to be used by a first person witness. This restriction to a first 

person witness means that the use of this prefix is very limited. The main context 

once again is when you are looking for a particular person, you ask someone in the 

village where he is, and they answer: 

(19) Sa-Ø-to-van 
PRES.SEEN-3sS-RZ-go 
‘There he goes (see, there).’ 

 
This prefix is in common use in the context above, and appears to be somewhat 

better known than its completive aspect counterpart. There is one recorded example: 

(20) O gai sa-Ø-to-pat ðai. 
oh it PRES.SEEN-3sS-RZ-lie just 
‘Oh, it is just lying there (see it).’ 

 
While there are no recorded instances of the use of this prefix in combination with 

the potential prefix, I was nevertheless given the following scenario: If you were 
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looking for the pastor, and you went to the house where he was staying and asked 

where he was, one possible answer would be: 

(21) Sa-Ø-þi-van 
PRES.SEEN-3sS-POT-go 
‘He’s about to go (I’ve just seen him).’ 

8.1.1.2 Subject person number prefixes – fourth order 
The vast majority of verbs are marked for subject person number. With the exception 

of imperative mood, at peak of discourse, and in a sequence of actions with the same 

subject, it is present on all verbs. Whenever a NP is present as a syntactic subject, 

there is agreement between the person and number of the syntactic subject and the 

person and number of the subject person number prefix on the verb. 

(22) A-lat-hutai l-u-van be ginamit namt-u-toh a im. 
PZ-p-child 3pS-R-go but us.pe 1peS-R-stay LOC house 
‘The boys went, but as for us, we stayed home.’ 

 
An exception to this is when the syntactic subject is a directly possessed noun and is 

by implication plural, but the subject person number prefix on the verb is only third 

person singular. This structure occurs commonly for idioms of emotion. 

(23) Na-rie-lit Ø-e-pøðas. 
NZ-leg-3p.POSR 3sS-R-hurt 
‘Their leg(s) hurt.’ 

(24) Nø-lo-dat Ø-i-sa. 
NZ-inner.being-1pi.POSR 3sS-R-bad 
‘We’re upset.’ (Literally: ‘our inner being(s) is bad.’) 

 
Occasionally people combine a personal pronoun and the equivalent subject person 

number prefix into a single form prefixed to the verb. 

(25) Gidat dati-han becomes Gidati-han. 
us.ip 1piS.IR-eat  1piS.IR-eat 
‘As for us let’s eat.’ ‘Let’s eat.’ 

 
The person distinctions in this group of prefixes are the same as those found for the 

personal pronouns (§3.1), namely first person inclusive (combining first and second 

person), first person exclusive (combining first and third person), second person and 

third person; and the number distinctions are singular, dual and plural. The all-

inclusive first person pronoun gadito has no reflection in the person number 

prefixes. 
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Table 23. Subject person number prefixes 

  Singular Dual Plural 
Person     

1 Inclusive 
n- 

dar- dat- 
 Exclusive namr- namt- 

2  g- mør- møt- 
3  Ø- ar- l- 

 
Note that the third person singular is unmarked. This is consistent with some other 

Central Vanuatu languages.143 However, in Maskelynes it does not cause the kind of 

coding ambiguity that it does, say, in Lewo (Early 1994:129-130), where it is 

difficult to tell whether a verb exists in the third person or as a stem alone (this 

having major implications for analysis of serial verbs). In Maskelynes subject person 

number prefixes obligatorily occur with one of the mode prefixes (third order), and 

this solves all ambiguity. 
 
A number of morphophonemic processes involve the subject prefixes. The first of 

these involve those that are single consonants (n- 3sS, g- 2sS, and l- 3pS). When 

these three morphemes precede any of the consonant initial mode prefixes, the result 

would be an unallowable syllable initial consonant cluster. To handle this 

Maskelynes inserts a vowel between the subject prefix and the consonant initial 

prefix following it. The inserted vowel is ø for a following mode prefix whose form 

is either CA- or CI- (§2.13.2.4), and an o for the prefix whose form is Co- 

(§2.13.2.5). 
   

   NEG HYP 
 n- CA- > nø-sA- nø-tA- 
 g- CA- > gø-sA- gø-tA- 
 l- CA- > lø-sA- lø-tA- 

 
   POT 
 n- CI- > nø-þI- 
 g- CI- > gø-þI- 
 l- CI- > lø-þI- 

 
   RZ 
 n- Co- > no-to- 
 g- Co- > go-to- 
 l- Co- > lo-to- 

 

                                                           
143 Paamese (Crowley 1982:129), Lewo (Early 1994:129-30), Lamen (Early 2002:673) and optionally for Nefe‘ei 
(Neve‘ei) (Musgrave 2001:56) and Southeast Ambrym (Crowley 2002e:665). 
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Another morphophonemic process involves the second person non-singular prefixes 

mør- 2dS and møt- 2pS. When these prefixes are followed by the irrealis prefix I- in 

its i- form, the ø is fronted to i (see §2.13.2.3), thus:  

(26) mør-e-gømai but mir-i-van   
2dS-IR-come  2dS-IR-go 
‘You two come (here)!’  ‘You two go!’ 

 
In a third process, when the prohibitive mode prefix precedes these two prefixes, and 

when they are followed by the irrealis prefix I-, the ø is deleted (see §2.13.2.2), thus: 

(27) sa-mør-I-gømai becomes sa-mr-e-gømai 
PHB-2dS-IR-come 
‘Don’t you two come!’ 

(28) sa-møt-I-van becomes sa-mt-i-van 
PHB-2pS-IR-go 
‘Don’t you (all) go!’  

8.1.1.3 Mode prefixes – third order 
Although many linguists use the terms mode (or modality) and mood 

interchangeably (Crystal 2003:295, 299), for the purposes of this description they 

have been separated. Mode or modality is defined as the attitude of the speaker to the 

factual nature of a situation, as well as to the capability or intention of the speaker, 

thus: realis/irrealis, conditional, hypothetical, seen/unseen, abilitative/inabilitative 

and obligatory. By contrast mood is defined as the attitude of the speaker to the 

hearer indicating the kind of response or result that the speaker desires, thus: 

declarative, imperative, interrogative and hortative.  
 
The mode prefixes consist of six prefixes that all make a statement about the reality 

or lack of reality in a situation. The six are spread along the realis/irrealis continuum 

from realis to actual (relativiser), to negative, to potential, to irrealis, to 

hypothetical.144 Because all of the prefixes in this slot are on the realis/irrealis 

continuum, the slot label could in fact have been realis/irrealis rather than the more 

general label of mode. The general label was used because realis and irrealis modes 

were only two of six modes that can fill this slot. Although negative could possibly 

be more correctly regarded as polarity, and not mode, it is consistent with the 

                                                           
144 Givón (1984a:317-8) gives a sub-categorisation of irrealis to +/- manipulative, ending up with four 
subcategories all of which are future and uncertain: epistemic: think, believe, guess, suspect, be sure, doubt, say, 
predict, expect – (coded as: probably, possibly, likely, maybe etc); affective: hope, fear, wish – (coded as: 
uncertainty, doubt, hope, fear); self-impact: want, intend, plan, try, be able, refuse – (coded as: wish, intent, 
ability, self-imposed obligation); and other impact: order, tell, allow/permit, ask/refuse, beg/implore, forbid – 
(coded as: imperative, manipulation, other imposed need/obligation/necessity).   
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definition of mode given above in so far as it is commenting on the factual nature of 

a situation. Because negation may be achieved in such a variety of ways, and to keep 

the description of negation in one location, the negative prefix (and negation) has 

been described in a section of its own (§8.1.1.4) separate from the other third order 

mode prefixes. 
 

 3 
 Mode 
 U- R 
 I- 3sS.R 
 I- IR 
 tI- 3sS.IR 
 to- RZ 
 þI- POT 
 tA- HYP 
 sA- NEG 

8.1.1.3.1 Realis and irrealis mode 
In many Oceanic languages there is a distinction between realis and irrealis, although 

these have also been described as non-future/future or past/non-past.145 In some 

Oceanic languages such as Paamese (Crowley 1982:118) and Lewo (Early 1994:151) 

the stem itself codes for the realis/irrealis distinction, usually by a stem initial 

consonant alternation (Lynch et al. 2002:44). Although Maskelynes has some stem 

initial alternants, they do not code for realis/irrealis, since that is achieved by two 

mode prefixes.146 The realis mode prefix is a round morphophoneme U- that 

dissimilates according to the High non-high dissimilation rule (§2.13.2.7). For the 

third person singular, the realis prefix is a suppletive form, a front morphophoneme 

I- that dissimilates in the same way. The high form occurs before the immediate past 

tense prefix madha-. Table 24 shows the realis prefix following each subject person 

number prefix. 
 

Table 24. Subject person number and realis prefix 

  Singular Dual Plural 
Person     

1 Inclusive 
n-U- 

dar-U- dat-U- 
 Exclusive namr-U- namt-U- 

2  g-U- mør-U- møt-U- 
3  Ø-I- ar-U- l-U- 

 
                                                           
145 This distinction is more widespread than Oceanic, being present in many Austronesian languages (Givón 
1984:309). 
146 In fact they code for a transitive ambitransitive distinction, as well as some unpredictable semantic shifts. For 
more on verb initial consonant alternation, see §8.3.3.1.1. 
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Realis encodes past or present events, and statements about reality for which there is 

no time reference. The following examples show these encodings as well as 

examples of verb stems with all available vowels so that the dissimilation can be 

seen, thus past (29), (33), present (30), (31), no time reference (32), (34). 

(29) N-o-rið-i len na-møta-n Ø-e-sua. 
3sS-R-put-3sO on NZ-eye-3s.POSR 3sS-R-one 
‘I put it on one point (of the spear).’  

(30) N-u-sevølan a-natu-gw. 
1sS-R-carry.astraddle PZ-baby-1s.POSR 
‘I’m carrying my baby (on my shoulders).’ 

(31) Ale n-o-søð-søðar-i maiegai. 
OK 1sS-R-RED-prop.up-3sO like.this 
‘OK, I’m propping it up like this.’ 

(32) Evoi, n-u-han na-ieh. 
Yes 1sS-R-eat NZ-fish 
‘Yes, I eat fish.’ 

(33) N-o-hut nø-man be Ø-i-gam yav. 
1sS-R-chase NZ-fowl but 3sS-R-run disappear 
‘I chased the chook but it escaped.’ 

(34) A-bareab sagw Ø-i-varus, ginau n-u-wol. 
PZ-old.woman my 3sS-R-paddle I 1sS-R-steer 
‘My old woman (wife) paddles, I steer.’ 

 
The irrealis mode prefix is a front morphophoneme I- that dissimilates following the 

High non-high dissimilation rule (§2.13.2.7). For the third person singular, the realis 

prefix is a suppletive form tI- that dissimilates in the same way. Having suppletive 

forms for both realis and irrealis in third person nullifies the ambiguities that might 

arise from third person singular being a zero morpheme. Table 25 shows the realis 

prefix following each subject person number prefix. 

Table 25. Subject person number and irrealis prefix 

  Singular Dual Plural 
Person     

1 Inclusive 
n-I- 

dar-I- dat-I- 
 Exclusive namr-I- namt-I- 

2  g-I- mør-I- møt-I- 
3  Ø-tI- ar-I- l-I- 

 
Irrealis encodes events which have not happened, that is, those that will or may take 

place in the future or that the speaker desires or expects should happen (including 

future, desiderative, imperative and prohibitive). The following examples show these 

encodings as well as examples of verb stems with all available vowels so that the 

dissimilation can be seen, thus: future (38), (40), desiderative (which has an object 

complement) (39), imperative (37) and prohibitive (35), (36). 
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(35) Sa-mt-e-il gol na-ýisal! 
NEG-2pS-IR-stand block NZ-road 
‘Don’t block the road (by all standing in the middle of it)!’ 

(36) Sa-Ø-ti-mes-mes-i! 
NEG-3sS-IR-RED-urinate.on-3sO 
‘Let him not urinate on it!’/ ‘He shouldn’t urinate on it.’ 

(37) Møt-e-mødau! 
2pS-IR-quiet 
‘You all be quiet!’ 

(38) L-i-han pøpehw len na-ut salit gail beti. 
3pS-IR-eat separate in NZ-place their.p p then 
‘They’ll eat separately in their houses then.’ 

(39) L-u-ke l-e-¹ur nø-davurhø-has. 
3pS-R-CMPZ 3pS-IR-buy NZ-egg-ant 
‘They want to buy rice.’ 

(40) Dereh l-i-þon l-i-han. 
FUT 3pS-IR-unite 3pS-IR-eat 
‘Soon they’ll get together and eat.’ 

 
In a clause containing two verbs, one being the predicate and one being a state-

process verb (see §8.2.1.1), it is interesting to note that different combinations of 

realis and irrealis marking produce different shades of meaning. 

(41) Lat-pøha¹ut l-o-kø-kai høn nø-þe Ø-e-vis? 
p-woman 3pS-R-CONT-call TZ NZ-song 3sS-R-how.many 
‘How many songs did the women sing? (they’ve finished singing)’ 

(42) Lat-pøha¹ut l-o-kø-kai høn nø-þe Ø-te-vis? 
p-woman 3pS-R-CONT-call TZ NZ-song 3sS-IR-how.many 
‘How many songs will the women sing? (they’ve already started)’ 

(43) Lat-pøha¹ut l-e-kø-kai høn nø-þe Ø-te-vis? 
p-woman 3pS-IR-CONT-call TZ NZ-song 3sS-IR-how.many 
‘How many songs will the women sing? (they haven’t sung any yet)’ 

8.1.1.3.2 Relativiser: realis relativiser 

The prefix to- typically functions as a realis relativiser portmanteau forming a realis 

relative clause. A relative clause is a clause that modifies the head of a NP. A full 

discussion of relative clauses can be found in §13.1. The relativiser is obligatorily 

accompanied by a subject prefix (remembering that the third person subject is zero 

marked). The seen mode prefixes obligatorily occur with either the relativiser or its 

irrealis counterpart, the potential prefix. The relativiser and potential prefixes also 

co-occur with the tense-mode prefixes. 

(44) na-du Ø-to-gømai 
NZ-earthquake 3sS-RZ-come 
‘the earthquake that came’/ ‘the coming earthquake’ 

(45) na-du Ø-to-madha-gømai 
NZ-earthquake 3sS-RZ-IMM.PAST-come 
‘the earthquake that just came’ 
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(46) a-lat lo-to-mas-van 
PZ-p 3pS-RZ-OBG-go 
‘those who have to go’ 

 
With the seen mode prefixes (ga- and sa-, described in §8.1.1.1.2 and 8.1.1.1.3) the 

relativiser does not relativise, but in the absence of a realis/irrealis prefix, confers the 

sense of realis on the verb (this by comparison with the sense of irrealis which is 

conferred by the potential prefix þI-). 

(47) Gai ga-Ø-to-gømai. 
he COMP.SEEN-3sS-RZ-come 
‘Him, he’s come (I saw him arrive)’ 

(48) Gai sa-Ø-to-gømai. 
he PRES.SEEN-3sS-RZ-come 
‘Him, he’s coming (see there he is).’ 

 
The relativiser often occurs in conjunction with other subordinators and relators such 

as the complementiser ke and the purpose relator høn, the manner subordinators 

hum(an) and suæ(an), and the reason relator sil. (See example (78) from §7.2.5.2.) 

(49) G-o-løboi-i ke go-to-¹os a-Resa sil nø-vat… 
3sS-R-know-3sO CMPZ 2sS-RZ-slap PZ-Resa REAS NZ-money 
‘You know that you slapped Resa because of the money…’ 

(50) Ø-e-susupah mai galit høn lo-to-gol-e. 
3sS-R-help DAT them.p PURP 3pS-RZ-do-3sO 
‘He helped them to do it.’(Literally: ‘He helped them that they do it.’) 

(51) L-o-putsan ginau hum no-to-vi nø-vanuan Ø-to-tibau. 
3pS-R-lift me like 1sS-RZ-COP NZ-person 3sS-RZ-big 
‘They honoured me as if I was an important man.’ 

 
Temporal adjuncts marking realised time often contain a relative clause modifying 

the time word.  

(52) Nø-boð lo-to-sø-sah-ieh magenan van, lo-ris… 
NZ-day 3pS-RZ-RED-attach-fish like.that go 3pS.R-see 
‘While they fished on like that, they saw…’ 

 
Locative adjuncts often contain a relative clause modifying the location word. 

(53) na-ut sual lo-to-kis-i høn a Basus. 
NZ-place one 3pS-RZ-call-3sO TZ LOC Basus 
‘a certain place that they call Basus.’ 

8.1.1.3.3 Potential: irrealis relativiser/conditional/potential 

The potential prefix þI- functions with highest frequency as an irrealis relativiser 

forming irrealis relative clauses. It also expresses conditional mode and potential 

mode (unrealised future possibility). It is obligatorily accompanied by subject 

prefixes, and either the potential prefix or the relativiser are required with both of the 
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seen mode prefixes. Like the realis and irrealis prefixes, the final vowel 

morphophoneme of the potential prefix þI- dissimilates following the High non-high 

dissimilation rule (§2.13.2.7).  

(54) na-þuluk dat-þi-han-i 
NZ-cow 1piS-POT-eat-3sO 
‘the cow that we’ll eat’ 

(55) Ø-i-pair høn nø-þe namt-þe-kø-kai høn-i pelan. 
3sS-R-turn TZ NZ-song 1peS-POT-RED-call.out TZ-3sO tomorrow 
‘She translated the song that we’ll sing tomorrow.’ 

 
With the seen mode prefixes (ga- and sa-, described in §8.1.1.1.2 and §8.1.1.1.3 

above) the potential prefix þI- does not relativise, but in the absence of a 

realis/irrealis prefix, confers the sense of irrealis on the verb (this by comparison 

with the sense of realis which is conferred by the relativiser to-). 
 
When the potential prefix expresses a condition mode, it ascribes the outcome as 

expected. An expected  outcome means that what is stated in the condition clause is 

expected to happen; by contrast an expected non-outcome means that what is stated 

in the condition clause is not expected to happen. As can be seen in (56) below, 

although the second verb (marking the consequence of the condition) may be marked 

by the same prefix in the same way as the first, it is not usually considered to be 

another condition, but to be the potential consequence of the condition clause. 

(56) Gø-þi-gam gø-þi-mat. 
2sS-POT-run 2sS-POT-die 
‘If you run (and you probably will), you’ll die (and you probably will). 

(57) Gø-þi-kad nø-nau-an ideh g-i-kel-e. 
2sS-POT-have NZ-think-NZ any 2sS-IR-say-3sO 
‘If you have any thoughts (and you probably do), tell them.’ 

(58) Gø-þi-gol Ø-þi-magenan g-u-gol-e ginau nø-lo-gw 
2sS-POT-do 3sS-POT-like.that 2sS-R-do-3sO me NZ-innner.being-1s.POSR 
 
Ø-i-pað-pað tølmam. 
3sS-R-RED-burn return 
‘If you do (it) like that, you make me angry again.’ 

 
The potential prefix is used with various verbs and relators to express many different 

functions, some of which are exemplified below. In most of them the potential prefix 

has a potential sense but subordinates the verb to which it is bound. 
 
Desiderative: in (59) the first potential encodes a condition, the second subordinates 

the verb as part of the object complement to the verbalised complementiser ke. In 
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(60) the potential subordinates the verb as part of the object complement to the verb 

løðon ‘want’.  

(59) Nø-vanuan Ø-þi-ke Ø-þe-us ginamøru høn nø-vat… 
NZ-person 3sS-POT-CMPZ 3sS-POT-ask us.de PURP NZ-money 
‘If a person wants to ask us for money…’  

(60) A-se Ø-e-løðon gø-þi-kel na-t-ideh am? 
PZ-who 3sS-R-want 2sS-POT-say NZ-thing-any more 
‘Who wants you to say anything more?’ 

 
Anti-desiderative: in (61) the potential subordinates the verb as part of the object 

complement of the verb møtahun ‘not.want/reject’. 

(61) L-o-møtahun lø-þi-sav len mariug. 
3pS-R-not.want 3pS-POT-dance in night 
‘They don’t want to dance at night.’ 

 
Abilitative: in (62) the potential subordinates the verb as part of the object 

complement of the verb løboi ‘able’. 

(62) Namt-o-løboi namt-þi-varus be nø-¹os Ø-e-þuer. 
1peS-R-able 1peS-POT-paddle but NZ-paddle 3sS-R-be.not 
‘We can paddle but there’s no paddle.’  

 
Inabilitative: in (63) the potential subordinates the verb as part of the object 

complement of the verb dødas ‘unable’. 

(63) L-o-dødas lø-þi-sor var-i. 
3pS-R-unable 3pS-POT-talk change.places-3sO 
‘They can’t/couldn’t answer him.’ 
 

Possibilitative: in (64) the similarity verb hum(an) ‘like’ is used with the particle ma 

‘might’ and the potential prefix to encode possibilitative mode. The same is true of 

the similarity verb suæ(an).  

(64) Asur Ø-sa-gøm damøðai. Evoi, hum ma Ø-þe-gøm pelan. 
 Azur 3sS-NEG-come today  yes like might 3sS-POT-come tomorrow 
‘Azur (ship) didn’t come today. Yes maybe it’ll come tomorrow.’ 

 
Purpose: in (65) the relator høn and the potential prefix together encode purpose. 

(65) Dereh l-i-tariv-e gømai høn lø-þe-rið-i mai gadito. 
soon 3pS-IR-carry-3sO come PURP 3pS-POT-leave-3sO ACMP us.all 
‘Soon they will bring it to leave it with us (all).’ 

 
Time: temporal elements marking future time often contain an irrealis relative clause 

modifying the time word.  

(66) Nø-boð na-us Ø-þe-us ar-e-bu-bulaus. 
NZ-day NZ-rain 3sS-POT-rain 3dS-IR-RED-rain.play 
‘When it rains the two of them will play (joyfully) in the rain.’ 
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Location: locative elements often contain a relative clause modifying the location 

word. 

(67) Dat-o-vi lan na-im ar-þi-toh-toh lan. 
1piS-R-go.to LOC.3s NZ-house 3dS-POT-RED-live LOC.3s 
‘We went to the house that the two of them will be living in.’ 

8.1.1.3.4 Hypothetical: conditional/hypothetical 

The hypothetical prefix tA- functions in two ways. In one it expresses conditional 

mode with an expectation that the outcome will not happen (compared to the 

potential prefix which expresses conditional mode with an expectation that the 

outcome will happen). In the other it expresses hypothetical (which is unrealised and 

essentially imaginary, based on a ‘what if’ scenario). In the hypothetical prefix tA-, 

the morphophoneme A represents an underlying a which dissimilates according to 

the A dissimilation rule (§2.13.2.6), raising to ø when the first vowel of the following 

stem is a.  
 
When the hypothetical prefix expresses a conditional mode, it ascribes the outcome 

as unlikely to happen (that is, the opposite to what is stated in the condition clause). 

As it happens there is also a tendency for the hypothetical to have an expectation that 

if someone fulfils the condition of the hypothetical the outcome will be undesirable. 

So the expectation works at two levels, one in that the hypothetical condition will not 

be fulfilled, the other that fulfilling it tends to bring misfortune.147 As can be seen in 

(68) below, the hypothetical functions like the potential prefix (56). The second verb 

(marking the consequence of the condition) may be marked in the same way as the 

first, but is not usually considered to be another condition. It is the hypothetical  

consequence of the condition clause, and encodes warning. 

(68) Gø-tø-gam gø-tø-mat. 
2sS-HYP-run 2sS-HYP-die 
‘If you were to run (and you probably won’t), you’d die (and you probably won’t). OR 
‘If you had run (and you didn’t) you would have died (but you didn’t).’ 

(69) Gu-nau ke [nø-ha¹ut enan Ø-ta-vi lan na-im na-rer-an]? 
1sS.R-think CMPZ NZ-old.man that 3sS-HYP-go LOC.3s NZ-house NZ-treat-NZ 
‘Do you think that that old man would go/would have gone to the clinic/hospital?’ 

 

                                                           
147 This then may correspond to what McKerras (2001) calls ‘warning mood’ for Uripiv, what Fox (1979:57:59) 
calls ‘irrealis condition’ for Big Nambas, what Crowley (1982:133) calls ‘potential mood’ for Paamese and what 
Early (1994:439) calls ‘apprehensive particle’ for Lewo. 
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In the only recorded instance of the hypothetical occurring alone in a clause, (69) has 

it marking the verb of an object complement clause. In this position it expresses 

hypothetical rather than conditional mode, and is expected to not be fulfilled.   

(70) Gølar æau ar-ta-sor þon-þon dam høn nø-vat enan ar-ta-viol 
they.d FOC 3dS-HYP-talk RED-unite agree TZ NZ-money that 3dS-HYP-give 
 
høn-i mai gaiug høn gø-ta-¹ur na-hur-abat saæ høn-i. 
TZ-3sO DAT you.s PURP 2sS-HYP-buy  NZ-skin-white.man your.s INST-3sO 
‘The two of them now, if they had talked together (and) agreed to that money, they would have 
given it to you for you to buy your clothes with it.’ 

 
In the case of (70), because it was a statement of what should have happened if 

things had not gone wrong, this was a hypothetical projection into the past, but 

context alone determines if it is projected into the past, present or future, or into an 

abstract reality without time reference. 

(71) A-soa-gw Ø-ta-ke Ø-ta-sor mai ginau, nø-nau-an 
PZ-spouse-1s.POSR 3sS-HYP-CMPZ 3sS-HYP-talk DAT me NZ-think-NZ 
 
sagw asike Ø-tø-sa. Atið namr-ta-høha¹ur høn namr-ta-toh 
my IR.NEG 3sS-HYP-bad maybe 1deS-HYP-happy PURP 1deS-HYP-live 
 
þon-þon. 
RED-unite 
‘If my husband wanted to talk to me, I wouldn’t be upset. Maybe we two would be happy to 
live together.’ 

 
In (71) the first occurrence of tA- is understood to be conditional, and with the 

second, both are projected into the past. The remaining occurrences are projected 

into the present. 

8.1.1.4 Negative and negation 
Many central Vanuatu languages such as Lewo (Early 1994: 395-397), Nefe‘ei 

(Musgrave 2001:64), Vinmavis (Crowley 2002c:648) and Nahavaq (Dimock 

2009:141-142) have discontinuous negation marking.148 For Nefe‘ei and Vinmavis, 

this negation occurs as a circumfix enclosing the verb stem. Other languages of the 

same area do not follow the same pattern. Negation for Port Sandwich (Crowley 

2002d:658) is achieved by a single prefix sba- between the subject prefixes and the 

stem. Maskelynes follows this second pattern by having a single negative prefix sA- 

which occurs after the subject prefixes (thus achieving negation for all moods other 

                                                           
148 Early (1994:416-422) surveys languages of Central Vanuatu, Vanuatu as a whole, and wider afield in Oceanic, 
and finds that the pattern of discontinuous negation is not at all uncommon, probably being most frequent in 
Central Vanuatu, and in fact Charpentier’s atlas of South Malakula (1982b) lists discontinuous negation in 10 of 
the 19 languages described. Musgrave (2001) calls the language Nefe‘ei but elsewhere it is called Neve‘ei.   
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than imperative). In the same way as for the hypothetical prefix (see §8.1.1.3.4), the 

morphophoneme A represents an underlying a which dissimilates according to the A 

dissimilation rule (§2.13.2.6), becoming ø when the first vowel of the following stem 

is a.  
 
For verbs unmarked for realis or irrealis, semantically the negative opposes the 

realisation of an event (thus making the event non-factual). This is consistent with its 

being grouped with the other realis/irrealis continuum prefixes. For irrealis marked 

verbs (or verbs marked by the irrealis negative particle asike), semantically the 

negative opposes the expectation by the speaker that an event will be realised (thus 

making the speaker’s expectation non-factual).  
 
There are limitations on distribution of the negative prefix. Firstly, the negative 

prefix cannot co-occur with any of the other fifth and third order prefixes, so to 

negate other modes, the separate irrealis negative particle asike is employed. 
 
The prohibitive mode is equivalent to negated imperative mood (irrealis mode) as 

described in §8.1.1.1.1, and is given in (72) for comparison with verbs marked with 

the negative prefix sA- given in (73) and (74): 

(72) A-lat-tøbarehreh sa-l-e-tølmam. 
PZ-p-girl PHB-3pS-IR-return 
‘Let the girls not return!’ 

 
Subject and negative marking alone on the verb stem produces one of two 

possibilities. The first is a simple negated realis verb; the second is a negative 

relative clause. Only context and intonation can distinguish between these two, with 

(73) having clause or sentence final intonation, but the intonation of (74) neither 

rising nor falling. 

(73) A-lat-tøbarehreh lø-sa-tølmam. 
PZ-p-girl 3pS-NEG-return 
‘The girls didn’t return’/ ‘The girls haven’t returned.’ 

(74) a-lat-tøbarehreh lø-sa-tølmam 
PZ-p-girl 3pS-NEG-return 
‘the girls who didn’t return’ 

 
When the mode of the verb wanted by the speaker is on the irrealis end of the 

realis/irrealis continuum, the verb is only negated by means of the irrealis negative 

particle asike. A realis marked verb when negated by asike results in an irrealis 
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negative. An irrealis marked verb negated by asike also results in an irrealis negative 

but with implied coercion (76). This form can also give the sense of emphasis (77). 

(75) A-lat-tøbarehreh asike l-o-tølmam. 
PZ-p-girl IR.NEG 3pS-R-return 
‘The girls will not return.’ 

(76) A-lat-tøbarehreh asike l-e-tølmam. 
PZ-p-girl IR.NEG 3pS-IR-return 
‘The girls will not return (someone is preventing them).’ 

(77) Asike n-e-tølmam. 
IR.NEG 1sS-IR-return 
‘I will NOT return!’/ ‘I will never return.’ 

 
A verb marked by the potential prefix, when negated by asike results in either a 

negative potential verb or an irrealis relative clause. Once again, only context can 

distinguish between these two. 

(78) A-lat-tøbarehreh asike lø-þe-tølmam… 
PZ-p-girl IR.NEG 3pS-POT-return 
‘If the girls do not return…(and they won’t)’/ ‘The girls might/may not return.’ 

(79) a-lat-tøbarehreh asike lø-þe-tølmam 
PZ-p-girl IR.NEG 3pS-POT-return 
‘the girls who will not return’ 

 
A verb marked by the hypothetical prefix, when negated by asike results in a 

negative hypothetical verb. 

(80) A-lat-tøbarehreh asike lø-ta-tølmam. 
PZ-p-girl IR.NEG 3pS-HYP-return 
‘If the girls do not return…(and they will)’/ ‘The girls would not have returned.’ 

 
Neither of the seen mode prefixes (ga- or sa-) may be negated by asike. Negation of 

these meanings is achieved by simple realis or irrealis negation in the absence of the 

seen mode prefixes. 

8.1.1.4.1 Inherently negative verbs 
Maskelynes has a small closed set of verbs that can be described as being inherently 

negative; that is, negation is semantically a component of their meaning. 
 
The intransitive verb tøtan ‘not know/be ignorant’ is used widely of new and 

unknown things or concepts. 

(81) L-o-tøtan høn na-kitin-an husur-i. 
3pS-R-not.know TZ NZ-true-NZ about-3sO 
‘They didn’t know the truth about him.’ 
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The transitive verb dødas(-i) ‘unable’ is used in conjunction with a following verb 

marked by the potential mode to consistently express inabilitative mode. This verb 

seems to be presently undergoing reanalysis by younger speakers as an intransitive 

verb, so the same example may include the transitivising relator høn-i. 

(82) Gai Ø-e-dødas Ø-þi-sor am. 
he 3sS-R-unable 3sS-POT-talk more 
‘He can’t talk anymore.’ 

(83) Gai Ø-e-dødas høn Ø-þi-sor am. 
he 3sS-R-unable TZ 3sS-POT-talk more 
‘He can’t talk anymore.’ 

 
The transitive verb møtahun-i ‘not want/reject’ is used consistently instead of 

sa-løðon-i, the negated form of ‘want’. The reason for this is unclear. Rejection of 

something merely requires that that thing be placed as object, while rejection of an 

event requires that the following verb be marked as subordinate by either the 

relativiser or the potential prefix. 

(84) N-o-møtahun nø-hari-hai. 
1sS-R-not.want NZ-root-tree 
‘I don’t want kava.’ 

(85) N-o-møtahun nø-þi-van. 
1sS-R-not.want 1sS-POT-go 
‘I don’t want to go.’ 

 
The intransitive þuer ‘be not’ indicates non-existence, but can also convey ‘not 

have’ and ‘without’. It is discussed further in §8.1.1.4.3  and §11.1.7.1 . 

 
There are many more verbs that have some negative component of meaning, but not 

as clear cut as those above, and these would include verbs such as: møtahus-i ‘not 

allow/forbid, darðaþu ‘uncertain/confused’, par ‘not have/lack’, dødað ‘unload’, 

didimair ‘undecided’, kol-e ‘undress’, æuæu ‘unafraid’ and nadw ‘not 

enough/insufficient’. 

 

There are also at least two NSV-like final forms that add negative components of 

meaning to the verbs that they follow: sulu¹-i ‘miss’ and soþuer ‘fruitlessly/to no 

avail’. 

(86) Namt-o-tøgau sulu¹-i. 
1peS-R-hold miss-3sO 
‘We fumbled it.’ 
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(87) …hum Ø-to-pair sulu¹ nø-þe en(an) 
   like 3sS-R-turn miss NZ-song that 
‘…as though he mistranslated that song.’ 

(88) L-u-nau soþuer høn-i. 
3pS-R-think fruitlessly TZ-3sO 
‘They worried about it (and couldn’t resolve it).’ 

(89) Namt-u-wet soþuer. 
1peS-R-wait fruitlessly 
‘We waited to no avail (they didn’t come).’ 

8.1.1.4.2 Double negatives 
Maskelynes allows the double encoding of negative in a clause, but when double 

negation occurs, it has the same force as single negation. Thus it is not possible to 

produce a sentence such as: she didn’t want him to not eat, which would be 

perfectly allowable in English.  

(90) Nø-sa-løboi-i Ø-sa-voi. 
1sS-NEG-know-3sO 3sS-NEG-good 
‘I don’t know it well.’ (*‘I don’t know it not well.’) 

 
This particular characteristic even holds sway over verbs that are not negated, but are 

inherently negative. 

(91)  N-o-møtahus-i Ø-sa-voi. 
1sS-R-forbid 3sS-NEG-good 
‘I didn’t forbid it well.’ (*‘I didn’t forbid it not well.’) 

 
On the other hand such inherently negative verbs can be negated: 

(92)  Nø-sa-møtahus-i 
1sS-NEG-forbid-3sO 
‘I allowed it.’ (Literally: ‘I didn’t forbid it.’)  

8.1.1.4.3 Negative interjections 

There are two words used as negative interjections that both mean ‘no!’ One ao(a) 

‘no’ is purely an interjection used in answer to questions (see §5.1) or when 

disagreeing with an assertion. 

(93) G-u-toh a im damøð a? Aoa, dereh n-e-vi Hoti. 
2sS-R-stay LOC house today eh no FUT 1sS-IR-go.to Hoti 
‘You’re staying home today eh? No, soon I’ll go to Hoti.’ 

 
The second word used as an interjection (þuer ‘be not’) is considerably more 

complex. For a start, it is a verb; the antonym of kad-e ‘have’, so can take the verbal 

meaning of ‘not have’. 

(94) Na-im ýur-ýur Ø-i-kad nø-tov? Ao, Ø-e-þuer. 
NZ-house RED-sell 3sS-R-have NZ-sugar no 3sS-R-be.not 
‘Does the store have sugar? No, none.’ 
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It can also mean ‘without’: 

(95) Ø-i-yar van a-soa-n Ø-e-þuer. 
3sS-R-walk DUR PZ-spouse-3s.POSR 3sS-R-be.not 
‘She walked on without her husband.’ 

 
Just as the verb kad-e can have the existential sense ‘there is’ (96), þuer can have 

the negative existential sense ‘there isn’t’ (97)-(98). 

(96) Boð sua Ø-i-kad a-van sua… 
day one 3sS-R-have PZ-person one 
‘Once upon a time there was a man…’ 

(97) N-ivu Ø-e-þuer ei. 
NZ-turtle 3sS-R-be.not there 
‘There were no turtles there.’ 

(98) Gø-þi-toh len na-ut ideh  nø-mani Ø-to-þuer ale nil Ø-to-þuer… 
2sS-POT-live in NZ-place any  NZ-money 3sS-RZ-not.have and nail 3sS-RZ-be.not 
‘If you live in some place where there is no money and no nail(s)…’ 

 
Notwithstanding all of these uses, þuer in its third person realis form is often used as 

an interjection meaning ‘no’. In the following example notice that although the 

subject and subject person marking are plural, þuer retains a fixed third person realis 

form. 

(99) A-lat-hutai l-u-toh a? Ø-e-þuer. 
PZ-p-child 3pS-R-stay eh 3sS-R-be.not 
‘The kids are here eh? Nope.’/ ‘Did the kids stay? No.’ 

8.1.1.5 Tense-mode – second order 
There are two second order prefixes, the immediate past tense prefix, and the 

obligatory mode prefix. 
 

 2 
 Tense-Mode 
 madha- IMM.PAST 
 mas- OBG 

8.1.1.5.1 Tense: immediate past 

The immediate past tense prefix madha- requires the presence of a subject prefix. It 

can also co-occur with any of the third order prefixes except irrealis. It does not 

occur with any of the fifth order tense-aspect-mode prefixes. Semantically this prefix 

indicates that an action or state has just happened, that is, it happened in the 

immediate past. The immediacy is relative to the time frame being spoken of. So 

‘they were just born’ could mean that their mothers had given birth that day or 

conceivably that week, but if the discussion was about social characteristics, the 
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statement could be comparing the youth of the time with the old men, in which case 

‘just born’ could indicate time proximity of some years or even up to a generation.  

(100) Nø-tas Ø-i-madha-u. 
NZ-sea 3sS-R-IMM.PAST-come.in 
‘The tide’s just started coming in.’ 

(101) Sa-g-i-van ea! Wake galit l-u-madha-van ei. 
NEG-2sS-IR-go over.there but they.p 3pS-R-IMM.PAST-go there 
‘“Don’t go over there!” “But they just went there.”’ 

(102) na-uluman Ø-to-madha-marið 
NZ-man 3sS-RZ-IMM.PAST-disembark 
‘the man who just disembarked’ 

 
There is no recorded instance of this prefix occurring with the negative, potential or 

hypothetical prefixes. 

8.1.1.5.2 Mode: obligatory 

The obligatory mode prefix mas- requires the presence of a subject prefix. It can co-

occur with any of the third order prefixes except the negative. When it co-occurs 

with realis, it is nevertheless understood as irrealis. It does not occur with any of the 

fifth order prefixes. Semantically this prefix indicates that an action or state will be, 

or is, by necessity. The hearer is given no choice by the speaker. Combined with 

irrealis and second person subject, it often replaces the positive imperative. This 

prefix is a borrowing from English must via Bislama mas, and while it is frowned on 

by language purists, often they will themselves unconsciously use it. It replaces the 

much more ambiguous obligatory particle æau, which usually stands clause finally, 

but which can readily be confused with a clause final interrogative yes/no particle 

æau.  

(103) Nø-sa Ø-to-kel-e Ø-i-mas-sarpoh. 
NZ-what 3sS-RZ-say-3sO 3sS-R-OBG-come.true 
‘What he said had to come true.’ 

(104) G-o-pis na-møta-n, Ø-i-mas-maiegai suæ nø-hai-ðodðod. 
2sS-R-lash NZ-tip-3s.POSR 3sS-R-OBG-like.this like NZ-device-shelter 
 
se-limu 
GEN-heron 
‘You lash the tip, it has to be like this, like the heron’s nest…’ 

(105) L-u-mas-van va-si-sisir metýisal. 
3pS-R-OBG-go PURP-RED-sweep roadway 
‘They had to go keep sweeping the roadway.’ 

(106) Dat-i-mas-panun len mariug. 
1piS-IR-OBG-cook in night 
‘We have to cook at night/tonight.’ 
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(107) Mit-i-mas-søsøloð husur a-tøma-mit gail. 
2pS-IR-OBG-hear follow PZ-father-2p.POSR p 
‘You (all) must pay attention to your fathers.’ 

8.1.1.6 Purpose/durative prefix 

The purpose/durative prefix vA- functions in two ways.149 In the first it functions as 

purpose, marking the purpose clause in a sentence which encodes a means-purpose 

interpropositional relation. In the second it functions as durative aspect, often 

indicating that the NP that follows is semantically a goal or time terminus. It is 

bound directly to the verb stem and never co-occurs with any other inflexional 

affixation of any kind. In the same way as for the hypothetical and negative prefixes 

(see §8.1.1.3.4 and §8.1.1.4), the A represents an underlying a which dissimilates to 

ø according to the A dissimilation rule (§2.13.2.6). 

(108) Nu-pat nø-log van va-rið-i len na-þur. 
1sS.R-carry NZ-laplap go PURP-put-3sO in NZ-hole 
‘I carried the laplap over to put it in the (cooking) hole.’ 

(109) Gi-pat na-ruruð egai va-rið-i møhat len nø-hai ri-rið 
2sS.IR-carry NZ-food.parcel this PURP-put-3sO up on NZ-device RED-put 
 
ea ð(ai). 
over.there just 
‘Carry this food parcel to put it up on the shelf just over there.’ 
 

(110) Lo-tuþat a Lohonæor van va-sib a aim a Lamap. 
3pS.R-start LOC Lamap.Point go DUR-stop LOC habitation LOC Lamap 
‘They started at Lamap Point (and) went until stopping at the dwelling at Lamap.’ 

8.1.1.7 Reduplication – first order 
Most verbs can be reduplicated. The most common form of reduplication is 

inflectional and it is used to achieve a variety of outcomes. Reduplication can 

indicate plurality of participants and effect; reciprocal; totality and intensity of effect; 

and aspects such as repetitive, durative, and habitual. These will be described further 

in §8.5. Reduplication can also be derivational, able to change verb subclass from 

transitive to intransitive (§8.3.2.1) as well as to derive distributive numerals (§8.2.5). 

                                                           
149 While there is no synchronic evidence of the origin of this prefix, a number of nearby languages have a word 
with similar form that means ‘go’, vaa in Paamese (Crowley 1987:47), va/vano in Lewo (Early 1994:374), pan 
in South Efate (Nicholls and Nicholls 1998:21, Theiberger 2006:261) and like Maskelynes, van in Port 
Sandwich, Avokh and Akhamb (Charpentier 1982b). In Lewo, the verb vano is used as the first verb in a core 
serial construction expressing reason. In South Efate pan ‘go’ precedes a core serialised verb indicating purpose 
of motion. There is some indication that va-/vø- may have originated from van ‘go’, but there is little doubt that 
it is now used to express purpose. This type of purpose clause is unmarked for realis or irrealis mode. 
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8.1.1.8 Object person enclitic 
In Maskelynes, transitive verbs are marked for third person singular object by an 

enclitic -i which has an unpredictable allomorph -e. It is called an enclitic because it 

attaches to the right margin of the VP (111). 

(111) N-o-løðon-i. N-o-løðon masu¹ høn-i. 
1sS-R-want-3sO 1sS-R-want INTNS TZ-3sO 
‘I want it.’ ‘I want it very much.’ 

 
There are no other object person number suffixes or enclitics. The allomorphs are not 

determined phonologically or morphophonemically, so presumably they originally 

had some semantic basis. Secondly, this enclitic, which for want of a better name I 

have called the object enclitic, obligatorily attaches to most transitive verbs and all of 

the relators in the absence of a following NP. Historically, however, it appears that 

the -i/-e enclitic was retained even when a syntactic argument was present. 

Translations from early last century (Leggatt 1904, 1906) retain it, as do some old 

men when they preach. When this happens the middle aged men comment that it is 

“old language”. Synchronically, however, the object enclitic and the NP are now 

mutually exclusive.  

8.1.1.8.1 Distribution of object enclitic: occurrence 
As a basis for understanding what can and cannot stand in its place, one must see the 

object enclitic as a third person singular pronominal enclitic able to syntactically 

stand in place of a NP. With any other person or number, a plural marker such as 

gail or an independent pronoun are the only available options to stand in place of the 

NP. Thus in the context of a turtle hunt after seeing some small turtles: 

(112) Namt-u-tah gat-i, tah sulu¹ gail. 
1peS-R-hold tight-3sO hold miss p 
‘We grabbed it, fumbled them.’ 

 
In the following examples, the default object enclitic (113) is replaced by a plural 

pronoun (114), or by a NP (115). 

(113) Na-us Ø-i-han-i. 
NZ-rain 3sS-R-soak-3sO 
‘The rain soaked (and damaged) it.’ 

(114) Na-us Ø-i-han galito. 
NZ-rain 3sS-R-soak them 
‘The rain soaked (and damaged) them.’ 

(115) Na-us Ø-i-han nø-bateh gail. 
NZ-rain 3sS-R-soak NZ-mat p 
‘The rain soaked (and damaged) the mats.’  
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� The object enclitic occurs by default on almost all transitive verbs. When 

Maskelynes speakers are asked to speak about a transitive verb, they always refer 

to that verb by its citation form, that is, with the third person realis subject prefix 

and the object enclitic. Thus the verb lat ‘heat’ would never be referred to as a 

bare root in this way, but always as i-lat-i ‘he heated it’, indicating that to 

Maskelynes speakers, the object enclitic is inherently part of the transitive verb. 

As mentioned above, the object enclitic normally occurs as -i but has an 

unpredictable allomorph -e. The following is a list of the verbs that take the -e 

allomorph. 

Table 26. Transitive verbs that take the -e allomorph 

 biv-e ‘carry (piggyback)’  saþul-e ‘grab’ 
 †dol-e ‘squash’  savul-e ‘flatten’ 
 gel-e ‘change’  sil-e ‘because of’ 
 gol-e ‘do/make’  sod-e ‘sew’ 
 †gol-e ‘block’  sol-e ‘peel’ 
 kad-e ‘have’  sul-e ‘send’ 
 kel-e ‘say’  tariv-e ‘carry’ 
 kol-e ‘undress’  tu¹-e ‘hold down’ 
 mab-e ‘how/why it’  vod-e ‘rub’ 
 mabul-e ‘plant’  vørhøt-e ‘peel it’ 
 ðol-e ‘lick’  vuh-e ‘unwrap’ 
 pit-e ‘paint’150    
Those marked by † only occur as final forms in NSV-like constructions. 
 

� There are a number of intransitive (including state-process) verbs that also end in 

e, but that do not take the object enclitic because they are not transitive verbs. 

They can on occasion cause confusion for the analyst. These verbs are as follows: 

Table 27. Intransitive verbs that end in e 

 duþe ‘tasteless’  raþue ‘move all over the place’ 
 hehe ‘sweet’  salsalume ‘flare’ 
 gilgile ‘too high’  semale ‘curse’ 
 lahlahe ‘sore (groin lymphnode)’  surube ‘choke’ 
 lele ‘awake’  tile ‘different’ 
 mile ‘muddy’  vilibre ‘beg’ 
 raæe ‘play’  vivile ‘go outside’ 
 

� The object enclitic -i/-e occurs by default on all relators, and on transitive verbs 

that function like relators (see §7.1 and §7.3.4.1). The beneficiary/reason relator 

sil, takes the -e allomorph (see §7.2.5) as does the equivalent verb in Table 26. 

                                                           
150 Older speakers still use pit-e, and this is the form that Charpentier recorded (1982b) but most younger ones 
now say pit-i. 
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� The object enclitic occurs by default on all transitive final forms in NSV-like 

constructions. For a full listing of these, see §12.3.6.2. 

� There is a noun subclass (the part-whole nouns), all the members of which have a 

word final -e suffix which is dropped when a noun follows. For more on this 

noun subclass see §3.2.4.3. 

(116) na-þurhu-t-e na-þurhu-t nø-wag 
NZ-inside-PW-it NZ-inside-PW NZ-canoe 
‘the inside (of it)’ ‘the inside of the canoe’ 

(117) nø-hashø-t-e nø-hashø-t na-tøboi 
NZ-stalk-PW-it NZ-stalk-PW NZ-navele 
‘the stalk (of it)’ ‘the stalk of the navele (nut)’ 

 
Semantically this suffix acts as a pronominal third person singular suffix replacing a 

following noun which is in a part-whole relationship with the first noun. Because of 

the structural and semantic similarities between this suffix and the object enclitic, 

there is cause to postulate a relationship between the two.  

8.1.1.8.2 Distribution of object enclitic: absence 
The object enclitic never occurs in the following environments:  

� Although the object enclitic occurs on transitive verbs, it never attaches to a 

small class of transitive verbs that take objects that obligatorily have no na-/nø- 

nominaliser. In the absence of a syntactic NP object, the verb may be considered 

to be intransitive or to have an understood object which is third person singular 

by default, depending on the context. These verbs include tøgau ‘hold’, par 

‘lack’ and bað ‘have plenty’. 

(118) A-van Ø-to-tøgau hai wol-wol salito Ø-e-tøgau. 
PZ-person 3sS-RZ-hold wood RED-steer their.p 3sS-R-hold 
‘The person who held their steering oar held (it).’ 

 

� The object enclitic also does not attach to the true prepositions (see §7.3.2) or the 

verbal prepositions (see §7.3.3). 

� Normally the object enclitic does not occur more than once in one clause even 

when there are many possibilities for attachment. Presumably this limitation is to 

facilitate participant tracking. 

(119)  Ø-e-um høn nø-wei høn na-¹uru æos a-natu-n. 
3sS-R-work TZ NZ-arrow MT NZ-tree.fern BEN PZ-child-3s.POSR 
‘He made an arrow(head) from tree fern for his son.’ 

(120)  Ø-e-um høn-i høn na-¹uru æos a-natu-n. 
3sS-R-work TZ-3sO MT NZ-tree.fern BEN PZ-baby-3s.POSR 
‘He made it from tree fern for his son.’ 
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(121)  Ø-e-um høn nø-wei høn-i æos a-natu-n. 
3sS-R-work TZ NZ-arrow MT-3sO BEN PZ-baby-3s.POSR 
‘He made an arrow(head) from it for his son.’ 

(122)  Ø-e-um høn nø-wei høn na-¹uru æos-i. 
3sS-R-work TZ NZ-arrow MT NZ-tree.fern BEN-3sO 
‘He made an arrow(head) from tree fern for him.’ 

 
This is not a hard and fast rule, and when practical constraints allow (such as in 

example (123)), the object enclitic can occur more than once in one clause.  

(123) A-Kal Ø-e-us a-tøma-n høn Ø-þe-um høn  na-im æos-i. 
PZ-Kal 3sS-R-ask PZ-father-3s.POSR PURP 3sS-POT-work TZ NZ-house BEN-3sO 
 
Ale a-tata san Ø-e-um høn-i æos-i. 
SEQ PZ-dad 3s.POSR 3sS-R-work TZ-3sO BEN-3sO 
‘Kal asked his father to build the house for him. And (so) his dad built it for him.’ 

8.1.2 Verb derivation 
Derivation is the process of stem formation by addition of affixes to a root. 

Derivational affixes tend to occur with restricted members of a word class, they tend 

to occur closest to the root, and they characteristically change the class or subclass of 

the word, or change to a derived but related meaning of the word. The Maskelynes 

verb stem in its minimal form is a root. The second order of prefixes either form an 

independent verb stem or change the valency of the verb. The first order prefixes 

involve reduplication of part of the root. Following the verb root are suffixes that 

raise the valency of the verb. 
 

2 1   
Independent and Valency change Reduplication ROOT Valency increase 

8.1.2.1 Prefixes which derive independent stems or change valency 
There are two second order prefixes that derive independent verb stems. The first of 

these prefixes la- occurs on only four verbs, of which one ben/bin ‘dent?’ has never 

been recorded in its underived form. One other, vur ‘swirl’ exists as a noun na-vur 

‘eddy’ and as an intransitive verb vur ‘swirl’ and addition of la- produces another 

intransitive verb with a meaning specific to fire rather than liquids. The second prefix 

da- only occurs on one verb. 
 
 ma-binbin ‘dented, pitted’  la-benben-i ‘dent, pit’ 
 þur-i ‘break’  la-þur-i ‘break’ 
 ýul-i ‘split’  la-ýul-i ‘split open’ 
 vur ‘swirl’  la-vurvur ‘flare (in swirl of flame)’ 
    
 kuv-i ‘take out (of self)’  da-kuv-i ‘extract/remove’ 
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It is possible that both of these prefixes came from existing transitive verbs which 

were originally initial verbs in NSV-like constructions. The first is lav-i ‘transfer’ 

included in such constructions as lav tar-i ‘transfer+tear=tear (going through)’, lav 

kot-i ‘transfer+truly=have the same characteristics as’, lav kuv-i ‘transfer+out=take 

out’, and lav tukot ‘transfer+across=pass’.  The second is dar ‘shake’ included in 

dar ýul-i ‘shake+split=split by dropping’ and dar vis-i ‘shake+appear=surround’. 
 
There are two transitivising prefixes, both causative prefixes, vøha- and va-/vø- 

(vA-) which are reflexes of the POc causative prefix *pa[ka]- (reconstructed by 

Pawley 1972). These are discussed in §8.3.1.6. 

 
There are three detransitivising prefixes, mA-, ta- and ka- which are reflexes of POc 

*ma-, *ta-, and *ka- respectively. These detransitivising prefixes will be discussed in 

detail in §8.2 on verb subclasses and valency changing devices. In addition to the 

detransitivising prefixes, initial consonant alternation can result in detransitivisation 

(§8.3.3.1.1), as can reduplication (§8.3.2.1). There is also some evidence that 

alternation of the root medial vowel is associated with a change from ambitransitive 

to transitive forms (see Table 61 in §8.3.3.1.2). 

8.1.2.2 Reduplication as a derivational process 
The majority of reduplication in the language occurs on verbs, and most of this is 

inflectional (§8.5). A number of intransitive verbs, however, are derived from 

transitive verbs by reduplication of the transitive stem (§8.3.2.1). For NE Ambae, 

Hyslop (2001:315) describes this type of derivation as “unspecified object deletion” 

with removal of the object a device for defocussing it. In Maskelynes while one 

could use the same description in some instances, in others, the transitive subject is 

deleted resulting in a state-process verb (with undergoer subject) thus: 

(124) E-burut na-loþulat len na-pisbile. Nø-plasta e-bu-burut. 
3sS.R-stick NZ-paper on NZ-wall NZ-plaster 3sS.R-RED-stick 
‘She stuck the paper on the wall.’ ‘The plaster was sticky.’/ ‘The plaster stuck.’ 

 
In further instances many of the resulting ambitransitive or intransitive verbs have a 

shift in meaning from the transitive. For instance sul ‘push/go under’ becomes 

su-sul ‘regrow (fingernail/bark)’. This leads me to conclude that reduplication is a 

more general detransitivising process rather than just allowing deletion to remove 

focus from the object per se.  
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8.1.2.3 Suffixes which increase valency 
Maskelynes employs a number of enclitics or suffixes to derive transitive verbs from 

intransitive ones. The object enclitic, -i, may be a reflex of POc *-i and could be 

considered to derive verbs which can take a direct object. The suffix -(V)s-i derives 

a transitive verb that may take an object that often has a semantic role of goal or 

location. The suffix -n-i transitivises a number of intransitive verbs ending in ah, 

and upon transitivisation, -n-i replaces the word final h. The suffix -san-i 

transitivises a small number of undergoer verbs. All of these suffixes will be 

discussed further in §8.2 on verb subclasses and valency changing devices.   

8.1.3 Transitive and object suffixes 
While many Vanuatu languages have a full paradigm of verbal object markers, some 

have an incomplete paradigm.151 This is the case in Maskelynes with only one object 

person enclitic, the third person singular which has the form -i with an unpredictable 

alternate -e (§8.1.1.8). This enclitic is bound to transitive verbs in the absence of a 

following NP, and when the object is not third person singular, a free pronoun or 

plural marker replaces the object enclitic following the verb stem. The same is true 

for peripheral NPs introduced by relators. The enclitic can be marked on those 

relators in the absence of an overt syntactic argument. It appears, however, that 

historically, the -i/-e enclitic was always retained on transitive verbs and relators 

even in the presence of a syntactic argument. If this is the case, then it raises the 

possibility that -i/-e was originally a reflex of *-i, the POc ‘close’ transitive suffix 

(Pawley 1973) and that Maskelynes had no object markers. This transitive suffix 

would then have been more recently reanalysed as a third person singular object 

enclitic. Its presence synchronically as a citation form on almost all transitive verbs 

would then be consistent with its having been a transitive suffix historically. 

8.2 Verb subclasses  
Verb classes in Maskelynes are based on their inherent valency. Inherent valency 

here refers to the number of arguments actually able to be marked on the 

construction, and by extension the number of syntactic arguments able to be carried 

                                                           
151 For instance Nefe‘ei (Neve‘ei) has no object suffixes (Musgrave 2001:55), related Naman has singular object 
suffixes, but only a third person plural object suffix (Crowley 2006a:117), Paamese has only singular person 
object suffixes (Crowley 1982:142 ), Tangoa (Batcock 2004:11-12) and Araki (François 2002:45) have all object 
suffixes except first person plural exclusive and second person plural, while Uripiv has a full paradigm 
(MacKerras 2001) as does Lewo (Early 1994:148).  
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within the clause core. In single verb terms, a verb with an inherent valency of one 

may only be marked for subject person/number, and can only carry a syntactic 

subject argument. By contrast, a verb with an inherent valency of two may be 

marked for both subject person/number and object person/number, and could carry 

both a syntactic subject and object. This is not the same as Foley and Olson’s 

concept of core arguments (1985:34) which are those arguments indicated by the 

semantics of the verb, thus one for run, two for open and three for give. In 

Maskelynes all three of these verbs would have an inherent valency of one. In this 

description, the term transitivity is directly related to valency.152 That is, an 

intransitive verb has a valency of one; it can only take a subject participant. A 

transitive verb has a valency of two; it can take both subject and object participants. 

An ambitransitive verb (and there are few in Maskelynes) has a valency of one or 

two, being able to take one or two participants without any change in structure. 

Comrie (1978) and Dixon (1979) introduced notation for the arguments of single and 

multiple argument clauses. Following Dixon, these arguments are the intransitive 

subject (S), the transitive subject (A) and the transitive object (O). 
 
Another criterion by which verbs can be classified is the way in which change of 

valency is handled. Lynch et al. (2002:81) conclude that POc had two major verb 

root classes, A-verbs and O-verbs. For A-verbs the S of the intransitive form became 

the A of the transitive form. But for O-verbs, the S of the intransitive form became 

the O of the transitive form. Hyslop (2001:81-2) demonstrates that A or O verb type 

is one major factor in classifying NE Ambae verb subclasses, others include 

transitivity and the ability to be transitivised or detransitivised. In analysing and 

describing verbs I have also found Chafe’s (1970:98-101) terminology of state, 

process, action and process-action useful. Under this terminology, in the wood is 

bent, bent denotes a state whereas in the wood bent, bent denotes a process. In I 

touched the wood, touched denotes an action and neither I nor the wood changed 

state, whereas in I bent the wood, bent denotes a process-action since both an 

action and a change of state took place (I performed the action and the wood 

changed state). 
 
                                                           
152 This is true unless Hopper and Thompson’s (1980) transitivity hierarchy is being discussed. Transitivity is 
redefined by them to include a cluster of features, of which the number of participants is only one. Others include 
kinesis, aspect, punctuality, volitionality, affirmation, mode, agency, affectedness of object and individuation of 
object.  
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For describing intransitive verbs in particular, the distinction between the generalised 

semantic role (GSR) of actor and that of undergoer is helpful. Van Valin (1999) 

describes three different levels of semantic roles. The first level consists of verb 

specific roles such as thinker, hearer, liker, killer, moved, broken and given to. The 

second level consists of thematic relations such as experiencer, agent, theme, patient 

and recipient, which each subsume multiple verb specific semantic roles. At the third 

level, the semantic contrasts are further neutralised and roles are further generalised 

resulting in only two GSRs, actor and undergoer. The more generalised semantic role 

of actor then subsumes agent, experiencer, instrument and other roles. Undergoer 

subsumes patient, theme, recipient and other roles. These roles are distinguished 

from grammatical relations; thus subject is distinguished from actor and direct object 

from undergoer. In fact subject could be either actor or undergoer. Several Oceanists 

have used this useful concept to describe intransitive verbs.153  
 
In Maskelynes transitivity affects classification of the verb root in five possible ways. 

Verbs can have the following transitivity characteristics: 
  

� an intransitive form only that is unmarked; 

� an intransitive form able to be marked to form a different verb subclass; 

� an unmarked form that is both intransitive and transitive; 

� a transitive form only which takes the object enclitic; and 

� a transitive form able to be marked to form a different verb subclass.  
 
In addition to these transitivity characteristics, other factors important in classifying 

Maskelynes verbs are whether verbs are A-type or O-type, and for intransitive verbs, 

whether they are state-process verbs or active verbs. 

                                                           
153 Ross et al. (1998a) use these terms in their reconstruction of  POc intransitive verb classes, as do Evans and 
Ross (2001) and Evans (2003). 
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Table 28. Subclasses of verbs 

 

   Intransitive 

  
   State-process 

  No transitive form 
   O-type  
   A-type  
 

   Active 
  No transitive form 

   O-type  
   A-type  
    Ambitransitive   O-type  
   A-type  
 

   Transitive 
  No intransitive form 

   O-type  
   A-type  
    Extratransitive   Intransitive form 
   No intransitive form 
 
Extratransitive verbs are those that can take a further argument beyond the core 

arguments available to transitive verbs. All extratransitives are also members of 

another subgroup. 

8.2.1 Intransitive subclasses 
Intransitive verbs have a valency of one, only taking an argument functioning as 

subject (S). Some intransitive verbs can be transitivised by derivational affixes, and 

some cannot. Intransitive verbs can be divided into state-process verbs and active 

verbs. This distinction between prototype state-process verbs and prototype active 

verbs is essentially semantic, but is confirmed morphosyntactically. 

8.2.1.1 State-process verbs 
State-process verbs are those intransitive verbs which prototypically have an 

undergoer as subject and which typically can stand as predicate in stative descriptive 

clauses. They are also capable of functioning within the NP as attributive modifiers. 

State-process verbs lie on a state-process continuum. At one extreme are verbs that 

denote states and are rarely, if ever, transitivised and at the other are those which 

denote processes and may be transitivised. Many of these verbs can refer to both a 

state and a process. Thus tibau ‘big’ in (125) denotes a state, but in (126) denotes a 

process.  

(125) Nø-wag enan e-tibau. 
NZ-canoe that 3sS.R-big 
‘That canoe is big.’ 

(126) No-tibau len na-ut a Hoti. 
1sS.R-big on NZ-place LOC Hoti 
‘I grew up on Hoti (Island).’ 
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There are three subclasses of state-process verbs. The first consists of those that 

cannot be transitivised. The second subclass consists of O-type verbs, and the third 

consists of A-type verbs.  

8.2.1.1.1 State-process verbs with no recorded transitive form 
Of the state-process verbs, the ones that are at the state end of the state-process 

continuum are the ones most likely to have no transitive form.154 This group includes 

the numerals, quantities and colours. Having no transitive form doesn’t mean they 

have no derivational morphology. The prefix vøha-, a reflex of *pa[ka]- (Pawley 

1973:128), the POc causative prefix, can derive multiplicatives from the numerals 

(§8.2.5) and from the two quantity verbs, e-vis ‘few’ and i-soþur ‘many/much’, 

resulting in vøha-vis ‘a few times/some times’ and vøha-soþur ‘many times’. In 

addition, most colour verbs are reduplicated, although when an unreduplicated form 

also exists, there is no change in functionality, meaning or valency. It appears that 

the reduplication indicates durative aspect. This is understandable since a state is by 

definition constant throughout a time period. Within this group of verbs which have 

no transitive form are those which were at sometime in history derived by the prefix 

mA-, but which today have no extant transitive form (Table 55 in §8.3.2.2). Verbal 

demonstratives (§6.2.7), and the existential verbs pat ‘exist (inanimate)’, toh 

‘exist/live’ and suh ‘exist/stay’ also have no transitive form.  

8.2.1.1.2 O-type state-process verbs 
The state-process verbs, which are more at the process end of the state-process 

continuum, still characteristically indicate states, but they can also indicate processes. 

The subject of these verbs is typically an undergoer and there is no implied actor, but 

there are transitive forms. Lynch et al. suggest that the POc *pa[ka]- probably existed 

as two forms *pa- and *paka- ‘causative’ (2002:83) and further state that “each 

Oceanic language generally reflects one form or the other, but not both”.155 

Maskelynes certainly has the latter, and a very few possible instances of the former. 

The Maskelynes reflex of *paka- is the multiplicative vøha-, and the reflex of *pa- is 

                                                           
154 In a language as capable of adding nuances by serial verb construction as Maskelynes is, it is perhaps unwise 
to say that any verb has no transitive form. It is actually quite difficult to determine that any particular intransitive 
verb has no transitive form. If in the first instance you cannot find a transitive form in your corpus, when you fail 
to elicit one, do you conclude that there is no transitive form? My own experience of eliciting indicates that often 
there may be a transitive form, but I have not found a context within which such a form is the word of choice so I 
do not find it. But lack of evidence is not evidence of a lack!  
155 For more on POc *pa[ka]- and its reflexes see §8.3.1.6.   
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the causative prefix vA-. A few possible instances of O-type state-process verbs take 

vA- and deriving transitive verbs are recorded (§8.3.1.6.2).156 The relator høn-i can 

also be used to derive transitive verbs (§8.3.1.5). In each case the intransitive S 

becomes the transitive O, and an A causer is introduced. This is normally known as a 

causative derivation. 
 
In addition to this, there is one case of la- deriving a transitive verb and a state verb 

containing a mA- derivation of a similar root (see §8.1.2.1). A very small number of 

state-process verbs can be transitivised by addition of the object enclitic -i. The 

intransitive and transitive stems have the same form, but the transitive stem can take 

the object enclitic. Thus haþ ‘curved/curve’ becomes haþ-i ‘bend to curve’ and þit 

‘blunt’ becomes þit-i ‘bend back on itself’. These verbs differ from ambitransitive 

verbs in that for ambitransitive verbs, there is no change in form between intransitive 

and transitive forms, and the transitive form does not take the object enclitic. There is 

also one possible case of an O-type verb being transitivised by -(V)s-i (see §8.3.1.2). 

Thus when the intransitive state-process verb pað ‘burn’ (127) is transitivised, an 

agent is introduced (128), and the undergoer S becomes the transitive O. However 

consider (129) where the undergoer S becomes the A in (130), and an O is 

introduced. Thus pað ‘burn’ can be considered to be both an A-type and an O-type 

verb. 

(127) Nø-hai i-pað. 
NZ-wood 3sS.R-burn 
‘The wood burned.’ 

(128) No-pøð-as nø-hai. *Nø-hai e-pøð-as ginau. 
1sS.R-burn-TZ NZ-wood NZ-wood 3sS.R-burn-TZ me 
‘I burned the wood.’ *‘The wood burned me.’ 

(129) Nø-lo-n i-pað-pað. 
NZ-inner.being-3sPOSR 3sS.R-RED-burn 
‘She was angry.’ 

(130) Nø-lo-n e-pøð-as ginau. 
NZ-inner.being-3sPOSR 3sS.R-burn-TZ me 
‘She was angry at me’ (Literally: ‘Her heart burned me’.) 

8.2.1.1.3 A-type state-process verbs 
State-process verbs typically have undergoer subjects, and while it would be nice to 

say that all undergoer subject verbs are transitivised in the same way, by the S 

                                                           
156 In this prefix, A is a morphophoneme which tends to dissimilate according to the height of the first stem 
vowel. 
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becoming O and introducing an A, this isn’t the case. For some undergoer verbs, S 

(with a patient, experiencer or theme role) becomes A (often retaining the patient or 

experiencer role) and an O is introduced. Sometimes a verb with multiple senses can 

only be transitivised with one of those senses. This is the case with the verb dað 

‘strong’. In (131), the meaning is ‘hard/solid’, and with this sense, the verb cannot be 

transitivised. In (132) the meaning is ‘strong/powerful’, and with this sense the verb 

also cannot be transitivised. But in (133) the meaning is ‘difficult’, and when the 

subject is an event proposition (often as a nominalised verb), then the verb can be 

transitivised, with the S becoming A, and an O introduced.  
 
In the case of (133) and (134), the S is a nominalised verb, as is the A, and the 

introduced O has an experiencer role. As a general observation, the introduced O 

with this subclass of verbs can come from a range of semantic roles including 

patient, experiencer, goal, location, instrument or stimulus. 

(131) Niðai egai i-dað habat. 
wild.almond this 3sS.R-hard INTNS 
‘This wild almond is really hard!’ 

(132) Na-þuluk enan i-dað. 
NZ-cow that 3sS.R-strong 
‘That ox is powerful.’ 

(133) Na-¹uruð-i-an i-dað. 
NZ-read-3sO-NZ 3sS.R-difficult 
‘Reading is difficult.’ 

(134) Na-¹uruð-i-an i-dað høn ginau. 
NZ-read-3sO-NZ 3sS.R-difficult TZ me 
‘Reading is difficult for me.’ 

 
Only the suffix -Vs-i can morphologically derive transitive verbs from A-type state-

process verbs, and with this derivation, the introduced object tends to have the 

semantic role of goal or location. As can be seen in the examples above, the relator 

høn-i can also raise the valency of this subclass of verbs. 

(135) Na-us e-gir-is ginamito. 
PZ-rain 3sS.R-drizzle-TZ us.pe 
‘The rain drizzled on us.’ 

8.2.1.2 Active verbs 
Active verbs are those which prototypically have an actor subject and which  

typically can stand as predicate in active clauses. There are three subclasses of active 

verbs. The first consists of those that cannot be transitivised. The second subclass 

consists of A-type verbs. The third subclass consists of O-type verbs.  
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8.2.1.2.1 Active verbs with no recorded transitive form 
Of the active verbs, the ones most likely to have no transitive form are those which 

have an incorporated object (see §8.3.1.7), since these have no real need of 

transitivisation. Others are those with objects as part of their meaning but not their 

morphology. Another group are those which require either an accompaniment or a 

non-singular subject. 

Table 29. Example active verbs with no recorded transitive form 

 Verb Gloss Verb Gloss 
 þer ‘shut eyes’ lu¹oh ‘crowd together’ 
 darmøloh ‘cross legs’ æur ‘rush’ 
 gor ‘fall when dry (coconut)’ ðad ‘hurry’ 
 kavømat ‘wink’ sahieh ‘line fish’ 
 køraiko ‘crow’ vahim ‘go home’ 
 lul ‘move house’ vahut ‘go ashore’ 

8.2.1.2.2 O-type active verbs 

Very few active verbs are O-type verbs. In one dubious example, the causative vA- 

possibly transitivises han ‘eat’ to vø-ðan-i ‘feed’ (136).157 The intransitive S 

becomes the transitive O and an additional agent causer is introduced as transitive A.  

(136) Na-buai i-han. Nø-bareab e-vø-ðan na-buai. 
NZ-pig 3sS.R-eat NZ-old.woman 3sS.R-CAUS-eat NZ-pig 
‘The pig ate.’ ‘The old woman fed the pig.’ 

 
Interestingly, han ‘eat’ is both an A-type active verb and an O-type active verb. As 

an A-type verb, the object enclitic -i derives a transitive verb where the intransitive S 

and the transitive A are both actor (137).  

(137) Na-buai i-han na-þitahøbat. Na-buai i-han-i. 
NZ-pig 3sS.R-eat NZ-pawpaw NZ-pig 3sS.R-eat-3sO 
‘The pig ate the pawpaw.’ ‘The pig ate it.’ 

8.2.1.2.3 A-type active verbs 

The vast majority of A-type active verbs employ the relator høn-i to raise their 

valency (138), but derivational morphology is also evident. A small number of A-

type active verbs can be transitivised by addition of the object enclitic -i (139). Some 

of these demonstrate initial consonant alternation and still others initial vowel 

alternation. The suffix -(V)s-i can transitivise a number of active verbs (140). In 

each case they are A-type verbs and the object tends to take the semantic role of goal.   

                                                           
157 This possibility will be explored further in §8.3.1.6.2. 
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(138) Lat-hutai lo-um, lo-um høn na-im han-han. 
p-child 3pS.R-work 3pS.R-work TZ NZ-house RED-eat 
‘The boys worked, they built the dining hall.’ 

(139) Nø-lan e-¹uv. Nø-plastik, nø-lan e-¹uv-i. 
NZ-wind 3sS.R-blow NZ-plastic.bag NZ-wind 3sS.R-blow-3sO 
‘The wind blew. The plastic bag, the wind blew it.’ 

(140) Na-tuh-tøtai i-kev, i-ke-kev-is nø-trausis san. 
NZ-DIM-child 3sS.R-defecate, 3sS.R-RED-defecate-TZ NZ-trousers 3s.POSR 
‘The little boy defecated, he defecated in/on his trousers.’ 

8.2.2 Ambitransitive subclasses 
Ambitransitive verbs are those with a valency of one or two, but with no change in 

form to indicate the difference in valency. Only the presence or absence of a 

syntactic object indicates the valency. In NE Ambae some ambitransitives are O-type 

and some are A-type verbs (Hyslop 2001:86), but by contrast, in Maskelynes, while 

both O and A-type ambitransitive verbs exist, most are A-type verbs. These A-type 

verbs are all active actor subject verbs in their intransitive form. It is interesting that 

for the vast majority of ambitransitives, when functioning as transitive, they require 

the absence of the nominaliser na-/nø- on any syntactic nominal functioning as O. It 

is also interesting that for almost all of the transitive verbs with initial consonant 

alternation (§8.3.3.1.1) or medial vowel alternation (§8.3.3.1.2), the alternates are 

ambitransitive verbs. 

Table 30. Example ambitransitive verbs 

 Verb Intransitive Transitive 
  A-type: 
 kat  ‘bite’ ‘bite s.t.’ (no NZ on O) 
 kir  ‘anchor/dig’ ‘dig s.t.’ (no NZ on O) 
 kukau  ‘hunt’ ‘hunt s.t.’ (no NZ on O) 
 nau ‘think’ ‘think about s.t.’ (no NZ on O) 
 panun  ‘cook’ ‘cook s.t.’ (no NZ on O) 
 par  ‘lack’ ‘lack s.t.’ (no NZ on O) 
 paru ‘smash’ ‘smash s.t.’ (no NZ on O) 
 pisbihol  ‘plant on garden edge’ ‘plant s.t. on garden edge’ 
 pølau ‘climb (stepwise)’ ‘climb s.t. (stepwise)’ 
 pøpat  ‘carry’ ‘carry s.t.’ (no NZ on O) 
 pøpølos ‘spin’ ‘spin s.t.’ (no NZ on O) 
 ýolsah ‘lay out’ ‘lay/spread s.t. out’ (no NZ on O)  
 søsod ‘sew (habitually)’ ‘sew s.t. habitually’ (no NZ on O) 
 susur ‘scratch’ ‘scratch s.t. (itch)’ (no NZ on O) 
 
The verb vøvaut ‘draw/scoop out (liquid)’ is a special case. In the first instance it is 

an active A-type verb with an actor as subject. On transitivisation S becomes A, and 

the implicit object of the intransitive is made explicit with the transitive. In the 

second instance vøvaut ‘have a dip in’ is a state-process verb with an undergoer 
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subject. If the same transitive form was then applied to this verb, it would be an O-

type verb. 
 
 Verb Intransitive Transitive 
  Ambitransitive active A-type verb: 
 vøvaut ‘draw/scoop out (liquid)’ ‘draw/scoop out s.t. (liquid)’ 
  Intransitive state-process O-type verb: 
 vøvaut ‘have a dip in’ ‘draw/scoop out s.t. (liquid)’ 
 
The other O-type ambitransitives are verbs for which the suffix -n-i can derive 

transitive verbs (§8.3.1.3).158 
 
Relators and final forms in NSV and NSV-like constructions (§12.3.6.2) can 

introduce another argument to some ambitransitive verbs. Usually S becomes A and 

O is introduced. 
 
 Verb Gloss Final form Gloss Transitive 
 kat  ‘bite’ + bus-i ‘injure’ ‘bite lip/tongue/cheek of one’s self’ 
 kat ‘bite’ + tar-i ‘tear’ ‘tear s.t. with teeth’ 
 kir  ‘anchor/dig’ + sur-i ‘shift’ ‘dig s.t. deeper’ 
 paru ‘smash’ + høn-i transitiviser ‘club s.t. (with wood)’ 
 paru ‘smash’ + bun-i ‘totally’ ‘club s.t. to death (with wood)’ 

8.2.3 Transitive subclasses 
Transitive verbs have a valency of two, taking one argument functioning as A and 

one functioning as O. Some transitive verbs can be detransitivised by derivational 

affixes and relator-like forms, and some cannot. Those that have no intransitive form 

constitute one subclass of transitive verbs. Of those having an intransitive form there 

are two subclasses. For A-type verbs, the O function is removed and the transitive A 

becomes the intransitive S. This is the case for verbs where reduplication is the 

detransitivising process. For O-type verbs, the A function is removed and the O 

becomes the intransitive S. The detransitivising prefixes mA-, ta- and ka- all 

produce undergoer subject state-process verbs in this way. Some derivations affect 

neither the A nor the O function, but change the meaning of the verb or limit the 

constructions in which it can be used. Thus the causative prefix vA- on a transitive 

verb results in a transitive verb of similar meaning which implies increased effort by 

the agent. Generally transitive verbs are active. There are a small number of state-

                                                           
158 An ambitransitive verb can function either intransitively or transitively without change of form, when an 
ambitransitive verb is transitivised it results in a different form which is a purely transitive verb. The motivation 
for transitivising an ambitransitive verb is not always clear. 
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process transitive verbs. The clearest examples of these are the comparative verbs, 

only one of which takes the object enclitic -i.  
 
 Transitive verb Gloss 
 hun  ‘be like (inanimate)’  
 hum(an)  ‘be like (animate)’ 
 søhor-i ‘surpass s.t.’ 
 suæ(an)  ‘be like (animate)’ 

8.2.3.1 Transitive verbs with no intransitive form 
The most common transitive verbs with no intransitive form are those which are 

underived but which take the object enclitic -i. Another group are those which have a 

form to which the relator høn-i is bound, but for which no form without it has been 

recorded. 

Table 31. Example transitive verbs with no recorded intransitive form 

 Verb Gloss Verb Gloss 
 bunus-i ‘focus on s.t.’ tos-i ‘write s.t.’ 
 þudar-i ‘coil s.t. (=self)’ usan-i ‘load s.t. (into boat)’ 
 doð-i ‘seek s.t.’ vus-i ‘bear s.t. (heavy)’ 
 kad-e ‘have s.t.’ wan-i ‘wear s.t. around neck’ 
 løðon-i ‘want s.t.’  
 sol-e ‘peel/pare s.t.’ nøno¹ høn-i ‘compare s.t.’ 
 sudølaæ-i ‘take leave of s.o.’ tøto¹ høn-i ‘copy s.t.’ 

8.2.3.2 O-type transitive verbs 
There are a significant number of O-type transitive verbs. The valency of these verbs 

is most commonly decreased by one of the derivational prefixes mA- (§8.3.2.2), ta- 

(§8.3.2.3) or ka- (§8.3.2.4). All three of these prefixes form state-process verbs. 

They do this by the transitive O becoming the intransitive S, and deleting the 

transitive A. The valency of a limited number of O-type transitive verbs can also be 

decreased by reduplication. 
 
Hyslop (2001:87) found that transitive verbs in this subclass in NE Ambae all had 

features of high transitivity according to Hopper and Thompson’s transitivity 

hierarchy (1980:252-253). Evans (2003:269-271) notes that this trend holds true 

across a number of Oceanic languages. The same can be said for this subclass in 

Maskelynes. They are mostly punctual actions performed by an animate actor high in 

agency who is acting purposefully. The actor transfers the action to the patient 

(usually inanimate) so that it is totally affected. All of these features are high on the 

transitivity hierarchy.  
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(141) E-kødo¹ nø-mago. 
3sS.R-snap.off NZ-mango 
‘He snapped off a mango.’ 

(142) Nø-man e-tuh-tuh nø-davurhu-t-e. 
NZ-fowl 3sS.R-RED-peck NZ-egg-PW-3sO 
‘The fowl pecked (at) her egg.’ 

8.2.3.3 A-type transitive verbs 
The valency of A-type transitive verbs can be decreased by reduplication (§8.3.2.1) 

to form active intransitive verbs. They do this by retaining the transitive A as 

intransitive S, and deleting the transitive O.  
 
The two prefixes la- and da-, which were discussed in §8.1.2.1, also form 

independent A-type transitive verbs from very restricted transitives. For some A-type 

transitive verbs there is initial consonant alternation (§8.3.3.1.1) or medial verb 

alternation (§8.3.3.1.2) which co-occurs with a change to being intransitive or 

ambitransitive. Since other processes like reduplication and shift in meaning are also 

involved, it is not clear whether the consonant alternation is in any way a cause or 

just one of the cluster of things that are happening. 

8.2.4 Extratransitive verbs 
Maskelynes only has verbs with an inherent valency of one or two (or both). There 

are, however, a number of verbs which are able to carry an additional peripheral NP 

(or possibly two) with different semantic roles. I have termed these extratransitives. 

The same processes used to change an intransitive verb to become a transitive verb 

can be applied to a transitive verb to change it into an extratransitive verb. All of the 

members of this subclass are already members of one of the other subclasses. There 

are then two obvious subclasses of extratransitive. The first consists of those verbs 

that have an intransitive root; the second consists of those that have no intransitive 

root. Most commonly extratransitive verbs utilise relators (especially høn-i and 

mai-i) to add a third (or even a fourth) peripheral NP. Often the third NP is a dative 

or instrument. 
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8.2.4.1 Extratransitive verbs with an intransitive root 

Table 32. Example extratransitive verbs with intransitive roots 

 Intransitive Transitive Extratransitive 
 þit ‘blunt’ þit-i ‘bend s.t. (back on self)’ þit-i høn-i ‘bend s.t. w/ s.t.’ 
 han ‘eat’ han-i ‘eat s.t.’ han-i høn-i ‘eat s.t. w/ s.t.’ 
 utaut ‘ready’ utaut høn-i ‘prepare s.t.’ utaut høn-i høn-i ‘prepare s.t. for s.t.’ 
 wol ‘steer’ wol høn-i ‘steer s.t.’ wol høn-i høn-i ‘steer s.t. w/ s.t.’ 
 viol ‘give’ viol høn-i ‘give s.t.’ viol høn-i mai-i ‘give s.t. to s.t.’ 

8.2.4.2 Extratransitive verbs with no intransitive root 

Table 33. Example extratransitive verbs with transitive roots 

 Transitive Extratransitive 
 gol-e ‘do/make s.t.’ gol-e høn-i ‘do/make s.t. with/for s.t.’ 
 pit-e ‘paint s.t.’ pit-e høn-i ‘paint s.t. with s.t.’ 
 lav-i ‘transfer s.t.’ lav-i mai-i ‘hand/give s.t. to s.t.’ 
 pat-i ‘carry s.t.’ pat-i mai-i ‘carry/give s.t. to s.t.’ 

8.2.5 Numerals – a special case of intransitive state-process verbs 
Maskelynes numerals can be structurally classified as verbs.159 Like all other verbs, 

cardinal numerals take person/number prefixes as well as other verbal inflection 

consistent with semantic reality.160 They belong to the subclass of state-process verbs 

with no recorded transitive form. The Maskelynes numeral system is a quinary 

system, with some base ten characteristics. Cardinal numerals from one to five retain 

their verbal inflection but for numerals from six to ten verbal inflection is less 

commonly used. For higher numerals it is difficult to tell because very few people 

use numerals above ten, choosing instead to use the shorter Bislama equivalents. 

While there are numerals up to 100, there is some doubt as to the historical veracity 

of the numerals cited above 100. Higher numerals are conjoined with one of two 

transitive verbs, pisan ‘collect’ or lav ‘transfer/carry’.161 Distributives are derived 

by reduplication of only the numerals one to five, and those from two to five always 

take the third person plural subject inflection. Multiplicatives are derived by 

attachment of the multiplicative prefix vøha-. These multiplicatives take no 

inflection, and have been recorded up to ten.  

                                                           
159 This is consistent with their reconstruction in POc as being ‘adjectival verbs’ and nouns in double function 
(Lynch et al. 2002:72).  
160 Thus a dual subject person/number prefix is inconsistent with the number five. Numerals may conceivably 
have a limited range of possible inflection; in addition to subject person/number we have recorded realis/irrealis, 
potential, immediate past tense, relativiser and negative. We have no record of imperative mood (root only) nor of 
the seen modes ga- and sa-.   
161 Charpentier (1982b) records the use of lav ‘transfer/carry’ to join numerals of less than ten to higher 
multiples. This use appears to have fallen into disfavour with pisan now the only verb conjoiner in use. 
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Numerals may also be nominalised by the na-/nø-…-an nominaliser, and this allows 

them to function as nouns. When nominalised, numerals can function as the head of a 

NP. Thus one can speak of a fraction by using a nominalised numeral: 

(143) E-løðon te-sua ðai len na-mølevru-an saæ. 
3sS.R-want 3sS.IR-one only in NZ-seven-NZ your.s 
‘She only wants one of your seven.’ 

 
This ability of nominalised numerals to function as the head of a NP is in contrast to 

numerals functioning as quantity, and as such being able to be the sole constituent of 

a NP. In the latter case the numeral is functioning as quantity to modify the absent 

(but contextually reconstructable) nominal head, but when nominalised, the numeral 

noun functions as the nominal head itself. There are no strictly ordinal numerals, but 

ordinal meaning can be achieved by nominalising the multiplicatives (162) or 

relativising the numerals (144).  

(144) Na-soru-an egai i-kad na-mile-n e-ru. Len Ø-to-sua  
NZ-talk-NZ this 3sS.R-have NZ-meaning-3s.POSR 3sS.R-two in 3sS-RZ-one 
 
na-mile-n i-mai-egai ke:… 
NZ-meaning-3s.POSR 3sS.R-like-this CMPZ 
‘This word has two meanings. In the first the meaning is like this…’ 

Table 34. Numerals 

 Cardinal Gloss  
1 e-sua 3sS.R-one ‘one’ 
2 e-ru 3sS.R-two ‘two’ 
3 i-tor 3sS.R-three ‘three’ 
4 i-vat 3sS.R-four ‘four’ 
5 e-rim 3sS.R-five ‘five’ 
6 (e-)mølev-tes 3sS.R-six162 ‘six’ 
7 (e-)mølev-ru 3sS.R-seven ‘seven’ 
8 (e-)mølev-tor 3sS.R-eight ‘eight’ 
9 (e-)møla-pat 3sS.R-nine ‘nine’ 
10 (e-)søðavur 3sS.R-ten ‘ten’ 
11 søðavur pisan e-sua ten collect 3sS.R-one ‘eleven’ 
20 søðavur vøha-ru ten MLT-two ‘twenty’ 
34 søðavur vøha-tor pisan i-vat ten MLT-three collect 3sS.R-four ‘thirty four’ 
75 søðavur vøha-mølev-ru pisan e-rim ten MLT-seven collect 3sS.R-five ‘seventy five’ 
100 (i-)sab 3sS.R-hundred ‘one hundred’ 
1000 nø-lai NZ-sail163 ‘one thousand’ 
1,000,000 i-masig 3sS.R-lost ‘one million’ 
 

                                                           
162 It is possible to postulate that numerals from six to nine are compound verbs comprising a numeral 
performative mølev- followed by a quinary numeral root, but both six and nine would have irregular variants and 
nine would require an additional morphophonemic rule.   
163 I have been told that 1000 was named after the 1000 vatu note (introduced after Independence), because of the 
picture of the sailing canoe. I have also been given i-sab vø-sab vøha-sua ‘3sS.R-hundred PURP-hundred 
MLT-one’ on one occasion for one thousand. 
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Table 34. Numerals continued 

 Distributive Gloss  
1 e-¹i-su-sua 3sS.R-DST-RED-one ‘one by one/one each/each’164 
2 lo-¹i-rua-ru 3pS.R-DST-RED-two ‘two by two/two each’ 
2 lo-ru-ru-ru 3pS.R-RED-RED-two ‘two by two’ 
3 lo-¹i-torø-tor 3pS.R-DST-RED-three ‘three by three/three each’ 
3 lu-tor-tor 3pS.R-RED-three ‘three by three’ 
4 lo-¹i-vatø-vat 3pS.R-DST-RED-four ‘four by four/four each’ 
4 lu-vatø-vat 3pS.R-RED-four ‘four by four’ 
5 lo-¹i-rimø-rim 3pS.R-DST-RED-five ‘five by five/five each’ 
5 lo-rimø-rim 3pS.R-RED-five ‘five by five’ 
 
 Multiplicative Gloss  
1 vøha-sua MLT-one ‘once, one time’ 
2 vøha-ru MLT-two ‘twice, two times’ 
3 vøha-tor MLT-three ‘thrice, three times’ 
4 vøha-vat MLT-four ‘four times 
5 vøha-rim MLT-five ‘five times’ 
 
 Ordinal Gloss  
1 na-vøha-sual-an NZ-MLT-one-NZ ‘first’165 
2 na-vøha-ru-an NZ-MLT-two-NZ ‘second’ 
3 na-vøha-tor-an NZ-MLT-three-NZ ‘third’ 
4 na-vøha-vat-an NZ-MLT-four-NZ ‘fourth’ 
5 na-vøha-rim-an NZ-MLT-five-NZ ‘fifth’ 
1 Ø-to-sua 3sS-RZ-one ‘first’/ ‘that is one’ 
2 Ø-to-ru 3sS-RZ-two ‘second’/ ‘that is two’ 
3 Ø-to-tor 3sS-RZ-three ‘third’/ ‘that is three’ 
4 Ø-to-vat 3sS-RZ-four ‘fourth’/ ‘that is four’ 
5 Ø-to-rim 3sS-RZ-five ‘fifth’/ ‘that is five’ 
 
 Nominal Gloss  
1 na-sual-an NZ-one-NZ ‘one’ 
2 na-ru-an NZ-two-NZ ‘two’ 
3 na-tor-an NZ-three-NZ ‘three’ 
4 na-vat-an NZ-four-NZ ‘four’ 
5 na-rim-an NZ-five-NZ ‘five’ 
 
Numerals occur as modifiers of head nouns.166 In the following examples numerals 

are bold and NPs are enclosed by square brackets. 

(145) Kidi i-ðavðav husur [na-wik e-ru]. 
kindy 3sS.R-rest follow NZ-week 3sS.R-two 
‘Kindergarten broke/is breaking for two weeks.’ 

(146) E-vi lan [na-kølas te-sua]. 
3sS.R-COP LOC.3s NZ-class 3sS.IR-one 
‘She’s going into class one (next year).’ 

                                                           
164 The singular distributive has extended meanings, thus as well as being ‘one by one’ it means ‘one each’, ‘each 
one’, and can take on the meaning of wanwan in Bislama, meaning ‘an occasional one (out of many)’. On the 
other hand, ¹iruaru ‘two by two’ has been recorded on one occccasion, and the other numerals in this series were 
elicited but are little known even by middle-aged people. 
165 The numeral sua ‘one’ has an alternant sual which can occur in any environment, but which occurs especially 
with a following vowel, and always when followed by the vowel a, thus: na-vøha-sual-an ‘first’ and 
na-sual-an ‘one’. 
166 This is similar to the attributive function of adjectives in English. 
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(147) I-lav [nø-vat Ø-to-vi metølai i-vat]. 
3sS.R-transfer NZ-money 3sS-RZ-COP metal 3sS.R-four 
‘He took four coins.’ 

(148) A-Tevit mai a-soa-n aru-kad [a-natu-n i-tor]. 
PZ-David ACMP PZ-spouse-3s.POSR 3dS.R-have PZ-child-3s.POSR 3sS.R-three 
‘David and his wife have three children.’ 

(149) Nø-boð lo-to-toh [mariboð Ø-to-tor], lu-gam tø-tas… 
NZ-day 3pS.R-RZ-stay day 3sS-RZ-three 3pS.R-run RED-again 
‘When they’d stayed three days, they sailed again…’167 

(150) E-um høn na-im san husur [na-høbati e-rim]. 
3sS.R-work TZ NZ-house 3s.POSR follow NZ-month 3sS.R-five  
‘He built his house for five months.’ 

(151) Len [na-sihau Ø-to-søðavur] husur na-um-høn-i-an han… 
in NZ-year 3sS-RZ-ten follow NZ-work-TZ-3sO-NZ 3s.POSR 
‘In the tenth year after its building/being built…’ 

(152) E-kis [galit e-ru]. 
3sS.R-call them.p 3sS.R-two 
‘He called two of them.’ 

 
The numeral  sua ‘one’ also functions as a specifier when the speaker has a 

particular person or thing in mind. In this role, it is never inflected. But when no 

particular one is in mind the speaker often uses the indefinite quantifier ideh ‘any’ 

(or its plural equivalent galevis ‘some’ when appropriate).  

(153) Galit ýisi lu-lav nø-þe sua ¹i-su-sua avil e-ru  
they.p all 3pS.R-take NZ-song one DST-RED-one but 3sS.R-two  
 
ar-sø-lav-i. 
3dS-NEG-take-3sO 
‘They all took a (particular) song each but two didn’t take it.’   

(154) I-raæ-raæe høn [nø-þe sua]. 
3sS.R-RED-play TZ NZ-song one 
‘He played a (particular) song.’ 

(155) Aro-ris [a-ha¹ut sua Ø-to-gømai]. 
3dS.R-see PZ-old.man one 3sS-RZ-come 
‘They saw an old man (a particular one) who was coming.’ 

 
Like other state-process verbs numerals also function as predicates in descriptive 

stative clauses. These stative clauses require no copula.  

(156) Oliv, nø-dam han e-mølevtes. 
Olive NZ-age 3s.POSR 3sS.R-six 
‘Olive is six years old.’ (Literally: ‘Olive, her year/age is six.’) 

 
Note, however, that for numbers above five a copula is much more likely to be used, 

and when it is, inflection is absent on the numeral but present on the copula. 

                                                           
167 In this example the numeral is relativised in agreement with the relative clause that modifies nøboð ‘day’ 
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(157) N-ivu namt-to-tah gat-i nino enan, e-vi mølevtor. 
NZ-turtle 1peS-RZ-hold tightly-3sO yesterday that 3sS.R-COP eight 
‘The turtles that we caught yesterday were eight.’ 

 
The singular distributive numeral was exemplified in §4.2.7. Here non-singular 

distributives are exemplified as well as multiplicatives, and nominalised 

multiplicatives as ordinal numerals. 

(158) A-lat-hutai lu-sah len nø-wag ¹i-rua-ru. 
PZ-p-child 3pS.R-attach in NZ-canoe DST-RED-two 
‘The kids got into the canoes two by two/with two in each.’ 

(159) A-lat-hutai lo-to-sø-sahieh, lo-rim-rim len nø-wag ¹i-su-sua. 
PZ-p-child 3pS-RZ-RED-line.fish 3pS.R-RED-five in NZ-canoe DST-RED-one 
‘The kids that went line fishing, they were five in each canoe.’ 

(160) A-Kalmet e-bilas a-lat-hutai vøha-tor. 
PZ-Kalmet 3sS.R-whip PZ-p-child MLT-three 
‘Kalmet whipped the kids three times.’ 

(161) A-jif gail lu-kot høn gamøru vøha-ru høn nø-boð damøðai. 
PZ-chief p 3pS.R-try TZ you.d MLT-two TZ NZ-day today 
‘The chiefs have tried you two twice with/for/including today.’ 

(162) Damøðai e-vi na-vøha-ru-an samøru. 
today 3sS.R-COP NZ-MLT-two-NZ your.d 
‘Today is your second (time).’ 

8.3 Valency change and altering verb subclasses 
Derivational morphology of verbs in Maskelynes is restricted, with only a few 

processes which either change the valency or the verbal subclass or both. In terms of 

frequency, morphological valency change occurs on a minority of verbs. For the vast 

majority of verbs, valency is increased syntactically by relators, forms that function 

like relators, and final forms in NSV and NSV-like constructions. By contrast, for 

valency decrease, derivation is the process of choice. Intransitive verbs with a 

valency of one have a single subject argument (S). On transitivisation, when an 

intransitive verb’s valency is increased to two, the S can become either the subject of 

the resulting transitive verb (A) or the object (O). If it becomes the A, then an O 

argument must be introduced. And if it becomes the O, then an A argument must be 

introduced. For detransitivisation (when the valency is decreased from two to one) 

the A can either become S or be deleted, and likewise the O can either become S or 

be deleted.  Derivational morphology sometimes maintains the same number and 

arrangement of arguments, but changes the verb subclass, and sometimes there is no 

change in verb subclass, but there is an alteration in meaning.  
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8.3.1 Valency increasing 
There are three valency increasing strategies. In the first, for a verb with a valency of 

one, an O is introduced, and in the second an A is introduced. In the third, one or 

more peripheral adjuncts can be introduced to a verb that already has a valency of 

two. This third process is never a derivational process, but rather a syntactic one. By 

contrast, the first two can be achieved by either a derivational or syntactic process. 

8.3.1.1 Enclitic -i  

The object enclitic -i has been briefly discussed in §8.1.1.8 and §8.1.3. A small 

number of verbs have identical intransitive and transitive forms, but the transitive 

verbs can take the object enclitic. (This differs from ambitransitive verbs, neither of 

which can take the object enclitic.) With two exceptions these are A-type verbs. 
 

Table 35. Verbs that are transitivised by addition of -i alone 

 Intransitive Gloss Transitive Gloss Verb type 
 han ‘eat’ han-i ‘eat s.t.’ A 
 mun ‘drink’ mun-i ‘drink s.t.’ A 
 ris ‘behold’ ris-i ‘see s.t.’ A 
 ¹uv ‘blow’ ¹uv-i ‘blow s.t.’ A 
      
 þit ‘blunt’ þit-i ‘bend s.t. (back on self)’ O 
 haþ ‘curved’ haþ-i ‘bend s.t. to curve’ O 

8.3.1.2 Suffix -(V)s-i and its alternates 

The suffix -(V)s-i  can raise the valency of both undergoer subject state-process 

verbs and active actor-subject verbs. Most are A-type verbs, and the introduced O 

argument tends to have the semantic roles of goal, location or patient. The suffix 

-(V)s-i bears a striking resemblance to POc *-i which is reflected in many Oceanic 

languages as -Ci (Evans 2003:103). And the variable vowel of the Maskelynes suffix 

is likely to be a historical stem final vowel which is synchronically no longer present 

on the intransitive forms. There are occasionally unpredictable changes in meaning 

with the increased valency, but these have cultural relationships, such as causation or 

motivation. Thus  do ‘drip (sap)’ has a causation relationship with do-s-i ‘stain’, 

møtahw ‘afraid’ has a motivation relationship with møtah-us-i ‘forbid’ and tun 

‘warm’ has the cultural relationship between heat and anger with tun-us-i 

‘upset/offend’. There is one further oddity, æial ‘shine’, which becomes æi-as-i 

‘illuminate’ instead of the expected æial-Vs-i. 
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Table 36. Verbs that are transitivised by addition of -(V)s-i 

 Intransitive Gloss  Transitive Gloss Verb type 
 bilabil ‘blinding’  bil-as-i ‘strike/beat s.t.’ A 
 þo ‘rot’   þo-s-i ‘rot in s.t.’ A 
 do ‘drip (sap)’  do-s-i ‘stain s.t.’ A 
 gir ‘drizzle’   gir-is-i ‘drizzle/spatter on s.t.’ A 
 kev ‘defecate’  kekev-is-i ‘defecate on s.t.’ A 
 mesmes ‘urinate’  mesmes-s-i ‘urinate on s.t.’ A 
 møtahw ‘afraid’  møtah-us-i ‘forbid s.t.’ A 
 æial ‘shine’  æi-as-i ‘illuminate s.t.’ A 
 æunæun ‘track by smell’  æun-us-i ‘smell s.t.’ A 
 nunuh ‘request food’  nunuh-is-i ‘request food of s.o.’ A 
 pað ‘burn’  pøð-as-i ‘burn s.t.’ O/A 
 pitav ‘around waist’  pitav-is-i ‘wrap around waist of s.o.’ A 
 pud ‘hot’  pud-us-i ‘heat/burn s.t.’ A 
 ýirýir ‘diarrhoea’  ýirýir-is-i ‘diarrhoea on s.t.’ A 
 ru ‘vomit’  ruru-as-i ‘vomit on s.t.’ A 
 tað  ‘cry’  tað-is-i ‘cry for s.t.’ A 
 tun ‘warm’  tun-us-i ‘upset/offend s.o.’  A 
 turtur ‘leak’  tur-us-i ‘leak on s.t.’ A 
 
The following two examples may be variations on the above pattern, where s has 

been replaced by h. 
 
 du ‘quake’  du-eh-i ‘loosen s.t.’ A 
 susu ‘root (for food)’  su-eh-i ‘push s.t. (with head)’ A 
 
There are many other transitive verbs ending in -Vs-i, but without intransitive forms, 

it is not clear whether they are derived or are transitive verbs without intransitive 

forms that coincidentally have a similar form to an intransitive verb. The majority of 

these have reduplicated intransitive forms. 
 
 Transitive Gloss  Intransitive Gloss Verb type 
 baðis-i ‘bind s.t.’  bøbaðis ‘bound’ O 
 dalus-i ‘inhale s.t.’  dødalus ‘aspirate’ A 
 damis-i ‘taste s.t. (by licking)’  dødamis ‘taste’ A 
 gøras-i ‘deceive s.t.’  gøgøras ‘feign/pretend’ A 
 kikilis-i ‘tickle s.t.’  kilkilis ‘tickle’ A 
 maris-i ‘wrap & roast s.t.’  mømaris ‘wrap & roast’ A 
 
One further verb possibly derived by -(V)s-i exists, but it is derived from a transitive 

verb. 
 
 vag-i  ‘wedge s.t. apart’   vag-is-i  ‘part s.t. (insubstantial)’  

8.3.1.3 Suffix -n-i 

The suffix -n-i  can derive transitive verbs from ambitransitive verbs. In their 

intransitive form, the ambitransitive verbs can be undergoer subject state-process 

verbs or active actor-subject verbs. Most are O-type verbs, and the introduced A 
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argument tends to be a causer. The suffix -n-i, like the suffix -(V)s-i, resembles POc 

*-i which is reflected in many Oceanic languages as -Ci (Evans 2003:103). There are 

possibly two instances of *-i which are reflected in Maskelynes as -Vn-i. Rus 

‘move’ becomes rus-an-i ‘move it’ (although see §8.3.1.4 for an alternate analysis), 

and havhav ‘protect (under wing)’ becomes hav-in-i ‘cuddle (something small)’. 

However, it would appear that the majority of instances are not transitivised by 

reflexes of the ‘close’ transitive suffix *-i, but rather that -n-i is a reduced reflex of 

the free form *akin[i]. The majority of verbs transitivised by -i alone or by -(V)s-i 

are A-type verbs, but for -n-i, most are O-type verbs. Secondly, the intransitive verbs 

that can be transitivised by -n-i all end in a final stressed syllable ending in ah. It is 

also possible that the transitiviser is actually høn-i, the Maskelynes reflex of 

*akin[i], and that when høn-i is added to a verb ending in ah, the resulting ahhø 

sequence is reduced to a.168 Thus for the verb tuah ‘arrange’: 
 
 tuah ‘arranged’       > tuah høn-i ‘arrange s.t.’    > tuan-i ‘arrange s.t.’ 
 
Assuming, however, that the suffix -n-i is a reduced reflex of *akin[i] rather than 

being høn-i, then the Velar fricative deletion rule is required (§2.13.2.8).  
 
H is deleted from verbs ending in ah following addition of the transitivising suffix 

-n-i. This results in a transitive verb ending in an-i. The motivation appears to be to 

retain the lack of word final consonant clusters, since, with the presence of a 

syntactic object, the word would otherwise end in ahn. 

                                                           
168 Such a deletion of a velar fricative is also seen in Naman (Crowley 2006a: 45,125), but Evans (2003:233-235) 
also noted that *=ni is reconstructable for Proto Meso-Melanesian and is a likely reduced reflex of POc *akin[i], 
although other explanations are possible. 
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Table 37. Verbs that are transitivised by addition of -n-i 

Ambitransitive Gloss Transitive Gloss Verb type 
bulah ‘throw’ bula-n-i ‘throw s.t.’ A 
kitah ‘pierced and stuck in’ kita-n-i ‘pierce s.t. and stick it in it’ A/O 
pisah ‘collect/gather’ pisa-n-i ‘collect s.t./gather s.t.’ O (Num) 
ýolsah ‘lay out (laplap leaf)’ ¹olsa-n-i ‘spread s.t. out’ A? 
(ma)ruah ‘disgorged/worked loose’ rua-n-i ‘vomit up s.t.’ O 
sah tuah ‘heaped up’ sah tua-n-i ‘heap s.t. up’ O 
saru¹ah ‘placed over heat’169 saru¹a-n-i ‘steam/stew s.t.’ O 
sevølah ‘impaled’ sevøla-n-i ‘carry s.o. astride’ O 
sibøtah ‘joined’ sibøta-n-i ‘join s.t.’ O 
sigtah ‘inserted parallel’ sigta-n-i ‘insert s.t. parallel’ O 
susuah ‘hidden’ susua-n-i ‘hide s.t.’ O 
tebulah ‘hanging on protrusion’ tebula-n-i ‘hang s.t. onto protrusion’ O 
tilah ‘hung on protrusion’ tila-n-i ‘straighten s.t. (as coiled rope)’ O 
titilah ‘pinned on’ titila-n-i ‘pin onto s.t. (as clothes line)’ O 
tuah ‘arranged’ tua-n-i ‘arrange s.t.’ O 
 
The ýolsah/¹olsan-i pair is interesting. When ambitransitive ýolsah functions as a 

transitive verb, the nominaliser of the following object is compulsorily absent (163). 

Not so when the relator høn-i is added. At that point the same nominal argument can 

be expressed with the nominaliser present (164). And these two combined with the 

transitive ¹olsan-i (165), provide three equivalent forms. 

(163)  Nu-ýolsah lu-¹o. 
1sS.R-lay.out leaf-Heliconia 
‘I laid out Heliconia leaves.’ 

(164) Nu-ýolsah høn na-lu-¹o. 
1sS.R-lay.out TZ NZ-leaf-Heliconia 
‘I laid out Heliconia leaves.’ 

(165) Nu-¹olsan na-lu-¹o. 
1sS.R-lay.out NZ-leaf-Heliconia 
‘I laid out Heliconia leaves.’ 

8.3.1.4 Suffix -san-i 

The suffix -san-i raises the valency of a limited number of undergoer subject state-

process O-type verbs. It has been recorded unequivocally with the following two 

verbs.  

(166) Nø-wai e-riv. E-riv-san nø-wai. 
NZ-water 3sS.R-spill 3sS.R-spill-TZ NZ-water 
‘The water spilled.’ ‘He spilled the water.’ 

(167) Nø-wai e-vur. E-vur-san nø-wai. 
NZ-water 3sS.R-slosh 3sS.R-slosh-TZ NZ-water 
‘The water sloshed.’ ‘He sloshed the water.’ 

 

                                                           
169 There is also (sø)saru¹ ‘bubble and steam/shimmer (air)/stew’ 
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There is a further verb (rus ‘move’) with the same characteristics, but because the 

transitive form is phonologically ambiguous (rusan-i or rus-san-i ‘move it’), it is 

unclear whether the transitiviser is -san-i or -Vn-i (see §8.3.1.3). 
 
A further four transitive verbs end in san-i, but the evidence for their derivation from 

the stems is unconvincing. The following table gives these four verbs recorded to 

date; and whether there is an intransitive verb of the same form without -san-i. 

Table 38. Verbs possibly transitivised by -san-i 

 Transitive Gloss Intransitive Gloss 
 kab-san-i ‘push and turn’ kab ‘adhere’ 
 kov-san-i ‘turn over/invert’ kov? ‘upend?’ 
 put-san-i ‘lift up/raise up’ put ‘limp/overbalance’ 
 u-san-i ‘load/fill (canoe)’ u ‘come in (tide)’170 
 
Charpentier (1982b) records san-i as meaning ‘out of (to pour)’. From (166)-(167) 

above it may be possible to draw such a meaning, but (168) below shows that dan 

has the component of meaning ‘from/out of’, not -san-i.  

(168) e-riv-san nø-wai dan-i 
3sS.R-spill-TZ NZ-water ABL-3sO 
‘He spilled the water out of it.’ 

 
Without clearer evidence, -san-i may  provide the semantic component of moving 

something, but can only conclusively be said to relate to an object argument for a 

small number of verbs. 

8.3.1.5 Proto Oceanic *akin[i] and relator høn-i 

The POc form *akin[i] (Evans 2003:119-239) is reflected in Maskelynes as the free 

form relator høn-i.171 The relator høn-i introduces a further NP, thus increasing the 

valency of the verb (§7.2.2). It prototypically changes an intransitive to a transitive 

verb, but beyond that, once a verb is transitive, it may introduce a further NP at any 

distance from the clause nucleus, thus as well as introducing the core O argument, it 

introduces peripheral NPs with the roles of instrument, beneficiary, goal, material or 

product. It also functions as a subordinator to introduce purpose and reason elements. 

                                                           
170 U-san-i from *ujan ‘load’ and u from *Rua ‘high tide’ are historically distinct (Paul Geraghty p.c.).  
171 The POc *akin[i] was reconstructed as the ‘remote’ transitive suffix *-aki[ni] by Pawley (1973:120-126) 
although he presents another reconstruction as *-akin-i (1973:172). In her extensive investigation of valency 
changing devices in POc, Evans (2003:190) adopts Harrison’s (1982:193) modification of Pawley’s 
reconstruction. Harrison reconstructs a free form *akin[i] which includes Pawley’s *-aki ~ *-akini and his verbal 
preposition *kini. In a footnote, Evans (2003:190) also agrees with Clark (1973:565) who proposed that the POc 
variant *akini is really bimorphemic *akin-i, but unless that fact is in focus she prefers to write it *akin[i].  
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The subclass of the intransitive verb determines the function of the argument that the 

transitivising relator høn-i introduces. For O-type intransitive verbs (either state-

process verbs or active intransitives) the relator høn-i functions causatively to 

introduce an A causer argument while the intransitive S become O. For A-type 

intransitive verbs the relator høn-i introduces an O argument while S becomes A. 

The following tables give examples of various verb subclasses and the resultant 

verbs after addition of høn-i. 

Table 39. Example state-process A-type verbs followed by høn-i 

 Intransitive Gloss Transitive Gloss 
 dað ‘strong/hard/difficult’ dað høn-i ‘difficult for s.t.’ 
 masil ‘clear’ masil høn-i ‘clear to s.o.’ 
 æidol ‘short/have insufficient’ æidol høn-i ‘lack s.t.’ 
 nor ‘straight/right’ nor høn-i ‘straight/in-line with s.t.’ 

‘right/fit for s.t.’ 
 ýarýar ‘obvious’ ýarýar høn-i ‘obvious to s.o.’ 
 petømas ‘bored’ petømas høn-i ‘sick and tired of s.t.’ 
 pøhas ‘decorated’ pøhas høn-i ‘decorated with s.t.’ 
 pud ‘hot’ pud høn-i ‘hot in s.o.’s viewpoint/because of s.t.’ 
 pul ‘full’ pul høn-i ‘full of s.t.’ 
 sa ‘bad’ sa høn-i ‘bad to s.t.’ 
 susus ‘cold’ susus høn-i ‘cold in s.o.’s viewpoint’ 
 taltal ‘unyeilding’ taltal høn-i ‘tempt/socially pressure s.o.’ 
 tøtan ‘ignorant’ tøtan høn-i ‘ignorant of s.t.’ 
 ¹an ‘bear (fruit)’ ¹an høn-i ‘bear k.o. fruit (fruit of that kind)’  
 ¹iv ‘conceited’ ¹iv høn-i ‘conceit because of s.t./proud of s.o.’ 
 voi ‘good’ voi høn-i ‘good to s.t.’ 
 
 

Table 40. Example state-process O-type verbs followed by høn-i 

 Intransitive Gloss Transitive Gloss 
 baptais ‘baptised’ baptais høn-i ‘baptise s.o.’ 
 basw ‘smoke’ bashun-i ‘smoke s.t.’ 
 bul ‘turn on long axis’ bul høn-i ‘turn s.t. on long axis’ 
 þov ‘upside down’ þov høn-i ‘turn s.t. upside down’ 
 irir ‘jiggle’ irir høn-i ‘jiggle s.t.’ 
 køkol ‘closed’ køkol høn-i ‘close s.t.’ 
 kud ‘swell (liquid)’ kud høn-i ‘cause s.t. (liquid) to swell’ 
 kuk ‘cooking/cooked’ (S=food) kuk høn-i ‘cook s.t.’ 
 kur ‘shake’ kur høn-i ‘shake s.t.’ 
 luluýon ‘poisoned’ luluýon høn-i ‘poison s.t.’ 
 noð ‘finish/stop’ noð høn-i ‘finish with s.t. (activity)’ 
 pab ‘tremble’ pab høn-i ‘cause s.t. to tremble’ 
 pøpehw ‘divided’ pøpehun-i ‘divide s.t., share s.t. out’ 
 piasw ‘spray’ piashun-i ‘bail s.t. out (of canoe)’ 
 pitav ‘around waist’ pitav høn-i ‘wrap s.t. around waist’ 
 rer ‘treated’ rer høn-i ‘treat s.t. (but usually s.o.)’ 
 søðav ‘open’ søðav høn-i ‘open s.t.’ 
 siriv ‘inserted’ siriv høn-i ‘insert s.t.’ 
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Table 41. Example active A-type verbs followed by høn-i 

 Intransitive Gloss Transitive Gloss 
 bøbað ‘make restitution’ bøbað høn-i ‘make restitution for s.t.’ 
 þilþil ‘wave’ þilþil høn-i ‘wave to s.o.’ 
 gøm(ai) ‘come’ gøm høn-i ‘come to s.o.’ 
 hol ‘yarn’ hol høn-i ‘recount s.t.’ 
 kabut ‘owe/in debt’ kabut høn-i ‘incur a debt of s.t.’ 
 køkai ‘sing’ køkai høn-i ‘sing s.t.’ 
 lotu ‘worship’ lotu høn-i ‘worship s.t.’ 
 pinen ‘gut’ pinen høn-i ‘gut s.t.’ 
 pitsuæ ‘pursed lips call’ pitsuæ høn-i ‘pursed lips call to s.o.’ 
 raæraæe ‘play’ raæraæe høn-i ‘play s.t./play with s.t.’ 
 ririnah ‘shake head’ ririnah høn-i ‘shake head because of s.t.’ 
 søsøloð ‘listen/hear’ søsøloð høn-i ‘listen to s.t./hear s.t.’ 
 sisir ‘sweep’ sisir høn-i ‘sweep s.t.’ 
 sor ‘talk’ sor høn-i ‘tell s.t. off (usually s.o.)’ 
 ti ‘pole’ ti høn-i ‘pole s.t. (canoe)’ 
 tinuh ‘raise eyebrows’ tinuh høn-i ‘raise eyebrows at s.o.’ 
 um ‘work’ um høn-i ‘build s.t./make s.t.’ 
 van ‘go’ van høn-i ‘go to s.t.’ 
 viol ‘give’ viol høn-i ‘give s.t.’ 
 wol ‘steer’ wol høn-i ‘steer s.t.’ 
 yar ‘walk’ yar høn-i ‘walk using s.t.’ 
 
Evans (2003:233-234) notes that participants introduced by -ni in some Oceanic 

languages and reflexes of *akin[i] have similar usage according to verb type. These 

are summarised in Table 42. She notes that addressee of speech verbs and goal or 

source of motion verbs were denoted by -ni but not *akin[i] reflexes. In Maskelynes 

for the prototypical motion verbs van ‘go’ and gøm(ai) ‘come’, høn-i introduces a 

goal participant. For some speech verbs høn-i can also indicate the addressee of the 

utterance. Thus sor ‘talk’ becomes sor høn-i ‘tell s.o. off’. It would appear that for 

some non-speech communication verbs, such as pitsuæ høn-i ‘pursed lips call to 

s.o.’ and tinuh høn-i ‘raise eyebrows at s.o.’,  høn-i indicates both the addressee and 

the goal.172 However, for many speech verbs it is the locative that denotes the 

addressee (see §8.3.1.8). 

Table 42. Participant roles denoted by -ni and *akin[i] 

 Verb type Role denoted by -ni Role denoted by *akin[i] 
 motion concomitant, goal, source concomitant 
 psychological and 

emotional states 
cause, stimulus cause, stimulus 

 speech and cognition content, addressee content 
 excretion and secretion  product 
 process-action instrument instrument, beneficiary 
 

                                                           
172 One of the meanings of raised eyebrows is an affirmative equivalent to saying “yes”. 
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For two active A-type verbs, addition of høn-i results in a reflexive construction 

where the A and the O participants are identical. 
 
 løløgau ‘watch out’ løløgau høn-i ‘watch out for self’ 
 liligis ‘push through (crowd)’ liligis høn-i ‘push self through (crowd)’ 
 
In addition to forming transitive verbs from various subclasses of intransitives, the 

relator høn-i also forms extratransitive verbs from various subclasses of transitives, 

and introduces participants with a variety of semantic roles including instrument, 

beneficiary, addressee, material and reason. 

Table 43. Extratransitive verbs formed from transitives with no intransitive form 

 Transitive Gloss Extratransitive Gloss 
 doð-i ‘search for s.t.’ doð-i høn-i ‘search for s.t. for s.o.’ 
 kel-e ‘say s.t./tell s.o.’ kel-e høn-i ‘say s.t. to/at s.o.’ 
 kis-i ‘call s.t. (by name)’ kis-i høn-i ‘name s.t. as s.t.’ 
 gol-e ‘do/make s.t.’ gol-e høn-i ‘do s.t. to s.t./make s.t. with s.t.’ 
 sar-i ‘spear/stab s.t.’ sar-i høn-i ‘spear/stab s.t. with s.t.’ 
 tai-i ‘cut/chop s.t.’ tai-i høn-i ‘cut/chop s.t. with s.t.’ 
 tuh-i ‘punch s.t.’ tuh-i høn-i ‘impose s.t. on s.o.’ 
 tu¹-i ‘throw at s.t.’173 tu¹-i høn-i ‘throw at s.t. with s.t.’ 
 us-i ‘ask for s.t./ask s.o.’ us-i høn-i ‘ask s.o. for s.t./ask s.t. of s.o.’ 
 

Table 44. Extratransitive verbs formed from A-type transitives 

 Transitive Gloss Extratransitive Gloss 
 sod-e ‘sew s.t.’ sod-e høn-i ‘sew s.t. with s.t.’ 
 ¹ur-i ‘buy s.t.’ ¹ur-i høn-i ‘buy s.t. with s.t.’ 
 vai-i ‘weave s.t.’ vai-i høn-i ‘weave s.t. out of s.t.’ 
 mødas-i ‘ruin/disturb s.t.’ mødas-i høn-i ‘prevent s.t. from s.t. (activity)’ 
 vin-i ‘shoot s.t.’ vin-i høn-i ‘shoot s.t. with s.t.’ 
 tiv-i ‘cut s.t. w/ tip’ tiv-i høn-i ‘cut s.t. with the tip of s.t.’ 
 lis-i ‘grate s.t.’ lis-i høn-i ‘grate s.t. with s.t.’ 
 liv-i ‘pull s.t.’ liv-i høn-i ‘pull s.t. with s.t.’ 
 

Table 45. Extratransitive verbs formed from O-type transitives 

 Transitive Gloss Extratransitive Gloss 
 bula-n-i ‘throw s.t.’ bula-n-i høn-i ‘throw s.t. with s.t./because of s.t.’ 
 buta-n-i ‘knot s.t.’ buta-n-i høn-i ‘knot s.t. with s.t.’ 
 þit-i ‘bend s.t. back on self’ þit-i høn-i ‘bend s.t. back on self with/for s.t.’ 
 gir-is-i ‘drizzle on s.t.’ gir-is-i høn-i ‘drizzle on s.t. with s.t. (liquid)’ 
 nunuh-us-i ‘request food of s.o.’ nunuh-us-i høn-i ‘request food of s.o. from s.t.’174 
 susua-n-i ‘hide s.t.’ susua-n-i høn-i ‘hide s.t. for s.t. (event)’ 
 tað-is-i ‘cry for s.t.’ tað-is-i høn-i ‘cry for s.t. because of s.t.’ 
 tua-n-i ‘arrange s.t.’ tua-n-i høn-i ‘arrange s.t. because of s.t.’ 
 tur-i ‘poke through s.t.’ tur-i høn-i ‘poke through s.t. with s.t.’ 
 

                                                           
173 Interestingly there is also the form tu¹ høni ‘throw s.t.’ but tu¹ never stands alone as an intransitive verb. 
174 The s.t. here indicates a source of food, thus ‘request food of s.o. from the laplap’. 
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8.3.1.6 Proto Oceanic *pa[ka]-  
In POc, *pa[ka]- was a prefix used primarily to derive causative verbs, probably with 

both *pa- and *paka- forms.175 In Oceanic languages, Evans (2003:243) describes 

reflexes of *pa[ka]- having a number of uses in addition to the causative with 

intransitive verbs. These include: use with transitive verbs, multiplicative use, 

deriving ordinal numbers, deriving verbal modifiers, associative use, attributive use 

and delocutive use. She goes on to say, however, that all but one of the languages 

that she examined with *pa- or *paka-, have at least the causative function. 

Maskelynes is no exception to this. It has two reflexes of *pa[ka]-, vøha- and 

va-/vø- .   

8.3.1.6.1 Reflected as prefix vøha- 

As described under numerals (§8.2.5), vøha- is a prefix which derives 

multiplicatives from cardinal numbers (numeral verbs) and the two quantifier verbs 

e-vis ‘few/how many’ and i-soþur ‘much/many’. In all cases it derives an 

intransitive verb from an intransitive verb. This prefix is also involved in one 

unambiguous non-numeral non-quantifier derivation.  
 
 sus ‘suckle’ vøha-sus ‘breastfeed’ 
   vøha-sus høn-i ‘breastfeed s.o.’ 
 
What is interesting is that vøha- derives an intransitive active actor-subject verb 

from another of the same subclass. The subject of the first verb is deleted but remains 

the implied object of the second, while the introduced subject of the second verb is a 

causer. Thus in terms of mother and child, the child must be the subject of the verb 

sus, and only the mother can be the subject of the derived verb vøha-sus, while 

implying that the child is the object. If vøha-sus should have a following høn-i, the 

only possible object is the child. Thus vøha- retains its ‘causative’ nature, but in an 

unusual way. It is also worth noting the similarity between sus and susu ‘root for 

food/breast’, as well as na-sus ‘milk’ and na-susu-n ‘her breast’.  

8.3.1.6.2 Reflected as prefix va-/vø- with two possible uses 

POc *pa[ka]- has a second reflex in Maskelynes, the possible causative prefix va- 

and its alternate vø-. While va- tends to dissimilate to vø- according to the height of 

the first stem vowel, it is by no means a fixed rule. This low incidence prefix has two 

                                                           
175 Pawley (1972:38-39, 1973:128) and Ross (1988:390-392). 
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functions. Firstly it is a causative prefix which produces a transitive verb from an 

intransitive one, and in doing so introduces a causer agent. There are a very few 

possible examples of this: 

Table 46. Verbs that are possibly transitivised by causative prefix va-/vø- 

 Intransitive Gloss Transitive Gloss 
 lasw ‘very swollen’ vø-las-i ‘sting/kick s.t., (?cause to swell)’ 
 han ‘eat’ vø-ðan-i ‘feed s.t., (cause to eat)’176 
 
For one O-type intransitive undergoer-subject verb, rus ‘move’, va-/vø- may derive 

an intransitive active actor-subject verb va-rus ‘paddle’. The subject of the first verb 

is deleted but remains the implied object of the second, while the introduced subject 

of the second verb is a causer. Thus in terms of a canoe and paddler, the canoe can 

function as the subject of rus, but cannot function as the subject of va-rus. Only the 

paddler can function as the subject of the derived verb va-rus, while implying that 

the canoe is functioning as object. If va-rus should have a following høn-i, only the 

canoe can possibly function as object.  
 
 rus ‘move’ va-rus ‘paddle, cause (canoe) to move’ 
   va-rus høn-i ‘paddle s.t. (canoe)’ 
 
However, rus can also be transitivised as rusan-i either by the suffix -san-i 

(§8.3.1.4) or the suffix -Vn-i (§8.3.1.2), it is not clear which. If the latter, then an 

intermediate form rusah would be anticipated, but this has not been recorded. In any 

case, when rus becomes rusan-i the S becomes A and an O is introduced.  
 
The causative prefix va-/vø- has a second possible use. In Mangap-Mbula 

(Bugenhagen 1995:174-176), the causative prefix p- ~ pa- is transitivity dependent. 

On “single place predicates and low transitivity two-place predicates” it introduces a 

causer argument, but on some “high transitivity two-place predicates”, it indicates 

increased effort on the part of the agent. Maskelynes has a number of derivations 

possibly fitting this last category. 

                                                           
176 It is interesting that in Araki a similar pair exists although no other instance of the causative occurs (François 
2002:146), but in Maskelynes, causative derivation of han-i ‘eat’ results in vø-ðan-i ‘feed’ unexpectedly 
changing the shape of the root from han to ðan. It should be noted that Lynch (2003:362) gives POc *paðan 
‘feed’ and Proto-North-Central Vanuatu (PNCV) *vaðan-i ‘feed’, but later gives *paðan as both ‘eat’ and ‘feed’ 
(2003:370-371). Ross (1998a:29-30) gives both *kani ‘eat (patient focus)’ and *paðan ‘eat (actor focus)’ and 
says *paðan is a relic verb form that came down from the Proto-Malayo-Polynesian (PMP) focus system from 
non-indicative or dependent actor focus *paN- and *kan(?e)n ‘eat’. He offers no explanation of how its 
causative meaning developed. This means that va-/vø- may just reflect what has occurred in the development of 
Maskelynes.  
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Table 47. Transitive verbs possibly altered by the causative prefix va-/vø- 

 Intransitive Gloss Transitive Gloss 
 duð-i ‘immerse s.t.’ va-duð-i ‘baptise s.o.’ 
 tas-i ‘against s.t.’ va-tas-i ‘disagree with/oppose s.o.’ 
 lav-i ‘transfer s.t.’ vø-lav-i ‘take s.t.’ 
 kas-i ‘rub s.t.’ vø-has-i ‘anoint s.t. (usually s.o.)’177 
 †kot-i ‘truly s.t.’ vø-hot-i ‘reveal s.t.’178 
The form marked as † only occurs as a final form in NSV-like constructions. 
 
There are three verbs like those in Table 47 that are somewhat ambiguous. They 

could fit with this group, but they could also be compounds formed from the verb 

¹as-i ‘hit (with an instrument)’, because in all cases there is an implied instrument 

used.  
 
 ¹as-i ‘hit (with s.t.)’ + bun-i ‘totally’ > va-bun-i ‘kill ( usually fowl)’ 
 ¹as-i ‘hit (with s.t.)’ + †bus-i ‘injure’ > va-bus-i ‘whip’ 
 ¹as-i ‘hit (with s.t.)’ + þur-i ‘break’ > va-þuþur-i ‘beat up’ 
Those marked as † only occur as final forms in NSV-like constructions. 

8.3.1.7 Argument incorporation 
Another way in which Maskelynes reduces transitivity is to incorporate an argument 

within the verb. There appear to be a number of stages to this process. In the first one 

the object is more closely linked to the verb by removal of the nominaliser. In the 

second, the object is compounded to the verb, and finally the compound is lexicalised 

with the original verb + object sometimes almost unrecognisable. In the development 

of their transitivity hypothesis, Hopper and Thompson (1980:257-259) find object 

incorporation in other Oceanic languages and consider that this strategy is usually an 

indication that the object is considered indefinite or non-referential (non-specific) to 

the point that the object and verb stem fuse.179 This is a strategy to decrease 

transitivity. Thus in (169) the canoe is in focus and may be definite or specific or 

both depending on the rest of the discourse context, but for (170) the object is no 

longer in focus (as seen by the lack of nominaliser) and can be deleted as a syntactic 

object and incorporated into the verb (171), with the verb becoming intransitive.  

(169) Lu-tai nø-wag a lau. 
3pS.R-cut NZ-canoe LOC sea 
‘They’re carving a/the canoe at the waterfront.’ 

                                                           
177 This has an initial consonant variant pø-has ‘decorated’ (§8.3.3.1.1). 
178 This has a mA- derivation (§8.3.2.2) which indicates an initial consonant variant ma-pø-hot ‘cracked open 
(revealing contents)’ (§8.3.3.1.1). 
179 Other central Vanuatu languages also demonstrate object incorporation (Early 1994:145-147; Dimock 
2009:135) or verb + object compounding (Crowley 2006a:126-127). 
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(170) Lu-ta wag a lau. 
3pS.R-cut canoe LOC sea 
‘They’re canoe carving at the waterfront.’ 

(171) Lu-taug a lau. 
3pS.R-cut.canoe LOC sea 
‘They’re canoe carving at the waterfront.’ 

 
A number of transitive verbs with incorporated objects and the resulting intransitive 

verbs are given in Table 48.  

Table 48. Examples of transitive verbs with object incorporation 

Transitive  Object Intransitive Free translation 

das  + na-huh dasuhuh ‘crab hunt’ 
look.for  NZ-crab look.for.crab 

kø-kas-i + na-vøla-n kø-kasøval ‘wash hands’ 
RED-rub.out-3sO  NZ-hand-3s.POSR RED-rub.out.hands 

¹os-i + na-vøla-n ýos-ýosival ‘clap hands’ 
slap-3sO  NZ-hand-3s.POSR RED-slap.hands 

ti-i + na-møtu ti-timøtu ‘shell out copra’ 
hand.twist-3sO  NZ-coconut RED-shell.out.copra 
 
When an argument is incorporated with an intransitive verb to produce another 

intransitive verb, the motivation does not appear to be to lower the verb on the 

transitivity hierarchy but to raise it. The argument is likely to have a more peripheral 

role such as location or instrument. As a result, there is not a marked change as 

measured by Hopper and Thompson’s components of transitivity (1980:252); the 

verbs are still low in transitivity. However, there is a greater likelihood for agency to 

be higher, and for the incorporated argument to be affected. Table 49 lists a number 

of intransitive verbs and the arguments that have been bound to them resulting in 

intransitive verbs with meanings somewhat different from the addition of the parts.  
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Table 49. Examples of intransitive verbs with argument incorporation 

Intransitive  Argument Intransitive 

þal + gabag þalkabað ‘fight within group’180 
fight  self fight.self 

bul + na-us bu-bulaus ‘play in the rain’ 
turn  NZ-rain RED-turn.rain 

þilþil + na-vøla-n þilival ‘gesture w/ hand’181 
wave  NZ-hand-3s.POSR wave.hand 

kabut + nø-vat kabutøvat ‘cook by covering w/ hot stones’ 
cover  NZ-stone cover.stone 

pal + na-tu palutu ‘feel for shellfish (w/ feet)’ 
step  NZ-shellfish step.shellfish 
 
Maskelynes also has verbs with an object or instrument inherent within their 

meaning. They show no indication of this in their morphology. 

Table 50. Examples of verbs with inherent object or instrument 

Intransitive verbs with inherent object 
 pareh ‘prepare/cook laplap’ 
 pasus ‘give birth’ 
 pøpøðod ‘seek seafood’ 
 pipis ‘don penis sheath’ 
 ririnah ‘shake head’ 
 siloh ‘pound out breadfruit on a wooden plate’ 
 tømah ‘heat cooking stones’ 
   
Transitive verbs with inherent instrument 
 bilas-i ‘strike (w/ s.t. flexible)’ 
 huþ-i ‘throw at s.t. (w/ s.t. like a stick)’ 
 ¹as-i ‘hit (w/ s.t. inflexible)’ 

8.3.1.8 Locative nominal phrases 
There are many verbs that are most commonly followed by a locative NP. This NP is 

usually introduced by one of the prepositions (§7.3.2) or a verbal preposition 

(§7.3.3). Normally a locative NP would be considered to function as a peripheral 

adjunct at clause level, and it would be collocated especially with verbs of position 

and motion, or verbs where the action requires a location in/on/at which to take 

place. Examples of both position and motion verbs that can take a location are given 

in Table 51.   

                                                           
180 The change from gabag to kabað is perhaps unexpected, but involves regular spoken alterations where k 
varies with g and the final closure of the velar g is elided leaving only the prenasalisation (ð) word finally, thus: 
ginau > kinau ‘I’, egai > ekai ‘this’, nøwag > nøwað ‘canoe’, nølog > nøloð ‘laplap’, and gaiug > kaiuð 
‘you.s’.  
181 The intransitive verb þilþil ‘wave’ only occurs as a reduplicated form, so although it is clearly reduplicated, I 
have no gloss for its unreduplicated form, and yet it is that unreduplicated form which exhibits object 
incorporation. 
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Table 51. Examples of position and motion verbs 

 Position Gloss Motion Gloss 
 bat ‘stuck (in/on s.t. hard)’ þis ‘enter’ 
 bøtah ‘sit’ gam ‘run’ 
 il ‘stand’ gøgar ‘swim’ 
 kitah ‘pierce and stick in (upright)’ gøm(ai) ‘come from’ 
 kos ‘stuck (in/on s.t. soft)’ kølah ‘crawl’ 
 pat ‘lie, sleep, exist’ mølah ‘fly, jump’ 
 pølah ‘lie along’ ðavðav ‘rest’ 
 søhaþut ‘squat’ ruh ‘dive/snorkel’ 
 suh ‘stay, exist’ sav ‘dance’ 
 susuah ‘hide’ sibsibel ‘swing’ 
 tav ‘perch’ vi ‘go to’ 
 tøðedur ‘kneel’ ¹ot ‘pass’ 
 toh ‘live, stay, exist’ yar ‘walk’ 
 
There are, however, a number of verbs that take a NP marked as a location, but the 

NP, rather than referring to a location, denotes an animate, often human entity. This 

animate entity is second only to the subject NP in proximity to the verb. The marking 

is normally limited to the preposition len ‘on/in’ or the locative pronoun lan. There 

is often an impression that the following locative is a core argument rather than a 

peripheral location. Looking at Hopper and Thompson’s transitivity hierarchy 

(1980:252-252), one of the reasons for this is that the S argument is often high in 

agency and acts with purpose (is volitional). In addition, the locative has 

characteristics more consistent with a transitive O. It may or may not be affected, but 

it tends to be individuated (it can be proper, is usually at least animate, but often 

human, is often concrete, referential and definite). 

(172) Ale lu-tah lan a-t-egaii a-ha¹ut Ø-to-vin-i… 
SEQ 3pS.R-hold LOC.3s PZ-m-the PZ-old.man 3sS-RZ-shoot-3sO 
‘And then they took hold of the fellow that the old man had shot…’ 

(173) Sipa len galit lo-to-panun. 
thank LOC them 3pS-RZ-cook 
‘Thanks to those who cooked.’ 

(174) Na-þuluk e-tile len na-buai. 
NZ-cow 3sS.R-different LOC NZ-pig 
‘Cows are different than pigs.’ 

(175) A-tøma-n e-sivoh lan husur Ø-sa-put bøhas nø-hol. 
PZ-father-3s.POSR 3sS.R-scold LOC.3s because 3sS-NEG-pluck tidily NZ-garden 
‘Her father scolded her because she didn’t weed the garden.’ 

(176) I-tabtabuh lan høn Ø-þe-gøm vi elta. 
3sS.R-appoint LOC.3s PURP 3sS-POT-come COP elder 
‘He appointed him to become (an) elder.’ 

 
A significant proportion of these verbs are verbs of utterance and emotion or 

response. Of the verbs of utterance, half are verbs of disagreement or censure. 
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Interestingly, the general word sor ‘talk’ becomes sor lan ‘tell s.o. off’. The 

following lists examples of these verbs. Some may stand alone as intransitive verbs; 

others have never been recorded without the location marking. 
 
Verbs of utterance 
 sehw ‘rebuke’ + lan > ‘rebuke s.o.’ 
 søsøhau ‘yodel’ + lan > ‘yodel s.t.’ 
 sipa ‘thank’ + lan > ‘thank s.o./thanks to s.o.’ 
 sivoh ‘scold’ + lan > ‘scold s.o.’ 
 sor ‘talk’ + lan > ‘tell s.o. off’ 
 ¹it¹ituh ‘quarrel’ + lan > ‘quarrel with s.o.’ 
 
Verbs of emotion 
 dað ‘strong’ + lan > ‘faithful to s.t. (often s.o.)’ 
 maðmað ‘amazed’ + lan > ‘amazed at s.t.’ 
 møtahw ‘afraid’ + lan > ‘afraid of s.t.’ 
 pað ‘marvel’ + lan > ‘marvel at s.t.’ 
 røroð ‘thwarted’ + lan > ‘thwarted in s.t.’ 
 søho¹ut ‘surprised/startled’ + lan > ‘surprised at/startled by s.t.’ 
 
Other verbs 
 tabtabuh ‘appoint’ + lan > ‘appoint s.t. (usually s.o.)’ 
 æud ‘inadequate’ + lan > ‘deficient in/for s.t.’ 
 tah ‘hold’ + lan > ‘take hold of s.t. (animate)’ 
 tut ‘impinge’ + lan > ‘come upon s.t.’ 
 um ‘work’ + lan > ‘work on s.t.’ 
 tile ‘different + lan > ‘different than s.t.’ 

8.3.1.9 Relators 
All of the relators described in §7 can increase the valency of a verb, since all take 

the object enclitic. The relator høn-i (§7.2.2) has been described in §8.3.1.5. Of the 

other relators, most introduce NPs within peripheral adjuncts with roles such as 

source, accompaniment, recipient, beneficiary, purpose, reason and experiencer/goal. 

However, one of the relators, the dative mai-i, does increase verb valency by 

introducing an indirect object (177). It can also promote the indirect object to object 

position (178), with subsequent loss of the object enclitic from the verb and 

demotion of the object.182 The object can then be expressed as an object complement 

(179) or deleted altogether (180).  

(177) Enan e-vi na-gilen na-soru-an sagw no-to-kel-e mai gadito damøðai. 
that 3sS.R-COP NZ-end NZ-talk-NZ my 1sS-RZ-tell-3sO DAT us.pi today 
‘That is the end (of) my story that I told to us today.’ 

(178) Aru-kel mai a-t-enan na-møta-n i-mot-mot. 
3dS.R-tell DAT PZ-m-that NZ-eye-3s.POSR 3sS.R-RED-black 
‘They told that man he was blind.’ 

                                                           
182 When this occurs, the indirect object is in close proximity to the predicate and is to all intents and purposes 
within the clause core, demoting the object to a peripheral slot. 
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(179) I-kel mai a-Jif ke, “A-van sual e-vønoh nø-dam sagw.” 
3sS.R-tell DAT PZ-chief CMPZ PZ-person one 3sS.R-steal NZ-yam my 
‘He told the chief, “A person stole my yam(s).”’ 

(180) I-kel mai ginau tia. 
3sS.R-tell DAT me COMP 
‘He told me already.’ 

8.3.2 Valency decreasing 
There are three valency decreasing strategies. In the first, for a verb with a valency of 

two, the O argument is deleted, and in the second, the agent A argument is deleted. 

Both of these can be achieved by either a derivational or syntactic process. The third 

process is a syntactic one by which a peripheral adjunct such as instrument can be 

deleted.  

8.3.2.1 Reduplication 
As mentioned in §8.1.2.2, reduplication is one strategy used in Maskelynes to reduce 

valency. This isn’t unusual in light of its presence in South Efate (Nicholls and 

Nicholls 1998:14, Thieberger 2006:194-195), Tamambo (Jauncey 2002:617), NE 

Ambae (Hyslop 2001:315), Uripiv (McKerras 2001:23) and Naman (Crowley 

2006a:121). In Maskelynes the most common form of reduplication to reduce 

valency is Cø-, but occasional CV- and CVC- forms are present. Both A-type and O-

type verbs can be detransitivised in this way. 
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Table 52. Intransitive verbs derived by reduplication 

 Transitive  Gloss Intransitive  Gloss Verb type 
 bur-i ‘bring s.t. close’ bubur ‘meet (on road)’183 A 
 dað-i ‘tip s.t. out’ dødað ‘unload’ A 
 dalus-i ‘snort s.t.’ dødalus ‘aspirate’ A 
 †gat-i ‘s.t. tight(ly)’ †gøgat ‘firm/tight(ly)’ A 
 lav-i ‘transfer s.t. (by hand)’ lølav ‘shake hands’ A 
 sod-e ‘sew s.t.’ ‡søsod ‘sew’ A 
 søvat-i ‘kick s.t.’ søvsøvat ‘scratch ground w/ foot’ A 
 tariv-e ‘carry s.t.’ tøtariv ‘pregnant’ A 
 †tas-i ‘s.t. again’ †tøtas ‘again’ A 
 vai-i ‘weave s.t.’ ‡pøpai ‘weave’ A 
 vølos-i ‘spin s.t.’ ‡pøpølos ‘spin’ A 
 vønoh-i ‘steal s.t.’ vøvønoh ‘steal’ A 
 vørus-i ‘pick s.t.’ ‡pøpørus ‘pick many (fruit)’ A 
 vuh-e ‘unwrap s.t.’ ‡puhpuh ‘unwrap many’ A 
 burut-i ‘stick s.t.’ buburut ‘sticky’  O 
 ðud-i ‘cover s.t.’ ðudðud ‘covered’  O 
 lat-i ‘heat s.t.’ lølat ‘heated’ O 
 saþul-e ‘grab s.t.’ søsaþul ‘plunder(ed)/deplete(d)’ O 
 søðar-i ‘brace s.t.’ søðsøðar ‘braced’ O 
Those forms marked as † only occur as final forms in NSV-like constructions. Those marked ‡ have 
been recorded as ambitransitive in the derived form. 

8.3.2.2 Proto Oceanic *ma– 
Traditionally, many linguists writing about Oceanic languages have described a class 

of verbs that function as modifiers. Such verbs may be formed by addition of a prefix 

which Pawley (1972:38) reconstructs for POc as *ma– ‘stative derivative prefix’. In 

Maskelynes this is a relatively common verbal prefix mA- where A is a 

morphophoneme that dissimilates according to the High non-high dissimilation rule 

(§2.13.2.7).184 This prefix typically derives state-process verbs from certain transitive 

verbs that are high in transitivity (see Table 53).185 Such a function is consistent with 

its traditionally being described as a valency decreasing prefix (Evans and Ross 

2001:270-273). This prefix causes the transitive A to be deleted, and the O to 

become the intransitive S.  

                                                           
183 Usually the intransitive subject would be dual or plural thereby including the transitive agent and object. When 
this is not so, the comitative relator mai-i is required to introduce another argument. 
184 Among the possibly fossilised forms there are two exceptions to this: maløþur ~ maleþur ‘tardy, 
procrastinating’ and maneh ‘slow’. 
185 This is consistent with Hyslop (2001:87) who found that transitive verbs that can take ma- in North-East 
Ambae tend to be actions with an animate subject and an object that is highly affected by the event and are thus 
high on Hopper and Thompson’s (1980:252-253) transitivity hierarchy. 
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Table 53. State-process verbs derived from transitive verbs with mA- 

 Transitive  Gloss State-process  Gloss 
 la-benben-i ‘dent, pit’ ma-binbin ‘dented, pitted’ 
 bun-i ‘totally/kill’ ma-bun-i ‘to fullest extent’ 
 †bus-i ‘injure (without drawing blood)’ ma-bus ‘bruised’ 
 þit-i ‘bend (back on self)’ ma-þitþit ‘multiply bent’ 
 þur-i ‘break, smash’186 ma-þur ‘broken’ 
 duð-i ‘immerse/dunk’ ma-du(ð)duð ‘sunk, immersed, drowned’ 
 tur-i ‘poke through’ ma-durdur ‘holey, perforated (thatch)’ 
 dus-i ‘pull out’ ma-dus ‘pulled out’ 
 gugun-i ‘shrink, miniaturise’ ma-gugun ‘narrow’ 
 hib-i ‘flex, bend’ ma-hibhib ‘flexible, bendable’ 
 kødo¹-i ‘pick, snap off (fruit) ma-kødo¹ ‘picked, snapped off (fruit)’ 
 kuv-i ‘take out (of self)’ ma-kuv ‘come out’ 
 vøhot-i ‘reveal’ ma-pøhot ‘cracked open’ 
 put-i ‘pluck’ ma-put ‘plucked’ 
 ýiýiahir-i ‘scatter’ ma-ýiýiriah ‘scattered’187 
 †ýul-i ‘split/split open’188 ma-ýul ‘split’ 
 rið-i ‘put; leave’ ma-rið ‘get off/disembark’ 
 ruan-i ‘vomit’ ma-ruah ‘disgorged/worked loose’ 
 ruþat-i ‘loosen, slacken, untangle/forgive’ ma-ruþat ‘loosened/forgiven’ 
 ruþat-i ‘loosen, slacken, untangle’ ma-ruþ(ruþ) ‘slack, loosened’ 
 ruð-i ‘fold up’ ma-ruðruð ‘collapsed/settled (cloth)’ 
 siv-i ‘pick (banana hand)’ ma-siv ‘come away (banana hand)’ 
 sul-e ‘send’189 ma-sulsul ‘busy’ 
 sur-i ‘shift, move’ ma-sur ‘go down in, sink/set’ 
 tuh-i ‘punch’ ma-tuhtuh ‘shriveled/wasted’ 
 vir-i ‘plait’ ma-vir(vir) ‘cracked/crazed’ 
 vuh-e ‘unfold’ ma-vuh ‘tilted/leaning/collapsing’ 
 das-i ‘pulverise’ mø-dasdas ‘pulverised’ 
 kar-i ‘scratch’ mø-karkar ‘scratched’ 
 kas-i ‘wipe/rub out’ mø-kaskas ‘vanished/washed off’ 
 kol-e ‘take off (clothes)’ mø-kol ‘come off (body part)’190 
 ðas-i ‘masticate’ mø-ðasðas ‘chewed up, shredded’ 
 vas-i ‘break off at fork’ mø-pasw ‘dislocated/broken at fork’ 
 þulað-i ‘char/sear’ mø-ta-þulað ‘charred/seared’ 
 tar-i ‘tear’ mø-tartar ‘torn, tattered, full of holes’ 
 toþ-i ‘lie with arm crooked around s.o.’ mø-toþ/toþ ‘crooked/dipped (surface)’ 
 vag-i ‘wedge open’ mø-vag ‘gaping/breached’ 
Those marked as † only occur as final forms in NSV-like constructions. 
 

                                                           
186 As an active main verb, usually occurs as la-þur-i. 
187 The form ma-ýiýiriah undergoes an unexpected alteration from ýiýiahir-i. 
188 As an active main verb, usually occurs as la-ýul-i. 
189 While sul-e ‘send (s.t.)’ is transitive, there are two intransitive verbs from which ma-sulsul ‘busy’ could be 
derived: pisul ‘send.message’ and sulsul ‘push ground/interfere’ (see Table 54). 
190 At first glance this pair seems unrelated, but clothes=white man skin, and møkol is usually applied to hair, 
skin, or fingernails/toenails coming off, thus ‘take off skin’ > ‘(skin) come off’. 
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The prefix mA- also derives state-process verbs from certain intransitive verbs as 

well as other state-process verbs (see Table 54).191  

Table 54. State-process verbs derived from intransitive verbs with mA- 

 Intransitive  Gloss State-process  Gloss 
 busur ‘flatten out’ ma-busur ‘flattened, flat’ 
 du ‘quake’ ma-duedu ‘shaky/loose’ 
 duedu ‘loosen’ ma-duedu ‘shaky/loose’ 
 turtur ‘leak’ ma-(dur)dur ‘holed, perforated (thatch)’192 
 kur ‘shake’ ma-hurehur ‘shaky’193 
 kul ‘weak’ ma-kul ‘has impetigo/measles’ 
 ru ‘vomit’ ma-luelu ‘nauseous’194 
 sisir ‘sweep’ ma-sirsir ‘destroyed/smashed’195 
 sulsul ‘push (ground)/interfere’ ma-sulsul ‘busy’ 
 gom ‘nicely rounded’ mø-gom ‘distended’ 
 hav ‘completed’ mø-hav ‘tired, worn out, weak’ 
 mav ‘healed’ mø-mav ‘flat, levelled’196 
 rav ‘go slack/deflate’  mø-(rav)rav ‘deflated/limp’ 
 sohsoh ‘amuse/ play joke’ mø-soh ‘smooth’ 
 sag ‘snagged’ mø-sagsag ‘bare/leafless’ 
 taltal ‘tight, unyielding’ mø-taltal ‘unyielding’197 
 yoh ‘paunchy/exhausted’ mø-yohyoh ‘malleable’198 
 
Based on Table 54, mA- derives state-process verbs from both state-process and 

active intransitive verbs. Thus it would be incorrect to call the prefix a 

detransitivising prefix except in the extended meaning of transitivity used by Hopper 

and Thompson (1980). It would be more correct to call it a state-process verbaliser or 

following Pawley’s original term, a stative derivative prefix.199  

 
Verbs marked with mA- come as close to passive as any verb can in Maskelynes, but 

they differ from passive in that no agent is ever implied, nor can one be supplied 

syntactically even if one is known from the situational context. Thus in (181) no 

agent is mentioned or implied. When the structure for introducing a means or agent 

syntactically is used, a force is acceptable (182), and even an activity involving 

people is acceptable (183), but an explicit agent is excluded as even being a 

                                                           
191 Evans and Ross (2001:275) describe POc *ma- as being reflected in Oceanic languages as a valency 
decreasing prefix, as a fossilised prefix on undergoer-subject verbs, as a prefix on stative verbs that have 
unaffixed forms with the same meanings, and as a fossilised prefix on experiential verbs. 
192 This is also recorded in Table 53 where it is said to derive from tur-i ‘poke through’. In fact it is impossible to 
determine whether ma-durdur derives from tur-i or from turtur ‘leak’ (which itself is possibly a reduplicated 
form of tur-i. The initial consonant alternation between turtur and ma-durdur is discussed in §8.3.3.1.1. 
193 A number of other k/h alternates are shown in Table 60 (§8.3.3.1.1). 
194 Synchronic r/l alternants are rare, only one other has been recorded, the archaic resres ‘grate’ and the modern 
les ‘grate’.  
195 This could also be derived from the transitive verb sirsir(-i) ‘stroke/rasp/scrape’. 
196 This may in fact be a reduplication. 
197 Only ever collocated with køta ‘look’, resulting in køta mø-taltal ‘stare’ 
198 There is also a form ma-yoh ‘wilted’ which does not follow High non-high dissimilation. 
199 Despite not strictly being a detransitiviser, I have retained DTZ as its gloss. 
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possibility (184). As far as I can determine, only one verb marked with mA- can be 

understood to have an implied agent, and this is only in its extended meaning. The 

verb ruþat-i ‘loosen’ has been extended to also mean ‘forgive’ thus ma-ruþat 

‘loosened/forgiven’. With the meaning ‘loosened’, there is no implied agent since a 

rope can come loose without an agent being involved. But with the meaning 

‘forgiven’ there is always an implied agent, so when ma-ruþat has this sense, it also 

has an implied agent (185). 

(181) Na-þotel i-ma-ýul. 
NZ-bottle 3sS.R-DTZ-split 
‘The bottle was smashed.’ 

(182) Len na-du Ø-to-du, na-þotel i-ma-ýul. 
in NZ-earthquake 3sS-RZ-quaked NZ-bottle 3sS.R-DTZ-split 
‘By/through the earthquake that came, the bottle was smashed.’ 

(183) Len nø-þal-an namt-to-kad-e nino na-þotel i-ma-ýul. 
in NZ-fight-NZ 1peS-RZ-have-3sO yesterday NZ-bottle 3sS.R-DTZ-split 
‘By/through the fight we had yesterday, the bottle was smashed.’ 

(184) *Len gaiug na-þotel i-ma-ýul. 
 in you.s NZ-bottle 3sS.R-DTZ-split 
 ‘By/through you the bottle was smashed.’ 

(185) A-Got Ø-þe-ruþat nø-sa-an dan nø-vanuan, nø-sa-an gal-enan  
PZ-God 3sS-POT-forgive NZ-bad-NZ ABL NZ-person NZ-bad-NZ p-that  
 
lu-ma-ruþat a? 
3pS.R-DTZ-forgive eh 
‘If God forgives the sin from a person, are those sins forgiven?’ 

 
There are a number of state-process verbs that apparently were derived with mA- in 

the past, but for which, to date, the underived stems have not been found. This leaves 

the likelihood that these verbs are fossilised. These have been listed in Table 55 with 

their POc form as given by Evans and Ross (2001:276-278).  
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Table 55. Apparently fossilised mA- derived state-process verbs 

  Proto form Verb Gloss 
   ma-dihdih ‘full (always)’ 
   ma-diðdið ‘eroded (by water)’ 
   ma-duh ‘thirsty’200 
   ma-leþur ‘tardy, procrastinating’ 
 POc *[ma]lumu ‘soft/easy/gentle’ ma-luæluæ ‘easy, simple, soft, weak’ 
   ma-neh ‘slow’201 
 POc *[ma]noka ‘nicely ripe, well cooked, soft’ ma-nuð ‘cooked/done’ 
   ma-risoris ‘many and small’ 
   ma-sil ‘clear’ 
   ma-sulab ‘loose, untied, unfastened’ 
 POc *[ma]tuqa ‘ripe, mature, adult, old’ ma-tu ‘old, ready to eat, ripe’ 
 POc *maqurip ‘alive’ ma-ur ‘well, alive’ 
 POc *[ma]puRut ‘(wood+) rotten, stinking’ ma-vørvør ‘stripped/worn, crumbly/dry 

rotten’ 
 POc *[ma]rapu ‘still, calm, windless’ mø-dau ‘quiet, soft, gentle, careful’ 
   mø-hovhov ‘friable (soil)’202 
   mø-kanun ‘acid’ 
 POc *[ma]Raqan ‘light in weight’ mø-lala ‘light (weight)’ 

 
POc *[ma](rR)aðo ‘become withered 

(vegetation)’ 
mø-lað ‘withering, dying (tree)’ 

   mø-las ‘heavy’ 
   mø-loklok ‘mushy’ 
 POc *mamis ‘sweet’ mø-mamis ‘spicy’ 
 POc *mataq ‘raw, unripe, new, green’ mø-mat ‘raw, uncooked’203 
   mø-raðrað ‘glum (face)’204 
 POc *[ma]sakit ‘sick’ mø-sah ‘sick’ 
   mø-sev ‘absent, retired, outcast’ 
   mø-sol ‘at point of death’ 
 POc *matakut ‘fear, be afraid’ mø-tahw ‘afraid’205 
 
There are at least two other groups of Maskelynes words in which mA- plays a part. 

The first group, given in Table 56, consist of verbs derived with mA- that each have 

a semantically related noun stem that doesn’t contain the mA- derivation, but no verb 

with that stem. It is quite possible that Maskelynes inherited the derived verbs from 

POc and never had the underived verbs, but if that is the case, where did the nouns 

come from? 

                                                           
200 There is a word duhduh ‘hesitate’ but I cannot see its relationship with ma-duh ‘thirsty’. 
201 It is possible that this is not a viable example since it reduplicates as manmaneh rather than manehneh, which 
gives the possibility that the root is maneh rather than neh. 
202 There is a word (hov)hov-i ‘embrace/cling onto (to feed)’ but I cannot see its relationship with mø-hovhov 
‘friable (soil)’. 
203 This could be due to reduplication. 
204 There is a word rað ‘thin’ but I cannot see its relationship with mø-raðrað ‘glum (face)’. 
205 Møtahw ‘fear, be afraid’ may not be transitivised and still carry the same meaning. The transitive form 
møtahun-i means ‘reject s.t.’. Nevertheless møtahw may be followed by a locative pronoun resulting in møtahw 
lan ‘afraid of it/him/her’ or a locative RP møtahw len gaiug ‘afraid of you’. 
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Table 56. Verbs derived with mA-, and nouns with the same stem  

 Noun Gloss Verb Gloss 
 na-nivaniv ‘rainbow, arc slice of breadfruit’ ma-nivøniv ‘thin/narrow (inanimate)’206 
 nø-da ‘blood’ mø-da ‘bleed’207 
 nø-dav ‘snot’ mø-davdav ‘softened’ 
 nø-sogsog ‘midden, rubbish heap’ mø-sogsog ‘destroyed’ 
 
The second group, given in Table 57, consist of nouns that may have been formed 

from the mA- derived verbs and that include the mA- as part of the noun stem. Three 

of these don’t appear as verbs, and only one, lav ‘transfer/carry’, has been recorded 

without the derivation. Evans and Ross (2001:276-277) reconstruct three of these 

nouns as verbs in POc, and one as a noun, although they note that it was a verb in 

PMP. 

Table 57. Nouns formed from possibly fossilised mA- derived verbs  

Noun  POc  Verb208  
nø-mair ‘left (side)’ *mawiRi ‘left-hand’ (ma-ir) ? 
nø-matu ‘right (side)’ *[ma]taqu ‘..., right-hand’ (ma-tu) ? 
nø-manuð ‘sore’ *manuka ‘sore (on skin)’ ma-nuð ? (‘cooked/done’)209 
na-mølahas ‘cold’ *malaso ‘be cold’ (mø-lahas) ? 
  *malasoð ‘cold(N)’   
na-mølav ‘twin, triplet’   (mø-lav) ? (‘transferred/carried’) 
nø-maýirhai ‘plank (of wood)’   ma-ýireh ‘peel (after sunburn)’210 
 
Evans and Ross (2001:273) observe that *ma- does not seem fully productive in any 

language, being present as a valency decreasing device with one or two verbs in 

Nakanai and Manam, with three to ten verbs in Mangap-Mbula, Longgu, Tamambo 

and Paamese, with 13 in Tongan and with 22 in NE Ambae. By contrast reflexes of 

*ta- are fully productive in Hoava (Meso-Melanesian) and Wayan Fijian.211 

Maskelynes appears to have a higher incidence of *ma- reflexes than most languages 

with *ma- being present as a valency decreasing device changing transitive verbs to 

state-process verbs in 37 recorded instances and changing intransitive active and 

                                                           
206 Evans and Ross (2001:276 ) reconstruct POc *manipis ‘thin’. Speakers disagree as to whether the stem is 
nivøniv or nivaniv. 
207 The verb møda ‘bleed’ is not a strictly state-process verb. 
208 The bracketed forms have not been recorded as verbs. 
209 POc *manuka ‘sore (on skin)’, but PMP *nuka ‘wound, infect’ implies an earlier verb. 
210 The form ma-ýireh ‘peel (after sunburn)’ could also be derived from virehi ‘turn s.t.’ 
211 Donohue (2004:160-175) takes issue with them on their use of the term “productive”, pointing out that highly 
restricted distribution may still be fully productive. He contends that “…as long as the range of a morpheme or 
construction does not have to be specified in the lexicon, then it should be considered productive. On the other 
hand, when there are no grammatical “tools” that allow us to describe a morphosyntactic phenomenon other than 
to stipulate, then we must consider it to be unproductive.” He states that the same argument applies to the term 
“fossilised”. 
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state-process verbs to state-process verbs in a further 18 recorded instances. Another 

more than 30 exist as fossilised verb or noun forms.212  

8.3.2.3 Proto Oceanic *ta– 

Pawley (1972:38-39,45) reconstructed a second POc valency decreasing prefix, *ta-, 

that like the POc *ma- derives state-process verbs from transitive verbs. He 

postulated that the resultant verb indicates a state that came about spontaneously. On 

further analysis Evans (2003:295) confirms this analysis, but demonstrates that the 

spontaneity (or lack of control of the initiating participant) was a function limited to 

Wayan Fijian. Maskelynes has three clear examples of state-process verbs derived by 

ta- (Table 58). The first, þuruð-i ‘fold’ has only a reduplicated derived form 

tø-ta-þuruð ‘numb (with cold or from limb being folded)’. This also has a *ka- 

derivation (§8.3.2.4). The second, gugun-i ‘shrink’ occurs as ta-guð 

‘shrunken/reduced’ with an alteration from word final n to ð, and this also has a 

*ma- derivation ma-gugun ‘narrow’. The third example is þulað-i ‘char/sear’, and 

this has a form showing evidence of derivation with both mA- and ta-, thus 

mø-ta-þulað ‘charred/seared’.  

Table 58. Verbs derived with ta- 

 Verb   *ta–V  
 þuruð-i ‘fold’  tø-ta-þuruð ‘numb’ 
 gugun-i ‘shrink’  ta-guð ‘shrunken/reduced’ 
 þulað-i ‘char/sear’  mø-ta-þulað ‘charred/seared’ 
 
There are other forms whose derivation is inconclusive (Table 59). These usually 

have a major shift in meaning as well as the underived form mostly being 

intransitive. In fact, the most promising possibilities are both nouns, nø-ta-hoh 

‘lungs’ from hoh ‘wheeze/spongy’ and the compound nøhai ta-þir ‘rafter’  from the 

intransitive verb þir ‘hang over (with both ends hanging down)’.  

                                                           
212 But see also Dimock (2009:276-279). 
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Table 59. Additional verbs whose derivation with ta- is inconclusive 

 Verb   *ta–V  
 bah ‘spoiled’  tø-bah ‘roll on ground’ 
 bulah ‘throw’  te-bulah ‘hang (on s.t.) 
 haþ-i ‘bend/twist’  tø-habhab ‘flap (wings)’ 
 þulol ‘deaf’  ta-þulol ‘cross/sulky’ 
 loð ‘erect’  ta-loð ‘creep/slither’ 
 vahvah ?  tø-vah ‘burst out’ 
 møhav ‘tired/slack’  tø-møhav ‘excessively’ 
 þir ‘hang over (ends down)’  nø-hai ta-þir ‘rafter’ 
 hoh ‘wheeze/spongy’  nø-ta-hoh ‘lungs’ 
 
One factor that affects this analysis is that ta ‘cut’ forms many NSV-like 

constructions which all have single word intonation, thus ta bøhas-i ‘cut free 

(plant)’, ta bun-i ‘hack to death’, ta þur-i ‘cut and break’, ta gat-i ‘cut tightly 

(make cuts in wood or stone to record a promise as unchangeable)’, ta kotov-i ‘cut 

across’,  ta pøpas-i ‘cut off (s.t. forked)’, ta ýuýul-i ‘cut and split’, ta vuhar-i ‘cut 

away skin’. But the characterising feature of all of these is that they are transitive or 

have an incorporated object, while all the forms derived and possibly derived with 

ta- are intransitive verbs or nouns. 

8.3.2.4 Reflex of the prefix *ka– 
The Proto Austronesian prefix *paka- is suggested by Zeitoun and Huang (2000) to 

consist of two morphemes, a causative *pa- and a stative *ka-. Evans (2003:265) 

confirms that there is also evidence for *ka- occurring with verbs that indicate states 

in POc, but that it “appears to have been a relic prefix with only a handful of verbs”. 

There is one likely form in Maskelynes, ka-þuruð ‘curled up (body from cold or 

pain)’ which reflects *ka- and fits this description, being derived from þuruð-i 

‘fold’.213 It is interesting that this word also has a ta- prefix derivation. Three other 

possible forms exist, but they are much less convincing. 
  
 Verb   *ka–V  
 þuruð-i ‘fold’  ka-þuruð ‘curled up (body)’ 
      
 Other possible forms: 
      
 bilbil 

bilabil 
‘shiny’ 
‘blinding’ 

 ka-bil ‘flash’ 

 but ‘quiet’  ka-but ‘owe (debt)/covered’214 
 þur-i ‘break’  ka-þur ‘crooked/tangled’215 

                                                           
213 This is interesting because the Maskelynes reflex of  POc *k is ‘expected to be’ /x/ (John Lynch p.c.). 
214 Against this being a Maskelynes derivation is the reconstructed POc *kapu(t), *kaput-i- ‘wrap, cover, cover 
food prior to cooking’ (Lichtenberk and Osmond 1998:154). 
215 This word usually occurs as the reduplicated kaþkaþur. 
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8.3.3 Other processes affecting valency 
There are two other processes that affect valency in Maskelynes. Phonological 

variation can affect transitivity, either as a process of itself, or as a result of 

transitivisation. NSV constructions can also affect valency of verbs, with the valency 

of the initial verb affected by that of the final form within the construction, which 

largely determines the valency of the construction as a whole. 

8.3.3.1 Phonological variation 
Phonological variation is involved in two different transitivity affecting processes. 

The first one involves alternation of the verb initial consonant, and the second 

involves the vowel of CVC verb roots.216 

8.3.3.1.1 Verb initial consonant alternation 

Some verbs have initial consonant alternation (especially v/p, ¹/ý, but also t/d, h/k). 

Often this alternation results in a shift from transitive to ambitransitive; often the 

ambitransitive form is also reduplicated; sometimes a shift in meaning has occurred. 

Occasionally there is a shift in meaning but no ambitransitive as a result of the 

consonant alternation. Occasionally there is a change in the vowel following the 

initial consonant. Occasionally there is object incorporation in the alternated form 

without the ability to carry the -i/-e object enclitic. Many of the ambitransitive forms 

can readily form NSV constructions and thus are able to carry an object, some are 

unable to stand alone, but must occur in a NSV construction. One Maskelynes 

speaker considers that the transitive form indicates something in the present versus 

ambitransitive indicating something in the past, another speaker considers that the 

alternation is related to proximity of the action to the speaker. Despite all of this 

variation, there is one overall trend. The consonant alternation tends to reduce focus 

on the object, to shift focus from the object to the action or to make the action more 

general. This shift reduces transitivity on the Hopper and Thompson (1980) 

transitivity hierarchy. And in discourse, low transitivity correlates with 

backgrounding (Hopper and Thompson 1980:294). To confirm whether initial 

consonant alternation is in fact involved in backgrounding, or whether 

                                                           
216 Verb initial consonant alternation (or mutation) is a well documented process in Central Vanuatu languages, 
with recent descriptions in Raga (Crowley 2002f: 632), Southeast Ambrym (Crowley 2002e: 665), Lamen (Early 
2002: 676) and Dimock (2009: 46). Usually the alternation has to do with aspectual (Raga) or modal changes 
(Southeast Ambrym and Lamen).  
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backgrounding is inherent in ambitransitive verbs is beyond the scope of this 

description, but hopefully such a study will be possible in the future.  

Table 60. Initial consonant alternation of transitive verbs 

 Transitive 
Verb 

Gloss  Result of 
Alternation 

Gloss 

 habut-i ‘cook s.t. with stones’  kabut ‘cover’ 
 haru¹-i ‘scratch s.t.’  karu¹ ‘scratch’ 
 hat-i ‘bite s.t.’  kat ‘bite, bite s.t.’ 
 hinit-i ‘pinch s.t.’  kin ‘pinch off’ 
 hir-i ‘dig s.t. (up)’  kir ‘dig, dig s.t.’ 
 ti(ti)-i ‘twist/wring s.t.’ †di(di) ‘twist’217 
 vai-i ‘weave s.t.’  pøpai ‘weave s.t.’ 
 vat-i ‘carry s.t. (name/reputation)’ †

 
pat-i 
pøpat 

‘carry s.t.’ 
‘carry, carry s.t. (goods)’ 

 vøhas-i ‘anoint/decorate s.t.’  pøhas ‘decorated/anointed’ 
 vølos-i ‘spin s.t.’  pøpølos ‘spin, spin s.t.’ 
 vøðan-i ‘feed s.t.’  pøðan ‘feed’ 
 vøðon-i ‘awaken s.t.’  pøðon ‘awaken (many)’ 
 vørus-i ‘pick s.t. (fruit)’  pøpørus ‘pick many (fruit)’ 
 vin-i ‘shoot s.t.’  pen ‘shoot’ 
 vir-i ‘plait s.t.’  pir-i ‘tie up’ 
 vit-i ‘scoop s.t. out (with hands)’  pit ‘dig s.t. (by hand)’ 
 vuh-e ‘unwrap s.t.’  pupuh 

puhpuh 
‘unwrap’ 
‘unwrap many’ 

 vun-i ‘poison s.t. (fish with leaf)’  pun ‘throw explosion’218 
 vus-i ‘bear s.t. (burden)’ ?pus ‘flower/bleached/break (sea)’219 
 ¹olsan-i ‘spread s.t. out’  ýolsah ‘lay out (laplap leaf)’ 
 ¹usan-i ‘teach/show s.t.’  ýusan ‘teach (not show)’ 
 ¹iris-i ‘sling/spray/spatter on s.t..’  ýiris ‘propelled out’ 
 ¹is-i ‘prune s.t.’ ‡ýisýis(mar) ‘prune s.t. (only great hog 

plum)’ 
 ¹os-i ‘slap s.o./nail s.t.’ ‡ýosýos(ival) ‘hit s.t. (clap hands)’ 
 ¹ul-i ‘split s.t. (in hands)’ †(la)-ýul-i ‘split s.t. (not in hands)’ 
 ¹ulai-i ‘spit on s.t./at s.o.’  p/ýulai ‘spit’ 
 ¹ur-i ‘buy s.t.’  ýur ‘buy (bride)’ otherwise ‘sell’ 
 ¹uruð-i ‘read/count s.t.’  ýuruð ‘count’ 
Those marked by † are not ambitransitive, those marked by ‡ have only been recorded with one 
specific incorporated object.  
 
Initial consonant alternation has also been recorded between other word classes or 

subclasses. It has been recorded between a state-process verb and one which is 

mostly a final form in NSV constructions; between a state-process verb and an active 

intransitive verb; between a non-state-process verb and a state-process verb; between 

a transitive verb and a noun; and between an inalienable directly possessed noun and 

an indirectly possessed noun.  

                                                           
217 With this pair it is unclear whether titi-i is transitive or ambitransitive. It can appear with just the object 
enclitic -i, it can occur with an object that is unmarked by the nominaliser na-/nø- as well as one that is marked 
by it. In unreduplicated form it can also be followed by høn-i introducing a direct object. 
218 This is what lightning does when it hits the sea, resulting in fish being killed, now (but not previously) also 
used for flatus. 
219 This may not  be a pair, but due to the many homonyms and their wide range of meanings, it is difficult to tell. 
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 hav ‘completed’  kavkav ‘whole’ 
 na-hunusu-n ‘his nose’  na-kunus ‘nose’ 
 ma-hur(e/u)hur ‘shaky (house)’  kur ‘shake’ 
 tur-i 

turtur 
‘pierce s.t./through s.t.’ 
‘leak’  

ma-durdur ‘holed, perforated’  

 ¹us-i ‘add coconut cream to s.t.’  na-ýus ‘coconut cream’ 

8.3.3.1.2 Vowel alternation 
A small number of verbs show a vowel alternation in their roots. For some 

ambitransitive verbs with the vowel e word medially, a transitive form of the verb 

has i rather than e. On the surface there appears to be no motivation for this. On a 

simple count of CVC verbs in the lexicon, intransitive or ambitransitive verbs of the 

shape CiC and CeC were found in equal numbers (16 of each). But for transitive 

verbs, CeC-i (5), CeC-e (3) and CiC-e (2) together amounted to only 10 verbs 

while there were 31 forms of shape CiC-i. The CeC/CiC proportion for transitive 

verbs is significantly different than for intransitive or ambitransitive verbs.220 This 

would seem to indicate that there is pressure on the verb roots of shape CeC to 

become CiC when followed by the object enclitic -i. This would imply that the 

original verb of these CeC/CiC-i pairs was the ambitransitive one, and that the 

motivation for change was one of assimilation with the enclitic when it was added. 

All of the verbs are A-type active verbs, and on transitivisation, an object is 

introduced.  

Table 61. Medial vowel alternation of ambitransitive verbs 

 Intransitive Gloss Transitive  Gloss 
 les ‘grate/scrape’ lis-i ‘grate/scrape s.t.’ 
 lev ‘pull’ liv-i ‘pull s.t.’ 
 tev ‘cut (w. knife tip)’  tiv-i ‘cut s.t. (w. knife tip)’ 
 pen ‘shoot’ vin-i ‘shoot s.t.’ 
 
There are at least two other pairs of verbs that display an i/e alternation in their roots. 

In the first pair, the intransitive verb dildil ‘flick repeatedly’ is semantically linked 

to the intransitive verb deldel ‘knock by flicking door’. In the second pair, the 

transitive verb la-benben-i ‘dent, pit’ has a related state-process verb ma-binbin 

‘dented, pitted’. While these two pairs are semantically linked, the motivation for the 

alternation is unclear.  

                                                           
220 For CiC-i vs not CiC-i, (i.e. CeC-e, CeC-i and CiC-e) Yates corrected Chi-square 4.08 p=0.043, odds ratio 
95% confidence interval 3.1 (1.0-9.5). For CeC-i vs CiC-i, Yates corrected Chi-square 8.78 p=0.0031, odds ratio 
95% confidence interval 6.2 (1.7-23.9). Thus both proportion comparisons lead to a rejection of the null 
hypothesis that the two populations are the same. This means that the proportion of transitive verbs of form CeC-
i/CiC-i is significantly different from the proportion of intransitives with form CeC/CiC. 
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8.3.3.2 NSV and NSV-like constructions 
NSV and NSV-like constructions are able to change the valency of verbs. While 

these constructions are discussed in §12.3 of chapter 12 on serial verbs, it may be 

helpful to briefly demonstrate their role in valency rearrangement. When the initial 

verb in such a construction is intransitive (or ambitransitive), a final verb which is 

transitive will cause the entire construction to function like a single transitive verb.  
 
 nau + løboi-i think + know s.t. ‘certain/sure of s.t.’ 
 søsøloð + søhot-i hear + hit s.t. ‘grasp s.t. on hearing’ 
 køta + doð-i look + seek s.t. ‘search for s.t.’ 
 sor + gøras-i talk + deceive s.t. ‘deceive s.o. with words’ 
 
In the same way, despite an initial transitive verb, a final verb which is intransitive 

will cause the entire construction to function like a single intransitive verb.   
 
 sar-i + bøtølas spear s.t. + slippery ‘slip over’ 
 suh-i + æødoð poke s.t. + check out ‘peep’ 
 us-i + taltal ask s.t. + unyeilding ‘demand’ 
 
Similarly, final forms in NSV-like constructions determine the transitivity of the 

construction as a whole. So when the intransitive O-type verb køkol ‘shut’ is 

combined with the final form gat-i ‘tightly’, the intransitive verb subject becomes 

the object of the construction, and an agent causer is introduced.   

(186) Na-bopita e-køkol. 
NZ-door 3sS.R-shut 
‘The door is shut.’ 

(187) Ginau no-køkol gat na-bopita. 
I 1sS.R-shut tightly NZ-door 
‘I locked the door.’ 

8.3.4 Sequential derivations 
There is a limited range of sequential derivations possible on verbs. Most of these 

include reduplication or initial consonant alternation.  
 
 ¹usan-i ‘show s.t.’                   > ýusan ‘teach’              >    ýusan høn-i ‘teach s.t.’ 
 transitive  + initial C alternation  > ambitransitive + høn-i   > transitive 
 
 lav-i ‘transfer s.t.’    > lø-lav ‘shake hands’   >    lø-lav mai-i ‘shake hands w/ s.o.’ 
 transitive + RED-      >  intransitive + mai-i        >  transitive  
 
 þit ‘blunt’     > þit-i ‘bend s.t. (back on self)’   >    ma-(þit-)þit ‘bent’ 
 intransitive + -i  >  transitive + RED- + ma-                >  intransitive  
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8.3.5 Multiple derivations 
A few verb roots are noteworthy for the number of different derivational processes 

that have occurred on them. One such verb is ru ‘vomit’. 
 
 ru ‘vomit’ 
 *ruah ‘?’221 
 ruan-i ‘vomit s.t.’ 
 ruruan-i ‘preach s.t.’ (colloquial) 
 ruruas-i ‘vomit on s.t.’ 
 ru høn-i ‘vomit s.t.’ 
 maruah ‘disgorged/worked loose’ 
 maluelu ‘nauseous’  
  
From these many forms, it would appear that a number of different derivations have 

occurred over time. Since the initial POc was *luaq, presumably the forms ma-luelu, 

*ruah and its derived forms ma-ruah and ruan-i preceded ru and ruruas-i. 

8.3.6 Encoding three-participant events 
Maskelynes has been demonstrated to have a number of different strategies of 

encoding what Margetts (2007) calls three-participant events. It is perhaps helpful to 

summarise these strategies here according to her criteria. She counts event 

participants as the semantic entities of agent, theme and recipient and also includes 

instrument and location (2007:72). She specifically excludes co-referential 

participants. The following table is reproduced from Margetts (2007:72). 

Table 62. Strategies for encoding three-participant events 

Three-place predicate strategy 
 All three participants are expressed as direct (i.e. non-oblique) arguments of the verb. 
Oblique and adjunct strategies 
 The verb takes two direct arguments and a third participant is expressed as an oblique 

argument or adjunct. 
Serial verb strategy 
 Two or more verbs combine in a serial verb construction and share the three participants as 

arguments or adjuncts between them. 
Verbal modifier strategy 
 The verb takes two arguments plus a marker indicating transactional orientation or type of 

instrument. 
Incorporation strategy 
 The verb takes two arguments and one participant is expressed by an incorporated nominal. 
Adnominal strategy 
 The verb takes two arguments and a third participant is expressed as an adnominal dependent 

of one of the arguments 
Absorption strategy 
 The verb takes two arguments and the verbal lexeme itself includes information about a third 

participant. 
 

                                                           
221 This form is unattested, but since it is the precursor form for rua-n-i, and since there is a derived form of it, 
ma-ruah, I have presumed that it did once exist. 
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Of these strategies, at least four are in common use in Maskelynes. It has no three-

place predicate strategy since it has no ditransitive verbs. 

8.3.6.1 Oblique and adjunct strategies.  
No verb requires an oblique argument or adjunct, but transitive verbs readily accept 

such elements in the form of RPs and are thus able to encode three participants. 

(188) A-Soð i-lav na-ieh e-ru mai a-matua-n. 
PZ-Jean 3sS.R-transfer NZ-fish 3sS.R-two DAT PZ-MB-3s.POSR 
‘Jean (John) handed two fish to his maternal uncle.’ 

(189) Nu-tas nø-vat dan nø-log egai. 
1sS.R-remove NZ-stone ABL NZ-laplap this 
‘I removed the stone(s) from this laplap.’ 

8.3.6.2 Serial verb strategy 
Like other Central Vanuatu languages, Maskelynes makes considerable use of both 

nuclear and core serial verb constructions. Margetts (2007:90-91) describes two 

structural patterns, both of which can be found: the serialised verb construction with 

three participants and the serial verb construction in which a third participant is 

expressed as an adjunct NP. The first is exemplified in (190) as a causative CSV 

construction, the second is a NSV construction (191) with an additional RP.  

(190) Na-ieh enan, aru-gol e-nus nø-log. 
NZ-fish that 3dS.R-do 3sS.R-embed.in NZ-laplap 
‘That fish, the two of them made it embedded in the laplap.’ 

(191) E-¹un hut-i dan na-vile. 
3sS.R-bellow chase-3sO ABL NZ-village 
‘Bellowing he drove him out of the village.’ 

8.3.6.3 Verbal modifier strategy 
Maskelynes does not have this type of strategy, with directional markers. Directional 

marking is done by serial verb constructions, with the final verbs being gøm(ai) 

‘come (implied towards speaker)’ and van ‘go (implied away from speaker)’. There 

are no classificatory markers, but an instrument is inherent in some verbs, compound 

verbs and especially in some NSV-like constructions. Thus with kat ‘bite’ as the 

initial verb, the action is achieved by means of teeth, with sar ‘spear’ the action is 

achieved by something sharp capable of stabbing or piercing in the straight shooting 

manner of a spear, with ta ‘cut/chop’ the action is achieved by an axe or large knife. 
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 kat bus-i bite injure-3sO ‘bite cheek, lip or tongue’ 
 kat pø-pas-i bite RED-split.fork-3sO ‘rend (with teeth)’ 
 sar butølas spear slippery ‘slip over’ 
 sar marið spear get.down ‘go straight down (hill)’ 
 ta sol-e cut peel-3sO ‘chop off top (coconut)’ 
 ta vuhar-i cut husk-3sO ‘chop away skin (coconut)’ 

8.3.6.4 Incorporation strategy 
While Maskelynes allows incorporation of nominals (see §8.3.1.7), this is a valency 

reducing strategy, so there are no transitive examples, thus no third participant is 

possible. 

8.3.6.5 Adnominal possessive strategy 
Margetts (2007:110) makes it clear that this strategy is one in which a transitive verb 

with two arguments has one of those arguments (the theme) marked by a possessor. 

This possessor is then a third participant, usually understood as a beneficiary. 

Maskelynes clearly has this strategy, and is capable of using it to add a beneficiary to 

either an intransitive verb (192) or a transitive verb (194). Because the possessor can 

exist as a modifier within the NP, this strategy is ambiguous, capable of meaning 

either that the head nominal is possessed or that the possessor is a beneficiary (193)-

(195). Nevertheless, since one does not normally do something for someone who is 

not also the owner of the item in question, the strategy still works. It can however be 

clarified so that the beneficiary is explicitly not the possessor, when the item marked 

by the possessor is not yet owned but is still in the public arena (196).  

(192) Lo-um sagw. 
3pS.R-work my 
‘They work for me.’ 

(193) Lo-um høn na-im sagw. 
3pS.R-work TZ NZ-house my 
‘They built my house.’/ ‘They built the house for me.’ 

(194) Lu-tai na-liol sagw. 
3pS.R-cut NZ-grass my 
‘They cut my grass.’/ ‘They cut the grass for me.’ 

(195) Lu-ta-ta-ut sagw. 
3pS.R-RED-cut-place my 
‘They cleared my place (of bush).’/ ‘They cleared the bush for me.’ 

(196) Lu-sar na-ieh sagw. 
3pS.R-spear NZ-fish my 
‘They speared fish for me.’ 

8.3.6.6 Absorption strategy 
Margetts (2007:117-120) describes four absorption strategies: direct lexicalisation, 

zero derivation, denominal derivation and participant based event classification. She 
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points out that direct lexicalisation where a verb’s semantics include an instrument 

“can be assumed to be present in most if not all languages of the world” (2007:118). 

This is certainly the case for Maskelynes.  
 
 biv-e ‘carry on back’ 
 piribam ‘carry slung on chest’ 
 sevølan-i ‘carry on shoulders with legs straddling neck’ 
 
There is also one possible example of denominal derivation where møta-n ‘his eye’ 

becomes møtan-i ‘spy out’,222 but there is no evidence of the other two absorption 

strategies. 

8.4 Verb compounding 
Verb compounds are composed of two verbs which have been combined to form 

another verb. Verb compounds are like NSV constructions (see §12.2.1 and §12.3), 

and may have developed from them. But unlike NSV constructions, compounds are 

considered by speakers to be single words, and usually there has been some 

alteration in the form of one or both of the conjoined verbs. 
 
For some, the alteration is removal of the object enclitic on the final verb resulting in 

an intransitive verb. 
 
lele+duð-i awake + immerse-3sO leleduð ‘see reflection’ 
 
In addition to removal of the object enclitic, the last consonant of the first verb may 

be merged with the first consonant of the final verb, and the initial verb reduplicated. 
 
pes+søhot-i pass + strike-3sO pespesøhot ‘collide’ 
pil+lugum-i tremble + hug-3sO pilpilugum ‘display (to attract mate)’ 
sul+lat-i push + heat_3sO sulsulat ‘reheat’ 
 
The final consonant of the first verb may be deleted. 
 
pis+tav-i lash + wear.encircle-3sO pitav ‘around waist’ 
 
Deletion of all but the first CV of the initial verb while retaining the full form of the 

final verb is a common pattern for producing transitive compounds. 
 

                                                           
222 The form *mata ‘look at, watch’ can be reconstructed for POc (Paul Geraghty p.c.)  
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þit-i+lat-i bend-3sO + heat-3sO þilat-i ‘remove (hot stones w/ tongs)’ 
bul+das-i turn + pulverise-3sO þudas-i ‘mix s.t.’ 
semale+bun-i curse + totally-3sO sebun-i ‘murder s.o. (by poison/sorcery)’ 
tiv-i+†ýul-i incise-3sO + split-3sO tiýul-i ‘incise s.t.’ 
tu¹-i+bun-i throw.at-3sO + totally-3sO tubun-i ‘stone s.t. to death’ 
¹uv-i+bun-i blow-3sO + totally-3sO ¹ubun-i ‘blow s.t. out’ 
The form marked as † only occurs as a final form in NSV-like constructions. 
 
But if the final verb is to undergo alteration, the most likely form is deletion of its 

initial syllable and possibly the object enclitic. 
 
pah+husur-i ?tuck + follow-3sO pahsur ‘fawn’223 
 
The two verb roots may also be merged, with deletion of the end of the initial verb 

and the beginning of the final verb. An alteration in the shape of a root may also 

occur. 
 
løðon-i+lømas-i want-3sO + like-3sO loðmas-i ‘like s.t.’ 
 
When two verb roots are joined, an epenthetic vowel may be inserted between them. 
 
þis+tur-i enter + through-3sO þisutur ‘enter through s.t.’ 
lav-i+tur-i transfer-3sO + through-3sO lavutur ‘go through/free (of obligation)’ 
men+veu ripe + green menøveu ‘picked green (fruit)’ 
 
Occasionally a combination of alterations have taken place. 
 
kel-e+mag-enan say-3sO + like-that kømagenan ‘speak like that’ 
kel-e+mabe say-3sO + how kømabe ‘say what’ 
soh+tutut get + quick(ly) sohotut ‘hasty’ 
  
There are also those compounds where no alteration has occurred. There is nothing 

to distinguish these from NSV constructions except that people consider them to be 

single words whereas with most NSV constructions they recognise that two forms 

are involved.224 
 
han+vøðan-i eat + feed-3sO hanvøðan-i ‘disciple/mentor’ 
susu+pah root + tuck susupah ‘help lift/help carry’ 
 
Verbs that incorporate arguments were described in §8.3.1.7, but verb compounds 

can also be formed from verbs and RPs. 
 
bul+a+tut turn + LOC + distant bulatut ‘avoid meeting’ 
 

                                                           
223 Also recorded as pahasur and pahusur.  
224 Even with NSV constructions, if the final verb is not well known, then people will often consider it to be a 
compound.  
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8.5 Reduplication 
As was outlined in §8.3.2.1, reduplication can be a derivational process reducing 

valency, changing word subclass and changing meaning. However, it is more 

commonly inflectional. Most verbs can be reduplicated to achieve a range of 

inflectional outcomes (§8.1.1.7) depending on the context. Reduplication can 

indicate plurality of participants; plurality of effect; reciprocity; totality of effect; 

intensity of effect; and aspect such as repetitive, durative, and habitual. Some words 

appear to be intrinsically reduplicated, with no extant unreduplicated form, but with 

an inherent meaning involving one of the inflection outcomes above. Some verbs can 

take more than one pattern of reduplication, each having a different meaning. 

Reduplication usually involves the first consonant followed by schwa, part of the 

first syllable (usually the first CV sequence), the first syllable (either CV or CVC), or 

the first CVC sequence even though it is more than a syllable. Words of shape 

CVCw can be reduplicated in their entirety, the only reduplication to exceed a CVC 

pattern except where a CVC is followed by an epenthetic vowel (see §2.6). There 

appears to be no phonetic pattern of reduplication which uniquely applies to a 

particular outcome, nor to which particular meaning can be ascribed. As well as 

reduplication, verbs can be repeated to denote many of the meanings achieved by 

reduplication. This is especially true of the aspectual meanings.  

8.5.1 Plurality 
Reduplication on verbs appears to have one inherent meaning, that of plurality. It 

may be plurality of participant or plurality of state, process or action. It may indicate 

repetitive (iterative), durative or habitual aspect. In each of these cases, the semantic 

basis is plurality.  

8.5.1.1 Plurality of participant 
Reduplication can indicate two types of plurality of participant. In the first, with 

plural subject, occasionally the verb can be reduplicated in agreement (197) and 

(198). But this reduplication usually indicates that rather than a single group doing 

something en masse (199), they are all individually doing it (200). This would imply 

that in (198), a number of individuals were spying at the same time, but that they 

were not spying as a group.  
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(197) E-møtan na-vile. 
3sS.R-spy.out NZ-village 
‘He spied out the village.’ 

(198) Lo-møt-møtan na-vile. 
3pS.R-RED-spy.out NZ-village 
‘They spied out the village.’ 

(199) Li-þon mai ginamit høn dat-þi-han. 
1sS.IR-unite ACMP us.pe PURP 1piS-POT-eat. 
‘Let them join with us to eat.’ 

(200) Namtu-þon-þon høn namt-þi-han. 
1peS.R-RED-unite PURP 1peS-POT-eat 
‘We got together to eat.’ 

 
In the second type, the verb is reduplicated to indicate multiple objects although the 

object may be incorporated (201) or it may remain unmarked for plural (203). In both 

types the participant is an actor. 

(201) Ge-kø-kasøval! 
2sS.IR-RED-rub.out.hand 
‘Wash your hands.’ 

(202) E-kir sur na-þur. 
3sS.R-dig shift NZ-hole 
‘He dug the hole deeper.’ 

(203) E-kir su-sur nø-dam. 
3sS.R-dig RED-shift NZ-yam 
‘He dug up the yams.’ 

8.5.1.2 Plurality of effect 
With plurality of effect, the reduplication denotes a multiple effect. For a transitive 

verb the distinction between this and reduplication denoting repetitive action is very 

fine because to achieve plurality of effect the action would normally be repeated.   

(204) I-lav na-kuvkuv ta-ýul nø-hai. 
3sS.R-transfer NZ-axe cut-split NZ-wood. 
‘He took the axe and split the wood.’ 

(205) I-ta-ýu-ýul nø-hab utaut høn nø-han-an pelan. 
3sS.R-cut-RED-split NZ-firewood ready BEN NZ-eat-NZ tomorrow 
‘He split up the firewood ready for the feast tomorrow.’ 

 
For state-process verbs, especially O-type ones, the reduplication clearly denotes 

multiple effect. But because of their state-process nature, this category can also 

overlap with reduplication denoting augmentation. 

(206) Husur na-ýisal van vø-bar na-ut Ø-to-pasil. 
Follow NZ-road go DUR-reach NZ-place 3sS-RZ-branch 
‘Follow the road on until it branches.” 

(207) Nø-hai eg i-pas-pasil. I-voi høn na-pølau-an. 
NZ-tree this 3sS.R-RED-branch 3sS.R-good BEN NZ-climb-NZ 
‘This tree branches frequently / it has many branches. It’s good for climbing.’ 
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(208) Na-siloh egai i-ma-vir. Doð ti-voi. Ø-Sa-vi enan, 
NZ-plate this 3sS.R-DTZ-cracked seek 3sS.IR-good 3sS-NEG-COP that  
 
i-ma-vir-vir. 
3sS.R-RED-cracked 
‘This plate is cracked. Look for a good one. Not that one, it’s crazed (has many fine cracks)’ 

(209) Lo-liv nø-pashø-hai vi pan van, e-midel. 
3pS.R-pull NZ-branch-tree DIR down go 3sS.R-crack 
‘They pulled the tree branch down until it (audibly) cracked.’ 

(210) Nø-boð lo-to-liv tas-i am e-mil-miled. 
NZ-time 3pS-RZ-pull again-3sO more 3sS.R-RED-crack 
‘When they pulled it even more, it multiply cracked (audibly).’225 

8.5.1.3 Repetitive (iterative) aspect 
The difference between repetitive and durative aspect is largely dependent on the 

semantics of individual verbs. If an action is inherently punctiliar (such as ‘stab’, 

‘tear’, ‘flick’ or ‘bite’), then reduplication will usually denote repetitive aspect, that 

is an action done over and over again. If an action is inherently continuous or 

progressive with no clear endpoint (such as ‘float’, ‘burn’, ‘cuddle’ or ‘sleep’), then 

reduplication will usually denote durative aspect. If an action takes some time to 

perform, but there is a point in time when it is completed, reduplication could 

indicate either the duration of the action or that it was performed a number of times. 

Thus digging a yam takes time, but once dug, the digging for that yam is complete, 

and yam digging requires another yam to dig if the action is to continue.  

(211) A-tøma-n i-¹os nø-ho-n. 
PZ-father-3s.POSR 3sS.R-slap NZ-face-3s.POSR 
‘His father slapped his face.’ 

(212) E-bøtah tøban, i-¹os-¹os nø-madu-n. 
3sS.R-sit next.to.3s 3sS.R-RED-slap NZ-back-3s.POSR 
‘He sat beside him patting his back.’ 

(213) Na-viþu asike Ø-þi-nor, lat-lat-i høn Ø-þi-nor. 
NZ-bamboo IR.NEG 3sS-POT-straight, RED-heat-3sO PURP 3sS-POT-straight 
‘If the bamboo isn’t straight, heat it over and over to straighten it.’   

(214) A-Sten gø-þe-møl-mølah maienan dereh ge-møsah. 
PZ-Sten 2sS-POT-RED-jump like.that FUT 2sS.IR-sick 
‘Sten, if you jump up and down like that you’ll get sick.’ 

(215) I-dar-dar høn na-vøla-n høn nø-sov Ø-þi-teh. 
3sS.R-RED-shake TZ NZ-arm-3s.POSR PURP NZ-caterpillar 3sS-POT-fall   
‘He shook his arm so the caterpillar (that itches) would fall off.’ 

                                                           
225 The words midel and (mil)miled are metathesised alternants of the same word. It appears that without 
reduplication both forms exist possibly as one of the generational dialect changes taking place, but nobody seems 
too sure if the reduplicated form midmidel exists.  
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8.5.1.4 Durative aspect 
Durative aspect indicates an event involving a period of time, with the event 

continuing during that time. As noted in §8.5.1.3 above, reduplication can denote 

durative aspect with verbs whose semantics allow for a continuous action, process or 

state.  

(216) Ha¹ut i-sor-sor, be Ø-sa-kel na-t-ideh. 
old.man 3sS.R-RED-talk but 3sS-NEG NZ-thing-any 
‘The old man kept talking but didn’t say anything.’ 

(217) Len na-þilti-us na-vuru-n na-im e-tur-tur. 
in NZ-AUG-rain NZ-roof-3s.POSR NZ-house 3sS.R-RED-drip. 
‘In rain storms the house’s roof leaks.’  

(218) Lu-van va-ris a-ha¹ut egaii Ø-to-tah-tah lili-hai. 
3pS.R-go PURP-see PZ-old.man the 3sS-RZ-RED-attach mass-tree 
‘They went to see the old man that was hanging in the forest.’ 

 
When the verb within a temporal relative clause (§13.1.1.1 ) is reduplicated, the 

reduplication is usually understood as durative aspect. The same meaning can be 

achieved using the incompletive particle sal. 

(219) Nø-boð no-to-yar-yar vi Lutes… 
NZ-day 1sS-RZ-RED-walk DIR Lutes 
‘While I was walking to Lutes…” 

(220) Nø-boð no-to-yar vi Lutes sal… 
NZ-day 1sS-RZ-walk DIR Lutes INCMP 
‘When I was still walking to Lutes…’ 

8.5.1.5 Habitual aspect 
Reduplication especially of transitive verbs is likely to denote habitual aspect (221)-

(223). Once again, the action is done again and again, but on multiple occasions. 

Verbs used attributively to modify nouns, or to name people and things that 

habitually behave in a certain way, are also usually reduplicated to indicate that 

habitual activity (Table 63). So the habitual form of the veb has been derived by 

addition of the nominaliser into nouns. 

(221) Gal-evis lu-han-han na-ieh enan be ginau nø-sa-han-han-i. 
p-few 3pS.R-RED-eat NZ-fish that but I 1sS-NEG-RED-eat-3sO. 
‘Some eat that fish but I don’t eat it.’ 

(222) Ao, gai Ø-sø-gam-gam am husur na-rie-n e-tipul. 
no he 3sS-NEG-RED-run more because NZ-leg-3s.POSR 3sS.R-sprained 
‘No, he doesn’t run anymore because his ankle is sprained.’ 

(223) I-pen-pen pøpadað ðai garu len na-im sølaru. 
3sS.R-RED-shoot near only around on NZ-house their.d 
‘He only shot/used to shoot close by around their house.’ 
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Table 63. Reduplication indicating habitual aspect in everyday item names 

 Verb Gloss Free 
 na-bur-pit-pitsuæ NZ-?-RED-pursed.lips.call ‘bar-tailed goatfish’ 
 na-þesu-þesw NZ-RED-empty ‘crop/rumen’ 
 na-ieh sø-sar NZ-fish RED-spear ‘longtom’ 
 nø-hai gam-gam NZ-device RED-run ‘vehicle’ 
 na-im pan-panun NZ-house RED-cook ‘kitchen/cook house’ 
 nø-lol ðø-ðas NZ-eel RED-masticate ‘moray eel’ 
 nø-manuð hø-haiv NZ-sore RED-dense ‘boil’226 
 nø-mas-mas NZ-RED-dry ‘dry frond mat’ 
 na-ri-vatø-vat NZ-leg-RED-four ‘mammal (domestic)’227 
 na-ru-ruð NZ-RED-fold.up ‘parcel (of food)’ 
 na-tu-tuah NZ-RED-arrange ‘double-headed parrotfish’ 
 na-tu-tuð NZ-RED-ignite ‘fire lighter’ 
 nø-vanuan gø-gøras NZ-person RED-deceive ‘hypocrite’ 
 na-vod-vod NZ-RED-rub.hot ‘fire pole (for lighting fire)’ 

8.5.2 Reciprocal 
In Maskelynes, reduplication and reciprocal are only loosely related. Even so, 

plurality of participants is a motivation for reduplication, especially since the 

participants are the same for subject as for object. And reduplication in such a case 

would indicate that multiple actor subjects were individually acting on multiple 

undergoer objects. They are acting on one another rather than reflexively on 

themselves.   

(224) Gølaru aru-¹os-¹os gølar gabag. 
they.d 3dS.R-RED-slap they.d self 
‘The two of them slapped each other.’ 

(225) Møte-løm-lømas bun gamit gabag. 
2pS.IR-RED-like totally you.p self 
‘Love one another.’ 

8.5.3 Totality of effect 
With totality of effect, the reduplication denotes that the participant is completely 

affected. This is not a very common use of reduplication because this meaning can be 

achieved in a number of other ways. The participant is always an undergoer, thus 

undergoer subject for intransitive verbs and undergoer object for transitive ones.   

(226) Nino dudulan soæilan nø-mav e-pitau be damøðai e-pit-pitau. 
yesterday morning  early NZ-sky 3sS.R-colour but today 3sS.R-RED-colour 
‘Early yesterday morning the sky coloured but today it was entirely ablaze.’ 

(227) Nøboð a-Nils Ø-to-ris nø-mago i-saþul-e. 
NZ-day PZ-Niels 3sS-RZ-see NZ-mango 3sS.R-grab-3sO 
‘When Niels saw the mango he snatched it.’ 

                                                           
226 The verb høhaiv has never been recorded unreduplicated, so it is possible that it is not in fact a reduplicated 
form. 
227 This is normally used for mammals, and has become the default term for domesticated mammals. Other four-
legged animals such as lizards fit into their own category of crawling things. 
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(228) Galit lo-vis ðai be lo-sø-saþul høn nø-han-i-an. 
they.p 3pS.R-few only but 3pS.R-RED-grab TZ NZ-eat-3sO-NZ 
‘They were only a few, but they exhausted the food.’ 

(229) Nino nu-mabul puð nø-hol. 
yesterday 1sS.R-plant full.cover NZ-garden 
‘Yesterday I planted the whole garden.’ 

(230) Nø-hab i-han puð-puð na-im. 
NZ-fire 3sS.R-burn RED-full.cover NZ-house 
‘Fire (engulfed and) consumed the entire house.’ 

8.5.4 Intensity of effect 
Reduplication denoting intensity of effect is similar to that of totality of effect. The 

difference is that intensity of effect enhances or increases the degree or intensity of 

the verb. By contrast, the totality of effect takes that intensity to its ultimate extreme. 

Most verbs for which reduplication denotes intensity of effect are state-process 

verbs.  

(231) Yar mødau na-ut e-butølas. 
walk soft NZ-place 3sS.R-slippery 
‘Walk carefully, it’s slippery.’ 

(232) Na-þilti-us len mariug i-gol na-ýisal e-bu-butølas. 
NZ-AUG-rain in night 3sS.R-make NZ-road 3sS.R-RED-slippery 
‘The rain storm last night made the road really slippery.’ 

(233) Namt-sø-wal-wal, namto-ti mødau ðai. 
1peS-NEG-RED-noisy 1peS.R-pole soft only 
‘We weren’t very noisy, we just poled quietly.’ 

(234) Ni-be-n i-þo tia e-tuþat høn Ø-þe-mød-mødau. 
NZ-body-3s.POSR 3sS.R-rotten COMP 3sS.R-start PURP 3sS-POT-RED-soft 
‘His body has decomposed, it’s started to be very soft.’   

(235) Nø-kapis i-soþ-soþur lo-vi-vi møhat. 
NZ-cabbage 3sS.R-RED-many 3pS.R-RED-go.to up 
‘Heaps of cabbages keep on coming up.’228 

8.5.5 Meaning change 
With some reduplication there is an unexpected meaning change. Usually the new 

meaning is in the same semantic domain, but it might be more restricted or it might 

be more general.  
 
 Verb  Reduplication  
 kai ‘call out’ kø-kai ‘sing’ 
 kavømat ‘wink/blink’ kav-kavømat ‘twinkle, flicker, shimmer’ 
 kos ‘stuck (in s.t. soft)’ kø-kos (gabag) ‘get one’s just deserts’ (Literally ‘get 

oneself stuck’) 
 men ‘ripe’ mena-men ‘ripe before mature’ 
 padw ‘whistle’ pad-padw ‘rattle’ 

                                                           
228 In this case the reduplication of vi ‘go.to’ indicates durative aspect. 
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8.5.6 Valency decrease 
As was described in §8.3.2.1, reduplication is a process which can derive intransitive 

or ambitransitive verbs from transitive verbs. What may be confusing is that some of 

the inflectional outcomes can occur simultaneously with the derivational valency 

decrease. Thus when the ambitransitive sø-sod ‘sew’ is derived from sod-e ‘sew 

s.t.’, it also denotes habitual aspect. And when the intransitive ri-rihit ‘squeezed 

together’ is derived from rihit-i ‘squash up to s.o.’, the intransitive form also denotes 

plurality of participant. 

8.5.7 Numerals 
As mentioned in §8.2.5, distributive numerals (at least up to five) are derived by 

reduplication. There are two distributive forms both of which have the numeral root 

reduplicated. For the numerals ‘one’ and ‘two’, there is an additional form which 

includes a prefix ¹i-.     

8.5.8 Intrinsic reduplication 
A number of verbs only have a reduplicated form. This intrinsic reduplication 

appears to be due to the semantics of the verb. So for instance, plurality of 

participants is inherent in the meaning of the following: 
 
 dø-darhu-val ‘clasp hands (behind back)’ 
 gav-gav ‘descale (fish)’ 
 nø-no¹ høn-i ‘compare s.t.’ 
 pes-pesøhot ‘collide’ 
 pø-pehw ‘divide, separate’ 
 pø-pøðod ‘seek seafood’ 
 tø-to¹ høn-i ‘copy s.t.’ 

8.5.9 Multiple reduplications 
Some verbs have more than one reduplicated form. There is usually a different 

motivation for each form, sometimes with a shift in meaning, although all forms 

remain in the same semantic domain. 
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 Verb stem  Reduplication  
 þesw ‘empty (nut w/ no kernel’ þesu-þesw 

þø-þesw 
‘totally empty’ 
‘deserted, empty’ 

 dað-i ‘tip out s.t. (solid)’ dað-dað-i 
dø-dað 

‘keep tipping out s.t. (solid)’ 
‘unload (cargo)’ 

 gel-e ‘change/replace’ gel-gel 
gø-gel 

‘change faces’ 
‘change’ 

 lat-i ‘heat’ lat-lat-i 
lø-lat 

‘heat s.t. repeatedly’ 
‘heated and left to stay hot’ 

 makuv ‘come out’ mak-makuv 
ma-kuv-kuv 

‘come out and go back repeatedly’ 
‘many come out’ 

 tariv-e ‘carry over shoulder’ 
‘carry armful of items’ 

tar-tariv-e 
 
tø-tariv 

‘carry s.t. tied to back’ 
‘gather (as fruit from ground)’ 
‘carry over shoulder’ 
‘pregnant’ 

8.5.10 Repetition 
Like reduplication, repetition of the verb marks at least durative (236) and repetitive 

aspects (237). It can also indicate plurality of action (238) and intensity of effect 

(239). 

(236) Aru-han aru-han han han han van van aru-han ar-sø-han ýis  
3sS.R-eat 3sS.R-eat eat eat eat go go 3sS.R-eat 3sS.R-NEG-eat all  
 
nø-log gal-egai. 
NZ-laplap p-this 
‘The two of them ate and ate, kept on eating, (but) they didn’t eat all of these laplaps.’  

(237) Namto-ti gømai namto-ti gømai, namto-ti kereh gømai… 
1peS.R-pole come 1peS.R-pole come 1peS.R-pole small come 
‘We kept poling this way, then we poled this way a little more…’ 

(238) Namto-gømai ale namtu-pat, namtu-pat, namtu-pat, ale a-tata san 
1peS.R-come SEQ 1peS.R-lie 1peS.R-lie 1peS.R-lie SEQ PZ-dad his 
 
i-ke,… 
3sS.R-CMPZ 
‘We came and then we lay down, we all lay down and his dad said,…’ 

(239) Ha¹ut egai i-mat i-mat i-mat ale i-tah-tah ðai mai(enan)… 
old.man this 3sS.R-dead 3sS.R-dead 3sS.R-dead SEQ 3sS.R-RED-hold only like.that 
‘The old man was dead, utterly dead and just hanging like that…’  
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9 Minor word classes  
Thus far the two major word classes and a few minor word classes have been 

described in some detail. There are, however, a number of other minor word classes. 

These include adverbs, quantifiers, tense/aspect/mode (TAM) particles, focus 

particles, the plural particle, conjunctions and interjections. 

9.1 Adverbs 
Adverbs form a small diverse word class of characteristically invariant forms that 

function at multiple levels from phrase to discourse. Their distribution within the VP 

is described in §10.1 and within the clause in §11.1.6. 

9.1.1 Direction/Location adverbs 
Many words denoting direction and location are locative nouns, relators, prepositions 

and final forms in NSV-like constructions. Direction/location adverbs differ from 

locative nouns because they do not co-occur with the directional verbal preposition 

vi. They differ from relators in that they cannot take the object enclitic, and they 

differ from prepositions because they require another relator for a NP to occur 

following them.  
 
The adverbs garu ‘around’, pøpadað ‘near/nearly’ and tukot ‘across’ can indicate 

the direction in which the subject of a verb moves or the proximity of the subject to 

an entity. When the entity is not specified in the discourse, it is assumed to be the 

speaker. For an entity to be specified, it is usually given as a RP (with the relator høn 

or the preposition len as head of the RP), or as the locative pronoun lan referring 

back to a location previously mentioned.   

(1) Namte-ti garu. 
1peS.IR-pole around 
‘We’ll pole around./Let us pole around.’ 

(2) E-bul garu. 
3sS.R-turn around 
‘He turned around.’ 

(3) Nø-æat e-þudar garu høn nø-hai. 
NZ-snake 3sS.R-coil around TZ NZ-tree 
‘The snake coiled around the tree.’ 

(4) Lu-þon il garu høn a-ha¹ut…’ 
3pS.R-unite stand around TZ PZ-old.man 
‘They gathered around the old man…’ 
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(5) Lo-bøtah garu len na-tev. 
3pS.R-sit around on NZ-table 
‘They sat around the table.’ 

(6) Dereh ne-kir garu lan. 
FUT 1sS.IR-dig around LOC.3s 
‘Presently I’ll dig around it.’ 

(7) Lo-gøm pøpadað. 
3pS.R-come near 
‘They came close.’ 

(8) E-køt-køta tøban na-buai len nø-hol pøpadað høn  
3sS.R-RED-look next.to.3s NZ-pig in NZ-fence near TZ  
 
na-ut a Þurhus. 
NZ-place LOC Burhus. 
‘He looked after the pig in the enclosure near/close to Burhus.’  

(9) Nø-þano¹ i-toh len tas pøpadað høn na-bitas. 
NZ-stonefish 3sS.R-live in sea near TZ NZ-shore 
‘The stonefish lived in the sea close to the shore.’ 

 
In this next example pøpadað is functioning to modify the verb and indicate 

proximity in time rather than space. 

(10) E-hum ke pøpadað nø-dað-an sadito e-vi pan. 
3sS.R-like CMPZ near NZ-strong-NZ our.pi 3sS.R-go.to down 
‘It was as if our strength was nearly gone.’  

(11) No-il pøpadað høn na-ut Ø-þe-pud høn-i. 
1sS.R-stand near PURP NZ-place 3sS-POT-hot TZ-3sO 
‘I’m standing close to warm him up.’ (Literally: ‘I’m standing close in order that the place be 
hot for him.’) 

(12) Namtu-varus tukot gøm a Hoti, a Boðnan… 
1peS.R-paddle across come LOC Hoti LOC Bongnan 
‘We paddled across coming from Hoti, from Bongnan.’ 

(13) Rið nø-hai ti-bal tukot len gølar ýisi. 
put NZ-wood 3sS.IR-horizontal across on they.d all 
‘Put the wood horizontally across both of them (posts).’ 

(14) Lo-ris-i nøboð Ø-to-yar tukot. 
3pS.R-see-3sO NZ-day 3sS-RZ-walk across 
‘They saw him when he walked by.’ 

(15) I-pes tukot høn nø-marireu. 
3sS.R-pass across TZ NZ-field 
‘He passed/walked across the field.’ 

 
Multiple location adverbs can co-occur to indicate both direction of movement and 

proximity to an entity.  

(16) Lo-liv n-aga, tuþat wol tukot pøpadað høn  na-holoul. 
3pS.R-pull NZ-anchor start sail across near TZ NZ-island 
‘They pulled the anchor (and) started sailing across close to the island.’ 
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9.1.2 Time adverbs 
Time is often denoted by temporal nouns (§3.2.1). As exemplified in §11.1.5.2, time 

can also be expressed by temporal possessive phrases, time phrases (restricted NPs), 

RPs, demonstratives, and temporal verbs. Time adverbs differ from temporal nouns 

because they cannot be modified by demonstratives. They differ from demonstratives 

because they are neither person-based nor relative distance-based, they cannot 

modify a NP head, they are not prolocative, nor do they ever function anaphorically 

or cataphorically. They differ from temporal verbs because they cannot take verbal 

inflection. 

Table 64. Time adverbs 

 Adverb Gloss 
 akis ‘always/daily’ 
 daðir ‘always/often but at the time that’s right for it’ 
 titau ‘always/often in the same day’ 
 
Time adverbs indicate the temporal manner in which an event occurs.  

(17) Na-lipah san e-hut akis høn nø-man gail. 
NZ-dog his 3sS.R-chase always TZ NZ-fowl p 
‘His dog is always chasing chooks.’ 

(18) Damøðai na-us e-us titau. 
today NZ-rain 3sS.R-rain always 
‘Today it’s always raining.’ 

 
A number of other forms have a similar distribution to the time adverbs. The 

multiplicative numeral vøha-sua ‘once’ can function in the clausal time slot 

meaning ‘at once/immediately’. Despite soæilan ‘early’ only occurring as an 

uninflected stem before or after the noun nadudulan ‘morning’, I am told that it is a 

verb i-soæilan. The usually reduplicated (tab)tab ‘always/keep on’ and its alternate 

teb (which only occurs with the verb us ‘ask’) are final forms in NSV-like 

constructions.  

9.1.3 General modifiers and intensifiers 
Many of the general modifiers have already been described in their role as post-head 

modifiers within the NP. In addition to that, they can function to modify verbs, 

indicating the manner in which an event occurs. Many of the forms that can modify 

the meaning of verbs occur in NSV or CSV constructions (these are described in 

§12.3 and §12.4 respectively). General modifiers and intensifiers differ from final 

forms in NSV and CSV constructions in that they cannot take the object enclitic nor 
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can they be reduplicated. One, togon ‘next/other/another’, has only ever been 

recorded modifying a NP head and could thus be considered a true adjective. If so, it 

is the only one identified in the language. 

Table 65. General modifiers and intensifiers 

 Adverb Gloss 
 am ‘more/again/also’ 
 ðai ‘just/only’ 
 habat ‘very/greatly’ 
 kømas ‘useless/uselessly’ 
 masu¹ ‘very/extremely’229 
 soþuer ‘fruitlessly’ 
 togon ‘next/other/another’ 
 tu ‘also/as well’ (borrowed from English) 

(19) Lø-sø-saþ-i am. 
3pS-NEG-find-3sO more 
‘They don’t find it anymore.’ 

(20) Møre-vi be? Namru-yar-yar ðai. 
2dS.IR-go.to where 1peS.R-PED-walk just 
‘“Where are you two going?” “We’re just walking.”’ 

(21) Nø-vat e-tibau masu¹, e-mølas habat.  
NZ-stone 3sS.R-big INTNS 3sS.R-heavy INTNS 
‘The stone was extremely large, it was very heavy.’ 

(22) No-his soþuer høn nø-þe-rusan-i. 
1sS.R-strive fruitlessly TZ 1sS-POT-move-3sO 
‘I strove to move it without success.’ 

(23) Nø-han-i-an Ø-to-pat kømas, nu-han-i. No-mun tu. 
NZ-eat-3sO-NZ 3sS.RZ-lie uselesly 1sS.R-eat-3sO 1sS.R-drink also 
The food lying around, I ate it. I drank as well.’  

 
Adverbs can modify verbs in what look like NSV constructions, but they have a far 

wider distribution than final verbs in NSV constructions and final forms in what look 

like NSV constructions (§12.3.6.2).  
 
In nominalised constructions: 

(24) Gi-kel na-sipa habat-an mai a-Meri. 
2sS.IR-tell NZ-thank INTNS-NZ DAT PZ-Mary 
‘Give my great thanks to Mary.’ 

(25) nø-nau soþuer-an 
NZ-think fruitlessly-NZ 
‘worry’ 

 

                                                           
229 In the text corpus and frequently in conversations, masu¹ is overwhelmingly invariant and modifies verbs. 
However, on one occasion it was recorded with verbal inflection thus: Na-þur sø-sareh i-gol na-rivbet 
i-masu¹. ‘The hole isn’t deep making the post too high.’ But masu¹ still functioned to modify the intensity of 
the previous verb sø-sareh ‘not deep’ thus meaning ‘too not deep=too high’. A negative form, sø-masu¹ ‘not 
very’, has also been recorded occasionally. 
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Modifying a nominalised verb: 

(26) Namtu-kad na-høha¹ur-an habat høn… 
1peS.R-have NZ-happy-NZ INTNS REAS 
‘We have great happiness that…’ 

 
Following a subordinate clause of purpose: 

(27) Namru-van vø-das ¹i-t-e lan soþuer. 
1deS.R-go PURP-look.for fruit-PW-3sO LOC.3s fruitlessly 
‘We went to look for fruit on it (tree) to no avail.’ 

 
Following a location adjunct: 

(28) Lo-køta doð-i len na-ut salit gail soþuer. 
3pS.R-look seek-3sO in NZ-place their p fruitlessly 
‘They searched for him in their places to no avail.’ 

(29) Gaiug gi-yar a tahw am… 
you.s 2sS.IR-walk LOC back more 
‘You walk further behind…’ 

 
Before a time adjunct: 

(30) Akis len dudulan e-ru. 
always in morning 3sS.R-vomit 
‘Always in the morning she vomits.’ 

 
Following a negativised CSV construction, and unlike the verbs involved, isn’t 

negativised: 

(31) Gai Ø-sa-sor Ø-sa-voi masu¹ husur a-Got. 
He 3sS-NEG-talk 3sS-NEG-good INTNS about PZ-God 
‘He didn’t speak very well about God.’ 

 
Modifying a noun: 

(32) E-vi na-uluman kømas ðai. 
3sS.R-COP NZ-man useless only 
‘He’s just a worthless/humble man.’  

 
As part of a two-word subordinator marking concession (shown by square brackets): 

(33) [Na-ut kømas] ni-be-gw i-mat-mat, nu-van. 
NZ-place useless NZ-body-1s.POSR 3sS.R-RED-dead 1sS.R-go 
‘Even though I was tired, I went.’ 

9.2 Quantifiers 
There are only three quantifiers, all of which function to modify the head in NPs. 

Two of them are compounds of e-vis ‘few’ described in §6.2.2. The other, ideh, is a 

non-specific indefinite marker (§4.7) whose function as a modifier within the NP is 

described in §4.2.5. 
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Table 66. Quantifiers 

 Quantifier Gloss 
 ideh ‘any/some/none’  
 gal-evis ‘some’ 
 eru-evis ‘a couple of' 

9.3 Tense/aspect/mode particles 
A few of the particles listed in Table 67 below are found within the verb phrase. 

These particles indicate the tense, aspect, or mode of the verb. Some are discussed in 

§10 on verb phrases and further in the section on their distribution within clauses 

(§11.1.6). 

Table 67. TAM particles 

 Particle Gloss 
 bai ‘first/for a while/please’ intermediate future (tense particle); politeness marker230 
 balai ‘later/eventually’ distant future (tense particle) 
 dereh future (tense particle) 
 æud ‘yet’ incompletive (aspect particle) 
 sal ‘still/yet’ incompletive (aspect particle) 
 tia ‘already’ completive (aspect particle) 
 asike irrealis negative (mode particle) 
 ma dubitative (mode particle) 
 æau ‘must’ obligatory (mode particle) 
 
When dereh and balai occur in the same clause, they combine to mean ‘sometime 

in the indeterminate future’. When gagai ‘now’ combines with balai 

‘later/eventually’ it forms gað balai ‘soon/in the near future’. Gagai ‘now’ also 

forms a compound with æud ‘yet’ to form gagøæud ‘just yet’. 

(34) Dereh na-plen ti-teh balai. 
FUT NZ-plane 3sS.IR-fall later 
‘The plane will land sometime.’ 

(35) Na-plen ti-teh gað balai. 
NZ-plane 3sS.IR-fall now later 
‘The plane will land soon.’ 

(36) Na-plen asike i-van gagø-æud. 
NZ-plane IR.NEG 3sS.R-go now-yet 
‘The plane will not go just yet.’ 

  

9.4 Focus particles 
There are two focus particles boh and æau. The first, boh, also forms demonstrative 

compounds described and exemplified in §6.2.3. The functions of boh and æau are 

described in §4.2.14.  

                                                           
230 A borrowing from Bislama. 
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9.5 Plural particle 
The plural particle gail is described as it occurs within NPs in §4.2.10, and as it 

occurs in compounds in §6.2.1. Despite being a post-head modifier within the NP 

where it marks the head as plural, in certain circumstances gail can occur after the 

verb. In these instances it only occurs after an intransitive verb, and only ever occurs 

when the subject is plural. The recorded examples are overwhelmingly in the third 

person (37)-(39), but one extracted from a women’s group discussion is in the second 

person (40). While further discourse analysis is necessary to determine its precise 

function in this position, it appears that gail functions as an agreement marker with 

the subject number, having a tendency to do so in circumstances where the subject is 

not prominent. 

(37) Nø-vanuan ýisi lu-van va-lilos gail. 
NZ-person all 3pS.R-go PURP-bathe p 
‘Everyone will go bathe.’ 

(38) Dereh li-han tø-tas gail. 
FUT 3pS.IR-eat RED-again p 
‘They’ll eat again.’ 

(39) Ale lo-tølmam gail. 
SEQ 3pS.R-return p 
‘And they returned.’ 

(40) Ris Ø-to-ke, Kala? Møt-þi-a sav gail,  ginamit boh 
but 3sS-RZ-CMPZ OK 2pS-POT-go dance p we.pe FOC 

 
namti-sav mai-enan. 
1peS.IR-dance like-that  
‘But she said, “OK? If you go dance, as for us, we’ll dance likewise.”’  

9.6 Conjunctions  
The conjunctions listed below connect words, NPs, clauses and in some cases 

sentences or paragraphs within a discourse. These conjunctions are mostly coordinate 

conjunctions linking main clauses, and their function is described in §14. 

Subordinators (or subordinate conjunctions) are described in §13, but on the whole 

they do not constitute a word class, rather they belong to other word and form 

classes.  
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Table 68. Conjunctions 

 Conjunction Gloss Function 
 an ‘and’ (from English) joins NPs and clauses 
 o ‘or’ (from English via 

Bislama) 
joins NPs and clauses231 

 ale ‘and/then’ (from French via 
Bislama) 

joins clauses in a sequence 

 beti ‘then’ joins clauses in a sequence 
 be ‘but’ (from Bislama) joins head + contrast clauses 

joins concession + contraexpectation clauses 
 wake ‘but’ joins concession + contraexpectation clauses 
 avil ‘but’ introduces a frustrated contraexpectation clause 
 ris to- ‘but’ within a speech event introduces a rejection or 

counter proposal of what was previously said 
 ða ‘so’ joins reason + result clauses and sentences 
 so ‘so’ (from English) joins reason + result clauses and sentences 
 
Several of other forms also function as coordinate conjunctions. The dative and 

comitative relator mai-i (see §7.2.3) joins NPs and clauses. The verbal 

demonstratives i-magenan/i-maienan ‘it being like that’ can carry the meaning 

‘thus/therefore/that being the case’ and introduce a conclusion proposition based on 

previously mentioned grounds.232 

9.7 Interjections  
Interjections form a small but significant class of words that, as noted by Hyslop 

(2001:103), often contain sounds not found elsewhere in the phonetic inventory of 

the language. This is true of three interjections in Maskelynes, which, like NE 

Ambae, contain a glottal stop (represented in Table 68 by an apostrophe). Another 

starts with an alveo-dental click represented by | in Table 68. 
 

                                                           
231 I have been told that ke (normally the complementiser) is used to introduce an alternative, but I have never 
heard or recorded it used in this way. 
232 It is quite possible that the other verbal demonstratives also function as conjunctions at discourse level, but I 
have not been able to determine whether this is so or whether they have a function more associated with tail-head 
linkage or with foregrounding. Certainly maiegai ‘like this’ seems to be used stylistically to give an immediacy 
to the narrative. 
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Table 69. Interjections 

 Interjection Gloss 
 |(e) ss… (expression of annoyance and irritation) 
 ’a’a ‘yep’ 
 aa… ‘um’ (expression of hesitation) 
 æo ‘alright/OK’ (response to ‘goodnight/goodbye’) 
 ao/aoa ‘no’ (aoa borrowed from Avokh) 
 awei (nana) ‘ouch!’ (expression of pain) 
 ei ‘hey!’ (signal to get attention, often of someone doing wrong) 
 eniðan ‘I’m not sure!/is that right?!’ 
 ereh ‘sorry/oh dear!’ (expression of pity) 
 evoi ‘yes’ 
 ii… ‘yuck!’ (expression of fright/disgust)  
 iyo/iyoð a ‘go on!/really?’ (expression of interest in knowing more) 
 kuse ‘scat/shoo!’ (to an animal, from French coucher ‘lie down’ via Bislama) 
 m’m ‘yep’ 
 na na na… ‘hm’ (expression of hesitation) 
 no ‘no’ (from English via Bislama) 
 o/u ‘oh’ 
 oo’ ‘I’m off!’ (signals an intention to leave) 
 ou ‘here I am!’ (response when called) 
 sori ‘sorry!’ (from English via Bislama, expression of pity/apology most often 

used to quiet a crying child) 
 ss… ‘no way!’ (lips unrounded; expression of disbelief) 
 ss ‘hey you’ (lips rounded and extended; calling someone) 
 tst ‘hey you’ (calling someone) 
 u laru/o laru ‘wow!’ (expression of mild surprise) 
 wao ‘oh no!’ (expression of panic/trouble/fright) 
 wee (expression of surprise) 
 wehereh ‘sorry!’ (expression of empathy with someone’s pain) 
 weitai ‘faugh!’ (expression of disgust/annoyance) 
 wii (expression marking intensity of feeling) 
 wiri ‘oh dear!’ 
 wopau ‘really? wow!’ (expression of mild astonishment) 
 woýo ‘not likely!’ (expression of sceptical disbelief) 
 
There are a number of forms from other word classes (and phrases) that are used as 

interjections. Probably the most common is i-voi ‘it’s good’, essentially a way of 

saying ‘alright, OK, fine’. The next most common is the conjunction ale, a 

borrowing from French via Bislama which also means ‘OK’ as an expression of 

agreement or as a signal for an action to be initiated, including signalling intention to 

leave. The demonstrative compound ganan and gai bolai, the non-verbal clause 

consisting of the third person singular pronoun gai and the demonstrative-focus 

compound bo-lai, are both used as exclamations of agreement or accord with what 

has been said by someone else. The uninflected verb sipa ‘thank’ is also widely used 

for ‘Thanks!’. 
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10 Verb Phrases 
This description of the verb phrase (VP) in Maskelynes is limited to the VP head (the 

verb itself) and those words and particles that modify the head within the nucleus of 

the clause. Strictly speaking then, NSV constructions (described in §12.3) may also 

be considered to be part of the VP because their juncture is nuclear, and they can 

function as a single VP head. By contrast, CSV constructions (described in §12.4) 

involve juncture at the core level and thus involve more than one VP. The VP (and 

hence the clause predicate) is bounded fore and aft by the subject and object 

arguments respectively when they are present. 
 
A minimal VP consists of an uninflected intransitive verb functioning as VP head. 

More commonly the VP consists of just a transitive verb functioning as head which 

is inflected with subject person number and mode prefixes and with the object 

enclitic. The expanded VP consists of two pre-head slots, the head, five post-head 

modifier slots and finally the transitiviser slot. The next section gives the order of 

constituents within the VP then describes the various forms able to function as those 

constituents. There are occasions when other forms (normally found in the core or 

peripheral layer of the clause) can also occur within the VP, and these are also 

discussed. In this chapter all VP elements are given in small capitals. For examples 

in this section, the feature under discussion is bold and the VP is enclosed in square 

brackets. 

10.1 Verb phrase constituent order 
 2 1  1 2 3 4 5 6 
 (FUT) (IR.NEG) HEAD (MOD1) (INTNS) (TIME) (MOD2) (ALONE) (TZ) 

 

(dereh) (asike) VERB �
�

�



�
�

�

�

-søþo
am/tu
ðai

 
�
�

�



�
�

�

�

soþuer
masu¹
habat

 
�
�

�



�
�

�

�

titau
daðir
akis

 
�
�

�



�
�

�

�

am/tu
ðai
kømas

 (søþo-) (høn(-i)) 

 
A limited alternate order for some of the post-HEAD modifiers can occur, apparently 

without change of meaning (see below). It would appear that this alternate order is 

dependent on the presence of the modifier kømas ‘useless’.  
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 (MOD1) MOD2 (INTNS) (TIME) (TZ) 

 

(am/tu) (kømas) �
�
�

�
�
masu¹
habat  

�
�

�



�
�

�

�

titau
daðir
akis

 (høn(-i)) 

 
The rest of this description will concentrate on the main constituent order given first 

above. Only the VP HEAD is obligatory, and under normal circumstances only three 

or four constituents occur at once. 

10.2 Verb phrase head 
The VP HEAD is a verb, regardless of subclass (described in §8.2). This means that 

the HEAD of a VP can be a state-process intransitive verb (including a numeral), an 

active intransitive verb, an ambitransitive verb or a transitive verb. A NSV 

construction can also occur as the VP head. 

10.3 Pre-head elements 
There are two pre-HEAD slots. The first order slot (nearest to the HEAD) is only ever 

filled by the irrealis negative particle asike. The second order slot is only ever filled 

by the future particle dereh. Normally only one of the pre-HEAD slots will be filled at 

a time, but both do rarely co-occur. 

(1) [Dereh asike datu-saþ] na-ut ideh. 
FUT IR.NEG 1piS.R-find NZ-place any 
‘We won’t find anywhere.’ 

 
In addition to these two particles, the time adverb akis ‘always/daily’ can also 

occasionally occur pre-head, in which position it cannot co-occur with a clause initial 

time element.  

(2) Elta enan [akis e-bøtah] pipi-bað. 
elder that always 3sS.R-sit under-banyan 
‘That elder always sits under the banyan.’ 

10.3.1 Irrealis negative mode particle asike 

As described in §8.1.1.4, the particle asike can occur with verbs marked as realis (3), 

irrealis (4), potential (5) or hypothetical (6), and indicates negative polarity. This 

being so, it is incompatible with negative marking on the verb. When combined with 

a realis marked verb it changes the mode to irrealis resulting in an irrealis negative. 

Normally it does not occur with an irrealis marked verb, but when it does, it implies 

coercion and/or emphasis (4). Further emphasis is achieved by recursion of asike. 
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(3) Ginau [asike nu-sav]. 
I IR.NEG 1sS.R-dance 
‘I won’t dance.’ 

(4) Ginau [asike ni-sav]. 
I IR.NEG 1sS.IR-dance 
‘I won’t dance (someone is preventing me).’/ ‘I will never dance.’ 

(5) Ginau [asike nø-þi-sav]… 
I IR.NEG 1sS-POT-dance 
‘If I don’t dance (and I won’t)…’/ ‘I who will not dance’ 

(6) Ginau [asike nø-tø-sav]… 
I IR.NEG 1sS-HYP-dance 
‘If I wouldn’t dance (and I will)…’ 

10.3.2 Future tense particle dereh 

Normally dereh requires that the verb be marked as irrealis, and specifies a future 

tense (7).233 The exception is its occurrence with asike, in which case the verb can be 

marked as either realis (1) or irrealis (8). 

(7) [dereh dati-van] be toh køkereh bai. 
FUT 1piS.IR-go but stay little please 
‘We’ll go, but please wait for a while.’ 

(8) Nø-yar-an sidato [dereh asike ti-voi]. 
NZ-walk-NZ our.pi FUT IR.NEG 3sS.IR-good 
‘Our trip will NOT be good.’ 

 
The sense of future tense can also be achieved without dereh by using a future time 

word and an irrealis marked verb (9). 

(9) Pelan [namte-vi] Vila len  nø-lanis. 
tomorrow 1peS.IR-go.to Vila on NZ-ship 
‘Tomorrow we’ll go to Vila on the ship.’ 

10.4 Post-head elements 
There are six orders of post-HEAD elements, five modifiers and the transitiviser. 

When the first modifier slot is filled by either the adverb am ‘more/again/also’ or its 

borrowed equivalent tu ‘also/as well’ in the absence of any other modification, the 

object argument can follow immediately (11). If any other post-HEAD modification 

exists, then the transitiviser høn(-i) is obligatorily present (12). 

(10) [Lu-ðas] nø-tov. 
3pS.R-masticate NZ-sugarcane 
‘They chewed the sugarcane.’ 

(11) [Lu-ðas am] nø-tov. 
3pS.R-masticate more NZ-sugarcane 
‘They chewed the sugarcane more.’ 

                                                           
233 Dereh can often have a sense of ‘in the foreseeable future’, and so have the meaning ‘soon’. 
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(12) [Lu-ðas am habat høn] nø-tov. 
3pS.R-masticate more INTNS TZ NZ-sugarcane 
‘They chewed the sugarcane much more.’ 

 
While there are six orders of post-HEAD elements, I have never heard more than three 

at once. However, I have been told (with examples) that when the circumstances 

warrant it, all six can be used. 

10.4.1 Modifier1 

Four forms can occur in the first post-HEAD modifier slot: the adverbs ðai ‘just/only’ 

(13), am ‘more/again/also’ (12), its borrowed equivalent tu ‘also/as well’ (14), and 

the directly possessed noun søþo- ‘alone/self’ (15). All three adverbs also occur in 

the MODIFIER2 slot (see §10.4.4), and søþo- also occurs as the fifth order element 

(see §10.4.5), but no word can occur in two slots in the same VP. 

(13) [Namtu-han ðai høn] na-ieh. 
1peS.R-eat just TZ NZ-fish 
‘We just ate fish (we did nothing else).’ 

(14) [Namtu-han tu akis høn] nø-maniok. 
1peS.R-eat also always TZ NZ-manioc 
‘We also always (daily) ate manioc.’ 

(15) [Lu-han søþo-lit masu¹ høn] na-ieh. 
3pS.R-eat self-3p.POSR INTNS TZ NZ-fish 
‘They solitarily gorged on fish.’ 

10.4.2 Intensifier 

Three adverbs can occur in the INTENSIFIER slot: the two intensifiers habat 

‘very/greatly’ (12) and masu¹ ‘very/extremely’ (15), and the adverb soþuer 

‘fruitlessly’ (16). 

(16) [I-doð søþo-n soþuer høn] na-þu. 
3sS.R-seek self-3s.POSR fruitlessly TZ NZ-knife 
‘She searched by herself fruitlessly for the knife.’ 

 
The adverb soþuer never occurs with a third order time adverb.  

10.4.3 Time 

Three time adverbs can occur in the third order TIME slot: akis ‘always (daily)’ (14), 

daðir ‘always (at the right time)’ (17) and titau ‘always (often in the same day)’ 

(18).  

(17) Nø-lan [i-¹as daðir søþo-n høn] ginamito. 
NZ-wind 3sS.R-hit always self-3s.POSR TZ us.pe 
‘The wind always (at this time of year) hits us by itself (without rain).’ 
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(18) Damøðai a-t-ea [i-han habat titau høn] na-tøboi. 
today PZ-m-over.there 3sS.R-eat INTNS always TZ NZ-bush.nut 
‘Today that fellow over there is always devouring bush nuts.’ 

10.4.4 Modifier2 

Four adverbs can fill the fourth order MODIFIER2 slot. They are kømas ‘uselessly’ 

(19) and the three adverbs described in §10.4.1: ðai ‘just/only’ (20), am 

‘more/again/also’ (21) and its borrowed equivalent tu ‘also/as well’ (22). This slot 

can also be filled by an adverbial phrase consisting of kømas modified by one of the 

three adverbs ðai, am or tu, thus (19) would become (23). 

(19) [Lu-tos akis kømas høn] na-soru-an. 
3pS.R-write always uselessly TZ NZ-talk-NZ 
‘They’re always meaninglessly writing words/language.’  

(20) [E-lis soþuer ðai høn] nø-tor nø-hai. 
3sS.R-saw fruitlessly just TZ NZ-heartwood NZ-tree 
‘He just sawed (at) the tree’s heartwood to no avail.’ 

(21) [Lu-han akis am søþo-lit høn] na-ieh. 
3pS.R-eat always INTNS self-3p.POSR TZ NZ-fish 
‘They always eat more fish by themselves.’ 

(22) [I-tar akis tu høn] na-hur-abat san. 
3sS.R-tear always also TZ NZ-skin-white.man his 
‘He also always tears his clothes.’ 

(23) [Lu-tos akis kømas ðai høn] na-soru-an. 
3pS.R-write always uselessly just TZ NZ-talk-NZ 
‘They’re always just meaninglessly writing words/language.’  

10.4.5 Alone 

The fifth order ALONE slot can only be filled by the directly possessed noun søþo- 

‘alone/self’ (17), (21) or the adverbial phrase consisting of søþo- modified by ðai 

‘just/only’ (24).  

(24) A-Manso¹ [e-gut habat søþo-n ðai høn] nø-wag si-Tson. 
PZ-Mansof 3sS.R-hollow INTNS self-3s.POSR just TZ NZ-canoe GEN-John 
‘Mansof  quickly/extensively hollowed John’s canoe just by himself.’ 

10.4.6 Transitiviser 
The sixth order TRANSITIVISER slot is the final post-head element. Only the valency 

raising relator høn-i (see §7.2.2) can fill this slot. There is a question of whether the 

høn-i should be regarded as part of the VP or part of the following O argument.  
 
Consider the following: 
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For an A-type intransitive state-process verb masil ‘clear’ (25), when høn-i is added, 

it raises the valency and allows a second core argument, an object (26). But if the 

clarifying question in (27) is asked, it makes no sense. It will not elicit the object.    

(25) Na-soru-an saæ i-masil 
NZ-talk-NZ your 3sS.R-clear 
‘Your talk was clear.’ 

(26) Na-soru-an saæ i-masil høn ginau. 
NZ-talk-NZ your 3sS.R-clear TZ me 
‘Your talk was clear to me.’ 

(27) *Høn a-se? 
TZ PZ-who 
‘To whom?’ 

 
For an O-type intransitive state-process verb þov ‘inverted’ the same is true (28). 

When høn-i is added, it raises the valency and allows a second core argument, an A, 

with the S becoming O and following høn (29). But if the clarifying question in (30) 

is asked, it makes no sense. It will not elicit the O (nor the A argument), but will be 

understood to be asking for a peripheral instrument or reason adjunct. 

(28) Na-siloh i-þov. 
NZ-plate 3sS.R-inverted 
‘The plate is inverted.’ 

(29) Nu-þov høn na-siloh. 
1sS.R-inverted TZ NZ-plate 
‘I inverted the plate.’ 

(30) *Høn nø-sa? 
TZ NZ-what 
*‘The what?’/ ‘With what?’/ ‘For what?’ 
 

This indicates that when høn-i is functioning as TRANSITIVISER within the VP (and 

clause nucleus) it is functioning purely to make the verb transitive so that it can carry 

a second core argument (whether A or O). It is not functioning as a relator since a RP 

question will not elicit a RP answer that includes the object as the nominal 

constituent. But consider (31) where høn-i raises the valency again and introduces a 

further (peripheral) NP. When the same clarifying question as in (30) is asked, it 

elicits the RP which functions as instrument (32) in the clause periphery. 

(31) Nu-þov høn na-siloh høn nimas. 
1sS.R-inverted TZ NZ-plate INST spoon 
‘I inverted the plate with a spoon.’ 

(32) Høn nø-sa? Høn nimas. 
TZ NZ-what INST spoon 
‘With what?’ ‘With a spoon.’ 
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The same is true of a verb which is already transitive, where høn-i raises the valency 

and introduces a further (peripheral) NP (33). When the same clarifying question as 

in (30) is asked, it elicits a RP which functions as instrument in the clause periphery 

(34).   

(33) No-hir na-þur høn na-spet. 
1sS.R-dig NZ-hole INST NZ-spade 
‘I dug a hole with a spade.’ 

(34) Høn nø-sa? Høn na-spet. 
TZ NZ-what INST spade 
‘With what?’ ‘With a spade.’ 
 

When this same test is applied to sentences where the object is some distance from 

the verb, such as in (19)-(23), the question høn nøsa is understood to be eliciting a 

reason rather than the object. This means that høn-i does not function as a relator 

within the VP (or in fact within the clause core), but does function as a relator in the 

clause periphery.  
 
For any syntactic O to be present, a VP containing modification (except an 

unaccompanied am or tu as stated in §10.4) must end in høn(-i) regardless of the 

verb’s subclass. This is true for O-type (35) and A-type (36) intransitives, and is also 

true of O-type (37) and A-type transitives (38). It is also true of various transitives 

that are transitivised by means of suffixation (39).  

(35) Nø-han-i-an [e-utaut]. [Lo-utaut akis høn] nø-han-i-an. 
NZ-eat-3sO-NZ 3sS.R-prepare 3pS.R-prepare always TZ NZ-eat-3sO-NZ 
‘The food is ready.’ ‘They always prepare the food.’ 

(36) A-tata [i-wol]. [I-wol akis høn] nø-wag. 
PZ-dad 3sS.R-steer 3sS.R-steer always TZ NZ-canoe 
‘Dad steered.’ ‘He always steers the canoe.’ 

(37) [No-ruð-i]. [No-ruð akis høn-i]. 
1sS.R-fold.up-3sO 1sS.R-fold.up always TZ-3sO 
‘I folded it up. I always fold it up.’234  

(38) [Go-gøras] ginau. [Go-gøras akis høn] ginau. 
2sS.R-deceive me 2sS.R-deceive always TZ me 
‘You deceived me. You always deceive me.’235 

(39) [I-tað]. [I-tað-is] a-na-n.  
3sS.R-cry 3sS.R-cry-TZ PZ-mother-3s.POSR  

 
[I-tað-is akis høn] a-na-n. 
3sS.R-cry-TZ always TZ PZ-mother-3s.POSR 
‘He’s crying. He’s crying for his mother. He’s always crying for his mother.’ 

                                                           
234 The intransitive form is maruðruð ‘collapsed (cloth)’. 
235 The intransitive form is gøgøras ‘pretend’. 
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11 Clauses 
A clause is assumed in this description to be the unit in the grammatical hierarchy 

between phrases and sentences. A sentence consists of one or more clauses, and a 

clause consists of one or more phrases. This section describes clause structure and 

the elements within that structure, starting with prototypical independent verbal 

clauses and ending with non-verbal clauses. Subordinate clauses are clauses that are 

dependent on the main clause and are embedded in it (§13). Coordinate clauses are 

independent clauses linked together within a sentence (§14).  

11.1 Verbal clauses 
The minimal Maskelynes verbal clause consists of a verb phrase (VP) as predicate. 

The VP may have as its head either an intransitive verb (1)-(3), an ambitransitive 

verb (4) or a transitive verb (5).  

(1) Na-þu egai e-þit. 
NZ-knife this 3sS.R-blunt 
‘This knife is blunt.’ 

(2) Nø-dam han e-mølevtes. 
NZ-year 3s.POSR 3sS.R-six 
‘She’s six years old.’  

(3) Na-sehw e-mølah. 
NZ-kingfisher 3sS.R-fly 
‘The kingfisher flew.’ 

(4) A-tata i-panun a im, i-panun bøta. 
PZ-dad 3sS.R-cook LOC house 3sS.R-cook bread. 
‘Dad is cooking at home, he’s baking bread.’ 

(5) A-Tom e-søvat na-kutþol. 
PZ-Tom 3sS.R-kick NZ-football 
‘Tom kicked the football.’ 

11.1.1 Constituent order typology 
For participant reference on the verb, the intransitive subject (S) and the transitive 

subject (A) are treated the same as opposed to the direct object (O). Payne 

(1997:129) lists three ways of identifying grammatical relations in a clause: case 

marking, participant reference marking on the verb, and constituent order. 

Maskelynes does not have case marking for the A, S or O, but it does have strictly 

SV constituent order for intransitive clauses and AVO order for transitive clauses, 

and participants are marked on the verb. A topic position occurs prior to and after the 

clause. Maskelynes verbal clauses have the following structure: 
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(Topic)  (Periphery) (Core) Nucleus (Core) (Periphery)  (Topic) 
  ADJUNCTS SUBJECT PREDICATE OBJECT ADJUNCTS   

 
This structure is reminiscent of the layered structure outlined in Foley and Olsen 

(1985:33-37).236 The innermost layer is the nucleus which consists of the predicate. 

The core includes the nucleus and the core arguments of the predicate. The periphery 

consists of adjuncts. Adjuncts are optional elements in a construction that can be 

removed without affecting the structural identity of the rest of the construction 

(Crystal 2003:11-12). In this description I only use adjunct as a clause level label. In 

the clause periphery adjuncts include non-core elements, especially setting in space 

and time. 
 
When the subject and object arguments are present, the subject argument always 

occurs immediately before the clause predicate with the object argument 

immediately after it. Clause adjuncts occur before the subject or after the object, and 

multiple adjuncts may occur in the periphery.  

(6) Damøð a Pelog a-tsif sua i-sar na-buai len nø-marireu. 
today LOC Pelog NZ-chief one 3sS.R-spear NZ-pig LOC NZ-field 
ADJUNCT ADJUNCT SUBJECT PREDICATE OBJECT ADJUNCT 
‘Today in Pelog a (certain) chief speared a pig on the field.’ 

11.1.2 Participant marking on verbal predicates 
All core arguments can be marked on the predicate. The S and A constituents are 

marked by subject person number prefixes (7)-(8) and the O constituent by a single 

enclitic (9). As outlined in §8, subject person marking is only absent for imperatives 

or at peak of discourse. The object enclitic (§8.1.1.8) is obligatory in the absence of a 

third person singular syntactic object. For all other persons and numbers, there is no 

object marking and a syntactic object is necessary. This is true even for topicalised 

arguments, so for (10), the topicalised object is marked on the predicate by the object 

enclitic. 

(7) Nu-varus. 
1sS.R-paddle 
‘I paddled.’ 

                                                           
236 Foley and Olson’s analytical framework was based on Foley and Van Valin’s then developing Role and 
Reference model of grammar (Foley and Van Valin 1984), which has developed further (Van Valin and LaPolla 
1997, Van Valin 2005). While I use similar terminology here, for simplicity of description, I limit the core to 
those arguments that can be marked on the verb, namely subject and object. All other elements are deemed to be 
peripheral. This is in contrast to Van Valin’s view (2005:57) that the core includes direct and oblique arguments. 
The direct core arguments are “those that are morphologically unmarked or coded with a direct case…or are 
cross-referenced on the verb. Oblique core arguments are those marked by an adposition or an oblique case.” 
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(8) Namtu-han nø-man. 
1peS.R-eat NZ-fowl 
‘We ate the chook.’ 

(9) Namtu-han-i. 
1peS.R-eat-3sO 
‘We ate it.’ 

(10) Na-buai enan, a-Tsif i-sar-i.  
NZ-pig that PZ-chief 3sS.R-spear-3sO 
‘That pig, the chief speared it.’ 

11.1.3 Clause nucleus 
The clause nucleus consists of a VP functioning as predicate. This may be in the 

form of a bare verb stem (11), but more commonly consists of a verb, a VP or a NSV 

construction marked by a subject person number prefix and/or the object enclitic 

(12).  

(11) Rið nø-tarø-hai ea. 
put NZ-other.side-wood over.there 
‘put the plank over there.’ 

(12) Tuþlial namto-liv gar-gar-i vi pan. 
noon 1peS.R-pull RED-wipe-3sO DIR down 
‘At noon we dragged it (the goat) down.’ 

11.1.4 Clause core 
Maskelynes distinguishes two grammatical relations. These are the subject (whether 

S or A, because they are treated the same grammatically) and object (O) which is 

treated differently. The subject is marked by a subject person number prefix on the 

verb, and the NP functioning as subject must occur immediately before the VP. The 

object is either marked as an enclitic on the last element of the verb phrase or is 

expressed by a NP that immediately follows the VP.  
 
The clause core minimally consists of the clause nucleus and maximally of the 

nucleus preceded by a core argument (the subject) and followed by a second core 

argument (the object). 

11.1.5 Clause periphery  
The clause periphery consists of adjuncts. These are non-core elements unable to be 

marked on the verb. RPs express many of these, such as indirect object (§7.2.3.2), 

instrument (§7.2.2.3), goal (§7.2.2.4), beneficiary (§7.2.2.5, §7.2.4.1 and §7.2.5.1), 

material (§7.2.2.6), product (§7.2.2.2), source (§7.2.1), purpose (§7.2.4.2), reason 

(§7.2.2.9 and §7.2.5.2), accompaniment (§7.2.3.1) and recipient (§7.2.3.2). 

Subordinate clauses also express many such as purpose (§7.2.2.8) and §13.3.5.1.1), 
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reason §13.3.5.2), condition (§13.3.5.6.1), concession (§13.3.5.6.3), and manner, 

(§13.3.3). Means, time and location adjuncts are described below.  

11.1.5.1 Means adjuncts 

Means is normally expressed by relator phrases with the preposition len ‘in/on/by’ as 

head. Means usually occurs pre-core. When it occurs post-core it is difficult to 

disambiguate from other adjuncts marked by the locative preposition len. 

(13) Len nø-dað-an san hum a-tsif, i-kai tas-i. 
by NZ-strong-NZ 3s.POSR like PZ-chief 3sS.R-call.out against-3sO 
‘By his power as chief, he prohibited it,’ 

11.1.5.2 Time adjuncts 
Time most commonly occurs clause initially but also clause finally. Time can be 

expressed by: 

� temporal nouns (14) 

� temporal possessive phrases (15) 

� time phrases (k.o. restricted NPs) (16) 

� RPs (17) 

� demonstratives (18) 

� time adverbs (19) 

� temporal verbs (20) 

(14) Nino ginau no-gømai. 
yesterday I 1sS.R-came. 
‘I came yesterday.’ 

(15) Pelan han ha¹ut i-van. 
tomorrow 3s.POSR old.man 3sS.R-go 
‘The next day the old man went.’ 

(16) Nø-boð lo-to-toh nø-lanis salit i-kos na-høbati i-tor. 
NZ-day 3pS-RZ-stay NZ-ship their.p 3sS.R-stick NZ-month 3sS.R-three 
‘While/when they stayed their ship was aground for three months.’ 

(17) Na-lu¹oh lu-le-le len mariug. 
NZ-crowd 3pS.R-RED-rise in night 
‘The crowd woke up at night.’ 

(18) Ale gagai nu-hes-hes høn-i ta bo-gai. 
SEQ now 1sS.R-RED-hem TZ-3sO COMP FOC-this 
‘OK now I’m about to hem it.’ 

(19) Na-us e-us titau. 
NZ-rain 3sS.R-rain always 
‘It’s always raining.’ 

(20) Sø-dareh len nø-gam-an salit van nø-lan i-pair… 
NEG-long.time in NZ-run-NZ their.p go NZ-wind 3sS.R-turn 
‘Before long in their continuing travel the wind changed…’  
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11.1.5.3 Location adjuncts 
Location most commonly occurs clause finally but it can also occur clause initially. 

Location can be expressed by: 

� NPs (usually with part-whole nominal compounds as head) (21); 

� locative nouns (22); 

� locative NPs (23); 

� RPs (especially with prepositions as head) (24); 

� demonstratives (25); or 

� location adverbs (or location adverb phrases) (26). 

(21) A-Taniel e-bøtah pipi-bað mai nø-ha¹ut gail. 
PZ-Daniel 3sS.R-sit under-banyan ACMP NZ-old.man p 
‘Daniel is sitting under the banyan tree with the old men.’ 

(22) Nø-vanuan Ø-to-tibau lo-bøtah  rivuh. 
NZ-person 3sS-RZ-big 3pS.R-sit middle 
The important people sat in the middle.’ 

(23) Ge-rið-i møhat ea-ð. 
2sS.IR-put-3sO up over.there-just 
‘Put it up (top) just over there.’ 

(24) E-rið na-koni-t na-bøta len na-siloh. 
3sS.R-put NZ-flesh-PW NZ-breadfruit on NZ-plate 
‘He put the flesh of the breadfruit on the (large wooden) platter.’ 

(25) A-Sten gai be? Saga, pisbile. 
PZ-Sten him where there wall 
‘Where’s Sten? There, behind the house.’237 

(26) Na-im sølaru i-pat pøpadað ðai. 
NZ-house their.d 3sS.R-lie near just 
‘Their house is just nearby.’ 

11.1.5.4 Multiple adjuncts 
In the periphery, multiple adjuncts do occur, but there appear to be some restrictions 

on their ordering. In the pre-core periphery, only means, reason, condition, 

concession, time and location occur. Of these, means comes before time (27), time is 

much more common than location (presumably because location can be expressed as 

part of a time relative clause), while reason, condition and concession have only ever 

been recorded alone. Rarely do more than two elements co-occur. 

(27) Len na-soru-an saæ damøðai namtu-madha-løboi na-kitin-an. 
by NZ-talk-NZ your.s today 1peS.R-IMM.PAST-know NZ-true-NZ 
[ MNS ] [ T ] 
‘By your speech/words today we’ve just understood the truth.’ 

 

                                                           
237 While meaning longitudinal house wall, pisbile implies outside one of the longitudinal house walls. 
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In the post-core periphery, the following elements occur: indirect object, instrument, 

goal, beneficiary, material, product, source, purpose, reason, accompaniment, 

recipient, condition, concession, time, location and manner. The occurrence of these 

elements appears to be largely determined by the semantics of the verb expressing 

the predicate and the NP in the element, or both. Thus the verb tai-i ‘cut’ would 

logically take an instrument such as naþu ‘knife’ (28), but if the nominal constituent 

of the høn RP is an animate NP (especially human entity) then it is read as 

beneficiary (29).  

(28) I-tai na-viþu høn na-þu. 
3sS.R-cut NZ-bamboo INST NZ-knife 
‘He cut bamboo with a knife.’238 

(29) I-tai na-viþu høn a-Tata. 
3sS.R-cut NZ-bamboo BEN PZ-dad 
‘He cut bamboo for Dad.’ 

 
Normally no more than two of these elements co-occur. Time and location normally 

occur before any element which is expressed by a subordinate clause, otherwise they 

would be understood to be part of the subordinate clause not the main clause. Time 

also has a tendency to occur before location. 
 
Recursion of both time and location elements is used to indicate time or place more 

precisely. 

(30) Namtu-varus tukot gøm a Hoti a Boðnan tarhø-t-e. 
1peS.R-paddle across come LOC Hoti LOC Bongnan other.side-PW-3sO 
‘We paddled across coming to Hoti, to Bongnan on the other side of it (Hoti).’ 

(31) Len na-mityal eg dudulan damøðai egai namto-rið na-høha¹ur-an. 
on NZ-time this morning today this 1peS.R-put NZ-happy-NZ 
‘At this time this morning today we express (our) happiness.’ 

11.1.6 Distribution of adverbs and TAM particles 
The VP and its constituents were described in §10, and it was noted that the VP (and 

any internal modification of the VP head) occurs within the clause nucleus. While 

NSV constructions (within the clause nucleus) express aspectual functions (§12.3.4), 

so too do CSV constructions (§12.4.1) which are in the clause core. In fact a 

significant number of TAM particles and adverbs occur in the core or the periphery 

of the clause but still affect the predicate. The numbers in the following diagram 

indicate where these TAM particles and adverbs can occur within an example clause.  

                                                           
238 While na-þu ‘knife’ and na-viþu ‘bamboo’ seem to be related and a vi- ‘plant’ formative exists in South 
Santo (Tangoa) (Batcock p.c.) and Araki (François 2002:50), no such formative occurs consistently in 
Maskelynes.  
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     Periphery     
     Core     
     Nucleus     
 1 time 2 subject predicate object 3 location 4 
  Len na-dudulan  nø-ha¹ut    gail lu-han na-ieh  a      lau.  
   in     NZ-morning  NZ-old.man  p     3pS.R-eat  NZ-fish     LOC  sea  

      ‘In the morning the old men ate fish at the waterfront.’ 
 
The following chart gives the adverbs and TAM particles which operate at clause 

level, where they can occur in the example above, and when they occur, what mode 

prefixes can be found marked on the verb.  
 
Time adverb Gloss Position  Mode marking on the verb 
   1 2 3 4  
 akis ‘always/daily’ √ T √ √  
 daðir ‘always/often but in its time’   √ √  
 titau ‘always/often in the same day’   √ √  
Adverb       
 ðai ‘just/only’  T O √  
 soþuer ‘fruitlessly’   √   
Directly possessed noun      
 søþo- ‘alone/self’   O √  
Particle(s)       
 bai intermediate future (tense)    √  Irrealis 
 balai distant future (tense)    √  Irrealis 
 dereh future (tense) √ √    Irrealis 
 gað balai near future (tense)    √  Irrealis 
 gagøæud ‘not so far/yet’    √  Obligatory presence of asike 
 æud incompletive (aspect)    √  Prohibitive 
 sal incompletive (aspect)   √ √  Realis/Irrealis/Potential/Hypothetical 
 tia completive (aspect)   √ √  Realis/Irrealis239 
 asike irrealis negative (mode)  √    Realis/Irrealis/Potential/Hypothetical 
 æau obligatory (mode)    √  Irrealis 
 ma dubitative (mode)  √    Realis/Irrealis (see §13.3.2) 
T: although these forms occur in position 2, they affect the time adjunct rather than the predicate. 
O: although these forms occur in position 3, they modify the object NP head rather than the predicate. 
 
Various forms appear in these positions within a clause, but function at phrase rather 

than at clause level. So for instance, while the adverbs ðai ‘just/only’, am 

‘more/again/also’ and tu ‘also/as well’ can apparently occur core initially, they are 

really modifiers within the clause initial peripheral time adjunct. With the directly 

possessed noun søþo- ‘alone/self’ these same adverbs can apparently occur core 

finally, but they are really modifying the head of the object NP. The intensifiers 

                                                           
239 Normally tia will be found with realis marked verbs, but when combined with the demonstrative-focus 
compounds such as bogai (see §6.2.3), then verbs can be marked as irrealis. There is also some evidence that tia 
may occur with the two conditional modes.  
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habat ‘very/greatly’ and masu¹ ‘very/extremely’ and the adverb am 

‘more/again/also’ can apparently occur after a location adjunct, but they are really 

modifiers within the location adjunct.    
 
When a clause constituent is absent from one level of a clause, the adverbs and TAM 

particles which would normally occur at that level are available to the next layer 

inwards towards the nucleus. Thus if there is no clause final periphery, then those 

items which normally occur periphery final (position 4) move to being core final 

(position 3). The same is true of items normally found periphery initially. If there is 

no clause initial periphery they move to being core initial (position 2).   

11.1.7 Restricted clauses 

11.1.7.1 Existential and presentational clauses  

As noted in §8.1.1.4.2, the transitive verb kad-e ‘have’ and intransitive verb þuer 

‘be.not’ are used to indicate an entity’s existence (or lack of existence). The verb 

kad-e is used extensively to introduce or present participants into a discourse (32)-

(33). These presentational clauses often begin with the predicate or a peripheral time 

adjunct. When indicating existence, kad-e always takes a dummy third person 

singular subject marking and asserts the existence of the object (32)-(34). Because 

þuer is a state-process verb, it takes the subject person number marking consistent 

with what it asserts does not exist (35)-(36).  

(32) Len na-vile a Peskarus i-kad nø-vat høn nø-haæed. 
in NZ-village LOC Peskarus 3sS.R-have NZ-stone GEN NZ-hobgoblin 
‘In the village of Peskarus there is the hobgoblin’s stone.’ 

(33) Boð sua i-kad nø-ha¹ut sua… 
day one 3sS.R-have NZ-old.man one 
‘One day there was an old man…’ 

(34) Ø-Sø-kad nø-lo-n ur-i-an. 
3sS-NEG-have NZ-inner.being-3s.POSR cast-3sO-NZ 
‘There is no doubt.’ 

(35) Nø-baið e-þuer a lau. 
NZ-green.snail 3sS.R-be.not LOC sea 
‘There are no green snails at sea (on the reef).’ 

(36) Len na-søhau nø-baið mai na-hømadu aro-þuer am. 
in NZ-reef NZ-green.snail and NZ-trumpet.triton 2dS.R-be.not more 
‘On the reef there are no more green snails and trumpet tritons.’ 
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11.1.7.2 Existential and locational clauses  
In addition to the two verbs described in §11.1.7.1, there are three verbs that denote 

existence in both existential and locational clauses. These verbs, toh ‘live/stay/exist’, 

suh ‘stay/live/exist’ and pat ‘lie/sleep/exist’, form locational clauses by asserting 

existence of the subject in a location. While toh is used for animate subjects and pat 

for inanimate ones, suh is used for both animate and inanimate subjects, but implies 

multiple entities are present even with a singular subject. These same verbs without a 

following location can denote a more purely existential meaning (42)-(43). 

(37) Ha¹ut Pol i-toh lohoim. 
old.man Paul 3sS.R-exist inside.house 
‘Old man Paul is inside.’ 

(38) A-Frents gavmen i-toh a Lamap. 
PZ-French government 3sS.R-exist LOC Lamap 
‘The French government was in Lamap.’ 

(39) A-lat-enan lo-suh a Hoti. 
PZ-p-that 3pS.R-stay LOC Hoti 
‘Those ones stayed on Hoti.’/ ‘Those ones were on Hoti.’ 

(40) Nø-kako e-suh len nø-lanis. 
NZ-cargo 3sS.R-stay on NZ-ship 
‘The cargo is on the ship.’ 

(41) Eg i-pat len na-rosta list. 
this 3sS.R-exist on NZ-roster list 
‘This is on the roster list.’ 

(42) E-suh kavkav. 
3sS.R-stay whole 
‘It’s still whole.’ 

(43) Na-kørasin i-hav a? Ao, i-pat sal. 
NZ-kerosene 3sS.R-depleted eh? no 3sS.R-exist INCMP 
‘The kerosene’s finished eh? No, there’s still some.’ 

11.1.7.3 Clauses denoting age 

Clauses denoting age take the form nødam POSP (COP) QNT, where nødam ‘year’ 

is always subject, the POSP has an h possessive pronoun as head, and the QNT is a 

numeral, numeral phrase or quantity verb. For numerals above five the copula is 

often employed (see §11.1.7.6.4). 

(44) Nø-dam haæ e-vis? Nø-dam hagw e-rim. 
NZ-year your.s 3sS.R-how.many NZ-year my 3sS.R-five 
‘How old are you? I’m five years old.’ 

(45) Nø-dam hølaru e-vi søðavur pisan e-ru. 
NZ-year their.d 3sS.R-COP ten collect 3sS.R-two 
‘The two of them are twelve years old.’ 
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11.1.7.4 Clauses denoting ambience or emotion 
Ambience clauses are idioms typically describing environmental conditions. The 

noun naut ‘place’ always occurs as subject with third person singular inflected state-

process verbs as predicate.240  

Table 70. Example ambience clauses 

 Subject Predicate Gloss Free 
 na-ut    
 NZ-place    
  e-þut 3sS.R-mute ‘it’s quiet’ 
  e-mølas 3sS.R-heavy ‘it’s inauspicious’ 
  e-ðilaðil 3sS.R-balmy ‘it’s balmy’ 
  e-pud 3sS.R-hot ‘it’s hot’ 
  e-susus 3sS.R-cold ‘it’s cold’ 
  e-visivis 3sS.R-pitch.black ‘it’s pitch black’ 
  i-þanu-þanw 3sS.R-RED-unclear ‘it’s hazy’ 
  i-batmot 3sS.R-overcast ‘it’s overcast’ 
  i-gomgom 3sS.R-dim ‘it’s dusk/pre dawn’ 
  i-lan 3sS.R-light ‘it’s light/daybreak’ 
  i-navnav 3sS.R-humid ‘it’s humid’ 
  i-masil 3sS.R-clear ‘it’s clear’ 
 
These verbs also occur with TAM particles and verbal modifiers. 

(46) Na-ut i-þanu-þanw habat sal. 
NZ-place 3sS.R-RED-unclear INTNS INCMP 
‘It’s still very hazy.’ 

 
Emotion clauses are idioms typically describing emotions, perceptions and attitudes. 

The noun nø-lo- ‘inner being’ always occurs as subject with third person singular 

inflected verbs as predicate. In this construction, the possessor of the directly 

possessed noun functioning as subject is the undergoer, and the undergoer person 

number is given by the possessor suffix on the noun.241 

(47) Nø-lo-dat i-pað-pað sal. 
NZ-inner.being-1piPOSR 3sS.R-RED-burn INCMP 
‘We are still angry.’ (Literally: Our heart(s) it still burns.) 

                                                           
240 Many of these appear to be reduplicated, but have not been glossed as such because there is no record of the 
unreduplicated form. 
241 Once again, only those with a recorded unreduplicated form have their reduplication glossed. 
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Table 71. Example emotion clauses 

 Subject Predicate Gloss Free 
 nø-lo-n   
 NZ-inner.being-3sPOSR   
  e-mødau 3sS.R-soft ‘he’s humble’ 
  e-mølala 3sS.R-light (not heavy) ‘he’s thoughtless’ 
  e-pud 3sS.R-hot ‘he’s cross’ 
  e-tuhatuh 3sS.R-troubled ‘he’s worried’ 
  e-ur-i 3sS.R-cast-3sO ‘he doubts it’ 
  e-vønoh-i 3sS.R-steal-3sO ‘he covets it’ 
  i-boðboð 3sS.R-purple242 ‘he forgot’ 
  i-bo¹ 3sS.R-upside.down ‘he forgot/he’s negligent’ 
  i-ma-þur 3sS.R-DTZ-break ‘he’s receptive’ 
  i-masil 3sS.R-clear ‘his conscience is clear’ 
  i-pab 3sS.R-tremble ‘he’s afraid’ 
  i-pað-pað 3sS.R-RED-burn ‘he’s angry’ 
  i-sa 3sS.R-bad ‘he’s upset’ 
  i-tað-is-i 3sS.R-cry-TZ-3sO ‘he has compassion for him’ 
 
The two seen mode prefixes (§8.1.1.1.2 and §8.1.1.1.3) have not been recorded 

inflecting the verbs in ambience or emotion clauses. 

11.1.7.5 Formulaic temporal greetings 

Temporal greetings have the form (ivoi) + time word + (general second person 

possessor), where the bracketed items are not obligatory. What I have called time 

words here are common nouns or idioms marking a time of day and pelan 

‘tomorrow’ which is a temporal noun.  

(48) I-voi na-dudulan (saæ). 
3sS.R-good NZ-morning your.s 
‘Good morning to you.’ (Literally: ‘It’s good your morning.’) 

(49) I-voi na-tuþlial. 
3sS.R-good NZ-midday 
‘Good midday.’ 

(50) I-voi (na-)ut mødau. 
3sS.R-good NZ-place soft 
‘Good afternoon.’ 

(51) I-voi (na-)len-mariug (samito). 
3sS.R-good NZ-at-night.time your.p 
‘Good night to you.’243 

(52) Pelan (samøru). 
tomorrow your.d 
‘Goodbye to you.’244 

 

                                                           
242 With some of these (such as nølon iboðboð ‘he forgot’) the semantic relationshup between the literal 
meaning of the parts of the idiom and the whole are not clear.  
243 Na-len-mariug ‘night-time’ is a noun compounded from the preposition len ‘in/on’ and the noun mariug 
‘night’ (which never appears with a nominaliser na-), being literally ‘the at night-time’. At least one other noun is 
compounded in the same way: na-len-nø-yal ‘daytime’, which is literally ‘the in the sunshine.’  
244 Strictly speaking (52) is not a temporal greeting (it is a leave-taking), nor is it a verbal clause, containing no 
verb. Other non-verbal claises are described in §11.2. 
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While other greetings such as ivoi naut igomgom ‘good dusk/evening’ are possible 

and elicit answers, the greetings above are the only ones commonly used.245  

11.1.7.6 Copula clauses 

The copular verb, vi ‘be’ relates the subject to the predicate complement. The 

copular verb takes all pre-verb inflection, and the order of constituents in copula 

clauses reflects what is found in verbal clauses. Both the predicate (expressed by the 

copula) and the predicate complement are obligatorily present.   
 
(Topic)  (Periphery) (Core) Nucleus Core (Periphery) 
  ADJUNCTS SUBJECT PREDICATE PREDICATE COMPLEMENT ADJUNCTS 
 

(53) Ta æo Vavai e-vi na-pøha¹ut nø-sav-an. 
from first aunt 3sS.R-COP NZ-woman NZ-dance-NZ 
‘Originally Auntie was a woman dancer.’ 

 
In the following examples of different uses of copula clauses, the copula is bracketed 

and the item under discussion is bold. 

11.1.7.6.1 Equative clauses 
Equative clauses assert that the subject is the same entity or belongs to the same class 

of entity as that indicated by the NP functioning as predicate complement.  

(54) Gaiug [go-vi] a-natu-n na-tømat. 
you.s 2sS.R-COP PZ-child-3s.POSR NZ-devil 
‘You are a child of the devil.’ 

(55) Na-soru-an go-to-kel-e [e-vi] na-kitin-an. 
NZ-talk-NZ 2sS-RZ-say-3sO 3sS.R-COP NZ-true-NZ 
‘The word(s) that you said were the truth.’ 

(56) Damøðai [e-vi] na-vøha-ru-an samøru. 
today 3sS.R-COP NZ-MLT-two-NZ your.d 
‘Today was your second time.’/ ‘Today was the second time for you two.’ 

11.1.7.6.2 Possessive clauses 
Possessive clauses assert that the subject is owned by the entity indicated by the 

POSP functioning as predicate complement. Interestingly for singular possessive 

pronouns, only the inflected forms are ever used in this construction (57) but plural 

possessive pronouns have no inflected form (58). 

                                                           
245 State-process verbs such as voi ‘good’ are not normally found as nominal premodifiers so the possibility that 
this construction was borrowed from English last century is fairly high. This is even more likely since the 
common greetings in many languages including those of Melanesia are ‘Are you there?’ or ‘Where are you 
going/coming from?’ (Healey 1975:37). The latter is the default case in Maskelynes, with Gevi be? ‘Where are 
you going?’ and Guyar a be gømai? ‘Where have you walked/come from?’ being used in most situations.  
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(57) Na-vile a pan [e-vi] e-saæ. 
NZ-village LOC down 3sS.R-COP 3sS.R-your.s 
‘The world is yours.’ 

(58) Nø-tar-hai gal-en [lo-vi] salito. 
NZ-side-wood p-that 3pS.R-COP their.p 
‘Those planks are theirs.’ 

(59) Ginamit  gegai [namto-vi] si-Got. 
we.pe here 1peS.R-COP GEN-God 
‘We here belong to God.’ 

(60) Na-t-egai [Ø-sa-vi] sinamit a Pelog. [E-vi] si-lat a Lutes. 
NZ-thing-this 3sS-NEG-COP our.pi LOC Pelog 3sS.R-COP GEN-p LOC Lutes 
‘This thing doesn’t belong to us in Pelog. It belongs to those of Lutes.’ 

 
There is a particular form of the possessive clause (copula + POSP + subordinate 

purpose clause) which asserts that someone has (or does not have) the right to do 

something. Only personal pronouns have been recorded as subject in clauses of this 

type.  

(61) [Ø-Sa-vi] samito høn møt-þi-sor len na-kot-an. 
3sS-NEG-COP you.p PURP 2pS-POT-talk in NZ-try-NZ 
‘It’s not for you to speak in court.’ 

11.1.7.6.3 Reason clauses 
There is only one example of this type, where a reason RP functions as the predicate 

complement. 

(62) No-løboi ke no-to-¹os-i. [E-vi] høn nø-lol  
1sS.R-know CMPZ 1sS-RZ-slap-3sO 3sS.R-COP REAS NZ-inner.being  
 
pað-pað ðai… 
RED-burn just  
‘I know that I slapped her. It was just because of anger…’246 

11.1.7.6.4 Numeral clauses 
In this type of clause a numeral or numeral phrase functions as the predicate 

complement. Numerals found in this construction are not inflected, and are usually 

numerals greater than five (63)-(64). By contrast, for numerals up to five there is no 

copula and the numeral is inflected (65). 

(63) Na-vile namt-to-bar-i len nø-boð enan, [e-vi] mølevtes. 
NZ-village 1peS-RZ-reach-3sO on NZ-day that 3sS.R-COP six 
‘The villages that we reached on that day were six.’/ ‘We reached six villages on that day.’ 

(64) Nø-vanuan lø-þe-bøtah dereh [le-vi] søðavur vøha-vat. 
NZ-person 3pS-POT-sit FUT 3pS.IR-COP ten MLT-four 
‘The people that will sitting will be forty.’ 

                                                           
246 Nø-lol pað-pað ‘anger’ is the only emotion nominal of its kind. All of the other emotions require a 
nominalisation of the verbal form, thus nø-lo-n ur-i-an ‘doubt’. 
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(65) Na-lipah lo-to-han na-behi, lu-vat. 
NZ-dog 3pS-RZ-eat NZ-shark 3pS.R-four 
‘The dogs that ate the shark were four.’ 

11.1.7.6.5 Become clauses 

When the uninflected copula follows the verb gøm(ai) ‘come’ in a serial verb 

construction, it results in a clause of transformation or becoming. 

(66) Lo-gøm [vi] sua. 
3pS.R-come COP one 
‘They became one.’ 

(67) A-tøma-n i-madha-gøm [vi] tsif. 
PZ-father-3s.POSR 3sS.R-IMM.PAST-come COP chief 
‘Her father just became chief.’ 

11.1.8 Topic  
The topic is considered outside the clause since it always occurs either before the 

pre-core or after the post-core peripheral items. It is separated from the clause by a 

pause and clause final intonation, and it is always referenced in its normal clause 

internal position. For examples in this section, the topic is bracketed and the marking 

to reference it within the clause is bold. 

11.1.8.1 Left-dislocation 
Any clause element can potentially be left-dislocated to the pre-clause topic 

position.247  While the subject is clearly left-dislocated in (68), in (69) only pause and 

intonation distinguish the subject as topic, while in (70) the semantic undergoer is 

left-dislocated. Other examples of left-dislocated elements include object (71), 

instrument (72) and location (73).  

(68) [A-Kal], Kal i-tah gat e-sual a æo. 
PZ-Kal Kal 3sS.R-hold tight 3sS.R-one LOC first 
‘Kal, Kal held onto one first.’ 

(69) Ale [galit gal-evis], lu-bar høn na-tuh-þot salito vi pan. 
SEQ they.p p-few 3pS.R-drop TZ NZ-DIM-boat their.p DIR down 
‘And some of them, they dropped their wee boat down (from the ship).’  

(70) [Gaiug], dereh na-møta-æ ti-þer. 
you.s FUT NZ-eye-3s.POSR 3sS.IR-shut 
‘You, your eyes will be shut (blinded).’ 

(71) Ale [nø-wag egaii], nø-tas i-sar høn-i vahut. 
SEQ NZ-canoe the NZ-sea 3sS.R-spear TZ-3sO go.ashore 
‘OK the canoe, the sea propelled it shoreward.’ 

(72) [Nø-vaiv si-nana],  a-tsif e-bilas a-lat-hutai høn-i. 
NZ-pandanus GEN-mum PZ-chief 3sS.R-whip PZ-p-child INST-3sO 
‘Mum’s pandanus (leaf), the chief whipped the boys with it.’ 

                                                           
247 Subordinate clauses expressing non-core elements are not normally left-dislocated. 
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(73)  [Nø-hol enan], lu-mabul nø-han-i-an ýisi lan. 
NZ-garden that 3pS.R-plant NZ-eat-3sO-NZ all LOC.3s 
‘That garden, they planted all the food in it.’ 

11.1.8.2 Right-dislocation 
The post-clause topic slot has only been recorded with an object filling it. Also called 

afterthought, it functions to make a backgrounded participant more prominent. 

(74) aru-par høn-i, [na-ieh gal-en a-¹irahrah Ø-to-vin-i]… 
2dS.R-stone.cook TZ-3sO NZ-fish p-that PZ-pinky 3sS-TZ-shoot-3sO 
‘the two of them cooked it on stones, those fish that Pinky had shot…’ 

(75) Namto-sipa vi tøban gaiug høn-i, [na-ýusan-an len nø-boð damøðai]. 
1peS.R-thank DIR next.to you.s REAS-3sO NZ-teach-NZ on NZ-day today 
‘We thank you for it, the teaching in the time today.’ 

11.2 Non-verbal clauses 
In languages without a copula, juxtaposition of NPs often serves to indicate clauses 

that express equation, attribution, location, existence and possession. Where a 

language has a copula, it is often not used in the simplest constructions, such as for 

present tense, but is used with other TAMs (Payne 1997:111, 119). Interestingly, 

although the basic Maskelynes TAM system is modal (realis versus irrealis), non-

verbal clauses are overwhelmingly understood to be present tense.  
 
While uncommon, at least one type of non-verbal clause consists of only one NP 

which asserts the existence of the NP head. This clause has a presentational or 

identificational use. 

(76) O taðtað ta sutuai egaii ðai.  
oh hermit.crab from long.time the only 
‘Oh it’s just the old hermit crab.’ 

 
Of the non-verbal clauses consisting of two juxtaposed NPs, there are a number of 

structural variations. In each case the equative clause asserts that the head of the 

initial NP and the predicate NP are the same entity. In the following examples the 

juxtaposed NPs are bracketed. 

(77) [Nø-hai go-to-put-i] [nø-bað si-hasu]. 
NZ-tree 2sS-RZ-pluck-3sO NZ-banyan GEN-rat 
‘The plant that you pulled is Rat’s banyan.’248  

(78) [Ale na-t-egai Ø-to-vi klu egai] [nø-dam kin-kin]. 
SEQ NZ-thing-this 3sS-RZ-COP glue this NZ-yam RED-nip.off 
‘OK this thing that’s this glue is lesser yam.’  

                                                           
248 This is a plant used to treat dengue fever. 
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(79) [Ale na-bøhad han] [nø-bavuhod],… 
SEQ NZ-hat 3s.POSR NZ-coconut.sheath 
‘OK, its hat is coconut sheath…’ 

(80) [Gaiug] [a-ule-ut]! 
you.s PZ-man.from-inland 
‘You’re an ignoramus!’ 

 
A significant number of non-verbal equative clauses consist of an initial NP then a 

demonstrative compound as predicate. This is especially true of demonstrative 

compounds with gai ‘he/she/it’ and the focus particle boh. These equative clauses 

tend to be identificational, and their interrogative equivalents ask for identification. 

(81) [Egai] [nø-mashu-sehw] ale [nø-mashu-wag] [ga-gai]. 
this NZ-front-kingfisher SEQ NZ-front-canoe 3s-this 
‘This is the figurehead and this is the prow of the canoe.’ 

(82) Na-t-en Ø-sa-vi na-him. [Na-holtav] [ga-nan]. 
NZ-thing-that 3sS-RZ-COP NZ-Fluted.clam NZ-Bear’s.paw.clam 3s-that 
‘That thing’s not a Fluted clam. That’s a Bear’s paw clam.’ 

(83) A-s Ø-to-sor? Ginau. [A-Toni] [bo-gai]. 
PZ-who 3sS-RZ-talk me PZ-Tony FOC-this 
‘“Who’s that talking?” “Me. This is Tony.”’ 

(84) [Nø-þe sinamit] [bo-l]. 
NZ-song our.pe FOC-that.there 
‘That’s our song.’ 

(85) [Na-vis sa] [ga-nan]? [Na-vis bel] [bo-lai]. 
NZ-banana what 3s-that NZ-banana skew FOC-that.there 
‘What banana is that. That’s an angled banana (a roasting variety).’  

(86) [Na-simen si-se] [ga-nan]? 
NZ-cement GEN-who 3s-that 
‘Whose cement is that?’ 

 
When the predicate consists of a NP head which is a noun that can function as a 

locative noun (see §3.2.2), the locative clause asserts that the initial NP exists in the 

location specified by the predicate NP. 

(87) [Gai tia] [bopita]! 
he COMP door 
‘He’s already in the doorway/at the door.’ 

 
 When the head of the initial NP is a directly possessed noun (usually a kinship 

term), the naming clause asserts that the entity referenced as the possessor on the first 

noun has the proper name given in the predicate NP. It is quite common for naming 

clauses to have a left-dislocated topic introducing the entity so named (89). 
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(88) [Na-høsa-n] [a-Timo]. [A-tøma-n] [a-Tom]. 
NZ-name-3s.POSR PZ-Timo PZ-father-3s.POSR PZ-Tom 
‘His name is Timo. His father is Tom.’ 

(89) Na-ýus no-to-hut-i, [na-høsa-n] [a-Tørako]. 
NZ-cat 1sS-RZ-chase-3sO NZ-name-3s.POSR PZ-Drago 
‘The cat that I chased, its name is Drago.’ 

 
On occasion, this type of clause has been recorded as used for naming places. Its use 

is unusual because it effectively personalises a place (both by use of the inalienable 

directly possessed noun høsa- ‘name’ and the personaliser a-).   

(90) Na-holoul ea, [na-høsa-n] [a-Pakatel]. 
NZ-island over.there NZ-name-3s.POSR PZ-Bagatelle 
‘The island over there, its name is Bagatelle.’ 

 
Perhaps the similarity between the personaliser a- and the locative verbal preposition 

a generates this confusion, but in either case, the more typical form of naming a 

place would be: 

(91) Na-holoul ea, lo-kis-i høn na-ut a Pakatel. 
NZ-island over.there 3pS.R-call-3sO TZ NZ-place LOC Bagatelle 
‘The island over there, they call it Bagatelle.’ 

 
When a NP and a singular possessive pronoun are juxtaposed, the possessive clause 

asserts that the NP head is owned by the item referenced by the possessive pronoun 

in the predicate.  

(92) [Nø-bateh enan] [e-saæ]. 
NZ-mat that 3sS.R-your.s 
‘That mat is yours.’ 

(93) [Na-siloh enan] [e-hagw]. Ao Ø-sa-vi e-hagw, e-hagw e-tile.   
NZ-plate that 3sS.R-my no 3sS-NEG-COP 3sS.R-my 3sS.R-my 3sS.R-different 
‘That plate is mine. No it’s not mine, mine is different.’ 

 
As this section demonstrates, while positive verbless clauses are occasionally found, 

equivalent negative clauses (82) and (93) use the copula.  
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12 Serial verbs 
Until now the arrangement of this description has followed a bottom-up hierarchical 

approach (from the simplest and smallest units and structures to the larger and more 

complex ones). The following three sections, however, do not rigorously follow this 

hierarchy. Instead they broadly follow the continuum for verb juncture which has 

compound verbs at one end and coordinated clauses at the other. Verb compounds 

were described in §8.4, this section describes serial verbs, §13 describes 

subordination and §14 describes coordination.  
 
Serial verbs in Maskelynes lie on a verb linkage (or juncture) continuum from 

compounding at morpheme level to coordination at sentence (or even paragraph) 

level. This naturally affects the nature of the verbs themselves, and the nature of the 

structures that they form. Thus word level stress, intonation, inflection, valency and 

changing valency, negativisation, nominalisation, combination of meanings, loss of 

meaning (or semantic bleaching) and identity within word class are all affected.  

12.1 Previous verb serialisation studies in Vanuatu 
In his description of Paamese serial verb constructions, Crowley (1987) bases his 

analysis on the work of Foley and Olson (1985) which in turn is based on Foley and 

Van Valin’s Role and Reference model of grammar. He also demonstrates that serial 

verbs occur throughout Central Vanuatu languages. Crowley (2002a:40-41) outlines 

five types of serial verbs based on the kind of relationship between arguments 

associated with each verb (Table 72). In addition he describes verb serialisation 

based upon the structural ‘layer’ at which it takes place in the clause: either the 

clause nucleus or core.249 Crowley (2002a:18) states that serial verbs are on a 

continuum involving “gradual loosening of syntactic juncture” from lexical 

compounds to coordinate constructions.250  

                                                           
249 Crowley (2002a:43) says he uses Foley and Olson’s analytical framework here “simply because it has proved 
useful in drawing a distinction between rather different types of serial verb constructions in Oceanic languages.” 
He outlines (2002a:42) Foley and Olson’s structural ‘layers’ of the clause as follows: the innermost “is the clausal 
nucleus, and nuclear operators include items such as aspect. The next layer is the clausal core, and the operators 
at this layer include the obligatory nominal arguments associated with a particular verb. The outermost layer of 
the clause is the periphery, and peripheral operators refer to things like the temporal and spatial settings of an 
event.” 
250 This continuum: verbal compounds>nuclear serial verbs>core serial verbs>clause chains>subordinate 
clauses>coordinate clauses is consistent with Early’s application to serial verbs (1993:83-87) of Lehmann’s 
(1988) proposed typology of clause linkage which gives a series of continua from compression to elaboration.   
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Table 72. Serial verbs by relationship of arguments 

Same-subject  S1= S2 (verbs in SVC have same subject) 
Switch-subject O1 = S2 (object of V1 is subject of V2) 
Inclusory251 S1+O1=S2 (subject of V2 includes subject and object of V1) 
Multiple-object V1 O1+ V2 O2 (each verb in SVC has its own object) 
Ambient V1=S2 (subject of V2 is the action of V1) 
 
There is a further process in operation, where main verbs are gradually deverbalised, 

becoming verbal auxiliaries, prepositions, affixes, case markers, subordinators, 

complementisers, valency changers and adverbs.252 Early finds that only 16/104 of 

the Lewo verbs that occur in the final position in NSV constructions can occur 

independently as main verbs (1994:361). In Paamese, 24/45 final position verbs can 

occur independently as main verbs (Crowley 1987:70-71). Because of this, Early 

(1993:80-81) suggests that in some North and Central Vanuatu languages the verbal 

nature of some of what have been described as ‘serial verbs’ is almost 

unrecognisable, and that perhaps the earlier description of these constructions in 

more traditional phrasal head-modifier terms may be preferable to describing them as 

NSV constructions. Crowley (2002a:108) agrees that this may well be the case, 

adding that variation in descriptions of verbal structures in these languages may be 

due to the structures being ambiguous and variable, a sign itself of change taking 

place.  
 
This description of serial verbs in Maskelynes is based on how Crowley analysed 

Paamese serial verbs (1987), and on his later typology of serial verbs in Oceanic 

languages (Crowley 2002a).  
 
In this section on serial verbs, wherever possible, examples consist of only verbs able 

to occur independently as main verbs. This necessitates alternative analyses (given in 

§12.3.6) for those forms which do not occur as main verbs, but which have been 

included as ‘verbs’ in Crowley’s description of NSV constructions.   

12.2 Identifying criteria and characteristics in Maskelynes 
This section does not try to outline all of the ways in which serial verbs have been 

defined. It attempts instead to place them in their context in the Maskelynes 

                                                           
251 Crowley (2002b:41) 
252 Lord (1993) describes the diachronic outcomes for serial verbs as being adpositions, affixes and verbal 
auxiliaries as well as case role markers, subordinators, complementisers, valency changers, and adverbs. Other 
Vanuatu language descriptions call the final slot verbs verbal modifiers, adjuncts and manner particles (Early 
1993:80). 
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language, giving the diagnostic criteria used to separate them from other 

constructions that might have similar characteristics. These diagnostic criteria are by 

necessity language specific, but there is great similarity between them and those used 

for other Vanuatu languages.253 A chart summarising the diagnostic criteria can be 

found in Appendix A. 
 
In this section’s examples, unless otherwise stated, the serialised verbs are indicated 

in bold, and the scope of any other process of interest (such as nominalisation) is 

marked by square brackets. 

12.2.1 Compounds and NSV constructions 
Maskelynes verb-verb compounds are uncommon, and limited as to which verbs are 

used. Like NSV constructions, the joined verbs have a semantic unity and encode a 

single event, and their meanings are not always equal to the sum of the meanings of 

their constituent verbs. As structural units both only have one set of verb inflections. 

For both constructions, negative inflection has scope over the whole construction, 

nominalisation encloses the whole construction, and if the whole construction is 

intransitive, it may be transitivised as a unit.254 Both constructions have a minimum 

inherent valency of one and a maximum inherent valency of two.255 For both 

constructions mood marking has scope over the whole construction. Neither 

construction allows a clause boundary to come between the constituent verbs.256  

Verb compounds have the following features not found in NSV constructions: 

� often one verb in verb compounds (usually the initial one) is in a contracted form, 

� there is often addition of an epenthetic vowel between the two verbs, and 

� there is often alteration in the form of one or both of the verbs. 

                                                           
253 For more descriptions of serial verbs in Vanuatu languages see Crowley (1987, 2002a); Early (1993, 1994); 
Jauncey (1997); Musgrave (2001); Lynch (2000); Nicholls and Nicholls (1998); Sperlich (1993). Most of these 
follow Crowley (1987) in the way that they describe serial verbs. For consistency and so that comparison may be 
made between languages, I will do the same. 
254 Usually by addition of the transitiviser høn-i. 
255 Inherent valency here refers to the number of arguments actually able to be marked on the construction, and by 
extension the number of syntactic arguments able to be carried within the clause core. In single verb terms, a verb 
with an inherent valency of one may only be marked for subject person/number, and could only carry a syntactic 
subject argument while a verb with an inherent valency of two may be marked for both subject person/number 
and object person/number, and could carry both a syntactic subject and object. This is not the same as Foley and 
Olson’s concept of core arguments (1985:34) which are those arguments indicated by the semantics of the verb, 
thus one for run, two for open and three for give. In Maskelynes all three of these verbs would have an inherent 
valency of one. 
256 While clause boundary can often be readily detected by the presence of peripheral clause constituents 
associated with particular verbs (such as an instrument with ‘cut’ or a location with ‘go’), detecting clause 
boundary structurally when these elements are absent remains problematic. Intonation and pause length as well as 
semantic collocations all play important roles.  
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Nevertheless, it is possible that verb compounds have resulted from compression of 

NSV constructions. The verb þisutur ‘go through’ is a compound of two verbs þis 

‘enter’ and tur-i ‘pierce/through’ (1). Compare this to the NSV construction in (2), 

also composed of the same two verbs þis ‘enter’ and tur-i ‘pierce/through’. The 

opening used for the compound þisutur has to be a large one, whereas for the NSV 

construction þis tur, regardless of whether the opening is given or not, it is 

understood to be a small one, and must be a location. 

(1) E-þisutur bopita. 
3sS.R-enter.through NZ-door 
‘He entered through the door.’ 

(2) E-þis tur lohoim gegai. 
3sS.R-enter through inside here 
‘He went inside through here.’ 

12.2.2 Nuclear and CSV constructions 
NSV constructions (described in §12.3) and CSV constructions (described in §12.4) 

share many characteristics. While the meaning of each verb in a NSV or CSV 

construction is recognisable (despite frequent semantic bleaching of non-initial 

verbs), the serial construction itself expresses a single event. Both NSV and CSV 

constructions have the same intonation as that found with single verb clauses. There 

is sharing of arguments between the verbs in series for both constructions, but no 

clause boundary is marked, nor is there any apparent subordination or coordination. 

Mood is applied to the whole of these constructions, as is polarity. 
 
NSV constructions (3)-(6) are distinguished from CSV constructions by only having 

one set of subject person/number and object person/number inflections. A NSV 

construction carries the same stress as a single word, negative inflection on the initial 

verb has scope over the entire construction (4), nominalisation encloses the entire 

construction (5), and if the whole construction is intransitive, it can be transitivised 

by the appropriate transitivising strategy for the final verb (6), which allows the 

introduction of an object.  

(3) Gaiug gu-sor var-i? 
you.s 2sS.R-talk change.places-3sO 
‘Did you answer her?’ 

(4) [Nø-sa-sor var] galito. 
1sS-NEG-talk change.places them.p 
‘I didn’t answer them.’ 
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(5) Lo-søsøloð høn [na-sor var-i-an] sagw. 
3pS.R-hear TZ NZ-talk change.places-3sO-NZ my 
‘They heard my answer.’ 

(6) Gi-lav tølmam høn na-siloh halito! 
2sS.IR-transfer return TZ NZ-plate their 
‘Take back their plate!’ 

 
None of this is true of CSV constructions. For the CSV construction in (7) 

negativisation of the construction is only possible by negative inflection of both 

verbs (8). Any allowable nominalisation results in only one verb being nominalised, 

and the construction changing to the point that it is no longer a serial verb (9). The 

NSV construction in (6) has a semantically equivalent CSV construction (10), but 

transitivising this in the same way as for (6) results in separation of the two verbs 

into two clauses (11). While the inherent valency of a Maskelynes NSV construction 

is limited to two, its core counterpart may have a theoretical inherent valency equal 

to the sum of the valency for each verb. Because of argument sharing, in practical 

terms the maximum number of arguments carried by a CSV construction is rarely 

more than one per verb plus one.  

(7) A-nana i-pat i-voi. 
PZ-mum 3sS.R-sleep 3sS.R-good 
‘Mum slept well.’ 

(8) A-nana [Ø-sø-pat] [Ø-sa-voi]. 
PZ-mum 3sS-NEG-sleep 3sS-NEG-good 
‘Mum didn’t sleep well.’ 

(9) Nø-pat-an Ø-to-voi si-nana… 
NZ-sleep-NZ 3sS-RZ-good GEN-mum 
‘Mum’s sleep that was good/Mum’s good sleep’ 

(10) Gi-lav na-siloh halit tølmam! 
2sS.IR-transfer NZ-plate their return 
‘Take their plate back!’ 

(11) Gi-lav na-siloh halit, tølmam høn-i! 
2sS.IR-transfer NZ-plate their return TZ-3sO 
‘Take their plate, return it!’ 

(12) Namto-ti hut na-þilti-ivu. 
1peS.R-eat try NZ-AUG-turtle 
‘We poled chasing the big turtle.’ 

(13) I-gol galit lo-bilas gølaru. 
3sS.R-make them.p 3pS.R-whip them.d 
‘He made them whip them.’ 

 
Example (12) is a NSV construction consisting of two joined transitive verbs, and the 

construction’s inherent valency is two. Compare this with the CSV construction of 

two transitive verbs in (13) which has an inherent valency of three. 
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12.2.3 CSV constructions and subordination 
CSV constructions and subordinate constructions (described in §13) have in common 

that all verbs involved are lexical verbs able to act independently. Verbs in both 

constructions are inflected separately and separate arguments can be carried by each 

verb. In reality the number of arguments carried is reduced by the pragmatics of the 

context, thus for a same-subject serial verb construction, the subject of the second 

verb is the same as that of the first. In the same way, for a subordinate (relative) 

construction the subject of the relative clause is the same as one of the arguments in 

the main clause.  
 
CSV and subordinate constructions differ in that subordinate constructions do not 

necessarily have unitary mood marking, and they always have a subordinator either 

separating the verbs or inflected on the dependent verb. In the examples below, the 

subordinators are shown as bold while the subordinate clauses are enclosed in square 

brackets. 

(14) Nu-ke [ne-¹ur na-bøta]. 
1sS.R-CMPZ 1sS.IR-buy NZ-bread 
‘I want to buy bread.’ 

(15) Nu-mos-mos bathut [na-us e-us]. 
1sS.R-RED-wet REAS NZ-rain 3sS.R-rain 
‘I’m wet because it’s raining.’ 

(16) [Nø-boð ar-to-van høn [ar-þe-søðon møtu sølaru]], aro-ris-i. 
NZ-day 3dS-RZ-go PURP 3dS-POT-load coconut their.d 3dS.R-see-3sO 
‘When they went to load their coconuts (into a bag), they saw him.’257 

 
In the subordinate constructions above, (14) not only has the verbal complementiser 

ke, but realis mood marking on the first verb changes to irrealis mood marking on 

the second. In (15), the subordinate conjunction bathut ‘because (of)’ separates the 

verbs. In (16), the relativising prefix to- marks the first subordinate construction in 

which the second, marked by the purpose particle høn and the potential prefix þe- is 

embedded. Together the two subordinate clauses fill a peripheral time adjunct in the 

main clause. Compare the subordinate constructions above with the CSV 

constructions in (7), (8), (10) and (13), none of which have a subordinator between 

verbs. 

                                                           
257 This would literally be: ‘The day/time that they went that they might load up their coconuts, they saw him.’ 
This literal rendering more clearly shows that the purpose particle høn is acting as a subordinator, in this case 
working with the potential prefix þi-/þe- which itself often acts as an irrealis mode relativiser. The other 
relativising prefix to- only ever acts as a realis mode relativiser. 
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12.2.4 Subordination and coordination 
Subordinate and coordinate constructions differ in that for subordinate constructions, 

verbs are separated by subordinators, whereas in coordinate constructions (described 

in §14), they are separated by coordinators or the clauses are juxtaposed. 

Subordination results in dependent clauses being joined to an independent clause that 

contains a main independent verb. Coordination results in two or more clauses of 

equal grammatical status being joined. The examples (17)-(21) are all coordinated 

clauses. Clauses are enclosed by square brackets and any coordinators are bold. 

(17) [Na-þilti-þotel sua i-teh vi pan], [søhot nø-mabu-n 
NZ-AUG-bottle one 3sS.R-fall DIR down hit NZ-chest-3s.POSR 

 
a-tata se-Tsil]. 
PZ-dad GEN-Jill 
‘A big bottle fell down (and) hit the chest of Jill’s dad.’ 

(18) [Namto-ti vi lau], [namto-tu¹an nø-wag gail]. 
1peS.R-pole DIR sea 1peS.R-arrange NZ-canoe p 
‘We poled seaward, (and) we lined up the canoes.’ 

(19) [Namto-ti kereh gømai], [a-lul sua lo-ris na-tuh-ivu sua]. 
1peS.R-pole small come PZ-group one 3pS.R-see NZ-DIM-turtle one 
‘We poled a little this way, (and) a group saw a wee turtle.’ 

(20) [A æo nil e-þuer] ale [lo-vølos na-vøn],  
LOC first nail 3sS.R-without and 3pS.R-spin NZ-coconut.fibre 

 
[lo-ruæ-ruæ na-vøn na-møtu] ale [lo-vølos-i]. 
3pS.R-RED-pound NZ-coconut.fibre NZ-coconut and 3pS.R-spin-3sO 
‘Before there were no nails and they spun coconut fibre, they pounded the coconut fibre and 
spun it.’ 

(21) Evoi, [date-kø-kai] beti [il]. 
yes 1piS.IR-RED-call.out then stand 
‘Yes, we will sing then stand.’ 

 
In example (17) the two clauses are coordinated by juxtaposition alone, there is no 

coordinator, and the verb in the second clause is uninflected. This is more common at 

the peak of action in a narrative than elsewhere. In example (18) coordination still 

occurs by juxtaposition, but the second clause is inflected marking the subject of the 

second clause as being the same as that of the first. In example (19) by contrast to 

(18), there is a change of subject in the second clause. In example (20) the first and 

second clauses are coordinated with a coordinator, as are the third and fourth. But the 

third and fourth are an amplification of the second, and are coordinated to it by 

juxtaposition. Compare these examples of coordination with the examples of 

subordination given previously (14)-(16). 
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12.3 Nuclear layer serialisation 
A nuclear layer serial verb construction is one in which the serialised verbs are 

tightly bound into a single structural unit within the nucleus of the clause. This unit 

acts as if it were a single verb: it can only be inflected once with a subject 

person/number and object person number markers; negative inflection makes the 

whole unit negative; nominalisation makes the whole unit a noun; and an intransitive 

unit can be transitivised. Nothing may be inserted between the constituent parts of 

the unit.258  
 
Early (1993:67) notes that although Lewo is an SVO language, it is even more 

nuclear layer serialising than Paamese, both languages being contrary to Foley and 

Olsen’s (1985:45-47) suggested correlation between nuclear serialisation and verb-

final order. Durie (1997:289) commenting on Crowley (1990) observes that verb 

serialisation is prominent in languages with SV rather than VS order. This neatly 

resolves the many exceptions to Foley and Olson’s (1985:45-47) suggested 

correlation between nuclear layer serialisation and verb final order. Maskelynes is 

also an SV/AVO language, and like Lewo uses nuclear layer serialisation 

extensively. In the following sections I have described NSV constructions based on 

what verb class can fill the initial and final positions. I have not followed Margetts 

(2005) in describing positional slots and functions that can fill each slot because 

Maskelynes NSV constructions usually only involve two verbs (versus three or four 

in Saliba). And while Margetts has included forms that can be argued “to be not fully 

verbal” (2005:68), I have only included verbs that can occur as independent verbs. 

The final forms that occur in what looks like NSV constructions are described 

separately in §12.3.6.  

12.3.1 Initial transitive verb 
In NSV constructions, the initial verb position may be filled by a transitive, 

intransitive active or state-process verb. When nuclear layer serialisation takes place, 

if the initial verb is transitive it always loses its object enclitic. The final verb then 

                                                           
258 For Paamese Crowley (2002a:57, 83) outlines diagnostic tests for determining serial verbs construction 
(SVC): the discontinuous negative marker (which encloses an entire nuclear SVC but only the first verb of a core 
SVC), the nominalising suffix (which attaches to the final element of a nuclear SVC but cannot do so to a core 
SVC), and a kind of mood and polarity concord over core SVCs. He also notes (2002a:14) that verb-verb 
compounds are not attested in Paamese. Early (1994:351) outlines diagnostic criteria for determining the clause 
nucleus, and by extension nuclear SVCs. These are: negativisation and nominalisation (both of which enclose the 
clause nucleus), and object marking which attaches to transitive verbs. 
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determines the transitivity of the construction. If the final verb is also transitive the 

construction either may be marked with the object enclitic or have a syntactic object. 

If it is intransitive it may not carry an argument without being transitivised by one of 

the various strategies available to Maskelynes verbs (8.3.1). The same is true of 

state-process verbs capable of being transitivised, but if a state-process verb 

incapable of being transitivised is the final serial verb, the whole construction 

becomes equivalent to a state-process verb. In the case of more than two verbs in the 

construction, the medial verbs follow the same pattern as the initial verb in losing 

their final enclitics if they are transitive, but follow the pattern of the final verb in 

being unable to be inflected for subject person/number. 

12.3.1.1 Final transitive verb 
The following NSV constructions consist of two transitive verbs. The initial verb is 

marked for subject person/number but loses its object enclitic, while the final verb 

retains the object enclitic except when a syntactic object argument is present. 

(22) I-sav sol na-konineu. 
3sS.R-sharpen peel NZ-drinking.coconut 
‘He cut the top off the drinking coconut.’ 

(23) A-tøtai e-ðir hut a-tøma-n. 
PZ-child 3sS.R-implore chase PZ-father-3s.POSR 
‘The child ran after her father imploring him (for something).’ 

(24) Nu-kel ur nø-sa no-to-ris-i. 
1sS.R-tell cast NZ-what 1sS.R-RZ-see-3sO 
‘I reported what I saw.’ 

(25) E-æunus løboi nø-þon Ø-to-susau. 
3pS.R-smell try NZ-scent 3sS-RZ-fragrant 
‘He recognised the fragrant scent.’ 

(26) Nø-lan e-¹uv gol ginamito. 
NZ-wind 3sS.R-blow block us.pe 
‘The wind blew against us (preventing our sailing in that direction).’ 

(27) Ao, Ø-sa-løboi søhot-i sal. 
No 3sS-NEG-know hit-3sO INCMP 
‘No, he doesn’t understand it yet.’ 

12.3.1.2 Final active intransitive verb 

(28) Aro-suh æødoð len na-tuh-bopita. 
3dS.R-poke check.out on NZ-DIM-door 
‘They peeped through the window.’ 

(29) Na-komiti i-kel utaut høn na-þon-þon-an. 
NZ-committee 3sS.R-tell prepare TZ NZ-RED-unite-NZ 
‘The committee organised the meeting.’ 

 
Example (6) in §(2) is also of this type. 
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12.3.1.3 Final state-process verb 

(30) Na-ut kømas  Ø-to-yar mødau i-sar bøtølas. 
NZ-place useless 3sS-RZ-walk soft 3sS.R-spear slippery 
‘Even though she walked carefully she slipped.’ 

(31) Ge-us taltal høn nø-¹os sua. 
2sS.IR-ask unyielding TZ NZ-paddle one 
‘Demand a paddle!’ 

 
In example (30) the NSV follows a concessive subordinate clause, and as commonly 

found following a subordinate clause, the subject person/number inflection is present 

even though the verb has the same subject as the subordinate clause. 

12.3.2 Initial active intransitive verb 
When the initial verb position of a NSV construction is an intransitive verb, unlike an 

initial transitive verb (§12.3.1) it has no object enclitic to lose. But like an initial 

transitive verb the possible valency of the construction is solely determined by the 

final verb. This category with an initial intransitive verb occurs frequently, especially 

(although far from exclusively) when the initial verb is one of perception such as 

nau ‘think’, køta ‘look/watch’, kai ‘call out’, sor ‘talk/speak’, ¹un ‘shout (angrily)’, 

and søsøloð (hear). 

12.3.2.1 Final transitive verb 

(32) Nø-æat e-ruð gut nø-hasu. 
NZ-snake 3sS.R-fold.up snip NZ-rat 
‘The snake wrapped (itself) overlapping around the rat.’ 

(33) I-pat na-kølas ale e-køta bunus nø-lanis. 
3sS.R-carry NZ-binoculars and 3sS.R-look focus.on NZ-ship 
‘He carried the binoculars and examined the ship.’ 

(34) Ale dare-tuþat kel nø-þol sua. 
OK 1diS.IR-start tell NZ-story one 
‘OK, we’ll start telling a story.’ 

(35) Lu-sor tas nø-sa Ø-to-gol-e. 
3pS.R-talk against NZ-what 3sS.R-RZ-do-3sO 
‘They criticised what he did.’ 

(36) A-ule-Niusilan i-sah tuan nø-vat. 
PZ-man.from-New.Zealand 3sS.R-attach arrange NZ-stone 
‘The New Zealander heaped up the stones.’  
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(37) A-ha¹ut e-¹un husur na-tøtai Ø-to-søvar-i. 
PZ-old.man 3sS.R-bellow follow NZ-boy RZ-swear.at-3sO 
‘The old man drove away the boy who swore at him (by shouting).’ 

12.3.2.2 Final active intransitive verb 

(38) I-nau ke a-lat lo-to-suh ei lu-gam yav tia. 
3sS.R-think CMPZ PZ-p 3pS.R-RZ-stay there 3pS.R-run disappear COMP 
‘He thought that those who stayed there had escaped.’ 

(39) I-pal masur len na-þur-huh. 
3sS.R-step sink in NZ-hole-crab 
‘He tripped in a crab hole.’ 

(40) Len na-im na-mitisau lo-køta þer-þer ðai. 
in NZ-house NZ-expertise 3pS.R-look RED-shut.eyes just 
‘In school they just daydream.’ 

(41) Lu-sor utaut ke  li-¹abun nø-man sua. 
3pS.R-talk prepare CMPZ 3pS.IR-kill NZ-fowl one 
‘They planned to kill a chook.’ 

(42) Aro-put marið len na-¹ehuh. 
3dS.R-descend get.down.off on NZ-hill 
‘They climbed down the hill.’ 

12.3.2.3 Final state-process verb 
Whenever there is a final state-process verb in a NSV construction, there is a strong 

tendency for it to describe the manner in which the action occurred or was 

performed. This appears to be more true when the initial verb is an active intransitive 

verb that when it is transitive (see §12.3.1.3). 

(43) Husur nø-lan Ø-sa-¹uv, namtu-wol man-maneh. 
REAS NZ-wind 3sS-NEG-blow 1peS.R-sail RED-slow 
‘Because the wind didn’t blow we sailed very slowly.’ 

(44) Nø-tas e-u lo¹lo¹. 
NZ-sea 3sS.R-come.in high 
‘The tide’s at high tide.’ 

(45) Bøtah mødau! 
sit soft 
‘Sit still!’ 

(46) A-na-n i-sor lahlah be e-søsøloð høn-i. 
PZ-mother-3s.POSR 3sS.R-talk voicelessly but 3sS.R-hear TZ-3sO 
‘His mother whispered but he heard her.’259 

(47) Namru-pal sareh len nø-þal. 
1deS.R-step.on deep in NZ-mud 
‘We stepped deeply into the mud.’ 

12.3.3 Initial state-process verb 
NSV constructions with the initial verb being a state-process verb are uncommon. 

                                                           
259 We haven’t been able to find an un-reduplicated form of  lahlah ‘voicelessly’.  
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12.3.3.1 Final transitive verb 

(48) Len nø-varus-an namtu-dað þur nø-lan Ø-to-dað. 
in NZ-paddle-NZ 1peS.R-strong break NZ-wind 3sS-RZ-strong 
‘By/in our paddling we endured wind that was strong.’ 

12.3.3.2 Final active intransitive verb 

(49) Nino na-ensin sagw i-mat, avil damøðai i-maur telmam. 
Yesterday NZ-engine my 3sS.R-dead but today 3sS.R-healthy return 
‘Yesterday my engine broke down, but today it's working again.’ 

12.3.3.3 Final state-process verb 

(50) Sah len nø-wag Ø-to-tibau køkereh. 
board in NZ-canoe 3sS-RZ-big small 
‘Get in the canoe that’s middle sized.’ 

(51) Nø-tau lo-to-pit-i høn-i e-køs-køsan køkereh. 
NZ-paint 3pS-RZ-paint-3sO TZ-3sO 3sS.R-RED-green small 
‘The paint they painted it with was pale green.’ 

(52) Na-bopita egai e-køkol høhaiv. 
NZ-door this 3sS.R-shut dense 
‘This door is locked fast.’ 

12.3.4 Functions expressed by NSV constructions 

12.3.4.1 Inceptive aspect 

The verb tuþat ‘start’ is often used as the initial verb in a NSV construction 

expressing inceptive aspect.  

(53) Dati-tuþat ¹uruð na-loþulat. 
1piS.IR-start read NZ-book 
‘Let’s start reading the book.’ 

(54) Sa-mte-tuþat sor mai gamit gabag. 
PHB-2pS.IR-start talk DAT you.p self 
‘Don’t start talking to yourselves.’ 

(55) Na-levlev e-tuþat mø-tar 
NZ-net 3sS.R-start DTZ-tear 
‘The net started being torn.’ 

(56) I-lav na-bøta ale tuþat han-i 
3sS.R-transfer NZ-bread and start eat-3sO 
‘He took the bread and started eating it.’ 

(57) Nø-boð nø-han-an Ø-to-noð, lo-tuþat vahim. 
NZ-day NZ-eat-NZ 3sS.R-RZ-finish 3pS.R-start go.home 
‘When the feast finished they started for home.’ 

 
In example (56) the initial verb of the second clause, which in this case is also the 

initial verb of a NSV construction, is uninflected for subject person/number. When 

the subject of a second clause in a sentence is the same as in the first clause, or even 
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within a short discourse, especially at the peak of the discourse, the subject 

person/number prefixes on the verbs tend to be dropped. 

12.3.4.2 Simultaneous aspect 
When more than one event occurs simultaneously, coordination of the clauses by 

juxtaposition may be used to express this. 

(58) Namto-bøtah lohoim, na-du e-du. 
1peS.R-sat inside earthquake 3sS.R-quake 
‘We sat inside (while) the earth shook.’ 

 
In example (58), juxtaposition of the first clause namtobøtah lohoim with the next 

clause nadu edu is what expresses simultaneous aspect. By comparison, in the next 

two examples NSV constructions express simultaneous aspect. In both examples the 

initial verb is an intransitive verb of posture, indicating the position the subject was 

in when the event took place, regardless of whether the subject was an experiencer 

(59) or an agent (60).260  

(59) Nu-pat søsøloð høn Ø-to-gømai høn Ø-to-kur høn na-im. 
1sS.R-lie hear TZ 3sS-RZ-come REAS 3sS-RZ-shake TZ NZ-house 
‘I lay hearing/feeling that it came because it shook the house.’ 

(60) A-ha¹ut gail lo-bøtah baðis-i van van…  
PZ-old.man p 3pS.R-sit bind-3sO go go 
 ‘The old men sat binding it on and on…’ 

12.3.4.3 Durative aspect 
One method of indicating durative aspect is by a same-subject NSV construction 

using the verb toh ‘exist/live’, for animate subjects in the initial position followed by 

another verb without subject person marking. 

(61) Møtu-toh gøras a-se? 
2pS.R-exist feign PZ-who 
‘Who are/were you fooling?’ 

 
Unfortunately this is the only recorded example, so it cannot be explored any further. 

One concern is that this structure has been borrowed from Bislama where it is 

common and where its equivalent would be: 

(62) Yufala i stap giaman long hu? 
2pS PRED stay lie to who 
‘To whom are/were you lying?’ 

                                                           
260 In both cases the posture verbs could also be viewed as indicating continuous aspect within the nuclear serial 
verb construction, but unlike the posture verbs in Lewo (Early 2000), in Maskelynes, the use of posture verbs to 
indicate continuous or progressive aspect is uncommon. 
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12.3.4.4 Purpose 
There are a number of strategies used to indicate purpose. For one the relationship 

between action and the purpose of the action can be expressed using a NSV 

construction. The motion verb a ‘go’ takes the initial position, with any verb 

unmarked for subject person in the second position.261 

(63) Gi-a lilos! 
2sS.IR-go bathe 
‘Go bathe!’262 

(64) Ari-a mabul nø-maniok. 
3dS.IR-go plant NZ-manioc 
‘They’ll go plant manioc.’ 

(65) Lu-ke li-varus, li-a sar-ieh wake lø-sø-van. 
3pS.R-CMPZ 3pS.IR-paddle 3pS.IR-go spear-fish but 3pS-NEG-go. 
They wanted to paddle, to go to spear fish but they didn’t go.’  

(66) Gidato dati-a pat beti. 
We.pe 1piS.IR-go sleep then 
‘As for us, let’s go sleep then.’ 

(67) I-a paru hab. 
3sS.R-go smash firewood 
‘He went to get firewood.’263 

(68) Nø-taðtað i-van ðai len tas, i-a kø-kas gai. 
NZ-hermit.crab 3sS.R-go just in sea 3sS.R-go RED-wash him 
‘The hermit crab just went into the sea, he went to wash him(self).’ 

 
The construction expressing purpose described here may have almost any transitive 

or intransitive verb in the final position. 264 

12.3.4.5 Location/position 
Where an event may have taken place that includes a particular location, a serialised 

verb of posture may be used followed by a transitive verb the object of which is the 

location. 

(69) Nø-hai i-pat køkol høn na-ýisal. 
NZ-tree 3sS.R-lie shut TZ NZ-road 
‘The tree lay blocking the road.’ 

 

                                                           
261 This motion verb is a verbal preposition, as a preposition it marks location, as a verb it means ‘go’ implying 
‘go with the purpose of’. 
262 Usually said to children, and for the most part used as a device to tell them to go away and stop being a 
nuisance. 
263 The people often go to the mangrove and break off dead branches for firewood, hence ‘smash’, and paru hab 
has come to mean ‘collect mangrove firewood’. 
264 Although a ‘go’ could possibly be seen as a preverb auxiliary, I have analysed it as part of a nuclear serial 
verb construction. Auxiliaries are normally subordinate to a main verb and mark tense, aspect, mood and voice. 
None of these are true of the verb a in the examples given.  
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The position verb pat ‘lie’ in the above example can be replaced by another position 

word, such as il ‘stand’ or loðloð ‘erect’ and the essential meaning of the example 

doesn’t change, only the location/position of the tree. 

(70) Nø-hai e-il køkol høn na-ýisal. 
NZ-tree 3sS.R-stand shut TZ NZ-road 
‘The tree stood blocking the road.’ 

(71) Nø-hai i-loðloð køkol høn na-ýisal. 
NZ-tree 3sS.R-erect shut TZ NZ-road 
‘The tree stood blocking the road.’ 

12.3.5 Multiple serialisation 
When analysing Maskelynes serial verbs, it is easy to get the impression that 

constructions with more than two verbs in series are common. Upon further analysis, 

many turn out to be serial constructions embedded within serial constructions 

combined with coordinate clauses in juxtaposition. Genuine examples of three verbs 

linked in NSV constructions have, however, been recorded: 

(72) A-lat-hutai lo-køta bunus husur lat-tøbarehreh lo-to-sav. 
PZ-p-boy 3pS.R-look focus.on follow p-girl 3pS.R-RZ-dance 
‘The boys ogled the girls who were dancing.’ 

 
Other examples are less clear cut because the semantic components are somewhat 

unclear making identification as a NSV difficult. 

(73) A-Kal i-sor sal suh gai søþo-n. 
PZ-Kal 3sS.R-talk float point him alone-3s.POSR 
‘Kal boasted/blew his own trumpet.’ 

 
Many younger speakers now use the form sah sul-e (literally ‘attach send’). For the 

old men this has unfortunate vulgar implications. Another three verbs in an NSV 

construction can be found in (76).  

12.3.6 Final position forms in NSV-like constructions 
To date well over 60 items that occur in the final position of ostensibly NSV 

constructions have been documented. None of these have ever been recorded as the 

main verb in a clause, but only ever following a main verb. They only appear in 

NSV-like constructions. This is what makes it so difficult to prove that they are 

verbs. Some of them have verbal roots apparent in other main verbs, some can be 

reduplicated, some obligatorily carry the object enclitic except in the presence of an 

overt following NP, but have not been recorded with normal verb inflection.  
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Until now I have limited the description of NSV constructions to verbs which can 

occur independently as main verbs.265 The main reason for this is that unlike 

Paamese and Lewo, in Maskelynes, the final position in a NSV construction may be 

filled by an open class of verbs.266 This is because inceptive aspect is expressed by 

tuþat ‘start’ as the initial verb of a NSV construction, with potentially any active 

verb as the final verb.267 Those forms occurring in the final position of what looks 

like NSV constructions will be described in this section.  

12.3.6.1 Structural and functional ambiguity 
In Maskelynes it is clear that there is a change occurring from verbs to various non-

verb forms, and nuclear layer serialisation appears to be the process being used to 

generate much of this change. On the one hand verbs are being compressed into 

structures which restrict normal inflection, being structurally altered in one of two 

ways, either by becoming part of a compound, or by becoming a more invariant 

stand alone form. On the other hand final verbs are being semantically bleached, and 

functioning either adverbially or as relators able to relate a verb to an argument, or 

even one NP to another—that is, more like adpositions. 
 
Two examples may help to demonstrate this structural and functional variability. In 

Maskelynes, the POc *punu(q)/*punuq-i- ‘hit, strike, fight, kill’ (Ross et al. 

1998:267) has become a semantically bleached modifier, bun-i ‘totally’, unable to 

take preverbal inflection.268 But it can still be reduplicated and marked with the 

object enclitic. It usually occurs in NSV-like constructions, and when it follows an 

active main verb that can semantically collocate with ‘kill’, it still retains that 

meaning.  

(74) I-pal bun-i 
3sS-step.on totally-3sO 
‘He trampled it to death.’ 

(75) I-pen bun nø-man. 
3sS.R-shoot totally NZ-bird 
‘He shot down the bird.’ 

                                                           
265 This is consistent with the criteria used by Sebba (1987:39) in his analysis of Sranan as quoted by Crowley 
(2002a:12), but is not consistent with Crowley’s description of Paamese (see for example 2002a:97 and 108-116), 
nor with other descriptions in Oceanic languages following Crowley’s 1987 paper.  
266 In many descriptions of NSV constructions in Vanuatu languages, the final position is described as being filled 
by forms that never occur as initial (or even independent) verbs. This is true for Paamese (Crowley 2002a:97), 
Lewo (Early 1994:352-355) and Nefe‘ei (Musgrave 2001:103-106). 
267 It would appear that Mwotlap is similar in this respect (Crowley 2002b:595-596). 
268 With the exception of imat ebun ‘he’s fully dead’. 
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(76) Nø-æat e-ruð gut bun nø-hasu. 
NZ-snake 3sS.R-fold.up snip totally NZ-rat 
‘The snake wrapped (itself ) overlapping around the rat crushing it to death.’ 

(77) Lu-sar bun-i. 
3pS.R-spear totally-3sO 
‘They speared/stabbed him to death.’ 

(78) Nø-hab i-han bun-bun galito. 
NZ-fire 3sS.R-burn RED-totally them.p 
‘Fire burned them to death.’ 

 
With no further semantic bleaching it has become part of some verb compounds, but 

with significant reduction in the verb to which it is bound (some also found in §8.4): 
 
 semale+bun-i curse + totally-3sO > sebun-i ‘kill s.o. by sorcery’269 
 tiv-i+bun-i incise-3sO + totally-3sO > tibun-i ‘kill s.t. by slitting’ 
 tu¹-i+bun-i throw.at-3sO + totally-3sO > tubun-i ‘stone s.t. to death’ 
 ¹uv-i+bun-i blow-3sO + totally-3sO > ¹ubun-i ‘kill s.t. by hitting’ 
 
With other initial verbs, however, it has become further semantically bleached to 

become a modifier meaning ‘totally’, losing its implication of killing. 

(79) Gai e-møtahun bun a-¹a-n. 
he 3sS.R-not.want totally PZ-brother-3s.POSR 
‘Him, he hates his brother.’ 

(80) I-kel bun-i ke… 
3sS.R-tell totally-3sO CMPZ 
‘He commanded him/spoke badly of him saying…’ 

(81) A-Nora e-lømas bun a-natu-n, a-Krem. 
PZ-Nora 3sS.R-like totally PZ-child-3s.POSR PZ-Graham 
‘Nora loves her son, Graham.’ 

 
In some cases the bleaching has included the object enclitic, so that while still 

present, it no longer has any part in the final meaning. 

(82) E-bisibis bun-i. 
3sS.R-red totally-3sO 
‘It’s totally red/dark red.’ 

(83) I-voi bun-i høn a-natvavi-n. 
3sS.R-good totally-3sO GL PZ-daughter-3s.POSR 
‘He was very kind to his daughter.’ 

(84) Na-¹uv i-yar bun-i. 
NZ-ball 3sS.R-walk totally-3sO 
‘The ball went unimpeded (through the goal).’ 

 
Like NSV constructions, it can be nominalised as a unit. 

(85) na-løðon bun-i-an 
NZ-want totally-3sO-NZ 
‘greed’ 

                                                           
269 This compound is possibly sem-buni, but it is difficult to determine for certain because of the prenasalisation 
on the b. 
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However, there is evidence that it functions as a modifier beyond its NSV-like 

construction, as it does in the following examples by modifying locative nouns: 

(86) Rið-i a tut bun-i. 
put-3sO LOC distant totally-3sO 
‘Put it far away.’ 

(87) a-natu-n a-Got a møhat bun-i 
PZ-child-3s.POSR PZ-God LOC up totally-3sO 
‘child/son of God in the highest’ 

 
There is a second example that demonstrates this structural and functional ambiguity: 

the transitive verb husur ‘follow’. It is able to act as a main verb in an independent 

clause as in (88)-(90).  

(88) Lo-husur na-misnare ðai. 
3pS.R-follow NZ-missionary only 
‘They followed only the missionary.’ 

(89) Lo-husur na-ýisal i-soþur. 
3pS.R-follow NZ-road 3sS.R-many 
‘They followed many ways.’ 

(90) Møte-husur na-kai tas-i-an gal-enan… 
2pS.IR-follow NZ-call.out oppose-3sO-NZ p-that 
‘You follow those prohibitions/laws…’ 

 
It also occurs as the final verb in a NSV construction, where the meaning of ‘follow’ 

has been bleached somewhat, but is still recognisable as one of the components of 

meaning for the construction (91)-(92). 

(91) Ne-søsøloð husur a-lat lo-to-il a æo høn ginau. 
1sS.IR-hear follow PZ-p 3pS-RZ-stand LOC first GEN me 
‘I’ll pay attention to my leaders.’(Literally: ‘I’ll hear follow those who stand in front of me.’) 

(92) Ge-køta husur nø-wag nø-lai se-(A)dru. 
2sS.IR-look follow NZ-canoe NZ-sail GEN-Andrew 
‘You watch Andrew’s sailing canoe (sailing along).’ 

 
When it follows a verb of communication or thought, husur has developed the 

meaning of ‘about/on the topic of’. It can occur as a NSV (93), and this kind of 

construction can even be nominalised (94). 

(93) Dati-hol husur na-kitin-an. 
1piS.IR-yarn about NZ-true-NZ 
‘Let’s chat about truth.’ 

(94) Namto-sipa vi tøban gaiug len na-sor husur-i-an. 
1peS.R-thank DIR next.to you.s on NZ-talk about-3sO-NZ 
‘We thank you for the talk about it.’(Literally: We thank towards you in the talk about it.’) 

 
But both the transitiviser and an object can occur after the verb and before husur. If 

it is still a serial verb construction, it could only be a CSV construction, but it is 
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functioning more like a relator, relating the verb to an element referenced by the 

object enclitic.270 

(95) Namt-sa-søsøloð høn na-t-ideh husur-i. 
1peS-NEG-hear TZ NZ-thing-any about-3sO 
‘We haven’t heard/didn’t hear anything about it.’ 

 
Furthermore, husur can occur with the same meaning (‘about/on the topic of’) as a 

main verb. 

(96) Nø-þol enan e-husur na-vøla-dato. 
NZ-story that 3sS.R-about NZ-hand-1pi.POSR 
‘That story is about our hands.’ 

 
Finally, husur can occur as a subordinator introducing a reason clause. 

(97) I-gol nø-yav husur galito… 
3sS.R-do NZ-revenge REAS they.p 
‘He took revenge because they…’ 

(98) Asike e-vi Hoti husur nø-lan i-dað. 
IR.NEG 3sS.R-go.to Hoti REAS NZ-wind 3sS.R-strong 
‘She won’t go to Hoti because the wind is strong.’ 

(99) Lu-man sil-i husur i-teh. 
3pS.R-laugh at-3sO REAS 3sS.R-fall 
‘They laughed at him because he fell.’ 

12.3.6.2 Final forms in NSV-like constructions  
All of the forms in Table 73 can occur in the final slot in NSV-like constructions. 

Some of these have possible verb roots, can take the object enclitic and be 

reduplicated, but they never occur as main verbs. Others are truly invariant, 

occurring in more than one construction, but never changing in form. Their main 

function seems to be to modify the previous verb. Table 73 contains some of these 

forms. It should be noted here that adverbs also modify the verb but they have 

extended function at clause level (see §9.1). Relators also appear in what look like 

NSV constructions and can take the object enclitic, but they often mark semantic 

roles (see §7.2). Assuming that any of these forms in Table 73 could have a verbal 

origin, those that can take the object enclitic are marked with it, and those that cannot 

are left unmarked. Where reduplicated and unreduplicated forms have both been 

recorded, the reduplication is shown in brackets or as a separate form. Other 

reduplication is evident in the data, but unreduplicated forms of these have not been 

recorded. 

                                                           
270 This may be because søsøloð husur in a nuclear serial verb construction has the meaning ‘pay attention to’ 
and if negativised would mean ‘we didn’t pay attention to…’ thus to convey the meaning ‘hear about’, a different 
construction must be used. 
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Table 73. Some final forms in NSV-like constructions 

 Form Gloss Form Gloss 
 batriðrið ‘irritatingly’ pøpahw ‘expectantly’ 
 bøhas-i ‘clear/tidily’ pøpønau ‘one on one’ 
 bulos-i ‘because of/jealous’ puð-i ‘full cover’ 
 (bu)bun-i ‘totally’ ýis-i ‘all/all of/all together’ 
 þuaþu ‘dark(colour)’ sølan-i ‘exclusively’ 
 þunoh ‘deviatingly’ søsølav ‘empty handed’ 
 þuðþuðol ‘soundly/snoring’ (si)sil-i ‘at’ 
 gaþulan-i ‘rush’ sob ‘astray’ 
 gat-i ‘tightly’ sulu¹-i ‘miss’ 
 gø-gat ‘tightly’ (tab)tab ‘keep on’ 
 gorgor ‘beyond the limit’ tas-i ‘again’ 
 hoi ‘determinedly’ tavtav ‘aimlessly’ 
 kinit-i ‘small part of’ ta¹us-i ‘implore (spirit)’ 
 kisikis ‘only/just’ teb ‘keep on’271 
 kitev-i ‘investigate (s.t. not lost)’ tømøhav excessively’ 
 kot-i ‘truly’ tø-tas ‘again’ 
 kotov-i ‘across’ vahvah ‘expound’ 
 lab ‘purposelessly’ viles-i ‘derisively’ 
 lavølav ‘irresolute?’ vøsvøsai-i ‘describe’ 
 ðirðir ‘nervously’ vis-i ? 
 
One of these, sil-i, is remarkably similar to the beneficiary/reason relator sil-e.272 

This final form only occurs with a limited range of verbs. In some cases it functions 

much like the relators (99) and (100)-(101), and in others much like the final verb in 

NSV constructions (102)-(103).   

(100) Na-lipah enan i-kat si-sil na-hur-abat.273 
NZ-dog that 3sS.R-bite RED-at NZ-skin-white.man 
‘That dog bites at clothing.’ 

(101) A-natu-n e-liv sil na-lo-møtu. 
PZ-child-3s.POSR 3sS.R-pull at NZ-leaf-coconut 
‘Her child pulled at the coconut leaf (pulling it off the frond).’ 

(102) E-liv sil nø-dariða-n a-natu-n. 
3sS.R-pull at NZ-ear-3s.POSR PZ-child-3s.POSR 
‘She pulled at her child’s ear.’ 

(103) I-pen sil na-þuluk. 
3sS.R-shoot at NZ-cow 
‘He shot at (and creased) the cow.’ 

 
Several other examples of forms from Table 73 are given below in constructions very 

similar to NSV constructions.  
 

                                                           
271 This is actually a variant of tab ‘keep on’, and only occurs following the verb us ‘ask’. 
272 Because the difference between these two relators lies only in the form of the object enclitic, when there is an 
overt syntactic object and the enclitic is dropped, the two forms are homophonous.  
273 It is interesting that to express habitual activity here the relator is reduplicated rather than the verb. This is also 
the pattern found with final verbs in nuclear serial verb constructions. This would seem to indicate at least a 
possible verbal origin.  
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 put bøhas-i pluck + clear ‘weed’ 
 um þunoh work + deviatingly ‘build contrary to plan’ 
 pat þuðþuðol sleep + soundly ‘sleep soundly/snore’ 
 rið gaþulan-i put + rush ‘abandon’ 
 sor kitev-i talk + investigate (s.t. not lost) ‘verbally explore’ 
 ta kotov-i cut + across ‘cut across’ 
 di gat-i  twist + tightly ‘twist tightly/torque’ 
 il gø-gat stand + tightly ‘stand firm’ 
 kel kot-i tell + truly ‘tell truly’ 
 yar lab walk + purposelessly ‘wander around’ 
 man ðirðir laugh + nervously ‘giggle’ 
 han ýis-i eat + all ‘consume’ 
 van søsølav go + empty handed ‘go empty handed’  
 søsøloð sulu¹-i hear + miss ‘mishear’ 
 tuð tas-i ignite + again ‘ignite again’ 
 tos tavtav write + aimlessly ‘deface’ 
 kai ta¹us-i call out + implore (spirit) ‘pray to spirit of dead’ 
 ti tø-tas pole + again ‘pole again’ 
 sor viles-i talk + derisively ‘mock’ 
 
While the form ýis-i ‘all/all of/all together’ appears in NSV-like constructions (104), 

it also occurs as a nominal modifier, and in this position the object enclitic has 

become incorporated and lost its meaning. 

(104) Namto-tø-tariv ýis na-bion saæ. 
1peS.R-RED-carry all NZ-sand your.s 
‘We carried all of your sand.’/ ‘We carried all of the sand for you.’ 

(105) Ale ginamit ýis-i namto-gømai. 
Then us.pe all-3sO 1peS.R-come 
‘Then all of us came.’ 

(106) Len Taste gail ýis-i a-lat a Uluveu lu-mas-van… 
on Thursday p all-3sO PZ-p LOC Uluveu 3pS.R-OBG-go 
‘Every Thursday those from Uluveu had to go…’ 

 
There are two pairs of forms in Table 73, one of each pair being an ‘intransitive’ 

reduplicated version of the other. Thus gat-i ‘tightly’ and gø-gat ‘tightly’ have 

essentially the same meaning, as do tas-i ‘again’ and tø-tas ‘again’. They have 

somewhat complementary distribution with the ‘transitive’ form more likely to 

follow a transitive verb and the ‘intransitive’ form more often following an 

intransitive verb. 

(107) Lo-køkol gat galit len na-im. 
3pS.R-shut tightly them in NZ-house 
‘They locked them in the house.’  

(108) Gidat ýis-i date-il gø-gat. 
us.pe all-3sO 1piS.IR-stand RED-tightly 
‘All of us will stand firm.’ 

(109) No-tuð tas nø-hab… 
1sS.R-ignite again NZ-fire 
‘I lit the fire again…’ 
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(110) Na-buai e-vivile tø-tas. 
NZ-pig 3sS.R-outside RED-again 
‘The pig’s outside again.’ 

 
Unfortunately things are not always that simple. Taking the pair tas-i and tø-tas, 

consider the following. In (111) the transitiviser occurs between the main verb and 

tas-i and the object clitic on tas has lost all meaning. In (112) tø-tas occurs as one 

would expect for a NSV construction, and this is apparently confirmed because 

placing tø-tas after the object is considered unallowable (113). Yet (114), which has 

the same essential structure, was recorded. 

(111) Ne-um høn-i tas-i am. 
1sS.IR-work TZ-3sO again-3sO more 
‘I’ll work on it again some more.’ 

(112) Ne-um tø-tas høn na-im. 
1sS.IR-work RED-again TZ NZ-house 
‘I’ll build the house again.’ 

(113) *Ne-um høn na-im tø-tas… 
 1sS.IR-work TZ NZ-house RED-again 
 ‘I’ll build the house again.’ 

(114) Namtu-sah høn nø-hai an na-æial gal-egai tø-tas. 
1peS.R-attach TZ NZ-wood and NZ-light p-this RED-again. 
‘We fastened these sticks and lights again.’ 

 
This inconsistency becomes pragmatic reality in light of the following, which show 

that the reduplication in tø-tas indicates a repeated action, or in the case of (114), 

action on multiple items: 

(115) E-¹us tas nø-log. 
3sS.R-add.coconut.cream again NZ-laplap 
‘She added coconut cream again to the laplap.’ 

(116) E-¹us nø-log tø-tas. 
3sS.R-add.coconut.cream NZ-laplap RED-again 
‘She added coconut cream to the laplap again and again.’ 

(117) E-¹us tø-tas høn nø-log. 
3sS.R-add coconut.cream RED-again TZ NZ-laplap 
‘She added coconut cream again and again to the laplap.’ 

12.4 Core layer serialisation 
While core serialisation occurs in Maskelynes, it is not as common as nuclear 

serialisation. The most common core serialisation is switch-subject serialisation. 

Other descriptions of languages in Central Vanuatu show that core serialisation fills a 
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variety of functions.274 What follows is a description of the functions filled by core 

serialisation in Maskelynes and the structural relationship between arguments that is 

employed in each case.  
 
Unless otherwise stated, in the following examples the verbs involved in the core 

serial construction are in bold. 

12.4.1 Aspect 
Aspect is often marked by particles or verb morphology, and Maskelynes uses both 

strategies. In addition, a number of different aspectual meanings can be expressed 

using core serial constructions. 

12.4.1.1 Non-progressive or static aspect 
Where a situation is continuously static, this can be expressed by a core serial 

construction. A verb normally requiring a location is followed by the verb pat ‘lie’ 

or suh ‘stay’. The construction is usually switch-subject when the first verb is 

transitive. 

(118) Nø-taðtað e-rið na-þilite i-pat len tas. 
NZ-hermit.crab 3sS.R-put NZ-empty.hollow 3sS.R-lie in sea. 
‘The hermit crab left its empty shell in the sea.’ 

(119) Lo-tuan gail e-suh a ut. 
3pS.R-arrange p 3sS.R-stay LOC place 
They lined them up (for viewing) on the shore.’275 

(120) Ge-rið-i ti-pat gat-i høn nø-lan asike e-¹uv kuv-i. 
2sS.IR-put-3sO 3sS.IR-lie tightly-3sO PURP NZ-wind IR.NEG 3sS.R-blow out-3sO 
‘Place it firmly so the wind won’t blow it away.’ 

(121) Lu-tai nø-harhi-bað ale lu-sah høn-i i-pat len nø-tan… 
3pS.R-cut NZ-root-banyan then 3pS.R-attach TZ-3sO 3sS.R-lie on NZ-ground 
‘They cut banyan roots then left them fastened onto the ground…’ 

(122) Gi-van tariv na-ieh haæ go-to-vin-i  rið-i te-suh ei. 
2sS.IR-go carry NZ-fish your.s 2sS.R-RZ-shoot-3sO put-3sO 3sS.IR-stay there 
‘Go (and) carry the fish you shot (and) leave them there.’276 

 

                                                           
274 Early (1994) lists location, path/direction of motion, compound argument, logical relations (purpose, cause, 
reason, result/consequence/terminus/telic), goal, comitative, manner, abilitive, inabilitive, necessitive, aspect, 
comparison and complementisation. Jauncey (1997) lists continuous, habitual, completive, and durative aspects. 
Nicholls and Nicholls (1998) list direction of motion, compound argument, purpose of motion, consequence, 
goal, manner, abilitive, inabilitive, and aspect. Musgrave (2001) lists direction, mode (abilitative, desiderative, 
anti-desiderative and intentional) and aspect (progressive, habitual, inceptive and actual).  
275 The verb suh ‘stay’ is used for animate mass nouns and subjects associated with multiple animate nouns and 
as a final verb is usually marked for third person singular. By comparison, as a main verb its subject marking may 
have to be plural for the meaning to be clear. 
276 Naieh ‘fish’ may be either singular or mass. In the same way that suh ‘stay’ often implies a multiple animate 
subject, the verb tariv ‘carry’ often implies multiple objects. 
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This example, (122), shows some of the differences between a CSV construction and 

a multi-clausal construction. It consists of three independent clauses juxtaposed, one 

of which contains a CSV construction and one of which contains a relative clause. 

This sentence is in imperative mood, which is either marked as irrealis or more 

commonly is unmarked for subject person/number and mood. The first clause is 

givan ‘you will go/you go!’ which is coordinated to the second clause tariv naieh 

haæ gotovini ‘carry the fish you shot’ by juxtaposition. This second clause contains 

the relative clause gotovini ‘that you shot’ modifying the head noun naieh ‘fish’. 

The third independent clause contains a CSV construction riði tesuh ei ‘leave them 

there’. By inserting the coordinator mai between these three independent clauses 

there is no alteration in meaning. The same is true if the subject person/number/mood 

prefix is added to tariv ‘carry’ and rið ‘put’. By contrast, if the coordinate 

conjunction ale was inserted between riði and tesuh, the meaning would change 

from ‘leave it there’ to ‘put it and it will stay there’. 
 
By analysing structure alone it can sometimes be difficult to distinguish multi-clausal 

constructions from CSV constructions. Consider the following example of a child 

being carried piggyback: 

(123) Na-tøtai e-bøtah, i-pat len nø-madu-æ. 
NZ-child 3sS.R-sit 3sS.R-lie on NZ-back-2s.POSR 
‘The child sat, he lay on your back.’  

 
This example is structurally identical to the core serial constructions above (except 

that the initial verb is intransitive). The main clues to its non-serial verb status are 

semantics, intonation and pause. Semantically pat ‘lie’ is never used to mean ‘stay’ 

for animate nouns, only inanimate. The rising intonation on bøtah ‘sit’ and inter-

verb pause then show this to be two clauses.  

12.4.1.2 Completive aspect 
This is achieved using an ambient core serial construction with the final verb being 

noð ‘finish’, marked with third person singular prefix but the same mood as the first 

verb. This constitutes a tail-head linkage which at paragraph level provides cohesion. 

An ambient core serial construction has the final verb being marked by a third person 

subject prefix, which indicates that the entire event of the first verb is the subject of 

the final verb (Crowley 2002a:42).  
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(124) E-lis nø-log dam, lis-lis-i i-noð, ale aru-pareh. 
3sS.R-grate NZ-laplap yam RED-grate-3sO 3sS.R-finish then 3dS.R-cook.laplap 
‘She grated yam (for) laplap, finished grating and grating it, then they cooked laplap.’ 

 
In (124) the second clause repeats the first in a tail-head link that is a common 

cohesive device in sequential discourses. In procedural discourses most sentences are 

tail-head linked within the paragraph, whereas in narrative discourses tail-head links 

tend to links paragraph together.  

(125) Namtu-lotu i-noð ale a-Tsals i-ke,… 
1peS.R-worship 3sS.R-finish then PZ-Charles 3sS.R-CMPZ 
‘We finished worshiping then Charles said,…’ 

(126) Ale lu-han-i. Nø-boð lo-to-han Ø-to-noð, lu-dað. 
OK 3pS.R-eat-3sO NZ-day 3pS.R-RZ-eat 3sS.R-RZ-finish 3pS.R-strong. 
‘OK they ate it. When they finished eating, they were strong.’ 

 
Example (126) raises another distinctive feature of core serial verbs. For a CSV 

construction to be relativised, it is necessary for both verbs to be relativised, whether 

by the relativiser prefix to- or the þi-/þe- potential prefix functioning as an irrealis 

relativiser. 

(127) Lu-ke li-han ti-noð, ale li-sav. 
3pS.R-CMPZ 3pS.IR-eat 3sS.IR-finish then 3pS.IR-dance 
‘They wanted to finish eating then dance.’ 

 
The verb hav ‘completed/whole’ can replace noð ‘finish’ in some contexts. 

(128) (E)-pit ýis na-ieh gail i-hav. 
3sS.R-paint all NZ-fish p 3sS.R-completed. 
‘(He) completed painting all the fishes.’  

12.4.1.3 Durative aspect 
There are a number of ways to indicate that an action proceeded over an extended 

period of time. These include reduplication of the verb, repetition of the verb, an 

aspect particle and use of an ambient core serial construction with van ‘go’ as the 

non-initial verb. When used in this way, van seldom if ever takes person marking. 

Sometimes more than one method of indicating duration may be employed at the 

same time.277 

(129) Go-þis maiegai høn-i van van van van yar sib gegai. 
2sS.R-enter like.this TZ-3sO go go go go walk stop here 
‘You enter it like this on and on stopping here.’ 

(130) Lu-doð-i doð-i doð-i doð-i van, lø-sø-saþ-i. 
3pS.R-seek-3sO seek-3sO seek-3sO seek-3sO go 3pS-NEG-find-3sO 
‘They searched and searched for him, they didn’t find him.’ 

                                                           
277 While it may be valid to analyse van as part of a serial verb construction in these examples, it may be just as 
valid to analyse it as a post-verb aspect particle like the completive particle tia and the incompletive particle sal.  
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(131) A-huh i-kekev van ðaboh nite-n i-hav mai i-mat. 
PZ-crab 3sS.R-defecate go just.that faeces-3s.POSR 3sS.R-depleted and 3sS.R-die. 
’Crab kept on defecating, just that the faeces was finished and he died.’ 
 

(132) Gai e-kur høn na-vøla-n van nø-æat egaii i-teh. 
he 3sS.R-shake TZ NZ-hand-3s.POSR go NZ-snake the 3sS.R-fall 
‘He shook his hand until the snake fell off.’ 

(133) [[Namtu-salmatu van van] e-bølav]. 
1peS.R-chat go go 3sS.R-long 
‘We chatted on for a long time.’ 

 
In (133) above there are two CSV constructions, one embedded in the other. The 

first, marked by van ‘go’ expresses durative aspect, the second, an ambient serial 

construction with bølav ‘long’ as its final verb, expresses manner. 

12.4.2 Logical and interpropositional relations 
CSV constructions can be used to indicate a logical cause-do relationship between 

verbs. They can also be used to express the interpropositional relationships of means-

result and means-purpose. 

12.4.2.1 Cause 
There is little internal causative morphology in Maskelynes, but cause may be 

achieved by core serialisation where verbs are serialised to the initial transitive verb 

gol-e ‘do/make’. 

(134) Ale lu-gol ðai i-salevlev. 
SEQ 3pS.R-make just 3sS.R-hang 
‘Then they just made him (my father) hang.’  

 
Note the switch of subject from third person plural on the first verb to third person 

singular on the second, with the implication that the subject of the second verb was 

the object of the first even though it wasn’t marked on the verb. This lack of object 

marking on gol ‘do/make’ is fairly common, and while same-subject is theoretically 

possible for this causative construction, switch-subject predominates. 
 
This causative construction is also one way to raise the valency of a predicate 

especially when the original verb might be a state-process verb. Just as in English 

you can take the adjective red, and make it into a transitive verb redden ‘cause to 

become red’, so too in Maskelynes you can take any state-process verb and raise an 

argument by use of the causative construction. 
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(135) Na-kuvkuv sagw i-masig. 
NZ-axe my 3sS.R-lost 
‘My axe is lost.’ 

 

(136) A-Son i-gol na-kuvkuv sagw i-masig. 
PZ-Jean 3sS.R-make NZ-axe my 3sS.R-lost 
‘Jean (John) lost my axe.’ 

 
As Early (1994:377) found with Lewo, sometimes it is difficult to identify a 

particular agent as the subject of gol ‘do/make’ (other than circumstances in 

general), at other times the agent is more of a potent or force.  

(137) Etukesen i-gol nø-vanuan ýis-i lu-kad na-løboi-an 
education 3sS.R-make NZ-person all-3sO 3pS.R-have NZ-know-NZ 
‘Education makes everyone have knowledge.’ 

(138) I-kad na-t-gal-evis Ø-to-gol na-møta-n i-motmot. 
3sS.R-have NZ-thing-p-how.many 3sS.R-RZ-make NZ-eye-3s.POSR 3sS.R-black 
‘He had/There was something that made him blind.’  

(139) Nø-toð e-sua ðai len nø-wag gol namt-sa-ti høn nø-wag.278 
NZ-pole 3sS.R-one only in NZ-canoe make 1peS-NEG-pole TZ NZ-canoe 
‘Only one pole in the canoe made us not pole it.’ 

(140) Na-du i-gol na-þotel i-teh vi pan… 
NZ-earthquake 3sS.R-make NZ-bottle 3sS.R-fall DIR down 
‘The earthquake made the bottle fall down…’ 

12.4.2.2 Means-result/purpose 
Example (141) shows a switch-subject serialisation with the initial verb providing the 

means by which the result given by the second verb is achieved.  

(141) E-kø-kas-i i-masil. 
3sS.R-RED-wash-3sO 3sS.R-clear 
‘She washed it clear.’ 

 
A simple change in the mood of the final verb changes the construction from a CSV 

construction to a subordinate construction with the dependent verb marked by the 

potential prefix. 

(142) E-kø-kas-i Ø-þi-masil. 
3sS.R-RED-wash-3sO 3sS-POT-clear 
‘She’s washing it clear.’(Literally: She’s washing it that it might be clear.’) 

(143) Ge-vøvaut nø-wai te-pul sib rivuh. 
2sS.IR-draw.liquid NZ-water 3sS.IR-full stop middle 
‘Draw water up to half full.  

 
Assuming that nøwai ‘water’ becomes the subject of tepul ‘it will be full’; example 

(143) shows a switch-subject serialisation with the initial verb indicating the means 

by which the purpose of the second verb may be achieved. On the other hand, if 

                                                           
278 Here gol is uninflected, but the suject is the situation in the preceding context. 
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tepul is referring to the implied container, then this is not a core serial construction 

at all. The first analysis is most likely correct, because it is the water that is stopping 

halfway, not the container, and no subject prefix marks the verb sib ‘stop’, implying 

subject agreement with its immediate predecessor tepul.279 

12.4.3 Spatial relations 

12.4.3.1 Path/direction 
Durie calls this intransitive directional serialisation (1994:10). It is characterised by 

the second verb being a verb of motion (typically van ‘go’, gøm(ai) ‘come’ and 

tølmam ‘return’). These motion verbs function to indicate direction of the action 

and/or the shared argument. 

 

One of the difficulties with analysing core serial constructions in Maskelynes is that 

many of them do not have the expected person marking prefixes, and without an 

overt object there is no way to identify them as core serial constructions. They could 

also be verbs without affixation due to peak of action in a narrative or they could be 

nuclear constructions. In the following examples the core serial construction is 

enclosed in square brackets and the serialised verbs are bold. 

(144) Ale e-søho¹ut, [kis na-lipah san gail tølmam,] ale vahim. 
Then 3sS.R-surprised call NZ-dog 3s.POSR p return and go.home 
‘Then he was surprised, called his dogs back, and went home.’ 

 
This can be seen to be a switch-subject core serial construction despite absence of the 

person marking prefixes, because kis ‘call’ has nalipah san gail ‘his dogs’ as 

object while it is the subject of tølmam ‘return’. It should be noted that the subject of 

kis ‘call’ can be reconstructed from the previous verb.  

(145) [Namtu-tariv nø-wai na-æial gømai], utaut høn-i… 
1peS.R-carry NZ-water NZ-light come prepare TZ-3sO 
‘We brought lamp fuel, prepared it…’ 

(146) Gi-van, Ø-þi-vahut dereh [ni-pat-i vøna]. 
2sS.IR-go 3sS-POT-go.ashore FUT 1sS.IR-carry-3sO lead off/follow after 
‘You go, when it’s out of the oven I’ll bring it after you.’280 

                                                           
279 In this example it is difficult to tell whether tepul sib is itself a nuclear serial verb construction or whether it 
is a sequence of verbs where person/number/mood marking on sib is pragmatically absent. Thus it could be 
‘Draw water up to half full.’ or ‘Fill up with water, stop in the middle.’ 
280 From the gloss of this example the meaning is not readily apparent. The verb vahut ‘go.ashore’ has extended 
meanings. Literally ‘go landmass-ward’ it can refer to leaving water to go ashore, or from the seaward side to the 
landward side, or from one island to the mainland, or from within a ground oven to the land surrounding it (and 
by parallel, from a fire or stove to off the fire or stove). 
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(147) Nino [lo-søvat gølaru van]. 
Yesterday 3pS.IR-send them.d go 
‘Yesterday they sent them off (on their way).’  

 
In the case of (146), the serial construction could be either a switch or same-subject 

one. Same-subject is most likely because semantically the subject of vøna ‘lead 

off/follow after’ is normally an actor rather than a patient. 

(148) [[Namto-ti husur-i] gømai]. 
  1peS.R-pole follow-3sO come 
‘We poled following it (turtle) this way.’ 

 
Jauncey (1997:378) characterises path/direction serial verbs in Tamambo as action in 

a specified direction, towards or away from the deictic centre. The Maskelynes 

examples up to this point have agreed with this, but example (148) is inconsistent 

with such an analysis. The first serial construction in (148) is a same-subject 

construction, but motion is neither towards nor away from the deictic centre.281 

Instead it is towards a relative location, necessarily so because that location is 

constantly changing. The first serial construction is then embedded in a second core 

serial construction which is this time an ambient serial construction with the motion 

towards the deictic centre. The absent but understood subject of the verb gømai 

‘come’ this time is neither ‘we’ nor ‘it (turtle)’, but is the entire situation which is 

moving towards the deictic centre. 

12.4.3.2 Goal 
The termination point of motion or the entity toward which/whom perception or 

evaluation is directed may be termed goal. The verbs most commonly found initially 

in a core serial construction expressing goal are verbs which have motion as a 

component of their meaning. The most common final verbs are van høn ‘go to’ and 

bar ‘reach’, and the serial construction may be same-subject (150), (151), (153) and 

(154); switch-subject (149) and (155); or ambient (152). In the examples below, the 

verbs involved in the construction expressing goal are bold; any embedded serial 

verb construction is enclosed by square brackets. 

(149) No-søvat a-¹a-gw van høn gaiug. 
1sS.R-send PZ-brother-1s.POSR go TZ you.s 
‘I sent my brother to you.’282 

                                                           
281 Presumably where the speaker is located. 
282 The verb van ‘go’ is problematic especially when it is unmarked for subject person. While this example is 
clear because the first verb is somewhat of a motion verb implying motion for the object from one location to 
another, this is not always the case. If the verb tai ‘cut’ were employed as the first verb, then the same structure 
would be functioning very differently with van ‘go’ encoding durative aspect. 
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(150) Ale a-huh e-kølah van høn a-na-n. 
Then PZ-crab 3sS.R-crawl go TZ PZ-mother-3s.POSR 
‘Then crab crawled to his mother.’ 

(151) Aro-tølmam van høn nø-vanuan sølar gail. 
3dS.R-return go TZ NZ-person their.d p 
‘They (two) returned to their people.’ 

(152) A-mahea-n gail lo-tutumav van høn na-nunu-n sa-sa. 
PZ-relative-3s.POSR p 3pS.R-sacrifice go TZ NZ-spirit-3s.POSR RED-bad 
‘His relatives sacrificed to the evil spirit.’ 

(153)  [Namtu-varus van van van van] bar na-ut a Hoti. 
1peS.R-paddle go go go go reach NZ-place LOC Hoti 
‘We paddled on and on until (we) reached Hoti.’ 

 
In this and the following example, a CSV construction is embedded in a second CSV 

construction. In the case of both (153) and (154) the first construction expresses 

path/direction, the second expresses goal. 

(154) [Namto-kø-kai gømai gømai gømai] namtu-bar na-ut a im. 
1peS.R-RED-call come come come 1peS.R-reach NZ-place LOC house 
‘We sang as we came until we reached home.’ 
 

The repetition of van ‘go’ in (153) and gømai ‘come’ in (154) provide the durative 

aspect rather than the verbs themselves. By comparison, a single instance of the verb 

van ‘go’ can indicate duration, see examples (131) and (132) in §12.4.1.3. 

(155) [Nu-tos husur-i] van høn gaiug. 
1sS.R-write follow-3sO go TZ you.s 
‘I wrote about it to you.’ 

 
Embedded in the CSV construction in (155) is a NSV constuction. 

(156) [[Lo-hut-i van ea] gømai] i-nor høn a-Kalpensin. 
3pS.R-chase-3sO go there come 3sS.R-straight TZ PZ-Kalbensin 
‘They chased it (turtle) over there this way until it got in line with Kalbensin.’ 

 
In example (156) the first core serial construction is a switch-subject construction 

expressing the path/direction of the first verb hut ‘chase’ with the motion verb van 

‘go’. The second core serial construction is an ambient construction with the first 

embedded in it. It too is expressing path/direction. The third core serial construction 

is a switch-subject construction with the object of hut ‘chase’ being the subject of 

nor høn ‘straight with’. This third construction expresses goal, where goal is the 

termination point of motion or the entity towards which/whom perception or 

evaluation is directed.  
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12.4.4 Manner 
The clause level manner slot is often filled by a subordinate manner clause (see 

§13.3.3), but both NSV and CSV constructions can perform a similar function. 

Within a NSV construction the initial verb can be modified by a following verb, 

usually a state-process verb (see §12.3.2.3). A CSV construction can also provide 

manner modification to the initial verb. In this case it is part of either a switch-

subject or ambient serial verb construction. 
 
Examples (157) - (159) show manner expressed by ambient serialisation. 

(157) Nø-lan e-gøm i-dað a ut. 
NZ-wind 3sS.R-come 3sS.R-strong LOC place 
‘The wind came strongly from the land.’  

(158) Nino no-løðon i-voi be damøðai no-løðon i-sa. 
Yesterday 1sS.R-feel 3sS.R-good but today 1sS.R-feel 3sS.R-bad 
‘Yesterday I felt good, but today I feel bad.’ 

(159) Dereh dati-saþ-i te-tutut. 
FUT 1piS.IR-find-3sO 3sS.IR-hurry 
‘We will find it quickly.’ 

12.5 Ambiguous structures 
The structures described in this section at times resemble independent verb 

structures, at other times NSV or CSV constructions, and at times just a string of 

verbs. 

12.5.1 Numerals above ten 
Numerals in Maskelynes, as in many Oceanic languages, are verbs. Numerals up to 

ten are marked for subject person/number/mood, but above ten rarely so. These 

higher numeral verbs do not follow normal patterns of verb combining. They do not 

form compounds, nor are they arranged as NSV or CSV constructions. Rather they 

consist of strings of numeral (and derived numeral) verbs interspersed by the verb 

pisan ‘carry’ (161)-(162). Thus despite the fact that (160) looks like a CSV, in actual 

fact the numeral erim ‘five’ functions as quantity modifying the noun head of the NP 

nøyat erim ‘five sago (thatch panels)’. Numerals and verbs in numeral phrases are 

bold. 

(160) No-tur nø-yat e-rim. Gaiug ge-tur te-vis? 
1sS.R-pierce NZ-sago 3sS.R-five you.s 2sS.IR-pierce 3sS.IR-how.many? 
‘I pinned five panels of thatch. How many will you pin?’ 

(161)  (e-)søðavur pisan e-ru 
3sS.R-ten carry 3sS.R-two 
‘twelve.’ 
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(162) (e-)søðavur vøha-tor pisan i-vat 
3sS.R-ten MLT-three carry 3sS.R-four 
‘thirty four.’283 

12.5.2 Comparative constructions 
In any comparison, one item is compared to another according to some criterion of 

quality or quantity. Payne (1997:88-89) outlines the typology of such constructions 

as being based on three components: the standard against which something is 

compared, the marker that signals that the clause is a comparative construction, and 

the quality by which something is compared with the standard. The order of these 

components for SV/AVO languages is commonly QUALITY-MARKER-STANDARD, and 

Maskelynes fits this pattern. The transitive verb søhor-i ‘surpass’ is used as the 

marker to express comparison. The quality is expressed before the marker, and the 

standard is given after the marker. The marker may occur as the main verb of a 

clause (163), uninflected in a NSV-like construction (164), or uninflected in a CSV-

like construction (165). Yet all of these retain the QUALITY-MARKER-STANDARD 

pattern. In the following examples the marker or similarity verb is bold. 

(163) Na-lipah sagw e-søhor na-lipah saæ. 
NZ-dog my 3sS.R-surpass NZ-dog your.s 
‘My dog beat/is better than yours.’ 

(164) Nø-wag se-Bilah i-gam søhor nø-wag si-(A)lvet. 
NZ-canoe GEN-Bilah 3sS.R-run surpass NZ-canoe GEN-Alvet 
‘Bilah’s canoe runs better than Alvet’s. 

(165) A-¹a-gw i-kad nø-vat søhor gidat ýisi a Uluveu. 
PZ-sibling.same.sex-1s.POSR 3sS.R-have NZ-money surpass us.ip all LOC Uluveu 
‘My brother has more money than all of us on Uluveu.’ 

 
This same structural ambiguity can be found in clauses in which the similarity verbs, 

suæ(an)/hum(an)/hun ‘like’ or the transitivised equivalence verb e-ýito¹ høn-i 

‘same as’ function as marker. They can occur as the main verb of a clause (166)-

(167), uninflected in a NSV-like construction (168)-(169) (but notice that in (170) 

the adverb ðai ‘just’ can come between van ‘go’ and suæan ‘like’ making it not a 

genuine NSV construction), or uninflected in a CSV-like construction (171)-(172). 

But as with søhor-i, they all retain the QUALITY-MARKER-STANDARD pattern. 

(166) Galit lo-suæan na-hit Ø-to-gø-gel tab-tab høn gai. 
they 3pS.R-like NZ-octopus 3sS-RZ-RED-change continue TZ 3s 
‘They’re like an octopus that keeps changing himself.’ 

                                                           
283 The multiplicative verb derivational prefix vøha- forms multiplicative numerals.   
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(167) Na-metølai egai e-ýito¹ høn na-metølai len na-Konisah. 
NZ-metal this 3sS.R-same TZ NZ-metal in NZ-Conisah 
‘This metal is the same as the metal in the Conisah (aluminium boat).’ 

(168) Gu-gol ýito¹ høn ginamito. 
2sS.R-do same TZ us.pe 
‘You do the same as us.’ 

(169) Gø-þi-van suæan taðtað Ø-þi-van… 
1sS-POT-go like hermit.crab 3sS-POT-go 
‘If you go like a hermit crab might go…’ 

(170) Gø-þi-van ðai suæan taðtað Ø-þi-van… 
1sS-POT-go just like hermit.crab 3sS-POT-go 
‘If you just go like a hermit crab might go…’ 

(171) Go-søvat na-¹uv hum na-ri-bel. 
1sS.R-kick NZ-ball like NZ-leg-skewed 
‘You kick the (foot)ball like a crooked leg!’ 

(172) Go-¹ur ginau ýito¹ høn a-tøma-gw. 
2sS.R-buy me same TZ PZ-father-1s.POSR 
‘You paid me the same as my father.’ 
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13 Subordination 
Subordination is the process by which two grammatical units are linked, one being 

dependent on the other.  This section describes subordination in Maskelynes. One 

form of subordination involves one grammatical unit being embedded in another 

grammatical unit of equal or lower level. In this section the description of embedding 

is limited to clauses that are embedded in phrases or in other clauses as constituents 

of those structures. Thus a clause filling a phrase level element such as modifier 

(relative clause) and a clause filling a clause level element such as object 

(complement clause) are described in this section.  

13.1 Relative clauses 
A Maskelynes relative construction characteristically consists of a nominal head and 

a post-modifying relative clause marked by one of two relativising prefixes. The 

prefix to- functions as a realis relativiser, and the potential mode prefix þi-/þe- 

functions as an irrealis relativiser.  

(1) nø-vanuan Ø-to-tibau 
NZ-person 3sS-RZ-big 
‘the man who was large’ 

(2) nø-vanuan Ø-þe-tibau 
NZ-person 3sS-POT-big 
‘the man who will be large’ 

 
Typologically within Oceanic it is uncommon for clauses to be relativised by 

inflection on the verb. Of 58 Oceanic languages for which I could obtain data (from 

Northern Papua in Indonesia, down through Papua New Guinea, the Solomon 

Islands, Vanuatu, New Caledonia, Fiji and Tonga to French Polynesia and 

Micronesia), none marks relative clauses by inflection on the verb. Nearby Nahavaq 

has a relative marker ti- and its allomorph t- which has the same form (and 

allomorph) as a demonstrative prefix (Dimock 2009:101-102) and as a possessive 

marker (Dimock 2009:87). In Nahavaq this relative marker occurs as a ‘prefix 

attached to a clause’ (Dimock p.c.) rather than as a verbal prefix. By contrast the 

relativiser in Maskelynes occurs closer to the verb root than the subject marking. 
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This marking of relative clauses by inflectional morphology on the verb is thus a 

local Maskelynes innovation, unusual within Oceanic.284   
 
The role of the item within the relative clause, which refers to the head noun, can 

usually be identified by subject or object person marking agreement on the 

relativised verb or by a pronoun or number particle.285 In the following examples the 

relative clause is enclosed in square brackets while the head noun and the item 

referring to it are marked in bold. 

(3) Na-lipah [Ø-to-hut ginau] e-mun len tas. 
NZ-dog 3sS-RZ-chase me 3sS.R-drown in sea 
‘The dog that chased me drowned in the sea.’ 

(4) Na-lipah [no-to-hut-i] e-mun len tas. 
NZ-dog 1sS-RZ-chase-3sO 3sS.R-drown in sea 
‘The dog that I chased (off) drowned in the sea.’ 

(5) A-laru-enan [no-to-hut gølaru] aru-han ýis na-bøta. 
PZ-d-that 1sS-RZ-chase them.d 3dS.R-eat all NZ-bread 
‘Those two that I chased (off) ate all of the bread.’ 

(6) A-lat-hutai [no-to-hut gail] lu-han ýis na-bøta. 
PZ-p-child 1sS-RZ-chase p 3pS.R-eat all NZ-bread 
‘The boys that I chased ate all of the bread.’ 

 
Maskelynes does not apparently have any restriction on relativising sentence 

constituents of subject (7), object (8), indirect object (9), oblique object (10), object 

of comparison (11) and possessor (11). Comrie (1981:149) suggests that there is an 

intuitive hierarchy of the ease of relativisation, such that subject is more easily 

relativised than direct object, which is more easily relativised than non-direct object 

and finally than possessor. Comrie (1981:148-157) discusses whether this can be 

considered an absolute universal, and concludes that it could be considered a 

universal tendency or be made into two more specific (but weaker) absolute 

universals. In Maskelynes all the mentioned positions can be relativised. This is 

consistent with Comrie’s suggested universal tendency. 

(7) na-lipah [Ø-to-hat gølaru] 
NZ-dog 3sS-RZ-bite them.d 
‘the dog that bit (the two of) them 

(8) na-lipah [gølaru ar-to-saþ-i] 
NZ-dog them.d 3dS-RZ-find-3sO 
‘the dog that they (two) found’ 

                                                           
284 In his survey of relativising strategies in 43 Oceanic languages Early (2009) also finds none that relativise by 
inflection on the verb. 
285 The role of the item which refers to the head cannot always be identified because the relative clause does not 
always contain an item referring to the head, thus when a time word is being modified by a relative clause, there 
is no item referring to the time word head within the relative clause (see §13.1.1.1 below). 
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(9) na-lipah [gølaru ar-to-lav nø-han-i-an mai-i] 
NZ-dog them.d 3dS-RZ-transfer NZ-eat-3sO-NZ DAT-3sO 
‘the dog that they (two) handed/gave food to’ 

(10) na-lipah [gølaru ar-to-bøtah lan] 
NZ-dog them.d 3dS-RZ-sit LOC.3s 
‘the dog that they (two) sat on’ 

(11) na-lipah [gølaru ar-to-tibau søhor-i] 
NZ-dog them.d 3dS-RZ-big surpass-3sO 
‘the dog that they (two) were bigger than’ 

(12) na-lipah [nø-dariða-n Ø-to-bølav] 
NZ-dog NZ-ear-3s.POSR 3sS-RZ-long 
‘the dog whose ears are long’ 

13.1.1 Functions expressed by relative clauses 
Time and location adjuncts are typically expressed by NPs containing a relative 

clause. The time adjunct may be filled by a NP or by a prepositional phrase 

containing the NP in question and usually introduced by the preposition len 

‘in/on/at’. 

13.1.1.1 Temporal clause 

Time adjuncts often contain a NP consisting of nøboð ‘day/time’ (or for some 

speakers the equivalent Bislama borrowing nøtaim) modified by a relative clause. 

The time adjunct may precede or follow the predicate of the main clause. In every 

case this particular NP encodes the concept of ‘when’ with the particular ‘when’ 

further specified by the relative clause. Notice that when the potential prefix is used 

(14), it marks future time. In the following examples the head of the NP and the 

relativiser are bold, and the relative clause is enclosed in square brackets. 

(13) Nø-boð [na-tøboi Ø-to-matu] namtu-han-i. 
NZ-day NZ-navele 3sS-RZ-ripe 1peS.R-eat-3sO 
‘When the navele was ripe, we ate it.’ 

(14) Nø-boð [na-viþu Ø-þi-ðod] ale te-ruæ-ruæ-i. 
NZ-day NZ-bamboo 3sS-POT-dry SEQ 3sS.IR-RED-pound-3sO 
‘When the bamboo is dry then he’ll pound it (splitting it ready for weaving).’ 

(15) A-Tso e-þut nø-boð [a-na-n Ø-to-pas-i]. 
PZ-Joe 3sS.R-mute NZ-day PZ-mother-3s.POSR 3sS-RZ-bear-3sO 
‘Joe was mute when his mother bore him.’  

 
This example shows that the referents marked within the relative clause are 

pragmatically determined. Unlike the referencing of the major arguments described 

in §13.1.1, the HEAD noun being modified by the relative clause has no reference 

within the relative clause since it is a time word. The subject of the relative clause is 

referenced by subject person number agreement on the relativised verb in (13) and 
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(14), and in (15) the subject of the sentence is referenced by the object enclitic on the 

relativised verb. 

13.1.1.2 Locative clauses 

Location adjuncts often contain a NP consisting of naut ‘place’ modified by a 

relative clause. The location adjunct (like the time adjunct) may precede or follow 

the predicate of the main clause. In every case this particular NP encodes the concept 

of ‘where’ with the particular ‘where’ further specified by the relative clause. In the 

following examples the head and the relativiser are bold, and the relative clause is 

enclosed in square brackets. In the same way as for the head noun of the time 

adjuncts described in §13.1.1.1 above, for the head noun of a location adjunct, the 

modifying relative clause has no reference within the relative clause since it is a 

location word. 

(16) Nø-sa-løboi na-ut [Ø-to-pat lan]. 
1sS-NEG-know NZ-place 3sS-RZ-stay LOC.3s 
‘I don’t know where it is.’ 

(17) Le-sø-bar-i van i-bar na-ut [Ø-to-sar-ieh] ale i-van. 
3pS-NEG-touch-3sO DUR 3sS.R-reach NZ-place 3sS-RZ-spear-fish SEQ 3sS.R-go 
‘They did’t touch it until it reached where he(one) spear fishes, then it went.’ 

(18) Lu-van va-rið-i lan na-ut togon [namt-to-rið-rið-i lan]… 
3pS.R-go PURP-put-3sO LOC.3s NZ-place other 1peS-RZ-RED-put-3sO LOC.3s 
‘They went to put it (turtle) in it, the other place where we put it (them) in.’ 

(19) Na-ut enan [a-Ron Ø-to-bar høn nø-baið enan ti-van nø-hab]… 
NZ-place that PZ-Ron 3sS-RZ-drop TZ NZ-green.snail that 3sS.IR-go NZ-fire 
‘That place where Ron dropped that green snail to go (into) the fire…’  

(20) Ø-þi-toh len na-ut ideh [nø-mani Ø-to-þuer ale nil  
3sS-POT-live in NZ-place any NZ-money 3sS-RZ-be.not SEQ nail  

 
Ø-to-þuer na-tit ýisi Ø-to-þuer] ale gu-gol i-mai-egai: 
3sS-RZ-without NZ-thing all 3sS-RZ-be.not SEQ 2sS.R-do 3sS.R-like-this 
‘If he lives where there’s no money and no nails, where there’s nothing, OK he does this:…’ 

13.2 Complement clauses 
For the purposes of describing subordinate clauses I have used a fairly restricted 

definition of complement clause. A complement clause is a clause that is embedded 

within another clause and that characteristically functions as a core argument of that 

other clause. In Maskelynes the only core arguments are subject and object. For 

examples in this section, the item under discussion is bold and the subordinate clause 

is enclosed in square brackets. 
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13.2.1 Complementisation 

There is a complementising particle ke that introduces an embedded clause as the 

object complement of the preceding verb (§13.2.2) or subject complement of the 

following verb (§13.2.3). This complementiser is capable of functioning as a verb, 

most commonly replacing a preceding verb of desire or expression. Usually the 

original verb is reconstructable from the context, but there can be ambiguity. Thus:  

(21) A-Tata i-kel ke [ni-a han-i]. 
PZ-Dad 3sS.R-say CMPZ 1sS.IR-go eat-3sO 
‘Dad told me to go eat it.’ 

(22) A-Tata e-løðon ke [ni-a han-i]. 
PZ-Dad 3sS.R-want CMPZ 1sS.IR-go eat-3sO 
‘Dad wanted me to go eat it.’ 

(23) A-Tata i-ke [ni-a han-i]. 
PZ-Dad 3sS.R-CMPZ 1sS.IR-go eat-3sO 
‘Dad told/wanted me to go eat it.’/ ‘Dad said, “I’ll go to eat it.”’ 

(24) Na-ieh gail lu-ke [li-han þon-þon]. 
NZ-fish p 3pS.R-CMPZ 3pS.IR-eat RED-unite 
‘The fishes wanted to eat together.’ 

(25) Nu-ke [ne-¹ur nø-davurhø-has]. 
1sS.R-CMPZ 1sS.IR-buy NZ-egg-ant 
‘I want to buy rice.’ 

(26) I-ke [te-vi Hoti damøðai]. 
3sS.R-CMPZ 3sS.IR-go.to Hoti today 
‘He said he’ll go to Hoti today.’/ ‘He wants to go to Hoti today.’ 

 
In the case of (23), it would be more usual to have the near future particle dereh 

preceding nia hani if it was to be a direct quote. This leaves the two possibilities of 

‘Dad told/wanted me to go eat it.’ both of which actually have the same effect on the 

hearer. Regardless of whether the verb was ‘told’ or ‘wanted’, he is being obedient. 

In (26), without a greater context both meanings are possible. One could only know 

which was meant from some previous conversation, such as if the person was asked 

whether he was going to Hoti tomorrow, or if he was discussing his broken canoe 

which made it impossible to go regardless of his desire. 

13.2.2 Object complements 
The most commonly occurring complements are object complements following verbs 

of desire, cognition, perception and expression. This is usually achieved by inserting 

the complementiser ke between the main verb and the complement. In the following 

examples, the complementiser is bold and the object complement is enclosed in 

square brackets. 
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(27) No-løðon ke [ge-vi tarhø-t-e sinamito ýisi]. 
1sS.R-want CMPZ 2sS.IR-go.to side-PW-3sO our.pe all 
‘I want you to help all of us.’ (literally: ‘go to all our side’) 

(28) Nø-boð lo-to-ris-i lo-løboi ke [galito ideh dereh ti-mat]. 
NZ-day 3pS-RZ-see-3sO 3pS.R-know CMPZ them.p any FUT 3sS.IR-die 
‘When they see it they know that (any/some) one of them will soon die.’ 

(29) Lu-saþ-i ke [nø-lan Ø-to-dað asike lu-gol na-t-ideh…] 
3pS.R-find-3sO CMPZ NZ-wind 3sO-RZ-strong IR.NEG 3pS.R-do NZ-thing-any 
‘They found that the wind was strong and they couldn’t do anything…’ 

(30) I-sor viles gølaru ke [gølaru ar-sa-vi vanuan ideh…] 
3sS.R-talk ?destroy them.d CMPZ they.d 3dS-NEG-COP person any 
‘He ridiculed the two of them that they weren’t anybody…’/ ‘He ridiculed the two of them 
saying, “They aren’t anybody…”’ 

 
Example (30) may be interpreted as either a direct quote or an indirect quote. There 

appears to be no structural difference, just the contextual difference of whether ‘he 

ridiculed them’ to their faces or to someone else, and the intonation (see §13.2.2.1 

below). 
 
An object complement may occur for some verbs in the absence of the object enclitic 

(27), for others in its presence (29) or for still others with either. It is also quite 

common (as in (29) above and (39) in §13.2.2.1) for the verb of an object 

complement to be marked with the relativiser prefix to- or the potential prefix 

þi-/þe-. This appears to be subordinate marking in agreement with the 

complementiser, and is most prevalent when the verb of the complement clause is 

realis. There is no indication that the relative prefix or potential prefix marks a 

relative clause modifying a NP head. In fact, for (39) to have the meaning ‘He said 

that it was a shark that bit him’, a relativised copula would need to be inserted before 

na-behi ‘shark’.  
 
An object complement may, in fact, occur in the absence of the complementiser, as is 

the case in (31). In good story-telling style, occasionally for a direct quote, the 

complementiser is absent but the quote has an initial high intonation that drops over 

the period of the quote.  

(31) Nø-boð nø-log ar-to-par høn-i Ø-to-noð i-manug  
NZ-day NZ-laplap 3dS-RZ-stone.cook TZ-3sO 3sS-RZ-finish 3sS.R-cooked  

 
ale aru-vit-i. [O møhaibø-gw, gømai dari-han]. 
SEQ 3dS.R-scoop.out-3sO oh grandchild-1s.POSR come 1diS.IR-eat 
‘When the laplap that the two of them cooked was finished, it was cooked, OK the two of them 
scooped it out (of the cooking hole), “Oh my grandchild, come let’s eat.” 
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13.2.2.1 Quotative clauses 
A Maskelynes quotative clause is an object complement that can be either a direct or 

an indirect quote. Direct quotes always carry a direct quote intonation that rises 

significantly on the first word of the quote and tends to remain higher than normal 

for the duration of the quote.286 Direct quotes may be introduced by the 

complementiser ke following a main verb of perception, cognition or expression. 

(32) I-kel mai ginau ke [Sa-date-møtahw]. 
3sS.R-say DAT me CMPZ PHB-1piS.IR-fear 
‘He said to me that we should not be afraid.’/ ‘He said to me “Let us not be afraid!”’ 

(33) Lo-løboi ke [O ha¹ut egaii i-masig]. 
3pS.R-know CMPZ oh old.man the 3sS.R-lost 
‘They knew, “Oh the old man is lost.”’ 

 
Example (32) appears to be an indirect quote. The subject is third person singular and 

the indirect object is first person singular, yet within the quote, the first person plural 

inclusive is used. In many cultures of Vanuatu a speaker will identify with the group 

with whom he is speaking and include himself as one of that group. Hence by 

hortatory style this is a direct quote. And in fact by intonation it is also marked as a 

direct quote. Direct quotes may also be introduced by a verbalised form of the 

complementiser inflected for subject person/number and mode with ellipsis of the 

main verb. In this case the complementiser carries the default meaning of ‘said’, 

whereas for the same structure in indirect quotes and other object complements, the 

meaning of the main verb must be reconstructed from the context. 

(34) A-bat i-ke, [O i-voi, ginau ni-van vø-sar-ieh]. 
PZ-thumb 3sS.R-CMPZ oh 3sS.R-good I 1sS.IR-go PURP-spear-fish 
‘Thumb said, “Oh good, I’ll go spear-fishing.”’ 

(35) Aru-ke, [Gaiug go-vi a-natu-n na-tømat]. 
3dS.R-CMPZ you.s 2sS.R-COP PZ-child-3s.POSR NZ-devil 
‘The two of them said, “You, you’re (a) child of the devil.”’ 

 
Direct quotes may occur without a complementiser, but with direct quote intonation 

(see (31) above). 

(36) Gai e-søho(¹u)t, [O nu-mat]!” 
he 3sS.R-startled oh 1sS.R-die 
‘He was startled, “Oh I’m dead!”’ 

 

                                                           
286 Measurement of the mean ± three standard deviations of the difference in pitch between the complementiser 
and the first word of the direct quote for one speaker in a single narrative containing 11 direct quotes was 116 ± 
45 Hz. This means that the pitch of a direct quote was significantly higher than the pitch of the immediately 
preceding complementiser. 
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Like direct quotes, indirect quotes may be introduced by use of a verbalised form of 

the complementiser (although this is fairly rare in recorded texts).287  

(37) A-Tevit i-ke [ni-a pat-i], no-møtahun nø-þi-pat-i 
PZ-David 3sS.R-CMPZ 1sS.IR-go carry-3sO 1sS.R-not.want 1sS-POT-carry-3sO 
‘David wanted me to go carry it (the rat), I didn’t want to carry it.’  

(38) A-se i-ke [nø-þi-van]? 
PZ-who 3sS.R-CMPZ 1sS-POT-go? 
‘Who said that I would go?’/ ‘Who wanted me to go?’ 

(39) I-ke [na-behi Ø-to-hat-i]. 
3sS.R-CMPZ NZ-shark 3sS-RZ-bite-3sO 
‘He said that a shark had bitten him.’ 

 
Indirect quotes are introduced by the complementiser ke, but with no change in the 

intonation pattern.  

(40) No-kis a-Tevit ke [te-gøm ris-i]. 
1sS.R-call PZ-David CMPZ 3sS.IR-come see-3sO 
‘I called David to come see it (the rat).’ 

13.2.3 Subject complements 
Lynch (2000a:164) states that for Anejoæ ‘subject complements can only be 

expressed by nominalisations’. If his view of what constitutes a complement is 

adopted, then Maskelynes also has subject complements that are not marked by the 

complementiser ke.  

(41) [Na-sor-þal-þal-an] i-wal habat. 
NZ-talk-RED-fight-NZ 3sS.R-noisy INTNS 
‘The arguing/argument was very noisy.’ 

 
Unfortunately this analysis is not consistent with the definition of complement clause 

given in §13.2 above. If the only requirement for being called a complement clause 

was nominalisation, then any nominalised verb functioning as subject or object could 

potentially be considered a complement. Considering the large number of nouns in 

Maskelynes that are derived from verbs, this analysis would be unhelpful. Because a 

minimal clause is a verb, and because verbs (with the exception of imperative mood) 

carry subject person inflection and, when no syntactic object is present, also carry the 

object enclitic, then a minimal clause would normally be understood to include 

subject inflection with or without the object enclitic. Since nominalisations do not 

include such subject inflection, for the purposes of this description they are not 

considered to be clauses and are thus not described as complement clauses. 

                                                           
287 Note the ambiguity in these examples (see also §13.2.1). This may be the reason that indirect quotations 
introduced by the verbalised form of the complementiser alone are rare. 
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In fact, while not readily apparent, subject complements do exist in Maskelynes, 

although with a limited range of state-process verbs, and an alteration in syntactic 

order of constituents. Thus in the example below, because the complement must 

follow the complementiser ke, pragmatically this requires that the subject 

complement follow the main verb rather than preceding it, though the default 

SV/AVO syntactic order of constituents is retained in vestigial form as inflection on 

the main verb, resulting in a dummy subject. 

(42) I-voi ke [a-natu-gw i-pat]. 
3sS.R-good CMPZ PZ-child-1s.POSR 3sS.R-sleep 
‘It’s good that my kid sleep.’/ ‘(Let) my kid sleep. (Don’t wake her).’ 

 
Normally the construction exemplified in (42) is used as a polite imperative or 

necessitative with the complement clause marked by either irrealis or potential 

mode.288 

(43) I-voi ke [møte-søsøloð høn na-soru-an sagw]. 
3sS.R-good CMPZ 2pS.IR-hear TZ NZ-talk-NZ my 
‘It’s good that you listen to my words.’ / ‘Listen to what I say!’  

(44) Ø-sa-nor ke [Ø-þi-maur am]. 
3sS-NEG-correct CMPZ 3sS-POT-live more 
‘It’s not right that he continues to live.’ (Implied: ‘Kill him!’) 

 
A similar structure also results in a subject complement, but the relator høn-i 

functions as the subordinator/complementiser (see §7.2.2.8 and §7.2.2.9). 

(45) I-voi høn [gidat dat-þe-rið na-ut egai]. 
3sS.R-good PURP we.pi 1piS-POT-leave NZ-place this 
‘It’s good that we leave this place’/ ‘It’s good for us to leave this place.’ 

(46) Na-ut enan i-dað habat høn [dat-þi-saþ na-t-gal-enan tutut]. 
NZ-place that 3sS.R-hard INTNS PURP 1piS-POT-find NZ-thing-p-that quickly 
‘(In) that place it’s very hard to find those things quickly.’ 

13.3 Other contexts requiring subordinators 
There are a number of contexts in which subordinators are found, where other forms 

in conjunction with a subordinator convey a variety of different meanings. Some of 

these involve a verb and a subordinator, some involve a relator and a subordinator, 

some involve two-word subordinators and some involve a series of subordinators. 

Many of these structures fill peripheral adjunct slots such as time, location, purpose, 

reason, condition or concession.  

                                                           
288 While this is true, many of the younger generation understand this to be a recommendation rather than a 
command. 
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In all of the examples in this section the feature under discussion is bold and the 

subordinate clause is enclosed in square brackets. 

13.3.1 Abilitative and inabilitative 
Abilitative mode is achieved by a subordinate construction where verbs marked by 

the subordinating potential mode follow the transitive verb løboi-i ‘know/able’ as an 

object complement: 

(47) Gaiug æau go-løboi [gø-þe-¹usan ginamito]. 
you(s) alone 2sS.R-able 2sS-POT-show us.pe 
‘You alone can show us.’ (Literally: ‘You alone are able that you might show us.’) 

(48) No-løboi [nø-þe-gø-gar]. 
1sS.R-able 1sS-POT-RED-swim 
‘I can swim.’ (Literally: ‘I am able that I might swim.’) 

 
The inabilitative is achieved in the same way, by making løboi ‘know/able’ negative 

or by replacing it with the transitive verb dødas ‘unable’:289 

(49) Lø-sa-løboi [lø-þi-gol nø-wag Ø-þi-nor]. 
3pS-NEG-able 3pS-POT-make NZ-canoe 3sS-POT-straight 
‘They were unable to straighten/fix the canoe.’ 

(50) Lo-dødas høn [lø-þi-gol nø-wag Ø-þi-nor]. 
3pS.R-unable TZ 3pS-POT-make NZ-canoe 3sS-POT-straight 
‘They were unable to straighten/fix the canoe.’ 

 
In example (50) above, the subordinate clause enclosed in square brackets is also a 

core serialisation expressing cause. Notice that both verbs in the CSV construction 

are marked for potential mode. 

(51) Nø-mavløsus e-dødas høn [Ø-þe-pit gai søþo-n]… 
NZ-emperor.fish 3sS.R-unable TZ 3sS-POT-paint him alone-3s.POSR 
‘The emperor fish couldn’t paint himself…’ 

 
For completeness sake it should be noted that there is a second construction used for 

abilitative and inabilitative, where the verb løboi-i ‘know’ is followed by a 

nominalised verb as object rather than an object complement, thus:  

(52) Gamito høn møto-løboi na-gø-gar-an, miti-gar il a  æo. 
you.p REAS 2pS.R-know NZ-RED-swim-NZ 2pS.IR-swim stand LOC first.  
‘You, because you can swim, you swim in front.’290 
 

                                                           
289 It is an oddity of dødas that it appears with the transitiviser høn with approximately the same frequency as 
without. Since the stem takes the object enclitic -i indicating that it is a transitive verb, it is odd that some 
speakers always use it with høn in the inabilitative construction. 
290 Although høn was glossed REAS here, it is also possible that it could be acting as a relativiser, thus ‘You who 
can swim…’. While this is an attractive possibility, it would seem unlikely because the morphological relativiser 
to- would be pragmatically a simpler option, thus Gamito møt-to-løboi nagøgaran… ‘You who can swim…’. 
In addition, while høn does act as a subordinator, it normally only does so in conjunction with a following 
relativiser prefix to- or potential prefix þi-/þe-.  
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(53) Ale gamit høn møt-sa-løboi na-gø-gar-an, miti-tariv 
then you.p REAS 2pS-NEG-know NZ-RED-swim-NZ 2pS.IR-carry 
 
nø-tar-hai, miti-sal lan. 
NZ-other.side-wood  2pS.IR-float LOC.3s 
‘Then you because you can’t swim, you carry planks and float on them.’ 

13.3.2 Possibilitative and dubitative 
Possibilitative mode (what might happen) is achieved by a subordinate construction 

where verbs marked by the subordinating potential prefix þi-/þe- follow one of the 

two-word subordinators: hum(an) ma, suæ(an) ma or hun ma. Dubitative mode 

(what may have happened) is achieved in the same way but the relativiser to- 

replaces the potential prefix before the same two-word subordinators. The two-word 

subordinators all consist of one of the comparative verbs suæ(an) or hum(an) and 

the dubitative particle ma ‘might’, and usually appear in their concatenated forms as 

hum ma, suæ ma, and hun ma.291 While these constructions occur frequently in 

natural conversation, they occur rarely in recorded texts. 

(54) Suæ ma [Ø-þi-van]. 
like DUB 3sS-POT-go 
‘Maybe he’ll go./He might go.’ (Literally: ‘It’s like that he’ll go.’) 

(55) Lo-møtahw ke hum ma [lø-þi-kos len nø-vat]. 
3sS.R-fear CMPZ like DUB 3pS-POT-stuck on NZ-stone 
‘They were afraid that they might get stuck on the stone (run aground).’  

(56) Suæ ma [Ø-to-van]. 
like DUB 3sS-RZ-go 
‘Maybe he went./He might have gone.’ 

(57) E-hum ma [a-¹ul¹ulbað Ø-to-han galito tia ðai]. 
3sS.R-like DUB PZ-banyan.spirit 3sS.RZ-eat them.p COMP just 
‘Maybe Banyan spirit has just eaten them.’ 

13.3.3 Manner clauses 
A manner clause is one that is marked as subordinate and functions to describe the 

way in which an event or action happened. It is able to answer the question ‘how?’ 

Manner clauses may be introduced by one of the similarity verbs suæ(an), hum(an) 

or hun ‘like’, followed by either a relativised verb or the complementiser ke.292 The 

relativiser and the complementiser produce the same essential meaning, and despite 

                                                           
291 Hum(an) and suæ(an) are both normally verbs which can take an object, but aren’t marked for the object 
enclitic (thus carry no -i). In the past this was not the case, as some old men remember them carrying the object 
enclitic. This means that the encoding of possibilitative and dubitative modes both have the structural 
characteristics of object complements to these verbs (marked by relativisers, occur in object position), even 
though they do not immediately appear to be semantically subordinate.  
292 These verbs are all synonymous, but hun tends to be used for comparison to inanimate things, thus, ‘it was 
like lightning’; human and suæan are used for comparison to animate entities, thus, ‘Tony is like his dad’, and 
are interchangeable. For both suæan and human, there is a high tendency to remove the final an in flowing 
speech, although with suæan this may result in ambiguity with suæ ‘kiss’. 
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both being realis mode, the comparison is made, not necessarily to a real happening, 

but to a construct or stereotype, or to a hypothetical situation. Nevertheless the clause 

marking the point of similarity (that is the subordinate clause) is marked as realis, as 

if it was a real situation in the past to which a comparison is being made.  

(58) Lu-hat-i hat-i hum [lo-to-is tøban]. 
3pS.R-bay.at-3sO bay.at-3sO like 3pS-RZ-bark next.to.3s 
‘They bayed at him, bayed at him as though they were barking next to him.’ 

(59) E-his-i suæan [Ø-to-vi a-natu-n]. 
She-raise-3sO like 3sS-RZ-COP PZ-child-3s.POSR 
‘She raised him as if he was her child.’ 

(60) Lu-sor viles ginau suæ [no-to-vi nø-vanuan kømas ðai]. 
3pS.R-talk ?destroy me like 1sS-RZ-COP NZ-person useless just 
‘They mocked me as though I was just a nothing.’  

(61) A-lat-enan sua hum [Ø-to-yar len mariug van] ale hum [Ø-to-van 
PZ-p-that one like 3sS-RZ-walk at night DUR  SEQ like 3sS-RZ-go 

 
va-dølaæ a-tata sagw].  
PURP-put.spell.on PZ-dad my 
‘It was as if one of those was walking at night and as if he went to cast a spell on my dad.’ 

(62) I-yar hun [nø-huh Ø-to-kølah len tan]. 
3sS.R-walk like NZ-crab 3sS-RZ-crawl on ground 
‘He walks like a crab that crawls on the ground.’ 

(63) L(u)-a tølmam hum ke [nø-mariboð i-gam gol-e…] 
3pS.R-go.to return like CMPZ NZ-day 3sS.R-run block-3sO 
‘They went to return as though the day had passed…’ 

(64) O damøðai datu-toh van e-hum ke [pøpadað høn nø-dað-an 
Oh today 1piS.R-live DUR 3sS.R-like CMPZ near TZ NZ-strong-NZ 

 
sadito e-vi pan]. 
our.all 3sS.R-go down 
‘Oh today we’re living, it’s as though our strength has nearly waned.’ 

(65) Na-bion enan e-hum ke [e-vi møhat ðai len na-ut…] 
NZ-sand that 3sS.R-like CMPZ 3sS.R-go.to up only on NZ-place 
‘That beach, it was as if it just went up on the land…’ 

13.3.4 Goal/time terminus – termination of motion in space or time 

Both goal and time terminus can be encoded by a clause beginning with the verb bar 

‘reach’ prefixed by the subordinating prefix va-/vø-.293 The main semantic 

component of termination in this word is found in the verb rather than the prefix. The 

prefix appears to mark duration of the previous verb with that duration ending only 

in the goal or time terminus. Because of this it is glossed in the following examples 

                                                           
293 Goal is defined in §12.4.3.2. In general, time as a peripheral role in propositions can be defined as the time at 
which an event or process begins, takes place, or ends, the period over which such an event or process takes place 
or the period elapsing between two events. In this case I have defined time terminus as the time marking the end 
of a process or event (including repeated event). 
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as DUR – durative aspect. This word vøbar ‘as far as’/ ‘until’ is used to mark the 

termination of an event in space or time.    
 
Goal – termination in space 

(66) I-yar mai gølaru [vø-bar na-ut a Navsah]. 
3sS.R-walk ACMP them.d DUR-reach NZ-place LOC Lamap 
‘He walked with them as far as Lamap.’ 

(67) I-yar van maienan van [vø-bar na-ut a lau]. 
3sS.R-walk go like.that go DUR-reach NZ-place LOC sea 
‘He walked on like that, as far as the shore.’ 

 
Time terminus – termination in time 

(68) Lo-rið-i len na-im bø-baðis salito [vø-bar nøboð togon]. 
3pS.R-put-3sO in NZ-house RED-bind their.p DUR-reach NZ-day next 
‘They put him in their prison until the next day.’ 

(69) I-toh mai gølaru [vø-bar nø-dam han Ø-to-vi 35]. 
3sS.R-live ACMP them.d DUR-reach NZ-age 3s.POSR 3sS-TZ-COP 35 
‘She lived with the two of them until she was 35.’ 

 
Some Maskelynes speakers say that vøbar is just a concatenation of verbs van + bar 

(‘go’ + ‘reach’ = ‘until’).294 One example that may indicate that vøbar is really van 

+ bar follows: 

(70) Namtu-varus van namtu-bar na-søhau. 
1peS.R-paddle go 1peS.R-reach NZ-reef 
‘We paddled until we reached the reef.’ 

 
Example (70) could also be a coordinate sentence, ‘We paddled on (and) we reached 

the reef.’ where the coordination is by juxtaposition. 

 
Since the main component of meaning for termination resides in the prefixed verb 

rather than the va-/vø- prefix, this should mean that other verbs containing that 

component of meaning could also be used to encode termination. The following 

example would seem to indicate that this may well be the case: 

(71) I-malkøkat van vø-mat. 
3sS.R-hungry go DUR-die 
‘He was so hungry he died.’ (Literally ‘He kept being hungry until he died.’)295 

 
It should also be noted that va-/vø- has at least one apparently non-subordinate use. 

                                                           
294 If vøbar ‘until’ is actually a concatenation of van bar ‘go reach’ as speakers say it is, then (66) could be 
analysed as a cumulative-subject serialisation. 
295 There is little doubt that here van marks durative aspect rather than path/direction, goal or even its verbal 
meaning of ‘go’. One could also argue that this example encodes a reason-result logical propositional relation. 
This would even be the case if the verb mat ‘die’ was used metaphorically to mean ‘incapable of further action, 
exhausted’ as is often the case. 
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When prefixed to the state-process verb sa ‘bad’, the resultant vøsa is used 

extensively as an intensifier. One would normally consider an intensifier based on 

‘bad’ to mostly intensify verbs with negative connotations, but as for terribly in 

English, its use has been extended to intensify verbs with positive connotations. 

(72) Gai i-sa vø-sa. 
he 3sS.R-bad DUR-bad 
‘He is terribly bad/evil.’ 

(73) Len na-sihau egai nø-mago i-¹an vø-sa. 
LOC NZ-year this NZ-mango 3sS.R-bear DUR-bad 
‘This year the mango is bearing prolifically.’ 

13.3.5 Sentences encoding logical relations 

13.3.5.1 Means-purpose: purpose clauses 
Purpose clauses are those that encode the purpose proposition of the logical 

interpropositional relation between means and purpose. In this section, the purpose 

clauses are subordinate to the main clause which encodes the means proposition. 

13.3.5.1.1 Purpose marked by subordinator va-/vø- 

Following a main clause containing a motion verb (or marked with the verb van ‘go’ 

indicating duration), the subordinating prefix va-/vø- marks a subordinate purpose 

clause, the whole sentence encoding a means-purpose interpropositional relation. 

(For the purpose prefix also see §8.1.1.6). The verb of the purpose clause is never 

marked for subject person, but is understood to be same-subject. In the following 

examples the subordinator is bold and the subordinate clause is enclosed in square 

brackets.  

(74) A-Tevit i-van [vø-pat kuv-i]. 
PZ-David 3sS.R-go PURP-carry out-3sO 
‘David went to take it out.’ 

(75) Namtu-yar vivile [va-ris na-im ýur-ýur]. 
1peS.R-walk outside PURP-see NZ-house RED-sell 
‘We walked outside to see the store.’ 

(76) A-hasu e-tølmam [va-toh len na-im ðai mai a-natu-n]. 
PZ-rat  3sS.R-return PURP-live in NZ-house just ACMP PZ-baby-3s.POSR 
‘Rat returned to just live in the house with her baby.’  

(77) Na-sehw egai e-mølah tøtas [vø-tav len na-im si-ha¹ut egai]. 
NZ-kingfisher this 3sS.R-fly again PURP-perch on NZ-house GEN-old.man this 
‘This kingfisher again flew to perch on this old man’s house.’ 
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13.3.5.1.2 Purpose marked by subordinator høn (ke) with þi-/þe- 

Another strategy to convey means-purpose employs an irrealis subordinate clause 

formed by the potential prefix þi-/þe- and the relator høn (occasionally with the 

complementiser ke). This strategy is by far the most commonly used strategy for 

non-motion verbs in the main means clause, but it may be used with motion verbs 

(78) instead of the strategy described in §13.3.5.1.1. It is also the strategy to be used 

when there is a change of subject as in (81) and (82) because the strategy described 

in §13.3.5.1.1 is not capable of indicating a different subject. In the following 

examples the subordinators are bold and the subordinate clause is enclosed by square 

brackets. 

(78) Lu-van høn [lø-þi-sav]. 
3pS.R-go PURP 3pS-POT-dance 
‘They went to dance.’ (Literally: ‘They went that they might dance.’) 

(79) Nu-kad nø-þol sua høn [nø-þi-hol høn-i mai gidato]. 
1sS.R-have NZ-story a PURP 1sS-POT-yarn TZ-3sO DAT us.pe 
‘I have a story to recount to us.’ 

(80) Miti-sal lan høn [møt-þi-bar na-vile]. 
2pS.IR-float LOC.3s PURP 2pS-POT-reach NZ-village 
‘You float on it to reach the village.’ 

(81) I-tað-tað høn [a-van ideh Ø-þe-søhar-i]. 
3sS.R-RED-cry PURP PZ-person any 3sS-POT-lead-3sO 
‘He kept crying for someone to lead him.’ 

(82) Dereh ni-baðis-i høn ke [Ø-þi-dað]. 
FUT 1sS.IR-tie-3sO PURP CMPZ 3sS-POT-strong 
‘Soon I’ll tie it so that it will be strong.’ 

13.3.5.2 Result-reason: reason clauses 
Reason clauses are those that encode the reason proposition of the logical 

interpropositional relation between reason and result. In the instances described 

below, the reason clauses are subordinate to, and add more information to the main 

clause, which gives the result. A number of different subordinators are used to mark 

the reason clause, and there can be more than one clause in both the main and the 

subordinate elements of the sentences below. 

13.3.5.2.1 Reason clause marked by sil-e 

The combination of an initial main clause, the relator sil-e and an immediately 

following subordinate clause marks the subordinate clause as a reason clause, with 

the main clause encoding the result proposition. Example (78) from §7.2.5.2 is 
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repeated as (83) here. The data would tend to indicate that sil functions as a 

subordinator when it introduces a reason element containing a relativised verb. 

(83) E-søvar galito sil [lo-to-vønoh nø-man enan lo-to-han-i]. 
3sS.R-swear.at them.p REAS 3pS-RZ-steal NZ-fowl that 3pS-RZ-eat-3sO 
‘He swore at them because they stole that chook that they ate.’ 

(84) Gaiug nø-lo-æ i-sa sil [nø-sa go-to-¹os  
You.s NZ-inner.being-2s.POSR 3sS.R-bad REAS NZ-what 2sS-RZ-slap 

 
a-soa-æ nino]. 
PZ-spouse-2s.POSR yesterday 
‘You feel bad because you slapped your wife yesterday.’ 

13.3.5.2.2 Reason marked by subordinator husur (ke) 

The subordinator husur with or without a following complementiser ke can function 

to introduce a subordinate reason clause (see also §12.3.6.1). While the predominate 

pattern is for the subordinate clause to follow the main clause, it can precede it (88). 

Once again the main clause encodes the result proposition. 

(85)  No-ris nø-vanuan lo-to-vivile husur ke [lo-møtahw]. 
1sS.R-see NZ-people 3pS-RZ-outside REAS CMPZ 3pS.R-fear 
‘I saw people who were outside because they were afraid.’ 

(86) Namto-søsøhau lan gømai husur [namtu-tah gat na-þilti-hit  
1peS.R-yodel LOC.3s come REAS 1peS.R-hold tightly NZ-AUG-octopus  
 
e-sua]. 
3sS.R-one 
‘We yodelled it (the song) coming because we caught a large octopus.’ 
 

(87) Dereh dati-saþ-i te-tutut husur ke [dat-þi-sor vi Lamap]. 
FUT 1piS.IR-find-3sO 3sS.IR-quickly REAS CMPZ 1piS-POT-talk DIR Lamap 
‘We’ll find it quickly because we’ll talk to Lamap.’ 

(88) Husur ke [no-løboi na-¹ide san], nø-sa-søsøloð høn-i. 
REAS CMPZ 1sS.R-know NZ-manner 3s.POSR 1sS-NEG-hear TZ-3sO 
‘Because I know his life-style, I didn’t listen to him.’ 

13.3.5.2.3 Reason marked by subordinator bathut (ke) 

The part-whole noun nøbathute can also occur with an extended meaning to 

introduce a subordinate reason clause. Its original meaning is ‘main part of, origin of, 

basis of’, but with grammaticalisation as a subordinator this has been extended to be 

‘the reason or means by which a state of being came about’. When used with this 

extended meaning it doesn’t occur with the nominaliser nø-, nor does it usually occur 

with the final -e. The main clause encodes the result proposition and usually 

precedes the subordinate reason clause, although this order may be reversed (see (91) 

reproduced from (184) in §4.2.14).  
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(89) Lo-tuð nø-hab høn lø-þe-titileh bathut [na-us i-han galit], 
3pS.R-ignite NZ-fire PURP 3pS-POT-warm.self REAS NZ-rain 3sS.R-soak them.p 

 
lu-mos-mos. 
3pS.R-RED-wet 
‘They lit a fire to warm themselves because the rain had soaked them, they were wet.’ 

(90) Dereh na-vøla-n ti-tob bathut [e-vi nø-æat sua Ø-to-sa]… 
FUT NZ-hand-3s.POSR 3sS.IR-swell REAS 3sS.R-COP NZ-snake one 3sS-RZ-bad 
‘Soon his hand would/will swell because it was/is a bad snake…’ 

(91) [Bathut na-t-gal-enan ýisi e-vi e-saæ], gaiug æau go-løboi  
because NZ-thing-p-that all 3sS.R-COP 3sS.R-your.s you.s FOC 2sS.R-able  

 
gø-þe-¹usan ginamito høn namt-þi-kad na-høha¹ur-an lan. 
2sS-POT-show us.pe PURP 1peS-POT-have NZ-happy-NZ LOC.3s 
‘Because all those things are yours, now you, you can teach us to have joy in it.’ 

13.3.5.3 Reason-result: result clause 

13.3.5.3.1 Result marked by subordinator  høn (ke) or høn with to- 

These clauses are very difficult to distinguish from purpose. The example below 

shows the difference, which is that the reason clause is preposed to the subordinating 

høn ke that introduces the result clause.296 For reason-result interpropositional 

relations, the examples until now have the result clause usually followed by a 

subordinate reason clause. The reverse is true here. A further example with a similar 

structure to the examples in §13.3.5.1.2 is given in (93). In this case, unlike the 

subordinate purpose clauses, which are marked as irrealis relative clauses by the 

potential mode prefix þi-/þe-, the subordinate result clause in (93) is marked as 

realis by the relativiser to-. Because of its structural similarity to the purpose clause, 

one could also contend that this structure provides a purpose clause where the 

purpose is already fulfilled at the time of the telling. Semantically, however, a 

fulfilled purpose is indistinguishable from a result. 

(92) No-um høn na-vøla-gw høn ke [namt-sø-par tit-ideh]. 
1sS.R-work INST NZ-hand-1s.POSR REAS CMPZ 1peS-NEG-lack thing-any 
‘I worked with my hands so that we lacked nothing.’ 

(93)  Lo-gømai høn [lo-to-ris na-im gail]… 
3pS.R-come REAS 3pS-RZ-see NZ-houses p 
‘They came so that they saw the houses…’ 

13.3.5.4 Cause-effect: effect clauses 
A cause-effect interpropositional relation is a kind of reason-result relation. An initial 

main clause encodes the cause proposition and is followed by the causative verb gol 

                                                           
296 Note that while (82) and (92) have similar form, (82) is in irrealis mode, consistent with the unrealised nature 
of purpose. 
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‘do/make’ and the complementiser ke which introduce the effect clause. In this 

relationship, the main clause (representing the cause proposition) becomes the 

default subject for the verb gol ‘do/make’ (as indicated by its 3sS prefix in (94)) and 

causes the effect described by the following subordinate effect clause. 

(94) Lu-sah sur nø-lai, i-gol ke [nø-lan e-¹uv nø-wag  
3pS.R-attach shift NZ-sail 3sS.R-make CMPZ NZ-wind 3sS.R-blow NZ-canoe  

 
wol enan, e-¹uv tab høn-i]. 
sail that 3sS.R-blow continue TZ-3sO 
‘They furled sail, so the wind blew that ship, it blew it all the way.” 

(95) Na-t-ideh Ø-sa-visi høn-i gol ke [a-vanuan gal-egai  
NZ-thing-any 3sS-NEG-happen TZ-3sO make CMPZ PZ-person p-this  

 
nau-an salit gail lu-ke, Avil]… 
think-NZ their.p p 3pS.R-CMPZ but 
‘Nothing happened to him so these people’s thoughts, they said, “But…”’ 

(96) Na-mile-n e-susuah dan galito gol ke [lø-sa-løboi  
NZ-meaning-3s.POSR 3sS.R-hide ABL them.p make CMPZ 3pS-NEG-know  

 
nø-sa Ø-to-kel-e]. 
NZ-what 3sS-RZ-say-3sO 
‘His/its meaning was hidden from them so they didn’t understand what he said.’ 

13.3.5.5 Concession-contraexpectation: concession clauses 
A concession clause is the subordinate clause in a sentence that encodes a 

concession-contraexpectation interpropositional relation. A concession clause 

provides the condition or reason for a particular expectation to exist, then the 

contraexpectation is provided by the main clause. The subordinate concession clause 

may occur before or after the main clause which encodes the contraexpectation 

proposition. In Maskelynes, concession clauses are usually introduced by the two-

word subordinator naut kømas ‘despite/although/even though’. The subordinator 

may also be followed by the complementiser ke or relativiser to-. 

(97) Na-ut kømas [nibe-gw i-mat-mat] nu-van. 
NZ-place useless body-1s.POSR 3sS.R-RED-die 1sS.R-go 
‘Even though I was tired, I went.’ (Literally: ‘Even though my body was half dead, I went.’) 

(98) Gai i-tah mai galit na-ut kømas [lo-to-møtahun-i]. 
he 3sS.R-hold ACMP them.p NZ-place useless 3pS-RZ-not.want-3sO 
‘He stuck to them even though they didn’t want him.’ 

(99) Aru-saþ-i na-ut kømas ke [ar-sa-løboi-i]. 
3dS.R-find-3sO NZ-place useless CMPZ 3dS-NEG-know-3sO 
‘The two of them found her despite not knowing her.’ 

 
In examples (97)-(99), the concession clauses are all marked as realis mode and so 

are the contraexpectation clauses. In a modification of (97), the concession clause is 
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realis while the contraexpectation is irrealis. Note, however, that the irrealis 

contraexpectation (100) makes the default understanding of the concession clause as 

being in the present rather than in the past as for (97). 

(100) Na-ut kømas [nibe-gw i-mat-mat] dereh ni-van. 
NZ-place useless body-1s.POSR 3sS.R-RED-die FUT 1sS.IR-go 
‘Even though I am tired, soon I’ll go.’ 

13.3.5.6 Condition-consequence: condition clauses 
A condition clause is one which is marked as potentially or hypothetically fact rather 

than as actually fact. In Maskelynes there are two main types of condition clause, one 

with an expected outcome marked by the potential prefix þi-/þe-, the second with an 

expected non-outcome marked by the hypothetical prefix ta-/tø-. An expected 

outcome means that what is stated in the condition clause is expected to happen. By 

contrast, an expected non-outcome means that what is stated in the condition clause 

is not expected to happen.297 Examples given in §8.1.1.3.3 and §8.1.1.3.4 on the 

potential and hypothetical mode prefixes (both of which mark conditional clauses) 

are repeated here for convenience. As can be seen in (101) and (102) below, although 

the second verb (marking the consequence of the condition) may be marked in the 

same way as the first, it is not usually considered to be another condition, but to be 

the potential (101) or hypothetical (102) consequence of the condition clause. In 

these two examples, the condition and the consequence are both dependent clauses, 

making them interdependent rather than having a main independent clause. The same 

is true of the examples in §13.3.5.6.4. 
 
Positive expectation 

(101) [Gø-þi-gam] [gø-þi-mat]. 
2sS-POT-run 2sS-POT-die 
‘If you run (and you probably will), you’ll die (and you probably will). 

 
Negative expectation 

(102) [Gø-tø-gam] [gø-tø-mat]. 
2sS-HYP-run 2sS-HYP-die 
‘If you were to run (and you probably won’t), you’d die (and you probably won’t). OR 
‘If you had run (and you didn’t) you would have died (but you didn’t).’ 

 

                                                           
297 As it happens, there is also an expectation that if someone fulfills the condition of the hypothetical, something 
undesireable will happen. So the expectation works at two levels: one in so far as the hypothetical condition is 
expected not to be fulfilled, the other that fulfulling it tends to bring misfortune. 
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A condition clause is the subordinate clause of a logical condition-consequence 

interpropositional relationship. The condition clause provides the imagined condition 

that leads to the consequence provided by the main clause. Condition clauses may be 

divided into a number of types. 

13.3.5.6.1 Simple condition clauses 
Simple condition clauses presuppose that the condition is one that is expected to 

happen. Because they are marked by the potential prefix, they are by nature 

unrealised but they nevertheless present situations as potentially fact. The fulfilment 

of the condition is uncertain. 

(103) [Ø-þi-manuð] ge-¹us-i. 
3sS-POT-cooked 2sS.IR-add.coconut.cream.to-3sO 
‘If it  is cooked, add coconut cream to it.’  

(104) [Gø-þe-ris a-ieh mial], e-bisibis ýisi. 
1sS-POT-see PZ-fish brown 3sS.R-red all 
‘If you look at Redfish , he’s all red.’ 

13.3.5.6.2 Negative condition clauses 
In negative condition clauses, the condition is as described above, but that condition 

is made negative by the preceding irrealis negative marker asike. 

(105) [A-la-hutai asike lø-þe-søsøloð høn-i], dereh te-bilas galito. 
PZ-p-child IR.NEG 3pS-POT-hear TZ-3sO FUT 3sS.IR-whip them.p 
‘If the children don’t listen to him /unless the children listen to him, he’ll whip them.’ 

(106)  [Asike gø-þi-gol-e], nø-hasu asike i-mat. 
IR.NEG 2sS-POT-do-3sO NZ-rat IR.NEG 3sS.R-die 
‘Unless you do it/if you don’t do it, the rat won’t die.’ 

(107) [Asike Ø-þi-kad na-t-ideh Ø-to-voi], dati-mabe? 
IR.NEG 3sS-POT-have NZ-thing-any 3sS-RZ-good 1piS.IR-how 
‘If there isn’t anything that’s good, how will we be?/what will we do?’ 

13.3.5.6.3 Concession-condition clauses 
A concession-condition interpropositional relation combines the characteristics of a 

concession clause with those of a condition clause. The subordinate concession 

clause is introduced by the two-word subordinator naut kømas, and the verb is then 

marked as a simple condition by the potential prefix. 

(108) Na-ut kømas [na-ut Ø-þi-mot-mot], dati-han marireu. 
NZ-place useless NZ-place 3sS-POT-RED-dark 1piS.IR-eat field 
‘Even if it’s dark, we’ll eat on the field.’ 

(109) Na-ut kømas [na-us Ø-þe-us], dereh ti-teh. 
NZ-place useless NZ-rain 3sS-POT-rain FUT 3sS.IR-fall. 
‘Even if it rains, it (the plane) will soon land .’ 
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The condition part of the concession-condition clause may also occur as a negative 

condition. 

(110) Na-ut kømas [asike lø-þe-gømai], ginau ni-mas-um. 
NZ-place useless IR.NEG 3pS-POT-come me 1sS.IR-OBG-work 
‘Even if they don’t come, I’ll have to work.’ 

13.3.5.6.4 Hypothetical/contrafactual clauses 
These presuppose that the condition is one that is not expected to happen. Because 

both clauses are marked by the hypothetical prefix, the hypothetical clauses are by 

nature imagined, presenting both the condition and the consequence situations as 

contrary-to-fact.  

(111)  [Na-møtu Ø-ta-þuer] [ar-tø-þal o Ø-ta-þuer]? 
NZ-coconut 3sS-HYP-be.not 3dS-HYP-fight or 3sS-HYP-be.not 
‘If the coconut hadn’t been there, would the two of them have fought or not?’ 

 
The hypothetical clause can also occur as a negative hypothetical.   

(112) [Asike lø-ta-wol damøðai] [nø-wag asike Ø-tø-masig]. 
IR.NEG 3pS-HYP-sail today NZ-canoe IR.NEG 3sS-HYP-lost 
‘If they hadn’t sailed today, the canoe wouldn’t be lost.’ (They sailed and it was lost). 
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14 Coordination 
Coordination is the process of linking grammatical units of equal status or level, thus 

word to word, phrase to phrase, clause to clause or sentence to sentence. The forms 

used to link these grammatical units are called coordinate conjunctions. While the 

full range of coordinate conjunctions is used to link clauses and sentences, a much 

more restricted range is used to link NPs. 

14.1 Nominal phrases 
Strategies for joining two NP HEADS were described in §4.4. Here the strategies for  

joining NPs are given. Two NPs may be coordinated by the conjoining conjunctions 

mai and an (§14.1.2) and the alternation conjunction o (§14.1.3). Two NPs can 

occasionally also be coordinated by juxtaposition (§14.1.1). The sequential and 

antithetical conjunctions are not normally used to form coordinate NPs. All of the 

conjunctions will be described further in §14.2.2 on coordination of clauses and 

sentences. 

14.1.1 Juxtaposition 
Very little coordination of NPs in Maskelynes is by simple juxtaposition, although it 

does occur.  

(113) Ale a-mavløsus a-ieh mial aru-toh-toh ðai. 
And PZ-emperor.fish PZ-fish brown 3dS.R-RED-stay just 
‘And Emperor fish (and) Redfish just stayed on.’ 

 
There is one form of juxtaposition that is used to imply an association between the 

two NPs. In this case the first NP is usually a personal name or relationship marked 

by the personaliser a-. The second NP is always a personal pronoun, usually a third 

person dual or plural pronoun.298 

(114) A-Nils galito lu-das melwawu bitas. 
PZ-Niels them.p 3pS.R-look.for soldier.crab shore 
‘Niels and his mates are looking for soldier crabs on the shore.’ 

(115) No-ris a-nana gølaru a Tohorhilau. 
1sS.R-see PZ-mum they.d LOC Tohorhilau 
‘I saw Mum and the one with her at Tohorhilau.’ 

                                                           
298 This construction is one way in which people can mention someone with whom they might have a restricted 
relationship. 
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14.1.2 Conjoining conjunctions 

Use of the coordinate conjunction mai ‘and’ is the most common for coordinate NPs, 

although some individuals prefer to use the borrowed an ‘and’. In both cases NPs are 

simply conjoined with no implication of alternation or place in time. 

(116) a-lat-hutai mai a-lat-barehreh 
PZ-p-child and PZ-p-girl 
‘the boys and girls’ (often used to refer to teenagers) 

(117) nø-tov mai nø-davurhø-has 
NZ-sugar.cane and NZ-egg-ant 
‘sugar and rice’ 

(118) nø-vanuan sua mai a-mahea-n gail 
NZ-person one and PZ-relative-3s.POSR p 
‘a person (man) and his relatives’ 

(119) galit mai a-se am 
them.p and PZ-who more 
‘them and who else?’ 

(120) nø-wai lilos se-Su mai a-Tevit 
NZ-water bathe GEN-Sue and PZ-David 
‘Sue and David’s bath water’ 

(121) nø-hai an na-æial gal-egai 
NZ-wood and NZ-lamp p-this 
‘these sticks and lamps’ 

(122) na-mityal egai an na-len-mariug saæ 
NZ-time this and NZ-in-night your.s 
‘this time and tonight’ (Literally: ‘this time and your in the night’)299 

 
Note that in example (121), the plural demonstrative has scope over the coordinate 

NP, but in (118) the plural marking in the same position only has scope over the 

second noun head, presumably because of the singular modification of the first noun 

head. It is also interesting that the genitive has scope over the coordinated nouns in 

example (120). 

14.1.3 Alternation conjunction 

The coordinate conjunction o ‘or’ joins NPs implying that only one of the 

alternatives is applicable.  

(123) na-þilit nø-taþur o nø-sa na-þili-¹ihai Ø-to-veveu 
NZ-empty.hollow NZ-trochus or NZ-what NZ-empty.hollow-tamanu 3sS-RZ-new 
‘empty trochus shell or what, tamanu that’s new’ 

(124) nø-taþur sua o nø-baið 
NZ-trochus one or NZ-green.snail 
‘a trochus or green snail (shell).’ 

 

                                                           
299 This particular use of the possessive pronoun may be to show respect to the person being spoken to, thus ivoi 
len mariug ‘goodnight’ is much more intimate or casual than ivoi nalenmariug saæ ‘good evening for you’. 
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Sometimes the choice is between two words of the same meaning, one of which is 

borrowed from Bislama and one of which is vernacular. So rather than a choice 

between alternatives, it is a choice between speech codes, where the alternation 

conjunction is being used to clarify the meaning of the Maskelynes word which may 

be unclear to the hearer. 

(125) a-lipah o polis sua san 
PZ-dog or police one 3s.POSR 
‘police or one of its (French government’s) police’ (Literally: ‘dog or one of its police’) 

(126) nø-kaliko o na-hurabat 
NZ-cloth or NZ-clothing 
‘cloth or cloth/clothing’ (Literally: ‘cloth or whiteman skin’)300 

 
When there are more than two items involved in coordination, the conjunction may 

occur between each, but normally only occurs before the last in the list. The non-

final items each have rising intonation with falling intonation on the final item. 

14.2 Coordination of clauses and sentences 
In Maskelynes coordinate clauses are linked by coordinate conjunctions, although 

they may also be linked by simple juxtaposition. These coordinate conjunctions link 

two grammatical units of the same level, thus NPs (see §14.1 ), or clauses within a 

sentence, or sentences. This coordination effectively  shows that the two units are not 

only of the same level, but generally of the same function, both coding either events 

or non-events, foreground information or background information. They are also 

conceptually linked within the framework and context of the discourse (Payne 

1997:337). Thus it is unlikely that the clauses ‘they chopped a tree down’ and ‘they 

strung their fish on a rope’ would be joined by a coordinate conjunction. 

14.2.1 Juxtaposition 
Clauses (and sentences) in Maskelynes are most often coordinated by simple 

juxtaposition. Juxtaposition is a loose coordination that links equal grammatical 

units. Juxtaposition connects events in a sequence over time as in example (127) 

below where sentences are linked, or example (128) where clauses are linked into 

one long sentence.301 In example (127) all of the clauses have the same subject and 

                                                           
300 In this instance there is division within the Maskelynes community about whether to use the borrowed word 
kaliko for a piece of cloth when the vernacular word ‘clothes’ already exists and is the same material. The 
speaker reflects this dilemma. 
301 It should be noted, that in the first of these examples, each sentence was marked by sentence final falling 
intonation whereas in the second example each clause was marked by clause final rising intonation and only the 
last clause had sentence final falling intonation. 
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repeat the same verb, pit ‘paint’. However, there is no overt subject or subject 

marking on the verb after the first occurrence, and there is a summary clause in the 

last sentence of what is a classical parallel paragraph.302 

(127) Ale mavløsus e-il tøban a-hanesus, pit-e. I-noð,  
SEQ emperer.fish 3sS.R-stand next.to.3s PZ-goatfish.type paint-3sO 3sS.R-finish  

 
pit a-møpaðw. Ale pit a-ulav. Pit a-vøhalo… Pit 
paint PZ-goatfish SEQ paint PZ-parrotfish paint PZ-Bluespine.unicorn.fish paint 

 
a-ieh harur. Ale e-pit ýis na-ieh gail ýisi i-hav. 
PZ-fish trevally SEQ 3sS.R-paint all NZ-fish p all 3sS.R-completed 
‘And Emperor fish stood next to Moustache fish and painted him. He finished and painted 
Goatfish. And painted Parrotfish. Painted Bluespine Unicornfish… Painted Trevally. And he 
entirely painted all the fishes until it was completed.’ 

(128) Namto-utaut høn na-æial gail, doð mai rið-i, namtu-tariv nø-wai 
1peS.R-prepare TZ NZ-light p seek and put-3sO 1peS.R-carry NZ-water 

 
na-æial gømai, utaut høn-i, namto-þir-i len na-æial gail,  a-lat-hutai 
NZ-light come prepare TZ-3sO 1peS.R-pour-3sO in NZ-light p PZ-p-child 

 
lu-tariv na… lo-ti høn nø-wag gail gømai, lo-rið-i len 
3pS.R-carry NZ 3pS.R-pole TZ NZ-canoe p come 3pS.R-put-3sO in 

 
na-ut e-sual, a-vanuan lu-tariv nø-toð salito, nø-¹os gømai len 
NZ-place 3sS.R-one PZ-person 3pS.R-carry NZ-pole their.p NZ-paddle come in 

 
na-ut e-sua, ale namto-rus vi lan, namto-vi lan 
NZ-place 3sS.R-one SEQ 1peS.R-shift DIR LOC.3s 1peS.R-go.to LOC.3s  

 
nø-wag, namto-varus. 
NZ-canoe 1peS.R-paddle 
‘We prepared the lamps, sought and put them, we brought kerosene and prepared it, we poured 
it in the lamps, the boys carried the…they poled the canoes here and they put them in one 
place, the men brought their poles and paddles to one place and then we shifted to them, we 
went to the canoes, we paddled.’ 

 
In (129), the first juxtaposition links the two sentences and marks a comparison 

between Redfish and Emperor fish who have both become varying degrees of red. 

The second juxtaposition links the more general statement of Emperor fish’s mouth 

being red to the more specific statement of the inside of his mouth being red. 

(129) Gølar, gø-þe-ris a-ieh mial, e-bisibis ýisi. A-mavløsus   
they.d 2sS-POT-see PZ-fish brown 3sS.R-red all PZ-emperor.fish 

 
na-buðo-n e-bisibis, nø-ýa-n gail e-bisibis ýisi. 
NZ-mouth-3s.POSR 3sS.R-red NZ-mouth-3s.POSR p 3sS.R-red all 
‘The two of them, if you see Redfish, it’s all red, and Emperor fish, its mouth is red, the inside 
of its mouths is all red.’ (Its mouths here refers to a species not individual). 

                                                           
302 Where a parallel paragraph is defined as consisting of clauses which differ by only one constituent – in this 
case the object of each clause. 
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(130) Na-len-mariug aro-sø-saru-wag tø-tas, aru-varus gøm a im. 
NZ-in-night 3dS.R-RED-spear-canoe RED-again 3dS.R-paddle come LOC house 
‘At night the two of them pointed the canoe (seaward) again and paddled home.’ 

 
When the clauses that are juxtaposed have two elements that differ, such as differing 

in subject and polarity of the verb, then the sentence encodes contrast. 

(131) Abat gail lu-han-han na-tøtahil, gidato dat-sø-han-han-i. 
White.man p 3pS.R-RED-eat NZ-oyster us 1piS-NEG-RED-eat-3sO 
‘White men eat oyster(s) (but), as for us we don’t eat them.’ 

14.2.2 Coordinate conjunctions 
The coordinate conjunctions in Maskelynes function in four different ways. The 

conjoining conjunctions purely join units of the same grammatical level and equal 

semantic prominence. The sequential conjunctions join units of the same 

grammatical level encoding events that follow each other in time, with no overlap. 

The alternation conjunctions join units of the same grammatical level of which only 

one is applicable. The antithetical conjunctions join units of the same grammatical 

level, which contrast, or one of which is situationally or culturally unexpected. It is 

interesting to note that Maskelynes has borrowed forms to function in all four of 

these categories of conjunctions, and in fact, for one of them, alternation, the 

borrowed form is almost exclusively used. 

14.2.2.1 Conjoining conjunction mai 

Payne (1997:339) states that, “The form that conjoins two elements is often the same 

as the operator that encodes the comitative sense of ‘with’”. The Maskelynes 

coordinate conjunction mai has the same form as that which marks comitative and 

dative elements, except that comitative and dative both take the object enclitic -i. 

Although it is by far the most commonly used conjunction to link NPs, use of mai as 

a conjunction linking clauses is much less common, and it has not been recorded 

linking sentences. The propositions encoded by clauses that are linked in this way are 

equally valid, they are not related in any time sequence, nor is there any alternation 

between them.  

(132) I-voi ke gamit møte-løboi mai møte-søsøloð høn na-soru-an sagw. 
3sS.R-good CMPZ you.p 2pS.IR-know and 2pS.IR-hear TZ NZ-talk-NZ my 
‘It’s good that you know and listen to my talk.’ 

(133) Vanuan lu-van vø-tah gat-i mai lu-pat-i len nø-wag ale 
Person 3pS.R-go PURP-hold tightly-3sO and 3pS.R-carry-3sO in NZ-canoe SEQ 
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namto-tutu ei. 
1peS.R-whoop there 
‘People went to grab it and they carried it in the canoe and we whooped there.’ 

(134) A-huh i-kekev van ðaboh ni-ten i-hav mai i-mat. 
PZ-crab 3sS.R-defecate go just.that NZ-faeces 3sS.R-depleted and 3sS.R-die. 
‘Crab kept on defecating, just that the faeces was finished and he died.’ 

14.2.2.2 Conjoining conjunction an 

This is a borrowing from English and is used purely as a conjoining device. Some 

speakers use it widely while many don’t use it at all. In the examples below it is used 

to link clauses within sentences, and to link sentences within paragraphs. 

(135) Nø-hol enan lu-mabul na-han-i-an ýisi lan. An lu-toh 
NZ-garden that 3pS.R-plant NZ-eat-3sO-NZ all LOC.3s and 3pS.R-live 
 
lu-toh mai nø-vanuan sua… 
3pS.R-live ACMP NZ-person one 
‘That garden, they planted every food in it. And they stayed, they stayed with a man…’ 

(136) Date-utaut høn na-han-i-an høn na-ut mødau. An le-þi-ke 
1piS.IR-prepare TZ NZ-eat-3sO-NZ GEN NZ-place soft and 3pS-POT-CMPZ 
‘We will prepare food for the afternoon. And if they want…’ 

(137) Li-raæ-raæe marireu an ti-bar na-mityal høn na-lilos-an,… 
3pS.IR-RED-play field and 3sS.IR-reach NZ-time GEN NZ-bathe-NZ 
‘They’ll play on the field and it will reach the time for bathing,…’ 

(138) Þon mai ginamito namt-to-suh len na-vile an køt-køta tøban 
Unite ACMP us.pe 1peS-RZ-live in NZ-village and RED-look next.to 
 
ginamit ti-voi 
us.pe 3sS.IR-good 
‘Unite with us who live in the village and look after us well…’ 

14.2.2.3 Sequential conjunction ale 

The conjunction ale ‘and/and then’ functions to join clauses or sentences encoding 

events in sequence with one following the next in time without overlap. This word is 

a borrowing from French via Bislama, and is widely used. Ale joins two clauses 

denoting a sequence of events (139). It occurs just after a tail-head link to join the 

tail-head to the following clause (140), (141), (143). It also functions to introduce a 

conclusion after a series of clauses or sentences in sequence, (see (142), (143) and 

(128) in §14.2.1). Ale also introduces the initiation of a new topic or action sequence 

(144). 

(139) L(u)-a hir-i lili-hai, ale gømai, lis-i. 
3pS.R-go dig-3sO mass-tree SEQ come grate-3sO 
‘They go to dig it in the forest and then come (and) grate it.’ 

(140) Lu-ke li-han ti-noð ale li-sav. 
3pS-CMPZ 3pS.IR-eat 3sS.IR-finish SEQ 3pS.IR-dance 
‘They wanted to finish eating and then dance.’ 
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(141) Namtu-gol na-lotu-an Ø-to-noð ale namto-vi lau. 
1peS.R-do NZ-worship-NZ 3sS-RZ-finish SEQ 1peS.R-go.to sea 
‘We finished worshiping and then we went to sea.’ 

(142) Ha¹ut egai i-mat i-mat i-mat ale i-tahøtah ðai maien(an). 
old.man this 3sS.R-die 3sS.R-die 3sS.R-die SEQ 3sS.R-hang just like.that 
‘This old man died, he died, he died and he just hung like that.’ 

(143) I-par høn-i Ø-to-noð i-manuð ale aru-han. 
3sS.R-stone.cook TZ-3sO 3sS-RZ-finish 3sS.R-cooked SEQ 3dS.R-eat 
‘She finished stone cooking it, it was done and then the two of them ate.’ 

(144) … be go-bulan yaðyað len nø-sa bai na-hølanun len na-ut  
…but 2sS.R-throw yellow in NZ-what FUT NZ-tree.type in NZ-place  
 
a pan egai, e-burut gat gelar ýisi. Ale na-ut møhat egai 
LOC down this 3sS.R-stick tight them.d all OK NZ-place up this 
 
na-vurhu-man bo-lai. 
NZ-hair-fowl FOC-that.there 
‘…but you throw yellow in, the what, (throw) the hølanun (yellow root) in this place down 
(here), it glues both of them tight. OK this place up (here) is feathers.’ 

14.2.2.4 Sequential conjunction beti 

The conjunction beti ‘then’ is most commonly found linking sentences or higher 

level structures in a temporal sequence. It also functions to join clauses in a sentence 

to encode temporal sequence. It is interesting to note that it also seems to mark 

switch reference, either signalling a change in participant (145)-(148) or signalling 

independent or separate action (149)-(151) with the speaker distancing himself from 

the hearer(s). 

(145) Lat a Hoti lu-¹as na-buai, ale pøpehun-i mai galito, taur   
p LOC Hoti 3pS.R-hit NZ-pig SEQ divide-3sO DAT them.p reciprocate  
 
høn-i mai galito, taur høn-i mai galito. Ale tariv na-buai  halit. 
TZ-3sO DAT them.p reciprocate TZ-3sO DAT them.p SEQ carry NZ-pig their.p 
 
Beti a-lat a Navsah lu-van. 
then PZ-p LOC Lamap 3pS.R-go 
‘Those from Hoti, they killed a pig, and divided it with them (those from elsewhere), shared it 
out with them, shared it out with them. And carried (off) their pig. Then those from Lamap 
went.’ 

(146) I-a bar høn-i beti no-vøvaut vi lan na-besin. 
3sS.R-go.to drop TZ-3sO then 1sS.R-draw.liquid DIR LOC.3s NZ-basin 
‘He went to discard it, then I drew water into the basin.’ 

(147) Ale i-ke ti-yar-yar lan beti te-vi im san. 
SEQ 3sS.R-CMPZ 3sS.IR-RED-walk LOC.3s then 3sS.IR-COP house 3s.POSR 
‘And he wanted to wander around in it (the shell), then it would be his home.’ 

(148) Møhaibø-gw gøm bai dari-han beti gi-van. 
grandchild-1s.POSR come please 1diS.IR-eat then 2sS.IR-go 
‘My grandchild, please come, we’ll eat then you go.’ 
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This conjunction also functions in ways that are much less clearly sequential. It can 

be placed at the end of the clause (or at least after the verb), and appears to be much 

more like an adverb. Thus after someone has been sitting talking as part of a group 

for some time, it is not unusual to hear them say, “Nivan beti.” ‘I’ll go’/ ‘I’m off 

then’, after which they stand up and leave. 

(149) Namtu-lotu i-noð ale Tsals i-kel-e, Gidato dati-a pat 
1peS.R-worship 3sS.R-finish SEQ Charles 3sS.R-say-3sO us.pi 1piS.IR-go.to sleep 
 
beti. A-Tsals i-pat. 
then PZ-Charles 3sS.R-sleep 
‘We finished worshiping and Charles said, “Let’s go sleep then.” Charles slept.’ 

(150) Ale lo-tuþat a tahw varus gømai gøm bar na-ut ea 
SEQ 3pS.R-start LOC back paddle come come reach NZ-place over.there 

 
beti a Luðas. 
then LOC Lungas. 
‘And they started behind, paddled this way as far as the place over there then, at Lungas.’ 

 
In fact these examples can still be understood as sequential within the thoughts, plans 

or obligations of the person speaking. Beti can also be viewed as marking the closing 

sequence for that person in that situation. Thus as one of the announcements about 

fund raising for the kindergarten, the following was heard: 

(151) Atið enan i-pat beti len na-perents gail. 
perhaps that 3sS.R-stay then on NZ-parents p 
‘I guess that’s up to the parents then.’ 

14.2.2.5 Alternation conjunction o 

The conjunction o ‘or’ links two or more clauses that are chosen from a number of 

alternatives. This word is a borrowing from English via Bislama and has replaced 

whatever device was used in the past for alternation.303 

(152) I-toh a Lutes o Ø-sa-vi a Lutes damøðai, a Hunøveu. 
3sS.R-live LOC Lutes or 3sS-NEG-COP LOC Lutes today LOC Huneveu 
‘He lived in Lutes or it isn’t Lutes today, in Huneveu.’ 

(153) Lu-baðis gat-i len na-holoa-n maiegai ale ke le-mølah 
3pS.R-tie tightly-3sO on NZ-throat-3s.POSR like.this SEQ CMPZ 3pS.IR-jump 

 
o lu-mab høn-i ale lu-gol ðai i-salevlev. 
or 3pS.R-how TZ-3sO SEQ 3pS.R-make just 3sS.R-hang 
‘They bound his throat like this and…wanted to jump or how did they do it? and then they 
made him just hang.’  

                                                           
303 When we originally tried to elicit a form that marked alternation, we were told that it was ke. Unfortunately 
we have never heard this used in alternation, nor recorded its use thus. This contrasts with o which we have both 
heard and recorded. 
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(154) E-þur sareh o Ø-sa-þur sareh? 
3sS.R-break deep or 3sS-NEG-break deep 
‘Does it (the lagoon) break deep or not break deep?’ 

14.2.2.6  Antithetical conjunction be  

The antithetical coordinate conjunction be ‘but’ links a clause with another 

contrasting clause or with one that is contrary to what the speaker or culture expects. 

This conjunction is a borrowing from Bislama, and is widely used instead of its 

vernacular equivalents avil, wake, and ris with the relativiser to-, which are 

gradually disappearing, especially from the speech of young people. While this 

seems to be a common trend in the languages of Vanuatu, in this particular case it 

makes analysis of the disappearing forms very difficult, because good analysis of 

such functors requires many examples in their discourse contexts.  

14.2.2.6.1 Head-contrast 
 A head-contrast relation consists of two propositions that differ in at least two 

details and yet have a point of comparison or similarity. In Maskelynes such 

sentences typically consist of clauses linked by the antithetical conjunction be. I have 

termed one of the two clauses the head (following Callow 1998:288) and the other 

the contrast. The two propositions contain two different entities or situations 

(although they may be in the same semantic domain) which at the point of 

comparison do not share a characteristic. This characteristic may be expressed as 

situational opposites, lexical opposites or a positive-negative pair. The contrast 

proposition is always assigned to the entity or situation lacking the characteristic. 

Thus in (155), the entity damøð ‘today’ in the contrast clause is compared with nino 

‘yesterday’ in the head clause with regard to the ambient heat and is found to lack it, 

being cold.  

(155) Nino na-ut e-pud be [damøð na-ut e-susus]. 
yesterday NZ-place 3sS.R-hot but today NZ-place 3sS.R-cold 
‘Yesterday it was hot but today it’s cold.’ 

 
Consider the following where the contrast clause is enclosed in square brackets, and 

the conjunction linking the clauses is bold.  

(156) Gal-evis lo-lilos len tas be [gal-evis lo-lilos len nø-wai]. 
p-how.many 3pS.R-bathe in sea but p-how.many 3pS.R-bathe in NZ-water 
‘Some (people) bathe in the sea but some (others) bathe in (fresh) water.’ 

(157) Ginamit namtu-var-varus be [gaiug gø-sa-løboi nø-varus-an]. 
us.p 1peS.R-RED-paddle but you.s 2sS-NEG-know NZ-paddle-NZ 
‘We paddle but as for you, you can’t paddle.’  
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(158) [Ø-sa-vi na-lute] be harhø-t a pan. 
3sS-NEG-COP NZ-leaf but root-PW LOC down 
‘It’s not the leaf but (it’s the) root down below.’ 

(159) Daru-han be [dar-sø-han ýis nø-han-i-an hidaru]. 
1diS.R-eat but 1diS-NEG-eat all NZ-eat-3sO-NZ our.di 
‘We both ate (some) but we didn’t eat all of our food.’ 

(160) Ale e-pit na-buðo-n gail e-bisibis, be  
SEQ 3sS.R-paint NZ-mouth-3s.POSR p 3sS.R-red but  
 
[nø-lo-n gail bisibis]. 
NZ-inside-3s.POSR p red 
‘And he painted their mouths red, and even their insides red.’  
(Literally: ‘And he painted its mouths it red, and even its insides red.’) 

 
A number of characteristics are evident in these examples. In (156), while tas ‘sea’ 

and nø-wai ‘water’ are not polar or lexical opposites, in the situation of bathing there 

are only these two alternatives, making them situational opposites. In (157) the point 

of comparison (unstated but implied by habitual activity in the head clause) is the 

ability to paddle.   
 
While on the surface (158) looks like a head-contrast relation, it does not involve a 

comparison. It actually realises a misunderstanding-correction relation. The entity’s 

character as a leaf is denied and corrected to being that of a root. Example (159) also 

looks like a head-contrast relation but does not involve a comparison. It is actually a 

head-equivalence relation. The second clause is a paraphrase of the first that negates 

an alternative scenario. And in (160), be doesn’t even look like indicating a contrast 

clause. In this case be is possibly better glossed as ‘and even’, thus ‘And he painted 

their mouths red, and even their insides red.’ So be functions to introduce a 

contraexpectation or an addition relation. 

14.2.2.6.2 Concession-contraexpectation 

The contraexpectation clause is one that is linked by the conjunction be following a 

clause expressing concession. What occurs within the contraexpectation clause is 

contrary to what the speaker or culture would expect. In the following examples the 

contraexpectation clause is enclosed by square brackets. 

(161) Namto-ris na-tuh-tø-t-e gal-evis ei be [namtu-tah gat-i 
1peS.R-see NZ-DIM-thing-PW-3sO p-how.many there but 1peS.R-hold tightly-3sO
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tah sulu¹ gail]. 
hold miss p 
‘We saw some wee ones there but we grabbed it…fumbled them.’304  

(162) Vanuan Ø-þi-ke Ø-þe-gø-gel høn nø-maur-an san ale 
person 3sS-POT-CMPZ 3sS-POT-RED-change TZ NZ-well-NZ 3s.POSR SEQ 

 
Ø-þe-kitin, i-voi be [sa-te-suæan nø-taðtað]. 
3sS-POT-true 3sS.R-good but PHB-3sS.IR-like NZ-hermit.crab 
‘If a person wants to change his life and if he’s telling the truth/ if it’s true, its good, but let him 
not be like the hermit crab.’ 

(163) Lu-a doð doð tas-i be [lø-sø-saþ-i]. 
3pS.R-go.to seek seek again-3sO but 3pS-NEG-find-3sO. 
‘They went to keep seeking him again but they didn’t find him.’ 

(164) A-hasu i-gam be [a-huh e-hut-i van ða(i) vø-paru bun nø-hasu]. 
PZ-rat 3sS.R-ran but PZ-crab 3sS-chase-3sO go only PURP-smash totally NZ-rat 
‘Rat ran but Crab just kept chasing him to bash the rat to death.’ 

14.2.2.7 Antithetical conjunction avil 

 Of the following examples, (165)-(170) all exhibit contraexpectation (encoding 

frustrated intention) except for (167) which encodes exception which is a kind of 

contrast. Three of the examples are sentences with avil linking clauses (165)-(167), 

but (168)-(170) are paragraphs with avil linking sentences. In (165) the second 

clause has a different subject from the first, in (166), they have the same subject and 

in (167), the subject of the second clause is included as part of the subject of the first 

clause. 

(165) Ale gidat dati-van, a-mavløsus (na-ieh mavløsus), avil as te-pit 
And us.p 1piS.IR-go PZ-emperor.fish NZ-fish emperor.fish but who 3sS.IR-paint 
 
gidato, as te-pit gidato? 
us.p who 3sS.IR-paint us.p 
‘OK let’s go, Emperor fish, but who will paint us, who will paint us?’ 

(166) Ale i-ke ti-pat-i avil i-gol sulu¹-i. 
And 3sS.R-CMPZ 3sS.IR-carry-3sO but 3sS.R-do miss-3sO 
‘And he wanted to carry it but he mistook/missed it.’ 

(167) Galit ýisi lu-lav nø-þe sua ¹i-su-sua avil e-ru 
they.p all 3pS.R-take NZ-song one DST-RED-one but 3sS.R-two 
 
ar-sø-lav-i. 
3dS-NEG-take-3sO 
‘They all took a song each but two didn't take one.’ 

(168) Na-vimal e-ris na-ðulai sua ke “Wereh na-ðulai 
NZ-ground.dove 3sS.R-see NZ-spider.conch one CMPZ sorry NZ-spider.conch 
 

                                                           
304 This is possibly better understood as a misspeech where the speaker said that they ‘grabbed it’ when in fact 
they ‘grabbed at and missed them’, thus ‘We saw some wee ones there but we fumbled them.’ 
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hagw.” Avil a-limu i-ke “O na-ðulai hagw. Ginau 
my but PZ-heron 3sS.R-CMPZ Oh NZ-spider.conch my, I  
 
no-ris-i a æo tia husur na-rie-gw e-bø-bølav.” 
1sS.R-see-3sO LOC first COMP because NZ-leg-1s.POSR 3sS.R-RED-long 
‘Ground dove saw a spider conch, “Sorry/wow my spider conch!” But Heron said, “Oh (it’s) 
my spider conch. I’d already seen it first because my legs are really long.”’ 

(169) Nu-sab len na-ut enan husur ereh nø-sa-ke nø-þi-sor mai 
1sS.R-wrong in NZ-place that REAS sorry 1sS-NEG-CMPZ 1sS-POT-talk DAT 
 
a-Seni am høn namr-þi-sor þon-þon dam høn nø-vat enan, ale 
PZ-Jenny more PURP 1peS-POT-talk RED-unite agree TZ NZ-money that SEQ 

 
viol høn-i mai a-¹a-n høn Ø-þe-¹ur na-hur-abat 
give TZ-3sO DAT PZ-sibling-3s.POSR PURP 3sS-POT-buy NZ-skin-white.man 

 
san høn-i. E be, avil gu-ke ne-us tas sual am 
3s.POSR INST-3sO Hey but but 2sS.R-CMPZ 1sS.IR-ask again one more 

 
mai gaiug a-Sem. 
DAT you.s PZ-Shem 
‘“I was wrong there because, sorry I didn’t want to talk to Jenny anymore, to talk together 
(and) agree on that money, and then give it to her sister to buy her clothes with it. Hey but, but 
you wanted me to ask you one more (question) Shem,…” (Shem was the magistrate at a court 
hearing).  

(170) I-ke a-tøma-n te-søvat tølmam høn-i vahim. Avil 
3sS.R-CMPZ PZ-father-3s.POSR 3sS.IR-send return TZ-3sO go.home but 
 
a-tøma-n Ø-sa-søvat-i gømai a Uluveu suæan Ø-to-kel-e. 
PZ-father-3s.POSR 3sS-NEG-send-3sO come LOC Uluveu like 3sS-RZ-say-3sO 
‘He wanted his father to send him back home. But his father didn’t send him from Uluveu like 
he said.’ (could also be ‘But his father didn’t send him here to Uluveu like he said.’) 

14.2.2.8 Antithetical conjunction wake 

I have had great difficulty isolating a difference between avil and wake. They are 

both only used infrequently, and usually only by old men. The examples here are the 

only ones on record, which makes a clearer analysis difficult. Most young people 

consider them to be synonymous, with the speaker’s personal preference being the 

only controlling factor (although one young man contends that avil is used in church 

and wake elsewhere!) 

(171) Ale len ne-boð Ø-to-van þis len enan dato-bunus-i ke,  
SEQ on NZ-day 3sS-RZ-go enter in that 1piS.R-notice-3sO CMPZ  
 
o nø-taðtað egaii e-vi taðtað ta sutuai tia wake  
oh NZ-hermit.crab the 3sS.R-COP hermit.crab from long.time COMP but  
 
e-vølav na-þilit nø-baið egai Ø-to-veveu a tut sua. 
3sS.R-take NZ-empty.hollow NZ-green.snail this 3sS-RZ-new LOC distant one 
‘And on the day when he went and entered in that, we notice that, “Oh the hermit crab is the 
hermit crab from before but he picked up this new empty green snail shell some place.”’ 
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(172) Ale dare-rið ýis na-ýisal gal-enan, dare-husur a-Yesu, a-Yesu wake 
and 1diS.IR-leave all NZ-way p-that 1diS.IR-follow PZ-Jesus PZ-Jesus but 

 
Ø-to-vi na-ýisal høn nø-bathu-t-e, bathu-vile len na-vile eg(ai) 
3sS-RZ-COP NZ-way GEN NZ-origin-PW-3sO origin-village in NZ-village this  
 
a pan, len nø-bathu-vile len nø-mav tu,… 
LOC down in NZ-origin-village in NZ-heaven too 
‘And we’ll leave all those ways, we’ll follow Jesus, Jesus but (he) who is the way of the origin, 
the origin place in this world, the origin place in heaven too…’ 

 
I have heard wake often, always meaning ‘but’, and both on elicitation and checking, 

wake, avil and be are considered by most people to be largely interchangeable. But 

example (172) above does not appear to bear this out. In fact, in both of the examples 

shown, in contrast to avil that introduces a frustrated contraexpectation, wake seems 

to introduce a contraexpectation of a pleasantly surprised variety. 

14.2.2.9 Antithetical conjunction ris to- 

While ris followed by a relativised verb acts as an antithetical conjunction, it has a 

high tendency to do so before a clause containing an object complement of the 

verbalised complementiser ke. It also has a higher than expected tendency to precede 

a change of subject. In the following examples, the one exception (175) was 

produced as a written story rather than recorded as oral text, and it is also the only 

example with possible ambiguity surrounding the meaning of ris. In all of the other 

examples ris…to- occurs in exchanges indicating a rejection or a counter by one 

speaker to what a previous speaker has said or wants. 

(173) Ale i-ke, Ale gamit ideh te-pit ginau. Ris lo-to-ke,  
SEQ 3sS.R-CMPZ SEQ you.p any 3pS.IR-paint me but 3pS-RZ-CMPZ  

 
Aoa ginamito namtu-ke namti-van tia bo-gai. 
no we.pe 1peS-CMPZ 1peS.IR-go COMP FOC-this 
‘And he said, “OK one of you paint me.” But they said, “No, we wanted to have gone by 
now.”’ 

(174) Namto-sið-siðor høn nø-mað sinamito gail mai na-sivuð tia 
1peS.R-RED-dress.traditional INST NZ-leaf our.pe p and NZ-leaf COMP 

 
bo-gai. Namte-il-il a æo. Ris gai Ø-to-ke, Ieh mial, ieh 
FOC-this 1peS.IR-RED-stand LOC front but he 3sS-RZ-CMPZ fish brown fish 

 
mial, gaiug ge-pit ginau. Ris a-ieh mial Ø-to-ke, Aoa. 
brown you.s 2sS.IR-paint me but PZ-fish brown 3sS-RZ-CMPZ no 
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Ginamito namte-il a æo. 
we.pe 1peS.IR-stand LOC front 
‘“We have dressed/are about to dress with our mang and sivung leaves now.305 We’ll go on 
ahead.” But he (Emperor fish) said, “Redfish, Redfish, you paint me!” But Redfish said, “No! 
We’ll go first.”’ 

(175) I-tað. A-va¹u san e-søsøloð, i-gam van ris Ø-to-mat tia. 
3sS.R-cry PZ-grandparent 3s.POSR 3sS.R-hear 3sS.R-run go but 3sS-RZ-die COMP 
‘He cried. His grandfather heard and ran there but he had died/and saw that he had died.’ 

(176) Namtu-sav tia bo-l. Toh maieg(ai) ris a-nana si-Moses  
1peS.R-dance COMP FOC-that.there stay like.this but PZ-mum GEN-Moses  

 
Ø-to-ke Ø-to-pat nø-log va-rið-i mai a-nana se-Linet… 
3sS-RZ-CMPZ 3sS-RZ-carry NZ-laplap PURP-put-3sO DAT PZ-mum GEN-Linet 
‘We had already danced. It was like this, but Moses’s mum wanted to carry the laplap to put it 
with Linet’s mum…’ 

(177) Lu-varus vi æo ke lø-þe-lib-liboð ke lø-þe-ris nø-hau. Ris 
3pS.R-paddle DIR front CMPZ 3pS-POT-RED-lie CMPZ 3pS-POT-see NZ-rope but 

 
a-Pol Ø-to-ke, Møte-gømai. Sa-mti-varus vahut… 
PZ-Paul 3sS-RZ-CMPZ 2pS.IR-come PHB-2pS.IR-paddle go.ashore 
‘They paddled forward so that they might lie (mislead) that they would see the rope. But Paul 
said, “You come (here). Don’t paddle ashore…”’ 

 
It is possible that ris always introduces a subordinate clause marked by the 

relativiser to- (to date there are no recorded examples of this use where the potential 

prefix is used). 

14.2.2.10 Result conjunction ða 

The conjunction ða overwhelmingly acts at paragraph level to join two sentences in 

a reason-result interpropositional relation, but as the examples below show, it may 

also act at sentence level to join two clauses within a sentence. In all cases the reason 

clause is linked by ða to a following result clause. 

(178) Nø-hasu i-han ýis nite-n ða a-huh i-mat. 
NZ-rat 3sS.R-eat all faeces-3s.POSR so PZ-crab 3sS.R-die 
‘The rat ate all of (crab’s) faeces so Crab died.’ 

(179) Na-huh i-kat bun na-hasu i-mat ða e-tølmam va-bøtah 
NZ-crab 3sS.R-bite totally NZ-rat 3sS.R-die so 3sS.R-return PURP-sit 
  
tøban a-natu-n… 
next.to.3s PZ-child-3s.POSR 
‘The crab bit (pinched) the rat to death so she returned to sit by her child…’ 

(180) I-yar van va-ris a-nana san ða aro-bøtah. 
3sS.R-walk DUR PURP-see PZ-mum 3s.POSR so 3dS.R-sat. 
‘He walked on to see his mum so the two of them sat down.’ 

                                                           
305 The combination of tia (often shortened to ta) and the demonstrative bogai can encode incipient aspect, thus 
ivan ta bogai ‘he’s about to go.’ 
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(181) Ale nø-jas i-noð ða len nø-taim enan namtu-sor-sor… 
SEQ NZ-judgement 3sS.R-finish so at NZ-time that 1peS.R-RED-talk… 
‘OK, the judgement was finished so then we chatted…’  
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Appendix A: diagnostic criteria for verb linkage 
The following diagnostic criteria were used to distinguish verb compounds, NSV 

constructions, CSV constructions, subordination and coordination. 
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 Initial verb in the construction is in a contracted form +/- - - - - 
 Construction can only be inflected once for subject person/number + + - - - 
 Construction can only be inflected once for object person/number + + - - - 
 Construction carries single word stress + + - - - 
 Construction has no internal pause and is like a single phonological word + + - - - 
 Negative inflection has scope over the entire construction + + - - - 
 Nominalisation encloses the entire construction + + - - - 
 Construction is transitivised as a unit  + + - - - 
 Construction has a minimum valency of one and maximum of two  + + - - - 
 Final (and possibly medial) verbs may have reduced verbal characteristics  - + + - - 
 Construction has semantic unity as a single verb + + + - - 
 Genuinely second subject can’t be introduced + + + - - 
 Unable to separate verbs with adverbials + + +/- - - 
 Intonation of a single-verb clause + + + - - 
 Construction has unitary mood/tense + + + - - 
 Both/all verbs are lexical verbs able to act independently - + + + + 
 Construction has a valency equal to the sum of the valencies of each verb  - - +/- +/- + 
 Clause boundary between verbs - - - + + 
 Construction contains a subordinator - - - + - 
 Construction contains a coordinator - - - - + 
 Insertion of a coordinator between verbs doesn’t change the meaning - - - - + 
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Appendix B: texts 

Text 1 
What follows outlines the procedure for making laplap, which consists of grated 

tuber spread out on large leaves to form a sizable flat disc. This is topped with meat 

if it is available then wrapped and cooked on hot rocks. The speaker is Betty John, a 

married woman of about 50 who lives in Pelog Village. The text was recorded on 27 

December 2001. In this and the following texts comma intonation is marked by a 

comma (,) and sentence final intonation is marked by a period (.). Notice that 

cohesion within this text is provided by extensive tail-head linkage. This is common 

for procedural texts. 

(1) Ale. 
OK 
‘Okay.’ 

(2) Nø-þi-ke ni-pareh, nu-a hir nø-maniok, ne-vi lan, 
1sS-POT-CMPZ 1sS.IR-cook.laplap 1sS.R-go dig NZ-manioc 1sS.IR-go.to LOC.3s 
 
nø-garen va-hir nø-maniok, gømai e-suh, ale va-kin lu-kai. 
NZ-garden PURP-dig NZ-manioc come 3sS.R-stay SEQ PURP-pinch.off leaf-tree 
‘If I want to cook laplap, I go dig manioc, I’ll go to the garden to dig manioc, bring it and store 
it, and then go to collect cooking  (Helconia) leaves.’ 

(3) A kin lu-kai gømai, i-pat, ale a-ha¹ut sagw Ø-þi-ke  
go pinch leaf-tree come 3sS.R-lie SEQ PZ-old.man my 3sS-POT-CMPZ  
 
Ø-þi-van va-ruh vø-lav na-ieh gømai, ale ne-lis nø-maniok. 
3sS-POT-go PURP-dive PURP-transfer NZ-fish come SEQ 1sS.IR-grate NZ-manioc 
‘(I) go collect cooking leaves bring them (here) and leave them, and (then) if my old man 
wants to go spear fishing to bring fish, I’ll grate manioc.’ 

(4) Ne-lis nø-maniok, ale ne-tømah. 
1sS.IR-grate NZ-manioc, SEQ 1sS.IR-heat.stones 
‘I’ll grate manioc, and then I’ll heat stones.’ 

(5) Tømah len na-þur. 
heat.stones in NZ-hole 
‘(I’ll) heat stones in the (cooking) hole.’ 

(6) Ale nø-hab i-mat, ale nu-ýolsah høn na-lu-kai. 
SEQ NZ-fire 3sS.R-die SEQ 1sS.R-lay.out TZ NZ-leaf-tree 
‘Okay the fire is dead, and I lay out cooking leaves.’ 

(7) Nu-ýolsah høn na-lu-kai, ale tøðov nø-log, tøðov nø-log van van, 
1sS.R-lay.out TZ NZ-leaf-tree SEQ press NZ-laplap press NZ-laplap go go  
 
ale tariv na-mit, e-nus nø-log. 
SEQ carry NZ-meat 3sS.R-top NZ-laplap 
‘I lay out cooking leaves, and then press out the laplap, keep on pressing out the laplap and 
then carry meat, it tops the laplap.’ 
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(8) E-nus nø-log i-noð, nu-ýon gol-e, nu-ýon gol-e høn  
3sS.R-top NZ-laplap 3sS.R-finish 1sS.R-plug block-3sO 1sS.R-plug block-3sO INST
  
na-lu-kai. 
NZ-leaf-tree 
‘It finishes topping the laplap, I seal it up, I seal it up with cooking leaves.’ 

(9) Ýon gol-e høn na-lu-kai ale i-pat, ale nu-lav nø-hai  
plug block-3sO INST NZ-leaf-tree SEQ 3sS.R-lie SEQ 1sS.R-transfer NZ-device  
 
tarhøþial, ale ne-þilat nø-vat. 
bamboo.tongs SEQ 1sS.IR-remove.hot NZ-stone 
‘(I) seal it with cooking leaves and leave it (there), and then I take bamboo tongs and I’ll 
remove the hot stones.’ 

(10) Þilat nø-vat vahut, þilat nø-vat i-pat a ut, ale  
remove.hot NZ-stone go.ashore remove.hot NZ-stone 3sS.R-lie LOC place SEQ  
 
nu-lav nø-hai sua tile, nu-sar na-þur. 
1sS.R-transfer NZ-wood one different 1sS.R-spear NZ-hole 
‘(I) remove the stones out of the hole, remove the stones leaving them there on the side, and 
then I take a different stick and I poke the hole.’  

(11) Sar na-þur høn-i. 
spear NZ-hole INST-3sO 
‘(I) poke the hole with it.’ 

(12) Sar nø-vat. 
spear NZ-stone 
‘Poke the stones (around).’ 

(13) I-noð, pat nø-log van va-rið-i len na-þur. 
3sS.R-finish carry NZ-laplap go PURP-put-3sO in NZ-hole 
‘That done, (I) carry the laplap over to put it in the hole.’  

(14) Va-rið-i len na-þur, ale nu-lav nø-hai tarhøþial,  
PURP-put-3sO in NZ-hole SEQ 1sS.R-transfer NZ-device tongs  
 
no-þilat nø-vat, a tu¹ gat nø-log. 
1sS.R-remove.hot NZ-stone go hold.down tightly NZ-laplap 
‘To put it in the hole, and then I take the tongs, I move the hot stones, they go to hold the 
laplap firmly in place.’ 

(15) Tu¹ gat nø-log len na-þur, ale i-noð.  
hold.down tightly NZ-laplap in NZ-hole SEQ 3sS.R-finish 
‘(They) hold the laplap firmly in the hole, okay it’s finished.’ 

(16) Nu-tariv na-lu-kai tile am, no-ðud nø-vat. 
1sS.R-carry NZ-leaf-tree different more 1sS.R-cover NZ-stone 
‘I carry different cooking leaves again, and I cover the stones.’ 

(17) No-ðud nø-vat i-noð, ale nu-lav nø-sa nø-bak o… a’a  
1sS.R-cover NZ-stone 3sS.R-finish SEQ 1sS.R-transfer NZ-what NZ-bag or yep  
 
nø-bak, ale no-ðud na-lu-kai. 
NZ-bag SEQ 1sS.R-cover NZ-leaf-tree 
‘I finish covering the stones, and then I take what? bags or…? yep bags, and I cover the 
cooking leaves.’ 

(18) Ale nu-hor nø-tan, ale nu-tavun-i. 
SEQ 1sS.R-scoop NZ-ground SEQ 1sS.R-bury-3sO 
‘And then I scoop dirt (over it) and I bury it.’ 
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(19) Nu-tavun gat-i. 
1sS.R-bury tightly-3sO 
‘I firmly bury it.’  

(20) Tavun gat-i i-pat ei,  pat van van Ø-þi-ke na-mityal  
bury tightly-3sO 3sS.R-lie there lie go go 3sS-POT-CMPZ NZ-sun  
 
Ø-þi-ke Ø-þe-vi pan ea, ale no-gømai, no-vit-i.  
3sS-POT-CMPZ 3sS-POT-go down over.there SEQ 1sS.R-come 1sS.R-scoop.out-3sO 
‘(I) firmly bury it and it lies there, (it) stays there until if it wants, if the sun wants to go down 
over there, okay I scoop it off.’ 

(21) No-vit-i, ale nu-tas nø-vat dan nø-log egaii, ale 
1sS.R-scoop.out-3sO SEQ 1sS.R-remove NZ-stone ABL NZ-laplap the SEQ  
 
nu-pat-i rið-i len nø-mat sua tile am. 
1sS.R-carry-3sO put-3sO on NZ-mat one different more 
‘I scoop it off and then I take the stones off the laplap, then I carry it and put it on a different 
mat again.”  

(22) Rið-i lan, ale pat-i van va-vuh-e. 
put-3sO LOC.3s SEQ carry-3sO go PURP-unwrap-3sO 
‘(I) put it on it, and then carry it away to unwrap it.’ 

(23) N-a vuh-e, ale nu-lav na-þu, no-tiv-i. 
1sS.R-go unwrap-3sO SEQ 1sS.R-transfer NZ-knife 1sS.R-incise-3sO 
‘I go unwrap it, and then I take a knife and I cut it (into portions).’ 

(24) Nu-lav na-þu, no-tiv-i i-noð, gum na-møtu han, ale 
1sS.R-transfer NZ-knife 1sS.R-incise-3sO 3sS.R-finish squeeze NZ-coconut its SEQ
  
no-¹us-i. 
1sS.R-add.coconut.cream-3sO 
‘I take a knife, I finish cutting it (into portions), squeeze coconut for it, and then I add coconut 
cream to it.’  

(25) No-¹us-i, ale nu-¹olsan nidoð, ale kis a-natu-gw  
1sS.R-add.coconut.cream SEQ 1sS.R-lay.out coconut.leaf.mat SEQ call PZ-child-1s.POSR
  
galito, lo-gømai, namtu-han. 
them.p 3pS.R-come 1peS.R-eat 
‘I add coconut cream to it, and then I lay out coconut leaf mats, and I call my children, they 
come and we eat.’ 

 

Text 2 
The following story concerns the adventure of two youths who paddled over to their 

family gardens on Hoti and were caught out when they overslept. It was narrated by 

Malterrie Stanley, a man of about 20 years. At the time he was unmarried and not 

long out of high school. The text was recorded on 28 December 2001. For this story 

the repeated hesitations have been replaced by single occurrences only. 

(26) Boð sua i-kad na-tøtai e-ru. 
day one 3sS.R-have NZ-child 3sS.R-two 
‘Once there were two boys.’ 

(27) Aru-toh van aru-ke are-vi Hoti. 
3dS.R-live go 3dS.R-CMPZ 3dS.IR-go.to Hoti 
‘The two of them lived (here) and they wanted to go to Hoti.’ 
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(28) Aru-van. 
3dS.R-go 
‘They went.’ 

(29) Aro-liv nø-wag sølaru, aru-varus. 
3dS.R-pull NZ-canoe their.d 3dS.R-paddle 
‘They pulled their canoe (into the water) and they paddled.’ 

(30) Aru-varus van van van van vøbar na-ut a Hoti. 
3dS.R-paddle go go go go as.far.as NZ-place LOC Hoti 
‘They paddled on and on as far as Hoti.’ 

(31) Nø-boð ar-to-bar na-ut a Hoti, aro-vi ýisal. 
NZ-day 3dS-RZ-reach NZ-place LOC Hoti, 3dS.R-go.to road 
‘When they reached Hoti, they went to the garden.’ (Literally ‘They went to the road.’) 

(32) Aro-vi ýisal va-tølmam, aro-gømai, aro-rið-i a lau. 
3dS.R-go.to road DUR-return 3dS.R-come 3dS.R-put-3sO LOC sea 
‘They went to the garden until they returned, they came and they put (the produce) on the 
shore.’ 

(33) Nø-boð ar-to-toh a lau aru-malkøkat, aru-ke ari-panun. 
NZ-day  3dS-RZ-live LOC sea 3dS.R-hungry 3dS.R-CMPZ 3dS.IR-cook 
‘While they were on the shore they were hungry, they wanted to cook.’ 

(34) Gølar togon, i-a das møðod hølaru, gølar togon i-toh a u  
they.d next 3sS.R-go look.for flesh their.d they.d next 3sS.R-live LOC place
  
i-panun. 
3sS.R-cook 
‘One of the two went to look for meat for the two of them, the other stayed ashore and 
cooked.”  

(35) Nø-boð ar-to-van, togon Ø-to-das møðod, Ø-to-sah høn møðod, 
NZ-day 3dS-RZ-go next 3sS-RZ-look.for flesh 3sS-RZ-attach TZ flesh  
 
e-gømai aru-han, aru-panun. 
3sS.R-come 3dS.R-eat 3dS.R-cook. 
‘When the two of them went, the one who looked for meat, who caught meat, came and they 
ate, they cooked.’ 

(36) Aru-panun van van van van van, nø-boð nø-han-i-an gail Ø-to-manuð  
3dS.R-cook go go go go go NZ-day NZ-eat-3sO-NZ p 3sS-RZ-done  
 
aru-han. 
3dS.R-eat 
‘They cooked and cooked and when (all) the food was cooked, they ate.’ 

(37) Aru-han, aru-han han han, na-møta-lar i-no¹.  
3dS.R-eat 3dS.R-eat eat eat NZ-eye-3d.POSR 3sS.R-sleepy 
‘The two of them ate, they ate and ate, and their eyes grew sleepy.’ 

(38) Aru-pat. 
3dS.R-sleep 
‘They slept.’ 

(39) Aru-pat, nø-boð ar-to-pat van, aro-søsøloð høn nø-hai gail   
3dS.R-sleep NZ-day 3dS-RZ-sleep go 3dS.R-hear TZ NZ-tree p  
 
Ø-to-ma-þur-þur.  
3sS-RZ-DTZ-RED-break 
‘They slept, and while they slept, they heard the trees (there) being broken.’ 
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(40) Nø-lan i-paru gølaru gol ke aru-le-le. 
NZ-wind 3sS.R-smash them.d make CMPZ 3dS.R-RED-rise 
‘The wind struck them making them wake up.’  

(41) Nø-boð ar-to-le-le ar-to-køta maiegai, aro-køta ris nø-tas e-pus. 
NZ-day 3dS-RZ-RED-rise 3dS-RZ-look like.this 3dS.R-look see NZ-sea 3sS.R-break 
‘When they awoke, and they looked like this, they saw the sea breaking.”  

(42) Nø-lan e-¹uv nø-hai, nø-pashø-hai i-¹er  i-ma-þur-þur. 
NZ-wind 3sS.R-blow NZ-tree NZ-branch-tree 3sS.R-flap.quickly 3sS.R-DTZ-RED-break 
‘The wind blew the trees, the branches thrashed and were broken.’  

(43) Aru-nau soþuer høn-i, aru-van tariv nø-han-i-an vi len nø-wag  
3dS.R-think fruitlessly TZ-3sO 3dS.R-go carry NZ-eat-3sO-NZ DIR LOC NZ-canoe
  
sølaru, aro-tuþat høn nø-varus-an. 
their.d 3dS.R-start TZ NZ-paddle-NZ 
‘They worried about it (but having no solution), they went and carried the food to their canoe 
and they started paddling.’ 

(44) Nø-boð ar-to-varus van van ar-to-ke ar-þi-sah høn-i len  
NZ-day 3dS-RZ-paddle go go 3dS-RZ-CMPZ 3dS-POT-attach TZ LOC  
 
na-lili¹ol, nø-wag sølaru, nø-wai e-pul lan, aru-ke soþuer  
NZ-deep.place NZ-canoe their.d water 3sS.R-full LOC.3s 3dS.R-CMPZ fruitlessly  
 
høn-i, aru-varus tølmam vi Hoti. 
TZ-3sO 3dS.R-paddle return DIR Hoti 
‘While they paddled on they wanted to get it into the channel, their canoe, water was filling up 
in it, they worried about it and paddled back to Hoti.’ 

(45) Aro-piasw ýis nø-wai egaii, aro-tølmam tø-tas. 
3dS.R-bailed all NZ-water the 3dS.R-return RED-again 
‘They bailed out all of the water, and they went back again.’  

(46) Aru-bar na-lili¹ol gai e-pul tø-tas. 
3dS.R-reach NZ-deep.place it 3sS.R-full RED-again 
‘They reached the channel and it was again filling up.’  

(47) Søho¹ut, aru-varus tas vahut, van aro-piasw ýis nø-wag høn na  
disturbed 3dS.R-paddle again ashore go 3dS.R-bailed  all NZ-canoe TZ hm  
 
nø-wai, na-vøha-tor-an han aru-van, aru-ke ari-sar høn tas-i  
NZ-water NZ-MLT-three-NZ its 3dS.R-go 3dS.R-CMPZ 3dS.R-propel TZ again-3sO
  
len na na-lili¹ol, nø-wag sølar e-mun. 
LOC hm NZ-deep.place NZ-canoe their.d 3sS.R-be.swamped 
‘Disturbed, they paddled ashore again until they bailed the canoe of all the water, for a third 
time they went, they wanted to propel it into the channel, (but) their canoe was swamped.’ 

(48) Nø-boð nø-wag sølar Ø-to-mun egaii gølar togon e-mølah, 
NZ-day NZ-canoe their.d 3sS.RZ-be.swamped the they.d next 3sS.R-jump  
 
togon e-piasw. 
next 3sS.R-bail 
‘When their canoe was swamped (like that) one of them jumped out, the other bailed.’ 

(49) E-piasw piasw piasw. 
3sS.R-bail bail bail 
‘He bailed and bailed and bailed.’ 
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(50) Nø-boð ar-to-piasw aro-ris-i ke nø-lan i-dað masu¹,  
NZ-day 3dS-RZ-bail 3dS.R-see-3sO CMPZ NZ-wind 3sS.R-strong INTNS  
 
aro-søho¹ut, aru-vahut. 
3dS.R-disturbed 3dS.R-go.ashore 
‘While they bailed they saw that the wind was extremely strong, they were disturbed and went 
ashore.’ 

(51) Aru-vahut van va-toh a  ut. 
3dS.R-go.ashore go PURP-live LOC place 
‘They went ashore going to stay ashore.’ 

(52) Aru-toh vir nø-lan egaii Ø-to-vahut van van van van van van van.  
3dS.R-live await NZ-wind the 3sS-RZ-go.ashore go go go go go go go. 
‘They stayed waiting for the wind that kept blowing shoreward.’ 

(53) Nø-lan egaii e-vi pan, na-len-mariug aro-søsaruwag tø-tas,   
NZ-wind the 3sS.R-go.to down NZ-in-nighttime 3dS.R-point.canoe RED-again  
 
aru-varus gøm a im. 
3dS.R-paddle come LOC house 
‘The wind went down, (in) the nighttime they pointed the canoe (for the channel) again, and 
the two of them paddled home.’ 

 

Text 3 
The following story is a traditional myth describing the origin of an island off 

Sangalai, which is split almost into two islands by a pool that has become a channel 

between the two sides. It is in this channel that residents of Lohvari hold turtles ready 

for the New Yam festival. The narrator is Caleb Malau, a married man of 50 who 

lives in Pelog Village. The text was recorded on 2 November 2008. Once again 

multiple hesitations have been edited to single occurrences only. 

(54) Boð sua sutuai len na-ut a Uluveu egai i-kad nø-vanuan e-ru 
day one long.time in NZ-place LOC Uluveu this 3sS.R-have NZ-person 3sS.R-two
  
aru-toh. 
3dS.R-live 
‘Once long ago in this place island of Uluveu there were two people living.’  

(55) A-laru-enan aru-toh len tas ýisi. 
PZ-d-that 3dS.R-live in sea all 
‘The two of them lived fully in the sea.’  

(56) Togon na-høsa-n Bøhavtesdi. 
next NZ-name-3s.POSR Bəhavtesdi  
‘One was named Bəhavtesdi.’ 

(57) Togon na-høsa-n a-Það. 
next NZ-name-3s.POSR PZ-Bwang 
‘The other was named Bwang.’ 

(58) A-Það i-toh len na-holoul sua lohoim. 
PZ-Bwang 3sS.R-live in NZ-island one inside 
‘Bwang lived inside a certain island.’ 
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(59) Be a-Bøhavtesdi i-toh lili¹ol. 
but PZ-Bəhavtesdi 3sS.R-live deep.place 
‘But Bəhavtesdi lived in the depths.’ 

(60) Len nø-boð gail ýisi aru-sor, aru-toh husur na-søhau. 
on NZ-day p all 3dS.R-talk 3dS.R-live follow NZ-reef 
‘Every day they talked, they stayed along the reef.’ 

(61) Aru-han þon-þon. 
3dS.R-eat RED-unite 
‘They ate together.’ 

(62) Nø-boð gal-evis a-Bøhavtesdi e-pisul høn a-Það i-van a vø-han  
NZ-day p-few PZ-Bəhavtesdi 3sS.R-send TZ PZ-Bwang 3sS.R-go go.to PURP-eat
  
len na-ut san. 
at NZ-place his. 
‘Sometimes Bəhavtesdi sent for Bwang (and) he went to eat at his place.’ 

(63) Nø-boð gal-evis a-Það e-pisul høn a-Bøhavtesdi e-gøm høn  
NZ-day p-few PZ-Bwang 3sS.R-send TZ PZ-Bəhavtesdi 3sS.R-come REAS  
 
ar-to-(han). 
3dS-RZ-eat. 
‘Sometimes Bwang sent for Bəhavtesdi to come so they could eat.’ 

(64) Aro-hisi van van be na nø-nau-an si-Það e-tile, hum  
3dS.R-strive go go but hm NZ-think-NZ GEN-Bwang 3sS.R-different like  
 
Ø-to-køta ris ke, Atið i-toh masu¹ lili¹ol, be gai i-toh 
3sS-RZ-look see CMPZ maybe 3sS.R-live INTNS deep.place but he 3sS.R-live  
 
pøpadað na-ut ðai. 
near NZ-place only 
‘They continued but Bwang’s thoughts were different, as if he saw that, “Maybe he’s lived too 
long in the depths,” while he (Bwang) lived just near the land.’ 

(65) Ale gol ke boð sua e-pisul høn ke te-gøm høn ar-þi-han. 
SEQ make CMPZ say one 3sS.R-send TZ CMPZ 3sS.IR-come PURP 3dS.POT-eat 
‘And so one day he sent for him to come that the two of them might eat.’ 

(66) I-a habut nø-kabut sua, ale e-pisul høn-i ke, Ge-gøm  
3sS.R-go cook NZ-stone.cook one SEQ 3sS.R-send TZ-3sO CMPZ 2sS.IR-come  
 
dari-han. 
1diS.IR-eat 
‘He went to cook a stone cooked (meal), and he sent for him saying, “Come, let’s eat!”’ 

(67) Aru-han, aru-sor æeløsau høn na-t-gal-evis høn ar-þe-um høn-i. 
3dS.R-eat 3dS.R-talk obligated TZ NZ-thing-p-few PURP 3dS-POT-work TZ-3sO 
‘They ate and they negotiated some things for the two of them to make.’ 

(68) Ale e-tølmam.  
SEQ 3sS.R-return 
‘And he returned.’ 

(69) Boð sua tø-tas am e-pisul tas-i, Ge-gøm han. 
day one RED-again more 3sS.R-send again-3sO 2sS.IR-come eat 
‘One day once again he sent (a message to) him again, “Come eat!”’ 
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(70) Nø-boð ar-to-gøm han i-gol ke na-sor-an sølar e-bølav,  
NZ-day 3dS-RZ-come eat 3sS.R-make CMPZ NZ-talk-NZ their.d 3sS.R-long  
 
aru-hol e-bølav. 
3dS.R-yarn 3sS.R-long 
‘When they came and ate, it caused their talk to be long, they chatted for a long time.’  

(71) Ar-to-hol maienan be nø-tas i-masur vi pan. 
3dS-RZ-yarn like.that but NZ-sea 3sS.R-sink DIR down 
‘As they chatted like that the sea (level) went down.’ 

(72) Nø-tas to-masur vi pan i-gol ke Bøhavtesdi i-nau ke,  
NZ-sea 3sS-RZ-sink DIR down 3sS.R-make CMPZ Bəhavtesdi 3sS.R-think CMPZ
  
E nu-nau ke sa-nø-tas ti-mas. 
hey 3sS.R-think CMPZ PHB-NZ-sea 3sS.IR-dry 
‘When the sea went down it made Bəhavtesdi think, “Hey, I’m thinking, don’t let the tide go 
out.”’ 

(73) Ne-tuþat vi lau. 
1sS.IR-start go.to sea 
‘(He said) “I’ll go seaward.”’  

(74) Ale i-voi. 
OK 3sS.R-good 
‘“Okay, fine.”’  

(75) Aro-sudølaæ høn Ø-þe-tølmam høn Ø-þi-… Ø-þi-tas vi lau van 
3dS.R-take.leave PURP 3sS-POT-return PURP 3sS-POT- 3sS-POT-drag DIR sea go
  
va-vi len na-lili¹ol Ø-to-mermer, Ø-to-van be i-kos. 
PURP-go.to in NZ-deep.place 3sS-RZ-black 3sS-RZ-go but 3sS.R-stuck 
‘They took their leave (of each other) so that he could return to drag seaward to the black 
depths, when he went he (unexpectedly) got stuck fast.’ 

(76) I-gol ris-i høn Ø-þi-van vøbar vø-sareh len na-ut Ø-to-vi 
3sS.R-do try-3sO  PURP 3sS-POT-go as.far.as DUR-deep in NZ-place 3sS-RZ-COP

  
liþliþur masu¹ be nø-tas i-mas habat gol ke e-pølah masø-mas 
lagoon INTNS but NZ-sea 3sS.R-dry INTNS make CMPZ 3sS.R-lie RED-dry  
 
ei. 
there 
‘He tried to go as far as (where) it goes deep in the place that is a large lagoon but the tide was 
way out so that he lay there drying out.’   

(77) I-gol ke damøð e-gøm vi vat. 
3sS.R-make CMPZ today 3sS.R-come COP stone 
‘So today he has become stone.’ 

(78) E-vi vat ale ga-Ø-to-vi tuh-holoul lo-to-kis-i høn 
3sS.R-COP stone SEQ COMP-SEEN-3sS-RZ-COP DIM-island 3pS-RZ-call-3sO TZ
  
a-©ulbau. 
PZ-Vulbau 
‘He is a stone and he has been the wee island that they call Vulbau.’  

(79) Ø-to-masø-mas vi a tuh-ailen enan.  
3sS-RZ-RED-dry COP um DIM-island that 
‘When he was dry he was that wee island.’ 
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(80) Ale gol ke a-Það i-kad nø-taim… e-løboi Ø-þi-sor  
SEQ make CMPZ PZ-Bwang 3sS.R-have NZ-time 3sS.R-know 3sS-POT-talk  
 
maieð ei. 
like.this there. 
‘And so Bwang had time… he could talk like this there.’ 

(81) A-Það i-toh ðai tarhø-t-e, ale gai i-kos   
PZ-Bwang 3sS.R-live just other.side-PW-3sO SEQ he 3sS.R-stuck  
 
tarhø-t-e. 
other.side-PW-3sO 
‘Bwang just lives on one side and he, he got stuck on the other side.’ 

(82) Gol ke Ø-sø-kad na… na-ýisal ideh høn ke… vø-masur len  
make CMPZ 3sS-NEG-have hm NZ-road any PURP CMPZ DUR-sink in  
 
na-þur na… na-liþliþur be i-kos pat ei, ga-to-pat van 
NZ-hole hm NZ-lagoon but 3sS.R-stuck lie there COMP.SEEN-3sS-RZ-lie go 
 
damøðai. 
today 
‘Consequently there is no way to… (for him) to go down into the hole…the lagoon, but he is 
stuck lying there, he has been lying (there) until today.’  

 


